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Practical Principles for Profitable Peach Production*

BEING a comirercial peach grower
in the Micliigan fruit belt, I shall

attempt to give briefly only the

common principles and practices of the

leading growers of our section. We at-

tempt no fancy methods—every dollar

expf-nded and every hour's work devot-

ed to the business is looked upon as an
investment. With most of us, [:each

production is a "bread and butter" af-

fair. Your own experiences with local

conditions will enable you to judge just

how far our methods can be followed

successfully in your several orchards.

SOIL AND LOCATION
While a good loam is our ideal soil,

we have good orchards on nearly all

kinds of soil. We do demand, however,
that all peach lands shall be well drain-

ed, both as to air and water, and, as
moderate ele\ations tend to furnish both
a good air circulation and water drain-

age, high or elevated lands are pre-

ferred.

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL

The ground to receive our baby trees
must be well stocked in advance with
suitable food to give them a vigorous
start. Plowing under clover or other
nitrogenous crops, before setting the
trees, furnishes humus, which is especi-
ally valuable in making the ground
spongy—capable of holding large quanii-
ties of water.

VARIETIES

The choice of varieties is largely a
local matter. Select those which do best
in your locality and which supply the de-
mands of your market. The large plant-
ings of peach in Georgia, Texas, etc.,

have caused us to discard the early varie-
ties, especially the clings. In our sec-
tion the best commercial orchards in-
clude such kinds as the Yellow St. John,
Engle's Mammoth, Conklin, Fitzgerald,
Elberta, Kalamazoo, New Prolilic,
Smock and Salway—all yellow varieties.
The Champion is one of the leading
white kinds, but our market calls for
large, high-colored, yellow peaches.
Such kinds as the Barnard, Crosby and
Gold Drop are excellent in quality, but
are too small, under ordinary cultiva-
tion, to be wanted by our buyers. Despite
its poor quality, the size, color and ship-

*A synopsis of an address given af conven-
tion of Ontnrio Fruit Growers' Association, Tor-
onto, last November.

Charles E. Bassett, .Fennville, Michigan

ping ability of the Elberta, make it the
leading market peach.

CULTIVATION
Our main object being quick and large

returns, we do our utmost to force a
strong, sound growth from the start by
intensive cultivation early in the season.
Corn is commonly grown the first two
seasons between the trees, the loss of
fertility occasioned by the feeding of the
corn being partly balanced by the corn's
shade to the trees from the scalding rays
of the sun. The trees are headed low

—

not over eighteen inches from the ground
—and this calls for special tools in cul-
tivating. The extension disc harrow
and the extension fine tooth drag are
some of the best tools after the second

Ensures Success
I would not be without The

Canadian Horticulturist for

twice the price of subscription. I

do a little work in my garden in

my leisure time, and I find a great
many helpful hints in its pages to
ensure success in this work.-W.
E. Seery, Fredericton N. B.

year, when the trees are gixcn the whole
of the ground. ' Cultivation must be kept
up each week to save soil moisture and
make more plant food available
by bringing the small particles of soil in

contact with the air.

PRUNING AND THINNING
Just as a fond parent corrects in his

infant child any faults that may appear,
so the true lover of trees, from the very
first season, rubs off any buds that ap-
pear where a limb or twig is not de-
sired, and he thus forms a correct head.
A common mistake is to leave the form-
ing of the head of the tree until it is

three or four years old, when good sized
limbs must be cut off, leaving large scars
that are hard to heal and which often
leave a weakness. Allowing unneces-
sary limbs to grow is also a great waste
of plant energy. In fact our former
methods of horticulture seem to have
been based upon the principles of for-
estry rather than upon those of fruit

production. The engineer who would
attempt to run a ten horse-power engine
with a five horse-power boiler would be

no more lacking in judgment than is the
fruit grower who permits his tree to
over-balance the root system that is

called upon to sustain it. Build up that
root system by continuous and intelli-

gent feeding and then restrict the lab-
or of the tree by severe and annual
pruning and thinning. Prune so as
to open the tops, so .that God's free sun-
shine may reach all of the fruits and so
paint upon their cheeks those beautiful
colors, which are so eagerly sought
after by the purchasers of our products.
We prune our bearing orchards dur-

ing the dormant period, preferably in

March, after the hardest freezes are
over. Many get good results by spring
or even summer pruning, and one of the
most profitable orchards I have ' ever
seen has always been pruned in the fall

!

However, I am inclined to attribute the
fine results in the latter case to the sever-
ity of the pruning, rather than to the time
when it was done. Much of the thinning
can be done by severe pruning, but even
after that has been done the expense of
picking off the surplus peaches by hand
will often be considerable. This thin-
ning is essential and must be done before
the pit hardens. The production of seed
is a most exhaustive process and the
trees must be given all possible relief,

by reducing the number of fruits. Strong-
er and longer lived trees, larger sized
fruits and doubled profits will thereby
result,

DISEASES AND INSECTS

Curl leaf develops during cool, moist
weather, but a thorough spraying of the
dormant trees in March with a solution
of two pounds of copper sulphate (blue
vitriol) to fifty gallons (wine measure) of

water is a sure preventive. Since we
have been using lime-sulphur to destroy
the San Jose scale on our trees, we find

that it is equally as effective in control-
ling the leaf curl.

Yellows and "little peach" are deadly
diseases of unknown origin. There is no
known cure and the only safe course is

to cut down and destroy by fire all

diseased trees as soon as discovered.
These diseases can only in that way be
held in check, but "experimenting" with
these diseases has cost many a grower
his entire orchard.
The annual "grubbing" of the base of

the trees, to destroy the borer, is also
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necessary—sometimes twice in the sea-

son. Many a sick looking peach tree

will upon examination be found to be

nearly girdled by the peach borer, whose
work can be discovered by the gummy
substance that exudes from the injured

roots. Mounding the earth up around

the tree and then removing the earth

after the period of egg laying has passed

is a method of some value and many re-

port good results from applying gas tar

to the base of the tree, thus shutting

out the borer. The plum curculio is

often quite destructive to the peach, but

clean cultivation will generally destroy

the pupa.
FEETILIZBES

Stable manure is all right to secure

rapid wood growth, but its continued

use in large quantities produces wood
that is soft and tender—easily injured

by the cold winters. However in our

exclusive fruit section, we do not have

enough stable manure on our farms to

make it possible for us to do much of

this kind of "damage." Fertilizers

that are rich in potash and phosphoric

acid are most valuable, such as un-

leached wood ashes and ground bone.

We find great profit from the use of

commercial fertilizers, the foundation of

which is usually muriate of potash and

ground bone from the packing houses.

COVER CROPS

About the middle or last of August we
sow some cover crop in the orchards.

Oats and barley have been very good,

but the sand vetch is now most popular,

as it makes a mammoth growth and also

adds considerable nitrogen to the soil, it

belonging to the class of legumes. When
it first begins to grow, this cover crop

acts as a "robber" crop, taking up the

soil moisture and available fertility at a

time when we want the trees to stop

growing and to ripen their new wood.

Later this cover crop acts as a blanket,

to hold the leaves and snow, preventing

bare spots on exposed knolls and the

consequent deep freezing and root in-

jury. In the spring this cover crop fur-

nishes considerable humus to be turned

under and thus improve the mechanical

condition of the soil. Clovers would be

even better for this purpose, as they fur-

nish considerable plant food, but they

have to be left too late in the spring if

they get much growth, and they are then

robbing the trees of food and moisture

at the time when the trees should be

making their best growth. We also find

it difficult to get a catch of clover under

large bearing trees.

Finally, adopt the most intensive

methods to produce the largest and
handsomest specimens, pick and pack

them carefully and as near ripe as your
market will permit, pack honestly so that

you can guarantee every package, mar-

ket through some co-operati\e system
that will eliminate as many middle men
as possible and, above all things, be "in

love with your job" and "Johnny on the

spot," and you will be safe in looking

for a neat balance on the right side of

the ledger at the end of each season.

Fall Cultivation

J. Arthur Johntsn, Grimiby, Ont.

I read the article on fall cultivation

by Mr. R. W. Starr of Wolfville, N. S.,

that appeared in the November
Canadian Horticulturist, and agree

with him in some points, but in others

the need of it on sandy land, as the

ground falls close together when plow-
ing and after a good rain the ground is

pretty well united. The extra expense
of cultivation also is saved. But I think

this method of cultivation might be well

applied to heavy ground which usually

breaks up in lumps when being plowed.

I agree with Mr. Starr as to leaving

the fall plowing until the leaves have
fallen. This year in our orchard after

the leaves had fallen the ground was
completely covered. This also acts as

i •i'-''^ ., ,-

A Baiinets Peach Tree—Low-Headed to Facilitate Labor and Open to the Sunlight

The tree illustrated is ideal in shape, according to Mr. J. W. Smith, of Winona, Ont.. upon
whose farm it is growing. It is four years old and is seven feet high and twelve feet wide.

Trees in this orchard averaged five baskets each last season. At the last convention of the

Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, Mr. Smith strongly advocated the low-heading of peach
trees, by which system all the peaches can be picked without ladders. By this method, there

should be No. 1 peaches at bottom of the tree as well as at the top. Pruning is done chiefly

in winter. The limbs are thinned out to allow sunlight to enter and the air to circulate freely.

Mr. Smith, who stands in the illustration, is one of the most successful peach growers in the
Niagara district.

I differ. His method of fall plowing
from five to six inches deep, I cannot

agree with.

In the first place plowing six inches

deep brings the air space too close to

the main roots of the trees. In a great

many of the peach orchards of the Ni-

agara district, the main roots are not

much more than six inches from the sur-

face of the ground ; therefore, it would
leave the roots too much exposed. My
second and most important reason is

that plowing to the depth of six inches

would cut off all the fibrous roots which
are the main feeders and thereby weak-
en the trees. My method is to allow the

fibrous roots to come close to the sur-

face so that they may get stronger nour-

ishment and also the benefit of all the

showers.

As to the cultivation on fall plowing,

I have never practised it, as I never saw

a root mulch and helps to add humus
to the ground as well as to destroy all

the insects and pests that may be har-

boring near the surface.

I agree, also, as to the time of putting

on manure and fertilizers. The fall is

the best time, as the summer seasons

are very dry and the fertilizers cannot
give good results in dry weather. My
method is to spread the manure on the

ground in the fall and to plow it under
to a depth of three inches. This gives

the trees a chance to start a vigorous
growth in early spring and to produce
a good crop of first class fruit and still

leave the tree in healthy condition for

the coming winter.

It is said that soda-bordeaux and
Paris green will kill poison ivy—an ex-

cellent proof of its danger to fruit

trees.
'



Windbreaks for the Prairie
Norman M. Ross, Chief of Tree Planting Division, Indian Head, Sask.

FROM the horticulturists' point of

view, windbreaks on the prairie are

an absolute necessity. It is true

that even in the open a considerable

amount of success may be attained in the

growing of many of the coarser vege-

tables and bush fruits, but without a cer-

tain amount of shelter it is absolutely im-

possible to look for profitable return from

the garden, or to hope for any degree of

satisfaction in the growing of flowers

and the more tender flowering shrubs.

There is probably no part of Canada,

where finer vegetables, flowers and small

fruits can be grown, having consider-

ation for the comparative shortness of

the growing season, than in the prairie

provinces. We are at present only be-

ginning to realize the horticultural pos-

sibilities of the plains. It is not so

very many years since the general im-

pression was held that even trees could

not be grown. Now we hear reports

from scattered points throughout the

west of the successful maturing of stand-

ard apples. The most successful grow-

er, Mr. A. P. Stevenson, of Dunston,

Man., has .several hundred trees in bear-

ing in his orchards. Several farmers in

southern Manitoba have also had suc-

cess and now we hear from points furth-

er west—from Saskatoon in Saskatche-

wan and Edmonton in Alberta—that ap-

ples have been brought to maturity.

In travelling over the country one sees

well laid out city parks and farm home-
steads surrounded by well kept lawns
and ornamental grounds where a few
years ago the "old timers" would have
scoffed at the idea of such planting as a

waste of time and money. We know
that, provided good windbreaks are es-

tablished, the soil properly worked and
suitable varieties naturally adapted tc

local conditions, selected for cultivation,

the horticulturist has abundant scope for

his energies with every assurance of suc-

cess. A discussion as to the best varie-

ties for windbreaks, the manner of lay-

ing them out to best advantage, the re-

spective advantages of wide belts or sin-

gle rows, with numerous other points,

can hardly be gone into fully in a short

article.

The main windbreak round a farm

steading should naturally be composed

of tall growing varieties of trees. What
might be termed the secondary wind-

breaks—that is, for protecting the vege-

table and flower beds and lawns inside

the main belt—might better be of low-

er growing shrubby varieties.

Where the main belt is to consist of

several rows—that is, from ten to twenty

or more in width—it has been found best

to plant a mixture of varieties, the fol-

lowing being most usually recommend-
ed: Manitoba maple, green ash, acute-

leafwillow, American elm, white birch

and Dakota cottonwood. This main belt

should be placed well back from the

buildings and ample room allowed for

subsequent development.

SHELTER.? FOR GARDENS

In planning shelters for gardens it

must be remembered that after the trees

attain some height it will not be possible

to grow flowers and vegetables within

ten to fifteen feet of the trees unless

plenty of water is available for irrigation,

which is not a usual condition on the

prairies. For a single row making
tall growth and effective shelter within

three or four years the acute-leaf willow

is most satisfactory. Cuttings should

be set about one foot apart and as

the break grows up the tips of the side

branches may be cut or trimmed about
twice during the season. This soon
forms a very thick break most suitable

for a vegetable garden.

Where one already has a good main
belt, but also desires small breaks with-
in, we should advise the Caragana
arhorescens as being most easily propa-
gated and generally suitable for a me-
dium-sized hedge. This plant stands
trimming well and makes an extremely
thick hedge. It may be kept down to

about four feet high or if allowed to

grow will reach a height of ten to twelve
feet in a very few years. The common

lilac is also very suitable, though not

making such a rapid growth as the

Caragana.

VALUE OF EVERGREENS

The evergreen conifers will make the

most ideal windbreaks, but they are rath-

er slow to become established and would
not be of much benefit as shelter until

probably eight or nine years after plant-

ing, presuming that plants about four

years old or twelve inches to eighteen

inches are used to set out. However,
the enormous advantage of the evergreen

varieties over the deciduous kinds of the

same height, as windbreaks, cannot be
gainsaid. It would be well worth
while for any settler on the prairies to set

out such varieties as white spruce,

Scotch pine and Jack pine where young
stock can possibly be obtained. The
white spruce is the best variety. It is a

native and hardy. The growth is com-
pact and the lower limbs remain green

to the ground in later years.

The Scotch pine appears hardy and
rather quicker growing than the white
spruce, though in later years it becomes
.'traggly and the lower limbs die off.

The native Jack pines have the advant-

age of being very hardy and fairly rapid

growers, but will not compare with the

white spruce either in appearance or in

effectiveness for shelter purposes.

In growing evergreens on the prairies

however, experience would indicate that

to get the best results one must first pro-

vide some other shelter. This shelter

must be sufficient to hold snow on the

young conifers for the first two or three

winters, but must not be so close to

them as to overshade or check their

growth in any way.

In any plan then for permanent shel-

ter belts on a farm or around gardens, it

would be advisable to make arrange-

ments for planting evergreens with a

view to their being, eventually, the final

windbreaks ; the faster growing decid-

uous varieties being gradually cut out

as their usefulness decreases, or as they

commence to take up too much room.

View at Nartery Station, lodian Head, Saikatchewan, in Spring of 1905 From Same Viewpoint in AngutI, 1907
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thus threatening to crowd out the more

valuable evergreens or rob other neigh-

boring plants of food and moisture.

Planting on Pacific Coast
W. J. L. Hamilton, South Salt Spring, B.C.

Whilst apple trees will i^row well un-

der almost any conditions in British

Columbia, it pays to plant them in

properly prepared soil. Land cannot be

plowed or subsoiled too deeply for the

apple. The best conditions are probably

Preparing Land for Planting

In the November Canadian Horti-

ci'LTURiST Mr. W. E. Corman of

Stoney Creek, Ont., contributed a few

notes on this subject. Mr. Corman

gives further information in the follow-

ing: "Subsoiling fifteen inches deep

allows the roots to spread out at a

depth that the frost will not penetrate

to injure the trees and it allows the

feed, that goes down, to be more even-

ly distributed to the roots and the

One of Britiih Columbia's Di«play» at the National^Apple Show, Spokane, Waihington, in November

obtained by deeply plowing, breaking

up, and thoroughly cultivating a good

thrifty two year's red clover sod.

Thus prepared in the fall, the trees,

always yearlings for choice, can be set

out about November on the Pacific

coast, and will be well established by

next spring, when the slowly decaying

clover will supply the nitrogen needed to

start thrifty growth.

Grafting Fruit Trees
Please give some information about top

grafting fruit trees. Tell how to select

and when to get the scions, and how to

keep them. I understand the fitting fairly

well. Give also formula for a good grafting

wax.—J. S., Egmondville, Ont.

Take the scions from one year's

growth on trees of the variety that is to

be propagated. It is best to take them
before real cold weather sets in, but

they may be taken at any time. Keep
them in the cellar buried in the sand.

Select scions from trees of known worth.

The ingredients for a good grafting

wax are: Resin, four parts; beeswax,

two parts ; tallow, one part ; by weight.

Watch The Canadian Horticulturist

for an article on this subject that will

appear soon.

drought does not have the same effect

on the fruit in a dry season. Plant the

trees twenty feet apart each way, which

allows the roots to spread and not run

into the roots of other trees.

"Sow buckwheat about the first of

June and disc it down about the first

of August and let it go until the follow-

ing spring and repeat the same. This

buckwheat forms a blanket for the roots

and keeps the ground from freezing to

any great depth and it holds the buds

back in the spring until all danger of

frost is over."

From six to eight tons of straw are

required to mulch an acre of strawber-

ries properly.

Protection of Roses
A. H. Ewint, Woodttock, Ont.

There is a great deal of common sense

in what "Amateur" says on this sub-

ject in the November Canadian Horti-

culturist. I have never done more than

put branches in amongst the roses (hy-

brid perpetuals) in order to rat!-er the

snow over them and, though the growth

always gets frozen back more or less ac-

cording to the severity of the winter or

the amount of snow that falls, they have

never been frozen back lower down than

was necessary to trim them in the spring.

I can't quite agree with "Amateur"
with regard to soil. Roses will do very

much better and produce much finer

bloom in a clayey soil than in a sandy

soil and the deeper the soil is the better

;

in fact, I have heard, though I cannot
quite vouch for the truth of it, that roses

are so much hardier the deeper their

roots go. The ho.se will keep off all kinds

of bugs better than insecticides, and I ee-)

the bushes jft the same time, fresh, grejn
and healthy. Some kinds of h. p. roses

do better than others in different .soils

and situations but these the grower will

have to find out for himself.

Plants are like children. They are

very responsive to proper treatment ; if

you love them, love them practically

and naturally, not in a sickly, senti-

mental sort of way, and you will have
your e.spectations more closely realized.

Wall Flowers
I have had some wall flowers since the

summer of 1908 but they do not Lloom. I

put them out last summer. They were
healthy but produced no flowers. Please
give some information about wall flowers.—
S.P., Stayner, Ont.

It is very difficult to keep wall flow-

ers over for a winter and flower them
successfully the following season. If

the plants were healthy and vigorous
last spring when you planted them out,

they should have flowered towards the

end of summer. I have succeeded best

with wall flowers by sowing the seed

indoors early in February or March,
growing the plants on inside in small

pots or boxes and planting them out

about the middle of May. If the plants

were not in flower in the fall before

frost, they could be dug then, put into

pots or boxes where they will flower dur-

ing earlv winter in the window. I have
wintered old plants over in a cold frame

by covering them with leaves and put-

ting some boards over the leaves, and
planting them out the following spring.

Much def)ends upon how they come
through the winter.—Wm. Hunt.

Treatment of Phlox
I have several clumps of phlox which come

up nicely in the spring but when the buds
come the plants seem to dry up and the
flowers never open. The s'^dl is rather sandy
but we always dig in plenty of well rotted

manure and we keep the plants watered.
How should these plants bf grown?—Mrs.
ly.G.K., Owen Sound, Ont.

It is quite possible that the soil the

phlox is in is too sandy. A clay loam
suits phlox best. If the clumps spoken

of have not been divided recently, I

should recommend dividing them early

next spring and planting them in a fresh

place. A clump or division having ten or

twelve shoots of growth would do well

for transplanting. The end of April or

earlv in May is the best time for this.

If the leaves turn yellow in the summer
it is likely caused by an attack of red

spider, a small insect which attacks the

under side of the leaves. A good spray-

ing with cold water every day in very

hot weather will prevent attacks of red

snider and materially help the plants.

—

Wm, Hunt,



How to Groiv and Manage Azaleas

To see a good specimen of azalea

during the looming period is to

determine at once to possess one.

This accounts for the fact that, not-

withstanding the reputation this plant

has of being hard to grow, thousands

are bought every year for the conserva-

tory and the window garden. True, it

is soemwhat fastidious regarding what
it eats and the way it drinks, but humor
it in these little peculiarities and it be-

comes at once one of the most docile and
accommodating plants to be found in

the whole floral kingdom.
The azalea demands a soil of peat or

wood-dirt. Peat is that soil which is

found in swamps, the accumulations of

hundreds of years of decayed vegeta-

tion. A good compost, or soil for this

plant is made as follows : One quart

of peat, wood dirt or leaf mold ; one
quart of loam made from rotten sods or

good garden loam ; one pint of clean

sharp sand ; one pint of thoroughly rot-

ted cow or sheep manure ; one ounce of

hardwood ashes. We have given the

component parts in their order of prefer-

ence. Any further substitutions are not

advisable. The manure used must be

thoroughly decayed (about two or three

years old is the best), and it may be al-

lowed to dry, when it will pulverize and
mix more readily with the other mate-
rials. Clay, hard soil or fresh manures
are things the azalea will not tolerate

;

and unless the proper materials are ob-
tainable much time and labor as well

as disappointment will be saved by
throwing the plant away. Persons liv-

ing in the cities and larger towns may
find it somewhat difficult to gather for

themselves peat, wood dirt and leaf

mold ; but nearly all these, together
with the various fertilizers, can be ob-

C. M. Bezzo, Berlin, Ontario

tained from almost any dealer in flor-

ist's supplies.
POTTING

fiaving prepared the potting soil the

next thing is to pot the plant. If the

plant has come by express and has the

ball of earth intact about the roots and
is dry, stand it in a saucer of water and*
let it absorb all the water it can. By
this process you are able to gauge how
much water it has taken up. Note care-

fully the quantity of water the roots

and plant will absorb, as this knowledge
will be of considerable value when wa-
tering in the future.

Select a pot about one size larger

(not more) than the plant has been

growing in. Into this put about one
inch of draining material. For this pur-

pose charcoal is good, as it helps to

keep the soil from souring, but pieces

of broken crock, coal cinders or pebbles

may be used. See that it is coarse

enough to leave crevices through which
the water may freely pass. A thin lay-

er of sphagnum or moss, the kind used

by florists, spread over the top of this

material will prevent the earth washing
down and blocking the drainage.

This careful preparation for draining

off all surplus water is absolutely neces-

sary. Owing to the peculiar root forma-
tion of this plant and the kind of soil

in which it grows it is very liable to

root unless all surplus water is drained
away. Where good drainage has not
been provided for, the water becomes
stagnant and the earth sour, generating

a low poison which is distasteful to some
plants and sure death to others. Among
the latter is the azalea.

Having made provision for the drain-

age, place in sufficient soil to bring the

plant to the proper height in the pot, al-

lowing for about half an inch of space
between the finished soil and the top of

the pot. Press the soil down firmly.

If the plant has the old earth about
the roots, place it in the centre of the

pot and fill in the space between the
plant and the pot with the soil prepared
for the purpose. The soil in this space
must be packed quite firmly, else the
water when applied will glide away from
the roots into this loose earth and out
through the drainage and be lost. Pack
it firmly and raise it slightly at the outer
edge, leaving a depression in the cen-
tre which will retain the water until it

has a chance to penetrate to the roots
of the plant.

If the plants are of the mailing size

and with the roots denuded of earth,
sift the earth carefully about them,
pouring water on occasionally to settle.

After potting set it away for about a
week in a dark closet. Bring it gradu-
ally to the light and in about a week
from the time it is brought from the
closet it will be ready for direct sun-
shine.

WATERING

The root formation of the azalea is

somewhat peculiar and it is because of
this peculiarity that so many failures

are recorded. Unike most other plants,

its roots are a mass of fine fibrous

threads all matted and tangled to-

gether, and the difficulty is to get water
to penetrate this mass. Many deaths
from thirst might be recorded and yet

the owners water them every day ; the

water passing off between the pot and
the ball of roots, leaving the inside

quite as dry as before.

While watering from the bottom is

not a method which we would recom-
mend generally, the azalea is such an

A Corner of Monnt Pleaiant Cemetery, Toronto, that wat''Tranafanne(l Last Season from Unsifhtlineii to a Place of Beauty
This cemetery is one of the best kept in Canada. The landscape effects are a credit to its superintendent. Mr. W. H. Foord.
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exceptionally peculiar plant in this re-

.sf)cct that its whole treatment must be

an exception to the general rule. Fill

the saucer of the pot full of water. If

the plant takes it all up, replenish, and
repeat until it refuses to take up any
more.

If at any time you are unable to get

the soil to hold a sufficient quantity of

water by pouring it on the top or feed-

ing from the bottom to convince you
that it is thoroughly saturated, set the

pot right over the top in a basin of wa-
ter and let it soak. With good drain-

age, if the soil is allowed to dry before

another watering, these soakings will

not hurt it, but they should not be giv-

en except as a last resort.

Do not use cold water. Let it set in

the sun until it becomes lukewarm, or

Mfid sufficient hot water to make it the

desired temperature. Tepid water is

not only better for the plant, but it will

penetrate the soil about the roots more
readily than when cold.

Use rain water ; never water the

azalea with water from the well or hy-

drant if it is hard. Lime in any quan-

tity is injurious to this plant and the

water of some wells contains a sufficient

quantity of lime to kill the azalea in a

short time. Do not water too often.

*rhe roots of this plant must not be kept

wet or they will rot. When watering

do it well, then give no more until the

plant begins to get thirsty.

Space will not allow further discussion

in this issue. Next time, pointers on
the periods of growing, blooming and
resting will be given.

Feeding House Plants
Byj"jPlanta"

IT
should never be forgotten that

plants need food just the same as the

different members of the animal king-

dom, and especially is this the case with

house plants, which have to be for va-

rious reasons kept in as small pots as

possible for as long a time as possible.

In the first place, a soil should be used

that will retain its feeding properties

for some time, and for this purpose

bone meal should be used when pot-

ting. This dissolves into plant food

very gradually and therefore gives a

supply for a considerable period. The
finer the bone the quicker the action.

The soil used for many plants requir-

ing a loose open soil will soon become
depleted owing to water easily draining

through, carrying with it the plant food

for these and the former when they

show they need it other methods can

be employed. Occasionally a little

household ammonia in rain water can be

used as a stimulant, but care must be

taken not to give it too strong and only

to a growing plant in good health.

There are also several kinds of plant

food sold by seedsmen. These are done
up in packets generally with full direc-

tions and have been used with varied

success. Never give a plant liquid ma-
nure or stimulant, however, when the

soil is dry.

Florists, owing to the quantity of

plants they have to water, are mostly
obliged to water with "hard" water, but
soft rain water is better and most dwell-

ing houses have a handy supply, fepid

(not hot) water is better than cold water.

A very good plan of feeding plants is

to soak them in a tub of water with

some liquid manure mixed with it. It

makes a little more trouble, but it thor-

oughly impregnates the soil with plant

food. Put enough liquid made from
old rotted cow manure into a tub of rain

water to make it the color of ordinary

tea. Plunge the pots into this to just

below the rim and let them soak there

for an hour or two; then take them out

and allow to drain for a short time be-

fore putting into their proper places.

They will not need watering again prob-

ably for two or three days or even more,
according to the temperature of the

room they are in. It is a good thing

to have some of this liquid manure al-

ways on tap if the material for making
it is available.

Strong growing plants can take up
much more food and take it oftener than

the weaker ones; therefore, be careful

not to overfeed the weaker ones.

As a general rule, pot plants into

larger pots in the spring or during sum-
mer. Palms will grow in small pots for

years if judiciously fed.

Do not forget that plants want air,

both leaves and roots. To air the roots

loosen the top soil frequently with an
old fork or something of the kind. Don't
expose the plants to cold drafts. An
occasional washing or hosing of the

leaves will keep the leaves free from
dust and insects.

Do not on every occasion stand your
plants out in the rain. Thousands of

plants have caught their death of cold

through this, and no amount of feeding
will bring them back to health again
when they begin to look sick from this

cause. With all these injunctions use
plenty of judgment, common sense and
love.

A few cacti add interest to the collec-

tion of house plants.

An occasional stirring of the surface

soil in flower pots is beneficial.

Do not allow the house plants to suf-

fer from lack of water. Some kinds in

sunny windows need water every day.

A Two-year-old Garden
The accompanying illustration of an

aster bed was secured last season in

the garden of Mr. VV. A. Greenslade,

Peterboro. The bed contained nearly

300 asters all grown from seed saved by

Mr. Greenslade.

In the same garden, there were thirty-

three varieties of sweet peas ranging in

\..A.A'

Asters Growo al Home from Stti

color from white \arieties to black Mich-

ael. Many gladioli, dahlias, roses and

other things combined to make the gar-

den most attractive. Mr. Greenslade

starts most of his seeds of annuals in a

hotbed and in the house.

Vegetables have a prominent place in

this garden. Last summer, Mr. Green-

slade picked his first tomatoes on July

31. He had a large yield of the Pon-

derosa variety, the specimens averaging

nearly fourteen ounces each and one of

them weighed over seventeen ounces.

The tomato seed is started in the hot-

bed and transplanted to the open ground

three feet apart. The plants are trained

on stakes. His first potatoes were har-

vested on July 22. This is the second

year for this garden and Mr. Greenslade

states that he received his knowledge of

how to grow these things successfully

from The Canadian Horticulturist.

Liatris and Hibiscus
If seeds of Liatris or Blazing Star are

sown in September will they produce flower-

ing plants the following season;' Will Hib-
iscus Moscheutos sown in July bloom next

season I''—M. \V., London, Ont.

Neither of the plants mentioned will

produce much flowering result next sea-

son, although a few flowers may be ob-

tained. Both plants being of a perennial

nature, will grow and flower for several

years after once becoming established.

From the fact that both of them pro-

duce their flowers rather late in the sea-

son, it may be possible to get a few flow-

ers the first season after sowing. Much
depends in this respect upon the growth

and culture.—Wm. Hunt.



Some Herbaceous Perennials Worth Growing'

TH E following notes on herbaceous

perennials are made upon plants

growing at the Central Experi-

mental Farm, Ottawa : There are some
very desirable herbaceous perennials

which are new or not well known in this

country. A very desirable plant is the

wild monk's-hood (Aconitum uncina-

tum: Syn. A. Voluhile). This monk's-

hood is more or less climbing in its

habit of growth and reaches a height of

five to six feet. The flowers are violet

in color and quite attractive. It blooms

at Ottawa from late in July to late in

September. Another plant belonging to

the Campanulaceae of graceful habit and

attractive flowers is the gland bellflower

(Adenophora Potanini). It is a native

of Turkestan, grows to a height of two
to three and one-half feet, and blooms
at Ottawa from late in July to late in

-September. The flowers are pale, blu-

ish violet suffused with white. The hardy
m.Trguerites, or Shasta daisies, as they

are sometimes called, are very desirable

plants, both for effect outdoors and for

cutting. New varieties are being intro-

duced from year to year. Among the

most desirable tested at Ottawa are
Chrysanthemum lacustre Top Sawyer;
C maximum elegans ; C. maximum
Duchess of Abercorn ; C. maximum
splendens. These have flowers much
resembling the ox-eye daisy but much
larger, some of the flowers being three

inches or more across. -They bloom
from July to October.

The autumn blooming Heleniums are

well known, but those which bloom in

early summer are not so well known.
One of the finest plants of recent intro-

duction is Helenium Bolanderi Golden
Queen. It grows two feet high and
blooms from early in July to near the

middle of October. The flower is deep
golden yellow with a dark centre.

Helenium Honpesii is another American
species blooming in June which is not

well known but which is a very desirable

perennial. The flowers are orange yel-

low.

The Hemerocallis or day lily is a very
popular old-fashioned flower, and few
of the newer varieties are belter than
the common Hemerocallis flava, but for

variety and length of blooming season
some others should be planted. Among
those of comparatively recent Intro-

duction is H. auranfiaca major
reported last year. One of the finest of

the newer varieties is one of American
origin called ["lorham, with a large
golden yellow flower. Some of the best

of recent introduction in Great Britain

•Extract from the report of the novelty oom-
mittpp (Mr. W. T. Maooun. Prof. H. L. Hutt and
Miss M. E. Blacklock) of thr Ontario Horticul-
tural AsBoniation. mado at tho Toronto conven-
tion last November. The portions of the report
that mentioned annuals, cannas, gladioli and
other plants, will appear in a later issue.

and Europe arc : Flamid, with orange

flowers ; Gold Dust, orange, bronze on

outside ; Orange Man, bright orange

;

and Sovereign, orange yellow, bronze

on outside. All said to be of hybrid or-

igin. These bloom during the month
of June. A very late blooming day lily

and quite distinct is H. citrina with

canary yellow flowers. This blooms in

August and September.
Among the most graceful and attract-

ive herbaceous perennials introduced in

recent years are Heuchera hrizoides

and its varieties. Heuchera hrizoides

is a hybrid between H. sanguinea and
Tiarella purpurea, introduced by V.

Lemoine, Nancy, France. The plants are

much more graceful than H. sanguinea
and far freerer bloomers. A collection of

these was planted at the Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, in 1909. Those which
have bloomed in other years are H.
hrizoides with rosy pink flowers paler

at the base, and H. hrizoides gracil-

lima, of somewhat the same color but

more graceful in habit than the former.

They bloom from June to September.
Although Incarvillea Delavayi has

been out for some years, comparatively

few know this beautiful flower yet. The
plant grows from two to two and one-

half feet high and the flowers, which are

much like gloxinias in appearance, are

borne on a stalk coming from the

ground. The flowers are rosy magenta
brown and yellow in the throat. The
blooming season is June to July 13 at

Ottawa. I. grandiflora, somewhat like

the above, has not proven so hardy.

The marsh mallows or rose mallows,
Hibiscus Moscheutos, are perennials
which should be better known. They
are hardy, and being from five to six

feet in height, their large flowers are

seen to good effect in late summer. They
bloom from early in .\ugust to October.

Several of the Thalictrums or mead-
ow rues are effective border plants, but

one of the newer and most effective spe-

cies is Thalictrum Delavayi, a native of

China. It grows from two to three feet

in height and the pendulous flowers are

lilac and purple in color.

The Trollius or globe flower is one
of the most attractive spring flowering

perennials, yet it is seldom seen in

Canadian gardens. Some of the newer
varieties are very fine. Two of the best

of these are Trollius europaeus Orange
Globe, with semi-double, orange yellow

flowers, and T. asiaticus plenus (T.

japonicus plenus) with rich, deep or-

ange, semi-double flowers.

The Front Lawn
E. Morden, Niagara Falls, Oat.

To fill the narrow lawn space that

we often find in urban situations with

scattered shrubbery is a very common
mistake. A mass of shrubbery and vines

banked up against the dwelling or its

veranda with its resultant rotten wood
and dampness is often objectionable.

The vine-clad cottage is poetic and
perhaps allowable if the cottage is anti-

quated and ugly. Where much dust

prevails the erection of a nearby screen

separate from the house itself is a good
idea.

Where narrow lawns exist two neigh-

ors may plant a contiguous shrubbery
with good results ; where lawns are

wider, as is commonly the case in rural

localities, one owner can mass a shrub-

bery-group at the side of the lawn, and
thus leave a free open space in front

where the lawn mower and mayhap
lawn tennis may feel at home.
The illustration on this page will make

my plan clearer. Here we have a large

varietv of shrubs interspersed with rare

An Interetting Mixed Border of Shrubbery, Cosifert, Percniiial and Annual Flowert

Home and lawn of Mr. Jas. C. Morden, Niat'ara Falls South, Ont.
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evergreens interesting at all seasons of

the year. Room is found for annual,

biennial and perennial flowers along the

front of the shrubbery and all of these

are cared for with a very moderate
amount of labor.

In the shrubbery may be noticed a

Wisconsin weeping willow. These hardy
willows fill a long-felt want. It will be

seen in the shrubbery a short distance

to the right of the street maple which
is partly shown near the sidewalk.

This view is a rural one, and the con-

crete sidewalk in front is rather excep-

tional. It is on Lundy's Lane, quite

near to Niagara Falls.

What Amateurs Can Do in January

A Specimen Brugmansia
S. J. JacktoD, BowmuiTiUe, Ont.

The specimen of Brugmansia illustrat-

ed is about nine years old and stands

nine feet high. When
photographed it had
forty-seven blossoms
measuring about
twelve inches long

and six inches in di-

ameter at the bell

end. When in bloom
this plant requires an

abundance of water
and must have good
drainage.

We have a num-
ber of these plants

and we give them a

period of rest from
the first of Decem-
ber to the first of

April. We, winter

them in a cellar with

dahlias, cannas, etc.,

and give them a little

water occasionally to

keep them from dry-

ing out.

The Brugmansia
can be grown from seed or cuttings. It

should be re-potted in spring. The
plant illustrated is in a tub about the

size of a candy pail. The brugmansia
is very highly perfumed in the evening.

UARD the window plants against

frost. Keep them away from the

glass on cold nights. In rooms
where the temperature becomes very

low at night there is danger of plants

on vvindow sills being nipped. This can

be prevented either by moving them to

a warmer part of the room or by placing

sheets of newspapers between them and

the glass. For most window plants a

temperature of sixty-five to seventy de-

grees Fahrenheit diu-ing the day, and

fifty to fifty-five at night will give best

results.

House plants kept in rooms that are

not ventilated occasionally will not do
well. Open the window or door for a

little while on fine sunny days, but avoid
direct drafts on the plants.



Cdcry Under Glass'

A FEW years ago I began to think

that the time would come when
there would be an overproduction

of lettuce and began to experiment in a

small way with several vegetables in

order to find out whether they would

be suitable for greenhouse crops and to

get some knowledge of them before try-

ing them on anything like a large scale.

Celery is one of these vegetables and

although I have not yet passed from

the experimental stage to the commer-
cial stage, I believe that it can be made
a very profitable crop when used as a

spring crop to come into the market in

April, May or early June.

Young celery plants grow slowly dur-

ing the winter and in order to get plants

for planting in March or April, the seed

must be sown in November or early

December. It takes two or three weeks
for the seed to come up and the seed-

lings grow so slowly that they are hard-

ly ready for the first transplanting be-

fore February.

I sow the seed in flats, cover lightly

with soil and cover the fiats with glass

until germinated. They stay in the

fiats until about an inch high and then

are transplanted about two inches apart

into other flats or a bed. When the

plants get about five inches high or be-

fore they get at all spindly they are

transplanted again into their permanent
quarters.

The kind of plant wanted in your mar-
ket will be the ruling factor in deciding

the distance apart to plant in the beds.
Six inches apart will give a plant twenty
to twenty-four inches high with narrow
stems ; seven inches, a somewhat short-

er plant, and heavier stems ; and eight

inches, a still shorter plant and heavier

stems. But then six inches gives four
plants per square foot, seven inches three

plants, and eight inches only two and
one-fourth plants per square foot.

VAEIETIES

The varieties tried have been Golden
Self-Blanching, Snow White and White
Plume. Plume is not to be considered,

at least in warm weather, because it

makes too many seed stalks and there

is too great a variation in the size of

the plants. There is certainly great
room for improvement in this variety

before it can be used in the greenhouse.
G. S. Blanching makes excellent stalks

but grows slowly and is subject to heart
rot. Snow White has been the best so
far; it grows about as fast and as tall

as Plume and has not made any .seed

stalks or rotted at the heart.

Although both Snow White and W.
Plume have made a fair percentage of

•A paper read at the convention of the Green-
house Vegetable Growers' Association of Ameri-
ca, at Ashtabn'a. Ohio, in October.

B. H. Thornc, Woostcr, Ohio

trimmed stalks seven inches in circum-

ference and twenty-four inches high to

the tip of the leaves at six inches apart,

I believe seven inches is a better distance

to plant.

Celery grows quite fast in the spring

months after it gets a start and if the

blanching is begun soon enough it can

be ready for market in about eight

weeks. To grow quickly celery needs

frequent heavy waterings.

BLANCHING
Blanching is the most critical part

of celery growing under glass. It must
begin as soon as possible for each day's

delay in getting the blanching papers

on means that the crop occupies the bed

that much longer and may even delay

the crop until the home grown outdoor

comes in.

The stalks refuse absolutely to

blanch by the new celery culture meth-

as the average outdoor celery and much
better than muck-grown celery.

PEI0E8

As to the price of greenhouse celery

I can't say from actual sales but, as
it is of better quality, finer looking and
fresher than any shipped from the south
in May and June, I see no reason why it

should not bring fifteen to twenty cents
per square foot. In fact, I have heard
of one grower who got ten cents per
stalk, planted seven by nine inches.

INSECTS AND DISEASES

As to the diseases of celery,- Prof.

Selby tells me that it is subject to the

rosette but, I believe, not so much as

lettuce. With the exception of heart

rot I have seen no diseases. Celery

seems to be a favorite with red spider

but when quickly grown and blanched

spider does very little damage.

Field Grown Celery BUnched with Paper,

Illustration reproduced from

od of close planting. The blanching

must begin when it is time for the first

merchantable stem to appear.

The blanching is done with two sets

of papers, one about six inches high and
the last twelve or fourteen inches. The
papers are made up in the workroom
of a smooth, hard, dark colored paper

that dries quickly after being wet. The
papers are made so that the edges over-

lap about half way round and large

enough to put the hand and arm through

and tied with one and two strings. In

putting on the paper it is slipped over

the hand and arm, the plant grasped

with this hand and the paper pulled

down over the plant with the other hand.

The plant is blanched while it grows and
is ready for market as soon as large

enough. The papers, if cared for, can

be used several times.

A greenhouse celery plant is certain-

ly good to look at and is pure white
from tip to base. The quality is as good

Showing Method of Wrapping and Tying

Market Gh'oxcers JournaL

When to Plant Ginseng
Should ginseng be planted in fall or

spring?—W.S., Goderich, Ont.

Spring planting should not be attemp-

ted by the inexperienced beginner, but

it is not impossible. It could be done

probably during the week immediately

after the ground thaws out, but the

time is too short and the soil is then

full of water and in a very bad condi-

tion to work. When the ground is free

of frost and the hot sun warms the soil

it starts the root into action. It is one
of the first plants to break through the

ground in the spring. Ginseng should

be planted in fall.

The solution of the market problem
in growing vegetables is largely a matter

of pluck and energy.

Factory shavings make fairly good
insulating material for cold storage

buildings, but they should be dry.
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EDITORIAL

ARRANGE A TRIP TO ENGLAND
In one of the weekly reports of the Do-

minion Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. W. A. MacKinnon, Canadian Trade
Commissioner, Birmingham, England, sug-
gested that Canadian fruit growers would
do well to follow the example of their breth-
ren on the continent, by organizing a tour-
ing party to visit the chief ports and mark-
ets of Great Britain. The suggestion should
receive serious consideration. Every year
a few of our most enterprising growers
visit the Old Country individually to learn
the situation there at first hand. Would
it not bo better for these men to arrange
to go in a body." A number of growers
together would receive greater attention
from the British dealers and others inter-
ested than would be accorded to them as
individuals. They would be able to gain
more valuable information in this way than
they could if travelling alone. Such a
deputation would leave an impression on
the trade in Great Britain that no in-
dividual, no matter how large his interests,
could give. Intending visitors to the Old
Country in the interests of our fruit indust-
ry, should consider the advisability of tak-
ing this step.

Should this suggestion meet with approv-
al. The C.\n.\di.\n Horticulturist would
willingly act as a medium of arrangement.
Let us hear from those interested.

THE PILFERING OF FRUIT
Since our editorial reference in last issue

to the pilfering of fruit by express company
employees, we have received additional let-
ters giving specific instances. These will
be published later. We would be glad to
receive still further evidence. Names of
contributors will not be published without
permission.
The express companies, if they would,

could locate the guilty employees. Inspec-
tion of packages at time of delivery with
a system of receipts between growers,
agents and messengers on trains, easily
furnishes a means of detection. For in-
stance, when fruit packages are received in
good condition by a messenger and receipted
for by him and reach the transfer mes-
senger or the agent at destination, showing
evidence of pilfering, there is only one
person guilty and that is the messenger.
The importance of this responsibility should
be impressed upon the express companies
by the Railway Commissioners.

BRITISH COLUMBIA INSPECTION
There was some talk last spring that

the British Columbia government intended
to establish a fumigation station at Gold-
en, for the benefit of growers who desired
to import eastern stock. That this should
be done has been pointed out in these col-
umns many times. Our contention is back-
ed up by scores of letters from British
Columbia and by the editorial backing of
the inland press of that province. The
general and unbiased feeling in the matter
is summed up in the following extract from
a letter received from Mr. R. R. Bruce, Wil-
mer : "Golden is the natural place for it,

as it is the eastern gateway of British
Columbia. With the present fumigation
station at the coast, there would then be
the minimum of delay to any fruit stock
coming in either from the east or from the
west. The establishment of such a station

would tend to a more rigid fumigation."
The Canadia.n Horticulturist has been

accused of advocating the establishment
of such a station in the interests of eastern
nurserymen, ^\'^lile wo recognize that east-
ern nurseries would benefit, we are cham-
I»ioning the interests of the fruit growers
of British Columbia, hundreds of whom are
readers of this magazine. Wo are not con-
cerned about where the growers purchase
their stock, but feel that those that desire
to purchase in the east should be given
a fair chance to do so with some degree
of certainty about the stock arriving in
good condition. Inspection stations at both
Vancouver and Golden would give all a
fair chance and there would be no descrim-
ination.

Another feature of British Columbia in-
spection methods is the double and triple
fumigation that stock is subjected to.
This is referred to at greater length in a
letter from Mr. M. J. Henry that appears
page 12 of this issue. The provincial
government would do great service to its
fruit industry by remedying these matters
before the opening of next season.

QUEEN VICTORIA PARK
It is announced that the services of a

skilled gardener, who was trained in Kew
Gardens, London, England, and was more
recently in the service of Cornell Univer-
sity, have been secured for Queen Victoria
Park at Niagara Falls. This is welcome
news. The need for the appointment could
scarcely be greater. It is fourteen months
since this was first brought to the notice of
the public of Ontario by The C.anwdun
Horticulturist. Our early editorials were
attacked by interested parties at Niagara
Falls. Our readers will now see. by the
action of the park commissioners, that
the stand we took was warranted. Now
that something definite has been done by
the jjark commissioners to bring about an
improvement it is our desire to lend all

assistance in our power to the further-
ance of the work.
The appointee comes well recommended.

It is expected that he will be able to
show great improvements in the horticul-
tural and landscape features of the park.
There is room for careful thought and lots
.if work. Queen Victoria Park can be made
the best park on the continent.

Ignorance begets the medicine man. That
civilization has advanced little in this res-

pect from the days of the red-skin to the
present age of white man supremacy is

evidenced each year by something new in
the "tree-doctor" line being launched upon
the farmer and fruit grower. Lo, the poor
farmer! The Halifax Chronicle reports
that a Boston firm landed one of the
usual "Yankee nutmegs" on the farmers
of that province last season. "A patent
'Katch Air was sold, warranted to re-

main moist and sticky and capable of
stopping every slug that touched it. After
about $4,000 of it had been delivered, the
farmer woke up to the fact that while it

might make fair roofing, or act as a sub-
stitute for bitulithic paving, it offered no
obstruction to the crawling canker."

Fruit growers in Ontario and their sons
should attend the short course in fruit grow-
ing to be held at the Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph, January 25 to February 5.

It promises to be of unusual value. The
demonstrations in apple packing and in the
preparation of spraying materials will be
a distinct advance on last year's work on
these subjects, and in addition the ofii-

cers expect to have both hand and power
spraying outfits in operation before the
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class. The course is planned very largely

for apple growers, both present and prospec-

tive, and no interested person can afford to

niss the up-to-date information which will

le brought forward in lectures and demon-
stration. Tender fruits come in for their

share of attention, however, and there are

besides, many subjects which are of interest

to all fruit growers. Opportunities of this

kind should not be missed.

In spite of the fact that some eastern

apples sent this season to British Columbia
were condemned and destroyed for disease,

Ontario apples sold in Vancouver at $10.00

a barrel. How much did the Ontario grow-

ers get out of it?

mi mi
PUBLISHERS' DESK

In keeping with our policy of constant

advancement, a new cover design has been

adopted for The Canadian Horticitltx7Rist.

It is hoped that our readers will appreciate

the change. This design will be carried

throughout the year with a different illus-

tration each issue. Instead of running des-

criptions beneath these illustrations, as here-

tofore, descriptive matter relating to same
will appear, when necessary, in this column.

The first item in the index of each issue

also will tell something about the cover

cuts.

m

m

Our February issue will contain articles

n spraying fruit trees and on spraying
laterials. Short letters from our readers

n their experiences in spraying will be

welcomed. Tell your results with some par-

ticular spray mixture and give directions for

^(ts application. Send photographs of spray-

g scenes.

Plan to Visit Great Britain

Since page 10 went to press, a letter

has lifer received from Canadian Trad'-"

Commiss'oner MacKinnon, Birmingham,
that contains a formal invitation to Can-
adian fruit growers to visit England. This
strengthens the suggestion that is made in

the editorial on page 10, and is a further in-

ducement for united action in this matter.
Our fruit men will appreciate this court-

eous invitation and those that can do so

.should make definite arrangements for the
trip as soon as possible. Mr. MacKin-
on's letter is as follows :

The following is an extract from a letter

tist received from the secretary of the Na-
tional Fruit Growers' Federation :

—

'I am instructed by the Council of

'the Federation to offer to Canadian fruit

'growers a most cordial invitation to visit

'some of the chief fruit plantations of

'England. If this visit is arranged, and
'my Council sincerely hope it will be,

'they will feel greatly honored at this

'opportunity of welcoming Canadian fruit
'growers.'

"This follows a suggestion made in one
of my reports to the Department of Trade
and Commerce, published in the weekly
report of August 30, to the effect that Can-
adian fruit growers ought to imitate the
example of those on the continent and visit

the i)orts and markets of this country. A
prominent member of the Federation
l)rought the matter to the notice of the
president, who himself ijroposed to his

Council that an official invitation be sent,

so that if such a party is organized, they
should visit not only the markets, but one
at least of the chief fruit growing districts."

Box Packing Methods in British Columbia
W. J. L. Hamilton, South Salt Spring, Vancouver Island

SUCH a thing as an apple barrel is un-

known in British Columbia as we find

the box method of packing much more
satisfactory. But the art of packing

apples in boxes is not learned in a day. As
a matter of fact, skilled apple packers are

few and far between at the present time

in this province. We have only one size

of box, namely ten by eleven by twenty
inches inside measurement ; so it requires

some skill and experience to pack without
slackness, all the varied sizes to which the

different varieties grow.
I do not propose to enlarge on the meth-

ods of packing. These are admirably
treated of in a bulletin issued by the Dairy
and Cold Storage Commissioner at Ottawa,
which I can confidently recommend to my
readers.

I desire to call the attention of beginners
to some points in which care should be
exercised if best prices are to be realised.

"Fancy" apples should be all perfect speci-

mens of nearly even size, just enough dif-

ference in size between the ends and mid-
dle of the box to allow a "crowning" or rise

towards the middle of the box of three-quar-
ters of an inch to ensure that, when the
apples settle into place, no slackness will

appear, as nothing tends to bruise fruit

more than any slackness of pack. Only new
clean boxes should be used and these should
be lined with paper provided for 'the pur-
pose.

It is advisable to wrap each apple separ-
ately in wrapping jjaper of the proper size,

and the apples should be suitably arranged
in layers packed so tightly that standing
the box on end gently will not disarrange
the completed layer. It is well to note
on the end of the box, amongst the rest

of the information called for, the number of

apples the box contains.
The diagonal pack is the most desirable,

next to that, the "offset", whilst the
straight pack (rows running parallel to the
sides of the box) is the least satisfactory.

This is because each apple rests directly
on the top of the one below it, so that it

is much more likely to be bruised injurious-
ly than if, as in the other forms of pack,
it nested into the spaces between the fruit
of the layers below.

All "fancy" grade apples should not only
be perfect in form and color, but they
should be free from disease, worm marks,
or bruises, and they should be good speci-

mens of the variety as regards size. The
greatest care should be exercised in pack-
ing, so that not only are the very best prices
realised but the credit of the province as
a quality fruit producer is maintained. A
litle patriotism of this sort is not only
commendable but profitable.

In packing other grades, like care should
be maintained and in every case the grad-
ing should be somewhat better than the
legal definition of it that is called for. Many
will object that this leaves too many culls.

This is true, especially in orchards that have
not been properly sprayed and oared for.

I am however, trying to introduce in

British Columbia, a scheme whereby our
fruit will come into its own and realize

the price its high quality merits, which
it has never done yet.

One point of this scheme is the evaporat-
ing of the culls, whereby they and the No.
3 grade (which has no right, to damage the
good name of the province by being on the

market at all) can be evaporated and sold

at a higher price than can be obtained for

the No. 3 as boxed at present.

Other points in this scheme are, the com-
bination of all the scattered co-operative

fruit growers' associations under one head,
preferably the British Columbia

.
Gov-

ernment; the erection of cold storage
plants at central points to receive
the fruit once it is boxed, where it

can be held for top prices ; the establish-

ment of agents throughout the world to sell

this fruit for us ; and, above all, the pro-
vision of a school to instruct the young
men of the province, who desire it, in the
art of grading and boxing fruit so that
they can go out into the fruit districts as
officials of the co-operative associations to
train local packers and to afltix a govern-
ment brand on all boxes according to their
quality, as a guarantee to the purchasers
that they get what they pay for.

Cold Storage of Fruits
A portion of an address given by Mr. J.

A. Ruddick, Dairy and Cold Storage Com-
missioner, Ottawa, before the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association at its last convention,
appeared in the December issue of The
Canadian HoRTictiLTXTRiST. The second in-

stalment is published herewith. Mr. Rud-
dick's remarks on the pre-cooling of fruit
and on the construction of cold storage
warehouses and cooling rooms will appear
later

COLD STORAGE MAY BE OVERDONE

The cold storage of apples might easily

be overdone. It would be quite practic-
able, for instance, to preserve any of the
early fall apples if placed in storage at the
proper time, for several weeks or even
months, but it would ' not be good business
to do so, because the trade would be shy
of such varieties out of season. It would
be unbusinesslike to attempt to carry in-

ferior varieties into the season for better
ones.

SEASON MAY BE EXTENDED

By degrees, however, the season for sup-
perior varieties might be considerably ex-

tended. The Rhode Island Greening is a
good type of this class. The season for the
Greening has been extended for six weeks
or two months in the United States by
means of cold storage, with the decided ad-
vantage that it misses the competition of

cheaper varieties. The question of vari-

ety should be carefully considered in select-

ing a stock for cold storing.

THE FUNCTION OP COLD STORAGE

The proper function, then, of refrigera-

tion in connection with our fruit, is two-
fold. First, the rapid chilling of early ap-
ples and tender fruits, and their preserva-

tion in transit; and second, the storage and
early checking of the ripening process in

late apples intended for long keeping. When
the coid weather comes on, natural tem-
peratures can be utilized but the damage
is done before that time arrives, especially

in those seasons when warm weather pre-
vails late into October or November.

In these two fields, there is a great op-
jiortunity. Of course, there is always the
further advantage of being able to carry
surplus stocks over a period of glut in the
market. There is particular need for cold

storage in those warmer localities where
late apples approach more nearly the stage

of full ripeness on the trees. There is this

to be said also, that apples which are well

matured and highly colored keep better in

cold storage than greener and more im-
mature ones do.

But it would be a mistake to suppose that

all Canadian apples require cold storage.
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In the cooler districts at least a portion of

the late or slow matuririK varieties may be
preserved for early marketing if properly
handled in ordinary frost-proof ware,
houses. While cold storage would longtlion
the season of all apples, the gain in value
would' not be equal to the expense in all

cases.

As one whose duty it is, as a public offi-

cer, to give all reasonable encouragement
to the use of cold storage, I feel that it

would be unfortunate if these things were
not well understood and clearly recognized
before there is any large expenditure made
in this connection.

PACKAGES IN COLD STORAOE

The question of package is of some im-

portance in the cold storage of apples. In
the case of the early varieties, for which
quick cooling is important, the box package
on account of its smaller size and, there-

fore greater extent of surface as compared
with bulk, and the openings at the edges,

undoubtedly facilitates the attainment of

the object in view. With later varieties for

which quick cooling is not so important,
the barrel carries no serious objection.

WRAPPERS AND COLD STORAGE

All apples will keep better if wrapped in

paper. The wrapper helps to prevent the

bruises which may result from the handling
and the pressure of tight packing, and it

also prevents the spread of mould spores

or other germs of decay from one apple to

another. The wrapper offers the further

advantage that it prevents, to some extent,

the collection of moisture on the surface

of the apple when it is changed from a low
temperature to a comparatively high one.

The wrapper is obviously more useful on
early and tender varieties than on later and
firmer ones. Circumstances and labor re-

sources must guide the individual in d'^tcr-

mining how far it will pay to carry the mat-
ter of wrapping.

British Columbia Inspection
Editor, The Canadian Horticulturist :

As the inspection stations are run at pre-

sent, the Dominion agent has the first

"whack" at any importation of nursery
stock and it is fumigated by him. It is

then passed over to the provincial inspect-

ors who apparently ignore any previous
fumigations and, if any sign of pests or

disease, is either fumigated again, dipped
in solutions or destroyed. What is left is

handed over to the consignee and if it sur-

vives he has something to show for his mon-
ey ; if not, he has the experience.
Why in the name of common sense can-

not these two stations be consolidated into

one general station, and if the stock is re-

ported clean on inspection, why should it

be fumigated at all to its detriment? All

United States and eastern Canadian stock,

I understand, has to be fumigated before

leaving the home nursery.

No one wants to get any disease or pest-

infested stock into British Columbia, but
nurserymen are not mind readers enough
to tell what the demand is going to be

a year or two in advance, and if he is

doing any amount of business and wants to

fill his orders complete, he either has to

buy what he is short of and burn up or

sell cheap his surplus, or go out of busi-

ness. Under the present regulations he
might as well go out of the nursery business

and get into some respectable one.—M. J.

Henry, Vancouver, B.C.

Nova Scotia Fruit Groovers Meet

In find The Canadian Horticulturist
not only interesting but the most useful

and helpful paper that 1 can get anywhere.

—C. J. Pearson, Ottawa.

THE 46th annual meeting of the Nova
Scotia Fruit Growers' Association,

held at Kentville, Dec. 1 and 2, was
one of the most practical meetings in

its existence. For the first time the sub-

jects of thinning fruits and the use of lime-

sulphur as a winter spray were discussed

and the experiences of practical growers as

to the necessity of these two practices in up-
to-date orcharding were given.

THINNING FRUITS

R. J. Me8seng<'r, Bridgetown, gave a

talk on the benefits of thinning in his own
orchard in which he cit'^d the case of one
tree of Baldwins among others which had
in previous bearing years given a heavy
crop of apples, 80 per cent. No. 2's and un-
der. This year after thinning the tree pack-

ed 75 per cent. No. 1, 20 per cent. No. 2 and
5 per cent. No. 3. Thinning .saved time in

picking, packing, and saved the vitality of

the tree and also we get more dollars for

the smaller number of barrels shipped of

the thinned fruit. Quite a number gave
willing testimony in favor of thinning,
among them, R. S. Eaton, G, C. Miller,

F. H. Johnson and Mrs. Sangster.

SULPHUR SPRAYS

Mr. L. D. Robinson of Berwick gave an
interesting talk on winter sprays, dealing
chiefly with the lime-sulphur solution. In
the discussion on this paper it was the gen-

eral opinion that about 18 lbs. sulphur and
20 of lime was about the right proportion
of ingredients, that the water should be
boiling, that the sulphur should be added
first, then the lime, and that it need not

be applied hot as long as it was slightly

warm. Boil about 35 minutes to an hour.
It should be used only as a winter spray
at this strength.
Capt. C. O. Allen reported having re-

ceived several barrels of Niagara Brand
prepared lime-sulphur last spring and had
distributed some. Those who had used it

spoke of its beneficial effects in cleaning
up the tree. The impression seemed to be
that the commercial article was not as effi-

cient as the home-boiled lime-sulphur.

PROPOSED CHANGES IN FRUIT MARKS ACT

The question of a definite size to be men-
tioned in the Fruit Marks Act for minimum
No. 2 and No. 1 of the principal varieties

of apples was taken up by Inspector Fitch.

He thought the present definition using
the word "medium" was too vague and al-

lowed of too much variation, that different

minimum sizes would have to bi' established

for the different varieties according to

typical size, e.g., Baldwins, Greenings,
Gravensteins, etc., minimum No. 2, 2 1-4

in., No. 1, 2 1-2 inches; Nonpareil, Golden
Russets, etc,. 2 1-8 and 2 3-8; Spys, Blen-

heims, Kings, etc., 2 3-8 and 2 5-8, and so

on. Since grading in this way would throw-

out a great many small perfect apples he
recommended a definition for No. 3 and the

barrelling of many of these smooth apples

from 2 1-4 to 2 inches and marking them
No. 3. The latter then would be for a

small price a good apple for the poorer

classes. He deplored the sending away of

such trash as was now oft«n shipped under
the brand of No. 3.

After some discussion in which the speak-

ers were about equally divided as to the

advisability of definite size, the matter was
left in the hands of a committee to consider

and report at next meeting.

MOISTURE IN ORCHARD SOILS

F. T. Shutt, Ottawa, chemist for the Do-
minion Experimental Farm, gave a very

able address on "The Control of Moisture in

Orchard Soils." Some of the points of the

paper were that tlie sjiowini; of grass or

grain in any orchard was bad practice on
account of the great amount of water given
off and taken from the soil by these crops,

that intertilled crops might be practised in

young orchards, that tillage should begin
in orchards as soon as possible in the
spring, that orchard soil should be culti-

vated to form an earth mulch as soon as

plowed and that ground should not be plow-

ed and left without further cultivation.

PLANT DISEASES

Prof. H. W. Smith of Truro spoke at

some length on plant diseases. He strongly

urged the necessity of stringent legislation

for the prevention of the importation of

plant diseases. The professor gave the lif

history and habits of some of the more com-
mon fungi and urged the adoption of all

means possible to prevent the spread of

disease, such as burning all diseased plants
and parts of plants, dead trees, etc.,

find the plowing undei of leaves upon
which might be found the spores of such
fungi. The aphis which had caused us so

much trouble this year he was glad to say
had a natural enemy which would probably
keep it in check.

MISCELLANEOUS

Prof. M. Gumming of Truro spoke hope-
fully of the work of the college of agricul-

ture. From Prince Edward Island alone
125 men were coming to the short course
and an increased number from Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick. He hoped to see the
maritime provinces fully united in the in-

terests of agricultural education.
A. S. Barnstead attended one of the meet-

ings and spoke of the work being done by
the department of labor and immigration.
They were trying to get before the people
of Great Britain the desirability of coming
out here and settling and they were
endeavoring to get the better class of British

workmen to come. Any who are in need of

farm help should apply as early as possible

to this department.
Robert Thompson of St. Catharines, Ont.,

gave a very interesting talk on "Co-opera-
tion," telling us how successfully it had
worked out in his association. Mr. Thorap-
son took part in many of the discussions

and proved a great help to the meetings.
The officers for the ensuing year are

:

Pres. E. E. .\rchibald ; vice-pres., R. J.
Messenger; sec, S. C. Parker, Berwick.

—

R.J.M.

The Grimsby Fruit District

Linns Woolverton, Grimibj, Ont.

In my note about the Niagara peninsula
which appeared in the November Canadian
Horticulturist, I should have explained
that those high prices at which peach farms
are being sold about Grimsby include build-

ings, and in some instances, the year's

I)each crop.

Location too has much to do with values
here, and the fruit farms of 10 or 15 acres

in extent which lie close under the pro-

tection of the mountain and face the H.G. *
B. trolley so that fruit may be shipped
from one's private platform, bring the
highest prices.

It is only of recent years that the old

settlers in the Niagara district have begun
dividing up their farms and offering parts

for sale. There are two reasons—one the

high prices offered and the other the diffi-

ctiHv of cultivating to advantage too many
acres in fruit, especially in these days of

high wages.

Renew your subscription now.
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Quebec Potnological Society

•3

AN interesting discussion together with
a large exhibit of fine fruit rounded
out the excellent program of the
Quebec Pomological and Fruit Grow-

ing Society, making the two days session
at Macdonald College (Dec. 8-9) one ot the
most instructive in the history of the as-

sociation. Regret was expressed, on every
hand that President G. Reynaud of La
Trappe was, through sickness, not able to be
present. It is earnestly hoped that the
paralytic stroke under which he is suffering
will prove only temporary and that soon
he will again be able to carry on his valu-
able work at La Trappe. His excellent
presidential address read at the meeting
produced a general feeling of his presence
and we cannot but feel that soon he will

be with us again in his usual vgior.

The association has been especially favored
by the presence of the Hon. Sydney Fisher,
minister of agriculture for the Dominion,
Hon. J. L. Caron, minister of agriculture
for the province and Hon. J. L. Decarie,
ex-minister of agriculture, now provincial
secretary, and >fr. G. A. Gigault, deputy
minister for the province. Addresses \»ere

delivered by these gentlemen which proved
instructive and inspiring. The Hon. S.

Fisher mentioned the fact that the color
and aroma of Quebec fruit could not be
excelled. He had just come from the Nova
Scotia AVinter Fair, and particularly notice-
able was the high color of the Quebec fruit
as compared with that from the east. A
fairly large display of fruit was staged there
but not so good as that exhibited here. His
remarks were timely and interesting.

Hon. Mr. Decarie gave as his motto "The
farm through the school." His efforts have
been directed towards a betterment of rural
conditions. His wish is that such conven-

tions become more general and that the
people of the province take advantage of

this and similai' institutions to advance
their interest in order to become equipped
to battle with the problems of life.

Hon. J. L. Caron, himself interested per-
sonally in fruit growing, expressed himself
as willing to do whatever he possibly could
to advance the interest of the association
and the province in general.

OFFICERS ELECTED

The following ofiicers were elected : Hon.
patron, Hon. S. A. Fisher and Hon. J. A.
Caron; hon. pres., R. W. Shepherd, Mon-
treal; hon. vice-pres.. Prof. G. Reynaud,
La Trappe; pres.. Prof. W. S. Blair, Mac-
donald College; vice-pres., A. D. Verreault,
Village des Aulnaies; sec-treas., Peter Reid,
Chateauguay Basin ; and nine "directors.

On accepting office Professor Blair thank-
ed the members of the Convention for the
honor conferred upon him. He hoped to

be able to give more time to the useful work
in the parts of the province away from the
immediate neighborhood of the college than
heretofore.

RESOLUTIONS

The secretarj''s report showed good stand-
ing financially and increase in membership.
The following resolutions were adopted :

"That this society shall offer to pay the

railway fare of one delegate from each local

horticultural society to the annual winter
meeting of the society for the year 1910,

with a view of inducing a better represen-

tation of the fruit growers' interests of the
province.
"That in the opinion of the association it

is considered advisable to make an exhibit

of fruit from this province at the Royal
Horticultural Show, London, next fall, and

that the secretary be delegated to confer
with the government regarding same."
A resolution of regret was passed unani-

mously at the loss to the convention and the
society through illness of President Rey-
naud, with the hope that his illness is only
temporary, and that soon he will be restored
to full vigor again to continue his good work
as horticulturist of Oka Agricultural Insti-
tute.

A resolution, expressing regret at the loss
sustained by the society through the death
of W. L. Davidson of Davidson's Hill, Que.,
one of the most active and esteemed mem-
bers of the association, was spoken to in
feeling terms by various members.

UNIFORM .irnOING OP FRUITS

The advisability of adopting a uniform
system for judging fruits was brought up
by W. T. Macoun. The opinion of the con-
vention was that some definite action should
l)e taken and with this in view a committee
was appointed to confer with other similar
Canadian associations in the matter.

.\DDRE8SS BY HON. SYDNEY FISHER
Hon. Sydney Fisher gave one of his char-

acteristic able addresses dealing especially

with the possibilities of the province in the
development of high-class dessert fruit. The
province is especially adapted to the grow-
ing of Fanieuse and Mcintosh, two of the
best fruits in the world, and they can be
grown to the highe.st state of perfection
right here. It requires hard work and con-
stant attention to detail in fertilizing, spray-

ing, packing, marketing, etc., but noth-
ing of value is accomplished without this

effort on the part of the producer and the
satisfaction in being able to develop fruit

second to none will well repay for the en-

ergy expended.
INSECT PESTS

The association had the pleasure tor the

first time of welcoming Dr. C. G. Hewitt,

NORTHERN GROWN NURSERY STOCK
is hardy, mature, and will grow where other kinds fail. It

gives satisfaction and produces results every time.

lew of Hydransreaa in our Nursery at Pointe Cluire

HARDINESS AND QUALITY
are prominent characteristics of our stock. Our trees and
plants are well grown. Note the width between the rows in the
illustration and the bushy well. developed plants. Our aim
constantly is to grow nursery stock of the best quality. A trial

order will convmce you that our stock is the best that grows.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO., Ltd.
Nur»(rief: Pointe Claire, Que. 10 Phillips Place, Montreal, Que.

A FEW RELIABLE SALESMEN WANTED

'STEELREESOR' FURNACES

Quickest Heater on the Market
STEAM OH HOT WATER

Made Especially for Green House Work
Also Make

Full Line of Hot Air Furnaces

PRICES RIGHT

THE STEELREESOR COMPANY
LIM

Campbell Ave,, TORONTO
LIMITED
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When Ordering Your

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS
Order from the old reliable

Plant Grower

W. H. VANDERBURG
Poplar Hill, Ont.

, He excels in

A Choice Selection of Varieties

Uniform Excellence of Stock

Moderation in Prices

Promptness, Honesty, Reliability

and Courtesy in Dealing

Send for 1910 Price Liit at once

W. H. VANDERBURG
POPLAR HILL, ONT.

nntomologist of the Dominion Experimental
Farms. He presented a valuable paper
dealing especially with the codling moth
and plum ciirciilio. Dr. Hewitt made an
excellent impression on the members of

the association through his clear and com-
prehensive manner of treating his subject.

.1. M. Swaine, entomologist of Macdonald
College, presented a very valuable illustrat-

ed talk on insect pests, and answered many
questions in discussion.

MISnP.LI.ANEOUS ADDRESSES

One of the best papers at the convention

was that by J. C. Chapais on "Forestry and
the Orchardist." It was most timely and
practical. The value of co-operation amongst
fruit growers was also ably put forth

by G. A. Gigault, deputy minister of agri-

culture. Mr. Gigault as provincial repre-

sentative spent some time during the past

.summer studying conditions in the Hood
River district of Oregon, and other western

.sections. He pointed out the great advan-

tages derived there through co-operation in

raising the standard of the fruit grown and
in the manner of placing it on the market.

Alex. McNeill, Chief of Fruit Division. Ot-

tawa, although unable to be present through
illness, sent a valuable paper on box pack-

ing. Professor Lochhead gave a fine address

on "How Plants Feed and Grow."

Father Athanase of La Trappe presented

a valuable address on the growing of aspara-

gus in orchards. Mr. S. L. Kinney, South

Hero, Vt., gave an inspiring address, re-

lating the effect of the recent New England
Fruit Show on markets and consumers. At

that exhibition some 400 barrels and 1,000

boxes of fruits were on exhibition. He re-

commended that similar exhibits be made
at different commercial centers in various

parts of Canada. W. T. Macoun, Ottawa,

presented a valuable paper on plums. Ex-

tracts from this paper will appear in a
later issue.

J. A. Uuddick, Dominion dairy and cold
storage commissioner, gave a fine illustrated
address on fruit growing in different parts
of America, showing views of orcharding
in Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Oregon
and California. Dr. Robertson added to the
interest of the convention by his charac-
teristic inspiring address.—W.S.B.

Vegetables at Toronto Show
At the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition

in Toronto in November, there was an ex-
cellent display of vegetables. In the re-

port of the show that appeared in these
columns, only brief mention was made of
the vegetables, owing to the lack of space.
To supplement this we wrote to Mr. Geo.
Syme, jr., of West Toronto, who was the
judge, for his opinion of the exhibits. His
replv is as follows

:

"In the capacity of judge I had a good
opportunity to compare the vegetables with
other years, and I found that they compared
very favorably. The cabbages were not as
good as last year but were very fair. The
cauliflowers were only medium, except
some that were shown by Mr. Wm. Harris
of H\inibpr Bay, which were very good.
The celery was about as good as usual. The
salads were fine. Potatoes and onions were
good. The Swede turnips were the best
that I ever saw. Carrots, parsnips and
beets were very good for such a dry year.
Squash, marrows and citrons were better
than last year. Tomatoes, egg plants and
peppers were poor. Kale, leeks and arti-

chokes were fine. The general arrangement
of the display was very good and the com-
mittee deserve great credit."

Cet one of our Fountain Pens.

To Save Time, Labour and Expense

To Ensure Good Crops

To Benefit Your Trees

To Obviate The Danger of Poisons

To Protect Your Spraying Apparatus

To Destroy Oyster Shell Scale

To Overcon\c Fungus Diseases

To Cure Scab and Blight

To Destroy Parasitic Life

And

TO ENSURE LARGE PROFITS
Use

COOPER'S V SPRAY FLUIDS

Obtain tull information from

WM. COOPER & NEPHEWS
TORONTO

Postal AddreM-POUPART
COVENT GARDEN MARKET

LONDON

Cable Addreaa

—

POUPART. LONDON

SEND YOUR CONSIGNMENTS TO

T. J. POUPART
Covent Garden Market

LONDON, ENGLAND
We sell entirely by Private Treaty, the

only method which gives equal satis-

faction to both buyer and sender.

Advances made against Bills of Lading

We sell only on Commission therefore

have no bought stuff to make the fancy

prices of.

SHIP TO US ONCE AND WE ARE CERTAIN TO MAKE A REGULAR SENDER OF YOU
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

mi

Prince Edward Island
J. A. Moore

Snow and high winds blocked our roads

the day before the Fruit Growers' meeting
On the two days of the convention, Dec.
2 and 3, rain and fog were continuous so

that the attendance was very small, but
notwithstanding all thse drawbacks a very
successful meeting was held.

The snowstorm and hurricane had also

stopped communication with the mainland
so that we liad none of the horticultural

experts from Ottawa ; only Mr. Vroom, Do-
minion Fruit Inspector for Nova Scotia ar-

rived by the time the convention was half

over. However, we are always glad to

meet Mr. Vroom and we consider him one
of the most practical men we have ever met.
The exhibit of fruit, while not as large

as we have seen( for reasons above men-
tioned), was by long odds the best in quality
in the history of Prince Edward Island's

winter fruit shows. Mr. Vroom said the
fruit exhibited was the finest he had ever
seen on Prince Edward Island, and a look
at the aples should prove to the most skep-
tical that apple-growing should be a very
profitable industry here.

Alexander and AVolf River, Wealthy and
Dudley, Baxter and King, Spy and Bald-
win, Ben Davis and Stark, Gravenstein
and Mcintosh Red, Ribston and Golden
Bussett, Bellflower and Wagener, were all

ihown grown to perfection. Perfect speci-
mens of Baxter of high color and enormous

mmmi
size were shown by A. E. Dewar and J. A.
Moore who also were the only exhibitors of

fruit in boxes and barrels.

Other exhibitors with splendid displays

were A. M. McRae, Edward Wood and
John Smith of Pownal ; D. P. Irving,

M.P.P., Vernon; A. Essory, Milton; J. A.

Annear, Lower Montague; and Mclntyre
& Son, New Perth. It was emphasized that
although we can show excellent plates of

Spy, King, Mann and Baldwin, these vari-

eties are not profitable for Prince Edward
Island.

The Co-operative Fruit Company organiz-

ed by the fruit growers is doing good work.
They have bought material for boxes and
barrels, got them made up and furnished
to members at cost, thus effecting a great

saving.
Mr. Vroom gave an address on co-opera-

tion, which at the start, he said, should be
officered by men who not only knew their

business but were willing to give a good
deal of their time to put it into success-

ful operation. There should be co-operation

in buying, planting—large blocks of simi-

lar varieties—packing and selling. He did

not think Prince Edward Island grew more
apples at present than enough for home
consumption and he did not see why mer-
chants should import when they could get

apples like those before him. There should
be several centres for packing as local

freight rates are too high to bring them
all in to Charlottetown to pack.
The commissioner of agriculture, Hon.

PLANT HARDY

RASPBERRIES

Quebec Grown Plants

^ 1 have a large stock of fine Herbert

Raspberry plants ; the most vigorous

and productive of the Hardy Raspber-

ries. And have also good stocks of

the following hardy varieties :

KING, the best early, a great commer-

cial berry.

EATON, a new variety of great prom-

ise, the largest of the reds and a tre-

mendous cropper, the Alexander of

raspberries.

LOUDON, a slow growing variety but

iron clad.

One dozen of any of these, mail

postpaid, well packed for one dollar.

1 have also a large stock of strawber- ^^'i.

ries of the newest and best varieties.

FOR PRICE LIST, DESCRIPTIONS
AND QUOTATIONS IN LOTS.

SEND ADDRESS

C. p. Ncw^man
Box 51, Lachine Locks

QUEBEC

Niagara Brand Lime - Sulphur Spray
MADE IN CANADA ___^__

NIAGARA is the Standard of Value for Fruit Tree Sprays. It is used by the most successful Fruit Growers in every Fruit District

of the Pacific North-west, and in many of the Eastern States, and has already proven its worth in Ont<u'io.

THERE IS A REASON WHY
NIAGARA is made under special treatment (of which we have secured all rig-hts for Canada)). The only known process by

which is made a permanent and reliable solution of lime and sulphur of sufficient strength to meet all requirements.
Anybody can make a spray which may do sometimes. The process by which NIAGARA is made insures the best work at

all times.
.\I.\GAR.'\ is the best known remedv for Apple Scab, Leaf Curl, and most all forms of fungi, San Jose Scale, Oyster Shell

Bark Louse, Blister Mite, Aphis, Bud Moth, and all Sucking Insects and Parasitic Life.

Potato and Tomato Blight and Mildew of Crape have been successfully treated.
NIAGARA Brand Lime-Sulphur Solution has been proven by the highest authorities, after several years' work, equal to i

Bordeaux as a fungicide, and far less dangerous to use. It is also cheaper and always ready to use. .

'

ARSENATE OF LEAD
ARSENATE OF LEAD has almost entirely supplanted Paris Green as a poison for Codling Moth, and other insects requir-

ing a poison treatment. Such dissatisfaction as may have arisen because of burning or failure can be attributed to an improper-
ly combined asenate, NIAGARA BRAND .ARSENATE OF LEAD is specially prepared with a view to efficiency and safety.

PRICES.—Because of manufacturing ourselves, and buying materials in large quantities, we are prepared to offer these
Sprays at a much lower price than obtained last season.

PUMPS.—We are Canadian Agents for the famous BEAN SPRAY PUMPS—hand and power. Also a full line of Hose,
Nozzles, etc.

SPR.A^Y BOOK.—We are preparing a book, which we trus t will be of value to the Fruit Growers, which will be mailed
to you upon request.

NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY COMPANY, LIMITED
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO

NIAGARA SPRAYS are aUo made by:

NIAGARA SPRAYER CO., Middleport, N.Y. BEAN SPRAY PUMP CO., CUveUnd, Ohio OREGON SPRAY CO., Portland, Orejon

MEDFORD SPRAY CO., Medford, Oregoa HOOD RIVER SPRAY MFG. CO., Hood River, Oreion

RBMEMBER-Whorevcr Fruit Excels NIAGARA SPRAY Is usod.
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John Richards, led tho discussion which
followed and showed himself in full sym-
pathy with the work. Ho said he had
visited British Columbia last fall and had
eaten apples in the Okanagan Valley but
did not think tho flavor nearly as good
as our own home-grown fruit.

Several growers spoko of beneficial re-

MR. BERRY GROWER
We can •ave you money on your Strawberry
Plants. Firat-claas, vigorous, well -rooted
stock. Fresh dug, true to name, well-teatcd

varieties, grown from selected mother
plants including Williams. Dunlop. Excel-
tior, Parsons* Beauty and Good Luck.

Prices $2.50 to $4.00 per 1000

Our 1910 price list tells all about them.
Send for it to-day

ONTARIO NURSERIES, WELLINGTON, ONT.

suits from tho use of the lime-sulphur solu-

tion sprayed on to tho trees cleaning them
of bark lice and making the foliage glossy

and the whole tree healthy and thrifty. The
formula used was about 25 lbs. of lime

and 15 to 18 lbs. of sulphur to 40 gallons

of water.
So with very little of expert theory but

a groat deal of interchange of ideas on prac-

tical work, the meeting of Prince Edward
Island Fruit Growers' Association came to

nn end. Prof. Tlieodore Ross, the energetic

secretary was also of great benefit to the

convention.

New Brunswick
For the production of roots and all veg-

etables of the highest quality for culinary

and market purposes, New Brunswick
stands unexcelled on the American contin-

ent. The reputation which our potatoes, as

This shows the H.P. Spramotor ar-

ranged for spraying potatoes, three

nozzles to a row and four rows, two

spraying from the side.s and one from

the top, adjustable as to height and

width up to 40-ia. rows. Nozzles ab-

solutely will not clog. i2.gaIlon air-

tank, automatic and hand controlled;

100 lbs. pressure guaranteed with 12

nozzles open. An acre can be sprayed

in 20 minutes. Has agitator clean-out

pressure relief into tank, and nozzle

protector all under control of the driver

from seat. For i or 2 horses. Fitted

for orchard, vineyards and grain. This

ad. will not appear again in this paper.

Heard Spramotor Co.

well as our turnips and garden vegetables

enjoy everywhere they have been sold, shows
that with proper business methods, we can
secure the highest prices on every market
where it is possible to place them.
Recent experiments in Ontario show that

the maritime province iiotatoes used as seed
give a much larger yield than Ontario
grown seed, and when this fact becomes
generally known, there should be a perman-
ent demand for New Brunswick potatoe«

in that province and perhaps elsewhere for

seed {purposes. The same high reputation
the potatoes of Aroostook county, Maine,
have throughout the United States, may be
obtained for New Brunswick potatoes

throughout Canada. In spite of the high

tarifi against them, our potatoes almost ev-

ery year find a sale in the Boston market
where they are distributed more or less for

seed purposes. New Brunswick turnips

from Charlotte county and the St. John
Valley have gone forward in considerable

quantities to Boston where they grade

highest in quality.—From Report of New
Brunswick Agricultural Commission.

1397 King St., London

Annapolis Valley East, N.S.
Ennice Watti. A.R.H.S.

Meetings were held last month in con-

nection with the proposed railway which

is to run through the richest section of

the apple belt in northern King's county.

This fruit land under the shadow of the

North Mountain consists of heavy loam and

clay; and though very productive, the

farmers are at a disadvantage when it

comes to hauling their produce over muddy
roads which are almost impassable in wet

weather.
. .

The executive of the Nova Scotia Fruit

Growers' Association met at Kentville on

Dec. 8, when they inspected a number of

BELL GLASSES
FOR GREENHOUSES AND GARDENS

Expert grower* in Great Britain use thousands of Bell GUisei

They are of great assistance in growing seedlings or pro-

tecting planU from late frosU. The use of Bell Glasses makes a

difference of from two to four weeks in the growth of plants.

Send for descriptive circulars and prices to

—

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist whan writing

Feed Your Land
WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

GOOD RETURNS

MARCHMENT'S
SURE GROWTH COMPOST

IS THE BEST

Supplied to the Largest Nurserymen

and Fruit Girowers in Ontario

S. W. MARCHMENT
133 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

Telephones : Main 2841 Residence Park 951

MintioD Th« Canadian Horticulturi.t when writirp
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farms in order to select an experimental
station for horticulture. After a long dis-

cussion it was finally decided that the
Sharpe farm would be the most desirable

for the government to purchase. This pro-
perty consists of 357 acres in the vicinty
of the Dominion Atlantic Railway, being
near the county town, and near to notable
orchard lands.
Recent reports from England quote Nova

Scotian apples as follows; No. 1 Baldwins,
13s. 9d. to 14s. ; No. 2, 12s. ; Greenings,
No. 1. Us. to 15s. 3d. ; No. 2, 12s. 6d. to
14s. 6d. : Kings, 15s. ; Stark, 14s to 14s 3d.

;

Davis, No. 2, 10s to 10s. 9. In the same re-

port Canadian apples are making a much
higher price in the British market.

In the western part of King's county
new cranberry bogs are being made very
rapidly. Much land which was good for
neither pasture nor cultivation is now being
turned to profitable use, and the owners
who would have almost given this bog land
away in former years, now think that they
are going to reap a fortune.

^^ ri

Annapolis Valley West, N. S.
R. J. Mesicnger

The apple situation has been far from
satisfactory this month (December). Apples
have been going forward in great numbers
and meeting Lad markets. The demoraliza-
tion of the markets early in the season still

continues and probably will recover very
slowly. There are a great many more ap-
ples to go forward than usual and these are
ripening very early so it is just a toss up
whether to rush them forward and run the
risk of a poor market or keep them longer
and run the risk of them getting too ripe
and losing from that reason. The very warm
[weather all through the fall .still continues
t this writing CDec. 9). Apples on the

trees are good to eat, scarcely injured by
frost. Apples in warehouses are suffering

also.

The crop has been clean this year and
of good quality. Buyers were busy early in

the season and are now either trying to

back out or are more or less quietly re-

penting.
The question of the experimental fruit

station has been settled as far as choice of

location goes. The matter was left in the
hands of the executive of the fruit growers'
association to decide on a site. This was
done at a meeting of the executive com-
mittee held in Kentville on Dec. 8. This
committee unanimously decided upon a
farm just outside of the limits of Kentville.
It now rests with the local government to

buy the property and establish the station.

Returns from apples are from $1.20 to
$2.00 for Greenings, Baldwins, etc. Bald-
wins as last year are a popular variety and
will probably compare favorably with any
of the varieties in price. It is hoped that
winter varieties will do better later.

at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, Eng-
land, the King visited the British Columbia
government's fruit display. His Majesty
expressed great admiration of the exhibit
and asked numerous questions concerning
it.

On his visit on Dec. 6 to the Cattle Show

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seed Drill and Wheel Hoe is in-

dispensable—noc only in a village
garden but on largest farms.
Farmers should grow all manner

of vegetables and *'live on the fat of
the land." Should provide succu-
lentroots for Cattle, 8 wine, Poultry,
and save hi;,-h priced feed
stuff. Great labor-sav- ^A ^^ onU Ons
ing tools of special ^^ v*^ r of Mmj
value for the home ^^^^ Iron Ago Tooli

as well as the
market gar-
den. Send ^ ^mM^^ ^ M ' The
for free A.\ TM^^^ X ^ !
book. ^^i iJ^'^ -^ ^^ ™"^'

comi>lete
lool

made

BATEMAN MFG. CO . Box 516 G GRENLOCH. N. J.

The greatest time-savers and labor-

savers ever invented for the farm and garden. They frequently

do six men's work, and do it better than by ordinary methods. Over
) million farmers and gardeners have found this out by actual use. You

;

afford to be without a Planet Jr.

No. 17 Planet Jr Single-Wheel Hoe is a most handy and eiTective^

tool for garden cultivation. -'\ line tool for working close to crop^
New No. 81 Planet Jr Horse-Hoe, Cultivator and Fur-^

rower is a great implement for cultivating and^
hilling crops up to 4 feet apart. Compact^

1 strong, and steady-running. Get ^.^ J^ \{o, 17 '

Plauet Jr 56.pnge cutjiloKue for f^^X\j^'^^ v*
"

k^^Jlf<

mjdi

lylo. It is free. M^rite todav

S L Allen & Co Box IIOSl PhiladaPa

Arc you troubled with WIREWORMS ?

IF SO

I APTERITE

I

WILL RID YOUR SOIL EFFECTUALLY.

Read the lollowing:

Longton Bridge, Preston

^ ^ March 22nd. 1909
Dear Sirs:

—

I have much pleasure in stating that I find your Ap-
terite most effective for destroying Wireworms. I had 1,000

tomato plants in one house, and 1 used a little Apterite to

the base of each plant when planting, and I must state that

it killed the Wireworms; I believe it also fed the plants, as

1 had a beautiful crop of tomatoes, each plant carrying, on
an average 9 1-2 lbs. of fruit. The Apterite seemed to make
the plants much shorter jointed than in the other houses full

of tomatoes, and they were not dressed with your Apterite.

On some soils, I believe Apterite to be of use as a manure,
as well as a pest destroyer. It is economical, effectual, and
safe.

Yours faithfully.

(Signed) Henry J. Griffin.

Full particulars from

WMo cooper & NEPHEWS
TORONTO, ONTARIO

PROTECT YOUR TREES
Against Rabbits, Mice

and other Vermin

Many young orchards are

greatly injured each year by

these pests. Wrap the trunks

with

WOODEN
VENEERS

and damage will be pre-

vented. These veneers will

protect also against sun-

scald.

"* Tree protected by Wooden
Veneer and banked up with
earth to prevent entrance of
peats at bottom. Send at once to

THE OAKVILLE BASKET CO.
OAKVILLE, ONT.
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Kootenay Valley, B. C.
Edgar W. Dync>

A syndicate composed of a number of fruit

growers in the vicinity of Nelson have
issued a statement with regard to their

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE -TORONTO

Capital Authorized, $10,000,000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5,000,000.00

Reserve Fund 5,000,000.00
D. R. WILKIE, FrMldent

HON. R. JAFrRAT, Tlce-Frcsldent

Branchoa and AKencies throuK>iout
the Dominion of Canada

Drafts, Mon«y Orders and Letters of Credit

issued available in any part of the world

Special attention siven to collections

Savinffs Department—Interest allowed on de-

posits from date of deposit.

Anybody Can Kodak

The No. 1

BROWNIE
Pictures, 2i x 2i. Price, $1.00

If you feel somewhat interested in pho-
tography, but are not just sure whether
you will really care for it after you have
talcen it up, there's a very inexpensive
way of making the experiment. The Dol-
lar Brownie offers the opportunity. The
Brownies are not expensive, but they
stand the supreme test—they work. The
pictures are Zy, x ZV, inches and the cam-
era is truly a, capable little instrument
for either snap shots or time exposures.
The price is so small that at first thoueht
you may consider this camera a toy. The
fact is that its production at this price
is only made possible because it is made
in the Kodak factory, the largest and
best appoint'jd camera factory in the
world.

The Brownie Cameras all load in day-
light with Kodak film cartridges, have ef-

fective lenses and shutters and are cap-
able of really high-grade work. They are
made in both the box and folding form
at prices ranging from $1.00 to $12.00.

The Book of the Brownies, tells all
about them, and may be had free, at any
dealers or will be mailed upon request.

CANADIAN KODAK CO"
LIMITED

TORONTO, CAN.

oporationu for the past year. I heir expens-

es of organization were only five per cent,

and tlie returns received from shipments of

strawberries and other small fruits were
very satisfactory. The net average roturn.s

on strawberries were $2.15 a crate of 24

boxes and the ra.spberries realized $2.65.

Cherries brought from ten to twelve cents

a pound according to the way the fruit was
packed.
Creston fruit growers propose to erect a

large warehouse near the railway station

for the purpose of storing fruit. Tt is ex-
pected that this district will ship at least

a dozen car loads of fruit next year.

At a meeting of the Creston fruit

growers an interesting discussion took place
with regard to the formation of a provincial
fruit growers' information bureau. The idea
seems to be to have a central bureau with
which fruit districts shall be in constant com-
munication during the sbipning season. It

is also suggested that this bureau keep in

touch with the great fruit market centres
on the prairie in order that too much fruit

may not be sent to one point and too little

to .Tuother. Tt has been suggested that the

government undertake the expense of op-

erating such a bureau.
Some reference was also made to poor

packing methods. While in some instances
there were individual growers whose pack-
ing methods were all that e(Hild be desired
the great majority still used a very antiqu-
ated and slovenly style of packing. It was
agreed that a great deal of further edu-
cation was nc'cessary along these lines.

Mr. R. M. Winslow, head of the provincial

horticultural department, made a trip

through Kootenay in November on a trip of

inspection. Mr. Winslow has been recently

appointed to the position he occupies and
this was his first official trip through this

iiart of the province. He was particu-
larly struck with the progress and apparent
nrosneritv of the Doukhobor colony at Wa-
terloo. A $2.'5.00O irrigation system has
iust been installed on their colony. Tt will

be 'io situated as U> irrigate all their tract
of 2.000 acres. The fruit trees which they
nianted last spring are making a very satis-

factory growth.

Renew your subscription now.

Filanot Jr. >\

reduces your labor; increases your crops
A rianet Jr fann or garden Cultivator ottcn does three to six times the i

work of one man with ordinary implements ; and cultivates the ground so
j

thoroughly that you get more and better crops. You are actually
,

^

lo-ing money without a Planet Jr. Strong and substantially builL^

Fully £(uaranteed. Lasts a lifetime.

w No. 1 4 Planet Jr. Double-Wheel Disc-Hoe. Cultivator and Plow I

las three adjustable discs on each side, a pair of new-idea pronged culti-\'

Vator teeth that run shalltiw next the tdw, steels lor plowing, furrowing,
id covering, and a pair of Icaf-Uiiers.

^No. 8 Planet Jr. Horse-Hoe and Cultivator will do more things^
I more ways than any other horse-hoe made. Plows to t

frum the row. A splendid furrower. covcrer.

tier and horse-hoe, and unequalled as a i

\
hor&e-ciihivator. Wriie to«iay for the

J
"

; |-ifH"I910Plan«t Jrrataloguc
if.ij IfffLTcnt looN. Fpcsaadj
kp(j.*ti>:iM.

i L Allen & <
r Boxll«6a

^Philadelphui.^
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Write for the Name of our Nearest Asency

^ EWING'S
THE SEEDS THAT GROW

Did you ever prepare a garden most carefully,

sow the Seeds most tenderly, and then wait —
and wait in vain—for most of them to come
up? Then you'll realize the expensiveness of

poor seeds—seeds that are too old or too weak
to germmate.
You can't tell by looking at the seeds in the

store whether they will grow' or not. You
can't be bothered testing them.
But you can be sure of getting healthy, vigor-

ous seeds that you can depend on by buying

-EWING'S-

^

For foity years they have been giving big,

healthy results. Write for our big illustrated

catalogue. It is Useful, Interesting and Free.

WM. EWING & CO., MCCILLST.MONTREAL

SEEDS
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Awards at Royal Show
At tile Royal Horticultural Show, Lon-

don, England, the first week in December,
the following prizes were won by British
Columbia fruit

:

British Columbia for apples, a golj
medal ; Kaslo district, silver and gilt bank-
sian medal ; Salt Spring Island, silver and
gilt knightian medal ; C. T. Cooney, sil-

ver knightian medal ; Stirling & Pitcairn,
silver and gilt banksian medal; Mrs. J.

Smith, silver and gilt banksian medal

;

Okanagan district, silver and gilt knight-
ian medal ; Victoria district, silver and
gilt knightian medal.

New Brunswick won a silver and gilt med-
al ; C. N. Peters, Queenstown, N.B., silver

medal; F. A. Hibbard, Burton, N.B., silver

medal; J. P. Beyea, Lower Gagetown,
silver medal.

English Gooseberries
Editor, The Canadian Horticultxirist :

The article on growing English gooseberries
in the November issue deeply interested me
We have never had any trouble with the
Industry and we have tried quite a planting
of Whitesmith and Crown Bob.
These varieties we were warned not to

buy because English gooseberries could not

be grown in this country. We had no
difficulty whatever in keeping the fur off

of them by early spraying with potassium
sulphide, and we harvested an extremely big
crop of handsome, large berries.—H. B.
Fullerton, Director, Agricultural Develop-
ment, Long Island Railroad Company,
Huntingdon, N.Y.

I am well pleased with The Canadian
HoRTicxjLTx-RisT.—I. G. Walker, Nanaimo
Co., B.C.

A 14 kt. Cold Fountain Pen free for only
two new subscriptions to The Canadian Hor-
ticulturist.

YOU must
a n a 1 y ze

the parts oV
our No. 1317
Telephone Set to

fully appreciate its

superiority. For ex
ample, a farm 'phone
demands an extra loud
gong—you're liable to be
quite a piece away when it

rings and it's of little use un

Cttycu/vJs/vvicey
SiAy-GT^imMj^*

•yHAT'S what a telephone says to every man on whose wall it hangs.
* It's a good servant—is a telephone—a mighty good servantand al-

ways ready and waiting for you the moment you want it. And not
only is it there for business, but it stands for pleasure as well.
Think what a convenience,—what a deal of comfort,—it

would be for you in the long, lonesome winter evenings,
when the snow is piled mountain-high in every path
and road. Orsupposeyou needed adoctor on one of
those evenings—just suppose. Well, if you have

less you always hear it. The
gong we use is made of brass

—

a big one—and produces fully 50
per cent.more noise than any other
gong for farm use. The gong posts
are mounted directly on the ringer
frame so that even the warping of the in-

strument cannot change the adjustment

Our Newly
Designed
No. 1317 Type
Telephone
Set
is also equipped with our new type No.
38 ringer, a very sensitive and efficient

ringer operating with only one-third to

one-fourth thecurrent required for other
ringers in use on farm 'phones. The
cabinet, or wooden part of this tele-

phone is thevery finestquality and
finish of quarter-sawed oak—in

point of mere appearance this

instrument is an ornament
to any wall. Of course this
means nothing, unless
the service it gives is

of the very best ; but
consistent with

telephone— but you know the story
There's only one way fora story like that
to end if your telephone's a good instrument—

if it doesn't get out of order—if it doesn't
failyouatthecritical moment—in short,
if it's a "Northern Electric." "Ycu
save a trip to town—a long wait

—

a never-ending journey back—
and — perhaps — a life.

-^®

Write for our Free Book

satisfactory service,
good appearance is

always desirable.

The whole story of rural telephone is yours
for the asking. Simply tell us that you want it.

Ask us to send you Bui- you in ( position
letin No. 0000. and let it ^ jj^Sw^Si. t where you can go

tell you not only all about fa|Kr^S^J«<jS* right ahead yourself in
our telephones for farm use, uSnBl5*ljK« yourown community and

hutalsocf the stepsitisneccs- ]Ml';^^Siv>>nra?'% organize among your own
sary to take in the formation of ^K?, JS^vy^^^* neighbours. Write to us

a rural 'phrne ccmpany. This ^^^i^t^:^^/^^ to-day for the free hoot-

.r^..'^"' ^'^^ simple it is—how ^^JftB^K^w™"' remember, the story
very little money isrequiredandplaces

MO. 1317
'is equip-

ped with our
new No. 48-A

generator—

a

generator whose
efficiencyisgreater,

and which will ring a

greater numberof tele-

phones on a longer line

than any generator on the
market. Thousands of

these generators are operat-

ingonlinesmore than30miles
long with ES many as 40 tele-

phoneson thesameline. Indeed,
in one case, en a line approximate-

ly 75 miles lorg, there are 75 sets.

While this is really too great a load, it is

of interest as indicating the wonderful
strength of this generator. Consider this.

And Some
Of Its

Principal

Exclusive
Features

such as the fact that the armature is

normally short circuited so as to give it

complete protection against damage by
lightning. The act of turning the crank,
automatically connects the gener:;tor

to the line—and this circuit is again

broken as soon as the crank is re-

leased. All magnets are made of

a special steel so as to insure

theirretainingtheir strength
indefinitely. Remember

this is a five bar gener-

tor and fully fifteen

per cent, more effici-

ent than any other
generatoron themar-

ket. Speciallyadap-
ted for use on long
heavily loaded
rural lines.

yours for the asking. 204

T^liiTiEil iLE€TMe
Manufacturen and supplicrit of all apparattu and equipment used in the conatniction,
operation and maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants. Address your nearest office.
MONTREAL TORONTO REGLMA VANCOUVER WINNIPEG

Cm. Notre Dune ud Coy Sis. 60 Front Si. W. 918 Ponder SL W. 599 Honir A»«.
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Shipping Peaches to England
In recent years a tew attempts have been

made by Ontario fruit growers to place

peaches upon the British markets in good
condition and to sell them tUere with a

profit, but not until the past season did

the government enter into the proposition.

The fruit branch of the Ontario Department
of Agriculture sent 25 cases to London.
Each peach was wrapped in paper and
surrounded with cotton batting. The
peaches were in fair condition on arrival,

despite the fact that they were not shipped

in cold storage, from the starting point,

St. Catharines, to Quebec, that there was

no cold storage from Liverpool to London,

and that the fruit was delayed a few days

at Liverpool before being shipped to Lon-

don. Reports from various Old Country

sources on the condition of the fruit and

on the feasibility of working up a market

there for peaches, have been received. Ex-

tracts from some of them are as follows:

Harrod's, London: "Packing will have

to be different before Ontario peaches can

be sold in London. Did not think much
of them."

. „ T J
Army & Navy, Victoria St., London:

FOR SALE AND WANTED
Advertisements under this heading in-

serted at rate of two cents a word for each

insertion, each figure, sign or single letter

to count as one word, minlmun cost, 25

cents, strictly cash in advance^

WANTED—A capable man, married preferred,

to take charge of a Nursery and Fruit Farm
in the Province of Quebec. Must understand

the propagation and cultivation of Nursery

Stock and be qualified to manage successfully

large and email fruit orchards. An excellent

opportunity for the right man. Apply stating

age, experience, salary expected, etc., to 0. S.

Clark, Box 278, Montreal.

"Very good when opened; flavor fine.

Could dispose of them easily if they came
in better shape. They must be packed
more carefully. Want to know the cost

of peaches laid down here."
VVhitfley s, London : "Packing is. not good.

Could sell them if packed like the French
or African peaches. If this peach could be

put on the English market at 2}^d. could

sell lots of them."
Fortune & Mason, Piccadilly, London

:

"On exhibition three days. Sold some at

six pence each. Flavor was fine. Packing
is bad. Recommend them being shipped
in small boxes, single tier."

Canadian Pacific Railway, London: "Had
several enquiries as to whether they were
tvax or real. Color very much admired."
Grand Trunk Railway, London : "All went

bad between Saturday night and Monday
morning. Several people admired them in

the window on Saturday."
..Journal o/ Horticulture, London: "Fruit
is large, exquisite in flavor and rich in

color and bloom. Arrived in splendid con-

dition."

Gardeners' Chronicle, London: "Peaches
airived in very satisfactory condition. Un-
less they can be placed on the market at

a cheaper rate than 6d., each they will

scarcely succeed in competing with outdoor
peaches grown in this country."

Fruii Grower and Fruiterer, London

:

"Ontario fruits have established an excel-

lent reputation but that peaches in such
quality as those which are row on show,
and of which the markets are promised an
ample supply in due course, would ever be
posible has not, we think, been altogether
appreciated."
London Daily Mail : "Fruit is large,

richly colored and of an exquisite flavor."

London Times : "The fruit, although not
specially packed arrived in good condi-

tion."

"While some of the reports are not very
very flattering," writes Mr. P. W. Uodgetts
chief of -the fruit branch, Toronto, "still

they give sufficient encouragement for us
to believe that certain of our varieties

of peaches can be landed in Great Britain,
and sell at a nice profit to the growers
here. If South Africa can land this fruit

in Great Britain in good condition I see no
reason why our Ontario peaches should
not, with a handicap of only half the time,
arrive in just as good shape.

"I have received some correspondence
from the agent of the Dominion Express
Company in which is shown that to get
a refrigerator service from Liverpool to
London, payment would liave to be made
on 30 cwt., which is the minimum for re-

frigerator cars there. In addition the
cost of icing, which amounts to about 15
shillings, has to be borne by the shipper.

At the same time the agent there points

out that it is hardly necessary to send
peaches forward in refrigerator cars in

Great Britain, at the time of year, when
such goods would go forward."

Shipments of peaches were sent to Eng-
land also by the Biggs Fruit and Produce
Co., Burlington, Ont., and by Mr. Hamilton
Fleming, Grimsby, Ont. Mr. Fleming's
peaches did not arrive in good condition.

Further reference to these experimental
shipments of peaches will be made in next
issue, together with some notes on packing
and packages, made by Mr. W. A. Mac-
Kinnon, Canadian Trade Commissioner,
Birmingham, in one of his reports to the
Department of Trade and Commerce at

Ottawa.

Copies of the index to The Canadun
Horticulturist for 1909 are now available.

They will be sent to all persons that ask

for thom.

STEELE-BRIGGS'

Are known everywhere for their purity and reliability.

Send for our fine illustrated Catalogue for 1910. It

tells all about the good things for the garden and farm.

Many new
and reliable

introductions.

Palms
Roses
Shrubs

AND

Plants

Steele Briggs Seed Co.
Limited

TORONTO. HAMILTON and WINNIPEG

UNDERWOOD

npHIS is the mark of the

* Underwood—more exten-

sively used in Canada than all

other makes of Typewriters com-

bined. No matter what machine

you have used, or are using, you

will ultimately buy the Undcr-
\(^ood.

United Typewriter Company, Limited
Adelaide Street East

TORONTO
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Pilfering by Express Employees
Editor, The Canadian Horticulturist : I

note a small item in your editorial column

relative to the "pilfering of fruit by em-

ployees of express companies," with certain

remarks thereto. Permit me to point out

that that will go on indefinitely unless taken

up by some of those "who have gotten to-

gether" and a case or two made thereof.

The 'morals' of Canadian express com-

panies are of themselves low for nothing

is done to detect and punish the culprits.

It is cheaper and easier to just tell the com-

plainant that "their agent reports goods de-

livered in good order." They know very

well that the matter will end there no mat-

ter how clear a case is against them for the

reason of expense to the individual to carry

it further.

The matter is a serious one morally on the

one side since the employees know they can

rob such packages with impunity and laugh

at the public. On the other hand, it is de-

trimental to the business of the fruit grow-

ers and should not Be allowed to sink into

oblivion with the well merited remarks

made bv vou.

I would also point out that tne companies

need not go to the expense of "spotters"

provided their methods of business are sys-

tematised; for it is then easy to determine

in which division the pilfering has taken

ilace.—A. Bonar Balfour, Port Dalhousie,

bnt.

The Apple Situation
P. J. Carey, Dominion Fruit Inipector, Toronto

Contrary to expectations of too many of

the operators, the apple crop has tiirned

out to be almost a large one, taking it all

over the Dominion. The talk- of a "short

crop," caused the usual recklessness on the

part of the dealers. A careful estimate

'^aken, say December 15, would seem to

jfchow in store in Ontario some 300,000 bar-

'rels, with about 275,000 in Nova Scotia.

The very disappointing returns from the

Old Country for the last month cannot be

said to be due to the fact that the ship-

ments were large, as much as to the wretch-

ed condition in which some of the car-

goes arrived.
The weather conditions again this season

contributed no little share in bringing

PERFECT POTATO
PLANTING

Every farmer knows tlu? importance
of proper potato planting. Here's a

machine that does it perfectly. Has
none of tho faults common with com-

mon plautora. Opens the furrow
perfectly, drops tho need
correctly. covers it uni
fornily.mi(lln.'atol'all
never bruisee
pum-tures tho
seed. Send a
pOHtai for
our free
book.

t NoMitset
No Doubles

No Troubles

BUTEMtM MFS. CO.. Boi S16 P GRENLOCH. H. J.

about the unsatisfactory results. Large

quantities of the best of the fruit were al-

lowed to remain on the trees until, m
manv cases, the early part of November
in order that it may get size and color.

The color did not seem to come but the

frost did.

It is the practice of many who store

apples, and one perhaps hard to avoid,

to rush to the market (as soon as storing

is done) all odds and ends, soft varieties,

frosted, and otherwise damaged fruit. No
matter where one would go in apple dis-

tricts, gangs could be seen hustling out

this class of stuff, perhaps to a greater ex-

tent this season than for some time be-

fore, and many a barrel was in a wasty
condition before leaving the packing house.

It is no wonder then that prices at the

other end did not show a profit: just at a

time too when the trade wants fancv fruit

for the holidays, and also the right time
to lay the foundation for the good stuff

to follow.

With prudent handling from now on there
.seems to be no reason whv the quantitv
to go forward should not bring at least

fairly paying prices.

Picton Horticultural Society
At its annual meetin<i held in November,

the Picton Horticultural Society elected
the following officers: Pres., P. C. Macnee

;

vice-pres.. R. Davison: sec-treas., W. D.
Poss; and six directors.

It was decided that the society as a

whole should take The Canadian Horticttl-
TURIST. In discussing the merits of this

publication Mr. Ross said that the best re-

sults could not be obtained from the bulbs
that they received as premiums from the
society, if they did not know the proper
way to grow them. The Canadian Horti-
culturist is very helpful in this respect
and it often contains the experiments of

other horticulturists. He said that it is

important that every member of a horticul-

tural society should take The Canadian Hor-
ticulturist.

Allow me to congratulate you on the con-
stant improvement in The Canadian Hor-
ticulturist.—C. N. Vroom, St. Stephen,
N.B.

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEYtARE THE BEST ON THE MARKET

WE MA.NUFACTURE

STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKETS
SAUCERS AND

STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

' Manufacturers

Th« FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.

M«nt!o«i rh'- CftnadUn ^horticulturist when writing:

'Kf BEST MAO^

fOSTElRS i

STANDARD '

POT

THE CENTRAL NURSERIES
At the front as u»ual with ,1 well assorted stock of Apple,

Pear, Plum, Cherry Peach, and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Small Fruit Plants, P^vergreens, etc. All well

gn*own and reliable. Carefully handled; well packed and
O. K. We ship direct from nurseries to planters. For
satisfaction, get our prices by mail before placing your
orders, it will pay. Kstabllshed 30 year*. Write us,—

FREE PRICED CATALOGUE TO PURCHASERS

A. G. HULL 81 SON, ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

BLACK
IGHT
STOYE
[ousn

Shines Stoves So

They Stay Shined

"Black Ivnight" is a joy to

every woman who takes pride in

her home.
It enables her to have the

stoves always clean, freshly

polished and brilliantly black.

"Black Knight" is ready to use

—easily applied—and a few rubs

brings a mirror-like polish.

"Black Knight" does away
with all the hard work and dirty

work of stove polishing.

If your dealer should not have
"Black Knight", we will send you

a large can, postpaid, for 10c.

Tbe F. F. Dalley Co. Limited,
HAMILTON. Ont 24

Kaktn of the famoat "2 In 1" Sh»» Pollth.

SUTTON'S Seeds

We take pleasure in announc-

ing that we have made ar-

rangements with MESSRS.
SUTTON & CO., Reading,

England, to distribute their

world-renowned Seeds to their

Canadian friends whoso desire.

Catalogue will be loaned upon
apphcation. All orders for

Spring 1910 delivery should

be in our possession by Feb-

ruary 1 St, 1910. to insure early

delivery.

DUPUY& FERGUSON
38 Jacques Cartier Sq.

MONTREAL, Can.

J
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The Piano

Which Everyone

Can Play

An ordinary piano Is limited

In its usefulness. If no one

In the family plays, it stands

Idle. This Piano is never idle

—

every one In the family plays It.

J ij J J
I r f^

New ScaleWilliams

Player Piano

^^ =3=^

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
How Pure Seeds arc Secured
The great care that is being taken by some

of our loading seedsmen to ensure the send,
ing out to their customers of nothing but
pure seed was illustrated recently to a rep-
resentative of The Canadian Horticulti-r-
18T who called at the store of J. A. Simmers,
King street, Toronto.
A number of employees were noticed at

work sorting seed by hand. The seed in
question was being hand picked, and all
poor seeds discarded. >Ieniion being made
of the work involved in such a process led
Mr. Hermann Simmers to show our repre-
sentative through the establishment. In
the upper part of the building germination
tests are conducted in the open air as well
as under glass. Samples of seeds are care-
fully counted and planted in soil under
label, and a record is kept of the percentage
that germinate. In addition to the above
method, the most up-to-date seed germina-
tors are used for indoor testing, including
such as those used by the seed division of
the Dominion Department of Agriculture.
In order that all the seeds may be thor-

oughly clean, they are all put through fan-
ning mills, varying from small hand mills
to power mills, according to the seed to be
cleaned.
Large seeds, such as peas, beans, etc., are

hand picked whenever necessary. The ex-
pense involved in the work is very heavy.
"We believe," said Mr. Simmers, "that
the public now recognizes how essential it

is that nothing but the best possible quality
of seed shall be sown and that the seedsmen
who recognize this fact and who endeavor
to furnish such seed will be repaid. Foj
that reason we are putting forth every pos-
sible effort to ensure the seed we send out
being absolutely pure."

January, 1910

unlocks the hidden treasures of

the world's music. Everyone can
plays it—and enjoy his or her
favorite music, be it what it may.
New Scale V/illiams Player

Piano is a double delight—it gives
you the superb New Scale
Williams Piano, and the ability to
play it.

Made with 88 and 65 notes—in

a variety of magnificent designs.
Our catalogues show the New
Scale Williams Player Pianos In
detail. Write for free copies and
particulars of our plan of easy
payments.

THE WDXIAMS PIANO Ce. LiBiled,

OSHAWA. ONT.

BRANCH OmCES:
Winnipeg. Man.. 323 Portage Ave.

Hratreal. Qdc, 733 St Catherbie SL W.
London. OnU 2tl Dnndai SL

££&
108 A

iThe coniidence felt by farmers and

\ gardeners in Ferry's Seeds lo-day

1 would have been impossible to feel in

1 any seeds two score of y.ears

1 ago. We tiave made a
1 science of seed

\ growing.

always do i

exactly wiiat you
expect of them. For sale '

everywliere. FEKRY'S 1910 SEED I

i
ANNUAL Free on request

D. M. FERRY A CO., Windsor, Onl.l

Taxidermy is now taught successfully by
mail bv the N. W. School of Taxidermy,
5151 Elwood Bldg., Omaha, Neb. This
school guarantees success to its students,
or no tuition is charged. Write to the
school to-day and get, free, the beautiful
illustrated book entitled "How to Learn
to Mount Birds and Animals." Mention
The Canadian Hortictjltttrist.

That the book "Great Crops of Straw-
berries and How to Grow them," issued by
R. M. Kellogg Companv, improves with
each annual issue, is evidenced by the edi-
tion for 1910 that has just been received.
This work is of great value to strawberry
growers. Every reader of The Canadian
HoRTrcTTi/TTTRiST should take advantage of
the offer of a free copy of this book. Ad-
dress R. M. Kellogg Company, Box 570,
Three Rivers, Michigan.

Write
for
FREE
Books

LEARN TO

MOUNT
BIRDS-)
We guarantee to teach you

by mail with complete success
how to mount Biriis, Anim.ils. 1-isli,

Game Meads, Tan Skins lor rugs, rohe*.,

tc. Easy, fascinating work for men.
'omen and lioys. Quickly learned,
by our exclusive system, teaching only
the latest and best methods. Makthand-
some presents for your friends and beau-
tifully decorate your own home, or make
big money mountiB^ tor others.

Sportsmen and Naturalists r^er^'where should know
this wonderiul art. You learn in a few lessons how to mount
all your own trophies and specimens as well as a profe^ooal.

RIG PROFITS Good taxidermists are scarce and in greatDIU nun 1 deiii.ind. Many of our graduates are
making jlJ.i'O lof.JO.(»a week in their spare time or $2,000 a
year and more as prufessioaal&. You can do as welL.

FDpp Elegant new catalog and Taxidermy Maea*""^^ 2inc- bt-nt absolutely free. Write today.
MORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY

5151 Elwood BulldlnK OMAHA, NEB.

At Last H
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Presentation to Mr. Goldie

A pleasing event occurred in Guelph on

December 10, when Mr. James Goldie was
presented with a beautifully bound illumin-

ated address by a number of his horticul-

tural friends. The address was made up in

book form and was a very artistic produc-

tion. The presentation was made at Mr.
Goldie's beautiful home. It was merely a

little token of recognition from some of

the most prominent horticulturists of the

province who took this pleasing manner of

expressing their appreciation of what Mr.

Goldie has done and is doing for horticul-

ture in Ontario.
With a few gracious words, Mr. Goldie

expressed his thanks. Among other things,

he expressed the desire to see a botanical

garden established in some central place,

preferably Guelph, where flowers could be

shown in an ideal state of culture. He
would particularly like to see native flowers,

ferns and shrubs in the collection.

The presentation was made up by sub-

scriptions from Mr. Goldie's old friends in

Hamilton, Oakville, Toronto and Guelph.
Among those present were Messrs. H. R.
Frankland, Roderick Cameron, John Cham-
bers, King and Stevenson, Toronto; Messrs.

AVm. Ross, T. M. Hill, Wm. Hunt, Prof.

Hutt and Miss Rose, Guelph; and Mr. J.

W. Butchart, Jordan Harbor. The Hamil-
Eton and Oakville friends were unable to

attend but sent their regards.

Mr. Goldie is 88 years old and has been

a student of nature and gardening through-

out his life time. His great love for flowers

and plants and his unbounded enthusiasm
in tlie study and prectice of horticulture

have made him a master 'P the art. It is

fitting that this presentation was made in

order to show, in a small measure at least,

that his worth as a man and bis work as a
horticulturist have been and are ap-

preciated.

Spokane Apple Show
The largest exhibition of its kind that

has ever been held in the world was the

second National Apple bhow held at Spo-
kane, Wash., in JNovember. There were
more than 1,500,000 apples on display, com-
prising 2,160 entries from 23 states of the

union and two provinces of Canada. Brit-

ish ColuiuLia made a good showing but did
not do as well as last year.

The sweepstakes prize of $1,000, together
with the title of quality apple king of

America, was won by Tronson & Guthrie,
Eagle Point, Ore., with a car-load of Spitz-

enbiirgs ; also won $250. first in class, Spitz-

enbuig exhibit of 630 boxes. The second
sweepsiakcs, $500, went to W. W. Sawyer
cf Sunnyside for a car of Grimes' Golden

;

also won $250 for first in class of unnamed
standard commercial varieties. Space will

not allow further mention of the prize win-
ners with the excei>tion of the successful
Canadian exhibitors who were as follows

:

Mcintosh Red, 10 boxes, H. W. Collins,

Carson, U.C., third. Northern Spy, 5
boxes, R. Sweeney, Kelowna, B.C., first,

$50; Coldstream Ranch, Vernon, B.C., se-

cond, $15. King of Tomi)kins, 5 boxes,
James Spiers, Kaslo, B.C., third. Foreign
country groups, one barrel or three boxes,
any variety, H. C. Mallam, Kelowna, B.C.,
first, $100 ; Salmon Arm Farmers' Exchange,
Salmon Arm, B.C., second, $50.
Mcintosh Red, single box, J. J. Campbell,

Willow Point, B.C., first, $10, and fruit
trees. Four-tier Winter Banana, single
box, A. D. Lowe, Vernon, B.C., first, $10
and trees. Wagener, single box, H. W. Col-
lins, Carson, B.C., second, $5, and diploma.
Golden Russets, single box, R. E. Harris,
Kelowna, B.C., first, $10, and trees; Wm.
Cockle, Kaslo, B.C., second, $5 and di-

ploma. Northern Spy, single box, C. Gold-

man Ranch, Vernon, B.C., second, $5, and
diploma. Pyramid of 50 big apples, H. W.
Collins, Carson, B.C., third.

Toronto Vegetable Growers
At the annual meeting of the . Toronto

branch of the Ontario Vegetable Growers'

Association, the following ofiicers were el-

ected for the ensuing year: Pres., George
Syme, jr.. West Toronto; 1st vice-pres., Al-

bert Shuter, Bracondale; 2nd vice-pres.,

Robert Somers, Todmorden ; sec-treas.,

Frank F. Reeves, Humber Bay

.

President Dehvorth gave a very able ad-

dress on the past year's work. He noted

the fact that the provincial executive had
visited Ottawa during the season and in-

terviewed the minister regarding the Fer-

tilizer Act and also asked to have vegetable

seeds placed under the Seed Control Act.

As a result of this visit an amendment to

the act has been introduced, the minister

of agriculture placing vegetable seeds un-

der the Seed Control Act, especially as re-

gards germination.
The secretary was instructed to get all

possible information in respect to a by-

law concerning vehicular traffic in Toronto

;

the rigid enforcement of this "keep to the

curb" by-law being particularly hard on

gardeners and all horse traffic, especially

during the season of slippery weather.

The meetings of the past year have been

well attended, owing a great deal to the
interest taken in the awards for different
vegetables shown at each monthly meeting,
the vegetables chosen for these monthly
meetings being those in season at the time.

At the annual meeting of the Ottawa
branch of the Ontario Vegetable Growers'
Association held on Dec. 4, the following
ofiicers were elected : Pres., Wm. Trick,
Ottawa South ; vice-pres., J. M. Fuller,
Aylmer, Que. ; sec-treas., W. J. Kerr, 253
Bell St., Ottawa

;
provincial director, W.

Hull, Billing's Bridge, Ont. The presi-
dent and secretary were re-elected. At
tl^e meeting, James Cox, provincial di-

rector, gave his report of the Toronto
convention. Mr. W. T. Macoun, of the
Central Experimental Farm also gave a
report of that meeting.

The London branch of the Ontario Veg-
etable Growers' Association held its annual
meeting on Dec. 4. The following officers

were elected: Pres., F. G. Fuller, vice-pres.,
Wm. Trott; sec-treas., S. D. Dawson, Tamb-
lings, R.R. No. 4. There are over 100 mem-
bers on the roll and the association looks
forward to pleasant and profitable meetings
this year. "Co-operation" is the password
of the London branch. The members in-
tend buying together this year as they did
last, but on a much more extensive scale,
such goods as berry boxes, fertilizers, in-
secticides and so forth.

The Rice v^

Edison
Thonqgraph

An Edison Phonograph can be bought

for your price wheth&r it is 1 16.25 or a

higher price up to 1 162.50, all playing

both Amberol and Standard Records.

* But you cannot measure tht Phono-

graph by money. Whether the price

is ^16.50 or ^162.50, it is not much

to pay for an instrument that will last

a lifetime, which will furnish you good

music every day, which will furnish

you better entertainment than you can

buy in any other way, which will teach

your children to love the best music,

which will bring into your own home
what other people pay large sums and

go a long distance to hear.

t Edison Standard Recordt . . . 4«e
Edison Amberol Records (twice u lone) ise
Edison Grand Opera Records . 850

There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest
and hear the Edison Phonoeraph play both Edison Standard
and Amberol Records. Get complete catalogs from your
dealer or from us.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
>oo LakMtda At*., Oraasa, N. J.. U. S. A.
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(ELfABLE
;PRAYEBS

THE Experienced Fruit Grower
is the man who realizee the
importance of using only high-

class Sprayers. He knows that

spraying is what you make it—

a

bard job or an easy proposition,

depending on the outfit. Most Grow-
ers have learned that it doesn't pay
to bother with cheap ones. Goulds'
Sprayers have a reputation to

maintain. They comprise a line of

Over 25 Styles
for both Hand and Power—all sim-

ple—all working parts brass to

withstand wear and the ohemioal
action of the solutions. Don't be
caught experimenting with a cheap
sprayer—see that the name Goulds
is cast on the pump. Its presence
is the assurance you are buying the
very best Sprayer made. It guar-
antees satisfaction and reliability.

Write for book.

•HOW TO SPRAY, WHEN TO SPRAY,
WHAT SPRAYER TO USE"

It is tall ol IntereBting

information and contains

many valuable formulas

for spray mixtures. Copy
sent free on request.

The GOULDS
Manufacturing Co.

17 W. Fall Street

Seneca Falls, N. Y.
We build Pumps

for Every Service

Goes Like 5 ixt

i like Sixty
'

Sells for Sixty-five
^A perfect engine for pump-
'~ T.KrlndlDg.g&wing wood. $65

r corn shelling, churning, m^^^mmm^
' washing machines and all farming pur-

J poses. Larger sizes for feed cutting, thresh- ^

ring, sUo fllTlng. and all heavy farm work.

I
GILSON gJioi^,Si ENGINE '

-Write POB Catalog—Aix Sizes |

Gikon Mfg. Co., Ltd. .
^5VorkBt..Ouelph,Ont.l

Canada

^

Uniform Judging of Fruits
The score cards for judging; fruits that

aro proposed by the Nova Scotia Fruit
(irowers Associution and * lat were publish-
ed in the December Cawauian HobticuI/-
TURI8T have been approved of by most
pomologisls who have seen them. The fol-

lowing comments have been received among
others, by Mr. K. VV. Starr, Wolfville, N.S.,
who hud most to do with drafting the score
cards

:

Prof. W. S. Blair of Macdonald College.—"I am glad to know that some definite

move is being made to develop a uniform
sj'stem of judging fruits. 1 have gone
carefully over the scale of points submitted,
and do not see how they can be improved
upon. It seems that everything is covered
by the proper number of points."

Prof. H. L. Hutt, O.A.C., Guelph.—"The
scale of points proposed by your association
is a good one and a move in the right
direction. I believe that the values you
have assigned to the various points are near-
ly as they should be. I think there is one
point omitted, however, and that is the
polishing of specimens. This should be dis-

couraged as the bloom is part of the fruit

and perfect specimens of certain varieties

show it more or less clearly. At the
Ontario Horticultural Exhibition in To-
ronto, I judged all of the plate collections

of apples and although I had not time to
adopt your score card in judging all speci-

mens, I made use of it in close cases, and
as far as I know the results were entirely
satisfactory."

In a letter to The Canadian Horticul-
turist Mr. W. T. Macoun, horticulturist

at Ottawa said: "The score card prepared
by the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion to be used in judging fruits is a very
good one, the explanation of the terms used
being a very good thing."
The Canadian Horticulturist received

the following letter from S. B. Hatheway,
secretary of the New Brunswick Fruit
Growers' Association : "We have no meeting
scheduled for our executive until February,
but I have submitted the proposed score

card to the members ui same, and find
that all are favorable towards it. My own
opinion is that it is not only practical
and useful, but will establish a uniform
standard, especially in eastern Canada, and
also be an incentive for the exhibitor, pro-
fessional or amateur, to show high scoring
fruit only. It is probable that the New
Brunswick Fruit Growers' Association will
adojjt the proposed cards."

A Book You Should Have.— Headers of
The Canadian Horticui.tlkist, who have
not already done so should write to the
Northern Electric and Mfg. Co., of Mon-
treal, and secure a copy of the book on
rural telephones and telephone systems for
farm use which they are offering to give
away. This book treats of a subject of
vital importance to every farmer. To-day
is the day of modern machinery, labor-
saving devices and home comforts and con-
veniences of all kinds on the farm, and
the farmer, who neglects to avail himself
of every opportunity at hi.s command is

placing himself in a position where his

neighbors will quickly surpass him. The
use of the telephone on the farm has al-

ready been proven to be not only a tre-

mendous convenience, but a very, very valu-
able time and money saver as well. More-
over through its use the farmer is enabled
to be in touch with a thousand and one
matters appertaining to his business, which
otherwise would cost him heavily through
ignorance of their conditions. This booklet
not only tells abo\it the advantages of
telephones, but also gives the farmer a
great deal of valuable information in re-

gard to the steps necessary to take in or-

szanizing a telephone company in his own
community. We believe that this book,
Bulletin 2216, ought to be in the hands
of every farmer, and would strongly recom-
mend those of our readers, who are not
already familiar with its contents to send
for it at once.

Send photographs and notes on spraying
for next issue.

is bottled energy—concentrated

nourishment—pent-up strength and

vit£Jity—a preventative of sickness

—a restorer of health.

OXO is the goodness of prime

beef in the most appetizing form. 20

SMALL .FRUIT PLANTS
Gooaeberriea, .losselvn. Red .Jacket, Downinpr, Pearl, HouKbton.— Currante,

Perfection, Ruby, Cherry, White Grape, Tree's Prolific, Champion. Black
Naples, Victoria.—Raapberriu, Herbert, Cuthbert, Marlboro, Brinckle's
Orange, Golden Queen, Strawlierry-Baspberry.—Garden RooU, Asparagus,
Rhubarb, Perennial Celery.

WM. FLEMING, Nurseryman, Box 54, Owen Sound, Ontario
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Lime-Sulphur vs. Bordeaux for Summer Spraying'
L. Caesar, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

BEFORE proceeding to the discussion

of the value of lime-sulphur as a

summer spray for apple and pear

orchards let us first briefly call to mind
the main fungous diseases of apple and

pear orchards that require a summer
treatment. In apple orchards the main
one is clearly apple scab or black spot,

as it is sometimes called. Less impor-

tant diseases are the leaf spot and Bald-

win spot. Black rot canker is a very

.
serious disease attacking the trunk and
branches but its main treatm.ent must be

before the buds burst
;
yet, as the sum-

mer treatment is also important we shall

include it in our list. In pear orchards

we shall only deal with pear scab, omit-

ting the different kinds of leaf spot, be-

cause these are not often serious and
lime-sulphur has not been tested on
them. Pear blight, twig blight or fire

blight, which are all the same disease, is

not caused by a fungus and apparently
cannot be controlled to any appreciable
extent by spraying, so it is omitted.

In spraying for any of the above men-
tioned diseases it is clear that no mix-
ture can be given a fair chance unless

it is applied at the right time and in a

thorough manner. Hence a word or two
about these points.

To prevent most fungous diseases the
spray mixture must be applied before
the disease gets any chance to make
headway ; in short, it should be applied
early enough to prevent the spores get-
ting a chance to germinate. Hence the
date of the first application is usually

of special importance. For apple scab
the first spraying should be shortly be-
fore the blossoms open. If left until the
blossoms fall the disease gets a great
start for the first signs of it are on the
leaves about the time of the opening of

the first blossoms. The Second .spraying
should be just after most of the blos-

soms have fallen, which is the proper
time to spray for codling moth ; the
third, either two or three weeks later.

Of these three applications the first and
second are by far the most important
and should never be omitted.

Leaf-spot and canker are controlled by
the same sprayings as the scab, except
that canker requires a special spring ap-

* A portion of a paper read at Ihe last Convention
of tlie Ontario Fruit Growers' Association. It will be
continued in next issue.

plication in addition to these. It should

be noted that leaf-spot is usually caused

by the same fungus that causes the

canker, namely, the black rot.

Baldwin spot appears much later in

the season and so requires separate

treatment. The first spraying for it

should be about July ist and the second

about two weeks later. It is seldom,

however, that it is so severe in Ontario

as to make spraying necessary.

Pear scab begins earlier than apple

scab and so requires that the first spray-

ing should be made just as the buds are

ready to burst. The second application

should be just before the blossoms open,

the third at once after the blossoms have
fallen and the fourth about three weeks
later. The early first application seems
to be necessary for even fair results.

We all know that it is not only ne-

cessary to spray at the right dates but

Constantly Improving

Congratulations on the steadily

increasing value of The Canadian
HoRTici LTURiST.-—W. A. Mac-
Kinnon, Canadian Trade Com-
missioner, Birmingham, England.

also to do it thoroughly. Most of us

who have done much spraying know that

it is very seldom that a really thorough
job is done. The trees are often only
half sprayed. Perhaps this in a number
of cases is due to the old motto: "Stop
spraying just before the leaves begin to

drip." This is not a safe motto and our
first rule should be: "Make sure that

every leaf and fruit is thoroughly cov-

ered;" and second, "try to do this with

as little waste as possible." One cannot
emphasize this thoroughness too much.
No man deserves real good results with-

out it nor indeed is he likely to get them.

BORDEAUX vs. LIMK-SULPHUR

Now let us pass to the mixture and
the results. Bordeaux has for so long

been the standard fungicide for all the

above-named diseases of the orchard that

it sounds almost startling to us at first

to hear that it has a close rival in lime-

sulphur. This wash either in the com-
mercial or self-boiled form has been con-
siderably experimented with in apple or-

23

chards as a summer wash especially the

last two years. The results given are

sufficiently good to show that it has much
merit as a fungicide for apple diseases.

They do not, however, show that it is

a better fungicide than Bordeaux^ so that

those who "swear by Bordeaux" may
still continue to do so.

SPRAYING FOR APPLE SCAB

Taking up first the results upon apple

scab: Prof. W. M. Scott, of Washing-
ton, D.C., and Dr. Brooks of New
Hampshire Experiment Station have
each made a good many careful tests

of both the self-boiled and commercial
lime-sulphur upon this disease. Each
report the commercial wash as giving

almost as good results as Bordeaux. The
self-boiled in last year's experiments,

(1908) did not give quite so good results

although it showed a fair degree of merit.

It was, however, made with cold water
instead of hot, which would almost cer-

tainly have given better results. I have
not seen the reports of this year's work

(1909) but from Dr. Waite's remarks at

the American Pomological Society con-

vention held at St. Catharines, I infer

that Professor Scott has been much
pleased with the way the self-boiled mix-

ture has also controlled the scab.

In experiments conducted by myself

at Guelph this summer I sprayed eight

fairly large Snow apple trees with the

Vanco brand of commercial lime-sulphur.

The west side received the three applica-

tions at the times mentioned above, the

east side owing to my enforced absence

had to go without the middle spraying.

For the first application a strength of

one to twenty-five was used. This burn-

ed the leaves slightly so one to forty was
used for the other sprayings and no in-

jury resulted. The spraying was very

thoroughly done. In September the

fruit was examined and on the west side

where three sprayings were given less

than one per cent, of it was scabby ; on

the east, where the important spraying

just after the blossoms fell had to be

omitted, nearly fifteen per cent of the

apples were scabby. The fruit moreover
was free from russeting and the surface

smooth and glossy. Similar results have
been reported to me by correspondents.

.So that there is practically no doubt that

(Continued on page :S!))
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A Plan for Raising Poultry Among Fruits
E. G. Cooper, Oakviile, Ontario

ACOMBINED system of poultry

and fruit raising may be outlined

as follows. Take ten acres of

good land. Sandy loam is most desir-

able. Run a division thirty feet wide
through centre. Divide each half into

five equal parts. (See the diagram). In

the space opposite each division build a
poultry house twenty feet wide and the
desired length for 200 poultry making a

Plan for Ten-acre Fruit and Ponltr; Farm

1, About one acre in each division, containing
apples, 40 feet apart each way, with plun:8.
pears, peaches and cherries half way between
the rows. Remove these fillers when apple
trees need the room, say, ten years after plant-
ing. 2, Black currants. 3. Red currants. 4.

Gooseberries. 5, Red raspberries. 6, Black rasp-
berries. 7, Driveway, ten feet wide. 8, Tempor-
ary gates that can be opened or taken down
when fowl are to run in divisions on that side.
9. Poultry houses.

total house space for looo fowls. In

each division on one side of the central

space, plant small fruits, such as black

currants, red currants, gooseberries, red

raspberries and blackberries, and in the

division on the other side plant pears,

plums, peaches, cherries and ap-

ples. Do not plant strawberries, as this

system would not be beneficial for them.
The best breeds of fowl in my opinion

are Barred Plymouth Rock, Minorca,
Wyandotte, Orpington, Brown and
White Leghorn.
Have the houses so constructed that

the fowls may be let out into each divis-

ion. Divide the divisions with wire net-

ting as high as is required.

As soon as the soil can be worked in

spring, cultivate between the rows of

fruit and sow every morning the fowls'

morning meal which should be grain.

Good wheat is preferable to anything
else in this line. Let the fowls work for

their living by scratching and gathering
their food. Exercise is good for them,
and if the soil is fairly dry they will dust
them.selves. The noon meal should con-
sist of soft feed, such as bran mash,
scraps from dining table, and so on. A
little pepper is good. In the evening
feed the grain by sowing as in the morn-
ing. On the other side plow and culti-

vate as soon as ground is dry and sow
to grass seed or any other green crop or
to grain.

As soon as the small fruits start to

bloom shut off the runs into the small
fruit divisions and let the fowls run in

the divisions on the other side. When the
small fruit is all gathered, change the
runs to the divisions on the small fruit

side. Then sow buckwheat in the
spaces between the pears, apples, etc.

As soon as any grain appears, change
the runs again or let the fowls use both
sides.

Plow the buckwheat under as a cover
crop before frost sets in for the benefit
of small trees. A few mangels can be
grown for winter use as they are very
beneficial as a regulation in winter time.
The fowls running on the land be-

tween the trees and bushes will fertilize

them as well as destroy millions of in-

sects which would otherwise be destruc-
tive. The production of eggs can be
counted as a clean profit as the fowls
would pay for themselves in the benefit
the fruit would derive from them.

Spraying the Vineyard
In the course of an excellent address

on "Grape Growing in the Chautauqua
Grape Belt," Mr. D. K. Falvay, West-
field, N.Y., gave the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association at its last conven-
tion the following information on vine-
yard pests and spraying:

"All vineyards should be sprayed at
least twice for the 'root worm' and
several times if affected with rot. Pois-
oned Bordeaux is used for the fidia or
root worm, and also for the grape berry
moth, which produces wormy grapes.
The first application is made when the
grapes are just past full blossoming, and
the second application is made about ten
or twelve days later. The material costs
about $1.30 cents an acre for each ap-
plication if poison is used with the Bor-
deaux ; with Bordeaux only, about 70
cents an acre. With water handy and
a good walking team two men can .spray

fifteen acres in a day. From ten to
twelve acres a day is, however, a fair

average.

"The benefits from spraying are many.
It will control the root worm, destroy the

grape berry moth, prevent mildew, check
black rot, prevent grapes shelling and
keep the vines healthy. Sprayed vine-

yards have a better growth of foliage,

which stays on the vines from one to

three weeks longer than on unsprayed
vines, thereby fully ripening the fruit

and the wood.
"The 'thrip' or leaf hopper has dam-

aged thousands of acres. This insect

works on the under side of the leaf. It

sucks the juice after the leaves fall but

remain red and unmarketable. The leaf

hopper can be controlled by spraying
the under side of the leaf with whale oil

soap, using from twelve to fifteen pounds
to 100 gallons of water. This should
be applied before the hopper gets wings.
Last season I killed seventy-five per cent,

of the hoppers by this treatment.
"The most serious pest with us is the

root worm or fidia, which has ruined
thousands of trees in the grape belt. This

Hand Power Barrel Sprayint Outfit

Manufactured by Goulds Manufsicturing Co., Seneca
Falls, N. V.

year it was not so much in evidence. As
a result of experiments by the state of

New York it was demonstrated that the

root worm can be controlled or at least

reduced in number below the danger line.

This work is performed by hoeing out
the pupae when in the turtle stage, and
by spraying just before the beetles feed
on the leaves. Vineyard work should be
done intelligently and at the proper time.

No business will run itself."

The native black currant of Saskat-
chewan, though different in flavor from
the cultivated sorts, is fully as palatable,
and vields much better.

Orchard men in the strictly dry belt

of British Columbia claim an advantage
over slightly wetter sections where sum-
mer rains are not heavy enough to soak
the ground yet necessitate much cultiva-

tion to preserve a dust-mulch to retain

the winter moisture or irrigation water.

Practical orchardists hold that after the

one, two or three (in the case of an open
soil and a bearing orchard) irrigations

necessary, a stir with harrows every ten

days or two weeks, keeps so perfect a

mulch that trees can bring large crops

to full size even in the dryest season.



spraying Ten Acres of Apples: Cost and Results'

AN orchard of ten acres will contain
on an average 400 trees. To op-
erate a power outfit, the labor of

tiiree men is required—two men to

handle the spraying; rods and one to drive
the horse. The labor of the first two at

$1.50 per day would cost $3; the team
and man, $4.50; total, $7.50. The ca-
pacity of a power outfit should average
about 1,500 gallons daily. The cost per
gallon therefore would be one-half cent.

For my first spraying, I use
the commercial lime-sulphur at the
strength of one to eleven. This is

used just before the buds are opening.
The concentrated lime-sulphur costs $10
a barrel of forty gallons. Diluted at the
strength mentioned, this would make 480
gallons of spraying mixture which would
cost 2.08 cents per spraying gallon. Add
this to the cost of labor per gallon and
we have a total cost of 2.58 cents per
gallon. The average tree will require
five gallons of the mixture. At 2.58
cents a gallon, the cost per tree for the
first spraying would be 12.9 cents.

For the second spraying for codling
moth and fungi, which is done just as
the blossoms have fallen, I use commer-
cial lime-sulphur at the same cost per
barrel but dilute it one to thirty, which
makes 1,240 gallons at a cost per gallon
of .83 cents. To this I add arsenate of
lead which can be bought in small pack-
ages at 14 cents a pound or less. I use
five pounds of this to 100 gallons of
water. This makes the arsenate of
lead cost .7 cents a gallon. The labor
costs just the same for the second and
third sprayings as for the first. For this

second spraying, the total cost is 2.03
cents per gallon of spraying material. .At

five gallons a tree, this makes the second
spraying 10.15 cents a tree.

The third spraying should be given
ten days to two weeks later than the
second. The cost is the same as the .sec-

ond, namely 10.15 cents per tree. The
total cost therefore of the three spray-
ings per tree is 33.2 cents for the season.
At this rate 400 trees on ten acres would
cost for spraying $132.80. Ry using four
gallons per tree and eliminating the third
spraying which is not necessary in all

seasons, the 400 trees may be sprayed
for $73.76.

EQUIPMENT
I prefer ga.soline engines for power

because they are most efficient and the
cheapest to operate. A gasoline engine
can be operated for ten or fifteen cents a
day for gasoline. The gasoline engine
may be used for other purposes when
not needed for spraying. I prefer a pres-
sure of 1 75 jounds on the averagre.

_
"Thp BUbstancp of an address on "SprayinR

Ion Acros of Apples: Cost. Einiipmrnt and Rp-
"iilts." ?iven at the last convention of the On-
tario Fruit Growers' Association.

Max C. Smith, Burlington, Ontario

High pressure is particularly necessary

for the second spraying as you cannot
drive the material into the calyx cups
with a pressure of only sixty or seventy

pounds. Use a pump of good capacity

and one that will give the high pressure

required. For best results use two large

nozzles on each hose. Use the best qual-

ity of hose that you can buy. Spray
thoroughly and use lots of material.

RESULTS
During the past season I sprayed

about 100 acres of fruit, including ap-

ples, plums, pears, cherries, grapes, cur-

rants and gooseberries. The results with
the currants were especially marked.
The foliage was very heavy, the cur-

rants large and I marketed them at high-

er prices than ever before. I did not
have a blistered currant in the lot. In

the case of the cherries, only those that

were thoroughly sprayed were worth
buying. I spray cherries just before the

buds swell and again just after the small

cherries form. Only two applications

are made. I use the same strength as
for apples.

I had equally good results with ap-
ples. One orchard that I took over and
which had not been sprayed, pruned,
plowed or fertilized in twenty years, gave
me 2,000 barrels of fine fruit, the result

of one year's attention, including spray-
ing. I controlled the fungus completely
and the codling moth to the extent of

about eighty per cent.

It might seem a big item of expense to
spend thirty-three cents a tree for spray-
ing, but let us see. A bushel of culls is

worth fifteen cents, and a bushel of good
apples is worth fifty cents, a difference of

thirty-five cents. The average tree should
produce ten bushels and if you convert
one bushel of culls into one bushel of good
apples, you are making thirty-five cents.

If you have a tree of apples bearing ten

bushels and do not spray them, you will

have half culls. If you convert that five

bushels into good apples, you will make
$1.75 profit on that tree, or $700 profit

on 400 trees. This is over and above
what you could get if you did not spray.

Take the cost of spraying off and it

leaves a net profit of $567. Besides this,

you will strengthen the trees and make
them produce better another year.

Controlling Gooseberry Mildew
About three years ago, mention was

made in The Canadian Horticulturist
of the success of Mr. Joseph Tweddle,
Fruitland, Ont., in controlling goose-
berry mildew. As his method of control

has been verified by later experience, it

is well worth mentioning again.

The remedy used is the lime-sulphur
wash prepared as for San Jose scale. One
application is sufficient and this should
be applied thoroughly just as the buds
are swelling. The 15—20—40 formula
is used in making the mixture. This is

boiled vigorously with steam for one
hour. Mr. Tweddle 's five years experi-

ence with this remedy for gooseberry
mildew should encourage all persons
who desire to grow the English varieties

which are susceptible to this disease.

Tkt Power Sprayer it the Most Efficient and Economicil for Lirge Areat

The one illustrated is manufactured by the Friend Manufaoturing Co., Oaeport, N.V.
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Pruning Apple Trees
Wm. Rickird, Newcastle, Ont.

Pruning well and properly done is a

matter of great importance but one that

is very much neglected. In driving

sidered I believe this to be the most

convenient and under some conditions (I

may say, quite general conditions) the

best time.

Under some special conditions, I pre-

!fi5^?|||K'tWiiw^'

A Manitoba Orchard that Bean Good Cropa of Fmit and Showj What Can be Done in That Province

The variety in foreground is Blushed Calvillo-Orchard of Mr. A. P. Stevenson, Dunston, Man.

through the country how tnany orchards

the close observer will see that have nev-

er had a saw in them for many years until

the trees have become so thick and full

of limbs that it is quite impossible to get

up through them to get the fruit should

there be any worth picking!

Pruning should be commenced and the

tree properly formed while it is young

and continued a little each and every

year according to requirements. A com-

mon fault and mistake is to leave too

many limbs in the beginning which be-

comes apparent when they have grown

somewhat large; then rather than re-

move some of them they are trimmed off

like poles all the way out from the trunk

to near the end. It would be better to

remove some of the limbs as soon as

the mistake was discovered, leaving

plenty of room for those left with fruit-

bearing wood all the way out.

Another mistake I have made is to

keep the centre of the tree entirely clean

of all fruit-bearing limbs. I have come

t") the conclusion that there is room for

some good fruit in the centre of the tree

as well as all around on the outside.

As to the proper time or the best time

to prune there is and always has been

a difference of opinion. There is an old

saying, "prune when your saw is sharp,"

and I know very successful orchardists

who prune any time during the winter

months as they find time to do it.

I have usually done the most of my
pruning in the latter part of February

or the first of March. All things con-

fer the month of June. If the tree has

a vigorous growth of wood and is in-

clined to be barren of fruit prune well

in June. This will tend to check the

wood growth and help the fruit bearing.

I have had good results in this way
bringing trees that were inclined to be

barren into quite heavy bearing.

The man who undertakes to prune

should use his brains as well as his

hands. He should first size up the tree

then go to work, aiming to have a well

balanced tree with fruit-bearing wood
evenly distributed throughout the centre

and circumference, thinned out sufficient-

ly to admit of a free and full circulation

of air and an abundance of sunshine.

Growing Dwarf Pear Trees
Wm. F. W. Fisher, Borlington, Ont.

The average dwarf pear tree is short-

lived, due to the (act that this is a charac-

teristic of the quince root on which it is

propagated, coupled with the many dis-

asters common to all pear culture. In

planting, cultivation and pruning, the

attainment of rapid growth and early re-

turns should therefore be constantly kept

in mind. They require rich, dry soil,

vigorous cultivation and judicious prun-

ing.

Nursery stock should be pruned root

and top before planting, removmg all

torn and bruised roots and occasionally

shortening a coarse tap root which might

prevent getting the tree sufficiently deep

in the ground. The top should then be

pruned to form a strong symmetrical

tree and to restore the balance between

the top and roots, the latter having been

materially reduced in the process of dig-

ging and planting. Allow branches to

come from the trunk of dwarf trees near

the ground, thus protecting the trunk

from sun .scald and keeping the load of

fruit low which adds to the life and
strength of the tree.

The annual pruning consists of remov-
ing all superfluous branches and head-
ing back vigorous growths, keeping the

trees uniform and pyramidal in form, not

allowing any dwarf tree in orchard
blocks to exceed fourteen feet in height,

and choosing desirable varieties. Follow-
ing the above system with thorough
spraying and heavy thinning of fruit

when the fruit is about one-third grown,
combine practices which have resulted

in pleasure and some profit to growers of

pears.

Planting in Annapolis Valley
R. J. Messenger, Bridfetown, N.S.

I prepare my land two years before

planting at least. The first year I raise

grain and, if possible, roots the next. In

plowing for both grain and roots, I have
the dead furrows come where I intend

to put the rows of trees. These dead
furrows are really the subsoil after two
plowings, but the action of frost and cul-

tivation has enriched it and made it

available, so that in setting out the trees

in these dead furrows, I do not have to

set the trees deep or in poor subsoil as I

would under ordinary circumstances,

while the subsequent plowing-up against

the trees brings them gradually into

deeper rich soil.

Planting the trees six inches deep in

this low valley between two ridges pre-

cludes the necessity of subsoiling the

whole piece and by the time I have
plowed twice toward the trees and thus

levelled the land again, the trees are in

ten or twelve inches of good soil. The
necessary cultivation for the previous

root crop has mellowed and fined the

soil, leaving it in best condition for

young tree growth. Of course, it is un-

derstood that land must be well drained

either artificially or naturally.

In planting even in this way, I pud-
dle my trees in a porridge-like mixture

of rich soil and water just before plant-

ing and also .place next to and around
the roots the best soil in vicinity, leav-

the poor bottom soil for the top.

One thing we learned from one year's

experience in spraying is that thorough-

ness is very essential if satisfactory re-

sults are to be expected.—M. B. Clark,

Wellington, Ont.

Saskatchewan already has its apple

growers, and they do not need to stand

and hold the apples on the tree when the

prairie winds blow, because they have

provided shelter belts of hardy trees.



How to Grow and Manage Azaleas

DURING the growing period the

azalea should have a temperature
of from fifty to sixty degrees. Oth-

er conditions being favorable it will grow
and bloom in a temperature anywhere
from forty to eighty degrees, but these
extremes are not recommended, partic-

ularly the latter, which is not only hard
on the plant, but the plant is in such a

hot, dry atmosphere that the red spider,

which usually does not trouble the aza-

lea, becomes its implacable enemy.
When the presence of this pest is evi-

dent, spray with clear water or a weak
solution of soap and water rinsing after

with clear water or the top of the plant

may be dipped in the water, which in-

sures the thorough wetting of every
part. During this period the plant
should be given all the light and sun-
shine possible with fresh air whenever
it can be given without a draft.

Liquid fertilizer may be given if

great care is exercised. The great trou-
ble with many amateurs is they think
if a little is good twice that quantity is

that much better. Many a man and
many a woman has found it to be a
fatal maxim when the plants became
chronic dyspeptics, neither fit to live nor
ready to die. For liquid fertilizer use
cow manure or guano. Use the latter

aeccording to directions on package.
To make liquid fertilizer from cow

manure fill a jar or pail full of manure,
and pour enough boiling rain water
over it to fill the receptacle. This will

make a liquid strong enough to kill al-

most any plant. The color will be al,

most black. When ready for use add
enough of this liquid to a can of water
to give it a light brown color. Of this
strength it may be used to give the
plant a thorough soaking once in two
weeks. If the room is of moderate
temperature and the atmosphere kept
moist, watering once in ten days or two
weeks ought to be sufficient. But no
cast iron rule can be made regarding
the frequency with which watering may
be done, owing to the extent to which
conditions of soil, temperature and at-

mosphere may vary.

THE BLOGMtNG PERIOD
During the blooming period the treat-

ment is somewhat similar to that men-
tioned. Continue to give it light and
sunshine. Liquid fertilizer may now be
given once a week with a little closer
attention to the watering. The plant
will consume more now than during the
growing period, and while it must not
be kept wet, the soil must not be al-

lowed to dry right out or the buds will

blast and the bloom wither. If red
snider is suspected, try to get a cooler
situation, as wetting the leaves will not
injure the flowers. If the atmosphere

C. M. Bezzo, Berlin, Ontario

is dry, place a shallow pan of water on
the radiator, the heater or in some place
where the evaporation will be fairly

rapid, say about one and a half pints in

twenty-four hours for 1500 cubic feet

of air space.

After the blooming period is over the
plant completes its annual growth and
should now receive water less frequent-
ly. When the weather becomes warm put
it out in the open air, a shady place on
the porch where it will get only the

early morning or late afternoon sun,

will answer. Or it may be sunk in the

flower border. When the latter is done
select a place sheltered from the noon-
day sun—but not dense shade—and put
half an inch of ashes under the pot to

prevent worms entering at the bottom.
Leave it here until about the first or

middle of September, by which time
it will have completed its annual
growth.

THE RESTING PERIOD

When the plant has completed its

yearly growth and has commenced to
take its periodical rest it may be set
away on some back shelf, where it will

be out of the way, but not entirely for-

gotten. During this period it should
not lose its leaves, although it will oe
at a complete standstill. Water should
now be given very seldom, once in tnree
weeks should be sufficient if the tem-
perature is not over sixty and the at-

mosphere moist. About the last of No-
vember begin to look for new growth.
Most sorts do not start until about the
new year, but some varieties are earli-

er than others, and at the first sign of

returning animation bring to the light

and water more frequently.

If at any time the azalea should lose

its leaves in considerable quantities it is

a danger signal which must not be
lightly regarded. The indicator points

to too much water or poor drainage,
and the matter must be remedied at

once. The azalea's demands are few
but they are imperative.

'A Prize Winning Lawn and Garden

ONE of the prettiest homes in the

City of Guelph is shown in the

illustrations on this page. It is

the residence of Mr. J. A. Hewitt, who
has won the first prize in the lawn com-
petition in his ward in that city for years.

One of the judges in the lawn and gar-

den competition, conducted by the

Guelph Horticultural Society, is Mr.
Wm. Hunt of the Ontario Agricultural

College, who in a recent letter to The
Canadian Horticulturist wrote in ref-

erence to this home: "Mr. Hewitt is

quite an enthusiast and expert in the

culture of plants and flowers. Although
Guelph has many pretty residences there

Front View of a Prize WioDiiii Home and Lawn— Rctidence of Mr. J. A. Htwilt, Guelpb
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Corner of Back Lawn of Mr. Hewitt'i Residence, Showing a row of Prize Sweet Pea*

are few that can surpass Mr. Hewitt's

in point of excellence, from a floral point

of view." The photographs were taken

early in the season.

Hanging baskets, verandah boxes and

window boxes are striking features of

the front view. Around the verandah

may be seen red geraniums and coleus

planted alternately, with silver-leaved

geraniums in front for a border. At the

corners of the steps are cannas.

The side lawn is bordered with sweet

peas on the fences, in front of which are

mixed annuals, such as scabiosa, stocks,

antirrhinums, petunias, mignonette, zin-

nias, phlox, verbenas, together with

roses, geraniums, coleus and other plants

and for a border, more silver-leaved

geraniums.

The back lawn is surrounded with

about the same material with a few more

annuals added. It contains also beds of

asters, including Sutton's Giant, White

Ray, Ostrich Plume and Comet. Sweet

peas are on every fence. Tender roses

are grown in a glass frame.

SWEET PEAS

Sweet peas are a hobby and a specialty

with Mr. Hewitt. The rows of sweet

peas on his grounds have a total length

of about 300 feet and were eight to ten

feet high. On the south side of the front

lawn, at the time the scenes published

herewith were photographed, Eckford's

best peas were growing. These were

mixed by Mr. Hewitt himself, to make
the choicest collection. On the west

side of the front lawn was a complete

row of Eckford's beautiful red, King

Edward VH. All of them were covered

with splendid bloom among which many

four, five and six-bloom sprays were to

be found. The stems were unusually

long, some of them measuring eighteen

inches.

In the garden at the rear, sweet peas

were grown in variety, among which

stood out prominently Eckford's Apple

Blossom, Bolton's Pink, Black Knight,

Phenonenali, Brilliant Blue and King
Edward Spencer, and, in fact all the

Spencer types were to be seen, arranged

so as to give a most beautiful effect.

At the Canadian National Exhibition

last season, Mr. Hewitt won first prize

in sweet peas in both sections called for

by the prize list. When commenting on

these entries, the Toronto Star said

:

"These dainty little blossoms are notor-

iously difficult to raise so that the splen-

did blossoms displayed are of a special

interest. From the purest white to a

deep rich purple, and a lovely shade of

blue, nearly every variety is there in

large beautiful bunches. The fortunate

prize winner, Mr. J. k. Hewitt of Guelph,

earned the distinction fairly." With
sweet peas Mr. Hewitt has won also

many prizes at the Guelph Central Fair.

The achievements of Mr. Hewitt are

the result of constant attention to the

details of plant management, and to his

great enthusiasm for the work and his

love for plants and flowers. In later

issues of The Canadian Horticulturist
it is expected that Mr. Hewitt will tell

how he grows sweet peas and other

flowers so successfully.

Protection of Roses
Editor, The Canadian Horticultur-

ist : I read with pleasure the article on

the protection of roses in winter by

"Amateur" in the November issue, and

am glad it is not such a big order to

keep roses through these winters. I

have been out here nearly five years and
I came from close to the famous nurser-

ies of Pauls & Sons, rose growers, Well-

ham Cross, Herts, England. There are

acres of them growing there and when I

came out here I looked in vain for the

"queen of flowers." I saw a few but

only during a part of the year ; the

other part, being the winter, they were

tied up in bags, or in other words, put

to sleep for six months. I thought that

it must be a terrible trial to grow roses

and people told me that if they did not

do that the winter would kill them.

I pictured to myself the number of

times in England that the head garden-

er had sent me to train roses up the

walls as high as the bedroom windows.
I could see the Glorys and creamy white

of the Marechal Neil and the apricot

color of William Allan Richardson, and

the times I have had in searching the

hedge-rows for the wild dog rose, briar

and the Manetti stock to bud on in the

following August and then to come back

in thought to Canada when the winters

killed the lovely rose was a shock. But
since I have read "Amateur's" remarks
I feel refreshed, and I would like to ask

"Amateur" when is the best time of

year to prune them. ("Amateur" has

promised an article on this subject.

—

Editor.)

We always used to prune them in

March at home and we cut the bush

roses back to the third eye or bud from

the base of each shoot, and weaker ones

harder still but here I have seen them

just taking the tips off each shoot. I

think this is a waste of good stuff, as it

leaves the bushes so straggly. I should

think that if that were persisted in for

a few years, one would have to use a

stepladder to pick the bloom. I believe in

cutting them down as it keeps the bush

in good shape and the blooms are near

the base of supply, i. e., the roots. If

"Amateur" would give a list of really

good roses I would be thankful to him,

as I am thinking of getting some.—"A
Lover of the Queen of Flowers" (An

Englishman), Guelph.

Most annual flowers are easily grown.

Try some new kinds this year.

Cedar and spruce hedges are trimmed

early in April or May before growth com-
mences.

The American mountain ash, better

known to some as the rowan tree, is

hardy in Saskatchewan.

Sweet alyssum is easily grown in-

doors and may be used effectively for

the edges of window boxes and hang-

ing baskets.
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Street Tree Planting and Boulevarding in Winnipeg'

George Champion, Superintendent of Parks, Winnipeg

P

THERE is nothing which tends more
to Deautify the general appearance

of a city, to impress its visitors, to

add to its healthfulness, and to inspire

its residents with a desire to improve and

beautify their own homes and surround-

ings, than that of streets bordered with

well kept lawns, and uniformly planted

with clean and healthy trees.

In many eastern cities, different sys-

tems of boulevarding, tree planting and
maintenance are in operation more or

less successfully but in very few is the

system comprehensive or general, and it

is this point that I particularly wish to

emphasize as upon its general appli-

cation over the entire city depends its

success.

This paper is not an academic treatise

on how to construct a boulevard, or how
and when to plant street trees, or even

what trees you should plant, as I think

these points are usually best determined

by local conditions, but just a few facts

about what has been accomplished by

the Parks Board of Winnipeg, in their

efforts to improve and beautify the gen-

eral appearance of the city streets.

The term "boulevard," as it is gener-

ally used, denotes a drive' or parkway,

*A part of a paper read at the eleventh an-
nual convention of the American Association of
Park Superintendents, held at Seattle, Wash.,
last August.

margined with grass and trees, and is

usually constructed and maintained in

its entirety by the park authorities, for

the use of light traffic only. In Winni-
peg, the term is applied to the strip of

lawn and trees which every paved street

in the city has.

Our streets are wide, sixty-six feet or

more, and, with the exception of the

main business streets, are all constructed

with a space betweeen the sidewalk and
curb varying in width from six to twenty
four feet, the width on an average being
fourteen feet on each side. It is this

strip that is parked and planted with

trees. The sidewalk is built next the

property line, and with the roadway and
curbing, is constructed by the city en-

gineer's department.

When a» street is paved, the property

owners on it usually petition the city

council at once for boulevarding and
tree planting. If, however, they fail

to do this, the council take the initiative,

and advertise for thirty days their in-

tention to carry out such local improve-

ments, and, at the expiration of this

term, if no adverse petition is received,

a by-law is passed placing the control

of the boulevarding and tree planting in

the hands of the public parks board.

This control includes any and all trees

already growing on the streets mentioned

In the by-law, no matter by whom
planted.

All expenditures on the boulevards are

charged by the parks board to the city

council, and by them assessed against
the property owners, payment for con-
struction being spread over a period of

seven years, with interest at five per
cent., sinking fund at four per cent. Pay-
ment for the cost of tree planting is col-

lected in one year, and the cost of main-
tenance is asses sea annually, this being
authorized by special by-law.

This sytem was originated and work-
td on a small scale in 1896 by the board
of works bf the city council. In 1898,
the maintenance of the boulevards was
turned over to the parks board, and in

1900 the construction, tree planting, and
sole control of the system. Since then,

it has, like the city grown very rapidly.

At the end of 1908, we had approxi-

mately eighty-six miles of boulevards,

planted with 20,000 trees, about 6,000
of these being planted by property own-
ers before the streets were paved.

Prior to 1904, all new boulevards were
sodded, but since then, more and more
seeding has been done, till now prac-

tically all are seeded, it being conclusive-

ly proved that seeding, in spite of the

adverse conditions prevailing on a public

street, makes a much better and cleaner

Wellington Crescent Boulevard, one of the many Bcantiful Streets of Winnipeg
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sward, besides materially reducing the

cost as compared with sodding.

In 1908, 29,948 square yards were
graded and .'feded by day labor, at a

cost of 10.67 cents per square yarcf

;

21,385 square yards were graded and
sodded by day labor, at a cost of 12.71

cents per square ya^^d ; 21,865 square
yards were graded and sodded by con-

tract, at a cost of 13.53 cents per square
yard; making a total of 73,198 square
yards, at an average cost of 12.12 cents

per square yard., or 18 cents per front

foot, this area having a total frontage

of 49,229 feet, or a little over nine miles.

This rate, however, was very low, the

average cost of construction during the

last three years being about 25 cents

per front foot, for a fifteen-foot boule-

vard. •

The cost of tree planting for 1908 av-

eraged 2.5 cents per front foot, over a

frontage of 79,302 feet, about 51% cents

per tree. This may seem a very low
rate, explainable by the fact that we
plant trees dug from the bush by the

farmers, and for which we pay about
thirty-five cents per tree. This plan was

adopted when it was found that nursery

grown trees from the .south or east,

would not thrive in our rigorous climate,

but almost invariably winter-killed.

We use American elms, white ash,

and basswoods, the former being the

most satisfactory. Some Russian pop-
lars are being experimented with. VVe
have also a number of box elders; this

tree, however, is not reliable, and no
more are being planted on the streets,

though we find it very useful as a filler

in park work, owing to its rapid growth.
The system of maintenance is very

simple. The city is dviided into dis-

tricts, with a foreman in charge of each.

Tool boxes are placed in convenient lo-

cations, and the mowing, watering, tree

spraying and pruning is carried out
with an unvarying uniformity over the

entire system.

The total cost of maintenance for tMe

year 1908, was $14,982.50 for a fron-

tage of 404,728 feet, or 76/i miles, giv-

ing an average of 3.7 cents per front

foot over the entire city. This was also

a very low rate, owing to local condi-
tions, the average yearly maintenance

rate being about five cents per front foot.

This cost need not be very largely ex-

ceeded in any city, as our hot summers
demand a maximum amount of attention

to the grass, which would be, to a con-
siderable extent, unnecessary in a moist-

er climate. The expenditure for policing

in winter, is also large, as much damage
is caused to the trees by horses, and to

the grass, by short cuts over the snow-
covered boulevards.

The amount charged for maintenance
against the individual street or lot, is ar-

rived at by taking the area in square
feet of all the boulevards. The amount
charged against any street, will be in

the same ratio as the boulevard is to the

entire system, so that each lot owner
pays for the actual area fronting on his

property, and no more.

This system seems to give general sa-

tisfaction to the citizens, and the only
change we have in view, is that of ob-
taining power to strike a flat rate for

, maintenance so as to obviate the great
amount of clerical work now required in

making up the assessment schedules.

What Amateur Gardeners Can Do in February

As there is not much to do in gar-

dening indoors or out this month,
spare time can be utilized to ad-

vantage in planning for the garden that

is to be. Recall the weak spots of the

garden last year and plan to remedy
them. Was there not some fence or out-

building that should have been covered
with vines, some corner of the lawn
or some place in the border where one
or two shrubs would have improved the

effect, some parts of the vegetable gar-
den that were not occupied by plants,

or something else that was neglected last

year? A little forethought exercised

now will do more for these places than
can be done on the spur of the moment
when time for action comes.
Do not wait until the last minute be-

fore ordering seeds and plants for next
spring's use. Secure catalogues from
seedsmen and nurserymen and make se-

lections early. Even though you may
not intend to buy it is worth while get-

ting these catalogues. They are inter-

esting and contain much practical ad-

vice on the culture of the plants listed

therein. As a first choice of seeds and
plants, select those kinds that are well-

known and well-tried. As a rule these

are given the shortest descriptions in

the catalogues. After satisfying your
needs from the standard sorts, then

choose a few novelties for experimenta-
tion and curiosity. All leading and re-

liable seed and nursery firms advertise

in The Canadian Horticulturist. Con-

sult their advertisements on other pages
of this issue.

Towards the end of the month sow
seeds of verbenas, lobelias, cockscombs,
double petunias, sweet sultan, schizan-

thus, and mignonette in pots or boxes in

the window. These will come in useful

in early spring for window boxes and
hanging baskets.

About the same time or the first of

March sow a few sweet peas seeds in-

doors for planting outside when the time
comes. Put six seeds in each five-inch

pot. By the time you would be sowing
seeds outside you will have strong plants

three inches or four inches high. When
the time comes these plants may be

placed ten inches apart in trenches.

When planting knock the ball of earth

out of the pot carefully, and do not dis-

turb the roots.

WINDOW PLANTS

With the increasing heat of the sun,

insect pests on house plants will become
troublesome. Keep all growing plants,

such as fuchsias, geraniums, calla lilies,

and so on, well moistened at the roots.

The foliage should be sprinkled or

syringed two or three times a week with

luke-warm water. Some weak tobacco

water placed in the solutior> once a week
will help to hold these pests in check.

Take proper precautions against ex-

treme cold weather at night. The hot

sun of some winter days often gives the

amateur a feeling of security that makes
him negligent in this matter. Should

the plants become frozen, keep them
away from the heat, cover them care-
fully and keep them in the dark for

twenty-four hours or until the frost is

out of them. Do not place them in

bright sunlight for a week or two after-

wards.

Keep the leaves of house plants free

from dust. Wipe them with a wet sponge
once a week. Give them fresh air oc-
casionally, but do not allow direct drafts

to strike them.
Start fuchsias into growth. Prune

back the tips of last year's growth so as
to make a shapely plant. Give the plants

more water than they had when resting,

and place them in a warm position.

When young leaves appear re-pot the

plants into the same sized pot, first shak-
ing them out from the soil in which they
have been growing. When re-potting

them, use soil composed of two parts of

rich light loam and one part each of

sand and leaf soil, mixed well together.

Provide plenty of drainage. Water well

when potted and not again until the soil

shows signs of dryness. For red spider,

a bad pest of the fuchsia, syringe the

plants daily.

Fall propagated geraniums should be

shifted into three and a half-inch pots

and potted firmly in rather heavy rich

soil. Cuttings may be taken from these

plants in from three to five weeks.

A few tuberous-rooted begonias may
be put in moss or sand to start them off
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A good Illustration of Results in Gardening that Ma; be Secured in One Season

In this garden last summer were grown an abundance of things for everyday use and for storing for winter. The plot was bordered with
sweet corn. Planting was begun about the first of June, and throughout the season, in many instances, when one crop was all harvested another
was ready to take its place. Among the vegetables grown were cabbage, cauliflower, celery, turnip, carrot, beet, parsnip, onion, radish, lettuce, pars-
ley, tomatoes, beans, peas, squash, muskmelon, and early potatoes. The work of planting, etc., was done "after hours." Garden of Mr. F. Peat,
Peterboro, Ont. *

before potting. They are easily handled garden is small. A barrel pump is bet-

and give great satisfaction. ter, however, and will last longer.

For most house plants a temperature Three or four neighbors could club to-

of about fifty to fifty-five degrees at gether nicely in the purchase of one. If

night and sixty to seventy degrees dur-

perianth or cup is very large and deeply

scalloped and frilled.

There are also the double daffodils of

which it is hard to choose between Alba

I

ing the day will furnish the most desir-

able conditions for growth. . Greater ex-
tremes between day and night tempera-
tures are not conducive to best results.

Another lot of house bulbs may be pot-

ted early this month. Keep them cool

you cannot do the spraying yourself, Plena Odorata, and double Von Sion, al-

employ some person to do it. If you though lovers of a white flower will find

do not know what to use consult the the former a gem. The polyanthus vari-

articles on spraying that appear on
other pages of this issue, and also the

advertisements of firms that deal in

spraying apparatus and mixtures. Send
and in the dark for three or four weeks, questions to The Canadian Horticul-
then bring to the light and perhaps you turist.

may have bloom in time for Easter.

If you want to keep your freesia bulbs
after flowering, give very little water
until the foliage turns yellow and then
give no more. Place pots in a cellar

eties are about six weeks earlier than
the trumpet sorts. Blooms of either va-

riety last two weeks or even more if

kept cool.

For early hyacinths try single white
Romans. They are very early and last

for weeks if kept in a cool room. Dutch
varieties of hyacinths are very pretty but

are slow coming into bloom.

I do not find tulips to make good in-

I
Crocuses bloom under almost any

treatment and are very cheap.

Freesias are early bloomers and eas-

ily grown. The perfume is most deli-

Surc Bloomers for Winter
Len W. Berclay , Morrisbnrg, Ont.

Many flower lovers do not know the door flowers, but no garden is complete
until next fall, when the bulbs may be value of bulbs known as winter bloomers. without at least a few Darwin and par-

taken from the soil and re-potted. With an .outlay of two or three dollars, rot tulips

SOME JOBS FOR ODD TIMES even less if that much cannot be spared,

If you saved seeds of annuals and one is sure to have flowers at all times

other plants last year, clean them now from the Christmas holidays until the

and place them neatly in packages with green grass is growing again,

names of the variety. Nearly all bulbs, at least the best of cious. One pot of them will perfume a
Repair any tools that were broken or them, are suitable for the amateur. From large room,

damaged last season. Put the hoes, experience I would not advise trying to The Bermuda Easter lily is sure to

grow more than you have plenty of sun- bloom and very pretty. The Chinese

light and window space for, although it sacred lily, which is of the narcissus

is true a bulb will grow and flourish family, is a favorite with many, but I

where many other plants will wither and have not found it satisfactory.

,jie_ Bulbs which have bloomed in the

Among the narcissi or daffodils there ^^''^'' ^"""^^ ^'"f.«='' |"«y ^f
P'^"ted in

are two or perhaps three varieties well
^^e outdoor beds in the spring and w.ll

Insects and fungous diseases are no ^^rth trying. The paper white and the [^f''^
.'^cruit and make fine plants the

respecters of persons. They do not con- Q^and Soleil d'Or are about the best of
foUowmg spring. Cultural directions

the polyanthus or bunch-flowered vari-

ety. As the name indicates,, the former

is a beautiful pure white variety while

the latter is yellow with reddish orange

cup. Of the single trumpet sort, Maxi-

rakes, spades, weeders, the reel and line,

and the lawn mower in shape for use
when wanted.

Currant and gooseberry bushes may
be pruned this month if desired. These
bushes are hardy and will stand more
abuse than others.

Insects and fur

respecters of perso

fine their depredations to the orchards

and gardens of the commercial grow-
ers, but find as congenial conditions and
as tasty food in the gardens of ama-
teurs. To hold them in check we must
spray. It is too early this month to do mus takes the lead of over a dozen vari-

anything more than make preparations. eties tested. It is a large flower of per-

Purchase a knapsack spray pump if the feet form color, rich golden yellow; the a sunny location and gravelly soil.
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are supplied by any of the firms of whom
the bulbs are obtained and The Cana-
dian Horticulturist also gives advice

on these points.

The ice plant is an interesting sub-

ject for rockwork or for edging. Give



The Culture of the Melon for Profit
J. Od. Beaudry, M.D., St.^Jacques de I'Achigan, Quebec

FOUR principal things have to be

considered in order to assure suc-

cess in the culture of the melon

—

the kind of soil, the best method, the best

cut and the best care. A sandy loam soil

is most favorable. Every means should

be taken to render the ground suitable,

whether by special manures or by pecul-

iar improvements in order that the

ground may contain all the best fertiliz-

ing principles.

METHOD OF OULTUEE

The best method of culture is that

which makes the plant profit from the

solar influence, which facilitates the free

circulation of the air, and which makes
the fruit absorb solar rays. This meth-

od exposes them to the influence of light.

The culture of the melon upon knolls

appeals to all these conditions in prefer-

ence to any other method. I recom-

mend, therefore, hotbeds and windows
(sashes) in preference to the flat ground.

This kind of culture assures a greater

quantity of fruit and gives more strength

to the plants. The ascending direction

of the sap and the descending direction

of the branches, are the two great fac-

tors in this method.
By this method one can get at least

ten melons a mound and even more. This

is the smallest number I raise from my
mounds ;

generally I have more. If you
cultivate only one plant on a mound,
your melons will be bigger but, if the

fruit is to be sold, it is far better to

leave two plants a mound which will

give twenty melons. On an acre, at a

distance of six feet from each other, you

have 900 mounds. At twenty melons

each mound this will yield 18,000 melons

which, at ten cents each, will give a

revenue of $1800.00.

In spring as soon as the ground is in

order and the weather favorable, I place

my hotbeds six feet apart on the ground,

which was well prepared in the fall. I

then dig only the ground where the hot-

bed should be placed. I fill the hotbed

with the best mould containing twenty

per cent, of pigeon's dung thoroughly

mixed with the mould, leaving two or

three inches between the hotbed and the

ground. The front part of the hotbed

should be nine inches high while the

back twelve inches. The v^'idth of the

ba.se of the hotbed should be twenty-six

inches, and of the top nineteen inches.

The depth at the base should be twenty-

six inches and at the top twenty inches.

Each pane of glass should measure fif-

teen by sixteen inches. The size of the

hotbed can vary in size as one wishes,

and consequently that of the frames. My

•Extracts from an address delivered before the
Quebec Pomological Society at La Trappe last

summer.

frames are made of one inch spruce

boards.
SOWING THE SEEDS

Now, having made the surface of the

mould even in the hotbed, I sow from ten

to fifteen melon seeds with proper spac-

ing. When the plant has sufficiently

grown, I sort the plants, keeping the

best ones. Then, gradually, I clear the

ground so as to leave one or two a

mound.
VENTILATION

As soon as the seeds begin to grow
I move the window somewhat to allow

the air to circulate through the corners

of the box. I move the window thus be-

tween seven and eight o'clock in the

morning. According as the sun gives

more heat and as the plant grows, I

move the window more and more.

At night I push the window back into

its place about an hour before sunset so

as to keep the heat inside the box. I

then cover the hotbed with a heavy cov-

ering. The hotbed should be surround-

ed by dirt at least six inches thick and

two-thirds of the height of the hotbed

frame.. The covering made with empty
salt-bags should be thick enough so as

to preserve mounds from low tempera-

ture, and should be put on the frame

every evening, as soon as the melon

seeds are sown, and then taken off after

sunrise.
WATEfiING

We should never water nor warm
melon plants at night, when the nights

are cold, but in the morning. On the

contrary, when nights are warm, we
should water them an hour at least be-

fore sunrise, then close the frame and

cover it. Rain water heated by the sun

is preferable to all waters, because it

contains more fertilizing principles. For
want of rain water, we can use other

waters—but waters which have been

heated by the sun.

I water the melon plants with purin

(French word)—a liquid manure—and

common water ; then, I warm with one-

quarter of purin mixed with three-fourths

of water. My melons are very aromatic

and juicy. During the period of the cul-

ture of the melon, the watering should

be made so that it may reach the inter-

ior of the mound three or four times, ac-

cording to the dryness of the mound and

to the temperature of the weather. The
warming should be done every night or

every morning, according to moisture of

the night, because leaves are the soul of

the plant or in other words, its pulmon-

ary surface.

CUTTING AND PINCHING

When the melon plant has four leaves

and the fourth one is big like the nail

of a thumb, I cut the stem under the

third ; and I put dust-land on the wound

;

U

yet one is not obliged to do that. We
should never cut cotyledons (the seed

leaves). The ojxjration causes great

harm to the plant. I never touch branch-

es that come out from the arm-pit of

cotyledons, because from these, appear
the first female flowers ; but, if they do
not give any female flowers I pinch them
without intrenching them.
When the fourth leaf appears on new

branches I again cut the stem under the

third leaf. This is the second cut.

New branches appear, and when they

have four leaves, that is to say, when
the fourth one appears, this time I cut

above the third. This is the third cut.

By this cut male and female flowers ap-

pear.

I make a fourth cut, also a fifth one.

If the female flowers do not appear at

the fifth leaf, I then pinch the branches

just after the fifth leaf. It is necessary

to see and to know how, and when, we
should pinch. When the female flowers

appear we should not pinch branches im-

mediately, because you would destroy the

coming fruit in bringing the plethora of

the sap to the branch before the vessels

of the peduncle (stalk) of the female

flower have taken enough development to

receive it with profit. Likewise too great

dryness at the interior of the mound
brings a considerable diminution of the

sap ; consequently, the death of the plant

and of the female flower. Therefore we
have to wait three or four days before

the female flower opens in order to pinch

the extremity of the branch. Then you
fold slowly the extremity of the branch

while having it form an acute angle on
the right of the insertion of the peduncle

in such a manner that the latter may ap-

pear to form the lengthening of the

branch and we fix it thus by means of

two small branches. This is the best

way to have the fruit knotted. If on the

mound there are no male flowers but

only female flowers, and though

draughts, bees, etc., would favor the

transportation of the pollen
; yet it is

prudent to gather flowers from the near-

est mound—also to shake the stamens

on the pistil of the female flower, in or-

der to assure fertility.

When the fruit is knotted, that is to

say when it has acquired the size of an

egg, we cut the branch about two or

three inches above the melon. If other

branches come forth in the arm-pit it is

better to take them ofl'. If there are

branches not bearing fruit we should

take out some of their wood with great

precaution.

We should not forget that, if we wish

to get excellent melons, the solar rays

have to reach them entirely and continu-

ally. This is the reason why we should
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prevent branches from forming bushes

and regretful confusion that cause a

great harm to the circulation of the air.

This is why we should not leave more
than one or two plants a mound.

MAKING THE MOUND
I come back to the making of the

mound : when the leaves touch the glass

I raise the box a little ; then when
branches reach the edge of the window
I remove the hot-bed. Therefore, I com-
plete my mound. I dig the ground
around the hotbed, stir the land, and

with a rake again hill up the land a lit-

tle towards the melon plants. I again

put some mould on the top of the

mound ancj on the melon plant as far as

the seed leaves.

I make a circular mound with depres-

sion in the centre where the plant is in

such a manner so as to form a basin, in

order to contain the quantity of water

needed. Afterwards, I put a thickness of

one inch or one and one-half inches of a

black substance (like dung) all around the

mound, in a manner so as to mask all the

surface of the mound. This is done to

have all the heat possible penetrate the

depth of the mound. In fact, of all col-

ors, black absorbs most heat, and the

more a mound will absorb of solar heat

the more melon plants will develop ; the

fruits then will be juicy and delicious.

Therefore, the whole plant absorbs an

excessive heat which is an advantage
over flat layers.

My mounds finished, I put four shin-

gles (about middle size) in each, leaving

them a little larger than the branches of

the melon, then I put on my hotbed with

the frame entirely closed. I open it only

to water or to warm the plants. I take

off the hotbeds in June only when the

heat of the temperature is strong. When
the fruits are half grown, I gradually

take them away from the leaves, or rath-

er, if the weather is cloudy, I place them
on a large shingle which I sharpen at one
end and which I put in the mound ; at

the other extremity I put a support.
The height of my mounds is eighteen

or twenty inches, having a circumfer-
ence at the base of 100 inches at least,

and at the top, a circumference of seven-
ty or seventy-five inches.

VAEIETIES AND SEED SELECTION
I have cultivated a great variety of

melons with seed coming from Los An-
geles, California, but the best ones that

I have found are those of Montreal and
of Cantaloupe. Select those varieties that

are known to give the best results.

We should always select the seed. The
best seed is that which is taken from the

middle part of the slice of the melon.
This is the first one formed, and it reach-

es always its full development. A melon
seed, well cultivated, requires four
months to cover the period of vegetation.

A Fe^w Facts About Potatoes
W. J. L. Hamilton, South Salt Springs, British Columbia

P

ALTHOUGH everybody grows pota-

toes there are a few interesting

facts about them that are not gen-

erally known. To obtain an early crop

of potatoes, not only should an early

variety be chosen, but the tubers should

be exposed to the sun under glass until

they have turned green, and until the

sprouts on them are an inch or more
long. The longer these sprouts are, the

better, if the sets are carefully handled

so that they are not broken off. This
sprouting has the effect of developing

a number of short joints on the young
shoots and, as the young potatoes form
at the joints, it stands to reason that the

more joints we have underground, the

heavier the crop will be. If after plant-

ing, the potatoes are earthed up, more
young tubers will form, but as these do
not develop until the plant has made
considerable growth, the ensuing crop
though heavier is later than if the plants

are not earthed.

POTATO CULTURE IN IRELAND

In Ireland, where the labor is not

grudged, I have seen very fine crops of

potatoes grown in wet boggy land by
the following method

:

After being plowed, the land is mark-
ed out in strips alternately four feet and
two feet wide. .Strawy manure is spread
on the four-foot strips, and on this man-
ure, the freshly cut potato sets are even-
ly distributed, at from twelve to eighteen
inches part, according to the variety of

potato used.

The soil from the two-foot strips is

then shovelled all over the four-foot

beds, covering the potatoes to a depth
of three to four inches. When the pota-

to tops have grown a few inches above
the soil, the bed is given another top-

dressing of the soil from the two-feet

strips, which are by this time converted

into deep trenches.

Good crops are obtained in this way,
and a second crop is obtained from the

land at the same time by inserting cab-

bage plants two feet apart along the

edge of the trenches at about the level

of the manure. These generally also

yield a fine crop. By further deepening
these trenches can be converted into

drains, whereby the land can be easily

reclaimed. This hint may be worth not-

ing, although I doubt if the method
would become popular in this labor-

saving country.

GROWING EARLY POTATOES IN CELLAR

New potatoes in small quantities can
be produced early in the year, when they

will fetch fancy prices, by the following

method

:

Fit up a number of wide shelves in a
dark cellar and on those place two inches

of almost dry soil. Select good-sized

tubers and half imbed these in the soil,

setting them two and a half to three

inches apart. Sprouts will shortly form
with small potatoes at their base. The
tops of these sprouts should be nipped

off with .scissors. The small potatoes

can be gathered and marketed when
about the size of a large walnut. Sev-

eral crops will be borne before the bed
is exhausted. The cellar must be per-

fectly dark. A very slight sprinkling of

water may be given carefully from time

to time to the potatoes, though too much
does harm.

In fertilizing potatoes, sulphate of

potash and not muriate of potash should
be used, as the latter tends to make the

potatoes waxy. If nitrogen has to be
supplied, nitrate of soda is preferable to

ammonia salts. As a rule, however, this

is not needed, especially if potatoes are

planted on a turned under clover .sod,

which gives nitrogen equal to about fif-

teen loads of barnyard manure per acre.

As potatoes like a strawy manure, this

clover particularly suits them and it has
another beneficial effect in that its fer-

mentation produces a slight acid reac-

tion in the soil which has a tendency to

check potato scab.

Fertilizer for Lettuce
In what proportions should dried blood

and nitrate of soda be used on lettuce?—
M.A., Dundas, Ont.

I would suggest the following per 100

square feet of surface ; Nitrate of soda,

one-half pound ; superphosphate, one
pound ; finely ground bone, one pound

;

sulphate of potash, one-half pound. To
facilitate distribution, this may be mixed
with four or five times its volume of dry
loam. Work the fertilizer well into the

surface soil, say to a depth of two to

three inches, by raking.

If preferred, dried blood may be sub-
stituted in part for the nitrate of soda in

the proposed mixture, say one third

dried blood and two thirds nitrate of

soda.

When the lettuce is, say, two or three

weeks old, a further application of ni-

trate of .soda, at the rate of four ounces
per 100 square feet, may be made, if

the growth is not vigorous.—Frank T.

Shutt, Chemist, Dominion Experimental

Farms.
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CANADIAN APPLE SHOW
From British Columbia comes a sugges-

tion that a National Apple Show bo held

in Canada annually and that it be institut-

ed in the City of Viincoiiver in November
or December, 1910. The success of the Na-
tional Apple Shows at Spokane, Wa.sh., is

cited and the educational and advertising

advantages to Canada that might result

from similar shows in this country are

pointed out. The idea is an excellent one
in theory. Every person in Canada who is

interested in our apple industry and its pro-

gress would be glad to see a great Canadian
National Apple Show held annually in a dif-

ferent province each year. If successfully

managed and financed, great advantages

would accrue and our pride in things Can-
adian would be made greater than ever. For
these reasons we would like to see such a

show held if prospects for its success should

\varrant action ; nevertheless, we fear that

the scheme is not feasible.

In the first place we must consider who
would he benefitted by the holding of such

a show. If the show is to be national in

character it must be conducted on a basis

that will ensure the support of practically

all the apple growing centres of Canada.
This would necessitate the show being held

at a point that will meet with the approval

of the growers in such sections. Eastern

growers do not' ship any of their apples

to British Columbia, therefore, an apple

show held in British Columbia would not

appeal to them. In the same way, British

Columbia growers market little or no fruit

in Ontario or other eastern provinces. For
this reason they would not be inclined to

support a show held anywhere in Ontario

or the east. Thus the only point where such

a show could be held with any likelihood

of gaining general support would be at some
place in the prairie provinces. This is a

market for which both British Columbia
and Ontario fruit growers are competing.

As yet neither Quebec nor the Maritime
provinces are competing factors there.

To ensure success shows of this kind

should be held in fruit centres. Otherwise

the attendance and interest manifested is

slim. The support such a show would gain

in any of the prairie provinces is,, therefore,

problematical.
Canada's greatest need during the next

few years will be the holding of more and
better provincial shows. Until shows such

as those now held in the various provinces

receive greater support than they have in

the past it would seem to be too risky a

venture to attempt to hold a national show.

Such an event, however, will materialize in

good time as our fruit industry develops.

SPRAY! SPRAY! SPRAY!
It is necessary no longer to tell farmers

and fruit growers that it pays to spray. The
spread of injurious insects and fungi has

made the practice absolutely essential to

the production of fruit of the best quality.

Spraying is now placed among the regular

operations in orcharding. No up-to-date

fruit grower would consider for a moment
the possibility of growing fruit without the

aid of the spray pump. When money is

invested in fruit trees for commercial pur-

poses, money must be spent for spray pumps
and mixtures. Many growers who have been
slow in adopting the practise have, through
their losses, been made to see their folly.

There are very few out-and-out fruit grow-
ers who do not spray and those that do not
are not profiting by the experience of

others—they are producing low-grade fruit

when high-gi'ade fruit could be had with
but little extra expense.

In the ca.se of farmers who have small

orchards of fruit trees "on the side," the
practise of spraying is not so universal.

Unless they have been shown the value of

spraying, by example or by co-operative

effort, . they consider it laborious and an
unnecessary expense. There are thousands
of farmers in Canada with established or-

chards that might have a nice income from •

the sale of fruit, particularly apples, if

they would give the trees more attention

in regard to cultivation, fertilizing, prun-
ing and spraying—and no one of these oper-

ations is worth while for any length of time
without all of the others. These farmers
should spray.
The first cost of a spray pump is soon

returned to the purchaser in increased re-

turns from the orchard. For small orchards,

hand-pumps give excellent results; they are

cheap and can be used also in the potato

field and elsewhere when needed. For large

orchards and for use in a group of small

orchards whose owners club together, the

power sprayer is the most satisfactory and
economical.
Farmers and fruit growers in Ontario

have had a special inducement for forming
co-operative societies of five or more mem-
bers for spraying. In 1907, the provincial

government gave a bonus of fifty dollars

on each power machine purchased co-opera-

tively. In 1908 and 1909, the money was
distributed according to the acreage spray-

ed and the efficiency of the work done, re-

gardless of the type of machine used. Bon-
uses for such work will not be offered this

year. Instead, the government intends to

send out competent instructors to give ad-

vice in regard to pruning, spraying and
other orchard operations. A number of

' townships or counties will be selected and
a man put in each for a considerable time
to go from place to place givng informa-

tion on these points.

There should be a spray pump of some
kind on every farm where fruit trees are

grown. One season's trial will prove its

worth and the owner will wonder why he did

without it so long. There are many dif-

ferent kinds of spray mixtures to use. Good
ones may be made at home and others equal-

ly good may be purchased from manufactur-
ers. Buy a spray pump, find out what mix-

ture to use and spray, spray, spray!

PUBLIC SPRAYING
There is an opportunity in Canada for

public sprayers. In many villages, towns
and cities, there are fruit trees, bushes and
shrubbery, infested with insects and dis-

eases in variety, that should be sprayed.

Often the trees are held in high esteem

'

by the owners who seldom detect the pests

until the trees are badly infested. Many
of these people are eager to have their trees

properly sprayed but have neither the fa-

cilities for the work nor the time to do it.

There is a chance here for remunerative
employment for persons who would under-

take the work. Furthermore, there is great

need for such public spraying in preventing

the spread of noxious insects and diseases.

There are three ways in which public

spraying can be conducted. Private par-

ties in each municipality can secure the

equipment and spray mixtures and perform

the operation. By using commercial spray

mixtures the equipment could be reduced

to a spray pump and accompanying ap-

paratus. Once it is known that the ser-

vice is available, plenty of work would he
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found in most cities and towns to occupy
two or three months in spring and the same
in fall.

Public spraying could be conducted by
local horticultural societies and fruit grow-
ers' associations. Spray pumps and mater-
ials could be purchased by the societies, men
hired to do the work and a charge made to

each member at so much per gallon of spray
mixture used. This scheme has been tried

already by Grimsby, Ont., and other towns
and villages. The spraying outfit would
soon pay for itself and the societies would
have another strong scheme for securing
membership.
The departments of agriculture of the va-

rious provinces might introduce this sys-

tem of pubic spraying. For the past two
years the state government of Maryland has

been conducting public sprayers in differ-

ent parts of that state. Twenty-three out-

fits were operated there last spring and the

state intends to increase operations. The
success of the work has resulted in a great

demand for public sprayers. A recent bul-

letin issued by the Maryland Agricultural

Experiment Station states that such spray-

ing can be conducted by private parties on

a reasonably profitable basis. That state

"conducts the work upon a basis of cost of

operation, and not with any desire to make
a profit." The provincial departments of

agriculture in Canada might well start the

work in this country in a small way and
thereby help people who are in need of such

assistance. A means of controlling the de-

velopment of pests in and their spread
from town and city breeding places would
thus be provided. By showing that there

is a demand and by demonstrating that

I
such work can be done profitably the de-

• partments would prepare the way for pri-

vate parties to undertake the work.

PUBLISHERS' DESK

An index to Thk Canadian HoiiTicii.TTR-

IST for 1909 has been prepared. Copies will

be sent only to those subscribers that apply
for them. If you keep your copies on file,

you will find an index very Useful. Write
for one right away.

A Niagara Man in the Okanagan Valley
"Ceraini, " Kelowna, Britiih Colombia

Two or three of our friends have asked
by letter recently why we do not establish

a nature study column in The Canadian
Horticulturist. While nature study has
an indirect bearing on the practice of hor-

ticulture we do not feel that we can afford

the space just yet for a department of this

nature. Occasional articles on the economic
phases of nature study will be published.

As our readers feel that they cannot do
without the monthly visit of this maga-
zine, most subscriptions are renewed
promptly. Those that neglect to renew are
reminded by mail. In most cases we have
no difficulty in securing renewals, but what
are we to do with a subscriber who writes
as follows: "I would like to renew this sub-
scription, but what's the use when I don't
know the difference between a perennial, a
biennial, a diurnal or a Chinese pompon,
and am too chronically lazy to till the soil

for gardening, and too old and rickety to
start fresh; so, wot's the use?" Friend,
the teachings of The Canadi.an Horticul-
TURI.ST will make you wise in all things
horticultural, its counsellingg will baffle the
hook worm and its motives will bring you
back to youth and start you right ; it will

put you into harmony with the out-of-

doors—that's the use I Send stamps, if

most convenient.

NOT having been in the valley long

enough to speak authoritatively

about cultural methods, I will

tell some of my impressions

about a country and climate very
different from that in which I was
brought up, the Niagara district of

Ontario. From Sicamous Junction on the

0. P. E. southward to Vernon is sometimes-

included in the Okanagan Valley. Proba-

bly more often it is known as the Spallum-
cheen Valley. It is a splendid country for

agriculture and apples, and is claimed to

resemble Ontario in climate more than any
other part of British Columbia. From Ver-

non, it is but a short distance to Okanagan
Landing where navigation on the lake be-

gins. From the landing to Penticton at the

southern end of the lake, a daily boat ser-

vice is maintained by the C. P. E. Kel-
owna. Peachland, Summerland and Pentic-

ton are ports on the lake and fruit growing
sections of importance.
Vernon is well known for its superb ao-

ples and the location of the famous Cold-
stream Eanch. There are large areas of

good fruit lands at Vernon. Some of the

more tender fruits do not seem as much at

home as on places on the lake, where the

water moderates the winter, as Lake On-
tario does for the Niagara fruit b?lt.

From Penticton southward along the
Okanagan Eiver, there is some fruit land
right to the international boundary. A good
country it will be when water is got on to

the land and a railway is put through.
Summerland is a progressive little town,

in which some C. P. E. men are quite in-

terested. A splendid and rapidly increasing
quantity of fruit is shipped from here.

Peaches, prunes and apricots are grown
with entire success and also at Peachland,
the latter a busy little place and notorious
for its abundant crops of peaches. Kelowna,
the largest place in the valley, excepting
Vernon, has 1,200 population, and is grow-
ing rapidly. The largest compact area of

fruit land in the province lies in the wide
flat and benches back of the town.

IRRIGATION REQUIRED

As yet there is not irrigation water for

all the land, even if there were settlers.

Eeservoirs or dams are needed in the moun-
tains to conserve t,he snow water which
comes down in greatest quantity in early

June. It will mean more big companies
and capital before more than a fraction of

this land can be nroperlv irrigated. Bench
land that gets ab.^olutely parched in mid-
summer seems to grow fruit trees splen-
didly when water is got on to it.

Last summer was unusually dry, but or-

chards continued to smile on well-irrigated

land. There is a great variety of insects

here, but the wise precautions of the pro-

vincial govornnient in fumigating incom-
ing stock, and the careful spraying prnc-

tised in nearly every orchard, has kept the

orchards very clean.

KIND OF PACKAGES

Fruit is all sold bv weight. The Califor-

nian idea of small, neat packages has
caught on here and is a great .step in ad-

vance of eastern methods of packing. Ten-
pound cherry boxes, for instance, are more
reasonable packages in which to ship that

fruit than 10 or 12-quart baskets. Though
many sorts are grown which are rather ten

der in the east, and the fruit generally is

beautifully colored, I cannot say that, for

juiciness or flavor, the fruit here excellsthe
same sorts grown in the Niagara district.

People taking up land in this valley

should make sure that it is suitable for

fruit growing. Real estate men are very
fond of selling side-hill farms to those who
will buy them. Even if the soil is suitable,

it should be remembered that steep land is

always difficult to irrigate well. The job
of watering an orchard here is no small
part of the routine work. The Kelowna
district will be a power in the fruit market
in a few years as there are thousands ol

acres of young orchard that will be in bear-
ing soon.

Grapes in Niagara District
At the conference of the American Pomo-

logical Society held at St. Catharines, Ont.,
la.st September, Mr. Murray Pettit, Winona,
Ont., read and discussed the following
paper :

"Grape growing in the Niagara district

is confined chiefly to a narrow belt along
the southern shore of Lake Ontario, 40
miles in length, and from two to three miles
in width, and along the Niagara Eiver.
From 1861 to 1871 a few small commercial
vineyards were planted; in 1881, about 400
acres were under cultivation; in 1891, 2",397

acres; in 1901, 7,888 acres; and at the pre-

sent time, 1909, 14,504 acres.

"The average yield for Concord and Nia-
gara is over three tons per acre, other kinds
about two and one half tons. One-third
of the crop is used for wine, the balance in

the fresh state. Sixty per cent, of the

grapes grown in this section are Concord

;

20 per cent. Niagara ; 10 per cent. Cham-
pion, Worden and Black Rogers ; 10 ner

cent. Red Rogers, Delaware, and other

kinds.
"Bright sunshine during the maturing

months of August, September, October and
a high average temperature, make it an

ideal condition for grape growing. Des-

tructive frosts seldom occur before the close

of October, giving a long maturing and
harvesting season, which begins about the

end of August, and lasts until November.

"Insect pests are neither numerous nor

particularly destructive. Fungous troubles

are chiefly confined to the downy mildew,

powdery mildew and black rot, in some sec-

tions on moist, sandy soils. Spraying in

early snring with lime and sulphur and later

with Bordeaux mixture practically controls

these troubles.

"In reference to varieties : I have fruited

for several years 154 varieties, new and
old, which i place in three groups with

regard to profit, and in order of ripening.

"The first eight varieties which I have

found the most profitable, are Champion,
Worden, Lindloy (Roger No. 9), Delaware,
Niagara, Concord, Agawam, (Roger No.

15) and Catawba. For the Niagara dis-

trict. Champion 'and Catawba should be

struck out of a general list for profit, except

in very early locations and soil.

"The next group in point of profit is

:

Campbell's Early, Moore's Early, Massas-

soit (Roger No. 3), Moore's Diamond, Wyo-
ming Red, Brighton, Wilder (Roger No. 4)

Herbert (Roger No. 44), Barry (Roge)

No. 43), and Vergennes.
"Next most profitable are: Mover, Early

Victor, Winchell, Eumolan, Brilliant,

Cambridge, Roque (Roger No. 28) and Di-

Thk Canadian Horticulturist should
be in the hands of every practical farmer
and fruit grower. It is worth many times
the price of subscription. I am both pleased

and benefited by perusing it.—W. G. Clarke,

Bear River, N. 8.
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Tree Planting in Charlottetown, P.E.I.

A. B. Warburton, M.P., Charlottetown

CHARLOTTETOWN is one of the old
towns of Canada. It was planned be-

fore it was occupied. Spacious squares
with wide streets running to the wat-

er's edge were plotted out before any build-

ings were erected. It is one of the best laid

out towns in the Dominion. The principal

streets are 100 feet in width. Five squares
were reserved for the benefit of the citizens.

Unfortunately, in the middle of last century,
one of them was spoiled by having an un-
sightly jail with high palisaded fence placed
upon it.

On three sides, Charlottetown meets the
waters of one of the finest harbors in Can-
ada. There are three tidal rivers emptying
into the harbor. The surrounding country
is fertile, undulating and beautiful in its

varied hues. The red soil affords a pleasing
background to the ever changing colors of

the landscape. Trees singly or in clumps
and groves give the country a park-like
appearance.
Charlottetown would seem to be an ideal

now few in number and are rapidly disap-

pearing. It 18 to be hoped that those who
still keep them up will take some wet af-

ternoon, ransack their family pedigrees, and
wheii they find that none of their forbears

who came to Prince Edward Island long
ago, should have been sent to Van De-
man's Land instead, they will remove these

hideous structures, so suggestive of by-

gone wrong-doing, and by so doing improve
the appearances of the city and of their

own homes.
In the early spring of 1884, it would have

been difiScult to find a more unsightly place

than Queen Square. The buildings were
all right. But the square! Its absolute

hideousness could not be described. Bri-jk

bats were the most ornamental things to

be seen. Next came wisps of grass, looking
forlorn, and growing in a spasmodic fashion.

They were always dry, but fortunately so

far apart that if a lighted match were
thrown into one bunch, the conflagration
thereby caused was not likely to spread to

Queen Square, Provincial Legislative Buildings and Court House, Charlottetown

place for ornamentation. Yet, founded
though it was in the third quarter of the

18th century, the last quarter of the 19th

saw streets and squares, notably the prin-

cipal square in which the public buildings

stood, that were about as unsightly and
bare as well could be imagined.
The early settlers in Charlottetown were

not convicts nor were they of the jail bird

type. They were of as fine a class of peo-

ple as the Old Country ever sent forth to

occupy her over-sea territories. Yet, some-
where away back, one would almost expect

to find an "off streak," because these ex-

cellent people insisted on surrounding their

places of abode with high board fences,

which gave these pleasing residences the ap-

pearance of asylums for the insane or of

prisons for the criminal classes. This mania
prevailed until some 25 years ago, when
the more civilized notions of the Victorian

age, gaining the upper hand, induced the
majority of the owners of these jail-like

structures to use the materials of which they
were composed for kindling wood or other

useful purposes. A few samples of the
jail-yard style of wall still remain, an eye-

sore in our city, foirning a sort of connect-

ing link with the past. However, they are

the next squalid neighbor some feet dis-

tant. Cows and horses frequently found
their way into the square, proofs of whose
presence could always be seen by the ad-

miring tourist. The summer dust, to be
appreciated, had to be seen and felt.

A post and rail fence, of portentous ugli-

ness, had been erected around the square,

but its builders or designers, being lovers of

animal life, had seen fit to allow numer-
ous openings to be left or made, which were
a great convenience, as to ingress or egress

fot the animals owned by citizens who look-

ed upon the square as a kind of bovine or

equine recreation ground.
In the spring of 1884, a number of the

more public spirited citizens came to the

conclusion that the time had arrived when
all this should be changed. The assistance

of the local press was sought and most
freely given. For once the Patriot and Ex-
aminer, organs respectively of the Liber.il

and Conservative parties united in advo-
cating tree planting. Citizens suddenly re-

alized how unsightly was the appearance of

the place.

It is unnecessary to detail the steps taken
to effect a change. SuflSoe it to say that
the Queen's birthday. May 24, 1884, was

appointed "Arbor Day." The children of
the schools, and some not ot the. gchoola,

were asked to take a part and plant and
they did bo. No section of the citizens
were more inti rested than the children. The
sight of some 1200 children, on that day,
gathered in Queen Square, to inaugurate
"Arbor Day," and to help do away with
the noisomeness and unsightliness of that
and other squares, as well as streets, will

ever be remembered by those who saw it.

It was an inspiring sight. Numbers of
men also, with their own hands, planted
their own trees which are to-day a worthy
memorial to their public spiiit.

Over 800 trees were planted that first

Arbor Day. The people, who are to be
found everywhere, skilled in throwing cold
water on every undertaking, warned us that
the boys would tear up and destroy the
young trees. But the boys did nothing of

the kind. They looked after their trees and
were proud of them. The only damage
ever done to the trees was not the work of
youngsters. The boys showed that they
could be trusted.

Each year since, more or less have been
planted, until now Charlottetown has a
Koodly number. But there is still room.
Those planted in 1884 have made a fine

growth.
Besides planting trees the beautifying

of the unsightly square was taken up. In
this, Mr. Arthur Newbury, assistant pro-
vincial secretary, was and still is the motor
power. The ground was prepared, walks
laid out and grass sown. Flower beds were
nlanted and kept up, and now Qiiean
Square, with its trees, its flowers, its foun-
tains and its concerts has become a fa-

vorite resort and something of which the
citizens are proud and which visitors ad-
mire. The brick-bats, the wisps of grass,

the dust, the dirt, the old time air of deso-

lation, have gone. The younger generation
does not remember them.
Not only in Queen Square, but in the oth-

er squares and in most of the streets trees

have been planted and have flourished.

Grass plots have begun to line the sides of
the streets, whilst the streets themselves
have been vastly improved ; but still,

the improvement which most strikes the eye
is the one that began with that first "Arbor
Day," May 24, 1884. I would suggest to

the readers of The Canadian Horticttl-
TTTRIST that they visit Charlottetown next
summer and see this city and province for

themselves. It would do them good.

Apples at Ten Cents a Barrel
Jas. Burrell, Jr., Yarmonth, N.S.

Yarmouth county has been the dumping
ground for the counties of Annapolis, Kings
and Hants in the fruit business for many
years. La.st year was the worst in 10

years. They began as early as Sept. 25
sending in Gravensteins by the carload,

marked No. 1 and No. 2. These sold at

auction from 10 cents up to $1.35 a barrel.

Some of the No. I's would have two or

three tiers of good apples on top and the
rest would not be good No. 3's. Barrels
worth 30 cents, freight from 20 cents to

40 cents, and commission and truckage in

addition, so there would not be much left

for the shipper.
I know of 50 barrels being sold at a pri-

vate sale to an American for $17.50. I

don't believe he made anything on that
as he was kept busy picking them over and
sorting them out until he coidd get a

chance to sell at 75 cents a barrel, for most
of them. I believe as many as 5,000 barrels

were shipped and sold here with a popu-
lation of only 7,000. Looks hard for the
fruit growers of the county! I sold all

mine at $2.00 a barrel. No. 1 and No. 2.
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Lime-Sulphur vs. Bordeaux
(Continued from page 1)

Hme-6ulphur, especially commercial lime-
sulphur, can control apple scab in a very
satisfactory way, in fact just about as well
as Bordeaux.
One point, however, has scarcely been

suflBciently well tested yet, viz., whether or
not as good results can be secured in wet
seasons. The last two summers have been
dry and have given the wash a good chance.
It is almost certain that a soluble substance
like commercial lime-sulphur would wash off

more rapidly than Bordeaux. If so, its

efficiency would be lessened unless an ex-
tra application were made.

PE.4R SCAB

On pear scab I have not got definite

data from any experiments except my own.
In the college orchard at Guelph there are
six or seven Flemish Beauty trees near
each other in three rows. Two trees in

the middle row were chosen. The fruit

and leaves of these were both very scabby
last jear. They were sprayed this summer
at the proper dates mentioned above with
Vanco lime-sulphur. The first application
was of the strength one to nine, the second
one to twenty-five, but as this burned the
*oliage considerably the other two were each
made one to fifty. In September, when
picked, the pears were absolutely free from
scab as were also the leaves. All the sur-
rounding trees which had received three ap-
plications of Bordeaux had considerable
scab on both the fruit and leaves. Probab-
ly if they had got the first application (the
one omitted) they would also have been
quite clean. However, the experiment
showed clearly that commercial lime-sulphur
would control pear scab even on Flemish
Beauty trees.

LEAF SPOT

As for leaf spot, Dr. Brooks has been
making a close study of the cause and rem-
edy for this disease. He finds that the
regular sprayings with either Bordeaux or
lime-sulphur will control it quite satisfac-
torily. This is valuable information be-
cause Professor Scott and Dr. Brooks have
both demonstrated that the disease which
causes most of these small round spots on
the leaves is also the cause of the back
rot caijker, and so a wash that will control
it in one form will also control it in any
other. The leaf spot seldom does much
damage to the leaves but its prevalence will
help to spread the cankers which are very
serious and require special care. There-
fore, its control is of importance.

CANKERS
There is not time here to discuss the prop-

er method of treatment for cankers but as

already said "the first spraying must be in
the spring before the buds burst as the
spores spread very early and must not get
a chance to germinate. Lime-sulphur of
the regular home-boiled type has been well

tested this year for the spring application
and those who have used it think it vastly
superior as a spring treatment to Bordeaux.
The summer applications, as said above,
should be the same as for apple scab, and
either Bordpaiix or lime-sulphur, prefer-
ably the commercial form, may be used.
As the cankers occur on the trunks and
branches these will require to be very care-
fully sprayed in districts where cankers
abound. Badly infested orchards treated
in this way this year (1909) show no new
infections and a great improvement in the
health of the trees.

BALDWIN SPOT

Tests made by Brooks showed that Bald-
win spot could also be controlled by these
forms of lime-sulphur or by Bordeaux if

applied at the proper dates mentioned.

The Use of Bordeaux Mixture
Some important things about the use of

Bordeaux mixture have been determined
through experiments conducted by the Il-

linois Agricultural Experiment Station and
recorded in bulletin No. 135. A few of them
are :

1. Injury to foliage of apple trees follow-

ing application of Bordeaux mixture is of

common occurrence. Much of the injury re-

ported or observed is preventable. The prin-
cipal sources of injury as determined by ob-

servation are:— (1) Use of impure or im-
proper materials. (2) Carelessness in mak-
ing the mixtures. (3) Improper and ineffec-

tive application.

The first two of these sources of difficulty

can be entirely eliminated and the third
greatly mitigated by reasonable attention
and supervision. Formulas must be respect-

ed and small details of practice must receive
attention in order to attain best results. But
when all precautions have been taken injury
sometimes results. These non-preventable in-

juries are associated with unfortunate weath-
er conditions and particularly with the ac-

tion of rain and dew.
2. The adhesiveness of Bordeaux mixture

depends very much upon the manner of

making and upon the character of the lime
used. Variation in the proi^ortions of cop-
per sulphate and lime beyond certain well-

defined limits decreases adhesiveness. With
lime of good quality a close approximation
of equal parts of copper sulphate and lime
gives greatest adhesiveness. There is decided
advantage in the maintenance of an excess
of lime upon the foliage, but this must be

accomplished by subsequent applications and
not by increasing the amount in the original
mixture.

3. No definite experiments regarding the
accumulation of copper in the soil under
sprayed trees have been conducted, but from
results reported of experiments of others it
does not appear that there is danger from
this source. There is no evidence at hand
that in any way associates browning or yel-
lowing of foliage with copper in the soil.

4. The two classes of leaf injury considered
are, "brown-spotting" and "yellowing."
Brown-spotting is the more common injury.
Yellowing, when it appears in epidemic form
is the more serious of the two because affect-
ed leaves are entirely destroyed. Not all
brown-spotting is due to spraying. Other
causes are, frosts, winds accompanying cold
spring storms, fungi and insects. Leaf injur-
ies are most common and most serious in
neglected orchards.

5. The ideal spray compound that is per-
fectly effective and at the same time per-
fectly harmless on all occasions and undei
all conditions has not yet been discovered.
Bordeaux mixture most nearly approximates
the ideal, but its harmlessness can not be
absolutely depended upon.

6. Injuries to foliage do sometimes follow
applications of Bordeaux mixture and ap-
pear to be unavoidable. There are differ-
ences of opinion as to the exact manner in
which injuries are inflicted.

7. The value of Bordeaux mixture as a

fungicide depends upon the contained cop-
per. The action is preventive and not cura-
tive. It follows that early application with
the one aim of defence gives infinitely bet-
ter results than later application intended
to check ravages already begun.

8. The causes of yellowing of leaves of ap-
ple trees are obscure and not well under-
stood. From observations extending over five

seasons it seems certain that there are sever-
al causes which may operate singly, or to-

gether. Recurrent epidemics of yellowing ap-
pear to have no direct relation to wet or
dry periods, or to other weather conditions.
The experiments made do not establish any
direct and positive connection between
sprayincr with well-made Bordeaux mixture
and yellowing of leaves, but do show tha*
improperly made mixtures may cause yellow-

ing and that yellowing results from use of

simple solutions of copper sulphate.
9. HealthV bark of apple trees is imperm-

eable to Bordeaux mixture and solutions of

Conner sulnbate. Conper sulphate solutions

are absorbed through wounds and promptly
kill the leaves which then become brown
Numerous exnerimonts in which copper siil

phate and solutions were injected through
roots and through holes bored in trunks of

I

OUR NORTHERN GROWN STOCK HAS PROVED ITS MERITS

Mlinor Richelieu. Murray Bay, Que.
Our selected Northern Grown Stock, which waa used to ornament the grounds in the above illustration, has succeeded splendidly, even in this extreme climate. Our stock

is used by those who demand the best. Give us your spring order. We will satisfy you. Our Catalogue free for the at>klng.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO., Ltd., 10 Phillips Place, Montreal. Qye. a FcT^RXMrSlie^ilinfeea
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trees, uniformly resulted in browning of

leares. The copper penetrates to the leaves

as was determined by analysis.

10. The importance of rain and dew at

agents causing brown-spotting of foliage fol-

lowing applications of Bordeaux mixture is

well attested by the uniform results obtain-

ed from the experiments with covered and
uncovered trees. Two trees were sprayed
heavily ; one was left exposed, the other was
protected from all rain and dew. This was
repeated during three seasons. In each year

the foliage of the exposed tree was more or

less "injured Ly brown spots, while the tree

protected from rain remained free from in-

jury. Several other experiments in which
trees exposed to rain were brought into con-

trast with trees protected from rain gave,

in all cases, the same results, namely, some
degree of injury to foliage exposed to rain

and absolute freedom from injury to the

foliage of trees protected from rain.

11. Milk of lime does not cause brown
spots even when applied in large quantity,

but burning quickly follows applications of

copper sulphate solutions even when the sol-

utions are very dilute. It is therefore con-

cluded that copper in solution is the activ*

agent responsible for the burning of foliage.

12. Bordeaux mixture has a decided in-

fluence upon the color of leaves. Under a

coating of Bordeaux mixture leaves assume
a very dark green color that is retained

even after the coating is mostly washed
away. Leaves coated with lime only become
in some degree darker in color than un-

treated leaves, but the shade is not so deep
as is assumed under a coating of Bordeaux
mixture.

I enjoy the attractive pages of The
Canadian Horticulturist- Its sugges-

tions are always practical.—J. A. Wallace,

Brant, Co., Ont.

Self-boiled Lime-Sulphur
In the October issue of The Canadian

Horticulturist there appeared on page 221

a brief report of a paper on "Sulphur
Sprays," that was read at the confefence of

the American Pomological Society hold at

St. Catharines, Ont., last September. In the

paper, which was prei)arod by Mr. W. M.
Scott of the Bureau of Plant Industry.

Washington, D.C., mention was made of

some experiments conducted in the Hale
orchards of Georgia. The mixture used

in the experiments was composed of 8 lbs.

sulphur (flour or flowers) and 8 lbs. fresh

stone lime to 50 gals, of water. In mild
cases of scab and brown rot, a weaker mix-

ture (6 lbs. of each) may be used. In order

to obtain a good concentration of heat from
the lime, the mixture should be prepared
when practicable in large quantities, say

enough for 200 gals. The formula would
then be 32 lbs. of lime and 32 lbs. of sul-

phur to be cooked with a small quantity

of water (8 or 10 gals) and then diluted

to 200 gals. Note.—50 gallons wine meas-

ure, here referred to, equal 40 gallons Im-
perial.—Editor.

Place the lime in a barrel and pour on

enough water to almost cover it. When
the slaking starts, add the sulphur, which
should first be run through a sieve to break

up the lumps. The slaking of the lime will

boil the mixture for several minutes, dis-

solving a small portion of the sulphur.

More water may be needed to keep it wet
but care should be taken not to add enough
tj stop boiling before the lime is thoroughly

slaked. Considerable stirring is required;

to keep the water distributed through the

mass so as to avoid drying and burning on
the bottom.

As soon as the lime is thoroughly slaked,

or not more than five minutes thereafter.

enough water should be poured on to cool
the mixture and prevent further cooking.
It is then ready to be strained into the
spray tank, diluted and applied. If the
mixture is not cooled within a few minutes
after the lime has finished slaking, the heat
continues the cooking so that within 20 or
30 minutes a largo percentage of the sul-

phur may go into solution in the form of
calcium sulphide, which is injurious to the
foliage. The object is to make a mechanical
mixture of the lime and the sulphur, dis-

solving only a small portion of the latter.

It should be strained so as to take out the
coarse particles of lime, but the sulphur
should bo carefully worked through the
strainer.

Tomato Leaves as Insecticide.— Many ob-
servers have noted that the leaves of To-
matoes are obnoxious to certain insects.
Applying this idea, Mr. Boncher, a French
grower, has experimented with decoctions
of tomato leaves, and finds, according to
the Heiue Horticole, that the extract is

sufficiently poisonous to destroy green fly.

By syringing peach trees infested with these
insects he succeeded in completely ridding
his trees of the pest. The value of the
observation lies, of course, in the cheapness
of the specific, its cost (to growers of to-

matoes, at all events) being far less than
that of manv other remedies.

Readers of The Canadian HorticuI/Tur-
I8T wishing to secure some of the fine color-

ed calendars and posters being sent out by
the International Harvester Co., of Chicago,
or copies of their interesting book, "Glimp-
ses of Thriftland," can secure same by writ-
ing to the nearest agency of the above com-
pany and mentioning this paper. See else-

where in this issue for a list of Canadian
agencies.

BASKETS
We arc Headquarters for

all kinds of Splint Baskets

Vtattt Mipplioi for the prolectioo of trees from mice

during winter

FRUIT PAC3CAGES A SPEOAIJTY

SEND FOR OUR PRJCES

The Oakville Basket Co., Oakville, Ont

Mention The Catukdiao Horticoltarist whan writing

Postal Address POUPART
COVENT GARDEN MARKET

LONDON

Cable Address—
POUPART. LONDON

AFFL
SEND YOUR CONSIGNMENTS TO

T. J. POUPART
Covent Garden Market

LONDON, ENGLAND
We sell entirely by Private Treaty, the

only method which gives equal satis-

faction to both buyer and sender.

Advances made against Bills of Lading

We sell only on Commission therefore

have no bought stuff to make the fancy

prices of.

SHIP TO US ONCE AND WE ARE CERTAIN TO MAKE A REGULAR SENDER OF YOU
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Iron Arsenate as Insecticide

Experiments with iron arsenate as an in-

secticide have been conducted for several

years in France by Messrs. V. Vermorel
and E. Dantony. A report of their work
is given in the "Experiment Station Rec-
ord" of the United States Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C, as fol-

lows :

"On the basis of several years' experi-

ments the authors conclude that the ac-

ton of iron arsenate, as an insecticide, is

equal and sometimes superior to that of

lead arsenate. It is easily prepared for use
and its adhesive power is greater than that
of similar products.
"Among the advantages that this insecti-

cide has over lead arsenate are its charac-
teristic color which prevents a mistaken
use and the presence of iron in place of

lead, the former having a beneficial effect

upon the foliage. The most important ad-
vantage, however, is the cheapness of the
product due to the cheapness of sulphate of

iron as compared with acetate of lead."

I

At the Woburn (England) Experimental
Fruit Farm, investigations have shown that
the clear lime water made by slaking three
pounds of quicklime in about one hundred
gallons of water, and then adding eighty-
six gallons of this clear solution to fourteen
gallons of water in which six pounds, six and
one-half "Ounces of copper sulphate have been
dissolved, will yield one hundred gallons
of Bordeaux mixture superior to and cheap-
er than that made according to the com-
monly accepted formula. As our ordinary
commercial forms of quicklime vary exceed-
ingly in its essential constituent, viz., cal-

cium oxide, the potassium ferro-cyanide test

becomes essential if anyone is disposed to
give this formula a trial.—Exchange.

Niagara Growers Meet
Harmony prevailed as usual at the an-

nual gathering of the Niagara Peninsula
Fruit Growers' Association held at St.

Catharines, Ont., on Jan. 13. President
Bunting was in the chair, with Secretary

Carl Fisher presenting the reports of the

year. Officers were elected for the various
districts and a series of meetings were ar-

ranged for the coming spring.

It was moved by Major Roberts and W.
H. Hough that in the opinion of the asso-

ciation it is necessary that an adequate
census of the amount of acreages of fruit

under growth and the ages of trees be tak-

en, and that both Provincial and Domin-
ion departments be requested to assist.

Mr. P. W. Hodgetts of the provincial

department stated that a census taker had
been placed in the district to get informa-
tion and that a report would be issued

early. Major Roberts thought that the

number of young, non-bearing trees should
also be taken into consideration. It was
very essential in the mind of the president

that such a census as Major Roberts had
outlined should be taken. Unless this was
done, the growers would not be able to get

proper information relative to the setting

out of the different varieties of trees.

A resolution was adopted setting forth

that "in view of the rapidly increasing out-

put of tender fruits from the Niagara
peninsula, and from the fact that under
the present methods and conditions, the

distribution of these fruits is not satisfac-

torily nor systematically conducted, a situ-

ation which results in dissatisfaction to the
consumer and often in loss and disaster to

the shipper, we would urge that a commit-
tee of prominent growers, selected from the

members of this association, located at dif-

ferent shipping points in the district, be

appointed to take the matter under con-
sideration, to secure data, and, if possible,
to formulate a plan whereby the present
unsatisfactory conditions may be if not
wholly eliminated, at least to a large de-
gree remedied."

Another resolution was passed as fol-

lows : "In view of the amalgamation and
merging of the various canning factories of
the country into one or more large holding
companies, it is in the interests of the fruit
and vegetable growers that a committee of
growers be appointed by this association,
who shall have authority and whose duty
shall be to treat with these companies with
the object of arriving at fair and equitable
uniform prices for the various fruits and
vegetables produced in this district, and
used by the canning factories in their busi-
ness."
The special spraying committee reported

that after experimenting they had found
that curl leaf on peach trees can be pre-
vented if sprayed with lime and sulphur
previous to the lime the buds begin to
grow. If the leaves start and curl while
the leaf season is on the pest cannot well
be checked. The committee experimented
in one orchard by spraying all but five trees
in the manner advised. In every case, save
those of the five trees, ^the crop averaged
ten baskets. The other five lost all their
foliage and fruit.—J. A. S

All persons who are interested in improv-
ing their homes should write to Brown
Bros., Nurserymen, Limited, Brown's
Nurseries, Ont., for a copy of their book-
let entitled, "Beautiful Landscapes Quick-
ly Produced." This little work contains
much valuable information on landscape
gardening.

Renew your subscription now.

BELL GLASSES
FOR GREENHOUSES AND GARDENS

I
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What Is a Crab Apple ?

In the November issue of The Canadian
Horticulturist editorial reforence wag
made to the need for definitions to dis-

tinguish between apples and crab apples.
Our pomologists are asked to contribute
their views. Expressions of opinion on this

subject will be interesting and may aid in

determining the real distinction, if there
is any, between these types. Mr. E. D.
Smith, Winona, Ont., proprietor of Helder-
leigh Nurseries, and president of the On-
tario Fruit Growers' Association, gives his

opinion in a letter recently received by Tub
Canadian HoRxicuLTuniST, as follows :

"My idea of a crab apple is simply an
apple that is of an extremely acid character,

of too acid a character to be edible out of

hand for the average person ; that is, too

acid to be eaten by the average man with
pleasure. I do not know what other dis-

tinction there is between a crab apple and
an apple."

R. Brodie, Notre Dame de Grace, Que.,
writes: "A crab apple is understood to be
the hardiest species' of the apple family.

Most of the improved varieties have sprung
from the old Siberian crab, a small, highly
colored apple with a long stem, very astrin-

gent, the eating of which uncooked, .makes
people very "crabbed." Large varieties

like Whitney, Gibb and Isham Sweet should
be claimed as apples. In the old over-

loaded trees of the Wealthy, a hybrid be-

tween the crab and the Duchess, one would
think that the fruit had reverted back to

the crab. It shows the crab parentage with
small sized, long stem. It is only by severe
pruning, cutting back, manuring and thin-

ning that you can get any size on old
Wealthy apple trees."

Mr. W. J. L. Hamilton, South Salt

Spring, B.C. : "The term 'crab apple' is

the old English name for the wild apple

of that country, Pyrus Malu$, the parent
of our garden apples. Hence it has, in

a wider sense, been applied to all wild vari-

eties of apple, such as Varus haccain, and
Pyrus prunifoUa of Siberia. Pyrus c.oron-

aria of our continent, and the allied Pyrus
aufiustifolia of the west. The crabs of our
orchards are cultivated and improve 1 vari-

eties of the Siberian class, P. baccata and
P. prunifolia.

"I well remember when the original 'Si-

berian crab' was grown in our orchards in

England as the sole representative of its

class, where it was much valued for the
excellent jelly made from it, superior, I

believe to that made from the Hyslop or

improved Siberian crab of the present day.
"Strictly speaking, I should imagine that

the direct descendants of these two Si-

berian varieties would be the true crabs,

but as Professor Bally hints, and as your
article clearly points out, the many crosses

with P. Malus and with possibly other

varieties, has made it almost impossible

to draw a strict line of demarcation be-

tween "crab" and "apple."

"Crabs are useful only in cooked form

;

so, it is perhaps logical to look to the cook
for the modern definition. From her de-

finition I understand a crab should be of

conveniently small size, of a bright, at-

tractive color, and of pronounced crab
flavor. Crab flavor means that it should

be aromatic, tart, and astringent to a cer-

tain degree, but the flavor is hard to de-

fine and is best understood by tasting the

fruit. It is distinct from that of the ap-

ple and is directly inherited from its wild

parent."

I appreciate The Canadian Horticultur-
ist very much and do not think I could get

along without it. It improves with every

issue.—Thos. Bradley, M.D., Bruce Co.

Book Review
"Popular Fruit Growing," by Samuel B.

Green, Professor of Horticulture in the
University of Minnesota.—A thoroughly
practical work treating on the factors of

successful fruit growing, orchard protection,

insects injurious to fruits, diseases injur-

ious to fruits, spraying and spraying appar-
atus, harvesting and marketing principles

of plant growth, propagation of fruit
plants, pome fruits, stone fruits, grapes,
small fruits, nuts, etc. Profusely illustrated.
Revised Sept., 1009, contains' 300 pages,
5^ X 7 inches. Webb Publishing Co., St.
Paul, Minn.

This book is the result of the develop-
ment of the teaching of fruit growing in

the University of Minnesota and compris-
es a careful complication of lectures on
fruit growing given to the students, which
have been revised and considerably extend-
ed. It should be in the hands of every
person interested in fruit growing, is an
indispensable guide for the class room and
no library is complete without a copy on
its shelves. The subjects are well arranged
and minutely described, making it easy,
therefore, for anybody to understand the
matter portrayed, identify diJBculties, find
the remedies and apply them. It is so care-
fully indexed that the reader can immedi-
ately locate the requisite knowledge by a
glance at the list of chapter headings. This
volume is handsomely printed on fine paper
from large, clear type and is profusely illus-

trated, containing many special drawings,
to more clearly define the author's de-
scriptions.

Copies of this book will be sent to any
adrress in Canada, postpaid, on receipt
of the price, $1.00. Order at once. Ad-
dress The Canadian Horticulturist, Peter-
boro, Ont.
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Read these Magazine*— they'll help you out
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Peach Orcharding in SouthivGstcrn|^Ontario*
J. I. Hilborn, Leamington

WITH such subjects as this, it is the
present condition that is of chief

interest. I will allude to the past,

therefore, only enough to say that
in Essex county the fruit buds of the peach
tree usually come through the winter in

good condition so we almost always have
plenty of good buds to produce a crop.

The peach orchards in that district have
been twice annihilated in ten years, by
the winter killing of the roots of the trees

to such an extent that several thousands
of acres of peach trees were entirely des-

troyed in that way while a good share of

the fruit Luds and the tops of the trees

were apparently uninjured. So far as I

can learn this never occurred before, except
once some thirty years ago and then the

destruction was not nearly so complete.

Therefore, it is fair to assume that with the

improved methods of culture and the more
general use of cover crops, which is 'being

adopted more and more, the chances are that

those who are now planting peach orchards
have a fair chance of harvesting good crops.

As so many of the growers lost so heavily

by the destruction of all their orchards, on

the two occasions I have mentioned, most of

them entirely ceased planting peaches for

several years and gave their attention to

the growing of other crops. A few of the

more optimistic ones continued planting to

some extent, and those have been harvest-

ing fine crops the past two seasons. But the

acreage of bearing orchards is still quite

*Extract8 from a paper read laat November in
Toronto at the Convention of the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Aseociation.

limited in Essex county. There are perhaps
only 170 or 180 acres in bearing in what
might be called the Leamington district, in-

cluding the Albuna and Olinda locations,
and I know of no large orchards in the
county outside of this territory. There
are perhaps 80 to 100 acres more just com-
ing into bearing. The greater portion of

these orchards are being well cared for in
pruning, spraying and cultivation and are
in good condition to produce a crop next
season.

The San Jose scale is quite bad all through
this district but is being fairly well held
in check.

There were probably 25,000 more peach
trees planted in this vicinity last spring
and, so far as I can judge from extensive
enquiries, there will likely be as many more
planted in the spring of 1910, while numer.
ous others are planning to plant heavily the
following season. It will take several years
yet, however, to get the acreage of peaches
that we had in this vicinity previous to the
disastrous freeze of 1899, but the great ma-
jority of the trees that were destroyed at
that time were not old enough to have pro-
duced fruit to any extent.

Scarcely any tree fruits are being planted
in this vicinity except the peach. Farther
west along the shore some peaches are being
planted but to no great extent.

The varieties that are being planted most-
ly are St. John, Engol, Elberta, Banner,
Golden Drop and New Prolific.

While quite a few of the trees being
planted are grown locally and some are pur-
chased from nurseries in the Niagara dis-

trict, the greater portion of them are
imported from nurserymen in Michigan.
The chief reason for this is the fact that, a
few years ago quite a large quantity of
trees were purchased from nurseries in the
Niagara district, which proved so very un-
satisfactory that our growers got the idea
that our eastern nurserymen thought that
anything that looked like a peach tree was
good enough to send to Leamington.
During the past two or three years, how-

ever, some of my neighbors and myself have
been getting some trees from near Fonthill
which have been very satisfactory. If they
will continue to send us this class of trees
they would possibly win this trade back
again, if it is not supplied locally, which
is quite probable.

In Lambton county, particularly along
the Lake Huron shore north of Forest, the
people are becoming quite enthusiastic over
the growing of peaches. Mr. D. Johnson
of Forest, who is well known as a leading
fruit grower of western Ontario, has an
orchard of 15 acres just coming into good
bearing and he intends planting ten acres
more next spring. Mr. Johnson informs me
that several of his neighbors have peach
orchards that are producing heavy crops
annually—that there is over 100 acres of

peach orchard in that locality, about half

of which has been in bearing for several

years, the balance just coming into bear-

ing. He states that in all probability there

will be about 100 acres more planted next
spring with heavy succeeding plantings.

At Arkona, 12 miles inland, they are

also growing peaches to a limited extent.

Mr. E. D. Morningstar has about 10 acres

in bearing also a young orchard, while sev-

eral others have smaller orchards. How-
ever, the crops there are more uncertain
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than along the lake and it is unlikely that
enough will over be grown there to mater-
ially affect the market.
In the county of Kent, particularly along

the lake shore there is a tract of land that

is well adapted to peach growing. A fi'W

are being grown there but they are not

planting very extensively as yet.

Peach Trees on Plum Roots
Editor, The Canadian Horticultur-

ist :—You ask for my experience in grow-
ing peaches on plum stocks. It is rather

limited, but may be of value.

When so many peach trees were killed by
root freezing a few winters ago in the vi-

cinity of Leamington, where we had our
experimental station, it was suggested at a

meeting of the experimental board that we
try to get some peach trees budded on plum,
knowing that plum roots would be hardier

and perhaps might stand the winter better.

We tried to get them at several nurseries

both in Canada and the United States

without success. Finally I volunteered to

grow some if the board would furnish me
the plum stocks.

Accordingly in the spring of 1907 they

sent me 1,000 (500 Americana and 500 My-
robolan) which were carefully planted and
budded the same season. Those on the

Americana stock made a vigorous growth in

the summer of 1908, fully equalling those

grown on peach roots alongside of them.
While the buds had taken equally as well

on the Myrobolan, they made but a feeble

growth and were not more than half the

size. The trees, about 300 of each, were
delivered at the exi)erimental farm, Jor-

dan Harbor, to be distributed among the

different stations last spring. Reports on
how they succeed in the future will be giv-

en when results are available.

I myself planted a few and had two fine

peaches from one the first year of plant-

ing. Judging from these results, I should
use the Americana stocks if I were going to
grow peaches on plum stocks.—A. M.
Smith, Port Dalhousie, Ont.

Shipping Peaches to England
Last season experimental shipments of

peaches from various sources in Ontario
were sent to England. Comments respect-

ing some of them were published in the
January issue of TuE Canadian Horti-
culturist- These shipments have been re-

ferred to also in the reports of the depart-
ment of trade and commerce, Ottawa. In
one of these reports, Mr. W. A. MacKin-
non, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Bir-
mingham, refers to a shipment made by the
Biggs Fruit and Produce Co. of Burlington,
Ont., and gives the following general advice
to persons interested in this trade

:

"The Package.—See that it is sound, and

New
AmDerol
Kecor<is j^\yy

Slefak
Leo Slezak, the great tenor, now sings for you in the Edison

Phonograph the same famous arias from the Grand Operas that the

New York audiences pay $5.00 a seat to hear. Just how great a

singer Slezak is, is told in the following remark, quoted from the

New York World the morning after a recent appearance of Slezak at

the Metropolitan Opera House: "Caruso now has a rival."

Slezak has made ten records for the Edison, comprising the

principal tenor songs from the more prominent roles of his repertoire

—so that, while the New York opera goer pays $5.00 a seat to hear

Slezak in one opera, with the Edison Phonograph and Amberol

Records you get Slezak at his best in his ten best roles, including

Otello, Lohengrin, Tannhauser, Rhadames in Aida and Rodolfo

in La Boheme.

Only on Amberol Records can you get a full length rendering of

these great arias—and only on the Edison Phonograph do you get

Amberol Records. Hear these great Slezak Records at any Edison

dealer's today.

Edison Phonoeraphs J16.50 to $240.00 Edison Amberol Records (play twice aslbnelj .65

Edison Standard Records - - .40 Edison Grand Opera Records - - .85 and 1.25

There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and hear the Edison Phonograph
play both Edison Standard and Amberol Records. Get complete catalogs from your

dealer or from us

National Phonocraph Co., 100 Lakeuda Avenua, Orance, N. J., U. S. A.

the advertisement which it carried conspic-

uous.
THK PKflT

"All ovor-ripo, bruised, cut, or otherwise
blemished specimens must be absolutely ex-

cluded. If tho.se selected are to lemain
.sound and carry well, they must be hand-
led more gently than eggs, receiving neith-

er jar nor under pressure. Peaches for ex-

port should be picked as much as possible

with the jjalm rather than with the fingers,

and placed on a layer of cotton wool or

excelsior in the picking ba.sket. All de-

tails of wrapping and packing should be

carried out with the same delicate care. It

all adds to the cost, but there is no use

saving expense on that side and landing
damaged peaches here.

WRAPPING

"Waxed or some paper impervious to

moisture is advisable, though the kind of pa-

per used by California shippers, some of

which is treated with antiseptics, should

be suflncient if decay and other moisture can
be absolutely excluded. Outside the paper,

a riYig of cotton or wood should surround
every peach as a buffer between it and
others in the same package. In some of

the government trial shipments in 1899 a

belt of wood wool was folded in tissue pa-

per making a band from one and a half to

two and a half inches wide and success-

fully used. This of course occupies valuable

space, but would appear to be necessary.

COLD STOR.\GB

"The peaches were in excellent condition,
the flavor appearing almost uninjured, so

that it is to be concluded that they had
come through ideal temperature conditions.

"The whole matter may be summed up
by stating that scrupulous care in the mat-
ters of selecton, protection and temperature
is required."

At the Colorado National Apple Exposi-
tion held at Denver last month, 16 states

were represented and, while the exhibits

were small in comparison with those from
Colorado, the character of the fruit was
such as to leave doubt in the minds of the

judges where honors really belonged. Geo-
gia sent 15 boxes and Oregon, Washington,
Montana, Utah and New Mexico about 30
boxes each. Then there were- mixed ex-

hibits also from Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Mis-
souri, Idaho and California.

At a meeting of the directors of the On-
tario Horticultural Exhibition held in To-
ronto last month, it was decided to broad-

en out that show along similar, but more
restricted, lines to that of the Spokane and
other western shows. The Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association has decided to dupli-

cate any grant from a county to put up an
exhibit, up to the extent of $50 each, pro-

vided such exhibit contains a certain quan-
tity of fruit in commercial packages. This

and similar ideas will be worked out dur-
ing the summer in order that the Ontario
Horticultuial Exhibition next fall will be
greater than ever in extent and influence.

Last month a number of horticultural so-

cieties in Ontario had the pleasure and
privilege of hearing some excellent illus-

trated addresses by Miss Louise Klein Mil-

ler, curator of school gardens, Cleveland,

Ohio. Much information was given that

will help to make our homes, schools and
municipalities more beautiful. The places

visited by Miss Miller were Windsor, Lon-
don, Guelph, Gait, Toronto, Ottawa,
Smith's Falls, Perth, Brantford and St.

Catharines.
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The Potato Situation
Wm. B. Leaveni, Chisholm, Ont.

The potato, at the present time, is the
only cheap article of food in general use
which, from the grower's standpoint, is very-

unsatisfactory. The 1909 crop was certain-
ly a bumper one, and the price today is be-
low that of profitable production ; so it

seems a very good time to stop and con-
sider what is to be done about it.

Those who watch the market quotations
at all closely have noted that potatoes are
brought in large quantities from the Mari-
time Provinces and sold in Ontario markets
at higher prices than our own will bring.
There must be a reason for this and one
well worth finding. I am credibly in-

formed that in the average carload of On-
tario's one may find samples of half the
types grown, early and late, rovmd and ob-

long, red and white, smooth and rough,
while it is possible in the east to get a
whole train-load of potatoes of a uniform
standard which certainly are worth more in

any market. It would seem advisable un-

der the circumstances to feed all the small

over-large and ill-formed potatoes to the
stock and only olfer for sale such as the

market will readily absorb at a price which
yields a profit. The abundance of the crop

affords growers an opportunity of setting

a supply of new seed of splendid quality at

a price not often reached.

It would be an excellent plan for our

farmers' institutes to take an hour in the

discussion of potato-growing with particu-
lar reference to the growing of only such
varieties as will conform in shape, size and
quality to the demands of our larger mar-
kets.

A Serious* Potato Disease
A bulletin entitled, "A Serious Potato

Disease Occurring in Newfoundland," has
been issued by the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa. It was prepared by H. T.
Giissow, the botanist. The substance of
the bulletin is given in the following
summary :

"1. The disease known as 'Potato Cank-
er,' 'Black Scab,' 'Warty Disease', and
'Cauliflower Disease of Potatoes,' due to

What
is Home
Without
a 'Phone?
YET what use is a phone in a home if it is not

absolutely satisfactory— what an aagravatiou
it is!

We want you to know about our newly designed
No. I.-ilV Type Telephone Set—to have you understand
why it represents the achievements of telephone per-
fection—to tell you the story of SIO.OOO spent on a
single instrument to make it ideal before even one
was placed on the market.
Every part of Ko. 1317 is as nearly perfect as it is

possible for the most expert telephone engineers iu
America to make it.

The mouthpiece—the transmitter—is the standard,
long-distance type ; the ear-piece—the receiver—pre-
cludes entirely your hearing any local noises while
you are listening on the wire; the generator is
stronger than that of any other phone made—will
easily ring more phones on a longer line
than auy phone on the market to-day ; our
new type 38 ringer is not only very sensitive
and efficient hut operates on from only one-
third to one-fourth the current ordinarily
required; our extra large brass gongs pro-
duce a volume of noi.se fully half as great
again as gongs on other sets; the switch
hook makes all contacts on the best grade of

This Book is YOURS — but

we don't know where you are

lUST send us your name and the book will go to you FREE
•^ by the next mail. Let it tell you a stoiy you ought to know

—

let it tell you all about farm telephones—about their efficiency, their

simplicity, about their comparatively small cost, and last, but by no
means least, about their convenience. All you have to do is to

Send Us Your Address
THE facts about the farm telephone are facts

with which every farmer, isolated in the
country, should be familiar.

And thisbook tells you these facts—tells you not
only all about the instrument itself—the money it

will cost, the dollars it will save, but tells yon
everything you want to know-need to know—owe it to yourself to know—about farm
telephones. Then, it goes further than that.

""i tells you in plain, non-legal terms, liow
you may organize a rural telephone
company in your own community. It

tells how simple the procedure
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—

it costs to get started and how
xtremely insignificant is the

cost of maintenance
afteryouonceget going.
.^fter you have read this

book yon will
know exactly
what you would
have to do if

your com-
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Perhaps
when you under-
stand what all

these points mean,
their importance and
significance, you will

imderstand why No.
1317 would be worth
half as much again as
the low price we ask for it. Perhaps
you will realize the difference be-
tween it and other makes.

But you'll get the whole
story iu detail in the book — better

send for it now—to-day.

m unity
wanted to

organize and operate a little telephone
company of its own—the precise steps it
would be necessary for you to take if you
yourself wanted to promote such a com-
pany among your own friends and neigh-
bors. You know now without our telling
you how, if you were able, to approach
your neighbors with every fact—every de-
tail — at your finger ends, you would be
able to command their attention, interest
and support on such a proposition.
And it won't cost you one single cent to

acquire the other information—we stand
ready to give it to you for the asking,
Kcmember, too, the information we will

give you is authentic. Back of the little
book we will send you stands the reputa-
tion of the "Northern Electric "— the
concern which has manufactured all but
9.000 of the 259,000 telephones which are
in use in Canada to-day. The telephone
service about which we want to talk to you
embodies not one single detail that is not
right up to the minute. The telephone
service that we offer to the Canadian far-
mer IS based on our newly designed No.
1317 Type Telephone .Set—the most lucderu
instrument on the market to-day for use
on rural party lines. With it. yon can
talk and hear just cs well as with' the in-
struments used in the largest and best

telephone exchanges in the world. We
kucv\—for we manufacture all types,
item 10,000 line Central Energy
Systems down to bridginfi party
lines for rural use.
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Simply send us a post
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Bulletin No. 2:>l(j and you
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the fungus Clirysophlyctis endohioticn,

Schlib., which caused severe losses amongst
European potato crops, has for tlie first

time appeared on this side of the Atlantic,

being reported from a locality in New-
foundland.
"2. Growers or consumSrs of potatoes must

guard against the introduction of this dis-

ease into the Dominion of Canada by select-

ing sound potatoes for cultivation and by
strictly rejecting any that appear diseased.

"3. As yet, no case of the disease has
been recorded from any locality within the
Dominion. In the event of the disease ap-

pearing, samples of tubers should be sub-

mitted without delay to the botanist, Cent-
ral Experimental Farm, Ottawa for ex-

amination and advice.
"4. Specimens of this disease preserved

in alcohol will be sent to any agricultural

institution or college for the purpose of

having type specimens for reference, as

soon as ready.
"5. Copies of this bulletin may be had

free of charge on application to the Cent-
ral Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

"6. The present bulletin has been pre-

pared as a warning, in the hope that all

potato growers, merchants, gardeners and
private individuals will take immediate
steps to report promptly any cases of the

disease which may come to their knowledge,

and so join in preventing the spread of

this serious malady which has unfortunately

assumed such dangerous dimensions in

Europe."

At the annual meeting of the Hamilton
branch of the Ontario Vegetable Growers'

Association the following officers were elect-

ed for 1910: Pres., R. H. Lewis, Hamil-
ton; vice-pres., M. Button, Hamilton;
seo.-treas., Thos. Tregunno, Hamilton.
The provincial directors are R. H. Lewis

and E. J. Mahony. An excellent pro-

gramme of meetings has been prepared,

copies of which may De had on application

to the secretary.

Brown-tail Moth.—The Dominion entom-
ologist at Ottawa has sent out a warning
to importers of nursery stock from abroad
in reference to the possibility of introducing
the brown-tail moth on such stock. Nur-
serymen are asked to inform the enftomolo-

Better CropsWithHalf TheWork
' You can't afford to farm without Planet Jr implements. They

,

are the greatest implements ever invented to prepare the

ground for big results and lighten farm and garden labor. "^
Over two million farmers and gardeners are now using

Planet Jrs. Strong and lasting. Fully guaranteed.
No. 4 Planet Jr Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Wheel-Hoe, Culti-

vator and Plow, saves time, labor, seed and money. Almost a!l useful

garden implements in one. Adjust.able in a minute to sow all garden seeds,

hoe, cultivate, weed, or plow. Pays quickly, even in small gardens.

No. 12 Planet Jr Double-Wheel Hoe. Cultivator, and Plow is

the handiest implement ever made for truckers and gardeners. All
cultivating parts are of high-carbon steel to keep keen edge. Spe-
cially designed to work extremely close to plants without injury

Does away with hand-weeding.
Wdte today for the illustrated Planet Jr cata-
logue for 1910. Free and postpaid.
S L Allen & Co Box 11060 Philadelphia Pa

,FIanetJr^»
WRITE FOR THE NAME OF OUR NEAREST AGENCY.

gist if they are importing or already have
imported nursery stock this season from
abroad, and the place from which the stock
is being or hag been imported, and the time
of its arrival. As it may be necessary to
inspect the stock, such information should
be sent at once.

Cooper's Fluids.—VI, V2, V2K and V3
fluids are manufactured by a house with a
world-wide reputation of 65 years as agri-
cultural chemists. AVm. Cooper & Neph-
ews confidently place their products before
the Canadian fruit grower as perfect sci-

entific realizations of ideal spraying com-
pounds. These fluids have been subjected
to the most severe tests in this country, the
United States, South Africa, Great Brit-
ain, France, 'Tasmania and wherever fruit
is grown for profit. In all cases they have
gained the approval of the most progress-
ive growers. Readers of The Canadian
Horticulturist should obtain a supply
this season of these excellent preparations.
The highly concentrated form into which
they are sold to the public obviates all mix-
ing and any annoying necessity of boiling
or preparing. Our readers' attenton is

drawn to the excellent page of reports for
the year 1909 regarding these articles.

FERRTS-
SEEDS To grow the fin-

est flowers and
most luscious

veffetables, plant the beet
seeds. Ferry's Seeds are best
becausethey never fall in yield
or quality. The best garden-
era and fanners everj-where
know Ferry's seeds to be the
highest standard of quality
yet attained. For sale
everywhere.

[FERRY'S 1910 Seed Aimiul
Free on request

D. M. FERRY S CO.,

wiNOMR, om

EWING'S
THE SEEDS THAT GROW

Did you ever prepare a garden most carefully,

^ sow the Seeds most tenderly, and then wait—
and w^ait in vain—for most of them to come
up? Then you'll realize the expensiveness of

poor seeds—seeds that are toojold or too w^eak
to germinate.
You can't tell by looking at the seeds in the
store whether they will grow or not,^|You
can't be bothered testing them.
But you can be sure of getting healthy, vigor-

ous seeds that you can depend on by buying

-EWING'S-
For foi'ty years they have been giving big,

healthy resulls. Write for our big illustrated

catalogue. It is Useful, Interesting and Free.

WM. EWING & CO.
Seedsmen

MCCILL ST., MONTREAL

SEEDS

VbgbtSblb'Grovei^

WMV AKE YOU IMPORTINC PHOSPHATC
•NO AMMONIA WHICH IS A BY-PRODUCT Orr
YOUR FARMS OF WHICH YOO ARC EXPORTING
MANY THOUSAND TONS ANNUALLY, iBONCS
AND WHICH CONTAIN LARCC OUANTITICS OF
PHOSPHORIC ACID AND AMMONIA

KINDLY ANSWER THE ABOVE

PURE BONE MEAL IS THE CHEAPEST

FERTILIZER.
THIS PLANT FOOD IS ALL FROM OUR

CANADIAN SOILS AND SHOULD ALL CO BACR.

SEND FOR PRICES, ETC.

flAMiwoK Canada.
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

repay for time and expense. All are in-

vited to attend. This society is doing good
work for the horticultiirists of the west, and
should be strongly supported. Prof. P. W.
Brodrick of the Manitoba Agricultural Col-
lege is the secretary.

I

Western Horticultural Society
An excellent programme has been prepar-

ed for the annual convention of the West-

ern Horticultural Society, to be held at

Winnipeg, on Feb. 17 and 18. Among the

papers that will be read are the following

:

"How New Varieties of Seeds are Pro-

duced," by C. J. TurnbuU, Winnipeg;
"Care of Shrubs and Plowers on the Farm,
and the Farmer's Kitchen Garden," J. J.

Ring, Crystal City; "Culture of the Sweet
Pea," H. J. Edwards, Winnipeg; "Bulbs
for House Culture," Thos. Jackson, M.A.C.,

Winnipeg; "The Cooking Value of Fruits

and Vegetables," Miss A. B. Juniper,

M.A.C., Winnipeg, "Potato Growing," S.

R. Henderson, Kildonan ; "Celery Grow-
ing," F. W. Hack, St. Vital; "Adapta-
ions in Plants," Prof. C. H. Lee, M.A.C.,
Winnipeg; "Pruning," D. W. Buchanan,
St. Charles; "The Farm Nursery," N. M.
Ross, Indian Head; and "Native Birds and
Their Habits," J. J. Golden, Deputy Minist-
er of Agriculture, Winnipeg. Addresses
will be given also by President John Cald-
well, Jas. Murray, Dr. H. M. Speechly, Rev.
Dr. Baird, Prof. S. A. Bedford, C. D. John-
ston, H. W. Thompson, T. J. Harrison, Wm.
G. Scott, and others. Prof. F. W. Brod-
rick will give a demonstration on judging
garden vegetables.

Return railway rates may be obtained for

single fare to Winnipeg from any point
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan as far west

as Moosejaw, and as far east as Port Arthur,
Ont. Every person in the west who is in-

terested in horticulture should attend this

convention. The information that will be
gained through listening to the addresses
and taking part in the discussions will well

Okanagan Valley, B.C.
At the provincial exhibition, New West-

minster, last fall, Kelowna, known as the
Orchard City, was again more successful

with fruit than any other point in the

This picture shows the

Horse Power Spra-
motor spraying vineyard.

If stand pipe hits a post

it folds back behind rig and

rights itself, each side inde-

pendently. Has auto, con-

trol for height, width and

direction of nozzles. 12-

gallon air chamber, nozzle

protector.

The Horse Power
Spramotor can be rigged for potatoes, orchard or weed destruction. Send

for free particulars and free Treatise on Crop Diseases, Agents Wanted.

HEARD SPRAMOTOR CO.,
1386 King Street
London, Ont.

CAMPBELL'S NICO SOAP
Is a Household Word amongst the Best Fruit Growers of Canada

1

No INSECTICIDE
on the market so Effective

in destroying Aphis and

other Sucking insects.

Prepared in a few^ min-

utes. Instantaneous in

action. Does not clog

pumps.

Its use guarantees clean,

bright fruit like this ipr~

BLACRIE BROS., Canadian
Agents

VERMOID
A soil fumigant, Kills Cut

and WireWorms and all

other lurking pests in the soil.

Can be applied at any
season of. the year without

injury to crop. Exceedingly

cheap and very effective.

Catalogues containing testi-

monials, etc. ready I st Feby.

Write To-day

Halifax, N.S.
A. S. HATFIELD, Sub-Agent, KALEDEN, B.C.
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When Ordering Your

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS
Order from the old reliable

Plant Grower

W. H. VANDERBURG
Poplar Hill, Ont.

He excels in

A Choice Selection of Varieties

Uniform Excellence of Stock

Moderation in Prices

Promptness, Honesty, Reliability

and Courtesy in Dealing

Send for 1910 Price List at once

W. H. VANDERBURG
POPLAR HILL, ONT.

Okanagan valley. Mr. B. McDonald of the
Farmers' Exchange packing house took a
quantity of fruit to the fair, from various
growers. According to the Courier he
made 251 entries, and won 71 firsts and 197
prizes in all, the following remarkable
scores being made : Pears, on plates, 51
exhibits, 48 prizes won ; crab apples, on
plates, 15 exhibits, 14 prizes ; apples, best
pack, 3 exhibits, 3 prizes

; pears, best pack,
2 exhibits, 2 prizes; apples, 5 boxes each
kind, 19 exhibits, 18 prizes

;
pears, 2 boxes

oacli kind, 5 exhibits, 5 prizes.

In many instances all prizes in a elass
went *o Kelowna exhibits, and this in face
of competition with other points in the
Okanagan valley and all the provinces. In
plate exhibits, first, second and third prizes
all came to Kelowna for the following ap-
ples : Winter Banana, Cox's Orange, Golden
Russet, Duchess, Gravenstein, Jeffries,

Wolf liiver, Hubbardston, Longfield, Ontar-
io, Roxbury Russet, Sutton Beauty, Stark,
Seek, Mcintosh, Wagener, Jonathan, New-
town Pippin; and the following pears:
Flemish Beauty, Louise Bonne de Jersey,
Howell, Sheldon, Duchess, Boussock, Clair-
geau. Winter Nelis, Beurre Bosc, Idaho,
Vicar of Winkfield.

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE -TORONTO
Capital Authorized. $10,000,000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5.000.000.00

Reserve Fund . 5.000.000.00
D. K. WILKIE. President

HON. K. JAFFKAY, Tioe-Presldent

Drainohos and Ag^encie* throug^hout
the Dominion oT Canada.

DrafU, MoneT Ordera and Letters of Credit

tKsued available in any part of the world

Special attention given to collections

Savings Department— Interest allowed on de-
posits fr'<>m date of deposit.

Manitoba
Thousands of dollars are lost by the farm-

ers of Manitoba each year by buying worth.
less horticultural trees and shrubs from
American nurserymen. Last fall the edi-

tor of Farm Crops travelled through south-
ern Manitoba and for several days he travel-
led in company with a pair of American
salesmen representing a well known Min-
nesota nurseryman. At each town these
salesmen were making their deliveries, and
very arrogant they were about it.

In the summer these slick talkers had

GLADIOLI
Groff's Ne^v Named Varieties

Groff's Worlds Fair Collection

Groff Seedlings
Special Collections for Horticultural

Societies

Also Cannas, Dahlias and General
Nursery Stock

Catalogue upon application

=^

CAMPBELL BROS.,
SIMCOE
ONT.

POTASH MEANS PROFIT
Cabbage grown with the aid ofja Complete Fertilizer containing Potash (1909)

This illustration shows some Cabbages grown on the farm of Mr. Jas. Williamson. CcJgary,
Alta.. who finds it profitable to use over 1000 lbs. of a Complete Fertilizer on this crop.

to the up to date Orchardist and Market
Gardener.

The use of Commercial Fertilizers

has been endorsed by practically all

Agricultural Institutions in the Dominion.

Potash must form one of the ingred-
ients of a"Complete Fertilizer" in order
to obtain the most profitable returns.

Potash can be obtained of all leading
fertilizer dealers in concentrated forms of

Sulphate and Muriate of Potash.

Write us on all matters pertaining to

this most important question and get

copies of our Free publications, includ-

ing:

"Fertilizers; their Nature and Use"
"Fertiliring Orchard and Garden"
'Potato Crop in Canada"
"Farmer's Companion"
"Fertilizing Root Crops and Vege-

tables, etc., etc."

DOMINION OFFICES
OF THE

POTASH SYNDICATE
1102-1105 TEMPLE BUILDING, TORONTO
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DESTROY
SAN JOSE SCALE

B>' USING

Originators Salitncne. (Lime-

Sulphur Solution) I-IOO. At it

fourteen years. An insecticide and
fungicide. Better than Bordeaux
Mixture.

Salea
(Arsenate of Lead and Salimene)

Arsenate of Lead

Agents Wanted

Monmouth Chemical Co.,
LITTLE SILVER, N.J.

PERFECT POTATO
PLANTING I 5AVE

Every farmer knows tiio importance % HIRED
of proper potato planting. Here's a ^^ |,_. p
maebino thnt doeait pcrfectiy. Has -^fc- ncLr,

none of the faults common with com-
mon planters. Opens the furrow
perfectly, drops tlio seed
correctly, covci's it un*
fornily.nnd hcstot all

never bruises or
punctures the
seed. Send a
pOBtai for
our free
book.

t No Misses
No Doubles

No Troubles _.„ „
BITEMtN MPS. CO.. Bo. 516 P GREHLOCH. H. J.

driven out among the farmers and by

means of glorious pictures of big red apples

they got the farmer to sign an order for

from one dozen to two dozen trees

and shrubs. When delivery was to be

made the buyers were notified that they had
to be in town on a certain date to take

their order away. At Somerset nearly every

farmer in the district ordered trees, and
we presume it was the same all along the

line. One man did not come for his order,

which amounted to a dozen mixed lots of

trees and shrubs, so that the agents sold it

to another farmer for $12, a reduction from
$15. The agent wanted to get the bundle
off his hands. His selling argument was
that that particular lot was the most beau-
tiful bundle he had sold all season, and he
was letting it go for nothing to make his

delivery complete. Nothing was said about
varieties, and it is doubtful if the agent
himself knew what was in the lot. Any-
way, he sold the bundle.
Farmers make a serious mistake when

they buy trees of travelling American nur-
serymen. In the first place American raised

trees are grown under different conditions

of soil and climate to Manitoba conditions.

In the second place, varieties of apples that
will grow across the border are not hardy
enough for Manitoba.
By buying from home nurserymen the

purchaser can buy only those varieties that

have a reasonable chance to grow in this

climate, as no nurseryman will risk his

reputation by supplying tender varieties.

As most farmers do not know what are the

best varieties, it is in all oases wise to ask

and accept the help of the nurserymen in

selecting varieties.

—

Varm Crops.

The Canadian Horticttltttrist is all

right,—none better, and very few as good.

—

Wm. Findlay, Wellington Co., Ont.

PLANT HARDY

RASPBERRIES

Quebec Grown Plants

fl I have a large stock of fine Herbert

Raspberry plants ; the most vigorous

and productive of the Hardy Raspber-

ries. And have also good stocks of

the following hardy varieties

:

KING, the best early, a great commer-
cial berry.

EATON, a new variety of great prom-

ise, the largest of the reds and a tre-

mendous cropper, the Alexander of

raspberries.

LOUDON, a slow growing variety but

iron clad.

One dozen of any of these, mail
postpaid, well packed for one dollar.

I have also a large stock of stra^vber-

ries of the newest and best varieties.

FOR PRICE UST. DESCRIPTIONS
AND QUOTATIONS IN LOTS,

SEND ADDRESS

C. p. Ncw^man
Box 51, Lachine Locks

QUEBEC

VREELAND'S

'ELECTRO' ARSENATE OF LEAD

costs a trifle more than other brands, We
can send you five distinct reasons why it

should cost a great deal more.

IT ALWAYS PAYS TO BUY THE BEST

"ELECTRO"
is guaranteed to contain 20 % arsenic at an

average of 40 % water.

We will send free three Agricultural Experiment

Station bulletins for 1907, 1908 and 1909, giv-

ing analyses of various brands on the market

Write for full information to

THE VREELAND CHEMICAL COMPANY
Hudson Terminal Bldg., New York

150 CHURCH STREETl

Canadian Agents:

THE NATIONAL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.
(All Brancheil

Also Distributing in Canada:

DUPUY & FERGUSON, MONTREAL

Feed Your Land
WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

GOOD RETURNS

MARCHMENT'S
SURE GROWTH COMPOST

IS THE BEST

Supplied to the Largest Nurserymen

and Fruit Growers in Ontario

S. W. MARCHMENT
133 VICTORIA ST.. TORONTO

Telephones : Main 284

1

Residence Park 95

1

Mention Th(! Canadian ITortioulturiBt when writing.
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CANADIAN
FRUIT GROWERS

OF MOST PROMINENCE
are buying the NEW

'FRIEND' POWER SPRAYER
Hand Pumps, and the CELEBRATED
"FRIEND" Nozzles, Ancle and Regular-
DOES THIS MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU?

"FRIEND" MFG. CO.
GASPOHT, N. Y.

Annapolis Valley, N. S.
Eunice Watti, A. R. H. S.

Tho fiftli annual Soi^d Fair took place on
Jan. 19, at Victoria Hall, Berwick. Special
arrangements were made with the D. A.
Railway for excursions from the east and
the west to Berwick. Tho money for the
prizes wa.s given by the provincial depart-
ment of agriculture at Halifax. The seed
branch of the Dominion department aided
by i)aying the expenses of the judges. The
Seed Fair gives farmers an opportunity of
l/Uying or disposing of good seed. The com-
petition in fruit is always inspiring and
shows our people what our land is capable
of producing. Lectures were given during
the afternoon and evening on agricultural

lopi<-,s while the Berwick Brass Band at-

tracted tho lay folks.

On .Jan. 18, the Berwick Fruit Company
held a public meeting in Foresters' Hall,
Berwick. Mr. L. D. Itobinson spoke on tho
"Cultivation and Fertilization of the Or-
chard." Mr. Willis Huntley, a practical
and experienced packer, described "Profit
and IjOsh in Fruit Growing as learned from
the Packing Table." Mr. S. C. Parker
spoke on the "Size of Apples for the Dif-
ferent Grades." Mr. Henry Shaw who re-

cently returned from England related his

experience in the English markets.
The apple returns are very disappoint-

ing. Speculators have lo.st heavily, but ap-
ples sent through the packing company show
better results. In the western part of the
valley, the apple warehouses are full, buy-
ers will not buy any more and the farm-
ers have a quantity of fruit left on their

hands.
At a meeting of shareholders of the Wa-

terville Fruit Company, it was unanimously
agreed that orchardists could no longer af-

ford not to thin their apples, which should

be done in July. As an object lesson, bar-

rels thinned and unthinned fruit w^ere ex-

hibited.

spread on browm bread makes the

most delicious sandwiches. A tea-

spoonful of 0X0 to a cup of hot

water makes an appetizing, nour-

ishing drink. Children love OXO. 22

Garden, orchard and farm implements
and tools of all kinds are listed in the new
catalogue of the Bateman Manufacturing
Co., Grenlock, N. J. The famous "Iron

Age" implements and tools are described

and illustrated in a most interesting man-
ner. These implements have an enviable

reputation. They are known to all persons

that keep in touch with the latest improve-

ments and inventions for making the work
of gardening and orcharding more easy.

Readers of The CANADIAN HORTICULTUR-
IST should write to this firm for a copy of

this catalogue.

"IDEAL"-The New Mammoth French Asparagus
—~^"—~^~—"^^

Controlled Absolutely by Ourselves
FINEST FLAVOUR-LARGEST SIZE-MOST PRODUCTIVE

A Small Fortune for the Market Gardener

Nothing approaching this magnificent Asparagus has ever been

introduced upon the American Continent. Until we had thoroughly

tested it we could not believe its high qualities.

The cut is from a photo of one bunch of 20 stalks which

weighed two pounds. After photographing, the bunch was cooked

and served to four people. There was no waste, the whole stalk

eatable and no woody fibre. Quality ahead of anything in the

asparagus line grown. We have cut fine, eatable asparagus second

year from seed. This bunch on being shown to a leading fruit and

green-grocer in Toronto, created great admiration. Such bunches,

he says, would retail at $1.50 each, the beginning of the season.

WE OFFER STRONG 2 AND 3 YEAR ROOTS
Send for Descriptive Circular and Prices

STONE & WELLINGTON=TORONTO
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SOMETHING NEW IN FRUIT TREES
We offer you PEDIGREED TREES. This is

a New Departure in the Nuiseiy Business. We
Propagate from Selected Bearing Trees. Our
Stock is High-class, and we want your trade.

AUBURN NURSERIES,
QUEENSTON, ONTARIO.

TREES ! TREES

!

Fruit and Ornamental Perpetual and Climbing Roses

Beautiful Hardy Flowering Shrubs

Herbert Raspberry Perfection Currant

Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free

A. W. GRAHAM, Nurteryman, St. Thomas, Ont.

Northern Grown Trees
Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry. Peach, Grapes, Small Fruits.
Deciduous and Evergreen O.rnamentals, Roses, Flowering
Shrubs, Climbers, etc. Specialties: Mammoth Dewberry
and Wismer's Dessert Apple. Catalogue Free; it tells

the whole story.

J. H. WISMER, Nurseryman. Port Eigia. oatario

"Many a dollar is lost by putting off until to-morrow. Send for

catalogue to-day." —The Philosopher of Metal Town.
EASTLAKE

No building material like this—

"METALLIC"
ia superior in every way. It is most economical—is

easy and quick to lay or erect, saving expensive labor,

and lasts a lifetime without continual repairs. Lightning, rain, wind or snow has no effect

on "Metallic"—it is WEATHER, FIRE AND RUSTPROOF, the best material for all buildings.

Look over this list—all made from the finest quality sheet steel

Steel Shingles

"EASTLAKE" METALLIC SHINGLES. On buildings

for 25 years, and still in perfect condition.

"METALLIC" CEILINGS AND WALLS. A handsome,
sanitary decoration—lasts a lifetime.

"METALLIC" ROCK FACED SIDING. In brick or
stone design for houses.

AsenU Wanted
in some
Sections.

MANUFACTURERS

"MANITOBA" STEEL SIDING. The best for large
buildings, elevators, mills, storehouses, etc.

CORRUGATED IRON—GALVANIZED OR PAINTED.
For imjilement sheds or barns, fireproof and durable.

You should read our interesting booklet "EAST-
LAKE METALLIC SHINGLES" and our new

Catalogue No.
70. A post card
with your name
and address will

bring them to
you at once.

STEELE BRIGGS'

Flower&Vcgctablc

Seeds
Are all tested for Purity and

Germination. Send for our

beautifully illustrated Cata-

logue. Free to all. It tells

all about the Newest and

Best varieties to grow.

Try some of our New

Spencer Hybrid Sweet Peas

ROSES, GRAPE VINES, SHRUBS, &c., &c.

Are a distinct specialty with us

Steele Briggs Seed Co.
Limited

TORONTO, HAMILTON and WINNIPEG

NEW
GIANT-FLOWERED

SWEET PEAS

striking character.

^ This new type, the largest of all

Sweet Peas, is of the most distinct and
The colours embrace the most exquisite shades

and they are very free-flowering, with long strong stems. The
mammoth size and waved or fluted appearance of the flowers mark
these seedlings as the most interesting novelties in Sweet Peas ever

developed.

Miriam Beaver. An entirely distinct colour, glowing but soft

apricot, tinted, shaded and suffused with lemon. Pkt. ISc.

Marie Corelli. Wings pure rich rosy -carmine, while the standard

shows a touch of cherry red. Pkt. 15c.

W. T. Hutchins. Buds show decided buff colour, when expanded
a light apricot overlaid with blush pink. Pkt. 15c.

Senator Spencer. A varying combination of deep claret and
chocolate, striped and flaked on a light heliotrope ground. Pkt. 15c.

King Edward Spencer. Wings rosy-carmine and standard a

deep rich glossy carmine scarlet. Pkt. 10c.

Flora Norton Spencer. Beautiful bright blue, with just a tint of

purple. Pkt. 10c.
Aurora Spencer. Ground colour cream white, flaked and

mottled with rich orange salmon. Pkt. 15c.

Now ready, our h«nd«ome 104-pa8e Catalosua of Seeds, Plants,

Bulbs, Poultry Supplies, Garden Implements, Sec, Send for it. Free.

JOHN A. BRUCE & CO., Limited ".'Kl!."
SEED MERCHANTS ESTABLISHED SIXTY TEARS

Mpnlion The Canalian Horticulturist when writing
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You don't have to mix

"Black Knight" Stove

Polish.

There is no black watery

liquid to stain your hands

or dirty the floor.

There is no "hard brick'

'

to scrape—no trouble—no

waste—no hard rubbing.

' 'Black Knight" is a firm

paste—ready to use

—

quickly applied—and shines

quick as a wink.

It's as simple and easy to

use as shoe polish, and a

big stove can be shined

with it almost as easily.

Perhaps your dealer does not handle

"Black Knight" Stove Polish. If so,

send IOC. for a big can, free postpaid.

THE F. F. DAILEY CO. LIMITED.
Hamilton. Ont. '25

Uakera of the famous "2 in 1" Shoe Pollah,

Seeds
$25
in cash prizes

FOR 4 OHIONS
of

CRANSTON'S EXCELSIOR

to be competed for at our store

Catalogue of Garden
Seeds, with particulars of

prizes, free on request.

DtjPUY &
Ferguson

Seedsmen
MONTREAL.OUE.

Exhibition to be Held in Italy

Tho City of Florence, Italy, and the Royal
Tuscan Society of Horticulture, have ar-

ranged an International Exhibition of Hor-

ticulture for 1911, in occasion of the 50th

anniversary of the proclamation of the

Kingdom of Italy. The programme con-

tains tho following classes: Ornamental fol-

iage or flowering plants, either new, or

of recent intro luction ; fiuit-bearing plants;

vegetables and kitchen-gardi>n plants ; seeds ;

bulbs and tubers; colonial plants; flow<T

decoration ; horticultural arts and indust-

ries ; horticultuiiil literature and instru(!-

tion
;

i)acking and preserving ; history of

horticulture.

Besides numerous awards of merit (grand
inedals, and artistic objects), the committee
places cash prizes and medals to the value of

Lire 25,000 ($-3,000) at the disposition of

the judges. At the same time as the horti-

cultural exhibition, a most important por-
trait exhibition will take place in tlu; ar-

tistic rooms, which liavc recently been re-

stored in the historical municipal palace
(Palazzo Vecchio) besides other sbowg and
amusements.

Aphine.—A new insecticide that is at-

tracting much attention among horticul-
turists, is Aphine, and it api)ears to be
'•making good." Leading authorities on in-

sects and their control as well as the flor-

ist trade presis of the I'nited States speak
highly of its worth and future. Aphine will

be welcomed by all growers in Canada that
want an effective remedy for the "sucking"
insects of the greenhouse, the garden, the
l>ark and the orchard. There is a place for
a reliable insecticide for these pests. Aphine
promises to fill it admirably.

$532,992,100!!

That's the Value of Farm Prod-
uct* for Canada1909

—

Isn't It Great ?

OTTAWA, ONT.—An increase of $100,-

000,000 in the value of Canadian crops is

shown in the final estimates of the 1909
production just issued by the Dominion
Census Department. An area of 30,0(55,556

acres of field crops has yielded a harvest
which computed at local market prices, has
a value of $.532,902,100, as compared with
$432,534,000 from 27,505,663 acres last year.
Canada's principle grain crops are wheat,

oats and barley. Tli is year they aggregate in

area 18,617,000 acres, and in value $263,710,-

000, against 16,207,100 acres and $209,070,000
in 1908. Hay and clover from 8,210,000 acres
have a value of $132,287,700, against 8,210,900
acres and $121,884,000 in 1908.

Rye, peas, buckwheat, mixed grains and
flax, grown on 1,487,311 acres have a value
of $26,707,000, as compared with 1,525,700

acres and $23,044,000 in 1908.

The total value of wheat harvested in the
Northwest provinces is$121,500,000 and in the
rest of the Dominion 819,760,000, as compared
with $72,424,000 and $18,804,000 last year.

It is a showing that every citizen is proud
of, whether he had a hand in the production
or not. The most gratifying story told by
these figures is that they represent a gain
over the previous year of $100,000,000.
We are going ahead—going ahead rapidly.

That is the best message we gather from
this report of our results for 1909.

But, instead of being content with these
figures, let us take them only as an indica-
tion of what our real possibilities are, and
let us use them merely as a mile post in our
climb to better things.
Let each of us, for instance, look back over

our operations of 1809 to determine whether
or not we did our share toward making this
showing possible.
We ought to stop and think of what has

made tlie gains of former years possible.
We must stop to realize th.-t this gain of
$100,000,000 for 1909 is not oi.:y due to more
land undercultivation;butlias been brought
about by better methods of cultivation; by
better methodsof preparing the soil, sowing
the grain and harvesting the crops.
Without the wonderful strides made in

the development of farm machines, a
SG32,9i:2,100-crop would be entirely out of
tlie question.
And yet there is room for progress—the

rules of 1009 farming are not the rules for
1910. New machines mean new advances

a:id new wealth, Do you keep abreast—«re
you posted about these things?
About traction plowing—how to plow

more acres, in less time, with less expense,
for better, bigger returns:
How a good disk harrow will enable you

to make better seed beds;
Wliy it's to your advantage to spread ma-

nure the right way—as soon as you get ii

—

instead of spreading it after half its value
is gone.
Wliy it will pay you to use seeding ma-

chines that put tlie seed into the soil so
that the best germination is assured and
big crops result.

About the money-saving and money-mak-
ing advantages of having a good, reliable,

dependable gasoline engine on your place.
What the right kind of a cream harvester

means to you in increased milk and butter
profits—and skim-milk calves;
Why a good feed-grinder means fatter

stock: How to increase the value of the
1910 hay crop by using the right mower,
baler, etc.: How to know all about har-

vesting machines: How to know the
ear marks of a good wagon.

If any of these will help you please secure
a copy of our book — "Glimpses of

Thriftland." That tells the whole story
briefly and in verses that you'll like. Tlien
we have some books that are still more
business-like—the I H C Almanac and Ency-
clopaedia, and others. Say which you are
most interested in. All are free if you
will write nearest branch house of the
International Harvester Company ol

America listed below.
There is an International dealer near you.

He will be glad to see you to hand you one
of our newl910calendars,posters,catalogues
or pamphlets on harvesting and haying ma-
chines and tools, and tillage implements or

any of tlie machines mentioned above.

CANADIAN BRANCH HOUSES: Brandon, Ciltarr.

Edmonton, Hamilton, London, Montreal, Ottawa, Regina,

SatlLatoon, St. John, Winnipeg, Yorltton.

S^jxutperiti/'—'

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF A1IERIC4
(Incorporated)

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS
Gooaeberriea, .losselyn. Red .Jacket, Downing, Pearl. Houghton.—Curranta

Perfection. Ruby, Cherry, White Grape, Lee's Prolific, Champion, Black
Naples, Victoria.—Raapberriea, Herbert, Cuthbert, Marlboro, Brinckle's
Orange, Golden Queen. Strawberry-Raspberry.-Garden Roou, Asparagus,
Rhubarb, Perennial Celery.

WM. FLEMING, Nurseryman, Box 54, Owen Sound, Ontario
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The Preparation and Use of Concentrated Lime-Sulphur
J. p. Stewart, Experimental Horticulture, State College, Pennsylvania

THE spraying part of the horticulti-

cultural world is just now in a state

of transition. This transition in-

volves the breaking away from Bordeaux
mixture and the whole list of copper

sprays which have served for more than

a quarter of a century as fungicides and
the taking up of what may become an
equal list of sulphur sprays. It also in-

volves the abandonment of old formulas

and processes for making the latter

sprays, and the substitution of more def-

inite, economical and less disagreeable

methods. Just how complete the transi-

tion will be can hardly be predicted now.
But this much is certain that, whereas
two years ago we might easily have told

how best to spray a tree, to-day we must
wait for further results before this ques-

tion can be finally answered.
Among these coming sprays, the clear,

concentrated lime-sulphur solution wiy
undoubtedly occupy a leading place. In

the commercial form this solution al-

ready has a satisfactory insecticidal rec-

ord of some seven or eight years. In the

new home-preparation, it has an excel-

lent record both as an insecticide and
fungicide, being first used by Cordley of

the Oregon Station in 1907. Realizing
the importance of this work, in the latter

part of 1908, the writer undertook to de-
termine the essential features of the pre-

paration of storable lime-sulphur solu^

tions and, if possible, render their use
available to orchardists.

In brief, the results of this study are
as follows : In the making of a storable
lime-sulphur at home, we must first get
the formula right. This is accomplished
by using one pound of good lime, (one
containing 90 to 95 per cent, calcium
oxid and as little magnesium as possible),

two pounds of sulphur, and one gallon or
a little more of water, boiling it all down
so as to havQ about one gallon of total

product at the close. This i—2— i for-

mula can be made up in any quantity,

merely noting that the pounds of lime
and the gallons of final product are the

same in number, while the pounds of

sulphur are just twice as many.
The kind of sulphur may be either

•Penn. E»pt. Sta. Bui. 92, July. 1909. This
bulletin contains full practical directions for
making, preserving and diluting lime-salphur
Folntions, together with a table of uses Tt mav
be obtained for the asking by writing the Experi-
ment Station, Btate College, Pa.

flour, flowers, or "powdered commer-
cial" at least 99 V2 per cent. pure. The
last named is probably most desirable,

with the flour next, on account of cheap-

ness and the somewhat lessened tendency

to form pellets in the process of mixing.

The utensils needed are a cooker,

measuring stick, strainer and hydrometer.
Their total cost need not exceed $15.

They are described in detail in our Bulle-

tin No. 92*, so that it will suffice here to

say that the cooker may be of either iron

or wood and use either bottom heat or

steam. If steam is used it is preferable

for accurate work that it be in closed

coils rather than live steam, at least in

the latter stages of the process. This is

merely because it is desirable that the

Two Reasons
The Canadian Horticulturist

should be in the homes of every

amateur horticulturist in Canada
for two reasons : First, it is a

worthy exponent of all that is in-

teresting and desirable in horti-

culture ; and secondly, it has a

unique inverse ratio in its mission,

being the lowest in price and the

highest in quality.—W. M. Rob-
son, Lindsay, Ont.

final volume be under control and be de-

creasing rather than increasing. Steam
jacketed kettles with mechanical agita-

tors are available and they work very
nicely indeed. But where storage is not

considered and lower densities are per-

missible, there is no objection to mak-
ing the material with the use of live

steam throughout.

DETAILS OF PREPARATION
In making fifty gallons of concentrate

the procedure is as follows : Materials :

—

50 lbs. best stone lime (not over 10 per

cent, impurities), 100 lbs. sulphur (kind

stated above), 50-55 gallons of total pro-

duct, at finish.

Put ten gallons of water in kettle and
start fire. Place lime in kettle. After

slaking is well started, add the dry sul-

phur and mix thoroughly, adding enough
water lo maintain a thin paste, which re-

quires about five gallons. After the slak-

ing and mixing are completed, add water
to the height of fifty gallons on the meas-

«9

uring stick and bring to a boil and stir

until the sulphury scum practically dis-

appears. Then add water (preferably,
but not necessarily, hot) to the sixty gal-
lon height and boil again to fifty gallons,
if storage space is limited. If it is not
limited, a little more water may be added
the third time, and boiling stopped
at about fifty-five gallons. The ma-
terial should be kept well stirred,

especially during the early stages of

the process, and any lumps of sulphur
or lime should be thoroughly broken up.

(If cooker is large enough, the whole
amount of water may be added immedi-
ately after mixing in the sulphur, thus
avoiding the check in boiling though
greater care is required to prevent boil-

ing over. A seventy-five gallon cooker
is large enough for this).

The time of boiling should be until the

sulphur granules are evidently dissolved.

This is best determined by dipping and
slowly pouring some of the material, un-
der close observation. In many cases we
have obtained as complete dissolving of

the sulphur in less than forty minutes of

actual boiling as was obtained by any
time up to two and a half hours. In gen-

eral a period of forty to sixty minutes of

actual boiling should be safe and sufficient

to put the sulphur into solution. But the

amount of sulfites and sulfates and,

therefore, the sediment, are undoubtedly

increased by unduly prolonged boiling.

Hence the amount of water added in the

third addition should be so regulated as

to permit the necessary boiling and ^ust

reach the desired volume at the close.

This gives the least sediment and the re-

gulation can be easily accomplished after

a few trials.

The finished product may be immedi-

ately poured or strained into a barrel or

settling tank. The straining is merely a

safeguard to prevent possible clogging

due to imperfect materials or failure to

break lumps in the sulphur. When pro-

perly made the amount of sediment left

in the strainer is insignificant. To avoid

any considerable loss of materials, it

may be washed with part of the water

used in making the next lot, simply pour-

ing the water through the strainer into

the kettle, and any lumps of sulphur dis-

covered may be broken up and used

again.

(Continued on page esj
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Pruning Pears
A. W. Petri, Burlington, Ont.

Dwarfs.—When planting cut away
the bruised torn ends of the roots, with

an under or oblique cut so that the

clean wound impacts firmly with the

earth. Prune back the top to form a

head of three or four main branches,

each eight or ten inches in length. Each
spring go over them and thin out cross

and superfluous limbs and cut back the

new growths of the main branches from

one-third to one-half, leaving, however,

the shorter spurs or laterals on the

branches, as they eventually become
fruiting wood.
For six or eight years this process

goes on, forming the top of the tree in

the shape of a wine glass. Some grow-

ers prefer the pyramidal form, which is

just the opposite. See the diagrams. I

think work can be done closer to the

trees under the former .system.

11//
1 1 ///
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J
Diagram Sbowing Ootlinet of Trees

On the left, wine-glass-Rhapcd ; on the right,
pyramidal. The foimer is best shape for
dwarfs; the latter, for standards.

Standards.—The head is formed in

much, the same way as in the dwarfs.

Kach year afterwards cut back and thin

out the branches, leaving, however, the

central ones higher than those on the

sides, and upon the whole aiming at a

somewhat obtuse pyramid.' When trees

attain the full fruiting habit, or become
old, the leading branches in the top

should not be allowed to grow out of

reach, but kept cut back.

In the average dwarf the branches

project from the trunk six inches to a

foot from the ground, and in a stand-

ard from two and a half to three feet.

Do not be afraid to prune thoroughly.

That is one of Nature's laws in getting

results.

Raspberry Varieties
Charlu F. Sprott, Bnmabj Lake, B. C.

When selecting varieties of raspber-

ries to plant the grower must consider

climate and location. I would strongly

recommend anyone to visit existing plan-

tations and plant such varieties as are

in that locality making money for the

owners. Later on, if one sees fit and
with experience gained, some of the new
or untried varieties can be tested.

Personally I favor for this district of

British Columbia, the Red Antwerp. It

far exceeds in productiveness, thriftiness

and good shipping qualities any other

\ariety I have tried. Other good vari-

eties are (he Loudon, Cuthbert, Marl-

boro and Golden Queen, the latter a yel-

low variety.

Kind of Apple Stock to Plant
In a special orchard and garden num-

ber of Farm and Dairy that appeared this

month, there is an article on the above

subject by Mr. T. B. Revett, Department
of Agriculture, Toronto, in which the

writer advocates the planting of well-

grown two-year-old trees, instead of

trees older and larger. His reasons are

given as follows

:

"i. The space allotted to the trees in

the nursery row is just the same from the

time they are first planted until they are

dug for market. After two years, the

tree has fully utilized this space and has

reached a state of development which

lends itself most advantageously to trans-

planting.
"2. After two years, the roots of trees

in the nur.sery row take a greater hold

on the soil, developing deeper roots, and
in the process of digging a greater per

centage of the finer roots are destroyed

and, such being the case, such trees are

not as desirous as younger stock.

"3. The system of pruning in the nur-

sery does not enable the nurseryman to

give each tree the individual attention

which is required for the formation of a

proper head. The sooner the comprehen-
sive and intelligent farmer or fruit grow-
er buys his trees the better able he will

be to form a desirable head, which is the

most important factor outside of the

question of vitality of stock. Every year

there are thousands of full bearing trees

in Ontario which break down and split

owing to the improper branching of the

head.

"4. A two-year-old tree has not to be

pruned very much and offers every facil-

ity to the grower for the formation of an
ideal head, allows him to adopt either

the low-headed or high-headed system,
and offers a greater selection of

branches, which is very important in set-

tling the relative position of one branch
to another."

The article is concluded by Mr. Revett

with the following advice: "Buy young
stock which has not already been pruned
to any extent. Formulate some definite

type of tree which you prefer and know
to be desirable. Use your intelligence

in pruning and you will be able to secure

a proper shaped tree in two years. Do
not neglect a tree in the younger stages

as all errors are more easily combatted
and remedied then than when the tree is

older. Keep the heads down, and don't

tolerate crotches."

Grafting Fruit Trees
G. N. Gordon McKeen, Milford, N. S.

In getting ready for the spring graft-
ing, the first step to take is to consider
the markets we expect our grafted fruit

to go to. If we are preparing to ship
our fruits to the Old Country, we should
get an apple report from there and see
what varieties lead in price and, \( those
varieties will do well in our locality, get
them. If, on the other hand, we prefer

a .soft variety for the local market, get

the kind most sought after in that

market.

Having decided on the varieties, while

the trees are in a dormant state,

cut the scions, only cutting the growth
of last year. After cutting, label them
and roll in damp moss or bury in sand in

the cellar and have them ready.

At any leisure time you can get the

material and prepare your grafting wax.
The following is as good as any : One
pound of tallow, three pounds of bees-

wax, four pounds of resin. Melt the

resin, and then add the others, and when
ready to use warm and apply with a

small brush.

When spring opens and the green is

showing in the ends of the twigs, is a

very good time to begin operations.

Take a keen-edged knife and a fine-tooth-

ed saw, also an iron or hardwood wedge
(a narrow one). Cut off the limb, and
see that it is a healthy one, and insert

the wedge. I plan to have a number of

grafts cut in advance and in cutting them
leave two buds beside the one that is to

go into the cleft as I find the root of the

bud a valuable aid to growth. Make the

graft wedge-shaped, leaving the outside

slightly thicker so that the edges to unite

will be the firmest. Then, having put

in two (if the limb is large enough) care-

fully withdraw the wedge. After having

done a dozen or more limbs, take your

brush and apply the warm mixture. See

that every part even the top of the graft

is covered and in two or three years, if

your operations have been successful you
should find some fruit.

The currant will endure much neglect,

hut it will respond quickly to liberal

treatment.

Decide now what trees in your orchard

grow undesirable fruit and determine to

graft them over with some suitable vari-

ety. If you want a particular kind you
have not got, secure some .scions from
someone who has.—J. A. Moore, Hazel-

brook, P. E. I.

The ideal apple tree in the interior of

British Columbia is trained with a cen-

tral stem or leader, no limb emerging
frowi the stem within several inches of

another, and any limb well separated

from any other above or below it. The
lowest branch is brought from the

stem ten or twenty inches from the

ground. A stronger tree can hardly be

imagined. Even as doctors differ, so

some can be found who prefer the more
open headed vase-shaped .style.



Lime-Sulphur vs. Bordeaux for Summer Spraying
L. Caesar, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

IN
the February issue of The Canadian

Horticulturist appeared a partial

report of an address on "Lime-sul-

phur vs. Bordeaux for Summer Spray-

ing- of Apples and Pears," that was giv-

Uiing the Kuapiack Spray Pump
Red Cheeked Pippin (Monmouth) apple tree,

four years planted, in the Fleming orchard, Vic-
toria. B. 0.

en at the last convention of the Ontario

Fruit Growers' Association. Further
information on this subject is published

herewith :

AESENIOALS WITH LIME-8ULPHUE.

We have now seen that there is very

little or no doubt that lime-sulphur,

either of the commercial or of the self-

boiled type (hot water being used in

making the latter), but preferably com-
mercial, will control the ordinary dis-

eases of the orchard almost as well as

Bordeaux, the differences being very

slight, if any. But there are still sev-

eral very important points to take into

consideration and the first of these is,

whether we can use an arsenical with

the lime-sulphur, to kill biting insects,

such as the codling worm. If not, there

are very few fruit growers who will have
time to make the extra applications

necessary.

With Bordeaux we can use arsenate

of lead or Paris green or arsenite of

lime, and not fear that any evil effects

will result from the combination. With
the self-boiled lime-sulphur, where there

is a great abundance of lime, there is no
doubt that any of the above poisons may
be used with safety. I have myself used

all three and seen not the slightest sign

of injury, although I purposely drenched

the foliage and used the poisons strong-

er than required. With the commercial
lime-sulphur arsenate of lead has been

tested many times and very little injury

has, in most cases, followed, so that this

poison may be used with it if desired.

Paris green, on the other hand, has

caused considerable burning in a num-
ber of cases, although not in all, and its

use, therefore, cannot be recommended.
Arsenite of lime is the safest and cheap-

est of all the forms and can safely be

used if made according to the following

improved method advocated by Prof.

J. P. Stewart of Pennsylvania:

ARSENITE OP LIMB.

To make arsenite of lime use : White
arsenic, two pounds ; sal soda crystals,

two pounds ; water, one to one and a

half gallons. Add the -white arsenic and

sal soda to the water and boil with fre-

quent stirring until all the arsenic is dis-

solved. This usually requires about fifteen

minutes. Then add three or four pounds

of good fresh lime and boil a few minutes,

letting the lime slake in the boiling

liquid. After this remove the vessel from

the fire and add enough water to bring

the total up to two gallons. Each quart

of this mixture, if thoroughly stirred,

will then contain one-fourth pound of

the white arsenic, or one-eighth of the

original two pounds. This amount is

ample for forty gallons spray for codling

moth and other biting insects ; in fact,

where drenching sprays are used it

would be better to use a little less than

one quart. As much of this arsenite of

lime as is likely to be required for the

summer's work may be made up at

one time and stored away. Care must,

of course, be taken to label the barrel

"Poison," and to see that the white

arsenic itself is not left where it may be

mistaken for some other substance. Se-

rious accidents have occurred from care-

lessness of this kind. The barrel should

be kept tightly covered lest the stored

liquid evaporate and thus render it im-

possible to determine the proper

strength to use. Always stir thoroughly

before measuring out the quantity de-

sired.

Our chemists tell us that the commer-
cial lime-sulphur when combined with

arsenate of lead breaks the latter up and
forms new compounds with it, one of

which is arsenite of lime. If this be so,

it is a strong argument in favor of

using the arsenite of lime in the first

place and saving the difference in cost

between it and arsenate of lead. Its

value as a poison is nearly as great as

that of arsenate of lead.

(Continued on page 70)

Low-'Headed Peach Trees
At the last convention of the Ontario

Fruit Growers' Association, Mr. Wm.
Armstrong of Queenston, Ont., gave the

following reasons why a low-headed
peach tree is best

:

1. It will increase the annual cash

profit on account of a larger percentage

of first-class fruit.

2. It will add at least five years to its

life.

3. There will be rninimum damage on

account of broken limbs caused by wind,

snow and heavy crops.

4. The fruit can be picked from the

ground, thus saving the cost of ladders

and labor.

5. The damage caused by fallen fruit

will be light.

6. The expenses for spraying material

and labor will be reduced about one-

third.

"In order to have this kind of tree,"

said Mr. Armstrong, "the peach grow-

er must insist on getting his baby trees

from the nursery rows, not the slim five

to six feet kind, but short, stocky ones

of three to four feet."

mm
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A Power Spraying Outfit in U>e in an Ontaria Orcbard

Orchard of E. Leonard and Sona, Cobourg. The machine is an "AutoSpray,'
The E. 0. Brown Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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The Principles of Plant Breeding'
Prol. Wm. Lochhead, Macdonald College

H\HRIDIZATION involves a know-
ledge of the parts of the flow-

er and of thoirp.irlicui.'ir functions.

It is based on the f.ict of the soxiiality

of plants. When ripe pollen from the

stamens of a flower belonging to one

variety or species is placed on the mature
stigmas of a flower belonging to anoth-

er variety, the pollen grains send down
slender tubes through the styles into the

ovary, where tiiey enter the ovules and

come into contact with the egg-cells. A
male germ cell then passes oi't of tho

tube and fuses with the nucleus of the

egg-cell. This process is known as

fertilization of the egg-cell by the male

germ cell. The fertilized egg-cell soon

divides into many cells and becomes an

embryo. The plant that develops from

this embryo is a hybrid, and the process

of formation is called hybridisation.

The principles of hybridization of

plants were unknown before the eigh-

teenth century. The development of our

knowledge of hybridization is largely due

to Kolreuter (1760), Knight (18—) and

Darwin. Later additions to our know-

ledge were contributed by Gaertner,

Naudin, Focke, Vilmorin, Mendel and

others. To Darwin we owe the phrase

:

"Nature abhors perpetual self-fertiliza-

tion," which does not hold true in the

case of many vigorous plants such as

tobacco, wheat and barley. Dr. East

says Darwin's phrase should probably

be changed to read: "Nature resists any

sudden change in long established condi-

tions."

It is well known that many plants have

special adaptations in their flowers,

whereby self-fertilization is prevented

;

that the highly colored flowers are usu-

ally cross-fertilized by insects ; that the

more inconspicuous . flowers are cross-

pollinated by wind, etc., etc. Darwin

proved by numerous experiments that

the products of crosses were usually more
vigorous than the parents of the hybrid.

It has also been observed that "in gen-

eral the closer the botanical relations of

two plants, the more easily they will

cross. Crosses between varieties are

generally very easy to make ; those be-

tween Linnaen species have been made
in quite a number of instances, while

crosses between genera and families are

rare." Moreover, it has been observed

that hybrids arising from parents not

closely related are usually much more
likely to be sterile than are those from

parents nearly related.

While a host of facts regarding hy-

•In last June issue of The Canadian Horticul-
tiiriBt, the improvement of plants by selection
was disc^usssd. The theory of mutations was
dealt with in the September number. The ar-
ticle on hybridization that appears on this page
will be followed by further information on the
same subject.

bridization had been accumulated, no

general principle had been established

until Mendel published a report in 1865.

The experiments embodied in the report

were made between 1855 and 1865, and

were published in the transactions of an

ob.scure society in Hrunn, Austria.

This publication lay unnoticed until 1900.

If one turns to the works on plant

breeding published before 1900 he will

realize how vague at that time were our

notions of the laws regading hybrids.

No person seemed to be able to predict

with any degree of certainty the result

of crossing varieties of plants. In fact,

contradictory results are often reported

by different plant breeders. "The facts

were wonderful enough, but they showed
no signs of falling into an orderly ar-

rangement." Mendel's results were
formulated in two laws

:

1. The Law of Dominance, which
may be expressed thus: "If two contrast-

ed characters which have previously bred

true are crossed, one only, the dominant
character, appears in the hybrid."

(East) ; and
2. The Law of Inheritance, which

may be stated as follows: "In succeed-

ing generations, self-fertilized plants

grown from .seeds of the cross reproduce

both characters in the proportion of three

of the dominant character to one of the

recessive character. Furthermore, the

recessive character continues ever to

breed true, while those plants bearing

the dominant character are one-third

pure dominants, which ever after breed

true to the dominant character, and two-

thirds hybrid dominants which contain

the recessive character in a hidden con-

dition." (Ea.st).

Mendel's experiments in cross-breed-

ing were made with the common garden
peas, which are capable of self-fertiliza-

tion, and which have numerous varietal

forms, distinguished by the color and
shape of the seed, the color of the flow-

ers, the color of the pods, the lens^th of

the stems, and the arrangement of the

Powers on the stem. He determined the

heredity first of all, of each .set of char-

aiters; i.e., yellow and green seeds,

round and angular seeds, smooth and
wrinkled seeds, and so forth. He found,

for example (a) that when yellow and
green .seeded varieties were cros.sed he
obtained only yellow-seeded hybrids.

(Generation F.i) the yellow being dn-

niinant to the green which is recessive.

(b) \\'hen, however, the hybrid plants

were self-fertilized, the .seeds obtained
in this second generation (F2) were com-
posed of both yellow and green forms,

—

in the proportion of three yellow to one
green.

c) When the plants arising from green

seeds of the second generation were self-

fertilized, only nlants wi'h (.'r^'cn (F3)

seeds were obtained.

(d) When the yellows of the second
generation were self-fertilized, some
gave rise to plants with yellow seeds

only, while others gave rise to plants

with yellow and green seeds in the pro-

portion of three to one, as in the second
generation (F2.)

In like manner Mendel crossed peas,

each possessing one of a set of charac-

ters and obtained similar results. He
found "round .seeds dominant over

wrinkled, colored .seed coats over white

seed coats, tallncss over dwarfness,"

etc. The similarity of the results led

"Mendel to the conception of pairs of

unit-characters of which either can be

carried to any gamete, or sex cell, to the

exclusion of the other." De Vries
adopts this idea of an organism being
composed of a bundle of unit-characters

in his theory of mutations, and con-

siders a mutation to differ from the par-

ent plant in the addition of a unit-char-

acter, not previously possessed by the

parent. Such is the idea of a discontin-

uous variation.

Mendel carried on experiments where
peas possesing two or more pairs of con-

trasting characters were cros.sed, and
found that the separate pairs were trans-

mitted entirely independently of one an-

other. "When, for example, ;i tall yel-

low-seeded pea was crossed with a

dwarf green-seeded one, the Fi plants

all exhil)ited the dominant character of

each pair, and were tall yellows. In the

next generation appear, as usual, tails

and dwarfs in the ratio of 3. i , and aI.so

yellows and greens in the same ratio.

If we suppose that there are 16 plants,

it is clear that 12 of these will be tall,

and that the other 4 will be dwarf. Now,
of every 4 tails, 3 will be yellows and
the other green. Out of our 12 tails,

therefore, 9 will be yellows and 3 will

be green. Similarly, of the 4 dwarfs,

3 will be ve'low and one will be green.

Consequently, the F2 generation arising

from the cross will consist of 9 yellow

tails, 3 green tails, 3 yellow dwarfs, and

one dwarf green. In other words, there

will be for every 16 plants a class of

each showing the dominant character of

one pair and the recessive of the other

;

and one plant with both recessive char-

acters. - Mendel established by experi-

ment that these were the proportions

that actually occurred, a result which

has been amply confirmed since his time

for other plants as well as for animals.

.\nd the principle may be extended inde-

finitely for any number of pairs of char-

acters." (Punnett).

More care must be taken in .spraying

fapanese plum trees than with most

other kinds of fruit. They are more

easily injured.
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Grafting Nursery Stock
Edward Lane, Gait, Ontario

I

NINETY-FIVE per cent, of fruit-

growers purchase trees from some
nurseryman who grows trees on the

principle of quick returns for his money.
In order to get these quick returns, there

are two mistakes made. The faster a

tree grows, the more likely it is to be

a failure when removed, as the change
is greater. A tree which has made mo-
derate growth is easier transplanted

than one which has made extraordinary

growth. The second mistake is in the

mating of grafts and stocks. What
fruit grower has not noticed that some
trees will persist in throwing up suckers

around the roots, oftentimes above

where the graft was put on?
There is from one to fifteen days' dif-

ference in the leafing out of different

kinds of apples and a corresponding dif-

ference or even greater length of time in

going to rest in the fall. If there hap-

pens to be ten or fifteen days' dif-

ference between the seasons of stock and
of the scion, there is sure to be a certain

amount of failure as we are working
against Nature. The roots will be send-

ing up sap when the parts above ground
do not want it, and it goes to form what
we call suckers, sometimes from the

roots and sometimes from the body of

the tree just above ground, showing
plainly that one is at rest and the other

is not.,

Grafts taken from young trees or side

shoots from an older one will grow much
faster than those taken from the outsides

of full bearing trees. If left to their

own way, they will not bear fruit as

soon as the latter, neither will they stand
a severe winter as well. The reason is

that the large roots, commonly called

"tap" roots, are the ones which send
up sap for the forming of wood growth
and the surface or small fibres send up
.sap to form fruit bearing wood. The
large roots are deeper down into the soil

and are affected by the heat of the soil

and continue to send up sap longer than
he surface roots which are affected by
the early frosts and consequently the
wood is not so well ripened and a fast

growing young tree is almost sure to

.have large roots instead of small ones.
A fruit grower, in order to be suc-

cessful, must control the roots and there-

by he controls the sap which poes to

make either wood or fruit in the same
way that a farmer controls bone, muscle
or fat when he chooses the food for his

animals.

I believe that under a powerful micro-
scope the cells of bearintj and non-bear-
ine wood will be found to bo different-

Iv formed ; if so, we must start our trees

bearing as young as possible. There is

no reason why a tree should not com-
mence to bear as soon as it is well estab-

lished in its place and continually bear

every year when the sap is led to do its

work rightly.

INFLUENCE OF STOCK ON SOION

In respect to the effect of the stock

upon the graft : I have noticed that, in

some instances, it has a considerable ef-

fect on the habit of growth but not so

much on the fruit. Twenty-five years

ago, I purchased two Duchess apple

tiees. One of them assumed a habit of

growth foreign to that variety so much
so that I concluded that it was not a

Duchess at all ; but, when I picked the

fruit and placed samples from the two
trees together, I could not tell one from
the other. The tree would persist in

throwing up suckers which resembled
the Spy in growth and in time of leafing

or four feet. All old canes and any new
growth not needed are cut out at the

.same time.

After removing all clippings from the

field, we take cotton twine, such as groc-

ers use, and tie the canes in bunches of

six or eight each, taking care to have
them bracing in such a way that when
tied near the top, they will be stiff

enough to carry their fruit and foliage

without bending or breaking down.

The berries are then easily picked and
are free from dirt. We try to pick three

times a week, and place the fruit before

the consumer as quickly as possible. Al-

though our market is well supplied with

wild raspberries and also blueberries, the

demand for the cultivated raspberries

continues good. With King for early,

Herbert for medium, and Cuthbert and
("•olden Queen for late, we have a full

month of raspberry picking. A few of

Kin{ Ratpberriei Growing on the Farm of Mr. John C. Gilman, Near Fredericton, New Brunswick

out. It died when fifteen years old,

while the other has never shown any
sign of a sucker and is healthy yet.

One of the principal causes of some
kinds of apples not being as good as

they were thirty or forty years ago, is

the practice of taking grafts from young
trees exclusively. This practice in about
thirty years would result in twenty dif-

ferent kinds of stock, while if scions are

taken from one tree for thirty years,

(here would be only one change instead

of twenty. The fruit growers of the fu-

ture will require pedigree stock in trees.

A haphazard system leads to great dif-

ficulties and many changes in type.

the purple and black varieties have been

tried but the demand for them is small.

We have stopped setting these kinds.

Raspberries in New Brunswick
J. C. Gilman, Fredericton

In growing raspberries, we find it best
in our section to grow to single canes,

without any branches. These canes are
cut back the following spring to three

PruningSweet and SourChcrries
F. G. Stewart, Homer, Ont.

Plant the young sweet cherry trees

first and then prune back to four prongs,

six or eight inches long. In cutting

back be sure to leave the end or ter-

minal bud on the outside of each limb

to make the tree spread outwards in

growing. If the young trees are pruned
first and then planted, there is danger of

some of the young buds being rubbed
off in handling them, as they develop

early and are quite prominent.

Do not touch them again until they

have made two years' growth, then with

plenty of wood to choose from, trim so

as to form a spreading, shapely tree.

Let the trees alone for two years longer

and then cut back the central upright
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limbs of last year's growth, to spread out
the head of the tree. This is especially

necessary for the Black Tartarian, May
Duke and all upright growers, otherwise
they grow up a tall, dense mass like

poplar trees.

After the sixth year, very little pruning
is necessary, except every other year to

cut back the central upright limbs to

keep the tree from growing too tall and
to make it spread outward.

SOUE CHERRIES

In just the same way, sour cherries

should be planted first and then trimmed
back like the sweet ones. After two
years' growth, trim so as to form a
shapely spreading tree. After that, the

sour cherry trees need very little prun-
ing. If it is continued, the trees will

make only a great growth of wood and
very few fruit spurs.

There is no fruit tree that requires less

pruning than the cherry, after it comes
into bearing. There is much more harm
done by pruning them too heavily, than
by leaving them unpruned. To thin

out a tree, never cut out a large limb to

make more room.
The Montmorency is a more upright

grower than the Early Richmond, so
the central upright limbs of last year's

growth should be cut off to make the
tree spread out and to keep it from
growing too tall.

Pruning the Orchard
John Spencer, Henrysbnrg Centre, Que.

There is not one man in ten that knows
how to prune an orchard. The best time
to prune is when the sap is done running,
say, in June or the first of July, as the
wood of the tree is then growing. Leave
no stubs on the trunks of the trees. Keep
the top open to let the sun in. Cut out
all suckers and branches that spread
over. [Note.—What is the opinion of

others respecting best time to prune?

—

Editor.]

Some men cut off all the lower limbs.

They claim that it gives a chance to get

around better but they have a tall tree

twenty feet or more from the ground.
What are apples good for that fall on

the ground from such trees? Perhaps
they can grade them No. i ; I cannot.

Low trees are preferable to high. You
can pick and spray to better advantage.

Trees have different habits of growth,

and cannot be pruned by rule.

Pruning Currant Bushes
Wm. Fleming, Owen Sound, Ont.

The pruning of red, white and black

currant bushes should be performed late

in the fall or early in the spring, and the

work should not be committed to an in-

experienced hand, as the result would
certainly be disastrous. The following

method should be followed

:

I. The operator should note the ex-

tent of space the bush can occupy, how

close the limbs are to the ground, the

crowded state of the limbs and the sym-
metrical condition.

2. If the bush can afford it, the limbs

that lie too close to the ground should

be removed, and the bush generally, if

required to admit air and sunshine free-

ly, should be trimmed.

3. About half the preceding year's

growth (if the bush is in a healthy condi-

tion) should be cut back, but not in any

case to injure the symmetrical condition.

4. The severity of the pruning should

be controlled by the space the bush has

to occupy.

5. The pruning should be performed
annually.

A Spruce Hedge TweWe Years Old

Thig hedge was planted In April, 1898, by Mr.
Peter Barrett, Truro, N. S., who telle how he
trained it as follows: "During the first year or
two, the pruning was done with a pocket prun-
ing knife, heading back the leaders and evening
up the hedge generally. An inverted "V"-shapc
is the system adopted which approaches nearer
to Nature's method than any other. The hedge
is now pruned about three times annually.
Training to a point at the top gives the under
branches a chance to thrive. Furthermore, this

shape admits more sun light to the garden. By
pruning this way, one can get any kind of a
hedge to a desired height in less time than by
the round-top system."

Some Little-Known Annuals
A list of new and little-known peren-

nials recommended by the novelty com-

mittee of the Ontario Horticultural As-

sociation was published in the January

issue of The Canadian Horticulturist.

Herewith are mentioned four annuals

recommended by this committee and in

later issues will appear lists of gladioli,

chrysanthemums, cannas and other gar-

den subjects. The following annuals

were noted at the Ontario Agricultural

College, Guelph, as giving promise of

being useful additions

:

I. Dimorphotheca aurantiaca (golden-

marguerite).—A new introduction from

South Africa. Might be termed an an-

nual Gazania splendens, as its flowers

somewhat resemble the flowers of this

well known perennial plant so often

seen in hanging baskets, etc., and, like

the Gazania, it opens its flowers only in

bright sunshine. Will make a good an-

nual for bedding out in sunny positions.

The deep bronzy orange flowers which it

produces in profusion are very showy

and conspicuous.

2. Eschscholtzia (Dainty Queen).—

A

novelty that deserves its suggestive
name and is quite a departure in point

of delicacy in coloring to older types.

The ground work of flower is of a deli-

cate cream, and the top of the petals

, are suffused and shaded coral pink to

ro.se pink. If the type will perpetuate

it.self true from seed it will prove of

merit.

3. Eschscholtzia (Mandarin).—Deeper
shade of yellow than ordinary California

poppy. Base of petals deep orange
faintly shaded crimson, margin of petals

sulphur yellow. A more imposing and
and showy flower than the old type. Up-
right habit. An acquisition to this class

of plant.

4. Sunflower (Starlight).—One of the

prettiest of the decorative type of the

helianthus. The graceful star-like for-

mation of its canary yellow petals, twist-

ed and arranged very Jike a cactus dah-
lia makes this variety a splendid addi-

tion for cut flower purposes. Flower
four to five inches in diameter.

The Heliotrope
C. M. Bezio, Berlin, Ont.

This plant is propagated from seed
or cuttings. It is a delightful fragrant

and free flowering species and for that

reason is admired by all. Seed should

be sown in shallow boxes of rich light

soil and placed in a sunny window of a

warm room. Great care must be exer-

cised so as not to plant the seed too

deeply. The best way would be to sow
the seed thinly on top and sift over it a

very thin layer of fine soil or sand, just

enough to hide from view. W'hen wat-
ering do so with a fine spray until the

plants are well started. Until the

plants are up keep covered with glass

or newspaper to prevent evaporation of

moisture and the seed drying out.

When about one inch high transplant

to small thumb pots and early in June
they may be planted in the permanent
flower bed. The soil should be very

rich, as the heliotrope is a gross feeder

and requires an abundant supply of

plant food to produce the largest clus-

ters of bloom. For this purpose sheep

manure is excellent. Make a weak li-

quid from the manure and apply twice a

week, or if plenty of it is at hand spread

a mulch of the manure over the bed.

If desirable the plants may be taken

up in the fall and potted, cutting the

tops back to allow a fresh growth and
they will bloom throughout the winter

in the house. Young plants may also be
started from cuttings rooted in the sand.

Bnigmansia.—By an oversight, credit

for the article and photograph on this

subject that appeared in the January is-

sue of The Canadian Horticulturist,

was given to S. J. Jackson, Bowman-
ville, Ont., instead of S. J. Jackman.

\



A Work for Horticultural Societies and the School
S. Silcox, Principal, Normal School, Stratford, Ontario

WHEN a country has been denuded

of its primitive forest and arti-

ficial products have replaced nat-

ural vegetable growth, it becomes essen-

tial for the inhabitants to beautify the

School-kouie Bare and Unadorned

An unimproved opportunity, and there are hun-
dreds of others like it in Canada.

bare and unattractive landscape with a

second growth of flowers and shrubbery.

Any one who travels through Ontario

will discover that people have lived in

houses for ten, fifteen or twenty years

and have planted nothing to make those

houses homes in the true' sense of the

word. This is more inexcusable when we
consider that within a mile or two of any

house in Ontario may be found shrubs,

vines and annuals which could easily and

successfully be transplanted to the

grounds of homes or schools, where they
would transform the barren surroundings

into bowers of beauty. The reason this

is not done is due to one of two things,

ignorance or lack of interest in anything

better than that which exists, or probably

to both.

What can be done to change this state

of affairs? It seems to me that there are

only two organizations in Ontario which
can bring about a change but these or-

ganizations are equal to the task. They
are the public school and the horticul-

tural societies and the latter will do their

best work by using the former for the

medium of transmitting their views. Of
course this means that school gardens
should be established in connection with

our schools, more particularly in our city

.schools. One teacher who has done
good work in connection with a small

city school in the way of decorating a

very inattractive backyard says

:

"The garden gives pupils a practical

lesson in the rights of citizens. When
they have assisted in digging, planting

and weeding, they have a sense of owner-
ship in the garden and they expect that

it will be allowed to grow and flourish,

unmolested by the passerby; tlierofore,

they do not pick the flowers or interfere

with the property of their neighbors.

"Anything that opens the eyes of the

child, even a little, to see the beauty

of color and form in the world about us

or that helps to show him how a little

expense and labor will transform what
was ugly into a delight is well worth

while. For example our fences and out-

buildings are now a 'thing of beauty' in

their dress of morning glories, upon
which the eye rests with pleasure.

"Our garden serves as a means of

beautifying their own homes. The child-

ren are at liberty to pick the seeds of any

of the seed-bearing plants and the ger-

aniums are broken into slips and given

to the children with instructions for

planting them.

"We also have a few plants in our

windows throughout the winter. These
give a cosy look to the room and serve

as a rest for tired eyes.

"Incidentally, the children learn the

value of birds, bees and beneficial in-

sects ; also something of the formation

of soil. We rake and then burn the

leaves and old plants on one of the beds,

the ashes being thus preserved for a fer-

tilizer or bury the leaves (all but the

first to fall which are burned to destroy

the insects) that they may decompose
and so enrich the soil."

It may be well to sound a warning
note, through the medium of The Can-
adian HoRTicuLTUKiST, against the false

nature study which teachers are so apt

to resort to in the ordinary class room.
About seventy-five per cent, of the les-

sons in this subject are not as valuable

as lessons in grammar, geography or

literature, because they are not the re-

sult of the children's experience nor do
they incite the children to acquiring ex-

perience with nature first hand. Let this

be the test of success in nature study

—

more outdoor study and less class-room

work, more beauty created and less talk

about the beauty of creation.

Polyanthus
Editor, The Canadian Horticultur-

ist : How very seldom one finds the

charming spring flower Polyanthus
(Primula Polyanthus) in Canadian gar-

dens. It is one of the oldest of all the

florists' flowers, and in Old Country gar-

dens it has its thousands of votaries.

Three or four years ago I imported two
or three packets of seed from a seed firm

in England, and from these seeds I have

had some splendid plants. They flower

about the same time as tulips, and I

have them in bunches in my peony bed.

After they are finished flowering, I divide

the roots, and get numbers of new
sturdy plants for re-planting and distri-

bution among my friends.

Sow the seed in February, March or

April in pans or boxes, and when large

enough, transplant to the place in the

garden where you wish them to grow.

They will flower the following spring.

They are perfectly hardy, and I never

remember having any of them winter-

killed ; they get no protection, excepting

nature's snow, in my garden.

There is an indescribable charm in

spring about a bed of young polyanthus

flowering for the first time.—J. C. Hodg-

son, Westmount, Que.

An excellent subject among trees for

planting on the lawn is the cut-leaved

weeping birch, but it should not be

planted too promiscuously. An occa-

sional specimen is very striking when
planted individually on the lawn or

backed by trees of darker foliage and

b;.rk.

Outhoaiet and Fence Covered with Morning Glory—Work of School Children

Boys' yard. Manitoba street school. St. Thomas, Ont., Miss A. MoOoU, Principal,
work done by pupils of first and second book classes.

All the
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What Amateurs Can Do in March
THE best gardens are those that

have been planted beforehand. If

you wait until time for seed sow-
ing you may not have time to do just

what you would like. Decide now on
the general scheme for next season and
order plants and seeds right away.

A Grand Specimen Geranium—Five-jears Old

This plant had eighty-two blooms last August.
It is kept ill the house in winter and outdoors
in summer. Owned by Mr. Barlow Cumberland,
Port Hope, Ont.

In localities where the season is early,

considerable work may be done outside

this month. Remove from the garden
and lawn all rubbish that was left over
winter. If the snow leaves early, lawns
may be raked and rolled and walks and
drives may be graded and put into shape.

Repair all holes in tree trunks by re-

moving the rotten wood, singeing the

cut surfaces and filling with cement.
Some kinds of shrubs and vines may be

pruned. Remove dead branches and
head back limbs that are growing too

vigorously in any one direction. Shrubs
that flower very early in spring should
not be pruned until after blossoming
time as they produce their flowers on
twigs that were formed last year. Prune
hardy roses. See page 61..

THE VBGETABE GARDEN
Make a hotbed. Prepare the material

now. If the manure is fresh from the
stable, throw it in a heap for a week or
ten days. Turn it once or twice during
that time. Use manure that contains a
fair proportion of straw. If the manure
is not to be placed in a pit, see that it

extends at least one foot around all sides

of the frame. Have the manure two
anrf one half feet deep. Tramp it well

when building, and finish the job neatly.

After placing the frame, raise the sash
for a couple of days in order to allow

superflous moisture to escape. Use about
six inches of soil on top of the manure.

Home-grown rhubarb may be had
early by placing a barrel or box, from
which the top and bottom have been
taken, over a clump in the garden. Cov-
er the top at night and during cold days.

If you are burning wood in the house,

save the ashes for use as a fertilizer.

Keep them dry.

AMONG THE FEUIT TREES
If you have fruit trees that are not

producing satisfactorily, or are not the

varieties that you want, graft them with
scions of good varieties. Read the ar-

ticle on page 54.

With most fruits and for most pur-

poses, this is the best month for prun-
ing. Do not leave this work until too
late. Read the articles on pages 54 to

58. Prune grape vines.

If you did not mulch your strawberry
bed last fall, there is still time to give it

some protection against alternate thaw-
ing and freezing this spring. Cover the

bed with straw or boughs in order to

keep the ground frozen as long as possi-

ble.

FLOWERS INDOORS

Hydrangeas, oleanders and similar

plants can be brought to the light

and started into growth. Put them
into larger tubs or pots if necessary. Re-
pot old tuberous begonias. Cannas and
dahlias may be started in pots. Divide
them before potting.

Re-pot geraniums, ferns and other

plants required for summer decoration.
Water them thoroughly.

Cuttings of fuchsias, geraniums and
verbenas will strike readily in sand.
When rooted place in very small pots
at first.

Bulbs that have been flowering may be
stored in the cellar without water until

they can be planted outdoors.

Freesias should not be dried off hastily.

.After they are out of flower, give them
water less frequently until the foliage is

quite yellow, when water should be with-
held altogether. Keep them in the pots
until next season.

Sow seeds of nasturtiums, petunias,

verbenas, cosmos, lobelia, antirrhinum,
salvia and mignonette in boxes or pots.

Six or eight weeks before it is time to

start plants in the open is about the

right time to sow most seeds inside.

Peonies for the West
Rev. Andrew B. Baird

The peony is one of the most beauti-

ful and desirable of our herbaceous per-
ennials. It is perfectly hardy, and while
it responds to good treatment you can-
not kill it by neglect ; it maintains itself

from year to year and produces new
plants without effort or attention. Its

duration of bloom is considerable, and
while it is flowering it is the most mag-
nificent thing in the garden. I will give

only a dozen varieties—four white or
cream color, four pink and four red or
crimson.

Festiva maxima is an old favorite on
account of the size, purity and beauty
of its flowers. They are of the purest
white with occasional spots or streaks of
carmine, which heighten the beauty of
the whiteness. It is an early bloomer
and a good keeper.

Couronne D'Or has very fine double
blooms. They are white with a creamy
tinge, almo.st yellow, and littje splashes
of carmine on the centre petals.

La Tulipe when it opens has a pinkish
tinge, but after a day or two it fades to

pure white. It is deiiciously fragrant.
Whitelji is a white flower with a

creamy centre, changing to pure white.
It is very large and very double.

Delicatissima is large and pink and
fragrant. It took the prize as the best
pink at the Chicago show in 1905.
Queen Victoria is a large and showy

flower. The outer petals are of a clear

rose color, the inner petals straw color.

Humei blooms late, has extraordinary
large blooms with a distinct cinnamon
fragrance. The color is a shiny pink.

Queen Caroline is an old fashioned va-

riety, in color a rich deep rose, very
large and very double.

Crimson Queen has finely fringed

blooms—clear, bright crimson in color.

The plant is strong and the flowers per-

fect.

Rubra superba is one of the best of

the crimsons. It flowers late in the sea-

son.

Francoise Ortegal—This is an old

favorite, purplish crimson with a yellow

centre.

Felix Crouse—-Large bell shaped
blooms, brilliant red with a lighter col-

ored centre.

There are a few yellow varieties, but

in growth, size and form of bloom, etc.,

they are inferior to the more common
colors. There are also many single va-

rieties of real merit, but for use as cut

flowers the single varieties are not like-

ly to grow in favor. They are beautiful

as half open buds, and since they are

earlier than the double kinds they serve

to lengthen the peony season.

The Back Yard.—While the good citi-

zen is clearly justified in projjerly plan-

ning and caring for a nice front lawn in

order to please the travelling public, he

should not forget the inmates of his own
house. These usually occupy the rear of

the house much of the time. Would the

travelling public enjoy a view of the back
yard on many farms? What proportion

of city men's back yards is entrancing?
Why not let passers-by pass on while we
expend some energy on that part of the

premises that we are sure to see very of-

ten? —E. Morden, Niagara Falls South,
Ont.



Pruning Rose Bushes

DISAPPOINTMENT surely awaits

him who, having procured a doz-

en or so of rose bushes in the

early spring and having carefully plant-

ed them just as they came from the nur-

sery, anxiously awaits the blooming sea-

son, expecting to be able to gather an

armful of such roses as he sees pictured

in the seedsman's catalogue, and all be-

cause he has failed to realize that the

proper pruning of a rosebush is one of

the most important features in its suc-

cessful cultivation.

Roses differ so greatly in their habit

of growth that no directions for pruning
established plants can be given that will

not require modification in respect to

certain individual plants. There are,

however, two rules which must be fol-

lowed invariably. One is that all prun-
ing should be done before any growth
begins in spring, and the other is that
all plants which come from the open
ground must be pruned before planting
or immediately after; such plants should
have all weak growth removed entirely

and the stronger shoots cut back to

within four to ten inches of the ground.
If set out just as they are. received from
the nursery, many of them will die and
at the best but a weak growth will be
made. No matter how carefully they
have been removed, many of the smaller
roots will have been destroyed and un-
less a corresponding amount of the top
be removed, there will not be sufficient

sap to nourish so many buds.
In dealing with established plants, if

quantity rather than quality be the ob-
ject aimed at, the only pruning neces-
sary is to remove the dead and weakly
wood, and only cut back the remaining
shoots to a point below where the winter
has killed the immature growth of the
season before. If, however, the object
be, and it should be, the promotion of a
symmetrical growth and the improve-
ment of the quality of the blooms, a dif-
ferent course should be followed and here
practical experience must determine
what is to be done in each particular
case, always remembering the general
rule laid down by all writers on the sub-
ject, that "plants of a delicate growth
should be severely pruned, while those
of vigorous growth should have some of
the branches cut out entirely and the re-
maining ones only moderately shorten-
ed." Keeping this rule in mind, it will

be found that plants of moderately vig-
orous growth should be cut back severe-
ly, say to four or five buds, always cut-
ting at a bud pointing outwards and of
course to a point below where the wood
has been injured by the winter's frost.

To severely cut back such vigorous
growers as Clio, Margaret Dickson,
John Hopper, Charles Lawson, Jules

By " Amateur"

Margotten and some others, results in a

crowded growth of wood and very few
blooms and it will be found that to re-

move some of the branches entirely and
only shorten the remaining ones a few
inches, will throw the whole strength ot

the plant into the production of bloom.
One shoot, however, should be cut back
severely in order to promote growth near
the bottom of the plant.

Climbing roses should, after the prun-
ing recommended at the time of plant-

ing, have only the dead and weak shoots
removed and one shoot cut back to three

or four eyes for the purpose just men-
tioned, viz., to prevent a bare appear-
ance near the bottom.
Some recommend a summer pruning

after the blooming season is over in or-

der to remove withered blooms, and to

promote autumnal bloom, but the true
lover of the rose will have few withered
blooms to remove because he will find

that one of the greatest pleasures con-
nected with his hobby is that derived
from the distribution of his flowers
among his friends and in doing this lib-

erally he will probably find that he has
done all the pruning necessary.
The tools required for pruning are a

good pair of pruning shears and a sharp
pruning knife with a hooked blade. The
operator will probably discover for him-

self that a good strong pair of leather
gloves are not to be despised.

Nicotiana Affinis

No garden is complete without a few-

plants of this delightful, fragrant free

blooming annual. Where the grounds
are fairly large a good plan would be to

plant them at intervals throughout the
garden, and the whole surrounding at-

mosphere, charged with the most delic-

iously pleasant sweet-scented odor
imaginable will possess that indefinable

magnetic influence which makes one
long to linger near.

Seed may be sown in the cold frame
or in the open garden in May, and when
the young plants are large enough
transplant to the place where they are to

grow. If planted in clumps of two or
three set the plants about fifteen inches
apart. If given fairly rich soil with fre-

quent tillage to keep it loose and fine on
top, and kept well watered during dry
weather, the plants will bloom far into
the season.

For training over stumps, fences, out-

buildings, trestles and screens, the

grape vine can be used to advantage.

Keep the leaves of house plants clean.

A Buntifal Dorolby Perkiot Rote Growing at the South Side of • Verandah

At the residence of Mr. Johu McQuaker, "Elf Lodge," Owen Sound, Ont. In a letter to The
Canadian HoKTicui.TUHisT, Mrs. McQuaker tells its history as follows : "Thia rose was sent out by
the Horticultural Society five years ago. It is trained over a wire netting which is fastened at
the ends to the pillars of the verandah. About the end of November, we place a barrel against
the bush to prevent the snow breaking down the branches In winter. The fastenings are taken
out and the bush is turned over to the ground. The bush is well manured in fall and gets a lit-

tle liquid manure during the summer. It has never been pruned except to take the dead wood
out of it. It bears immense clusters of roses, many of them containing eighteen to twenty
blooms.
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What Can Be Grown in a City Back Garden
George Baldwin, Toronto

HAVING a fair sized garden, name-
ly, thirty-one feet, six inches wide
by about 130 feet long, I decided

three years ago to become an amateur
gardener and went to work and planned

A Well FUled City Back Garden

In this garden an amateur has grown many
kinds of vegetables that have competed success-
fully at the Canadian National Exhibition with
stuff grown by market gardeners. Mr. Baldwin,
who tells something about his experience in the
accompanying article, is yardmaster for The
Canada Foundry Co., Limited. Toronto, and
works ten hours a day. As he has not much
time for gardening, he was in his garden at
four a.m., every morning last summer.

it to the best of my ability. First, I made
a lawn next to the house about twenty-

five feet by forty feet with flower beds

on all sides. This left about eighty-five

feet for vegetables and fruits.

I then saw the necessity of having a

small greenhouse to raise my plants in

the early spring. So I got some second-

hand bricks and with the assistance of a

friend we built the brick work up about

two feet above the ground, got some
lumber and glass, put it together, paint-

ed it and had it all ready for the spring

of 1907. The inside measurement is nine

feet by twelve feet with an eighteen-inch

passageway in the middle.

I have had such pleasure and success

from it, that I would strongly recom-

mend anyone to put up a small green-

house in preference to having a hotbed,

for after you have gotten your plants all

out in the spring, you can grow the long

cucumbers, egg plants, peppers, etc., to

advantage.

I laid my vegetable garden out on pa-

per and had all my plans and arrange-

ments made for an early start in the

spring. 1 manured the ground heavily

the previous fall.

I had such good results that I made
up my mind to compete at the Canadian

National Exhibition the following year

and which I did, gaining three prizes.

This was an incentive for me to try and
do better last year, and regardless of

the fact that I had to compete in the

same classes with market gardeners and
farmers (who have almost as many
acres as I have feet), I was successful

in obtaining the following prizes

:

Fourth for collection of vegetables with

sixty-one varieties, second for green-

hou.se cucumbers, fourth for a collection

of tomatoes (containing twenty-three va-

rieties, including the small fruited vari-

eties), and I took also third prize for a

bunch of marigolds.

Last fall we stored enough vegeta-

bles to do us till next summer, thus

combining pleasure with profit. I

know of several gardens as large as

mine. If the owners of them only knew
what pleasure I have derived from
watching the things grow, I am sure

we would have more amateur gardeners
in this city and eventually get an ama-
teur class at the exhibition, which I have
been aiming at for two years.

I did not have very good success with
onions, peppers and egg plants. . Per-

haps some friend will give me some
pointers. [An article on onion culture

is published on page 65. Pointers on
growing peppers and egg plants will be
welcomed for publication.—Editor.]

The Best Hardy Shrubs
J. McPherton Rom, Toronto

In The Canadian Hortici lturist for

March, 1909, I gave a descripti\'e list of

twelve hardy shrubs, as follows : Hy-
drangea paniculata grandiflora. Spiraea

Van Houttei, Japanese Golden Bell,

Weigelia rosea, althea or rose of Sharon,

Persian lilac, garland syringa, Japan
quince, deutzia, purple barberry, purple

fringe and flowering currant. To extend

this list into twenty-four varieties, we
must have the flowering plum {Prunus

triloba). It makes a striking shrub in any

lawn in early spring.

My next choice is the white lilac which

is too well known and liked to need de-

scription. As its companion we will in-

clude Charles X. lilac and also the varie-

ety Josikea which blooms after all the

other lilacs have faded and gone.

The snowball is worthy of cultivation

and a place on the lawn. When it blooms

it makes a great show.

The Tartarian honeysuckle is another

old favorite and is strikingly ornamental

when in full flower. Either the pure

white or the deep pink should be in every

collection. It has the added attraction

of orange-colored berries in the fall and

in winter its greyish white branches

make it one of the best shrubs for color
effect in winter. We have to have more
spireas in the collection. Plant either S.

prunifolia, S. Billardii or S. ulmifolia,

all showy and desirable in any situation.

Our winters are too severe for the
growing of the evergreen holly. The
best substitute for it is the holly-leaved

barberry, {Mahonin aquifoHiim). This
does well in partially .shaded places, es-

pecially when in a clump.
One of the grandest of shrubs is the

Syringa grandiflora. It grows to a

height of ten to twelve feet and makes a

great show when in flower. The bloom
is exceedingly fragrant and its strong
habit of growth makes it useful as a

.screen to fill in a gap in a belt of trees.

It stands the drip of the trees well and
grows under the most adverse condi-

tions. The African tamarisk is a unique

shrub with fine green foliage of a feath-

er-like nature and small pink flowers.

The common barberry, as a specimen
shrub, is quite attractive when in bloom
and presents a pleasing sight in fall and
winter from the profusion of its scarlet

berries. The bladder senna {Colutea ar-

horesci.ns) is a strong growing shrub

with yellow pea-like blossoms followed

by inflated membraneous pods contain-

ing seeds.

Last but not least is the Azalea mollis.

Its orange-colored blossoms on naked

stems make it a very ornamental shrub

in the earliest days of spring.

The evergreens have an important

place in producing landscape effects,

and in planting for protection from win-

ter winds.

A Winter Scene in a Canadian Park

Victoria Park, Peterboro, Ont.
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Sowing Garden Seeds
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ontario

THE success of our seeds generally

depends upon how we treat them

for germination. Failures and com-

plaints of bad seed are quite common.

We are too apt to lay fault on the in-

dividual who furnishes the seed, con-

~35

I

Flower Pot Prepared for Seed Sowing

1. Drainage material, broken pots, clinkers,

etc. 2. Rough leaves or decayed manure. 3. Pre-

pared soil. 4. Seeds and covering of fine sifted

soil. 5. Space for water. Prepare boxes in simi-

lar fashion.

demning his .seed as rubbish. I would

not give the seed trade immunity alto-

gether, but the non-germinating of seed

is often due to our own negligence.

For flower seeds good, clean pots

and boxes are essential. Boxes three

inches deep with several holes bored in

the bottom for an outlet for water, and

made a convenient size, are first-class

for seeds or plants. A good layer of

rough leaves, rotted manure, pieces "of

broken flower pots, oyster shells or

rough ashes should be at the bottom of

the pots or boxes, then fill up moderate-

ly firm with fine soil to within an inch of

the top. A mixture of loamy soil, sand

and leaf soil make a suitable compost.

We have failed as yet to procure sieves

from any of the leading seed firms for

the purpose of grading or sifting the soil

for seed sowing. For this purpose a fine

mesh of mosquito netting will do by nail-

ing a two-inch board round a square of

it. Chicken netting, half-inch mesh,
will also make a good sieve for sifting

soil. With boxes, a flat board will make
an equal level for the soil ; for pots, any-

thing round and flat is sufficient.

For very small seeds, such as begonia,

gloxinia, lobelia, antirrhinums and co-

leus, water the seed receptacles with

a fine rose can an hour prior to sowing.

A mere dusting of fine soil is sufficient

covering. The size of the seeds will al-

most determine the covering of the soil

required. Hegonia seed does not require

any, coleus requires very little, while

castor oil plant and sunflower want half

an inch of soil.

A piece of glass should be laid over

the .seed pot or box, also a piece of

broun paper lx;fore the seedlings ap-

pear, then gradually withdraw it when
the seed receptacles become very dry.

Do not apply a shower bath overhead.

but hold the seed pot half way down in

a pail or tank of tepid water. The water

will thoroughly saturate the soil from

the bottom, finding its way to the sur-

face. This will be sufficient for a good

many days, and better than daily drib-

bles on the surface. Seedlings like to be

kept tolerably dry before they gain

strength. With a good sunny window,

many fine plants can be raised, then re-

move to a frame outdoors.

Any haphazard or slipshod fashion

with vegetable seeds will only result in

disappointment. The ground is best

forked over the day it is to be sown. A
fine open mould, neither too wet nor dry

is best. Gardeners on a small scale should

prepare a fine tilth of soil, raked level.

The alert gardener will take the first

opportunity of a good day to sow onions,

parsnips, carrots, beets, turnips, cauli-

flower, cabbage and pasley. All these

will do with half an inch of cover-

ing. The culinary peas and flowering

sweet peas require very early sowing,

three inches deep. Label all seed cor-

rectly and give date of sowing.

Before we convict the dealer of bad

seeds, let us consider if we have done

justice in the preparation of the soil and

the seed bed, having climate and price

of seed duly noted. Buy from reputable

seed firms.

oli. The large maple and elm trees on

the street were planted by me thirty-

eight years ago. Now, in my sixty-

third year, I take lots of pleasure in daily

viewing their silent, majestic appear-

ance.

If young people of both sexes would
plant trees they would derive daily grat-

ification in watching nature's monu-

ments growing in stately magnificence

;

besides, they would contribute lasting

blessings to the rising generation. I

speak from experience, having set in

this town of Coaticook some 500 native

forest trees besides many foreign orna-

mental trees and hedges. Some of the

native elms set forty years ago, could not

now be purchased for fifty dollars each;

for which I received the magnificent sum

of fifteen cents each for digging, set-

ting and tying to two stakes. This shows

the financial standing of the trees to-

day. Where and how can a small in-

vestment be made to better advantage

than the setting of a few trees in a suit-

able place?—W. F. Hool, Coaticook,

Que.

An old-time favorite among the shrubs

is the golden currapt (Ribes aureum).

Whether in flower or in fruit it is very

ornamental. The flowers are yellow and

sweet-scented. It blooms late in May
and grows about eight feet high.

The Worth of Tree Planting

Editor, The Can.adian Horticultur-

ist: At your request I am sending a

photograph of a corner in my garden

containing hydrangeas, asters and gladi-

Of all "shrubs that we have, probably

the most popular is the Hydrangea

paniculata grandiflora. It starts to

bloom late in July and lasts until frost.

The blossoms are white at first and

gradually change to a rosy pink. This

shrub grows six to ten feet high, and is

most effective when planted in masses.

Adert, GUdioli and Hydraofeat in a Garden in the Province of Quebec

(inrrten of Mr. \V !•'. IIool, North Coaticook.
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Tomatoes in Western Home Gardens'
Brenda E. Neville, Cottonwood, Saskatchewan

AFEW yciirs ago it was a matter of

doubt as to whether or not ripe to-

matoes could be grown with any
degree of certainty in Saskatchewan.
Even yet the "very best" methods are
being sought, and much greater success
awaits the future tomato grower than
has been attained hitherto.

There are two methods of raising to-

matoes here. Both deserve a trial, as
one method may suit some soils better

than the other.

The first method to be considered is

that of early planting of seed, and trans-
planting of plants. I will not touch on
the method to be followed by market
gardeners, or by wholesale tomato grow-
ers. The instructions given are merely
for home gardens.

Selection of seed is important. The
earliest varieties only should be chosen.
I have found Spark's Earliana to be
the best. June Pink is good, also Early
Ruby, and several others. But Earliana
is the surest.

A sandy loam is the best soil in which
to plant the seeds. If planted in soil

very rich in leaf-mold the young plants
are apt to make too rank a growth, and
are harder to transplant.

Boxes four inches deep, ten inches
wide and twelve inches long, will be
found most convenient for the first sow-
ing. Each box should be fitted with a

pane of glass on top. Fill the boxes
three inches deep with finely sifted soil,

pressed rather firmly, and very level.

Mark with the edge of a thin board,
drills one-quarter of an inch deep and
one inch apart. Sow the seeds in these
drills, quite thickly. One-eighth of an
inch is far enough apart for the seeds
to lie. Cover the seeds evenly, and press
the surface of the soil down with a flat

board. Now place the box in a large

pan of water at a little higher than blood
heat. The water should come nearly to

the top of the box. It will gradually
permeate the soil until it is all thor-

oughly saturated, and is better than
watering from the top, as it does not
disturb the seeds. When the soil is well

soaked, lift from the pan and allow to

drain.

After the free water has drained out
of the box, cover the box closely with
the glass, and place the box in a warm,
sunny window. The seeds should ger-
minate in from eight to twelve days,
and should require very little water until

up. If the room is very dry, a little

water may be very gently sprinkled on
the surface of the soil if it is in danger

•Although this article was written by Mies
Neville for amateur gardeners In the western
provinces, the information that is given is equal-
ly applicable to conditions in many other parts
of Canada. Amateurs in eastern Canada can
follow it with profit. Further information will
be given in next issue.—Editor.

of drying out too much. The soil should
be kept soft and moist all the time.

The glass should not be removed un-

til the plants crowd against it. It should
be raised a little to admit air, and final-

ly be removed altogether.

The plants can be left in this box un-

til they have grown several inches high,

and have four or five leaves. Then they
should be moved. It is best to place

them in separate pots if possible. If

this is impossible, larger boxes, with
about five inches of soil in, will do nice-

ly
; or I have used tomato cans with

holes punched in the bottom, filled with
soil. Three plants can be placed in each
tomato can if desired.

When transplanting, the plants may
be lifted by means of a sharp table-fork
run well under them, commencing at

the end of each row of plants. Then
hold each plant by the leaves

; gently
fill in a little earth over the roots ; add
a quantity of cool water; fill up the can
with earth, leaving the roots in a wet
bed, while the surface of the soil is loose
and comparatively dry. Do not place
the plants in hot sunshine for a day or
two; but avoid chilling, as that will rot
them very quickly.

The plants may be kept in these sep-
arate pots until the beginning of April.
They may be showing flower-beds, and
will seem quite large. By this time, if

spring opens in reasonable time, the
weather will be safe for making hotbeds.

Potato Planting by Machinery
W. A. BroDghteo, Sunia, Ont.

Labor is higher and harder to get now
than it was before the advent of the po-
tato planter, which was ten or twelve
years ago. In 1897, my brother and my-
self planted ten acres of potatoes bv
hand, costing about $1.25 per acre
(marking, planting and covering). The
weather set in dry, and there was a lit-

tle delay in the potatoes starting owing
to the fact that in covering with the cul-
tivator nearly all the soil was dry that
covered the seed.

The potatoes came up fairly even, but
a week or ten days late. The growing
season was good and they looked fine

(new land). Some parties driving past
told me they never saw such a fine look-
ing field of potatoes. About the middle
of August the blight struck the field and
the yield was only seventy bushels per
acre ; whereas, had the potatoes started

a week or ten days sooner the crop would
have nearly doubled.

The point I wish to make is this : Had
the potatoes been planted with a planter

they would have been put in moist soil

and covered at once and would have
come up a week sooner besides getting

them planted in less time. After using

a potato planter for eleven years we
would not have them planted by hand if

it were done without charge.
.Some of the advantages of using a

machine for planting are : Any depth
desired, evenness in depth, light or
heavy covering, saving in time in get-
ling crop in (this is important in both
early or late planting, as the weather
may change and the land become too wet
causing delay in finishing field), and the
planter puts the seed in moist soil, thus
ensuring the best possible condition for

seed to start.

Another point in favor of the planter
(I use the two-men planter) is that the

seed is spaced in the row at the distance

you desire—from twelve inches- to twen-
ty-four inches, two inches in each change
of gear. Whereas, if you hire boys to

plant, the spaces will be irregular—from
one to three feet.

The planter we use requires a team
and two men (or a man and a boy) and
makes the row, opens the furrow, drops
the seed and covers it in one operation,

and will plant 100 per cent perfect work.
It has also a fertilizer attachment which
spreads the fertilizer in the furrow and
mixes it with the soil before the seed is

dropped. From four to six acres a day
can be planted with the machine.

If one or more growers plant ten acres

a potato planter will pay ten per cent,

interest on the investment. My planter

paid me seventy-five per cent, of cost in

the first season, my boys planting fifty

acres for neighbors.

Onion Culture
E. G. Malcolm, Scotland, Out.

Each grower must do a certain amount
of experimental work for himself before
he can find out what will be the most
economical fertilizer for him to use for

onions, because the soils differ in their

chemical as well as in their physical com-
position. Onions require a good loam or

sandy loam soil with loam predominat-
ing. It should be made as rich as pos-
sible, and I know of nothing better than
a heavy application of barn yard manure,
well rotted. Plow as early in the spring
as possible.

Prepare the seed bed by using a heavy
roller and working it up with harrows.
Then use a scraper of plank to level the

ground. . Have the ground thoroughly
warmed before sowing. The more work
there is done before sowing, the less

labor there will be after the onion has
started to grow as you can then bet-

ter keep the weeds in control.

.Sow in rows from twelve to fourteen

inches apart. About three pounds of

seed to the acre is sufficient if No. i seed
is used, but if you are doubtful of the

seed, sow more. Always test the seed
before sowing.

Buy from advertisers in this paper.
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HoAv to Grow Large Onions
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ontario

LET us outline briefly the culture of

transplanted onions and their value

in comparison with the ordinary

method of sowing outdoors. The crop

is decidedly better, because the plants

have two extra months' growth, being

sown generally in March. There is also

less loss of seed and the extra labor is

not worth considering. This idea of

transplanting, however, not only with

onions but other plants, looks a useless

and unnecessary process to many ama-
teurs and market gardeners. Trans-

planting is done when we are not so

l)usy, and a plant that is set out with

equal parts of old manure, loam and leaf-

soil, adding a little sand and wood ashes,

to be visible in the compost when mixed.

Use boxes about five inches deep of con-

venient size. Cover the bottom with

some rough manure, then fill to within

an inch of the top. Make the soil firm

and a level surface by using a smooth

board, with a handle attached. A level

surface "is imperative for small seeds.

Sow thinly, give each seed a "five-cent"

space. Thoroughly saturate the "soil

with a fine sprinkling can. Place in hot-

bed, greenhouse or your seed raising

quarters, and cover with brown paper.

^.•*#4^^Ai4r

Leaminiton Giant Onion, an En(li>h Variety, that yields a Heavy Crop of Larie Bnlbs

\ The specimens illustrated were grown in the gardens of Mr. B. Rosamond, "Pinehur.st," Al-
?monte, Ont., by his head gardener, Mr. A. V. Main. They averaged one and one-quarter pounds
.each.

fine fibrous roots, healthy and vigorous,
has no comparison at all with a weak,
spindly, stunted, lop-sided plant with
scarcely a root, culled from a box
amongst hundreds, the one supporting
the other.

A good open position is the first con-
sideration. It must be well drained
and clear of trees, hedges or buildings,

as shade, want of sun and wet ground
are causes of thick-necked onions. Select

good rich soil, moderately heavy. Pre-
pare the ground in the fall, digging or

plowing deeply and giving a heavy dress-

ing of horse, cow or poultry manure. It

takes a couple of seasons to get ground
into onion condition. With the yearly

application of manure, farm and artifi-

cial, the ground will grow splendid

onions for six or seven years, then a

change of crop such as celery should
follow for two seasons.

sow SEED THIS MONTH.
Sow the seed in February if conven-

ient, or at least early in March. Sift

to retain moisture and darkness before

germination moves.
The young plants must be kept to the

light and aired to be sturdy. Sprinkle

overhead on sunny days and keep the

roots moist. For exceptionally large

specimen onions, transplant into other

boxes of rich soil two inches apart, each
way. If this method of "raising onions

early" is to be carried out extensively,

the seed may be sown in hotbeds to have
a quantity for planting a large area.

Gradually harden off to the weather
outdoors, making preparations to plant

early in May. The need for hardening
off plants to the outside weather is much
neglected or unforeseen by many.
Onions suffer if not properly looked after

in this respect.

VARIETIES.

The variety that I grow is an English

one, Leamington Giant, yellow, consid-

ered the largest onion in cultivation. The
writer of this note can supply any in-

formation for seed. I have treated other

varieties from Canadian firms such as
Giant Prizetaker, Southport, White
Globe, Red Wethersfield and others, but
so far none are so satisfactory as the

one illustrated on this page. Onions of

this type command a high price, have a

ready market, are good for exhibition

purposes and culinary use, have mild
flavor and reliable keeping qualities.

Growing Cauliflower Plants
A. Knight, Kingston, Ont.

To be successful in growing cauli-

flower plants, there are three essential

things to be followed: i. Proper soil,

which should be of the very best obtain-

able—a loose, mellow soil made rich with

fine rotted manure, one that will remain
loose and keep moist ; it cannot be too

fine, for the finer the more rootlets the

plants will have, and the more soil will

adhere to them when plants are taken up.

2. The seed, which should be the best

to be had. 3. Care in growing the

plants.

If plants are required for early crop,

seed should be sown by first of March in

a greenhouse or properly made hotbed.

The seed bed should not be too warm
but of proper warmth to keep plants

growing healthy. Plant the seed about

one-half an inch deep, and not too thick,

as thick planting makes plants too fine,

and they are more apt to damp off. The
bed requires plenty of fresh air on warm
days to make stocky plants.

As soon as the plants are large enough,
that is, well out in second leaf, which
should be in three weeks after sowing,
transplant them into a new bed, which
should be made a few days before

needed.

If plants are wanted for extra early,

it is better to pot them in fair sized pots,

as by doing so you can plant in the field

a larger plant, and not check growth.

Great care must be taken to prevent any
serious check ; for plants are apt to have
\ery small heads or "'button up" as it is

termed, if any serious check occurs in

growth.
For late crop, seed is better sown in

outdoor ground. Plant not too deep, in

warmest and best soil you have. Thin

out the plants while small to make good
stocky plants. Watch for cabbage fly,

.ind dust plants often.

The soil for blackberries must be well

drained, and it should be a strong loam.

A.sparagus, that daintiest of spring

vegetables, is as easily grown in Saskat-
chewan as is the indispensable rhubarb.

Rhubarb has been the standby for the

western farmers' table ; but it is being
suplemented by many of the small fruits

that respond to fair treatment in the

western climate, such as currants, goose-

berries, strawberries and raspberries.
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GRANT SHOULD BE INCREASED
No moro deserving potition has been

placed before the Minister of Agriculture
for Ontario this session than that of the
Ontario Horticultural Association which
a.sks for an increase of $8,000 in the grant
to horticultural societies. Excellent work is

being done by these societies, and it is in-
creasing rapidly. The deputation that wait-
ed upon the minister pointed out that the
growing increase in memjjership requires at
least a proportionate increase in the grant.
Further reasons also were given, as report-
ed on page 72.

The horticultural societies of Ontario are
engaged in a work that means much to the
province. Probably no other phase of agri-
cultural effort has such an important influ-
ence on the general welfare of the people.
The work should be encouraged. Each mem-
ber of the legislature should support it per-
sonally. The future adornment of our homes
and public parks depends largely upon
the aid that is given to our horticultural
societies. Personal gain does not enter into
the proposition in any way. The societies
are working for the general uplift of life

and living. Their petition for an increase
in the grant should be considered favorably
by the government and passed at this ses-
sion of the legislature. Failure to give the
increase asked for can be taken only as an
indication of ignorance, on the part of the
government, of the splendid educational
work the societies are doing as well as of
their pressing needs.

A POSSIBLE INVADER
One of the worst insects known to fruit

growers anywhere in the world is the
Queensland fruit fly. Unless preventive ac-
tion is taken, it may some day invade Can-
ada. Many other injurious insects have
been imported from abroad. The San Jose
scale, the apple maggot, the brown tail

moth, the currant worm and a host of others
have come from other lands. They gain
entrance to our country in spite of inspec-
tion at the ports of entry. If their pres-
ence is known at the beginning, their spread
can be and in some cases has been prevent-
ed to a large extent, as, for instance, in
the case of the brown tail moth in Nova
Scotia. It is well, therefore, always to be
on the watch for newcomers. From reports
of its operations in Australia, the most dan-
gerous possible intruder is the Queensland
fruit fly.

About two years ago. The C.\n.\di.\n Hor-
ticulturist wrote to the late Dr. James
Fletcher, then entomologist and botanist for
the Dominion Experimental Farms, regard-
ing the possibility of this i)(*st gaining an
entrance to Canada through British Colum-
bia, and received the following reply, now
published for the first time: "The Quefns-
land fruit fly (Dacus tryoni) is described as
a serious pest of orchards in Queen.sland
and New South Wales, but I do not remem-
ber what kinds of fruits it infests. If fruit
is imported into British Columbia from Aus-
tralia, it is possible that this insect might
be introduced ; but I do not know what
fruits would be brought from Australia, and
even if the insect were introduced I should
think it would be hardly likely to propa-
gate and spread there. I have never heard
of a specimen of this fly beins; taken in
British Columbia."

If fruit is imported from Australia into

British Columbia, it is quite probable that
this insect will arrive some time, if it has
not already done .so. That a trade in fruits
is carried on between these two countries is
stated in the following extract from an in-
terview with Mr. W. E. Scott, Deputy Min-
ister of Agriculture for British ColumLia,
given to and published a few weeks ago in
Cnnada, an English publication : "With
Au.stralia we carry on a kind of exchange
trade. She supplies us with fruit in our o£F
season, and in return buys our apples in
her oB season, the seasons being opposite,
so each of us gets an all-vear-round sup-
ply."
To get information regarding the Queens-

land fruit fly from one who knows the pest
at first hand, we wrote recently to Mr. W.
R. Dewar of Fruitland, Ont., "who was for
five years and until a year ago, entomologist
for the Orange Free State and the Eastern
Province, (/ape Colony, consecutively.
Amongst fruit insects Mr. Dewar spent
more time on the Queensland fruit fly than
on any other He replied to our letter in
part as follows: "I think that there is lit-

tle danger of the fly being established in
British Columbia. In warmer climates, it

spells disaster to fruit growers, but I doubt
if it would adapt itself to our climate. It
infests nearly all cultivated fruits and many
wild ones."
As Mr. Dewar states, it may be that the

pest would not be able to exist in our cli-

mate. Nevertheless, the pogsibilitv remains.
Vigilance on the part of our fruit pest in-
spectors and of our fruit growers, particu-
larly in British Columbia, is necessary in
order to be safe. We are not in the "war
scare" business, but it is always best to
"keep your powder dry."

ADVERTISE YOUR PRODUCTS
Growers of fruits and vegetablrs for lo-

cal markets should advertise their goods. It
is thought by most market gardeners, if they
think about it at all. that advertising is an
unnecessary and expensive luxury. This is

not the case. Advertising means salesman-
ship and, as a result, increased business.
There is no reason why men who have

fruits and vegetables, for sale in a local
market should not tell people about them
through the home newspapers. The man
who does this will step in advance of his
neighbor. His produce will become better
known and consumers will look for it and
ask for it. Advertising is being done more
and more each year by the leading growers
in the United States, and they are unani-
mous in its favor. It can be made equally
successful in Canada. Further suggestions
will appear in our next issue. In the mean-
time, gardeners and fruit growers that have
tried advertising, through the press or
otherwise, are asked to tell others through
The CA>f.\Di.*N Horticulturist what they
think of it. Advertising pays in all other
lines of business. Why should it not pay in
gardening?

Our cover cut this month illustrates an
evening view of the Penticton benches, Brit-
ish Columbia.

Do you want an index to Volume XXXII
of The C\n\di.\n Horticilturist.'' The
titles of leiding articles and subjects dealt
with during 1909 have been arranged alpha-
betically into convenient form for ready
reference. This index is useful to all of our
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readers that keep the copies of this maga-
zine on file. Copies of it will be sent only to
those persons that apply for them.

Communications fro^n two or three sonrcrs
have asked us what has become of our ques-
tion and answer department. In the past
four or five issues this department has not
appeared chiefly because we considered that
the space usually given to it could be used
to better advantage by contributed matter.
All questions that have been received have
been answered by mail. It is not our in-
tention, however, to eliminate this depart-
ment. It will appear again probably in next
issue. Questions on horticultural work and
problems receive our Lest attention. Place
them on separate sheets of paper and write
plainly and briefly. Be sure and sign your
name.

The Duty on Plants
At a meeting of the directors of the On-

tario Horticultural Association held in To-
ronto early in February, the question of
moving to have the Dominion government
remove the duty on palms, ferns, rubber
plants, gladioli, cannas, dahlias and peonies,
was discus.sed. Messrs. T. W. Duggan, of
the Dale E.state, and T. Manton of Eglin-
ton, members of the Canadian Horticultur-
al Association, had been invited to attend
the meeting and were present. They were
asked if the Canadian Horticultural Asso-
ciation would be willing to assist the On-
tario Horticultural Association in pefcition-
ing for the removal of this duty.
Both Messrs. Duggan and Manton stated

that they were personally i-n favor of hav-
ing the duty removed, but claimed that they
could not commit the Canadian Horticul-
tural Association. They explained that the
matter had been discussed frequently at the
convention of their association, that the
tariff had been framed as it now is largely
through the action of the Canadian Associa-
tion, although there was a strong feeling
with many of the members that the duty
should be removed. It was ultimately de-
cided to allow the matter to stand over un-
til the convention of the Canadian Horti-
cultural Association in St. Catharines next
surnmer, when representatives from the On-
tario Horticultural Association will attend
the convention and confer with the members
of the Canadian Horticultural Association
on these points.

Experience Necessary
W. J. L. Hamilton, Soath Salt Spring, B.C.

In the November issue of The C.\n.adian
HoRTicuLTuiiisT I noticed a letter from
Mr Aitken of Peaoliland, B.C., together
with a photograph of his peach orchard. I
have many pleasant recollections of a visit
paid to that locality, but even in that favor-
ed spot I did not find fruit growers en-
tirely free from the diflicultiers which trouble
us at times. In fact, I was called in as
an ex])ert to visit several orchards there,
and diagnose their troubles, which I am
glad to say I was able to successfully ac-
complish.
An amateur, if clever, can succeed well

in fruit growing, but just as sickness is
sure to come in a large family, so surely
will trouble arise, sooner or later, in his
orchard, when expert knowledge is neces-
sary, first to diagnose the trouble, and next
to treat it successfully.

I claim that farming, horticulture and
above all the orchardist's work should be
raised to the level of a i)rofcssion ; for,
in no profession of the present day is higher
education called foi in many branches of
natural science, besides genoral l?nowledge.

Protecting Trees 100 Years Ago
From Mr. C. C, James, Deputy Minister

of Agriculture for Ontario, we received re-
cently an interesting article entitled : "A
Method of Preserving Fruit Trees in Blos-
som from the Effects of Frost." The article
appeared in the Upper Canada Gazette of
June 1, 1805. As a curiosity it was brought
to the attention of Mr. James by Col. ,1. M.
Delamere. The method is a novel one, but
the principle is similar to that which under-
lies the modern practice, in some countries,
of adding moisture to the atmosphere by
means of sprinkling, spraying, irrigating
or flooding ditches in order to raise the dew-
point and thereby protect plants against
frost. The article is as follows :

"The Chevalier de Berenberg of Prague,
we are told, has discovered a method of
effectually preserving trees in blossom from
the fatal effects of those frosts which some-
times in the spring destroy the most promis-
ing hopes of a plentiful crop of fruit. This
method is extremely simple. He surrounds
the trunk of the tree in blossom with a
wisp of straw or hemp. The end of this he
sinks, by means .of a stone tied to it, in a
vessel of spring water, at a little distance
from the tree ; or the cord may be length-
ened, so as to surround several, before its

end is plunged into the water.
"It is necessary that the vessel is placed

in an open situation and by no means shad-
ed by the branches of neighboring trees,

that the fro.?t may produce all its effects on
the water by means of the cord communicat-
ing with it. This precaution is particularly
necessary for those trees the flowers of which
appear nearly at the same time as the leaves
which trees are particularly exposed to the
ravages of the frost.

"The proofs of its efficacy, which he had
an opportunity of observing in the spring of
1787, were remarkably striking. Seven apri-
cot espaliers in his garden began to blossom
in the month of March. Fearing that they
would suffer from the late frosts, he sur-
rounded them with cords as above directed.
In effect, pretty sliarp frost? took place six
or eight

_
nights. The apricot trees in the

neighboring gardens were all frozen and
none of them produced any fruit, whilst each
of the Chevalier's produced fruit in abun-
dance, which came to the greatest perfec-
tion."

Strawberry Culture
One of the most complete bulletins that

we have received for some time on any
subject is bulletin No. 62, recently issued
from the Central Experimental Farm, Ot-
tawa, on "Strawberry Culture." In this
bulletin, Mr. W. T. Macoun, its author,
chronicles the results of experiments con-
ducted at the Central Experimental Farm
for the past twenty-one years with straw-
berries. The records tell the behavior of
the best 100 or more varieties of the 596
that have been tested there since 1887 and
some descriptive notes are given about each
of them. Experiments were made to deter-
mine the most productive varieties, the best
early and the best late, those that have the
firmest and largest and most attractive
fruit and many similar points.
The bulletin covers the whole subject of

strawberry culture from propagation and
planting to harvesting. Selection of plants
for planting, soil, cultivation, fertilizers,

systems of growing, winter protection, re-

newing old plantations, irrigaton, "over-
bearing" strawberries, and strawberries in
cold storage, are many of the subjects
treated. The bulletin also contains notes
on habits and characteristics of strawberry
insects and diseases and gives methods of

control. Extracts from this bulletin will

appear in later issues of The Canadian
HoRTICtJLTlIRIST.
The arrangement of sub-divisions and

the general treatment of the whole subject
IS a relief from common works of this na-
ture. It interests one from cover to cover
and imparts information both new and old.
Some excellent illustrations brighten the
pages. This bulletin should be in the hands
of all persons who are interested in straw-
berries. Copies may be secured on appli-
cation to the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa.

Shipping Peaches to England
Editor, The Canadian Horticumttrist :

As it might be of interest to many of your
readers who are interested in fruit to learn
of our experience in the exporting of some
90 boxes of Elberta peaches to nearly as
many different addresses in Great Britain,
we shall proceed to relate our methods and
results.

In the first place, this was an experiment-
al shipment for commercial purposes brought
about by suggestions from some of our cus-
tomers for whom we had already delivered
apples in this manner in the old land and
from our Mr. Edward Biggs of Maiden-
head, England, the latter advising us to use
a one-layer box. After obtaining our limit-
ed number of orders, and giving our usual
guarantee to lay them down in good condi-
tion or return the money, we proceeded to
choose a box with two compartments each
sufficiently large to hold eighteen large
peaches, and, after placing a nice pad of
excelsior in the bottom and a layer of cotton
batting next, we had our packers double
wrap the peaches and pack them snugly to-
gether followed by the batting and the ex-
celsior to finish. The wood cover was pretty
stiff but did not allow of much pressure on
the fruit.

As this was an experimental shipment, we
did not go to the expense of dies for the
box printing, using dressed lumber and sten-
cils for printing so that the jiackage would
hardly have so neat an appearance ; how-
ever, it answered the purpose intended.
Owing to disappointment in obtaining

the peaches where they were promised us,
we were forced to secure and pack these
peaches under adverse circuinstance.5 so mat
they did not leave our packing house from
48, and some of them 72 hours after they
were picked (much too long for tender fruits
without cold storage). We then shipped
them bv the Fruit Express to Montreal
where they were placed in cold storage on
one of the Allan boats for Liverpool where
upon their arrival, our agents quickly dis-
patched them to all parts of the United
K'ngdei\.
We had previously issued a circular letter

to all receivers of these jjeaches notifying
them of their coming with the name of the
friend that sent them as a present, also ask-
ing them particularly to let us know as to
their condition upon arrival. We were
amply repaid by this method. Especially
are we indebted to our Trade Commissioner,
Mr. W. A. MacKinnon of Birmingham to
whom we sent a box for his criticism. It

is a pity we do not avail ourselves more
often of the advice and experience that these
gentlemen who are on the spot 'are so
willing to give regarding our methods of

packing, packages and fruit.

It would take more space in .your journal
than you would care to allow to give ver-

batim the good things that some of the
consumers said about these peaches,
and, while we wore pleased to hear them, we
were more deeply concerned, about the bad
things some said. This interested us more
than the other, because it affected our repu-
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tatioii and finance; however, we made good
for the peaches that were not Kood upon
arrival and our reputation was sustained.
Now for the lesson that was taught by our

experience (which coincided with the advice
we received from several) this was that if

we desire to lay down this fruit in the best
condition for commercial purposes at a dis-

tance we must be most careful of the hand-
ling here. This may be summed up in few
words: viz., ])roper maturity of the finest

specimens before picking, padded baskets,
one layer only in basket, picked more by the
palm of the hand, avoid bruising in every
possible manner, and when packing in your
box see that every peach is entirely separat-
ed, in fact, nested by itself. This fruit
should be pre-cooled before shipping and
by all means use every effort to get fa.st

transit to the market. Now, regarding the
cold storage on boats, I believe the ocean
carrying companies are anxious to obtain
this class of business and are using every
effort to give a good service. I have found
it so.—The Biggs Fruit and Produce Co.,
Burlington, Ont., Alex. C. Biggs, Manager.

Concentrated Lime-Sulphur
(Continuedfrom paffc /i.-i)

The sediment is of apparently no value as

a spray material against insects (as indi-

cated bv the work of Parrott at the Geneva
New York Station), hence its volume and
removal, especially in the commercial prep-
arations, becomes matters of importance. It

is composed largely of sulfites and sulfates
of calcium, together with the magnesium,
iron, aluminum and other insoluble impuri-
ties in the lime and sulphur used. Its vol-

ume is affected chiefly : by the ratio of lime
and sulphur; the purity of materials :and
the time of boiling. Its relative volume
also naturallv increases with the density of

the product. Made as described above its

actual volume apparently runs from five per

cent, to nine per cent, of the total product.

In the home preparation, the difficulty of

its economic removal and its fineness and
apparent lack of objectionable mechanical
qualites, except in displacing valuable mat-
erials, have led us to disregard it. If de-

sired, however, it may be removed by letting

the product settle for about a day, drawing
off the clear portion and straining the re-

mainder through a moderately fine cloth

inside the strainer. The sludge may then

be washed free of any further valuable

materials in the manner stated above.

PRESERVATION OF LIMB-SILPnUR

If properly handled, lime-sulphur pre-

parations api)arently can be preserved in-

definitely. Ordinary changes in tempera-
ture have little effect on them. But they

are very sensitive to a number of other in-

fluences. Continued exposure to air, for

example, results in the development of a

crust of solids of varying thickness. This

is prevented by cutting off the exposure
to air, either by an oil covering or by im-

mediate storage in tight closed vessels, fill-

ing them completely. When the crust does

develop it can be skimmed off with a fine

screen and readily redissolved by heating
either in water or in the concentrate it-

.self.

These solutions are also decomposed by a

number of other things. Acids, carbon di-

oxid, certain arsenicals, and even extra

lime put in as a marker, all appear more
or less rapidly to break down the lime-

sulphur combination. This is by no means
always fatal in practical results, but we be-

lieve it is to be avoided when possible.

Most of them can be avoided by elimination.

In the case of arsenicals, however, their

iuldition is neces;arv if the material is to be

used as a summer fungicide. The addition
of arsenate of lead results in very rapid de-
composition, both for itself and the lime-
sulphur. Tire resulting compounds seem to
give good results practically, however, so
that we cannot entirely condemn the pro-
cess just at present. But it seems to be a
very wasteful process, especially when we
can obtain the same poisoning power in an-
other arsenical, the arsenite of lime, for
about one-sixth the cost. The latter arseni-
cal also is practically stable in the lime-
sulphur solution. It has been in use to a
greater or less extent for a long time in

connection with other fungicides, but has
been limited by a tendency to burn foliage.

This is practically avoided by making it up
with a slight modification of the Kedsjie
formula, the method being de.scribed in the
11 fore-mentioned bidletin of the Pennsyl-
vania station. The use of Paris green in

this solution, we believe to be undesirable,
with nothing to commend it.

THE PROCESS OF DILUTION

In the application of any concentrate
either home-made or commercial, it is es-

sential that a definite method of dilution be
followed. Two solutions may look exactly
alike and yet differ widely in density, so

that any accurate method must be based
))rimarily on the density of the concentrate
that is being diluted. Moreover, we be-

lieve that recommendations based on the
density of diluted spray are preferable to

those based on the number of dilutions even
when accompanied by a statement of the
concentrate's density.

Accurate dilution is very simple and easily

accomi)lished with the aid of a hvdrometer
having the specific gravity scale. (Such
an instrument, fitted with the Baume
scale also, may be obtained from
Rauscb & T;oeb, Rochester, N. Y., or

STOCK WHICH GIVES SATISFACTION
Everywhere there are persons who are satisfied with nothing but
the best. When they place their stamp of approval on any line

of goods by purchasing them, you know they have investigated
their merits and that they meet with their ^approval. Their
example is a good one to follow.

A View in the Grounds of William MacKenzie. Esq., Toronto.

The stock used to plant the grounds in the above illustration was
grown by us. It has met every requirement as to quality. You
can not do better than secure some of the same line of stock for
your spring planting, q Hardy stock, high quality and low prices
is our motto. Get a copy of our catalogue.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO., Ltd.
Niir>eriet: Pointe Claire, Que. 10 Phillips Place, Montreal, Que.

A FEW RELIABLE SALESMEN WANTED

Portal Addie..-POUPART
COVENT GARDEN MARKET

LONDON

Cable Address

—

POUPART, LONDON

SEND YOUR CONSIGNMENTS TO

T. J. POUPART
Covent Garden Market

LONDON, ENGLAND
We sell entirely by Private Treaty, the

only method which gives equal satis-

faction to both buyer and sender.

Advances made against Bills of Lading

We sell only on Commission therefore

have no bought stuff to make the fancy

prices of.

SHIP TO US ONCE AND WE ARE CERTAIN TO MAKE A REGULAR SENDER OF YOU
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from the firms mentioned in our bul-

letin 92. The presence of foreign materials

or of much roily sediment in the sample will

vitiate the test, a fact which must be taken
into consideration—the former especially in

solutions of unknown preparation). Sprays
of any desired density may be obtained
from any concentrate by simply getting

the reading of the concentrate and
dividing the decimal of this reading by

the decimal of the spray desired. For ex-

ample, if the reading of the concentrate is

1.27 (about 31 degrees Baume), to get a

spray of 1.03 density we divide the .27 by
.03 and obtain 9, which is the number of

dilutions required, and which of course is

obtained by adding eight volumes of water.

In this we are simply applying the general

fact that the densities of solutions heavier

than water vary inversely with the number
of dilutions.
- The workings of the process may be seen

further in the following

:

(;>) To determine number of dilutions.

Decimal of Concentrate ., , r%i •!„„=Formula: ;:

—

: :
—

;

;

—

'—7= No. of Dilutions
Decimal of Spray desired

margins between safe and unsafe densities

in the use of these solutions on foliage.

With Baunie hydrometers, tlie dilutions

are obtained indirectly either by conver-

sion into the Specific Gravity scale or by
means of a special dilution table. In the
latter case, however, a table is likely to be
needed for each density of spray desired.

The following table gives the uses of the

lime-sulphur spray, as far as our present
knowledge extends :

frequently affect the amount of foliage-in-
jury nearly as much as the density of spray
applied. (The presence of salt in some of
the commercial preparations, as indicated in
the work of the Geneva, N.Y., Station,
makes special caution desirable in using
them upon foliage.)

.ADVANTAGES OF HOME-MADE CONCENTRATE
As compared with our other leading sprays

the advantages of the storable, home-made
lime-sulphur are conspicuous. In total cost.

Times and Strengths of Sprays for Various Purposes

Examples:
.03

.30
10, or

25
.01

30
00.5

=25

(b) To determine the density of spray

used.

, Decimal of Concenlrate r,„„!™ .i „f a„-o„Formula: xt- _^ r^.i-.;
= Decimal of Spray

INSECT OK DISEASE
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PEAR AND
APPLE BLIGHT

We have positively

demonstrated that w^e

CAN CURE
THIS DISEASE

Write us for Parti-

culars

PEAR BLIGHT
REMEDY CO.

Vacavillc,

California

^=

fore hand ; and in proper strengt'hs costs

about a quarter of a cont per gallon. Bor-
deaux (4-4-40), on the other hand, russets

fruit ; is not storable ; and costs about half

a cent per gallon.

Lime-Sulphur vs. Bordeaux
(Continued from page 50)

Summing up these points, then, we find

that Paris green should not be jised with
commercial limo-sulphur and that, while

arsenate of lead may be used, the chemical
changes that take place make it no better
than arsenite of lime, which is very much
cheaper and should therefore be used. In a

word there cannot be the same freedom in

adding arsenicals to lime-sulphur that there
is in adding them to Bordeaux, but in ar-

senite of lime we have a good cheap arsen-
ical that may be safely combined.

THE COST

There is still one more point to take into

consideration ; namely, the comparative cost

of the lime-sulphur mixture and of Bor-
deaux. If the materials used are bought in

large quantities, they can be obtained at

the following prices: Sulphur, $1.50 a hun-
dred-weight ; or one and one half cents a

pound ; lime, twenty-five cents a bushel of

about sixty pounds ; bluestone (copper sul-

phate), five cents a pound.
At these figures one barrel of the self-

boiled lime-sulphur of the strength of ten
pounds of lime and ten pounds of sulphur
to forty gallons of water will cost : Lime,
five cents ; sulphur, fifteen cents ; fuel used

. to boil the water required for slaking the
lime, about two cents; total, twenty-two
cents.

One barrel of Bordeaux, 4.4.40 formula,
will cost : Lime, two cents ; bluestone, twenty
cents; total twenty-two cents. The Vanco

Goes Like 5 ixt

Sells b'ke Sixty
'

Sells for Sixty-five

^
$65i perfet't crufUi*; for |imii|f-

^ItiK.KrlndlnK.tawlnif wood,
corn BbelliiiK, churning. '

' wasblnK ina^hlneB and all farmloK pur-
r posei. Larger BlEeR for fcedcuttlnK, threhli

'

riQg, kUo tilling, and all heavy farm work.

[GILSON gJlo/^,S? ENGINE
FKIlTBUL-WlimroaCATALOO—AU-SIZEC I

Cikoo Mfr. Co.. Ud.
,6YorkBt.,Uuelpb,Oot.l

Cwuds

PERFECT POTATO
PLANTING

Every farmer knows the importance
of proper potato planting. Here's a
machine that does It perfectly. Has
none of the faults commoa with com-
mon planters. 0|>en8 the farrow
pyerfectly. drops the seed
correctly, covern i t unl
forniiy.aiid li<.'»tof all

never bruises or
punctures the
seed. Send a
postal for
our f^ee
boolu

ron Ac«
(iTCj-r....* III...I.IUM)

Potato Planter

# Mo Misses
No Doubles

No Troubles _ -.—
8ATEMAN MFG. CO . Box 516-P GRENLOCH, N. J.

GO TO
BATTS LIMITED FORHOT-BED SASH

PROFIT AND PLEASURE IN GROWING EARLY VEGETABLES
AND FLOWERS IN HOT-BEDS

The money saved in growing your own vegetables and flowers,

saves the cost of the beds the first year. Our Hot Bed Sash are

built to last. All the joints are tight fitting, blind mortised and

white leaded before being put together. A % inch oak rod runs

through the bars and into the stiles. A metal pin is driven into

each of the bars and stiles through the rod. In this way each bar

is held in its proper position and prevented from sagging.

A trial order will convince you that our sash possess the

greatest possible strength and durability.

Hot bed folder mealed on request.

SIZE :— 3 FT. 2 INS. WIDE by 6 ft. long for 4 hows of 8 INCH
GLASS, for butted OH LAPPED GLASS

PRICE :--NORWAY PINE 95c., CLEAR RED CYPRESS $1.20

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO-DAY=

BATTS LIMITED~374 pacific ave.-WEST TORONTO
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When Ordering Your

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS
Order from the old reliable

Plant Grower

W. H. VANDERBURG
Poplar Hill, Ont.

He excels in

A Choice Selection of Varieties

Uniform Excellence of Stock

Moderation in Prices

Promptness, Honesty, Reliability

and Courtesy in Dealing

Send for 1910 Price List at once

W. H. VANDERBURG
POPLAR HILL, ONT.

brand of commercial lime-sulphur costs $8
a barrel or about twenty cents a gallon.

If we use it at the strength of one gallon

to thirty gallons of water, which is probably

as strong as the foliage will stand, it will

cost approximately twenty-seven cents a

barrel of diluted spray.

From these figures we see that the dif-

ference in cost is very little, the commercial
wash being five cents a barrel dearer but
requiring much less labor to prepare it.

LIME-SULPHUR FOR SCALE INSECTS

One other point should be mentioned be-

fore closing : The lime-sulphur washes have
considerable value, much more than Bor-
deaux, as insecticides in destroying the

newly hatched San Jose and oyster-shell

scales. A thorough application of the com-
mercial wash last summer just after the
oyster-shell scale eggs had hatched killed a
very large percentage of them and therefore

added to the merits of the wash.

WHICH ARE WE TO USB?

In conclusion, the question comes up :

<V^hich are w-e to use for a summer spray,

lime-sulphur or Bordeaux? Each man will

have to answer this question for himself
now that he has heard the pros and cons.

If his orchard is infested with San Jose
scale or if he has not got the oyster-shell

scale under control, I should advise him
to use the lime-sulphur wash, preferably the
commercial form ; if these insects have not
to be combatted, he might experiment with
this wash on a few rows but should not be
in a hurry to give up Bordeaux, as the lat-

ter is on the whole slightly the better fungi-

cide.

ii^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*

If you want reliable spraying materials

buy from the manufacturers that advertisa

in this magazine. Please mention The
Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

Fertilize Your
Lands

DO YOU KNOW -

that worn-out
lands may be made
produgtiveand profitable

by the judicious use of

1
the right kind of
FERTILIZER ?

rvJoW IF YOU HAVE
A PILCE OF LAND THAT
WONT GROW ANYTHING .

BUT WEEOS,TALK WITH .

US ABOUT IT ANO LET US
SUGGEST
THE RIGHT FERTILIZER

WE FEEL VERY SURE THAT
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

I

USE FERTILIZERS
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

YOUR LAND WILL PAY
Consult us freely it is

/ our business to know
enquiries freely answered
agents wanted for

territory not taken up
"r"EW.A.FRLEMAN co. limited

HAMILTON ONTARIO

f^^^^^^WWVWMW^k^^t^^V^A^^^kiAAMM^^k^*

POTASH MEANS PROFIT
To the Progressive Fruit Grower and Market Gardener

Mining the Potash Salts

Drilling for Blasting

Secure your supplies early as the demand this year

is unprecedented in the history of the Dominion.

Potash in the highly concentrated forms of

Muriate of Potash and Sulphate of

Potash

may be procured from all leading Fertilizer Dealers and
Seedsmen.

Write us for full particulars and FREE copies of our
Bulletins, including:—

" Fertilizers: their Nature and Use"
" Farmer's Companion"
" The Potato Crop in Canada"
" Fertilizing Orchard and Garden," etc., etc.

Dominion Agricultural Offices of the Potash Syndicate
1102-1105 TEMPLE BUILDING . . - . TORONTO, ONT.
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Horticultural Societies' Grant
The direoto'S of the Ontario Horticultural

Association roet in Toronto fhrly last month
and waited on Hon. J. S. Duff, Provincial
Minister of Agriculture, and asked that an
increa««- in the grant to horticultural soci-

eties of $8,000 be made. It was pointed out
that owing to the largely increased expendi-
tures, that were the government grant in-

creaseJ by $5,000 the grant per member
would be only about the same as it has been
in the past. As the societies are growing
rapidly in membership, it was felt, there-
fore, that the grant should be increased by
at least $8,000 to provide for the future
growth of the societies.

The members of the deputation included
Messrs. R. i". VVhyte, the president, of Ot-
tawa; Rev. A. H. Scott, Perth; J. P. Jaf-
frey, Gait; J. Lockie Wilson, Toronto; F.
B. Bowden, Vankleek Hill; J. O. McCul-
loch, Hamilton ; (i. W. Tebbs, Hespeler ; H.
J. McKay, Windsor; W. B. Burgoyne, St.

Catharines, and Prof. H. L. Hutt, Guelph.
The subject was introduced by Mr. Whyte.
Others who spoke were Messrs. Rev. Scott,

J. P. Jaffrey, W. B. Burgoyne and H. B.
Cowan. Rev. Mr. Scott went into the sub-
ject at some length, having prepared a

statement with great care showing the abso-

lute necessity that exists for the increase
in the grant. Mr. Jaffrey pointed out that
some yeqrs ago when Canadians were leav-

ing Canada for the United States they used

1(1 decry Ontario towns and Tillages as be-

ing slow and behind the times. He had
lived in the United States for some years
and had heard many do this. Of late years,

since the horticultural societies have been
improving the appearance of the municipal-
ities in which they exist, many Canadians,
when they returned home, were proud of the
appearance of their home towns and now
l,oast of their places. Now that the gov-
ornment is trying to induce immigration to

the province, it should do everything it

could to assist horticultural societies to im-
prove the attractiveness of their respective
municipalities.

Mr. Burgoyne showed that whereas the
membership of the horticultural societies in

1906 was 6,367, it had increased in 1909 to

over 9,000. Owing to this increase, where
the government grant in 1906 to every so-

ciety, was equal to 37 cents for each mem-
ber, it had decreased in 1909 to 26 2-3 cents

a member. In the same way, where the ex-

penditures of the societies in 1906 weie
$14,863, they had increased to about $24,-

000 in 1909. Thus, whereas the government
formerly gave 32 cents to a society for every
dollar they expended, it is now giving only
about 20 cents. Mr. Burgoyne contended
that the time had arrived when the grant
to the societies was not sufficient and it

had become a burden to the society to con-
duct their operations successfully.

Hon. Mr. Duff, who said he was in a
hurry, did not give the deputation as much

AmbGrola
V/ffm«^ EDISON

—^A wonderful musical instrument, a beautiful piece of

furniture—a Phonograph with the horn built in as a

part of the cabinet.

A trained musician may purchase a piano, simply

for the beauty of its tone and the lightness of its action.

The real home maker will purchase
for this and more. The instrument
purchased must be a delight to the
eye as well as to the ear—a part of the

home. And that is just "the why of

the Amberola"— combining as it

does, all the tonal beauty of the Edison
Phonograph, with the added richness,

simplicity and charm of a masterpiece
of cabinet work comparable only to

the highest grade piano.
The Amberola comes in several finishes of

Mahogany and Oak to harmonize with sur-

roundings in your home. It has drawers in the

lower part for holding 120 records. The price

is;?240.00. Hear the Amberola at your dealer's today play both

Amberol and Standard Records.

i^l6Zd,K—And be sure to ask to hear the new Grand
Opera Amberol Records by Slezak—the great tenor of

the Metropolitan Opera Hduse, New York, who is

the greatest Grand Opera sensation since the days of

Jean DeReske.
Edison Phonoeraphs, $16.50 to $240.00 Edison Amberol Records (play twice as lonfr)S .65

Edison Standard Records . .40 Edison Grand oU>era Records . .85 and 1.25

Tiiere are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nea^t and hear the Edison Phono-
eraph play both Edison .'Standard and Amberol RecordsXGet complete cataloes from
your dealer or from us. National Phonocraph Co., 1 00Laketiw Ave., Orance, N. J., U. S. A.

encouragement as they felt the importance
of their question justified. In order that
the government might see that there is a
general demand throughout the province tor
this increased grant, it was later decided to
telegraph the presidents of all the horticul-
tural societies in the province urging them
to telegraph their members in the legisla-

ture asking them to interview the members
of the cabinet and urge them to give the
increased grant. It was felt that if the va-
rious societies would do this, it would do
more to show the government the necessity
that exists for this increased grant than
anything almost that could be done.

San Jose Scale in Ontario
R. H. Lewit, ProTiacial Istpector, HamiltoD

San Jose scale in this province is spread-
ing. In most luunicipalities w'hich I have
visited, during the past year I have found
more or less scale.

What surprises me is to find such town-
shii^s as South Grantham and Niagara, all

in the peach belt, not having local inspect-
jrs to inspect the orchards where trees are
badly infested with scale. There are about
10 municipalities that have local inspectors
and all are doing good work. In North
Grimsby and Saltfleet townships excellent
work is being done by the inspectors and the
growers are holding the scale in check by
thorough spraying.
Leamington has taken up spraying so ex-

tensively that the coming spring a large
number of peach trees are going to be plant-
ed. Now that the growers can buy the lime
and sulphur prepared, I expect to see great-
er advancement in the way of general spray-
ing of peach orchards this coming spring.
Apple orchards in this locality are nearly
a total ruin by the scale.

The department of agriculture is doing
everything that possibly can be done. All
stock in the nurseries is inspected during
August and September by inspectors sent
by the dei)artment. Every tree is care-
fully looked over, and when found with scale
the trees are broken down and the nursery-
man notified to take out and burn.

I have visited a number of the nurseries
during the past season and found the nur-
serymen doing all that is possible to keep
the stock free from scale. The nurserymen
have a good deal to fight against. Surround-
ing most of our nurseries are old apple or-
chards and line fences with all kinds of trees
growing, which are infested badly with scale

and affording breeding spots for it.

How to Buy Wire Fence.—The great
enemy to long life in a wire fence is rust.

The galvanizing on a wire fence should
protect it. It will do it if it is the right

kind of galvanizing. The Banwell Hoxie
Wire Fence Co., Ltd., makers of Peerless

Fence, believe that their fence will last long-

er than any other fence made. In fact, they
are so confident that the galvanizing on the

Peerless Fence will protect it from rust and
corrosion that they are willing to send any-
one interested a sample of their wire and a

simple formula for testing it. Anyone
thinking of buying a fence should write

the Banwell Hoxie Co., Limited, at Hamil-
ton, Ont., and get this formula, then they

can know if the fence is going to wear before

they buy.

A new subscriber in Oxford Co., Ont.,

writes as follows: "I have just seen a copy

of The Canadian HoRTicrLTURiST at a

friend's home and enjoyed reading it. It is

the first copy of the paper that I had seen.

Enclosed find a two years' subscription."

Take the hint. Show your copy of The
Canadian Horticulturist to your friends.
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

Kootcnay Valley, B. C.

{Daily News, Nelson)

A branch of agriculture that will no
floubt be taken up in the future in the
Kootenays is the raiding of cranberries.

This fruit requires water in abundance, the
plantations requiring to be periodically

flooded. The Kootenay flats, at the east-

ern end of Kootenay lake, present the

ideal physical conditions and the ideal cli-

mate. The great slough that now produces
nothing may become a vast producer of

this fruit, that is always in demand and
extremely easy to market in good condi-
tion.

Wild cranberries are to be met with
in many parts of the Kootenay in great
luxuriance. The high bush cranberry is

famous for the quality of jam that house-

wives make from it. It is prevalent at
Crawford Bay and along the Duncan river,
and in the Lardo country and in many other
districts.

The cranberry requires special conditions
and brings rich returns from swamps and
wet land that will produce nothing else. Its
culture should be taken up.

Ontario vs. British Columbia
A. B. Clarke, Toronto

In old Ontario, the general farmer who
owns an orchard is scarcely interested in it.

He is not a fruit grower in a business sense
and, for the benefit of the fruit industry,
should have his orchard demolished or be
made to grow good fruit. One or the other

THE SATISFACTION OF SATISFAC-
TORY TELEPHONE SERVICE
THE telephone is in several respects unlike anything else

in the civilized world to-day ; it is at once a convenience
and a necessity. In fact, so much so is this true that let

its service be anything but absolutely perfect and its user feels

its loss in a way he could never have believed possible in days
before he realized what a telephone meant to him. When you
remember that out of 259,000 phones in use in Canada to-day,

all but 9,000 are our make you will realize the quality we
must put into our instruments and begin to understand

What "Northern Electric '^ Service Means
While "Northern Klcctric" telephones' are as near perfection as brains backed
by years of experience can make them,
even yet are we trying to still further im-
prove our instruments.
Our newly designed No. 1317 Telephone Set
—absolutely the most modern farm 'phone
in the whole telephone world—represents
years of study, an expenditure of SlO.OOO
in cash , and months of patient experiment
and test before we have allowed it to go on
the market.
We now pronounce it perfect—now, firmly
convinced that it is all we have tried to
make it, we ofTer it to you.
Examine it for yourself—or if you are not
sufficiently well posted on such matters,
get your own electrical expert to give our

No. 1317 the severest tests of which he
knows.
Take it up point by point. There Is the
transmitter, for instance, the same, stan-
dard, long-distance type that is used on
all standard long-distance 'phones. The
general manager of the biggest telephone
company in the world could have no better
on the private 'phone he uses on his own
desk. There is no better made. And not
only is ours the best transmitter, but it is

also cheapest in point of maintenance; it

requires less battery current than any
transmitter on the market—as little as 1-7

of some of the others.
Then the receiver on No. 1317 is worthy of
attention. Here the magnets demand
consideration ; made from a special grade

of steel, they are permanent, retain their
full strength indefinitely. And the bell

pieces are made of special annealed Nor-
way iron. This receiver is so consiructed
that dust cannot accumulate on the back
of the diaphragm nor can local noises

'. disttirb the listener and spoil transmission.
Each part of the receiver on No. 1317 is the

•result of long and careful study—through-
out, it is the best combination possible.
Or took at the switch-hook—notehow com-
pact and self-contained it is,—how all con-
tact springs are vertically mounted as to
afford no resting place for dust and other
accumulations. Our standard self-con-

tained switch-hook is equipped with plati-

num points — you can understand the
efficiency for which that makes.
And so it goes -through our No. 1317 every
part is the best and most perfect it is

possible to devise. Never before has it

been possible for any manufacturer—no,
not even for us—to offer such an instru-
ment to the Canadian farmer.

SEND FOR OUR
FREE BOOK

T^HIS book, Bulletin No. ^210,

^ we call it (and that's what you

ask for), not only tells jou all

about our instruments, but also

tells you all you need to know

—

every detail—about the steps neces-

Eary to take in the organization of

a rural telephone company. It

describes the simple procedure

—

goes into it minutely—tells about

the very small amount of C".pital

necessary, explains how to interest

your neighbours and informs 50U

how your own community can

have just as efficient a telephone

service as the largest city on the

continent. Write for it,— learn

why a telephone on your farm will

actually save instead of costing you

money. Send to-day.

/iilTiiil II
urn mmwwMnmim eo. yniru

Manufacturers and suppliers of all apparatus and equipment used in the construction,
operation and maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants. Address your nearest office.

MONTREAL
Cor.Notre Dame and Guy Sts.

TORONTO
60 Front St. W.

REGINA
CALGARY

VANCOUVER
918 Pender St. W.

WINNIPEG
599 Henry Awe.
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method would benefit both himself and oth-
ers.

The greater superiority of Ontario fruit
in regard to flavor over that of British
Columbia gives it preference among con-
sumers; even in the latter province of Bri-
tish Columbia, it would receive favor if

only the appearance and condition were
equal to that of the home-grown fruit. I

have heard this admitted by a British Col-
umbia fruit rancher who grows apples as
his business—apples to sell and he sells them
on their appearance. In British Columbia,
one cannot buy a really poor apple. They
all have a good appearance and the fruit
rancher, finding that the buyers will not
take poor looking apples, has cut them out
altogether.

Compare thi.s state of afi^airs with Onta-
rio, especially in the case of small towns and
small fruit stores in a city like Toronto.
In the former, you can go to the open mar-
ket on a Saturday and buy the smallest,
poorest and most pest-ridden apples that it

is po.ssible to pick. Most of the^e are pur-
chased by housewives who say : "Well, I can
make jelly of them." Why shouldn't she

make jolly out of good apples that have no
waste y "Fewer and Better" should be
thought of by the farmer in taking his ap-
ples to market.
One of the reasons for British Columbia's

advanced position in the fruit industry, is

the fact that her people are, to a great ex-

tent, new to the business. She has a mixed
population with varied ideas and all are
willing to accept advice from one another
and to follow the best; i.e., the advice which
helps in the making of the most cash out
of their b\isiness.

Manitoba
R. J. N. Jamieton

I have sold a great deal of various kinds
of nursery stock in the Swan River Valley,
which I believe is one of the most favorable
districts in Manitoba for fruit growing, on
account of its sheltered location. I am
sorry to .say, however, that only a very
small percentage of the purchasers were suc-

cessful with the stock. The rea.son of this

was not so much the fault of the nursery
stock nor the climate as it was the negli-

Ftlanot cJr.
deduces your labor; increases your crops
A Planet Jr farm or garden Cultivator often does three to six times the

work ofone man with ordinary implements ; and cultivates the ground so 1

thoroughly that you get more and better crops. You are actually
.

' losing money without a Planet Jr. Strong and substantially built,^

Yully guaranteed. Lasts a lifetime.

New No. 14 Planet Jr. Double-Wheel Disc-Hoe, Cultivator and Plow
j

has three adjustabic discs nn each side, a pair of new-idea prong^ed culti-V

Vator teeth that run shallow next the row, steels for plowing, furrowing,
j

id covering", and a pair of leaf-liUers.

^No..8 Planet Jr. Horse-Hoe and Cultivator will do more things^
'

I more ways than any other horse-hoe made. Plows to c

from the row. A splendid furrower. coverer.

hiUer and horse-hoe. and unequalled as a j

~\ horse-cultivator. Write today for the
^pnt;c 1910 PliiQct Jr catalogue

V ofSa iliffLTcnt tools. Free and j
:-l

> L Allen & Co /
^ B0XIIC6G/

S.Phila<]eIpIiia^

.,
Pa _=ad|

Write for the Name of our Nearest Agency

-m
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EWING'S
THE SEEDS THAT GROW

Did you ever prepare a garden most carefully,

sow the Seeds most tenderly, and then wait

—

and wait in vain—for most of them to come
up? Then you'll realize the expensiveness of

poor seeds—seeds that are too old or too weak
to germinate.
You can't tell by looking at the seeds in the

store whether they will grow or not. You
can't be bothered testing them.
But you can be sure of getting healthy, vigor-

ous seeds that you can depend on by buying

-EWING'S-
For foity years they have been giving big,

healthy results. Write for our big illustrated

catalogue. It is Useful, Interesting and Free.

WM. EWING & CO.
Seedsnven

,MCGILL ST., MONTREAL

SEEDS

gcnce of tho settlers to protect the young
treea from vermin during the winter
months and from live stock in the summer
and fall.

With regard to the varieties of fruit
which proved most successful in this dis-

trict, I found the Transcendent, Whitney
and Hyslop crab apple survive the winter
and make rapid growth during the sum-
mer, and some trees that 1 know bore fruit

to the amount of one pail tho fourth sea-

son. Almost any variety of currants will

do well in Manitoba. With raspberries, 1

found that the black caps can be grown
with success if protected during the win-
ter. Many varieties of the red berries will

survive the winter and do well.

Almost any variety of crab apple, cur-
rant, gooseberry, raspberry and strawberry
can be cultivated and grown. The eastern
grown stock in the small fruit lines will do
but if we want to make a success of grow-
ing standard apples, cherries or plums, we
will have to deal with Manitoba nurseries.

I will mention two varieties of cherrv and

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A .Seed Iirill and Wheel Hoe Is In-

dlspens'ibJe—not only tn a village
garden hut on largest farms.
Fiirmers should prow all manner

of ve^relablea and "live on the fat of
the land." Siumld provide succu-
lent roots for Cattle, Swlno.Poultry,
and save hlrh prk-od feed
stuff. Grt'iit Ial»or-sav- jA ym onw oo.
Ing tools of speciai ^^ ^ W ofMuiy
value forthchome ^^^^ Iron Af. Ttwto
as veil as the

"

market gar-
den. Bend ^ ^^—^ ^—-^ T).a
for free - * ^t^m^ ^ JF^ The

book. ^ _
complete

tool

made

BAnMAN MFG. CO.. Box 5I6-G GRENLOCH. N. J.

You cin't sow thistles and
reap figs. If you plant
Ferry s Seeds you
grow exactly what
you expect and in
a profusion
and perfec- ^^
tion never ^^f #
excelled.

Fifty

years of
j

study and
experience

make them re-

r liable. For sale
everywhere. Ferry's
1910 Seed Annual

free on request.

D. H. FERRY S Cb.,
Windsor, Ont.

TKe " BACON "

<

Seed Drills and Cultivators

The only Roar-Wheel Driven .-eed Prill
on the market. The ft'ed in the*'Bacnn"
handles 9t'ed wUhont l)ruisinK or breakintr.
and %y>^(\% evenly to the last seed. Machine
instantly convf-rted from a r<cular Becd
sower into a hill dropper. Fe*UC«tprt-
veuta waste of 'ecd \v)ien luminp rows.

For bowini: Suijar Bppts, Parsnips, Ra-
dishes, Carrots, Onions, etc, the 1908

"

^ model of the *-Baron" is anequalled
sfor strength, lightness, easy run-

^nintr and j.'^ood work. Write for

our complete catalogues.

THE EUREKA
PLANTER CO.

Limited

Woodstock, OnL 2^
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two of plum which I have tested myself

and found perfectly hardy, coming through
the winter unprotected and leafing out to

the very tips. These are the Cheney and
the De Soto plum, the Compass and the

English Morello cherry. They were pur-

chased from a Manitoba nursery.

British Columbia
At the 20th convention of the British

Columbia Fruit Growers' Association held at

Victoria, early last month, the secretary in

his report, stated that the loss of trees dur-

ing the late severe winter had not been
serious on the whole, averaging for the

province some six per cent. The chief losses

were in the irrigation districts and were
largely due to injudicious irrigation, and,

in East Kootenay to the planting of unsuit-

able varieties. In the executive committee's
report it was stated that since spraying ma-
terials were now manufactured in the pro-

vince, they would no longer be handled by
the association.

President Puckle, in his address, pointed
out the need for a re-organization in the
association so that it would become of great-

er general benefit to the province. Besides

discontinuing the supplying of spraying
materials, much of the dissemination of

knowledge would be left in hands of the

provincial board of horticulture, and the

association should confine its work to other

lines. Something should be done also to

increase attendance at the annual meetings.

The president, on behalf of the associa-

tion, presented the late minister of agri-

culture, Capt. Tatlow, with a handsome case

of cutlery, and the secretary, presented him
with a gold-headed cane; both in recognition

of Capt. Tatlow's work during his connec-
tion with the department.

In acknowledging these tokens of esteem,
Capt. Tatlow said that he had been for-

tunate in holding oflSce at a time when the
re-organizing of the department of agri-

culture had become imperative, owing to

the growth of the province, and that, in

consequence, the separation of horticulture

from dairying had been effected, and they
thought it had been better to get men from
the east, from college, to manage these de-

partments, but that, in future, it would
be well to educate young men from the
province by giving grants to aid in their

education in these lines at an eastern col-

lege, so that, by this means a staff could be
collected for a provincial agricultural col-

lege, which would come in the near future.

Preceding the election of officers for the

coming year, Mr. W. E. Scott, the deputy
minister for agriculture, took the chair, and
made some remarks on the following lines :

That something must be wrong with the

association, as evidenced by its small atten-
dance, and that in future it would have to
come under the fostering wing of the de-
partment of agriculture, since it appeared
we could not market the fruit, fine as it

is. He made several suggestions as to how
the association could work to better advan-
tage, amongst which were

:

1. Providing judges for local fairs.

2. The collection and selection of fruits
for exhibition purposes.

3. Collection of crop reports to learn qual-
ity and quantity available.

4. Compiling a list of shippers both in-
dividuals and associations.

5. Compiling lists of prices and also of
best places to obtain supplies.

6. Holding annual conventions, care be-
ing taken to secure better attendance at
them.
The election of officers was then proceeded

with and resulted as follows: Pres., Mr.
Puckle; 1st vice-pres., J. Johnston, Koot-
enay ; 2nd, 3rd and 4th vice-presidents,
Messrs. Brown, Shaw and Wilson; sec-treas.,

W. J. Brandrith, Ladner.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

ENGLISH GROWN SEEDS
OF PROVEN QUALITY

ALSO, PLANTS, BULBS, ROSES, VINES, SHRUBS

ROBERT T. PINRERTON
709 Eastern Townships Bank Building, MONTREAL, CANADA

NO-MONEY-IN-ADVANCE.
PAY AFTER IT HAS PAID

FOR ITSELF.

LET US SEND YOU ANY OF THESE SPRAYERS-to fry for 10 days, then
If you buy* you can pay us cash or,we'll wait till you sell your crop, then

you can pay us out of the "extra profit.'* We pay freight Wholesale dealers* prices.

Man-l'ower Potato & Orchard Sprayer*
Sprays •'anything:**—potatoes or truck, 4 rows at a
time. Also ilrst-class tree sprayer. Vapor spray-
prevents blight, bugs* scab and rot from cutting
your crop la half. High pressure from big wiieet.
Pushes eauy. Spray arms adjust to any width or
heiffht of row. Cheap In price, lijfht, strong and dur-
able. GUARANTKEU FOR 5 i^ULL YKAR8.
Needn't-send-a-cent to get it "on trial." You can get
one free if you arc first In your locality. Write now.

Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer.
For biff growers. Most powerful machine made.
60 to 100 gallon tank for one or two horses. Steel axle.
One-ploce-heavy-angle-iron frame, cypress wood
tank with adjustable round Iron hoops. Metal
wheels. "Adjustable" spray arms and nozzles. Brnss
ball-valves, plunger, strainer, etc. Big pump gives
vapor spray. Warranted for 5 years. Try this

machine at our expense with *^ynur money in your pocket.'*

See free offer below.

IPMMa —Get II sprayer FRKK.—After you have tried the sprayer and
EiUk pi are satLsiH'd tliat it is just as we recommend it, send us a list of
I 11^t the names of your Neighbors and we will write them and quote

them ijriee and have them call and seo your machine work, and
for every Fitz-ALL Sprayer we sell from your list we will credit you withfi.OO
or send you cheek if you have paid cash.

For every Man-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer we sell wo will credit you
with «3.50 or send chi'ck.

For every Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer we sell will credit
you $K.50 or send check.

We do all correifpimdlno and selling. AU yon need do is show the sprayer, M'my
have paid for their spraytrM in this way. This ofTor in goofi for only the first
order in each locality. Don't delay. Send the connon or post card NOW,

Ontario Seed Company, Ltd., 138 Kins 8t.» Waterloo, Ont.

Write today.

Fitz-AU Barrel Sprayer.
Fits any barrel or tank. High pres-
sure, perfect agitation, easy to
operate. Jiratts liaii-valves, i)lung-
er, strainer, etc. Automatic
strainer, Ao "cup leafhers or rub-
ber" about any of our sprayers.
Furnished plain, mount ion bar-
rel, or on wheels as shown. ^ yt'ar

guarantee. It don't cost yon "a cent"
to try it In your orchard. QH one
free. See below. Write today*

COUPON— nil out and send today, Thi» r.mpon win

ONTARIO SEEDICO.. Ltd., 138 Klofsu Waterloo, Ont."
*"'''* '"^ "^""^•

Send me your Catalog, Hi»raying Ouide, ana •'special offer"
on the spr;i.ver markiMi wiili an X b<MOW.

fvii»».i*#tw«.f I'otuto & Or<;liard Sprayer*
Horse-Vower I*otato & Orchard Sprayer*
Fltz-All Barrel tiprayer*

Nauk..
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Grand
Pianos

Our "Louis Grand"
and "Baby Grand"
are the consumma-

tion of piano excellence.

Every detail that adds to

musical, structural and artistic

perfection, are embodied In

these masterly models.

The designs are typical of

refinement and luxury— the

richness of tone, in full keeping

with their beauty and elegance.

New Scale Williams

Send us your name and

address, and we will mail you

our new catalogues, giving

illustrations and full descrip-

tions of New Scale Williams

Grand and Upright Pianos.

We will also tell you about

our new plan of buying New
Scale Williams Pianos on

easy payments.

TIE WILLIAMS PIANO CO. UMTTED,
OSHAWA. Ont

BRANCH omCES:
Winnipeg, Man.,

323 Portage Ave,

Montreal, Que.,

733 SI. Catherine

St.W.
London, OnL
261 Dundas
Street.

lUA

'USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST OH THE MARKET

'"f BEST MADf

,
FOSTER'S

,

STANDARD
;

POT

WE MANUFACTURE
STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKBTS
SAUOBRS AND

STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

Manufacturers

Th* FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited

Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.
Mentioci The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

OI7TUX)K FOR THB INDUSTRY

Mr. Winslow, of the horticultural branch
of the dopartment of agriculture, spoke on
the devploi)iiient of the association on new
linos and said that the department intended
to collaborate with the fruit growers in
handling the output of the fruit. He an-
ticipates strong competition for British Col-
umbia fruit in the future, Oregon being a
dangerous rival, as their expert methods will

contrast with our lack of organization, es-

I)ecially as many new and inexperienced
fruit growers in our province, will, for the
first time, be placing their fruit on the
market. This he said emphasized the need
of collaboration.
Mr. Metcalf, who watched the markets for

us last year in the prairie provinces, said
that what we want is more fruit and better
fruit. There were three alternative meth-
ods for handling our fruit in these pro-
vinces: 1, utilizing the existing wholesale
houses ; 2, establishing our own ; and 3, by
co-operative associations. Much discussion
had been raised about the taking over of
the management of the association by the
department of agriculture, and Mr. Scott
stated that arrangements had been made for

a big meeting of the representative fruit

growers of the province at Kamloops next
April, when the association's affairs could
be discussed.

MISCBLLANEOTTS

An excellent address on "The Marketing
of Fruit was given by Mr. RuUee, a whole-
sale fruit dealer of Winnipeg. Mr. W. E.
Scott gave an account of his recent experi-
ences in England in care of the British Col-
umbia fruit exhibited there. These ad-
dresses will be reported at length in a later
issue of The Canadian HoRTictTLTrrRiST.

—

W.J.L.H.

Montreal
E. H. Wartman, Dominion Frnit Inspector

In the interests of the fruit trade I have
visited all the towns in eastern Ontario. I

find the stock of winter apples in these
places in limited quantities on account of
local apples being in fair quantities and the
price of export pack high. I find fruiters
asking from $4 to $5 a barrel for best brands
of Spy, Baldwin and Golden Russet. At
this price, only the few can buy freely. The
majority are well sati.^fied with their fruit.

Several complained of apples being damaged
by hard pressing, especially the Spys that
they had put away for long keeping.

I am glad to know that the packers in

Ontario I have been visiting lately are wak-
ing up to the fact that they are injuring the
fruit by hard racking and filling barrels too
full. The best lesson they have got lately

is when a purchaser comes to inspect a lot

from the pressed end and says: "I cannot
buy your pack on account of the damage
you have done by overpressing."
Many, after racking well, only fill their

DAHLIAS
The Finest

CACTUS
SHOW
POMPON

DECORATIVE
FANCY
SINGLE

GLADIOLI—The best named.
Nancieanus, Kelways and Mixed.
Also Iris.

H. P. VAN WAGNER
SIDNEY CREEK

CNT.

r
DO YOU INTEND BriLDING

A HOUSE, BARN
GREENHOUSE or SILO?

Send us your List of Rough or

Dressed Lumber, Lath, Doors,

Sash or anything you may require

in Woodwork for Building Con-

struction and we will quote you

promptly.

JOHN B. SMITH & SONS, Limited

TORONTO
Established 1851

^'-

DESTROY
SAN JOSE SCALE

BY USING

Originators Salimcnc. (Lime-

Sulphur Solution) 1-100. At it

fourteen years. An insecticide and
fungicide. Better than Bordeaux
Mixture.

Salea
(Arsenate of Lead and Salimene)

Arsenate of Lead

Agents Wanted

Monmouth Chemical Co.,
LITTLE SILVER, N.J.

^
\
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Tired? Nature^s Sweet Restorer

mm
TEA

Abounding in stimulating goodness, a most health-

ful and pleasing beverage. Its sustaining and
invigorating qualities are beyond dispute.

THE CENTRAL NURSERIES
At the front as usual with a well assorted stock of Apple,
Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach, and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Roses, Small Fruit Plants, Evergreens, etc. All well
grown and reliable. Carefully hemdled ; well packed and
O. K. We ship direct from nurseries to planters. For
satisfaction, get our prices by mall before placing your
orders, it will pay. Established 30 years. Write us,—

FREE PRICED CATALOQUE TO PURCHASERS

A. G. HULL & SON, ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SUNBERRY"
TheImprdveo

sWoNDERBERRY

8UNBERRY—THE IMPROVED WONDERBERRY
LUTHER BURBANK'S CREATEST CREATION. A Luscious Berry Ripenin? in Three Months From Seed

SEED 20 CTS. PER PKT. 3 PKTS. FOR 50 GTS. POSTPAID.
This is positively the GREATEST new Fruit and the best NOVELTY of modem times.

These are facts which no one can get away from. The proofs are overwhelming in number
and conclusive in character. Grown last year by 350,000 people.

Fruit blue-black like an enormous rich blueberry in looks and taste. Unsurrassed for eating
raw, cooked, canned or preserved in any form. This great garden fruit is equally valuable 111 hot,

dry, cold or wet climates. Easiest plant in the world to grow, sueceedinsr anywhere and yielding

great masses of rich fruit all summer and fall. The greatest boon to the family garden ever known.
Leaves and branchfsare also used for greens andare superb. Everybodyean and will grow it.

LutherBurbank of California, the world famous plant wizard, originated tlieWqnderberry and
turned it overtone to introduce. He says of it: "This absolutely new berry plant is of groat in-

terest and value as it bears the most delicious, wholesome and healthful berries in utmost pro-
fusion and always comes true from seed " .... ., ,BEAD my Catalogue for full description, culture, uses, etc. Also scores of testimonials from
well-known and reputable people all over the country. Bead the "Crime of the Wonderberry,

THE SUNBEEEY is an improved form of the Wonderborry which proved so satisfactory last

year. It is greatly superior to the original tvpe, and I alone have genuine seed.
SEEDaoc. perpkt.;3pkts. for50c.i7for$i.oo. AnmtK Wanted, $ -S.ooo %n ca»h offers.

With every paoKet of seed I send a booklet givi ng 99 Receipts fi^r using the fruit, raw, cooked,
canned, preserved, jellied, spiced, pickled, jams, syrnp. creeiis, etc It is superior for any or
these uses. Also a copy ofmy isa -page Catalogue with every order.

MY GBE.\T CATALOGUE of Flowers and Vegetable Seed. Bulbs. Plants and Bare and
NewFruits FREE to all who apply. 152 pages. 500 illu.strations. and colored plates. I have lieen

in business 35 years and have half a million customers all over the country. Compjete sati.sfaction

ruaranteed to pvervnne. Do not fail to see the many great Noveltives I am offering this year 01

Whieh the SUNBBRRY is the greatest ever 1; nown. Addrcni.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, N, Y.
^- *• This offer will not appear again. Write for Sunborry seed, and Catalogue at once.

Iile.s and took home throe barrels which the
packers rejected. A nciglit)or of mine, Mr.
A. M. McRae, is sending along with the
others some barrels of his own packing in

his own name as the company will not put
their stamp on anything that they do not
pack them.selves. We await with interest
the outcome of this venture. If we can sell

Ben Davis to advantage in the British mar-
ket then our fortunes are assured ; for we
can grow this variety of apples in great
abundance here. I think myself it is a
much maligned apple. As good sauce as
one could desire can be made from it. It is

good for pies and bakes well. Of course,
wise men would not think of using it till

its proper season which here is from April
to July or August.

Ontario Co-operative Movement
The Co-opoiativc Fruit Growers of On-

tario, the central organization with which
are affiliated the leading local associations in

the province, has this year made a steiJ in
advance in reference to the purchasing and
distribution of supplies. Up to this year,
the directors have simply obtained prices
from a number of the wholesale houses and
manufacturers and distributed these so that
the local associations could write direct to
these firms for their supplies. This year
they have arranged with the St. Catharines
Cold Storage and Forwarding Co., to pur-
chase all of the supplies and distribute to

the local associations. In this way they have
been able to get lower prices with a better
quality of goods. The central association
hopes in time to be able to rent or build
its own warehouse and to distribute material
from some central point. In the meantime,
however, this year's plan is a decided step
in advance.

It was also ascertained at the last meet-
ing of the executive that it was possible

to obtain a charter under the provincial Act,
and the executive wore instructed to ar-

range this matter before the annual meeting
in the summer. Some of the executive hope
to be able to arrange matters so as to sell

the product of a number of the smaller as-

sociations this year. This will entail some
system of inspection and will necessarily

have to be gone into rather cautiously.

There is no doubt, however, that in time
the plan will be perfected and it will aid

materially in the organization of smaller

associations which are not generally in a fav-

orable position to dispose of their pack. The
secretary of the provincial association is P.

W. Hodgetts, Department of Agriculture.

Toronto.

Plant your garden with good seeds and
plants, free of cost. See page VI.

For Spraying

Fruit Trees, Shrubs,
Bushes and Plants, there's

nothing to equal

^^P^

Eur^,KA
COMPRESSED AIR, FOUNTAIN

SPRAYER
BequlrcB but one pnmpinff
) empty cniire contents of

tank. Aiitomatiulever valve
stops flow of liquid -while

going from one plant to an-
other. Easv, light, compact;
tested to stand 5 times the

pressure required to expel
liquid- Two nozzles, with hose
attachment for spraying small
trees. Write for catalofrne. 1

THE EUREKA PLANTER CO.
Limited, - Woodstock, Ont
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Western Horticultural Society
At the convention of the Western Hor-

ticultural Society held at Winnipeg on Feb.
17 and 18, the name of this society was
changed to "The Manitoba Horticultural
and Forestry Association." This was done in

order to emphasize the provincial nature of

the society. The change met with unani-
mous approval.
A resolution was adopted appreciating the

work of the late Dr. S. J. Thompson, and
a motion of sympathy to relatives was pass-

ed. A similar resolution was passed with
regard to Professor Robertson who repre-
sented the Minnesota Horticultural Society
at the W.H.S. Convention two years ago.
A resolution "that the executive be instruct-

ed to approach the bee-keepers association
with a view to affiliation," was also adopted.
A carefully prepared paper on the "Beau-

tifving of Rural School Grounds by the
Planting of Shrubs and Flowers," was read
by H. N. Thompson, M.A.C. This address
was accompanied by blue-print sketches of

proposed school grounds and evoked such
animated discussion that it led to the pass-
ing of a resolution to the effect "that the
association recommended to its members
that they take more active interest in the
improvement of school grounds in their res-

pective districts and that the executive com-
mittee be authorized to approach the pro-
vincial department of education with a
view to the preparation of a bulletin with
regard to the care and beautification of
school grounds and also to approach the
Provincial Schools' Trustees' Association on
the same subject."

THE NEW OFFICERS

The following directors were elected

;

John Caldwell, Virden; Dr. H. M. Speechly,
Pilot Mound : J. J. Ring, Crystal City

;

Geo. Batho, Winnipeg; Dr. A. H. Baird,
Winnipeg; D. W. Buchanan, St. Charles;
A. P. Stevenson, Dunston ; W. G. Scott and
^. Nelson, Winnipeg; Norman M. Ross,
Indian Head; H. Holland, Swan Lake, and
A. M. High, Killarney.
Subsequently, the directors convened and

elected the following officers: Hon. presi-
dents, W. J. Black, Winnipeg; Jas. Mur-

Seeds
$25
in cash prizes

FOR 4 ONIONiS
of

CRANSTON'S EXCELSIOR

to be competed for at our storf;

Catalogue of Garden
Seeds, with particulars of

prizes, free on request.

DUPUYA
Ferguson

Seedsmen
MONTREAL.QUE.

ray, Brandon ; Angus McKay, Indian Head

;

pres., Dr. H. M. Speechly, Pilot Mound

;

1st vice-pres., J. J. Ring, Crystal City; 2n-l

vice-pres., N. M. Ross, Indian Head; sec-

treas.. Prof. F. W. Brodrick, M.A.C,
Winnipeg.

secretary's report

President John Caldwell opened the ses-

sions with a brief address, after which the

representative of the Minnesota Horticul-
tural Society, Prof. S. B. Green, St. An-
thony Park, Minn., was formally enrolled
as a member of the W.H.S.
The reading of the annual report by Sec-

retary Brodrick showed the Society to be
in a healthy condition both a§ to members
and finances, and also that it was doing
good work along special lines. The society

" Mr. Farmer, if some steel shingles are as leaky as
the guarantee behind them, they're not worth the cost of
labor in laying them. Stick to ' The Eastlake.' "—

The Philosopher of Metal Town.

You can build cheaper than
ever before—you can make
your farm buildings weather
proof for all time \vith

Lumber is of inferior quality now-a-days. Why pay high prices

for it when you can cover your buildings with "Metallic" ?

Galvanized sheet steel is the most desirable building material

known, and "Metallic" is the heaviest and toughest made.

By actual test "Metallic" has proved itself the best material

for roofing and siding. Roofs covered with "Eastlake"'

Metallic Shingles 25 years ago are in perfect condition to-day
—absolutely lightning, wind, rain, snow and rust proof.

Look over this list, check the items that interest you, clip

list and mail, with your name and address to us. We will

give you valuable information that will save you money.

"EASTLAKE" METALLIC SHINGLES—for all buildings.

"METALLIC" ROCK FACED STONE OR BRICK SIDING—
makes an artistic house.

"METALLIC" CEILINGS AND WALLS—most sanitary interior

decoration.
"MANITOBA" STEEL SIDING—for grain elevators.

CORRUGATED IRON—for bams, implement sheds and stock

buildings.

"METALLIC" GRANARY LINING--Easy to lay. Protects

the gram from rats, mice an:l other vermin.

On receipt iil yoor name we will mail you our interesting illustrated booklets, " Eutlake
Metallic Shingles" and "Interior Decoration in Metal." Write to-day.

MANUFACTURERS

Agents Wanted in Some Sections Write for Particulars

1 SPRAYS AN ACRE IN 20 MINUTES
The H. P. Spramotor will spray an acre of

f^otatoes in only 20 minutes. No other method
Itnown can do thai worlt in even twice the time.

The picture shows the H. P. Spramotor
spraying- potatoes. There are tliree nozzles to

a row.and fourrows. Two spray from the sides
and one from the top. They are adjustable to

height and width up to 40- in. rows. The nozzles
will not ciog or g^et out of order. Have a 12-

gal. air tank with 100 lbs. pressure guaranteed
with 12 nozzles open. Automatic and hand con-
trolled. The Spramotor has agitator clean-
out pressure relief into tank and nozzle pro-
tector all under control of the driver from seat.

Tiie Spramotor is made for i or 2 horses.
Fitted for Orchard. Vineyard and Grain Crops.
Can be operated by hand. The Spramotor
ave«enoue:h money in time and labour to pay
for itself in i year on 20 acres of potatoes.
Don't be content with moderate resuitswhen
vnii can increase per crop 3 or times. Send
for Free Treatise on Crop Disease*.

Agents IVanfed

HEARD SPRAMOTOR CO.,
1391 KING STREET
LONDON, CANADA
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Small Fruits

STRAWBERRIES
and

RASPBERRIES

Quebec Grown Plants

Have you found suitable varieties

for your soil and section ?

The beginner should make his

trials wide to arrive at this.

Professionals should bear in mind

the best variety is always moving for-

ward.

A trial patch is very interesting-,

and inexpensive, and leads to im-

provements that increase the effec-

tiveness of one's work for all time.

I have some of the best varieties

of both these fruits.

Send for Catalogue.

Will Lower Quotations for Quantities.

C. p. NEWMAN
BOX 51, LACHINE LOCKS, QUE.

now is able to offer a variety of 12 differont

premium plants to its members and this

opportunity of obtaining hardy shrubs, etc.,

has boon taken full advantago of during the

past season. Emphasis was liid upon the

establishment of testing stations to find

fruit and flowers suitable for the province
and reports from the first year of this work
(1909), were most satisfactory, so much s)

that the advisability of the extension of the
work was discussed and taken into consid-

eration later in the session. The report

further stated that prizes had been award-
ed in various districts of the province of

Manitoba for the best kept school grounds.
The prizes consisted of valuable and suit-

able horticultural material and in the
awarding of these prizes the society had re-

ceived the co-operation of the inspectors.

DAHLIA CULTURE
Dr. A. H. Baird, gave an interesting

address on the dahlia, in which he said that
this is the mo.st adaptable of flowers, show-
ing the greatest transformation in the past
100 years and ranging in color from black
to white, green dahlias oven being known.
He .stated that it is a most suitable flower
for this western country, a species having
being produced by artificial propagation,
which would flower in as short a space of
time as six weeks from the date of planting.

MISCELLANEOUS
A demonstration in judging garden veg-

TREES! TREES!
Fruit and Ornamental Perpetual and Climbing Roses

Beautiful Hardy Flowering Shrubs
Herbert Raspberry Perfection Currant
Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free

A. W. GRAHAM, Nnrserymaii, St. Thomai, Ont.

Keith's Selected Early Cabbage

Ju«t as easy for you to plant the very
best seeds as the ordinary kinds. Our
1910 Catalogue is a directory of the

kinds that bring best results. No
guess work. The varieties have all

been thoroughly tried out and you can
have as successful a garden as if you
had specialized in each vegetable or

flower for years.

We will gladly send you a copy of
our catalogue on request, and if you
send us 10c in stamps or silver and
mention the Horticulturist, we will

send in addition a 10c packet each of
our best Sweet Peas and our best
Dwarf Nasturtiums. Write to-day.

GEO. KEITH & SONS
124 King St. East, Toronto

SEED MERCHANTS SINCE 1866
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SUCCESS
In Agriculture or Horticulture is gained
by a selection of the best strains of

Seeds followed by good husbandry.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

GRAHAM BROS.
OTTAWA. ONT.

If you are interested in anything good
in tnese lines,

If you want a good lawn our

Central Farm Lawn Grass
ABSOLUTELY PURE

will give you one. 25c. per lb. by post.

Our collection of Specialties in Flower Seeds,

Asters, Pansy, Dwarf and Tall Nasturtium, Dian-

thus. Sweet Peas, Phlox, worth 90c. by mail for 50c.

High Grade Timothy, Clovers and Corn

WRITE FOR PRICES

GRAHAM BROS.
OTTAWA, ONT.

VREELAND'S

'ELECTRO' ARSENATE OF LEAD

costs a trifle more than other brands, We
can send you five distltvct reasons why it

should cost a great deal more.

IT ALWAYS PAYS TO BUY THE BEST

"ELECTRO"
is guaranteed to contain 20 % arsenic at an

average of 40 % water.

We will send free three Agricultural Experiment

Station bulletins for 1907, 1908 and 1909, giv-

ing analyses of various brands on the market

Write for full information to

THE VREELAND CHEMICAL COMPANY
Hudson Terminal Bldg., New York

(50 CHURCH STREETI

Canadian Agents:

THE NATIONAL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.
(All Brancheal

Also Distributing in Canada:

DUPUY & FERGUSON, MONTREAL
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^ Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

fl A Complete Stock of thoroughly hardy, heeJthy,

well-rooted specimens of Fruit, Ornamental and Ever-

green Trees and Shrubs. Specialties—Large Specimen

Trees, Spruce, Pines, &c. for Park and Street Planting.

^ Border Perennial Plants, field grown, are also offered.

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue

Mailed to any address free of charge

E. D. SMITH
Helderleigh Nurseries= 850 ACRES==

Winona - - Ont.

SPECIAL GLASS
FOR GREENHOUSES

Conservatories of The Dale Elstate, Brampton, Ont.

Glass supplied by our Toronto Branch

GOOD QUALITY, FLAT, EVEN
THICKNESS, AND WELL CUT

We make a specialty of supplying

Glass for vegetable forcing houses

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Mention The Canadian IIorticnltnriRt when writing

KING GREENHOUSES
Are the most

MODERN AND PERMANENT
Greenhouse* that can be constructed. Years of

actual test and the experience of large and small

growrers have gained for our houses the reputation of

being the most satisfactory ever erected for vegetable

or flower growing, or private conservatories.

Q Plans prepared for complete plants and equipment
at a moderate cost: all or part of the necessary

materials supplied and houses of any size erected

under our personal supervision if desired by builder.

fl Write and tell us the kind of houses you desire to

erect or ask for question blank and we will mail you
our descriptive bulletin by return of mail.

THE KING CONSTRUCTION GO.
248 Wellington St. West TORONTO, ONT.

Mrntion The Canadian Hortic\ilturist when writing.
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Small Fruits in the Young Orchard

I

WHAT would you do with four acres

of land if you wanted to engage
in fruit raising? It is such a

question as this that one is frequently

called upon to answer. Speaking to a
recent enquirer my reply was: "I would
plant it out in young apple trees and be-
tween the rows would grow small
fruits." This answer would, of course,

not be applicable in every case, as the
question of climate, soil, markets and
like conditions must be taken into con-
sideration. But speaking from the ex-
perience gained during the past six years
in developing an orchard in the Clarkson
district, this would be my answer.

In giving this opinion I would at the

same time sound a note of warning; viz.,

that while the growing of small fruits

in my orchard has been carried on suc-

cessfully and profitably, it is impossible
to say yet how far the future life of the
fruit trees has been impaired by this pro-
ess. In other words, while the ground
crop has proved a success time onlv will

show whether the main point aimed at

—

the developing of an orchard—could not
have been better secured by ?ome other
practice.

For the purpose of bringing this sub-
ject before you in a practical way, let

us take as an illustration one of the four-

acre orchards on my farm. This was
planted out in standard apple trees with
fillers of cherries, plums, pears and
peaches in the spring of 1904; the apple
trees were set out in rows forty feet

apart in a field that had been in clover
the previous year. In 1905, one-third of
the land was laid out in strawberries and
raspberries, and the remainder in a hoe
crop. In igo6, an additional area was
added to the strawberry and raspberry
plantation. The same practice was fol-

lowed in the year 1907. By that time,
therefore, the entire four -acres either was
bearing a small crop of fruit or was
planted in readiness for the subsequent
years. I estimate that the hex- crop pro-
duced from the land in these years was
sulFicient to pay for the cu'tivation.

The fruit gave me a gross selling val-

ue as follows: For 1906, $282.68; for

'907. ^393-.'?o; for 1908, $1018.90; for

1909, $1336.64—a total of $3031.52.

•A pappr read at the last convention of the
Ontario Fruit Growers' Association. See illus-
tration on next page.

L. A. Hamilton, Lorne Park, Ontario

From this deduct for commission, ex-

press and cartage, twenty per cent.,

$606; picking, $420; packages, $175;
fertilizers, $160; plants, $50; trees, $50;
planting, $20—a total expense of $1481.
This leaves a profit of $1550.52. I have
already said that I put the value of the

vegetables grown as a set off against
cost of cultivation.

With one exception, viz., that I spray
the strawberries \v :fh Bordeaux mixture.

Elevates and Instructs

Editor, The C.-^nadian Horti-
ciLTURiST.—Whilst your paper
gives most valuable and practical

articles on all branches of horti-

culture, I wish to congratulate

you especially on being the pio-

neer Canadian paper to attempt
to elevate the national character
by instructing the populace on the

aesthetics of garden work. I al-

lude to your articles on ornamental
and decorative gardening gener-

ally. "The boy is father of the

man," and if the boy of the pre-

sent generation is brought up
amongst refined surroundings,
and induced to take an interest in

them, however far he may stray

from these ideals in his youth, so
surely as he gets his own home,
will his early training return, and
thus be [jerpetuated in the gener-
ations to come.—W. J. L. Ham-
ilton, South Salt Spring, B. C.

I have followed the general practice of

growers in my district. The strawlx;r-

ries are heavily mulched with straw man-
ure for a winter covering, and two crops
are invariably gathered before the plants

are plowed up. The second crop on the

strawberry bed in this orchard yielded

this year over 12,000 boxes from an acre
and a half. They were as fine a sample
as I have ever grown. I consider the

second crop more profitable than the

first.

In the meantime, how have the apple

trees fared? They have made a strong

growth, the loss from all causes not ex-

ceeding ten per cent. This year, in ad-

dition to a crop of cherries, pears and
plums on the fillers, two of the apple

trees, an Ontario and a Duchess, fruited

81

for the first time, giving, although few
in number, perfect samples. I have been
told that the growing of raspberries in

an orchard is not considered good prac-
tice. I have nothing as yet to show that
they have been injurious to the young
trees. Seven Spy apple trees were
left standing after I put the pruning axe
to the old orchard. These trees yielded
twelve barrels of wormy apples in the
year before the raspberries were planted

;

whereas, this year after living in the
company of raspberry bushes for five

years they gave me fifty barrels of sound
apples, while the raspberries backed them
up by adding 6000 boxes to the crop.
This convinces me that apples and rasp-
berries will feed off the same p'ate pro-
vided the food is there.

To sum up briefly the accounts show
that by the practice of growing small
fruits in the young orchard I have reared
an orchard to the bearing point
without costing anything and have a
handsome profit of over $1500 to its

credit from the ground crop of small
fruits.

Pruning Raspberries
Charlei F. Sprotf, Barnabj Lake, B. C.

In the winter following the planting

of a raspberry plantation, if the plants
have grown well, one has to decide what
system is to be adopted for holding up
the canes that are to fruit the following
year. One way is to stake each plant.

If this is done by putting the stake in

between the plants and bending each
plant over to a stake the fruiting canes
are not mixed up with the suckers.

The best and most economical way of

holding the suckers and fruiting canes
in place is by a wire trellis system. Ev-
ery twenty-five feet drive a post in the

centre of the row and stretch tightly a
wire (heavy baling wire will do) on each
side of the post from end to end, stapling

it about four feet from the ground. Tie
the canes not more than three together
to the wires, bending them over slightly

so that the fruiting canes are away frorti

the new canes, and cut the tops of the

raspberries off about five or six feet from
the ground. Do not leave more than six

of the strongest canes to a root. Some
growers recommend this bending over

of the tips of the raspberry in an arch

—
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Growing Strawberries in the Orchard

Spraying atraw^Tries has been practised by Mr. Hamillon with
much success. The illustration shows strawberries after spraying.

that is, not cutting them off—but in my
judgement one gets a smaller sample and
some of the berries are immature that

grow at the tips of the canes.

The after culture of this fruit is prin-

cipally to keep the ground well cultivat-

ed and the soil rich in plant food and
the old canes cut out each season. It is

well to cut the old canes off as low as

po.ssible. In the spring do not allow as

large a number of suckers to grow. Keep
only about seven or eight canes to each

plant, later on leaving only six or less

if these canes are not strong. If a

further plantation is required a certain

number must be left to transplant.

foliage can be given a

new lease of life by
stubbing, in other

words, de-horning.

We have some ten-

year - old Crawfords
that have run so high

that the trees are dif-

ficult to prune, pick

and spray. We plan

to remove several of

the limbs on the east

and west sides this sea-

son, and look for the

remaining branches to

give us a crop. Anoth-
er season by removing
the branches on the

north and south sides,

we shall entirely work
over our trees, and lose

but one season's crop. The life of the

peach can be considerably prolonged by

this method.
Most orchards cut down are not dead

when condemned but have run up so high

their owners find them unprofitable. If

by de-horning five or six more crops can

be harvested, it is surely worth while.

Each year trim out one-third and
head back one-third to one-half. Re-
member to trim the heaviest on the
north and east sides. Do not allow the
trees to get a slant to the north and
east, as it will allow the sun to beam
on the trunk and in a short time it will

ruin the trees.

Do not allow your trees to get over
twelve feet high. By keeping them low
you will prevent them being split by the

ice storms or being broken down by
overloading.

Top-working Peach Trees
W. 0. Bnrg;es>, Queenston, Ont.

Three winters ago the tops of some
of our peach trees, more especially those

of the Persian type, were badly winter-

killed. In that year, there was quite se-

rious damage done, in some localities

even grape wood being effected.

The trees I refer to were six years old.

They had made a very strong growth,

and had borne exceptional crops. When
our orchards broke into foliage, and we
noticed the condition of these trees, we
immediately had the entire head re-

moved, leaving mere stubs from two to

three feet long ; in other words, the trees

were completely "dehorned." In this

instance the roots, being well protected

by a winter mat of hairy vetch, es-

caped injury. During that season the

stubs feathered out nicely, making a

growth of two or more feet, and the

following season a growth of five to

six feet. Last year (1909) was the

third since stubbing, and the trees

bore a full crop of choice stock ; in fact,

the crop was so heavy, it was necessary

for us to remove the greater part by
thinning.

From this and other experiences we
have had, we believe that many of the

older orchards in the Niagara district

that are high and lanky, with little lower

Planting Peach Trees
W. E.Co'man, Stonej Cre*k, Ont.

When planting peach trees, see that

the point where the bud has been insert-

ed is below ground. In this locality,

slant the trees well to the southwest.

Cut off from eighteen to twenty inches

above the ground. Trim to one bud on
the north and east sides and on the

south and west sides leave two or three

buds ; in that way, you will have a

chance to see which are the healthiest

buds to form branches as the trees grow.

Orchard Cultivation
Cooper Brothers, Grand Forks, B. C.

As soon as the soil can be worked in the

spring we double disc, overlapping half

the disc and about ten days after harrow
twice with the common straight-tooth

harrow. We harrow at intervals of

about ten days or directly after a rain

until the latter end of June, when we
again double disc, traveling at right

angles to the way we previously disced

in the spring. We continue to harrow
at intervals of about ten days until the

end of August and harrow once in Sep-

tember and once in October, then just

before the ground freezes in the fall we
double disc.

During the months of July and .\u-

gust we watch the ground closely to see

if any crust forms under the soil mulch.

Should we find any crust we at once

double disc the place or places where the

crust is. When using the disc always

.set the discs at the greatest possible

angle.

Close to the tree there is usually a

small space that the disc and harrow do
not touch. In the early part of the sea-

son this is hoed and is generally the only

hoeing done in the orchard.

Fi\e-yeaf tiiii

Orchard of Cooper Bros.. Grand Forks.
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Geo.

THERE is scarcely a spot anywhere
that bees cannot be kept to advan-
tage, but there are some places

where they will do better and be of bet-

ter service than others. The ideal loca-

tion, howe\er, is in the orchard.

I

k

Orchard Honey— Roalti Worth Havint

Four or five hives can be placed un-
der old trees, and less according to the
age and size of the trees. Place them
on the north side, and shelter will be af-

forded the hives during the hot days of

summer.
In this way the fruit grower will ob-

tain a double yield from the same amount
of land—a crop of fruit and a crop of

honey. But there is a much greater ad-

vantage to be derived. Four years ago
I began bee-keeping and people around
are telling me that somehow the last

year or two they are getting better

shaped fruit, with a smaller amount of

ill-shaped specimens, or what they call

"runts." The theory that tees in visit-

ing the flowers fully fertilize the blos-

soms is past the experimental stage. I

believe that in the apple orchards in

Gloucestershire in England bees are
maintained in the orchards not for the
sake of their honey alone, but in order
that their labors in visiting each blos-

som in search of nectar may result in

larger and better fruit through a thor-

ough fertilization of the flowers. Bee-
keeping and fruit growing are or should
be twin sisters. It has been fully dem-
onstrated that fruit growers, who have
complained of the annoyance caused by
bees and have had bee-keepers remove
their bees from the neighborhood of

their orchards, have been glad to have
them return. Some time ago a writer
in a United States fruit paper said :

"It has now become demonstrated
that many kinds of fruits, if not all

kinds, are greatly benefitted by the
bees, and that a large proportion of our
fruit, such as the apple, pear, and par-
ticularly the plum, would be barren were
it not for the helpful work of the honey
bee. The fruit grower must become

Bees in the Orchard
W. Tcbbs, Hespeler, Ontario

interested in bees, and I do not doubt
that within a few years it will be a rare

thing to find a fruit grower who does
not keep honey bees, the prime object

being to employ the bees in carrying
pollen from one blossom to another." It

is not meant that bees have the exclusive

prerogative of accomplishing this very

desirable end to the orchardist, but if in

any way it will augment and bring about
a larger percentage of perfectly formed
fruit, the keeping of bees should be more
generally considered in Canada.
A further advantage to the fruit grow-

er is that the bees can be given a place

in the work of the year when time is not

so valuable. The preparation of the hives

and the filling of the supers can be done
during the winter, and so save many
valuable summer hours.

SPRAYING AT BLOSSOMING TIME

This short paper cannot be complete
without a reference to a most important
department of work, where, largely

through want of knowledge, there is se-
rious conflict between the orchardist and
the apiarist. I refer to the matter of
.spraying. Spraying with poisonous
liquids is now almost universally em-
ployed. If it is done when the petals
of the blossoms are open it is certain
that bees will be poisoned, much of the
young brood will die, and the inexperi-
enced bee-keeper will begin to look about
for a reason for the abnormal death rate.

It has been conclusively proven that it

is quite useless, and indeed decidedly
harmful to spray during the time that
trees are in full bloom, and that better
results follow if spraying be done both
before and after blooming, and when
there is no danger of bees visiting the
trees in quest of pollen and nectar.

When spraying is done at blossoming
time the pollen is often shrivelled up,
and it will fail to develop. In Ontario
it has been made by law a misdemeanor
to spray during blooming time.

Fruit growers in all parts of Canada
should keep a few hives of bees in their
orchards. Get a colony or two this
spring, and start now.

Keep Beei in the Orchard and the Fmit Crop will be More Certain

Some Facts About Gooseberries
S. Spillett, Nantyr, Onl.

I had to stop growing gooseberries
here about ten years ago. My inability

to grow this fine fruit was owing en-
tirely to a (to me) new pest—a maggot
in the berry. Just when the fruit com-
menced ripening it began falling until

for the last two years I tried to grow it,

not a berry was left on the bushes. At the
suggestion of Professor Hutt of Guelph,
I put a pint of the fallen fruit into a two
quart jar and closed the opening. The
result was that, in a few days after, the
contents of jar was fairly alive with mag-
gots. I have never heard whether any
method of destroying the moth that de-
posits the egg in the berry that produces
this maggot has been discovered or not.
When I grew this fruit I preferred

the shrub form of bush rather than the
tree form. I received 500 bushes, six
of each variety from England at one
time. These had been all trained to one
stem. I had therefore some experience
with this form of bush and concluded
that though it might suit the slower Eng-
lish clime it did not suit our heavy snows
and hot summers.
The slow-growing European varieties

do not need much pruning. On the Am-
erican varieties such as Red Jacket, the
best all round berry I ever grew, and
Pearl and Downing dose seconds, from
six to eight or even ten stems may be
permitted to grow.

In the spring as soon as the suckers
start, cut all away except those needed
for renewal. In the fall cut away all
dark colored stems upon which the fruit
has been small that season and replace
each by a sucker saved from the spring
cutting for the purpose. It will be found
necessary to spare two or three of the
largest suckers every spring to replace
the old dark ones cut out in the fall.
Two good crops is about all the one stem

will give. "If a stem is

cut at all, cut it out,"
was the rule I followed.
If you thin a head in

fall it only induces four
or five spindly branches
to grow for every one
cut.

Do not stir the ground
under or about the bush-
es in the spring, or you
are likely to lose your
whole crop. I lost three

crops before I found the

cause. Well-rotted man-
ure under and about the

SI bushes in spring or fall

is always in order.
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The Principles of Plant Breeding^
Prof. Win. Lochhead, Macdonald College

SOME persons may have doubts as to

the general application of Mendel's
results and laws. Insullicicnt time

has elapsed (nine years) for confirming
Mendel's conclusions in the crossing of

all plants and animals, but much test-

ing has been done, and it may be said

that the laws hold true in the majority
of cases where hybrids have been se-

cured. The following partial list will

give some idea of the amount of con-
firmatory work accomplished : Correns
with peas, corn, garden truck and net-

tle. Tschermak with peas. De Vries

with corn. Locke with corn. Riffen

with wheat and barley. Saunders with
sweet peas. Bateson and Saunders with
Lychnis, Atropa, Datura, and a large

variety of organisms. Bateson and
Gregory with primroses. Hirst with

rabbits and tomatoes. Experiments car-

ried on also with rats, guinea pigs, cats

and horses among animals, and with
oats and beans among plants, have
shown Mendelian inheritance in certain

characters in hybrids.

It must be understood that in the

list just cited the Mendelian Law of In-

heritance was confirmed with regard to

but a few pairs of characters in each
case. The task of the future investi-

gator is to determine: (i) The plants

and animals that mendelize, (2) the dom-
inant and recessive characters of each
pair of contrasting characters, and (3)

the causes of the apparent exceptions to

mendelization ; for example, in those

cases of blended inheritance where the

character possessed by the hybrid is an

average or blend of the two parental

characters, and in cases of mosaic in-

heritance "where the characteristic col-

ors of the two parents are inherited in

the offspring in patches on different

parts of the body."
While it is true that the majority of

cases that follow Mendel's Laws of In-

heritance have reference to hybrids be-

tween varieties, several cases have been

observed where hybrids of elementary

species and Linnaean species follow the

same laws.

The plant breeder who attempts to

work along Mendelian lines must bear

in mind that he must breed for one char-

acter at a time, and that he cannot "ob-
tain in combination both of a pair of

contrasted characters."

Burbank secures his best work by
crossing. Occasionally hybrids are pro-

duced which surpass the parents in vig-

or of growth or hardiness or profuse-

ness of bloom. His hybrid walnuts,

•The conclusion of a series of articles that has
appeared at intervals in The Canadian Horticul-
turist, during the past year. Preceding instal-

ments were published in last June, September
and March issues. The entire article was origin-
ally prepared for and read at a convention of

the Quebec Pomological Society.

which are exceedingly vigorous grow-
ers, fine grained and compact, were ob-

tained as hybrids by crossing the Eng-
lish walnut with the California black

walnut. His Wickson plum was pro-

duced by crossing his Burbank plum
with the Kelsey, both being derived from
the Japanese Prunus triflora. His Bur-
bank and Satsuma plums are probably
mutants, which he secured from phim
pits sent him from Japan.
The Shasta daisy is an example of the

results of crossing. It is the product of

crossing three forms—the English, the

American and the Japanese daisies. It

has the tall, stiff stem of the English
daisy, the prominent white flowers of

the Japenese species, and the profuse-
ness of bloom of the American species.

THE ASSOCIATION OF 0HARA0TEH8.

It is probable that in man's early his-

tory, when he was becoming acquainted
with the plants that grew all about him,
he perceived the correlation of the quali-

ties of certain plants with certain physi-
cal characters; i. e., he early associat-

ed qualities with characters. Wood-lore,
for example, is largely the information
the woodsman has gathered together
with reference to the association of plant
and animal qualities with their physical
characters.

It is frequently observed that a par-
ticular color in a flower is asso-
ciated with a particular taste or
color in the fruit or seed, or

a particular color with a particular

form. Nilsson has discovered some very
interesting correlations in his studies of

barleys, while Burbank uses intuitively

the principles of correlation in the large

amount of selection he practices, for he
makes the majority of his selections

while the plants are in the seedling
stage. He can "predict one quality or
one function from the study of others."

This correlation of characters brings
forward again the idea of unit-charac-

ters, which we have seen, formed the

basis of Mendelism. The idea of cor-

relation forces on us the assumption
that the unit may express itself in many
ways. It may express itself in the leaf,

seed, fruit, stem and tissue; the "cor-

related external marks may be but the

expression of the same internal charac-

ter."

The scientific study of hybridism be-

comes, therefore, very complex. It re-

quires a careful examination of all parts

of the plants under consideration. The
most trifling marks are worthy of study

and comparison with valuable qualities,

since selection may be guided by them.

A correct and thorough knowledge of

the principles underlying plant breeding

is very important. Fruit growers are

sometimes carried away with the im-

pression that the origination of new va-
rieties is a simple matter, and that defi-

nite results should be secured in a year
or two. They should remember that
while it is true that the methods which
have been developed during the last few-

years are less empirical than formerly,
wc are just beginning to understand
the rationale of plant breeding. We ar
making such rapid progress in our study
of the mode of inheritance that the

breeder will soon be in a position to

move more rapidly, "more surely, and
with greater economy of time and of

material." Through a knowledge of

the processes of Selection, Mutation
and Hybridism, may we not hof>c to

get greatly increased yields and much
better products, if we can originate bet-

ter and more productive varieties? The
time is fast approaching when the gov-
ernment must grasp the importance of

this subject of plant breeding and be
willing to expend much more than it is

now expending in the establishment and
maintenance of high-class breeding sta-

tions. The future additions to the

wealth of the country must come main-
ly from an increase in the producing
capacity of our agricultural lands.

Pruning the Peach
J. L. Hilbom, LeuBingtoD, Oat.

To follow my method of pruning

peaches, it is necessary to start when
the trees are planted. Before taking the

trees to the field, I have them all gone
over, cutting the main stem back to

twenty or twenty-four inches above the

point where the tree was in the soil. I

then cut any side branches back to one
bud from the trunk. These buds will

usually burst, as also such good buds as

are on the main stem.

After the trees are well started, say
in June, I go over them and rub off all

but four or five, which I select to form
a head. An ideal head in my estimation

is one that has the branches fairly well

distributed from the top of the trunk
to within ten or twelve inches of the

ground. The first year after planting

and all succeeding years, I prune in pro-

portion to the growth that the tree has
made. . Branches that have only grown
twelve to fifteen inches, I would not dis-

turb unless it was to remove the ter-

minal bud to compel it to branch.

Branches that have grown eighteen

inches and upwards, I cut back from one
quarter to one half the growth,—the

latter where the growth is three to four
feet,-—and always endeavor to cut back
to one or more side branches. Before
cutting back, I thin out surplus branches
and leave only such as have room for

proper development.

Sour cherries need more moisture
and will thrive in heavier land than
sweet cherries.
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How^ to Make Bordeaux Mixture

To prepare Bordeaux mixture prop-

erly, at least two barrels besides

the spray pump are necessary, and
four barrels are better. The usual for-

mula for Bordeaux mixture is four

pounds of bluestone and four pounds of

mixture, mix four ounces of good Paris

green to a paste with a little water, di-

lute with water enough to enable it to

pour and add same to the mixture in

the pump. If the Paris green is not

good, another ounce or two may be

In Large Orchards and in Small Onea, whote'0«mert Co-operate, the Power Sprayer ii Replacing Hand-power Machines
The illustration shows one of the machines manufactured by the Deming Company, Salem, Ohio.

lime to forty gallons of water. A little

ore lime may be beneficial and will do
o harm.

f

To make a stock solution, dissolve

enty pounds of bluestone in one of the
barrels with twenty gallons of water.
This is best done by placing the blue-

stone in a sack, suspending it just be-
neath the surface of the water in the bar-
rel and leaving it over night. This will

give one pound of bluestone to each gal-

lon of water. In another barrel slake
twenty pounds of lime and when slaked
add sufficient water to make twenty gal-
lons. This will also give a stock solu-
tion of one pound of lime to each gallon
'

if water.

When about to spray the trees, place
sixteen gallons of water in the third bar-
rel and four gallons of the bluestone
vtock solution, making in all twenty gal-
lone, or half a barrel. In the fourth bar-
rel place sixteen gallons of water and
four gallons of the milk of lime, making
al.so twenty gallons in all, or half a bar-
rel. These may then be poured into the
spray pump and mixed thoroughly, when
it will be ready for application. If the
third and fourth barrels are not obtain-
able, the four gallons of bluestone may
l)e placed in the pump immediately and
the pump nearly filled with water, when
the four gallons of milk of lime may be
added. The important point to remem-
ber is that the stock solutions of blue-

stone and lime must not be mixed to-

gether without being first well diluted.

To add an insecticidal property to the

used. Arsenate of lead may be used in-

stead of Paris green. It is more ad-
hesive, and is absolutely harmless to

the foliage. Use two pounds to forty

gallons of mixture. It is not necessary
to use these poisons for the first spray-
ing.

These operations may be repeated un-
til all the stock solution is used, when
more will have to be made if required.
When spraying keep the mixture thor-
oughly agitated, as Paris green will not
dissolve in water but remains in suspen-
sion. It is best to spray four times

:

First, when the trees are dormant in

spring, for fungi; second, when the buds
are opening, for bud moths and cigar

case bearer; third, immediately after the
blossoms fall, for codling moth ; fourth,

about three weeks later, for apple scab
and leaf eating insects.

Setting Out An Orchard
J. A. Moore, Hazelbrook, P.E.I.

In preparing to set out an orchard we
would select a field affording natural
drainage and, if possible, natural shel-

ter ; that is, if one has a grove or hedge
on the farm to take advantage of, as a
shelter for the orchard, for there is not
much use of growing fruit and having it

blown off by the heavy autumn winds. A
row of cherry trees planted thickly

around the outside of the orchard would
make quite a good windbreak and
prove a source of profit as well. We
would also plant an evergreen hedge
outside of all and, if fruit trees and ever-

greens were set out at the same time,

the shelter would be sufficient by the

time the trees had fruited.

A good preparation of the ground
would be to plow and harrow, then sow
with peas or buckwheat, and when it

had grown up sufficiently, to plow it

down. This would make the ground
mellow and provide an abundant supply
of the best kind of food for the roots.

After pulverizing the soil and smooth-
ing it, lay off the orchard in rows each
way, at whatever distance the trees are

to be planted. Set up stakes in line and
plant where the lines intersect. This
will leave the trees in line every way
and will facilitate working among them.
When planting the trees dip the roots

in a pail of water, as the clay will ad-

here quickly to the wet rootlets and fa-

cilitate speedy growth. For years hoed
crops may be grown between the rows
of trees, if plenty of manure is used ; the

trees can thus be cultivated with profit.

Late in the fall the young trees should
be wrapped about the trunk with build-

ing paper to the height of about eigh-

teen inches to protect them from being
girdled by mice.

This is about the way we set out our

Fmit Growing on Prince Edward laland Can.

The illustration shows the orchard

be Made a Leading Industry of that Province

of Mr. J. A. Moore, Hazelbrook.
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trees, and we have never yet had an

apple tree fail to grow. If every farmer

in Prince Edward Island could be in-

duced to plant five acres of orchard the

exodus would stop and we would double

our population in fifteen years.

The Stark Apple
1. Kindly inform me regarding the

suitability of the Stark apple for planting

on a clay loam soil in the central part of

Oxford county.
2. Is it long in coming into bearing?
3. Is the tree productive?
4. Is the fruit of good appearance and

quality ?

5. Are the tree and fruit specially sub-

ject to scab or any other disease?

6. Would you advise planting the Stark

A Golden Crab Tree in Alberta

A Siberian crab planted nine years ago. is fliteen feet high, and
yielded a full crop last season. It was planted on the east side of a
close board fence and has received no special care. The tree came
from the Experimental Farm at Indian Head, Sask., and was planted

in Calgary by its present owner, Mr. J. C. Linton, of that city.

or any other apple with the Baldwin, or

would you plant the Baldwin alone in an
orchard of four acres?

7. If some other variety would be bet-

ter as a winter apple, please name it.

8. Would 170 trees be too many on four

acres?—W. H. C, Sweaburg, Ont.

1. As far as soil and climate is con-

cerned I would not hesitate to plant

Stark on clay loam soil in Oxford

county.

2. In our experience it begins to bear

profitable crops in eight or nine years.

3. It is not one of the heaviest bear-

ers but is nevertheless decidedly pro-

ductive.

4. The fruit is fairly good in appear-

ance and quality, not so highly colored

as Ben Davis but somewhat better in

quality, although it does not keep so

long.

5. The tree and fruit are not specially

subject, as far as I am aware, to scab

or any other di.sease.

6. I should prefer planting some other

variety with the Baldwin in an orchard

of four acres, although I believe Bald-

wins are to a large extent self-fertile.

7. Other varieties which might be

planted instead of Stark are Greening

and Northern Spy. As a long-time prop-

osition the Spy would probably pay as

well as Stark, but the difficulty is that it

is very late in coming into bearing.

Stark would bear earlier

but it is doubtful if it

would pay any better in

the long run.

8. Placing 170 trees

on four acres would
mean a distance of thir-

ty-two feet from tree to

tree. I should consider

thirty-eight feet close

enough and forty feet

would be still better.

—

I. W. Crow.

The Brugmansia
Daniel B. Hoover, Almir*, Ont.

The Brugmansia is

one of the greatest flow-

ers I ever saw, but, like

all pets, it requires nurs-

ing and training. The
shrub is very sensitive

to frost. Years ago I

tried the plan of Mr.

Jackman (in January is-

sue) to winter my Burg-

mansia in the cellar, but

never had any luck. In

the spring its tender

wood always came out

dead and soft to the

ground. I cannot ac-

count for the cause of

my misfortune, as my
cellar is very dry and

frost-proof. Bulbs such

as cannas, dahlias, glad-

ioli, also potatoes and vegetables, keep

well in the cellar, but the Brugmansia

does not. The safest winter quarters

for my shrub that I have found yet is

the conservatory. In this place my
shrub keeps perfectly, excepting that

everlasting trouble, green aphis, a for-

midable pest which try their best to

destroy the tree. They cannot do it if

kept well brushed off. After the shrub

has shed all its leaves, the lice will dis-

appear.

The tree will then be partly dormant

until near spring, when a new growth

of wood will start. Mr. Jackman's shrub

is nine feet high. I prefer a lower one.

Mine is about five feet high and bore

about forty of those mammoth flowers

last year. At one time I had a shrub
six feet high by eight feet across the top

which bore ninety-three flowers. They
all opened at the same time, and it was
the grandest sight I ever looked at. The
Ijest time to look at the flow^ers is after

dark in the evening by placing a bright

lamp to one side of the tree. The flow-

ers are the best at this time, though they

are open during the day, but a little

slack.

By cutting back well in the spring the

best crop of flowers generally come
about the first of September. In March
last year I cut back all the year's growth
with the exception of three buds. Of
these I allow the best one to take the

lead. The remaining ones will soon

make a stout, thrifty branch, which will

fork perhaps two or three times before

flower buds will appear.

If a higher tree is required, cut off

above the first fork. This will give -the

tree about a foot of growth. This plan

should only be taken while the shrub is

young, say until two or three years old,

according to the thriftiness. The shrub

should be turned out of the tub every

few years to clean off the binding soil

around the roots. Replace it in the tub

with a good packing of rotten cow ma-
nure and earth well mixed. The flowers

should not be sprinkled at all, but the

roots require plenty of water during

flowering season.

The Brugmansia is naturally an ever-

green, if its leaves are not destroyed by

insects. Occasionally it will bear a few

flowers any time of the year. I have had

a few flowers on my tree in the fall and

also a few in the spring on twigs not

cut back. The flowers generally will

stay open for a week, if weather is not

too hot. I have had Brugmansias for

about twenty years, but could never find

the seed capsules on any of the trees I

have grown. I grow my trees from cut-

tings of last year's growth.

Strawberries are a safe crop to grow

in young orchards.

Several methods of setting orchards

may be seen in British Columbia, most

of them providing for "fillers" to be re-

moved when crowding begins. The

western men seem to have faith in their

ability to sacrifice beautiful, bearing

trees in time to save crowding and con-

sequent injury to the permanent trees.

It reauires grit to give the George

Washington touch to fillers just in their

prime, when "another crop or so" seems

not to spell doom for the permanents.

Quincunx planting is a favorite method

;

apples, for instance, are set thirty feet

each way in squares and a "filler," an

early bearing kind, is set in the centre

of each square.



Culture of the Sweet Pea in Manitoba'

THE i^ason that we so seldom see

this beautiful annual at its best

in this province can be attributed

chiefly to two causes, namely, late sow-

ing and over-seeding. This paper is

Many Sweet Pea Plantt are Destroyed by the Cat-W*nn

Plant on left has been cut off by this pest.
Digging usually will locate the cause of the
trouble near the plant, as shown.

written for the purpose of advocating ex-
actly the opposite; that is, early sowing
and sparse seeding.

In planting, north to south is the
best direction, and an open space away
from trees and buildings the most desir-

able. There should be at least four feet

between the rows, five feet would be
better still for the purpose of attending
to the plants.

For the best results, the ground should
be prepared in the fall. A good plan is

to dig a trench a foot deep and place

in the bottom three inches of well-de-

cayed manure. On the top of this put
four inches of soil and thoroughly mix.
The remainder of the soil should then
be placed on top and levelled. On new
ground and in places where the soil is

very rich, it is advisable to eliminate the

manure for a year or two ; if the soil is

too strong the buds will have a tendency
to drop off.

In the spring, as soon as the frost

is out of the ground to a depth of three

or four inches, the seed should be sown,
making a double row, six inches be-
tween the rows, the seed being planted
four inches apart, and one and a half

inches deep ; on light, sandy soil, the
seed should be planted another inch

deeper.

Sticks should be provided early for the
plants to climb. When these are not
obtainable, wire netting nailed to good
stout posts will do nearly as well.

During the growing season, the sur-

face of the soil should be kept loose,

and all weeds destroyed ; care being tak-

en not to disturb the roots of the sweet
peas.

In late spring and early summer keep
a sharp lookout for that abominable pest

the cut-worm. The following remedy is

to be found in a little book called "The
•Part of a paper read at the convention of

the Western Horticultural Society held at Wln-
nlpee.

H. J. Edwards, Winnipeg

Beautiful Flower Garden," by F. S.

Matthews, who says: "I have fought

against this wretched night-working

garden pest with some success by dig-

ging four inches around the plant he

has destroyed, and invariably capturing

him; then he is shown no mercy."
When the plants begin to bloom, it is

best to cut all the fully developed flow-

ers daily, and to see that no seed pods
are allowed to form. If this is not done,

the plants will cease to bloom. In dry

weather give a liberal supply of water,

and occasionally a little weak liquid ma-
nure. If these directions are followed,

the plants should be in bloom from the

first week in July until fall.

Where the situation is bleak, pref-

erence should be given to the older or

grandiflora type, the newer or Spencer
type being planted in a more sheltered

position. The grandiflora type will with-

stand the wind far better than any of

the Spencers. When named varieties

are grown, all rogues should be care-

fully removed, and leaving one strong
plant to every three or four sticks (about

twelve inches) is a secret to success.

The seed catalogues sent out by vari-

ous seedsmen contain a fairly compre-
hensive list of sweet peas, with a full de-

scription as regards type and color. It

nature. There is one variety which
might be mentioned, however, and that
is Coccinea. The seed of this i variety is

as a rule fine and plump, and would com-
pare favorably with the finest samples
of seed grown ; some years not one seed
from a packet will germinate ; this is not
the fault of the seedsman or grower,
but is due to a peculiar trait in the va-
riety itself.

The following "Dont's for Amateur
Gardeners" are taken from a sp)ecial

sweet pea number of The Gardener,
and anyone who wishes for the best re-

sults should bear them in mind :

Don't forget, the deeper (in reason)

the soil is cultivated, the more vigorous
will be the plants.

Don't imagine that you can grow
sweet peas well on the same plot of

ground indefinitely.

Don't forget that early sowing is

half the battle in the successful cultiva-

teion of the sweet pea.

Don't ignore the fact that it is po.ssi-

ble to grow sweet peas with flower stems

eighteen or twenty inches long.

Every Home-keeper in the West May Have Sweet Peas in Abundance

The sweet peas in the illustration were sown on April 18. 1908, the
photograph taken on July 19. and at the end of August the plants were
oyer eight feet high. At the Winnipeg Exhibition the grower of these
and the author of the accompanying article, Mr. H. J. Edwards, has
won many prizes with his sweet peas.

is generally a matter of personal choice

as to which are the best colors.

The latest list available mentions over

700 different named varieties ; but, as a

great many are included in a list of "too
much alike" varieties (some have got

nearly twenty names), it would be un-

wise to particularize in a paper of this
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A Desirable House Plant
Charles Toner, Simcoe, Ont.

I have often been asked to suggest a

desirable house plant

that will thrive where
others are likely to

fail. There is no plant

to my knowledge
more suitable or more
deserving of a place

in a house than Aspi-

distra lurida or its

variegated variety.

This plant, although

not often seen or

much used in this

country, is a great

favorite in England,
being used on nearly

all decorative occa-

sions. It stands re-

movals, variations of

the temperature,
draughts, neglect,

etc. , exceedingly well.

Once it is well estab-

lished, it takes a lot

to kill it. It is never
attacked by insects

and is not subject to

disease.

It is pretty and has a nice spreading
habit of growth. It is a very desirable

hou.se plant, especially where plants are
liable to neglect. It flourishes best in a
compost of good loam, dried cow ma-
nure and grit or coarse sand. Readers
of The Canadian Horticulturist should
give this plant a trial in their homes.
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Hedges for Quebec
A. 0. Verranit, Villafc del 'Anluiu

It is difFicult with us (seventy miles
northeast of Quebec) to i<eep a hedge
in good form, on account of the heavy
snowfalls that we have ; so we must

with symmetry, removing all dead wood
and cutting back the straggling

branches to about one-half their length.

This severe pruning promoted a dense
and luxuriant growth. They are, with-

out contest, my finest hedges, especial-

Berberii Thnabertii Bordering a Flower Bed, and

At Village des Aul

choose those that will support best a

heavy weight of snow, whose branches
will bend rather than break from the
pressure of snow in springtime.

I have experimented with several va-
rieties and find that the following
hedges suit best our district: Bcrberis
Thunbergii, B. vulgaris and B. v. atro-
purpurea. They are a most interesting
family of shrubs, varying in size from
two to six feet high, and rich in vari-

ety of leaf, flower, fruit and habit. Their
showy orange and yellow flowers in ter-

minal drooping racemes in June are suc-

ceeded by bright and various colored
fruit, which they retain in winter.

I prefer them planted in a single row,
from one to two feet apart (according
to variety), and left untrimmed, using
pruning knife to assist nature to lop off

straggling branches, to remove dead
wood in the spring.

The rough-leaved viburnum {Vibur-
num rugosum) makes also a very orna-
mental hedge worth seeing at all times
of the year. Its large, dark leaves with
terminal cymes of white flowers in June,
followed with red fruits, render them
quite attractive. It retains its foliage

very late ; in fact, not before hard frosts

have settled will it fall. The plant is a

good grower, supporting well the prun-
ing, and is quite hardy.

We have a currant hedge made of red

currant bushes that had been planted in

nursery row, eighteen inches apart, for

commercial purposes, where they re-

mained six years. As all plants left to

themselves, they had a very poor ap-

pearance, I then decided to trim them

at the right, a Hedge of Purple-leaTed^Barberry

naies (Que.) Nursery

ly when the fruit is ripe. [Note.—This
currant hedge was illustrated and de-
scribed in The Canadian Horticultur-
ist for March, 1907.—Editor.]

The New Hybrid Gcrbcras
Robert Pinkerton, Montreal

Mr. Irwin Lynch of the Cambridge
(England) Botanic Gardens is responsi-
ble for the beautiful new race of Ger-
beras known as Gerbera jamesoni
hybrida, by crossing Gerbera Jamesoni
with Gerbera viridijlora. They are eas-
ily raised from seed which may be sown
at any time, but preferably in spring or
early summer.
Sow the seed in a compost of one-

third good garden loam, one-third sharp
sand and one-third leaf mould. The seed
should be inserted in the soil so that the
pointed or tufted end is up, the tuft

coming about level with the top of the

soil. The seedlings will appear in from
eight to fifteen days.

When large enough to handle, prick

off into small pots, and as the plants

grow shift into a larger size. A rather

narrow deep pot seems to suit them
best.

They seem to like plenty of heat in

summer, but must be kept in a cool

house in winter, and on the dry side.

They usually start blooming in from
seven to nine months from seed. In

Europe they advocate night-soil as be-

ing the most effective fertilizer for estab-

lished plants. The individual flowers

last for a remarkably long time. I have

seen flowers on pot plants which were
from five to seven weeks before they be-

gan to deteriorate, and as long as three
weeks in a cut state, but they must not
be cut until fully expanded, and the male
organs well developed.

The.se new hybrids have proven very
valuable for outdoor use in England,
with slight protection, coming through
the winter quite unharmed. It is prob-
able that where we get sufficient snow in

this country we also might make use of
them in the open ground.

Some o{ the best Roses
By "Aaatev"

In reply to the request of "A Lover
of the Queen of Flowers" that appeared
in a recent issue, the following is a list

of hybrid perpetual roses which will

please

:

Alfred Colomb Madam Gabriel Luizet
Baroness RothschildMarchioness of Dufferin
Captain Haywood Merveille de Lyon
Charles Lefebvre Mrs. John Laing
Clio Mrs. R. G. S. Crawford
Duke of Edinburgh Madame Victor Verdier
Dupuy Jamain Marshall P Wilder
Eclair Paul Neyron
Fisher Holmes Prince Camille tie Rohan
Frau Karl Druschki Robert Duncan
Margaret Dickson Suzane M. Rodocanachi
Mrs. Coeker Ulrich Brunner

For those who wish to try a few of
the hybrid teas, I would suggest

:

Bessie Brown Kaiserin Augusta Victoria
Caroline Testout La France
Killarney Mrs. W. J. Grant

Growing Transplanted Onions
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ont.

The onion ground previously to plant-
ing should be forked over and made into
a fine mould on the surface, using a
rake to make it level. If the soil is light,

the roller can go over it. With heavy
soil it is unnecessary to firm it. At this

preparation, a dressing of wood ashes
and some reliable garden fertilizer may
be applied. Have it incorporated with
the surface soil.

Plant early, nine inches apart, and al-

low fifteen to eighteen inches between
the rows for cultivation. I prefer damp
weather for this operation, and general-
ly use a long board to stand on. One
man can single out the onion plants and
lay them out to another one planting.

Use a small dibble and plant shallow.

If hot days follow give a spray over-

head and within a week the plants will

look quite settled for six months' labor.

In dry spells, good heavy waterings
will be of great benefit.

I use .occasional dressings of nitrate of

soda. The safest method to apply it is

to give a dessert-spoonful to three gal-

lons of water and run it between the

rows. This can be done fortnightly.

Peruvian guano is another splendid

hustler for growth. Keep the ground
well aerated and clean by frequent ap-

plications of the hoe. In midsummer a

top-dressing of short decomposed ma-
nure will retain the usefulness of water

and fertilizer.
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Ornamental Gardening on Vancouver Island
JzLS. A. Grant, Royal Oak, British Columbia

THE subject "Ornamental Garden-
ing on Vancouver Island'-' is diffi-

cult to grasp because of the fact

that everywhere are to be found scenes

wliich are beautiful in nature, and in the

cases where art has lent a hand to im-

prove the landscape with lawns, vistas

spruce, monkey puzzle (Araucaria), flow-

ering cedar and holly, juniper (decidu-

ous), birch (silver), horse chestnut, pop-

lar, mountain ash, weeping willow; and
in shrubs—ornamental snowball, lilac,

azalea, rhododendron, hydrangea and
the rose. The sweet pea here finds itsH.uvc LMc cu^^cipc w,.u aw.,., vista:, -^ .-.^. ^ "- o..... ^..c. ....v, '— '"

planted in masses or groups in
of flowers and evergreens, the scene has home and comes to perfection, also the '.^,., ^„ .,^ ,„u».„ ;. Z^ "

not more than two or three feet

in height. It bears a great profu-
sion of large, creamy white, fragrant
flowers which appear about the first or
second week in June, and in favorable
seasons when the weather is not too hot
they last for a couple of weeks.
The Philadelphus when planted alone

makes a good shapely specimen plant,
but is used to best advantage when

the

I

been intensified and prolonged. It is

not uncommon here at Christmas to pick

Gloire de Dijon roses and berried hol-

lies within a few feet of each other,

grown in the open. This shows a glimpse
of the possibilities that nature has pro-
vided for the ornamentation of the

"Gates of the West."
On the southern end of the island,

within a radius of twenty miles of Vic-
toria, most of the artificial helps have
been given, although its development
everywhere is only a matter of time. The
climatic conditions and the scenery
abound throughout the island.

Victoria and vicinity may well be
known as a city of gardens. From the
cottage to the castle, almost everyone
has a garden. Unlike other Canadian
cities, tenement houses and hotel living
is very little in evidence, and even they
are surrounded by flowers.

Everything in evergreen and decidu-
ous trees and shrubs can be grown with
ease and the rocks produce, from crev-
ices and soil deposits amongst them,
picturesque oaks and arbutus trees. Or-
namentation is limited only to choice

shrubbery border, where it forms an ex-
cellent background for smaller shrubs
or hardy perennials. There are a dozen
or more varieties of Philadelphus in gen-
eral use, some of the smaller ones being
not more than two or three feet in

height, while the larger ones, such as
P. grandiflorus , attains a height of twen-
ty feet or more. The latter is much later

flowering than P. coronarius. With a
good selection of varieties the bloom of

this species can be ranged to cover near-
ly the whole month of June.

dahlia, pansy, geranium, lobelia, cle-

matis, wisteria, honeysuckle, jasamine

and ivy. Bulbs all grow well in the

open.

That ornamental gardening has not

reached its maturity can well be under-

stood when one considers the evolution-

ary state of things. People are coming
in very rapidly, far faster than system-

atic work can follow, with the inevitable

result. It will upset things for a time,

but will result in greater order and

greater beauty as well as profitable em-
ployment to those who make a profes-

sion of garden making. One of the most showy shrubs that

we have is the Japanese quince (Cydonia

_, . Japonica). Its glossy green foliage and
Philadelphus Coronarius jts scarlet flowers make it exceedingly

Prof. H. L. Hutt, O.A.C., Guelph attractive. In autumn it is also attract-

Among the many varieties of orna- ive when its golden colored, highly per-

mental shrubs, none is more worthy of fumed quinces are ripe. Although a

a place upon the home grounds than the brilliant subject, this shrub must be used
common mock orange {Philadelphus sparingly. One or two specimens on a

coronarius), or, as it is sometimes in- small lawn is sufficient. Its planting

correctly called, the Syringa. This lat- should not be overdone,

ter confusion of

I

names is due to, a

mistake made by bot-

and taste. Nature's supply being almost anists 300 years ago
unlimited. It is not a matter of great in classing the Phil.-i-

expense to have picturesque surround- delphus or mock
ings, as many of the trees and shrubs orange with the
required can be had for the digging, in- Syringa or lilac. But
eluding the flowering dogwood and ar- whatever confusion
°utus. there may be in the
The above mentioned conditions have names, there is no

been taken advantage of and many mistaking the plant
and varied are the results. In the Rock- when we are once
land -Avenue district of Victoria, where familiar with it. It

the grounds surrounding the residences is a vigorous, upright
are large, landscape gardening is the grower which, when
rule. Walks winding amongst the rocks we obtain it from the
and borders eight to ten feet wide plant- nursery, usually has
ed to shrubs and flowers backed by remarkably strong,
spreading oaks, provide a sylvan scene fibrous roots and is

which visitors delight in viewing from easily transplanted. Il

the top of a tally-ho coach. Unfor- adapts itself well to
tunately the owners, English-like, build any well-drained soil,

high fences around their grounds, and is extremely hardy,
although the beautiful flowering and
evergreen trees tower over the fences
and indicate the beauty within, one has
to get up high to admire the otherwise
unseen beauty

; hence, the high coach is

the outcome of the high fence.
A few of the leading favorites in

trees, shrubs, flowers and bulbs which
come to perfection here and are gener-
ally favored to supplement the natural
product, are : Evergreens, Norway

and not affected by
insects or fungous di-

seases, as is some-
times the case with

many other desirable

ornamentals. When
full grown the bush
attains a height of

eight or ten feet. It

usually begins bloom-
ing, however, when The Common Mock Orange —Pbiladelphut Coronariut
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Failure in Asters

I

HAVE always had a good many
asters in my flower garden. I buy the

best seed of named varieties that

I can get and raise my own plants in a

hotbed, and my plants are always
straight and stocky when I set them out

in early June—far better than any I see

exposed for sale. As I transplant the

seedlings into shallow boxes in the hot-

bed, setting them about two and a half

inches apart in the boxes, the plants re-

ceive little or no check to their growth

on being transferred to the garden, a lit-

tle black earth two and a half inches

square going with each plant.

The soil of my garden is sandy but

dark from cultivation ; the subsoil is yel-

low sand ; it is a very open soil. In dig-

ging the spade is sent down as far as

possible, at least fifteen inches ; a fair

quantity of rotted manure is dug in, sup-

plemented by a little bone-dust raked in

the bed ; and water is liberally though

not superabundantly given. Weeds, if

they show themselves, pay for their

rashness, and the Dutch hoe is in ready

use to check all baking of the surface.

Now, in all justice, should not my
asters be good? And yet for the past

three or four years my finest varie-

ties—Victoria, Mignon, Hohenzollern,

Comet—have all drooped and died ; if

any of them reached the blooming stage

the flowers were inferior or only half

formed. The Victoria, our finest and

most delicately soft aster, suffered most.

I do not think I had a bloom these last

two years. The Mary Semple, however,

a tall branching aster, has always been

most vigorous, giving abundance of

bloom every season.

I wrote to the authorities at the On-

tario Agricultural College, Guelph, tell-

ing my trouble. They thought it might

be blue aphis at the roots, placed there

G. A. Chase, Toronto

the stalk, turning black. The roots

looked fairly good. It has occurred to

me that as the varieties I mention do

not grow tall and have a spreading

thick growth of leaves, low down on the

ed carmine, pretty, unique, like a cactus

dahlia ; Anna, pure white, star-like

flower, recurve petals, makes a beautiful

pot plant, one of the best.

Japanese : Early Snow, white ; Pa-
cific Supreme, pale pink.

Anemone Japanese : Beatrice Asmus,
pure white, a gem, one of the best

;

The Kind of Work That i> Being Advocated by the Horticnltiinl Societies of Ontario

Part of the lawn of Mr. Ralph C. Wade. Toronto. The Toronto Horticultural Society is

preaching the gospel of improved home surroundings, and its elforts are bearing fruit in all

parts of the city.

Stalk, some fungus on the stalk may be

nourished by the shade and continuous

dampness caused by this low thick

growth, and that this may be the origin

of all the trouble. I shall try some
fungicide next summer.

New and Little-known Plants
Lists of new, little-known perennials

and annuals recommended by the nov-

Nancy Perkins, bright amber, shaded
magenta, very attractive.

MISCELLANEOUS
The following notes were supplied by

Mr. Roderick Cameron, Toronto:
Argyreia speciosa: A strong, fast

growing vine producing large, pink col-

ored flowers. Belongs to the order

Convolvulaceae, corolla campanulate.
Leaves large, heart-shaped, very silky,

silvery on the under side.

Loasa lateritia (Chili Nettle) : Nettleelty committee of the Ontario Horticul

by ants", and advised using carbon bi-sul- ^iral Assodation were published ^in The family. All the species of Loasa are re-

phide around the plant. But this was of
"' """

no avail
;
plants kept on drooping and

dying. Nor when I dug up several of

the sickly plants could I find any aphis.

A year ago last fall I took all the soil

out of my beds, a foot or more deep,

and replaced it by other soil, on which

asters had never been planted. Last

summer the asters, excepting Mary Sem-
ple, all died as usual. I have some
plants in the spring to friends who had

a clay loam in their gardens. I thought

changed soil might prove a reemdy ; but,

in one case, the delicate varieties died

early as with me, and in the other, they

did better and gave fair bloom.

I should be very glad if any of the

readers of The Canadian Horticultur-
ist could suggest the cause of the trou-

ble in my asters and name remedy. In

examining my sickly plants I found that

. every one was diseased at the base of

Canadian Horticulturist for January
and March respectively. Other plants

recommended by this committee are as

follows

:

NEW OANNA

King Humbert.—One of the most
striking of recent introductions. Broad,

massive foliage of a rich, dark, coppery

bronze, very large trusses of showy or-

chid-like flowers of brilliant orange scar-

let, with darker markings. Very effect-

ive. Height five feet.

NEW GLADIOLI

America, Afterglow, Dawn, Evolu-

tion, Victory.

NEW CHBTSANTHEMtTMS FOE AMATETJE8

Pompons : Snowdrop, pure white

;

.Ailena, silver pink, very free and effect-

ive.

Single : Lady Lu, large, pure white,

single four-inch flower, very effective

;

Miss A. Holden, bright straw color tint-

markable for the singular structure of

their flowers, and the stinging character

of their leaves. This one is not hurtful,

although it makes a person handling it

very uncomfortable. Native of Chili.

Half hardy perennial. A variety of the

above, Canarinoides, is a highly dan-

gerous plant to the touch.

Rehmannia angidata : This is one of

the best flowering half-hardy plants

grown. When in bloom it resembles a

very large pink foxglove. If grown in

pots in a cool house and rested during

the dead of winter it will flower about

Easter. A great novelty.

Yucca glauca (Syn. F. angustifolia).

.'\s hardy as Y. filamentosa and rare in

this country. They flower in Toronto.

The plants form a short trunk. The
flower-spike is not so tall as Y. filamen-

tosa, and the flowers are of a greenish

white color.



What Amateur Gardeners Can Do in April

THE hotbed should be ready for the

sowing of vegetable and flower

seeds. These may be sown directly

in the soil of the hotljed or in "flats"

or shallow boxes which should after-

wards be placed in the bed. See the arti-

cle on page 92. Always allow a little air

to come in at the back of the frame so as

to allow the steam to escape that always

arises from a newly made hotbed. A
little finely-sifted coal ashes placed on
top of the manure will help to keep in

the heat.

Sow seeds of annuals in light sandy
soil whether in boxes or in the hotbed.

Sow very fine seeds on top of the soil

;

they do not need to be covered. Cover
seeds of asters, balsams, zinnias, petun-

ias, phlox, cockscombs, and so forth,

about the same depth as the size of the

seed. Always water the soil in the boxes

before sowing the seed. After sowing,

press the seed evenly into the soil with

some flat object. Darken the surface

with newspapers or cloth so as to cause

the seeds to germinate quickly. When
the shoots begin to show, remove the

cover. Watch the ventilation closely at

this period.

The time for starting a hotbed depends
upon local climatic conditions. These
notes are for Toronto and vicinity. The
work is done earlier in the Niagara and
Essex peninsulas of Ontario and in Brit-

ish Columbia, and later in other parts of

Ontario and in Quebec and the maritime
provinces.

If a hotbed is not available, seeds may
be started in boxes in the house. As
soon as the seedlings show, place the
boxes in a sunny window.
Sow out-doors, as soon as the ground

is dry enough, seeds of mignonette, wall-
flower, snapdragon and other hardy an-
nuals.

Transplant seeds of annuals when the
second pair of seed leaves are in course
of development. Handle them carefully.
Allow a small quantity of earth to ad-
here to the roots. Make a small hole
where the plant is to go. Place the
plant in this and press the soil firmly

around it.

Strike in boxes of sand in the hotbed
or house, cuttings of coleus, ageratum,
geraniums and lobelias. As soon as they
are rooted, in about two or three weeks,
place them in small pots. Water
thoroughly and shade for a few days.
When established, place them again in

the sunlight.

Canna roots may be divided, cleaned
and put into boxes, upon the bottom of
which should be placed a couple of inches
of soil. Water slightly and expose to

the light. When they have started

growth, they may be repotted if so de-
sired. Divide dahlia roots as well.

When the ground is fit, plant or trans-

plant perennials, such as peony, bleeding

heart and iris. Over-grown clumps of

perennials should be subdivided.

Remove the covering from the bulb

beds. Avoid breaking the shoots that

have come through the ground.

Prune hardy roses. Give the bushes
an application of good cow manure placed

around the roots.

All plants, shrubs, rosebushes, and
so forth, that have been killed back,

should be pruned back of the point to

which the injury extends.

When all the frost is out of the

ground and the weather is fairly dry,

the lawn should be rolled. Trim the

grass edgings evenly.

Rake and clean up the garden, lawn,

walks and drives generally.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN

Every garden should have an aspara-

gus bed. Start one this spring. Read
the article on page 92.

The time for sowing vegetable seeds

out-doors varies greatly throughout our

Dominion with its wide range of cli-

mates. As soon, as the ground can be

worked nicely, sow seeds of peas, spin-

ach, lettuce, parsnips, parsley, leeks and
onions. A little frost or snow after these

seeds are in the ground will not hurt

them. As parsley and parsnips are slow
in germinating, often taking four or five

weeks, it is a good plan to sow a few

seeds of lettuce in the rows with them.

Lettuce will come up quickly, and will

mark the rows ; it will be used before the

space is needed for the parsnips.

A week or two later sow beans, beets,

carrots and salsify. Sow early varieties

of radish and of table turnips as soon as

possible and at intervals of two weeks
for a succession.

Besides growing the standard sorts of

vegetables, why not try something new
this year? For a greater variety, sow or

plant Brussels sprouts, bush lima

beans, Swiss chard, kohl-rabi, endive,

Chinese mustard, cress and cultivated

dandelions.
WITH THE FEtriTS

Grape vines that have not been pruned

should be treated immediately to prevent

bleeding. Should this condition occur,

however, do not be alarmed because it

is not as serious as most people think.

Finish pruning raspberries, blackber-

ries, currants and gooseberries.

Plant small fruits when time for plant-

ing arrives in your locality. Have the

soil thoroughly prepared and enriched.

Remove mummied fruit from peach and
plum trees and bury or burn them. They
indicate that the trees are infected with

brown rot. Arrange therefore to spray

them with Bordeaux mixture or some
other good fungicide.

Remove the mulch from the straw-

berry bed when the plants begin to grow.

If not too heavy, leave it between the

rows to conserve moisture. In any case,

leave enough for this purpose.

There is no feature of home gardening

that is more interesting than fruit grow-

ing. If you have no fruits in the garden

and have room for them, plant this

spring.

Plant trees and shrubs mostly in

groups and on borders of lawns.

Hardy ornamental grasses may be

used with good effect in borders and in

beds.

Boat Hoaiet in the ClDadian Labrador where Gardeni Might be Ettabliihed Thraofli Proper Care

An attempt is being made to induce the fisher-follt and other iiihabitanta of Labrador to plant
gardens. The Canadian Labrador Horticultural MisHion is engaged in the work. See pages 94, 97.
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Asparagus for the Home Garden
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ontario

A GARDEN is incomplete without

an asparagus bed. Asparagus is

one of our first outdoor vegetable

dishes. A little labor and $1.50 for

plants to make a bed will be a good in-

vestment, with asparagus for years to

come. The culture is simple.

Purchasing two-year-old plants from

the nurserymen proves the speediest way
of establishing an asparagus bed. Pal-

"I
--i"!!,

Cross-Section of an Aspara(ns Bed

1. Four to six miles of friable eoil to cover
the plants. 2. Asparagus plant (note spread of

roots). 3. Manure and soil well mixed. 4. Good
drainage (not always as well laid as in the dia-

gram, nor is it necessary).

metto and Conover's Colossal are the

standard sorts. A bed thirty feet long

and four feet wide is sufficient for fam-

ily use and some for charitable use or

the market too. Mark off the bed ; use

a line on either side and trace it along

with the spade.

At each side of the bed make an alley

or path two feet wide. Throw the soil

from the alley on to the bed, making

this pathway six inches deep. The idea

of elevating the bed about a foot higher

than the surrounding soil is to ensure

good drainage, drier in winter and

spring, and this elevation gives addi-

tional warmth and compactness for an

early crop. Four feet is a handy width

for the work of cleaning, cutting and

general routine.

Have three rows in the bed, the out-

side ones nine inches from the edges.

The centre row will have fifteen inches

on each side, which makes up our four

feet. Being thirty feet in length, loo

plants will do, placing them a foot

apart.

k& good crops are taken from beds

ten years old and even twenty years old,

the work of planting is not an annual oc-

currence. It must be done, therefore,

in a practical, thorough manner at the

beginning. The soil should be of a fair-

ly light nature, preferably a sandy loam.

This must be dug and loosened two and

a half to three feet deep, with an addi-

tion of manure as a basis. Be sure and

locate in a dry position with a slope to

the south. If the subsoil is heavy, throw

it aside and lay a thick stratum of rough

ashes or stones two and a half feet

from the level of the bed, also a drain

tile if water inclines not to move away.

Some friable soil and well decayed ma-

nure for the surface should bring it to

the desired height.

The roots of asparagus must not be

exposed to the air. Keep them in a bag,

moistened until ready. Make a good
large hole for the roots and spread them
out in all directions. Keep the growing
crown straight and four inches of soil

over it, packing it firmly. Have this

done in May. If exceptionally dry

weather prevails, help the growth with

the watering can. Encourage the

growth the first season. Support it if

necessary by running a cord around the

bed. Cutting the asparagus can com-
mence the second year, each season giv-

ing it fresh vigor. How and when to cut

and other factors in the care of an aspar-

agus bed will be mentioned in next is-

sue.

The Use of Flats in Gardening
Prof. W. S. Blair, Macdonald Collrge, Que.

The use of "flats" or shallow boxes

for starting seedlings in and for again

transplanting into is becoming general

with many market gardeners. There is

no doubt as to the wisdom of their use

in the case of the small grower or pri-

vate gardener. They are easily moved
from place to place, can be shifted to

cold frames and finally to the open to

harden off the plants before being per-

manently planted. It is disagreeable, to

say the least, pricking off seedlings in

the early spring with a northeastern

wind chilling the whole outfit. If flats

are used this can be done inside a build-

ing with comfort, and the time saved in

doing the work under favorable condi-

tions will go a long way toward paying

for the flats. The flat can be taken right

to the field at transplanting time. With
very little labor the plants can be cut

out with a ball of soil attached and

thereby suffer little check.

There is an advantage too in the use

of flats, in that less soil is required and

usually more stocky plants are secured,

for the roots do not have a chance to dip

deeply into the manure of the hotbed,

which may produce too rapid growth,

developing plants rangy and weak,

which suffer a severe shock when
handled.

The most convenient size of flat is

thirteen by twenty-two inches and three

inches deep. Of course these flats can

be made out of any old boxes, such as a

soap box, by ripping them through and

putting in bottoms where necessary.

Half-inch ends and three-eighth-inch

sides and bottoms make a good flat.

These can tx? got cheaply, ready to be

put together, sawn to the size required,

from any box or wood working estab-

lishment. The use of planed wood.

giving one co.it of raw oil with some
lead in it, will pay ; however, as a usual
thing this is not done. There is an ad-

vantage in having the flats of a uni-

form size, as they can be placed to bet-

ter advantage in the hotbed. One and
one-half-inch resined nails should be
used. In putting on the bottom boards,
one-sixteenth to one-eighth-inch space
between the boards should be allowed
for drainage and swell of the lumber.
.Vfter through with the flats allow them
to thoroughly dry and place in a dry
shed carefully piled up.

How to Grow Celery Plants*
F. W. Hack, Ncrwood, Man.

In order to produce a good crop it is

necessary to secure good plants. Many
failures in celery growing are due to the

use of improperly grown and carelessly

handled plants. The first necessity is

good seed, and the strictest attention is

necessary to secure a reliable strain.

Only fresh seed should be used. While
celery seed will germinate freely when
several years old, its vitality will be im-

paired, and as everything depends on
vigorous growth, it is well to avoid even
a suspicion of lack of vitality. Sow for

early crop from middle to end of Feb-
ruary and for main crop middle of March
to beginning of April. The varieties

generally grown are White Plume and
Paris Golden Yellow.

The best place to raise celery plants

is in a cool, well ventilated greenhouse.

When only a few plants are required

they may be started in shallow boxes in

a sunny window. Very good plants may
be grown in this way provided they are

given plenty of sun. Where it is neces-

sary to use a hotbed, seeding should be

delayed until the heat is somewhat ex-

hausted. A good depth of soil should

be used and plenty of air admitted. Sow
thinly in rows one and one-half inches

apart. Cover one-eighth inch in depth

with fine soil and slightly press down.

Care must be taken to keep the soil

moist, but not wet. The seedlings will

appear in about fourteen days. In about

three weeks they will be ready for their

first transplanting.

Moving the tiny seedlings is very

slow and tedious work, but it is impor-

tant. The young plants will begin to

be crowded in the seed beds, and if left

to themselves will develop a long main

root with very few side roots. The
transplanting process disturbs this main

root and causes the formation of numer-

ous fibrous rootlets which, working near

the surface, are better adapted to feed-

ing the plants. The plants should be

three to four inches apart or, if space is

limited, they may be planted as closely

as can conveniently be done, in which

*A part of an address before the Western Hor-
ticultural Society in Winnipeg last February. It

will be continued in next issue.
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case they should be re-transplanted as

soon as they become crowded.

Some gardeners leave the plants fair-

ly close and keep them short and stocky

by repeatedly clipping the leaves. This

practice is apt to exhaust the vitality of

the plants and is often followed by a

large percentage running to seed.

The principle to be observed in rais-

ing celery plants is to secure an even,

vigorous, unchecked growth throughout.

The dangers to be avoided are over-

crowding, unnaturally forced growth
and subjecting the plants to a moist,

steamy atmosphere, often the case in

greenhouses and hotbeds. Any severe

check to the young plants may result in

disaster by weakening their vitality,

rendering them likely to run to seed

and making them liable to attacks of

disease.

Leaf Hopper on Vegetables
Arthur Gibson, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa

In eastern Ontario and Quebec the rav-

ages of the apple leaf hopper (Empoas-
ca mail) to potatoes, beans and many
other kinds of plants, were very serious

in igo8; in fact, this outbreak was one
of the most important of the year. The
apple leaf hopper is a very small, slender,

pale, greenish insect, about one-eighth

of an inch long when mature. That year

it began to make its presence known to-

wards the end of June, by causing the

leaves of the attacked plants to curl up
and turn brown. The injury is done by
thousands of these small insects sucking

the juices from the leaves and stems of

the plant, which very soon blackens and
fades.

The young leaf hoppers do not get their

wings for some little time after they

hatch from the egg. It is during this

stage that most of the harm is done, and
this is the only time when a remedy can

be applied with much success. Potatoes

which were sprayed at the Central Ex-

perimental Farm with whale oil soap, one

pound in five gallons of water, or with

the ordinary kerosene emulsion, early in

JiJy, before the young leaf hoppers had
acquired their wings, were freed from the

pest and not since injured to any apprec-

iable extent. As these insects feed on the

lower side of the leaves, it is necessary

in order to reach them with a spray, to

attach a nozzle to a short joint of pipe

about a foot long, having an angle of

about forty-five degrees in it. The sever-

ity of the outbreak of this insect in 1908,

was doubtless much aggravated by the

exceptional drought and heat, which

weakened the plants and made them

more than usually susceptible to injury.

Tomatoes in Western Home Gardens
Brervda E. Neville, Cottonwood, Saskatchewan

THE hotbed for tomato plants should again, choose a coudy day if possible,

be made just as for raising other If a cloudy day does not come, never

seedlings—a couple of feet of straw- mind. Lift each plant carefully, and

less horse manure well packed, covered set in garden, deeply, so deep that only

with nearly six inches of light sandy the top shows. Do not leave a bare stem

loam, very fine. Water well, cover with above the ground, no matter how long

glass, and leave for a few days until the it is. Fill the hole the plant stands in

weed-seeds start to grow. It will be with cold water. Fill in with earth,

safe then to set in the tomato plants. leaving the soil loose on top. If the

Rake the surface of the bed well to sun is very hot a little shade may be

kill all weeds that have started. Slip given beneficially, but I have set plants

the plants carefully from their pots, and out in this way without shade, and had

.S2t them quite deeply in the soil of the them do nicely.

hotbed, placing water about each root

i

A
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necessary large limbs and continue the
pruning of small twigs then and every year
afterwards. Read the articles on pruning
that appear in this magazine.
How often has the orchard been sprayed?

"Never!" Well, commence now. No work
in orchard management pays better. In
some seasons, spraying means the difference

between ten dollars and one dollar or less

on one tree.

When all these things are put into prac-
tice, the orchard will take a new lease of

life. Try it and see. Do not put it off.

Hundreds of farmers have done this and are
making money that at one time they did

not believe possible. They have made new
orchards out of old ones. If you have an
orchard, you can do the same. If you
haven't one, buy trees and plant. It pays
to grow fruit.

measure used in Canada. In the table on
page 69, it should also be stated that the
treatment for plant lice is not always as

successful as might be desired.

l^t m

I

I

PUBLISHERS' DESK

The March issue of The Canadi.vn Horti-
OTJLTURIST was a record breaker in many
ways. It was not only the largest issue

that we have ever published, but it con-

tained the largest number of columns of

advertising, the value of the advertising was
the greatest, there was the largest number
of individual advertisers, and also the larg-

est number of new advertisers, of any single

issue. This not only shows that our old

advertisers are still using the paper and
that it brings results for them, but that new
advertisers in large niimbers are beginning
to find that The Canadi.\n Horticultttrist
is a paper that appeals to the class of people
whom they wish to reach.

As this page is one of the first to go to

press, we are unable to give any definite in-

formation regarding the April issue, but
from indications as our first forms go to

press, the April
issTie will be an-
other "largest ev-

er." What better
evidence can we
give that The
Canadian Horti-
crriTTjRiST is

"making good"
with its advertis-
ers?

If this catches
your eye, Mr. Ad-
vertiser, who is

not advertisine in

The Canadian Hon-
TICTTLTtTRrST. why
not let the experi-

ence of other ad-
vertisers guide you
and plan to use

space .'n the May
issue. It will be
a good one. Form.?

close Anril 20th.

What is a Crab Apple?
In connection with this question the il-

lustration that appears on this page is par-

ticularly interesting. Mr. R. A. Harrison,
of Cataraqui, Ont., from whom the speci-

mens were received, states that this seedling

has been accepted by consumers, by nursery-

men and by professional horticulturists as a
crab-apple. He writes

:

"Our customers always pay us double the
price that they could buy any other crabs
for, and they always remember to ask for

them the next season. We have not had the
slightest difiBculty in having them accepted
as crabs. They are extra good keepers for

crabs.

"An apj)le grower could probably point
out the tree as a crab at 100 yards dis-

tant, if it were growing in a row with other
apple trees. It looks like a crab tree, and
its crab leaves are nearly as large as a man's
hand—oerfect crab tree leaves."

In the report for 1905 of Mr. W. T. Ma-
coun, Horticulturist, Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, this apple is described, under
the heading "New Fruits," as follows:

"Seedling crab apple.—Fruit large for a
crab ; two by two and one-half inches ; form,
roundish, slightly angular; cavity, medium
depth and width ; stem, long, slender ; basin
open, medium depth, much wrinkled ; calyx,

closed ; color, yellow, well washed with deep
crimson and splashed with dark crimson

;

dots few, yellow distinct ; skin, moderately
thick, moderately tough ; flesh, yellow, tend-
er, juicy ; core medium ; briskly subacid

;

pleasant flavor, very little astringency

;

quality, good for a crab ; season, probably
early to mid-October. A handsome crab of

the largest size. May prove desirable as a
late variety."

Since Mr. Macoun wrote the above des-
cription and after he had examined more
specimens, he stated in a letter to The Can-
adian HoRTictrLTTjRisT that, in his opinion,
the introducer would have difficulty in get-
ting this apple accepted as a crab apple. This
is the opinion of The Canadian Hortictjl-
TTJRIST. The size of the fruit alone would
place it outside of the list of crabs. Fur-
thermore, its origin is obscure, it being a
chance seedling. Mr. Marrison says

:

"I have always believed it to be a seed-
ling of the Snow apple, as it came up where
a lot of refuse from Snows had been thrown

;

but some specimens of its fruit grow larger
than that variety."
The case of this seedling further em-

phazises the need for a definition to dis-

tinguish between apples and crab apples.
What do the readers of The Canadian Hor-
TioxiLTTTRisT think of this case? More ex-
pressions of opinion on the general ques-
tion are invited. Note the following from
Mr. W. M. Robson, of Lindsay, Ont. : "The
question, 'What is a crab apple?' is a

startling announcement, notwithstanding
the present advancement in the science of

pomology. It is a strange anomaly that
necessitates some authentic answer to its

identity. Of late, several seedlings from
apple parentage of a size that would scarcely

command recognition as an apple of merit,

yet, being insidiously merged into the crab
apple family, have become a prodigy in

this class. Thus, subject" to the whim, or

caprice of the individual, their propagation
(and questionable accuracy) is continued,
resulting in the confusion of species.

"After more than 50 years of apple cul-

ture in Ontario, with its several colleges,

each having its chair on Pomology and
Horticulture, not to mention the numerous
auxiliaries by way of horticultural societies,

lectures, conventions, and demonstrations-^
all intended to aid and disseminate the
principles and essentialities of fruit-growing
including kinds, qualities and correct nom-

Tn the article on

"The Preparation
and TTsp of Con-
centrated L i m o-

Sulphur," bv Prof.

J. P. Stewart,
that appeared in

our March issue,

all references to

gallons on page 5.3

are in wine mens-
nvp. Five gallons

in this measure
e n u a 1 approxi-
mately four gal-

lons Imperial, the
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enclature—it is a sad comment on the times
and our boasted system to have to ask the

question: 'What is a crab apple?'

"The answer of the interested majority
would probably bo that it is an apple in a

class by itself, minus its distinctive charac-

teristic undefined by an acknowledged au-
thority. Others may define it as a species

without an authorized formula to distin-

guish its identity at present.

"Personally, I consider that the crab apple

merits a better fate than that of being as-

similated out of recognition by the invasions

of different species. Surely its unique char-

acter as a preserving and ornamental fruit

and also its fame as the parent of illustrious

progeny, should entitle it to a place worthy
of protection from the fate of obsolescence.

"Then, if such a condition exists it ought
to be a sufficient incentive for anyone to ask
for an investigation by a competent person

in the college, who will give to patrons and
the public the component characteristics,

properly formulated, of the crab apple."

Canadian Apple Show
Editor, The Can.\dian Horticulturist :

I noticed in the editorial columns of your
February issue some remarks regarding the
holding of an anntial apple show in Canada
along lines similar to the one held in Spo-
kane, Wash., that has been attracting so

much attention, apd undoubtedly been pro-

ductive of much good. The addresses and
discussions in connection with the Spokane
Show have infused new blood in the apple
growers of the west and have helped very
much to produce that exceptionally fine

fruit, and the up-to-date methods prac-
tised in cultivation, pruning, thinning,
packing and marketing.
During the past apple harvesting season,

I was privileged to spend some time in the

principal apjile sections of British Columbia
and everywhere would you hear reference

made as to the valuable les.sons and the

information learned at Spokane. Prepara-
tions were then being made to attend the
1909 show as well as have their products on
exhibition, where subsequently, British Col-

umbia again captured a share of the prizes.

The object lessons there learned together

with the talks by practical men along all

lines, from the growing of the trees in the
nursery to the marketing of th"ir products,
are looked upon as of inestimable value. Tt

has done much good towards educating Brit-

ish Columbia apple growers, and placing
them in manv respects in advance of us
con.servative Ontario apple growers. While
some of the methods there practised, on ac-

count of the different climatic conditions,
would not be practicable here, there are
however, many lessons we could learn from
them to our advantage. The western fruit,

being so much superior in general appear-
ance, uniformity, shipping and keeping
qualities, with the careful grading and
packing, accounts for the good prices they
are able to secure.

In view of these facts, it would be useless
for us at present to attempt to compete
with them at an apple show. Our apples
and some of our other fruits are superior
in flavor to western grown fruit, but in
appearance and keeping qualities the west
has the advantage. The all important mat-
ter that confronts us is to grow a better
class of apples and I am satisfied we can
do so if we go about it right. The sooner
we get out of the old rut, allowing our
trees to overbear and produce a large quan-
tity of apples that are valueless for market
and really so few that are strictly No. 1,
will the apple industry of Ontario take on
new life and prove remunerative as it has
in the west. We will then again be pro-

ducing apples, even vastly superior in uni-
formity and appearance with the aid of
modern methods, to the choice apples that
were grown here years ago before the in-

sect and other pests were in our midst.
Then, too, being free of fungi, they will
possess much better keeping qualities.

What we need is an annual Ontario apple
show and convention. There is no province
in Canada capable of such va.^t expansion of
this industry, adapted for growing good
flavored apples and capable of producing a
variety in the various localities from the
early to the late or winter varieties. There-
fore, we should consider the advisability of
holdiniT such a show and convention to de-
velop this industry. By the object lessons and
instructions imparted, such a show would
be the means of arousing an increased inter-

est and leading the way to develop this
important, but much neglected industry.
Canada has the ideal climate to produce

the best apples and wheat in the world. Let
us see to it that we put on the market the
best products it is possible for us to pro-
duce. We should never rest content to leave
good enoupli alone, '-"t press forward for
something better.—W. B. Rittenhouse,
Beamsville. Ont.
[Note.—That better provincial shows are

needed before we undertake to hold a na-
tional apple show is evident. Mr. Ritten-
house's suggestion that an annual apple
show and convention be held in Ontario is

already an established fact i" th" Ontario
Horticultural Exhibition and the annu.^l
meetings of the Ontario Fruit Growers' As-
sociation. It is planned to develop this

show along similar, but more restricted,

lines to that of the Spokane show. If fruit
growers of Ortirio give it their best sup-
port, it will become the extensive and in-

fluential show that Mr. Rittenhouse sug-
gests.—Editor]

.

Plant Northern Grown Stock

It is hardy, mature, and will grow where other kinds fail. It is

the kind you should plant in your orchard and garden this

spring to secure the best results.

View of Hydrangeas in our Nursery at Pointe Claire

HARDINESS AND QUALITY
are prominent characteristics of our stock. Our trees and
plants are well grown. Note the width between the rows in the
illustration and the bushy well-developed plants. Our aim
constantly is to grow nursery stock of the best quality. A trial

order will convince you that our stock is the best that grows.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO., Ltd.
Narieries: Pointe Claire, Que. 10 Phillips Place, Montreal, Que.

A FEW RELIABLE SALESMEN WANTED

GRASSELLI
ARSENATE OF LEAD

fl It is an arsenical poison.

^ This is what it is for :

^ To destroy leaf eating and chewing insects, such as the

Codling Moth, Canker Worm and Curculio.

^ Here is why it is better than White Arsenic or Paris
Green

:

1st. It sticks, ready to destroy the insects when
they commence to feed.

It also shows, so you may know whether or
not your foliage and fruit is all covered.

2nd. It w^ill not burn the foliage, even though used
stronger than directions. (Have you ever
figured the cost to you if an arsenical burned
the foliage ?)

Wby Yoa Should Use Grasselli Arsenate of Lead :

1st. Because it is a poison made by chemists whose business
it has been to make high grade chemicals over 70 years.

2nd. It has been used in the Niagara secion the past tw^o

seasors w^ith best results.—Therefore, it is not an un-
tried brand about which you know practically nothing.

3rd. The price is right. We charge a reasonable price for

the Best.

WILL YOU SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

m SL CATHARINES COLD STORAGE & FORWARDING CO.
(HOBT. THOMPSON, President)

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
OR SEND ENQUIRIES TO US

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Use Best Seed for Gardening
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ont.

Do you want to have a good garden this

summer, a better one than last year? If

so, in the first place, procure good, reliable

seed from a reliable source. Where can such

seeds be purchased? I have sown seed from

all the noted firms in Great Britain where
they specialize and have extensive trial

grounds. Yet, I have had failures with seed

not germinating.
You can't condemn a seed firm if some

packet has given a poor percentage. Much
depends on the treatment, temperature
moisture and depth of sowing for success

with seeds. The individual or grower is

largely in control of the seed proving good
or bad. Because your neighbor has a better

tomato crop than you have, the blame is

laid on the seed, although it may be the

same seed.

A firm that wilfully sells useless seed can
never survive long. One fault is that too

many dabble with seeds. In small towns,

you find seeds displayed in almost every
store. It is surprising that reputable seed

houses that supply these off-shoots, as it

were, do not have a better system. One
agent in small towns and villages is surely

representative enough for one firm.

I have found Canadian seed firms to fur-

nish seed equal in quality and high per-
centage of germination to any house of fame
in Great Britain. A large quantity doubt-
less comes from there and other countries.
However, the seedsmen in the Dominion
have the right article in .stock and it is

adaptable to the climate. I have experi-
mented with several vegetable strains from
ithe Old Land, but find them entirely second-
ry to Canadian sorts.

In Canada we should have great trial

grounds and produce more of our own seed.

There is no gainsaying the fact but that
seed matured, harvested and carefully sel-

ected in this country would naturally be
better acclimated than the foreign product.
Nevertheless, we are more or less dependent
on our neighbors for supplying our wants
in this particular line as well as in many
others. Farmers and gardeners that read
The Canadian Hobticxjltxjrist should send
direct to those seedsmen that use the col-

umns of this paper as their advertising med-
ium. It is just as economical and more
profitable than local purchases.

,

Leading seed firms test all their seeds
before sending them to their customers. A
sample of each sort is sown in pots or
boxes in their glass houses. If it fails

to give a satisfactory germination, it is not
put on the market ; thus, the customer can-
not find fault with the purity of the seed.
We should give our support to the Dominion
seedsmen, and they should be encouraged
to give more attention to the extending
of trial giounds, hybridizing and the sel-

ection of adaptable varieties suitable for

the different parts of the land.
Gardeners themselves ought to experiment

more and find the strains that give the best

/esults in their own locality. The garden
is too often subjected to random treatment

;

likewise, many orchards and farms. It is

being felt more keenly every year that a
random, haphazard, careless management of

crops is ruinous and detrimental and cannot
stand the rivalry of up-to-date methods.

"The Man With The Hne," is the name
of an interesting little booklet prepared by
the Bateman Mfg. Co., makers of the Iron
Age Tools. Free copies may be had by writ-
ing to the above company at Box .516G
Grenloch, N.J., and mentioning this paper.

Horticulture in Labrador
Last year an attempt was made to grow

vegetable and flower seeds in the Canadian
Labrador and success attended the effort.

In a letter to a lady in London, Ont., a
year ago last spring, Miss Edith Mayou,
Superintendent of the Harrington Hospital
in the Canadian Labrador, stated that the
dietary of the fisherfolk might be improved
by growing vegetables for food. The sug-
gestion was referred to Mr. Emery B.
Hamilton, London, Ont., an expert in re-

gard to seeds, etc., and was taken up en-
thusiastically by him. Previous efforts to
grow satisfactory vegetables had failed in
the Canadian Labrador, but his selection of
the hardiest early varieties which were sent
by the last boat last year, brought forth
most satsfactory returns. Only some $30
contributed by sympathizers who were will-

ing to expend the amount on an experi-
ment that did not seem to be promising,
were at the disposal of those in charge.
The entire amount was used for seeds, leav-
ing no surplus for tcols. Only crudest tools
were used by the inhabitants of the barren
coast who made rakes by driving long nails
through a bar of wood and manufactured
watering-cms by punchng holes in tomato
cans. Those who had the ambition to make
the effort were well rewarded.

Last fall a horticultural exhibition was
held and tools necessary for gardening dis-
tributed for prizes. The exhibition was a
success. The work will be extended. As it

is supported entirely by subscription and
being in connection with the great mission
of which Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell is the
head, contributions will be gratefully re-

ceived. Address, Mr. Emery B. Hamilton,
chairman, Canadian Labrador Horticul-
tural Mission, 546 AVellington St., London.

FRUIT GROWERS
Who Want Clean Fruit Should

Write For Our Booklet on - -

CAMPBELL S SPRAYS
"Prepared Bordeaux Mixture"

" Nico-Soap Insecticide "

"Vermoid, Soil Fumigant"

All Ready for Use in Few Minutes

No Clogging of Pumps

Endorsed by the Leading Growers

BLACRIE BROS.,
HALIFAX, N.S.

CANADIAN
AGENTS

A. S. HATFIELD, Sub-Ag.nt, KALEDEN, B.C.

BASKETS
Wc arc Headquarters for

all kinds of Splint Baskets

VcDccr wipplictl for the protection of tree* ipom mice

during winter

FRUIT PACKAGES A SPEOAUTY

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The Oakville Basket Co., Oakville. Ont

Mention The Canikdian HortlculttiriBt when writlnjr
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PEAR AND
APPLE BLIGHT

We have positively

demonstrated that we

CAN CURE
THIS DISEASE

Write us for Parti-

culars

PEAR BLIGHT
REMEDY CO.

Vacavillc,

California

Ontario Vegetable Growers
The annual meetinp; of the Ontario Veg-

otable Growers' Association was held in To-
ronto on Feb. 8, with the president, T.

Delworth, "Weston, in the chair. The follow-

ing directors were present : F. G. Fuller,

London; F. Whitehead, London; E. H.
Titterington, St. Thomas; J. W. Rush and
James Dandridge, Humber Bay; C. H.
Weaver, Dunnville; G. H. Pood, London;
R. H. Lewis, Hamilton; C. W. Baker, By-
ron; J. Dngal, Tecumseh; Geo. Syme, jr.,

Toronto ; Wm. Broughton, Sarnia ; T. A.
Newton, Woodstock; F. F. Reeves, Humber
Bay : and the secretary, J. Lockie Wilson,
Toronto.
The financial statement showed a balance

on hand of $53.12. It was decided to hold
the next convention in London during hte
time of the Western Fair. The matter of

changing the name of the association was
left in the hands of the executive. A mo-
tion to assist the Dunnville branch in get-

ting express rates on vegetables readjusted
was carried.
The need for a revision of standard weights

of vegetables was brought up by Mr. Rush,
who suggested the following as fair : Par-
snips, per bush, 45 lbs. ; carrots, 50 lbs.

;

beets, 50 lbs. : artichokes, 56 lbs. As the
standard now is 60 lbs. for all and commis-
sion houses buy by weight the result is a
loss to the grower. Potatoes should have a
standard of 75 lbs. instead of 90 lbs. as they
are frequently sold in sugar bags which only
hold one and one-quarter bushels and weigh
75 lbs. The executive was instructed to ask
the Dominion government to fix the above
standards for vegetables.

Officers were elected as follows : Pres. T.
Delworth. Weston; 1st vice-pres., P. G. Ful-
ler, London ; 2nd vice-pres., T. A. Newton,
Woodstock; executive committee; T. Del-

Small Fruits

STRAWBERRIES
and

RASPBERRIES

Quebec Grown Plants

Have you found suitable varieties

for your soil and section ?

The beginner should make his

trials wide to arrive at this.

Professionals should bear in mind
the best variety is always moving for-

ward.

A trial patch is very interesting,

and inexpensive, and leads to im-

provements that increase the effec-

tiveness of one's work for all time.

I have some of the best varieties

of both these fruits.

Send for Catalogue.

Will Lower Quotatioiu for Quantities.

C. p. NEWMAN
BOX 51, LACHINE LOCKS, QUE.

GO TO
BATTS LIMITED FOBHOTBED SASH

PROFIT AND PLEASURE IN GROWING EARLY VEGETABLES
AND FLOWERS IN HOT-BEDS

The money saved in growing your own vegetables and flowers,

saves the cost of the beds the first year. Our Hot Bed Sash are

built to last. All the joints are tight fitting, blind mortised and

white leaded before being put together. A J4 inch oak rod runs

through the bars and into the stiles. A metal pin is driven into

each of the bars and stiles through the rod. In this w^ay each bar

is held in its proper position and prevented from sagging.

A trial order will convince you that our sash possess the

greatest possible strength and durability.

Hot bed folder mciiled on request.

SIZE :~ 3 FT. 2 INS. WIDE BY 6 FT. LONG FOR 4 ROWS OF 8 INCH
GLASS, FOR BUTTED OR LAPPED GLASS

PRICE:—NORWAY PINE 95c., CLEAR RED CYPRESS $1.20

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO-DAY=

BATTS LIMITED-374 pacific ave.-WEST TORONTO
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POTATO PLANTER

1909 MODEL
With or without fertiUzer attachment, opens the trench,
drops the seed, covers it, and marks for the next row all

in one operation. Does not bruise or mar the seed in
any way. One man and team can plant from 4 to 6
acres per day.

Write for Catalogue

Canadian Potato Macliinerj Co., Limited
124 Stone Road - GALT, ONT.

worth, J. Lockie Wilson, F. F. Reeves, C.

W. Baker and C. H. Weaver; directors on
Ontario Horticultural Exhibition, F. F.
Reeves, Thos Delworth, Geo. Syme, Jr. and
J. W. Rush.
Hon. J. S. Duff, Minister of Agriculture,

who was present, expressed his willingness

to set aside a portion of the Driftwood
Experimental Farm for experiments with
potatoes so as to determine the most suitable

kinds for seed.—G.

llhe confidence felt by farmers and

^gardeners in Ferry's Stcds to-day

1 would have been impossible to feel in
_

I any seeds two score of y,ears^

\ ago. We have made a

1 science of seed

\ growing.

always do 1

exactly what you '

expect of them. For sale
'

everywhere. FERRY'S 1910 SEED I

[ AKNCAL Free on request

D. M. FERRY & CO., Windsor, Ont.1

Improving Vegetable Varieties
Fred ColliiM, Chatham, Ont.

Out of the host of so-called new varieties

of vegetables that appear annually, I do
not think that many show very decided ad-
vancement. The man that accepts the opti-

mistic descriptions in the seed catalogues is

doomed to much disappointment. I am more
in favor of improvement of the very excel-

lent varieties we already have by a system of

plant selection. Take for instance, the
Earliana tomato. In my estimation, it is

the best early tomato we have but it has
many defects, among which are a hard green
stem and an irregular shape. My plan is

to select a plant which produces fruit freest

from tliese defects and keep all the fruits

for seed. It would be better to cover the
vine in some way to prevent cross fertiliza-

tion, but I do not take that much trouble
and I have a very much improved Earliana
tomato.
One of the great difficulties I have to con-

tend with is to buy pure seed of good ger-
minating quality. Last year, I bought
muskmelon seed from one of our leading
Canadian seedsmen and it was so mixed
that it was diflScult to get a dozen fruits of
one variety. I also bought parsnip seed from
the same firm, and, after making two sow-
ings, I had not one parsnip for my table.

Send me your order for

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS
Good plants that will grow

I have the following choice varieties

:

ABINGTON
AMOUT
BEDERWOOD
CHESAPEAKE

PRIDE OF MICHIGAN

PARSONS BEAUTY
RUBY
SAMPLE

COMMONWEALTH, SENATOR DUNLAP
GLENN MARY TENNESSEE PROLIFIC

GOOD LUCK THREE WS
HAVERLAND VIRGINIA

HUNDRED DOLLAR. WILLIAMS

MARGARET WM. BELT

1910 Price List Sent on Application

W. H. VANDERBURG
POPLAR HILL, ONT.

Demmg Sprayers Save Labor

Spraying must be done at a busy time. Our pumps are made for

busy men. They don't break down when most needed—when a few
days' delay means the loss of your entire crop. No time lost in re-

pairing—the farm hand finds they work easier than any he ever
heard of.

DEMING SPRAY This cart sprayer has 24 gallon tank, and
strong, well built barrel pump with submerged
cylinder.

PUMPS AND NOZZLES
Are without doubt, the best spraying apparatus on the market. Ex-

periment Stations recommend them. Governments use them. Prac-

tical fruit growers would not be without them.

Our Catalogue and Spraying Chart, giving full particulars regarding more than

twenty styles and sizes of hand and power spraying machines for all spraying

operations, will be sent you on request by:

—

"Samson" double
acting sprayer.
Note tremendouse
leverage and greatH
capacity.

A. SIMMERS, STREET EAST

Or BLACKIE BROS.

Toronto, Ont.

Halifax, N.S.
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

British Columbia
At the convention of tlio British Cohimbia

Fruit Growers' Association held at Victoria

in February, Mr. W. E. Scott, deputy min-

ister of agriculture, gave an account of his

experiences in England, where he went in

charge of the British Columbia fruit des-

tined to be exhibited there. He stated that

there is a market for A. No. 1 fruit only, but

none other pays to ship. The highest price

he obtained on selling boxes of apples that

had been on exhibition there was for Spit-

zenberg, from 10s. to 12s. 6d., a box. Freight

costs $1 a box and as ordinary No. 1 pack

would bring but 8s., there are better markets
nearer home.
The cry is for a big red apple and Jona-

than, Mcintosh, Spitzenberg, and King are

recommended as the best varieties for this

market. He gave a warning against plant-

ing too many trees of Cox's Orange as they

were not the most satisfactory.

Exhibitions were made at 24 different

places, each exhibition lasting from two
days to a week, and" much good has been

effected. The fruit obtained 22 medals, as

follows : Nine gold, three silver gilt, nine

.silver and one award of merit. All this was
in addition to a Royal Horticultural So-
ciety's gold modal.
"Two important questions," remarked Mr.

Scott, "have to be solved before we can
cater to the better class settler ; the first

being land clearing on a financial basis,

and the second, the question of labor and
domestic service." The acute want now is

to obtain suitable girls for domestics and
he suggested that the Government establish

a home for these and some financial assis-

tance until places could be bound for them.
—W.J.L.H.

Vancouver Island, B. C.
F. Palmer

With the exception of a few days' cold or

wet weather now and again, fruit growers
were able to work in their orchards through-
out the winter. Shortly after the fall spray-

ing of lime-sulphur solution was over, prun-
ing was commenced and was carried on
briskly during all fine weather.
For spring spraying a few growers intend

to use the lime-sulphur solution, but the

Edison
Talent

_ making

Kecords ^ryou
In what other way can you hear so cheaply

and so comfortably such an array of talent as

that engaged in making Amberol and Standard

Records for the Edison Phonograph.

To mention only a few of these star enter-

tainers, whose records are the joy of thous-

ands, there are:

Mabel McKinley Grace Cameron

Albert Spalding Harry Lauder

Vesta Tilley Ada Jones

Nat Wills Marshall P. Wilder

There are several good records from each

of these and a hundred others that you can

hear at the dealers and own and hear in your

own home for a trifle.

Edison Standard Records - - - 40c.
Edison Amberol Records (twice as long) 65c.

Edison Grand Opera Records - • 85c.

Edison Phonographs - $16.50 to $162.50

There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest
and hear the Edison Phonograph play both Edison Standard
and Amberol Records and get complete catalogs from your
dealer or from us.

NatioiuJPhonosrapfaCo.,100L.al«-sic<i:Ave..OranK<?,N.J.. U.S.A.

majority are in favor of an extra strong
Horduaux solution, aiming to kill the aphis
and rod spider eggs that were missed in the
fall spraying of lime-sulphur.
Mr. U. il. Winslow, provincial horticul-

turist, gave a series of sprayinj? demonstra-
tions and lectures in the different fruit

growing sections of the island. At the
mo<!ting, which were all well attended, the
afternoons were given over to spraying de-
mon.strations proper, and the evenings to

lectures on various spraying mixtures,
pumps, nozzles, etc. This is the first work
of its kind that has been attempted on
Vancouver Island and it will result in the
fruit growers having a more intelligent idea

of spraying.

Prices on Vancouver Island
W. J. L. Hamillon

Since I have contributed to The Canadian
HORTICULTURIST, I have had many enquiries

from subscribers as to prices of fruits, etc.,

in this locality ; so, perhaps a few words on
these lines may prove of interest. I must
premise, however, that this district tributary

to Victoria is an ideal country for the fruit

industry, so the prices I quote are only those

of which I have personal experience, and
might prove misleading in other parts of the

province.
Apples of good varieties, from 10 to 12

year-old trees, should bring in about $200 an
acre net. Pears are less profitable, also

plums, whilst cherries and prunes bring
rather more.

Strawberries rule at from 8 to 10 cents for

main crop, with fancy prices for a limited

number early in the season. The net profit

per acre is in the neighborhood of $400.,

whilst red raspberries, loganberries and
blackberries bring some $300 an acre, rang-
ing from six cents for canning up to 10
cents in crates.

Currants are not in much demand. Goose-
berries are, but, as their price fluctuates,

they are not so staple a crop.

Asparagus is worth 8 to 10 cents a pound
and rhubarb averages about three cents.

Transportation facilities are improving
and great changes are projected ; so, the

land values will soon jump. In fact, the
value is steadily rising all the time, and
will continue to do so, as once the land
rises to a price prohibitive to profitable

horticulture, the wealthy man steps in and
pays a long figure for it for a home, for the
climate is ideal and the surroundings of

great beauty.
This is partly the secret of the town of

Victoria proving such a good market, as it

is just the place for a man with a love of

beauty who has' "made his pile" to end his

days in and enjoy the years still left him.

Manitoba
Dtvid Alexander, Oakville

I have about 45 crab apple, three standard
apple and six plum trees all doing well. Most
of the crab trees have been bearing for seven

or eight years. These are the only ones in

the district that I know of that are doing
well.

Mistakes are made by not having the

ground properly prepared by summer fallow,

in not digging a large enough hole for plant-

ing and in putting the subsoil back around
the roots instead of good surface soil. When
planting, the top requires to be severely cut

back, then give good cultivation for at least

the first three or four years which gives the

trees strength and allows them to mature
for the winter.

My trees have very little protection, al-

though I think it would be advisable. 1

all;)w the trees to grow to a full top, except
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cross brandies. Fruit growing would be a

greater success in the province if agents sell-

ing would give a few instructions or have
some information in pamphlet form to go
with stock.

New Brunswick
The appointment of a provincial horti-

culturist and the appropriation of $2,500 for

the encouragement of horticulture is cer-

tainly a step in advance and indicates a
real desire to get something done. Three
new illustration orchards are to be set out
this spring and the old ones will receive
closer attention than it was possible to give
them in the past. The horticulturist has

already visited three illustration orchards,
and three orchard meetings and t.vo evening

sessions were held in Charlotte county, the
week ending March 5th, at which special

atteniion was given to the renovation of o.d

orchards and the home fruit garden. 'Ihe

balance of the illustration orchards will be
visited before growth starts and pruned, and
again in June when demonstrations of plant-

ing, pruning and spraying will be given and
general orchard practice discussed.

The Fruit Growers' Association is plan-
ning an active campaign and have already
doubled their membership. Efforts will be
made to hold a record-breaking apple ex-
hibit and three days' convention in St. John
about the first week in November with a

view to attracting wide-sxiread attention to
our fruit growing possibilities. It is ex-
pected that 1910 will prove to be a very im-
portant one in the history of New Bruns-
wick fruit growing.

Prince Edward Island
J. A. Moore

The Wealthy is perhaps the apple best
suited to Prince Edward Island if it is giv-
en a favorable location and is properly hand-
led. It needs a well sheltered spot, for
when it is ripe it will drop easily, but will

hold on the tree till the first week in

October.
It is ridiculous for any man to try to get

OUT OF 259,000 PHONES IN USE IN
CANADA, 250,000 ARE MADE BY US
DON'T you think that fact almost speaks for itself? There hardly seems much left to say. No

better evidence could be demanded—or given— of the absolute perfection of every instrument
turried out by us. For a long time past we have had our best engineers at work on the problem

of designing a more powerful Farmers' Line Telephone. And now we have it. The woi'k was com-
pleted months ago, although it is only now that we are offering it to you. The interval has been
devoted to "trying out" these new sets under the most exacting conditions it would be necessary to
meet anytime—anywhere.

OUR NEWLY DESIGNED NO. 1317 TYPE TELEPHONE SET
represents the attainment of perfection
in telephone constniction. Go over it

point by point—prove it (or yourself by
cotnp'irison with any other instrument
5011 like.

—into which you
it the standard

Take the transmitter
talk—you will find
long-distance type.

Then there is the receiver—the ear-
piece; it is simply perfect—never will
you be bothereil by local noises to spoil
transmission. The result of long iind
cvreful study, it is the best possible
construction and combination for the
purpose.

The generator has also been well
worked out—so well, in fact that this
generator is stronger than any other
telephone generator on the market.
Observe how easily it turns. It will
ring more telephones on a longer lino
than any other o-bar generator made
to-day. Thousand.s of these generntors
are now operating on lines more than
30 miles long with as many as 40 tele-
phones on the same line.

The ringers and gongs are unusually
efficient. Our new type 38 ringer is not

riEii ELICTilC
Manufacturer!) and Kunpllers of all apparatus and equipment used In the
construction, operation and maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants.

SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK
ALL you have to do is to ask

for Bulletin No 2210 and
we will mail you FREE, at once,
the full story of farm telephones.
Asking for the book places you
under no obligation—don't hesi-
tate to tell us you want it. We
are anxious that you should be
posted on the value and economy
of farm telephones. A post card
will bring it.

only very sensitive, but very strong
and operates on from only one-third to
one-fourth of the current ordinarily
required. The extra large brass gongs
produce a volume of noise fully half
as great again .as gongs on other f^ets.

You'll never fail to hear this telephone
when it rings. The switch hook makes
all contacts on the best grade of plati-

num points—Lhat makes for efficiency.

Taken as a whole, Set No. 1317 is an
extremely handsome and serviceablo
instrument. The woodvvoik is of
quarter-sawed oak of finest quajity and
handsome finish. And in point of ser-
vice this telephone is unsxirpassed

—

More than !}iO,()(K) was put into it in
engineering expense alone before the
first instrument was made. Would you
like to know more about it?

The space here won't permit us to tell

you, but if you will write, we'll gladly
give youanyinformation youmay desii'C.

Address your nearest office.

MONTREAL
dor. Notre Dame and Guy Sts.

TORONTO
60 Front St. W.

BEGINA
OALUAR'K

VANCOUVER
918 Pender St. W.

imm

WINNIPEG
S90 Henry Ave.
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thanAnij OtherG
OU will not only find the I H C auto buggy the easiest to drive, but

Y it is so simple and easy to operate that your wife and children can
-^ use it with perfect safety. If you need to go to town or visit a

neighbor it is always ready. No time is lost in hitching up.

The I H C Auto Buggy
will travel anv road—over hills, through mud, snow, etc., at 1 to 20 miles an

hour. The large wheels protect you from jars when going over rocks, clods and

bumps. The solid rubber tires make punctures "blow-outs" and the resulting

delays impossible. They do not flatten out and loosen the dirt and gravel like

theinflated tires do. It's the "suction" tire cars thatare doing nine-tenthsof the

damage to the roads. You can use an I H C buggy when you would not dare to

take a horse out. It is never affected by the weather and it never gets tired.

For Business or Pleasure
it is the most sensible, serviceable vehicle. If your wife and children want to go

to town or on a pleasure trip it doesn't mean taking a team from the work in the

field if you own an I H C auto buggy. The International auto wagon has the

same engine construction as the auto buggy. It will meet your requirements for

a h-ht delivery wagon. The full elliptic springs (36 inches long by 1 3-8 inches

wide) and the long wheel base make it easy running and give it a stylish appear-

ance See your local dealer or write the International Harvester Company of

America at nearest branch house for further information.

CANADIAN BRANCHES: Brandon, Calgarr, Edmonton, Hamilton, London. Montreal.

Ottawa, Regina, Satkatoon, St. John, WinnipOK, Yorkton.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA CHICAGO USA
(Incorporated^

SEND 'FOR :CATALOGUE OF

ENGLISH GROWN SEEDS
OF PROVEN QUALITY

The World's Be.t in PANSY MIXTURES

EXHIBITION SHOW, . .

EXHIBITION FANCY, . .

SPECIALTY MIXTURE, .

BUGNOrS GIANTS, . .

PARISIAN TRIMARDEAU,
MONARCH MIXTURE. .

50c.

50c.

50c.

50c.

25c.

25c.

Special

Amateur's Collection
CONTAINING

1 8 Varieties of flowers for Garden
and Cutting in the World's Best

Seed. Post Paid for . $1.00

ROBERT T. PINKERTON
709 EASTERN TOWNSHIPS BANK BLDG., MONTREAL, CANADA

PANSY MADAMt PeRRET, 25o.

good results in growing apples if he has not

a good windbreak most all around his or-

chard. Part of this shelter could be made
with cherry trees planted close together

which would give good protection in fall

and be a source of revenue at the same time.

The Yellow Bellflower abo should be given

more attention by growers. The tree will

stand a good deal of pruning and if the fruit

were thinned—a practice which must shortly

come in vogue if we want to compete suc-

cessfully—a fine size of fruit would reward
the grower. There is no finer winter ajiple

here than the Yellow Bellflower (Bishop's

Pippin).

Annapolis Valley East, N. S.

Euicc Wattt, A.R.H.S.

.At one of Berwick Fruit Growers' meet-
ings an unusual di.scussion took place in

which a speaker advocated growing orchards
in half sod and non-pruning in the raising
of fruit for English markets. As an ex-

ample he quoted the name of a well known
Kings county man who leaves sod around
the trees and cultivates a strip down the
centre of the rows into which he iJUts fer-

tilizer. This man sprays his trees but does
1101 prune them, broning apples by this

inetliod and gathering them early, the fruit

is said to keep longer, and stand up well in

the markets. The returns received from Eng-
land were double those of his neighbors who
sent by the same boat; for instance, his 88

barrels of Baldwins sold for 81 pounds
(tSl) while other men only received 10 or

12 shillings a barrel. The speaker said that

he was growing apjjles for the money there

was in them and he thought he would try

a block of orchard in the sod plan. If the

English people wanted crab apples he would
grow them—but, when he wanted apples for

himself he would grow them in the ortho-

dox way I

One of the leading fruit men said that he
thought that the man referred to had by
his mechods done great injury to the fruit

industry. He could not account for the

high prices, but he did know a man who
shipped to the same firm as the "non-prun-

ing" man and this grower received 32 shill-

ings when other people were receiving 18

and 20 shillings. He thought that in the

competition to get our fruit commission
merchants resorted to different devices, and
one method was to give a widely known
grower big returns, so that when other.,

heard of it, they would naturally ship to

that firm which would make up for their

loss by reversing their prices at a later date.

Orchardists are saving several dollars per

ton, by co-operating in buying fertilizers.

For Spraying

Fnut Trees, Shrubs,
Bushes and Plants, there's

nothing to equal

Wf?^

EURIKA
COMPRESSED AIR, FOUNTAIN

SPRAYER
Requires butone pmnpinff

to ciiiptv entire contents of

tank. Atitomaticlever Talve

Slops flow of liquid while

goinff from one plant to an-

other. Easy, Ught. compact;
tested to stand 5 times the

pressure required to exp«l

llqutd. Two nozzles, with hose

attachment for sprayinff small

trees. Write for catalogue. 1

THE EUREKA PLANTER CO.

Limited, - Weodstock,Ont
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The Late Mr. Murray Pcttit

In the sudden death of Mr. Afurray Pet-
tit of Winona, Ont., which took place on
March 3, the fruit growers of Ontario, and
particularly of the Niagara district, lost

one of the best known and most prominent
porsonages connected with the industry.
Throughout his long and u.seful life Mr.
Pettit was identified with organizations and
movements that had and have to do with
the progress of fruit growing. As president
and a director of the Ontario Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, president of the Niagara
District Fruit Growers' Stock Co., Ltd.,
president of the Niagara Peninsula Fruit
Growers' Association Cwhich position he
held at the time of his decease), and as a

prominent figure in other organizations, he
labored always in the interests of the indus-
try rather than only for personal gain. .Mr.
Pettit had been also reeve of the town.^hip
of Saltfleet. warden of the county of Went-
n-orth and repeatedly president of the Sonth
Wentworth Conservative Association. The
nominations for both the provincial legis-

lature and the Dominion parliament had
been tendered to him. but he always de-

clined.

As a fruit man, Mr. Pettit was an au-
thority, particularly on grapes. For a

number of years he conducted experiment"
with grapes for the Ontario Department of

Agriculture. He was one of those who in-

troduced the famous Niagara grnne into the
commercial vinevards of the Niagara dis-

trict. His opinion on the culture of granes
and on varieties was sought bv leading hor-
tic'ilturists in all parts of this continent.
Besides being a leader in all progressive
movements in connection with our fruit in-

dustry, he was an upright and honorable
citizen and a most courteous and unassum-
ing gentleman. The mm-e of Murmv Pet-
f-'t wi'l be an honored one in the history of
Canadian horticulture.

tor efforts in the science of horticulture. I

hope it will continue to improve in the fu-

ture as it has most certainly done in the

past.—W. T. Patullo, Caseleyville, Alta.

A bulletin from the Ontario Department
of Agriculture, entitled "Bacterial Blight
of Apple, Pear and Quince Trees," has just

been issued. The author is Mr. D. H. Jones
of the Ontario Agricultural College. This
i.s a valuable contribution to the literature

on this disastrous disease. Arriong other
things mentioned the author tells of experi-
ments conducted to show that the disease
is spread by aphids and other sap-sucking
insects inoculating twigs, by fruit bark bor-
ing beetles and other borers inoculating the
branches and trunks, and by workmen's
tools when pruning operations are in prog-
ress. Copies of this bulletin (No. 176) may
he had on application to the Department of
Agriculture, Toronto.

The reading of The Canadun Hortictji.-
TT7RIST ought ta act as an incentive to bet-

This is an age of progress and pianos of today

should be better than those of yesterday.

>01t1 kmm
mark the furthest advance in the science of piano-building.

We do not depend upon the achieve-

ments of a former generation, but base

our claim for your patronage upon
the work we are doing right now.

Gourlay Pianos are better than those

hitherto regarded as the best.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

GOURLAY, WINTER & LEEM/NG
188 Younge Street TORONTO

I

NO-MONEY.IN-ADVANCE.
PAY AFTER IT HAS PAID

FOR ITSELF.

LET US SEND YOU ANY OF THESE SPRAYERS-to try for 10 days, then
if you buy, you can pay us cash or -we'll wait till you sell your crop, then

you can pay us out of the "extra profit." We pay freight. Wholesale dealers' prices.

.)L;(-5ft- mm^
'.,%

Man-Power Potato Ss Orchard Sprayer.
Sprays "anythinB"-potatoe8 0r truck, 4 rows at a
time. Also flrst-class tree sprayer. Vapor spray
prevents blight, bUKS. scab aud rot from cutting
your crop in half. High pressure from big wheel.
Pushes east/. Spray arms adjust to any width or
helKht of row. Cheap In priee, linht, strong and dur-
able. (ICARANTKEU FOR 6 FULr, TKARS.
Needn't-send-a-cent to cet it "on trial." you can get
one free 1( you are flrstiayourlocality. Write now.

f^ ^

m pi -0«t n sprayer FUEE.—After you have tried the Rprayer andiWk k are satiHticMfthiit it :a just an we recommend it, send ua a list of
I IIbk twenaraoa of your Neighbors and wo will writo thera and cjuotn
' ™. ttiom price and have them call and wee your machine work, and
for every Fitz-ALL Sprayer we sell from your Hat we wUi credit you with 42.00
or Hend you chccis If you have paid cash.
-,..?"/ l'v**ry Man-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer we sell we will credit you
with »3.50 or send cheek.

^llW''^^y HoFHe-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer we sell will credit
you $8.. rf) or Hend check.

rVe (In all rurresfum-anrj and BeUinrt. AH ynu need do is show the sprayer^ Many
have V'-ndJor their HvraycrH in thin way. Thiw offwr Ih pood for onlv the first
order lu each locality. Don't delay. Send the coupon or i.ost c-Hrd NOW.

Ontario Seed Company, Ltd., 138 King: St., Waterloo, Ont.

Ml

Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer.
For hie growers. Most powerful machine made.
60 to 100 ifallon tank for one or two horses. Steel axle.
Ono-piece-heavy-augle-iron frame, cypress wood
tank with adjustable round Iron hoops. Metal
wheels. '•Adjustable" spray arms and nozzles. ISrnss
ball-valves, pluncrer, strainer, etc. Bli? pump Rives
vapor spray. "Warranted for 6 years. Try this

machine at our expcntie with "your money in your pocket.'*

See fro© offer below.
Write today.

Fltz-AU Barrel Sprayer.
Fits any barrel or tank. High pres-
sure, perfect agitation, en^y to
operate. Brass bail-valves, plung-
er, strainer, etc. Automatic
strainer. Ao **<:i(p leathers or nth-
bcr" about any of our sprayers.
Furnished plain, mount i on bar-
rel, or on wheels as shown. ' year
guarantee. It don't cost you *'a cent"
to try it in your orchard. Oet one
free. See below. Write today.

COUPON— Fill out and send fodav. rhf^r.n.vonwtn
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^—^^^i^^m..ui ..-.^^^B^* '*' lit \l llttt tlT ill II I 111.

ONTARIO SEED ICO.. Ltd., 138 iClni St., Waterloo, Cot.
Send m>- your Catalog, Spraying Guide, and "special offer"

on the spr;i,\i'r marked with an X below.
___^____Mjin-l*ower I'otato & Orchard Sprayer.

, „ ., , HorBf.i'fiwAr i'cttt*tfi & Orchard 0f
Fitz-AU Barrel Sprayer.

Sprayer*

Nahk

Address..
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NURSERY STOCK
Norway Spruce and Evergreens

5 Cents up

Flowering Shrubs, Shade, Fruit, Ornamental
Trees, Rose Bushes, Plants.

Write for Pricea

CHAS. BAKER, Nurseryman
LONDON, ONT.

MR. BERRY GROWER
We can save you money on your Strawberry
Plants. Firat-clasfl, visorous, well -rooted
stock. Fresli dug, true to name, well-tested
varieties, grown from se'ecteH mo'her
plants including Williams. Dunlop, Excf I-

sior. Parsons* Beauty and Good Luck.

Prices $2.50 to $4.00 per 1000
Our 1910 price list tells all about them.

Send for it to-day

ONTARIO NURSERIES, WELUNCTGN, ONT.

Irl^Xli**^??!^'
THE FINEST IN THE LAND
SOME NEW THINGS FOR I9IO

Big Crego Aster, 25c. Beefsteak Tomato, lOc.

Sv^rkiur Radish, 5c. M;iy Kiiij LeLLuoe, lUo.

Sl>encer Giant Kweet I'eas, 10c.

Short Sea.sou Hod Oiiiun, 5c.

The 6 packets for 5jc. postpaid.

Order trom your dcaier, or direct from

12 WM. RCNNIB CO.. LIMITED

TORONTO
ALSO MONTREAL-WINNIPEG -VANCOUVER

WRITE OUR NEAREST ADDRESS

Better CropsWithHalf TheWork
You can't afford to tarm without Planet Jr implements,

are the greatest implements ever invented to prepare

ground for big results and lighten farm and garden labor,

Over two million farmers and gardeners are now using

Planet Jrs. Strong and lasting. Fully guaranteed.
No. 4 Planet Jr Combined HiU and Drill Seeder, Wheel-Hoe, Culti-

vator and Plow, saves time, labor, seed and money. Almost all useful
garden implements in one. Adjustable in a minute to sow all garden seeds,
hoe, cultivate, weed, or plow. Pays quickly, even in small gardens.
No. 12 Planet Jr Double-Wheel Hoe, Cultivator, and Plow is

the handiest implement ever made for truckers and gardeners. All
cultivating parts are of high-carbon steel to keep keen edge.
cially designed to work extremely close to plants without injury.
Does away with hand-weeding.

W.ite today for the illustrated Planet Jr cata-
log'ie for 1910. Free srJ postpaid.
S L Allen & Co Box IIOBG Philadelphia Pa HiW^ ,.

PlanetJrfcw^rm^

A BERR! PLAMI 10 A SHADE ME IS

No better stock or value offered than at the old reliable CEX-
TKAL NURSERIES. We ship direct to customer with
satisfaction- See our new Priced Catalogue before placing
your orders. It will pay. If you have not had good results
from others, TRY OURS~30TH YEAK.

The new Hardy Hydrangea HILL of SNOW, a Beauty.
Baby Rambler in Bloom all summer, by mail 35c. each.

Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach and Ornamental TREES
Roses, Shrubs, Seed Potatoes, Etc.

A. G. HULL 81 SON, ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SEED POTATOES
A Change of Seed is Always Advantageous

I am offerins 5,000 bushels pure bred aced potatoes grown from imported English, Scotch and AmericEn
seed. Ejctra First Early, First Early. Second Early, Main Crop, Late Main Crop. For prices, etc., address:

W. P. NILES, WELLINGTON, ONTARIO
Grower of Seed Peas, Beans, Potatoes, Oats and Barley

A Young Man at Ninety
A Kood friond of Tiik Cav.^dian HorticuI/-

TIKI8T and one who h'.s Ijcon a siiL.scribcr

vincc tlif" first issno of tliis nia'j;azine ap-
peared, ii Mr. S. P. Morse of Lowville,
Ont. Soon after the Ontario Fruit Grow-

ers' Association was or-

(ranized in 1859, Mr.
Morse became a mem-
ber. From the birth of

The Canadian Horti-
culturist until the
present time he has been
a strong supporter of

the publication and has
helped in many ways.
He has been successful
in securing manj' ne*
sub.3criptions. In a let-

ter recently received
Mr. S. P. Morie from Mr. Morse he said:

"My desire to help increase the circulation
of The Canadian Hoticulturist was quite
as much of a patriotic sentiment as a busi-
ness enterprise. To dei-elop Ontario to her
full capacity as a producer of first-class

fruit was to add enormously to her resour-
ces and prosperity. I pointed out the
benefit to be derived from a paper that
specializes like The Canadian Horticultur-
ist. I was convinced that every person
who is interested in horticulture in any way
should take your magazine, which is au-
thentc and reliable." In The Canadian Hor-
ticulturist for January, 1907, brief men-
tion n"as made of Mr. Morse's good work.
At that time he had sent in 15 new sub-
scriptions and altogether has secured 60
or more. As Mr. Morse is now 91 years
old these results from his canvas are ex-
ceptional.

As a fruit grower and as a nurseryman,
Mr. Morse has had a wide and varied ex-
perience. He still maintains his interest
in these things. The horticulturists of

Canada as well as The Canadian Horticul-
turist hope that Mr. Morse may yet add
many years to his alreadv long and U33-

ful life.

Build a Telephone Line.— Now is the time
for you and your neighbors to get together
and discuss the question of forming a rural
telephone company. You may not know
that by writing to the Northern Electric
Mfg. Co.. Toronto or Montreal, a little

booklet may be secured, free of cost, that
gives some valuable suggestions as to how
to go about forming a rural telephojte com-
pany. Ask for booklet No. 2216 when j'ou

write.

Our cover cut this month illustrates a sec-

tion of the Niagara district of Ontario. Th"
view is from the nountain, near Winona,
and gives a fair idea of the extent of the
vineyards and orchards in that famous
district.

PURE MAPLE SYRUP
Direct from the Producer

Special attention given to Cleanliness
and Purity in making our Maple Syrup
We follow the most up-to-date methods,
and guarantee our product Absolutely
Pure. Send us an order, and you will buy
from us next year. Write us to-day, as
the supply is limited.

Price. S1.60 per Imp, Gal.: 6 G:i!. lots. $9.

f.o.b. Wroxeter.

T. R. BENNETT
WROXETER. - ONTARIO
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Some Comments on^Pruning iy

Editor, The Canadian Horticulturist :

In an article entitled "Pruning the Or-
chard" that appeared in the March issue,

page 58, the writer says that the best time
to prune is in June or first of July "when
the sap is done running. Is tue sap aone
running then? Mow is it that we do our
budding in July and August, when the sap
is running freely between bark and woodi"
There is not much growth after that and

the wounds made by pruning at that season
are not healed till the next season, while 11

the cutting is done immediately before
growth begins, the healing process is carried
on all through the growing season and by the

fall all small wounds are healed completely,
.vjy opinion is that pruning should be done
at a time that will permit of the healing
of the wounds in the quickest possible time,
and that time is just at the beginning of the
growing season.

On the other tiaud, if we wish to give a

tree a checK and cause it to come into bear-

ing or to set more fruit than it has been
doing, we may either let the ground go to

sod, or prune it quite severely about the
first of July, and this causes it to throw the
energy, that would otherwise be devoted to

the wood that has been cut out, into mak-
ing fruit buds on the wood that has been
left.

The statement, "keep the tops open, and
let in the sun," is indefinite. We have had
men doing that around here for years, and
they have ruined hundreds of trees. In
pruning a tree, we should make it open
enough to admit the light and air through-
out the head, but we should not begin on the
inside of the tree to prune, but rather on
the outside, cutting out or shortening cross

brandies, till thin enough to let in the light

;

rnit by no means should we cut out all fruit-

ing wood in the centre of the tree, so it will

ear all its fruit on the tips of the branches.
The writer says: "Out out all suckers and

branches that spread over." What he means
by "spread over," I do not know, but there
are thousands of trees throughout our coun-
try that should not have the suckers cut
out of them, but should rather have them
trained into fruiting wood to properly bal-
ance the tree. In fact there are thousands
of trees that should be pruned back to en-
courage them to throw out suckers, to be
trained into fruiting wood in the centre of
the heads.—W. J. Kerr, Ottawa.

Amateur fruit growers may secure a val-
uable book, entitled "Amateur T'ruit Grow-
ing," free of cost, by sending only one new
subscription to The Canadian Horti-
culturist.

D. M. Ferry & Co'a Seed Annual for 1910
may be had free of charge by writing to
them at Windsor, Ontario. It contains
much of interest for those who think. Men-
tion this paper.

Royal Botanic Gardens
KEW, ENGLAND

Office of the Curator,
Kew, Scptemljer lifh. igoq

Mr. H. H. Groff,

Simcoe. Ontario, Canada

Dear Sir:—

Your Gladioli have been and are still very much
admired here. The Yellows and Blues are exception-
ally good, and the named varieties, BLLJK JAY, DAWN.
LA LUNA, and PEACE, are superb.

W. WATSON, Curator.

CAMPBELL BROS., Simcoe, Ont.

A Revelation in Tea Goodness

is a delicious and fragrant blend of the finest Ceylon Tea.
Get a package from your grocer and ecjoy its excellent qualities.

PAGE WHITE FENCES
F«ge Fences we«r Best—,<!ty1es for I^wns, Parks, Farms and Railroads. 14,000 mtlea of Pa(«
Fences and 73,000 Page Gates now in use in Canada. Our 1910 Fences are better than ever. Fa(*
Gates for 1910 have GalTanized Frams*. Get our latest prices and buoklet,

THE PAGE WIRE FENCE CO, UMITED
Largest feace and pate manufactnrrrs In Canada Mi

waixervoxf: Toronto Montreal st. john winnveo victoiu4

There's a SECRET
the Arrow Point

"REGULAR"
"Friend" Nozzles

Thousands of Up-To-

Date Fruit Growers are

saying, "FRIEND NOZ-

ZLES ARE SUPERIOR."

Why Is this ?

SIMPLY because they GET THERE. An IMITATION
indicates tliat somewhere there ia an ORIGINAL. Ijook on

the NOZZLE you use and see if you can find the MAKKR'S
NA.ME and the word "PATENTED." The "FRIEND" is
the ORIGINAL large Nozzle doing away with the cluster.
" FRIEND" Nozzles have no HORNS, no llOOKS, nothinR to
catch, drip or clog. They make the finest MIST-LIKE Spray,
driving it farther into the trees than the cluster.

The "ANGLE" sprays up under the leaves and down Info the CALYX.
The "REGULAR "Is for ordinary work. State which Is wanted. Satis-
faction guaranteed or money refunded. Price, $1.00 each, postpaid

"FRIEND" MFG. CO.
\ Gasport, Niagara County . . . New York

mailed from Canadian Nozzle Branch. No Duty.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS
Goo«eberries, Josselvu, Red .Jacket, Downing, Pearl, Houghton.— CurranH

I'frfi'ction, Ruby, Cherry, White Grape, Lec'.s J'roliftc, Champion, Black
Naples, Victoria.—R»»pb«rrie», Herbert, Cuthl)ert, Marlboro, Brinckle's
OranKB, Golden Queen, Straw Ijerry-Kaspberry.—Garden Roou, Asparagus,
Khubarl), Perennial Celery.

WM. FLEMING, Nurseryman, Box 54, Owen Sound, Ontario
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Have Your Hat
Match Your Gown

Make your last year's straw

hat as fre.^h and dainty as any
you can buy, by coloring it

with

Anchor Straw
Hat Enamel
It makes soiled Straw Hats

as good as new—and you may
have your hat the same shade

as your summer dress.

Made in 21 fashionable and
popular colors.

Ask your dealer for Anchor
Straw Hat Enamel or send 15

cents for sample tin, stating

color wanted, to

BRANDRAM-nENDERSON,
i^^a^BB^lla^Ba UMITED.

MONTREAL, HALIFAX, ST. JOHN,

TORONTO WINNIPEG. 51

CHOICE MIXED DAHLIAS
All the new show Cactus and
standard Dahlias. All varieties

named or mixed for spring

planting. All home grown
and finest forms and colors.

By mail or express at lowest

popular prices at once.

Address all orders early to

J. T. PAYNE
Strathroy, Ontario

Shipping Pears to Glasgow
J. 0. Dike, Ruthvan, Ont.

I have shipped two carloads of pears,

mostly KiefFer, to Glasgow, one last year
and one the year before, and while neither
sliipment was very profitable, still the

balance has always been on the right side.

We begin picking about Oct. 1, and us-

ually can get the car away in seven or

eight days. The fruit is carefully picked
and put in crates and immediately hauled
to packing house. No fruit is left out all

night. It is always kept cool and dry. None
but uniform and perfect specimens are taken
and each fruit is wrapped in paper and
packed in half size boxes, 5 in. x 11 in. x 20
in.

We ship in a refrigerator car and if the
weather is warm we ice the car. We ship

in cold storage on the steamer, and the fruit

arrives in first-class shape. The fruit sells

at a fair price ; Kieff^ers at 2s. 9d ; Law-
rence, Clairgeau, and Anjou at about 4s

;

and Duchess, at about 4s. 6d. per half

case ; but the charges are enormous.
We hear of the Old Country laborer be-

ing poorly paid, but I cannot believe that

any more, for on looking over the account
sale of these cars we find that it costs near-

ly half as much to remove the fruit from
steamship after it is tied up, as it does to

pay the freight both inland and ocean from
here to Scotland. Here are the items of last

car; Freight £60, lis., lOd
;
porterage, etc.,

£24, 16s., 6d. This amounts to about 21

cents a box for freight and 9 cents a box
for porterage and other charges.

Free Book on Spraying.—A most reliable

and interesting treatise on spraying and one
which should be in the hands of every fruit

grower is that published by the Goulds
Manufacturing Company, Seneca Falls,

N.Y., entitled "How to Spray—When to

Spray—What Sprayers to Use." This book,
as its name applies, covers the subject thor-
oughly. It tells just the proper time to

spray most effectively for all kinds of insects,

fungi, etc., and contains complete formula
for the preparation of all spraying mix-
tures. It also illustrates methods of spray-

ing and describes the extensive line of re-

liable spraying outfits made by this well

known company. Write for a copy.

Geo. Keith & Sons, seedsmen, Toronto,
have for years been best known for the

high quality of their farm seeds. They now
aim to become equally well known through
their flower and garden seeds, and to that
end are devoting special attention to the

.selection of varieties and quality in Keith's
Selected Strain of flower and garden seeds

See their advertisement on another page.
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Advertisements under this heading in-

serted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter
to count as one word, minimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

GINSENG FOR SALE—Seedlings and stratified
seeds, due to come up in May. Write to J. E.
Janelle, Caughnawaga, Que.

WANTED-GOOD FARM in good locality. Will
deal only with owner. American Investment
Association, 813 Palace Building, Minneapolis,
Minn.

FOR SPRING PLANTING-Sweet Cherries, lead-
ing varieties; also Apples, Pears and Plums.
One thousand Norway maples. Good stock.
Prices reasonable.—J. Elmer Crow, Eidgeville,
Ont

THE LEADERS.—Splendid, Senator Dunlap and
Williams, strawberry plants, .$3.50 per thous-
and; 75c per hundred, by mail prepaid.—B. C.
Crysler, St. George, Ont.

GINSENG successfully grown in Eastern Town-
ships. Seeds, seedlings and plants for sale,
with full instructions for cultivation. Apply
J. Hight, Memphremagog, Ginseng Gardens,
Georgeville, Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA FARM LANDS.—80,000 acres
on Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. Fort George
District-retail or en bloc. Rich soil, ideal
climate, easy terms.—The Mercantile Trust
Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—Fort George lands-50,000
acres fertile wheat and mixed farming lands.
Send for photographs and surveyors' reports.-
The Wright Investment Co., Dominion Trust
Building^ Van^oiiver, B. C, Canada.

WANTED—-Persons to grow mxishrooms for us.
Small • waste space in yard, garden or farm,
can be made produce from $15 to $25 per week.
Write for illustrated booklet and full particu-
lars.—Montreal Supply Company, Montreal.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.—Charles Ernest Wool-
verton, Grimsby, Ontario, is prepared to make
plans for the improvement of country estates,
city parks or private grounds, and also to give
lists of suitable trees, plants and shrubs for
planting. He has no personal interest in the
sale of any of these, but can direct clients for
purchasing them at lowest prices. He will
superintend the work of the gardeners in car-
rying out his plans, where such service is
needed. Terms very moderate.

SALMON ARM, Shuswap Lake, B. C, has the
finest fruit and dairy land in B. 0. No irriga-
tion necessary, mild winters, moderate sum-
mers; no blizzards, or high winds; delightful
climate; enormous yields of fruit, vegetables
and hay; good fishing; fine boating amidst the
most beautiful scenery, and the Salmon Arm
fruit his realized 25 cents per box more than
other fruit in B. C. Prices of land moderate,
and terms to suit. Apply to F. 0. Haydock,
Salmon Arm, B. C.

SOMETHING NEW

GERBERA JAMESONI HYBRIDA
SMALL PACKET S1.00

ROBERT T. PINKERTON
70<) Eastern Townships Bank Bldg. MONTREAL, CANADA

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seed iJrill and Wheel Hoe Is In-

dlspeiis.jhie—not only In a village
garden biiton In rgewt farms.
FarnifTH ftliotild grow all manner

of vet,'''t!ibleH and "live on the 1 ut of
the land." KhotiUl rrovldo succu-
lent '•ootsfnrCal tie, Sw hie, Poultry,
and Bttvo hi;:h x>rlrc<l lued
BtiifT, (ircutI;iltor-Hav- -« >» n„i. n-.
Ing tools of Bpi'cial ^\ y^f of M.,,y
value lorthchome ^L»k^ Iron Aga t<m>1i
as yvvll 0.4 the
market rar-
den. Send
for free
book.

BATEMANMFG. C:3., Box S16-G GRENLOCH. N. J.

COMING EVENTS
which the company havo recently purchased
and contemplate purchasing for another sea-
son's work.

Under this heading, notices of forthcomins
exhibitions and meetings of horticultural im-
portance will be published. Send the infor*
mation as Ions in advance as possible.

EXHIBITIONS.

Calgary, Alberta Provincial July 4-9.

Charlcttetown, P. E. I. Provincial, ....

Sept. 20-24.

Halifax, N. S. Provincial. .Sept. 28-Oct. 6.

London, Eng., Royal Horticultural Show
(for colonial-grown fruit and vegetables)

Dec 1-3

St. John, N. B., Dominion Exhibition
Sept. 5-14.

Winnipeg, Industrial July 13-23.

All persons that intend to sow garden
seeds this spring should send to John A.
Bruce & Co., Hamilton, Ont., for a copy of
their 1910 catalogue. An excellent variety
of high-class seeds is oflfered by this firm.

Northern Grown Trees
Apple, Pear, Plum. Cherry, Peach. Grapes, Small Fruits,
Deciduous and Evergreen Ornamentals, Roses. Flowering
Shrubs. Climbers, etc. Specialties: Mammoth Dewberrv
and Wismer's Dessert Apple. Catalogue Free; it tells

the whole story.

J. H. WIS VIER, Nurseryman. Port Elgin, Ontario

"Roofing Right," is the name of a finely

illustrated booklet, of 48 pages, prepared by
the Pedlar People of Oshawa, Ont., and is

a book that will interest those who are
thinking of buying roofing for any building.
It will be sent free on request by writing to
the above company and mentioning The
Can.adian Horticulturist. Ask for booklet
No. 8.

Rennie's Seed Annua! is a handsome cat-
alogue giving full descriptions of the best
seeds that can be grown, as proved by the
yearly increasing sales throughout the Do-
minion, neatly bound in lithographed cov-
ers with bright colors, illustrated by 250
engravings devoted to vegetables, flowers,

field roots, grains, etc., showing good crops
of some special varieties taken from na-
ture. No seed buyer can afford to be with-
out the Rennie Seed Annual, which tells

you just what to plant in your garden for
1910. Write for it to-day.

Maple Syrup
Of No. 1 Quality

Is the kind we have for sale. Cleanli-
ness and purity and up-to-date methods of
handling have made for us a reputation.
Order from us this year, and you will be
glad to come back again. Price $1.10 per
gallon; 5 gallon lota, $5.60, f.o.b. Lancas-
ter.

D. R. McCRIMMON
Box 102 - Lancaster, Ont.

At a special meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the ^'Friend" Manufacturing
Company of Gasport, N.Y., on Feb. 10, it

was voted to double the efficiency of the
present plant by the addition of a large
fire-proof structure, to be used for the in-

stallation of the new and modern machinery

The"BisseU" Garden Disk Harrow cuts
clean and stays (..own to its work. You
can close it up small enough to pass
between vines and berry bushes—extend
it out to go under limbs of frtiit trees. A
reversible Harrow. Can be used as "In-
throw" or "Out-throw." Adjustable pole
and shafts allow it to be used with single

horse or team. High or low^ seat—stronU.
well-braced, light draught. Write Dept. N
for particulars or inquire of nearest agent.

T.E. Bissau Co.Ltd.
Elora, Ont.

3 )̂jsse//

Steel, Briggs Quality Seeds
Ours, the largest seed businesB in Canada, has been built up on selling only the Highest

Quality Saeds, etc.
All of our seeds are grown by experts. They are critically tested and none but fresh, pure

and clean seeds of the highest germination nro placed in the packagea bearing our name.

Our seeds are sold by thousands of dealers in all parts of Canada. "Look for the Steele
Brigg8 Box."

Steel, Briggs Seed Co., Limited
TORONTO, HAMILTON AND WINNIPEG
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The tone, touch and magni-

ficent wearing qualities of the

New Scale Williams Piano

are the logical results of the

faultless materials and superb

workmanship which enter into

its construction.

The Harmonic Tone Pro-

longing Bridge—Acoustic Rim
and Special Method of Ribbing
— Grand Piano Scale and

Construction—and many other

exclusive features add musical

excellence and durability to

New Scale Williams
When you buy a piano, you

want the best. Maywe send you
our richly illustrated booklets, in

which we give some of the reasons

why the New Scale Williams is

the universal choice of discrimin-

ating musicians and artists?

We also invite your investiga-

tion of our easy payment plan,

full particulars of which will be
sent on request.

The Williams Piano Co. Limited,

OSHAWA, Ont
BRANCH OFFICES:

Winnipeg, Man., 323 Portage Ave.
Montreal. Que., 733 SI. Catherine S(. W.
London, Ont., 261 Dnndas St. 1 1 2 A

Niagara Peninsula Growers' Meet

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST OH THE MARKET

WE MANUFACTUUK
STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKETS
SAUCERS AND
STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

Manufacturers

Tht FOSTER POTTERY CO., Llmitad

Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.
Mentioci The Canadian Horticulturist when writing'

't^t BEST MAOt

,
FOSTER'S,

STANDARD

POT

THE meetings of the Niagara Peninsula
Fruit Growers' Association held last

month at St. Catharines and Winona
were well attended. In consequence of

the deatli of the late president of the associ-

ation, Mr. Murray Pettit, vice-president
Robert Thomiison filled the chair with his us-

ral capability. Secretary Carl E. Fisher was
at his deslf, looking after the arrangements
of the convention. Feeling references were
made to the work of Mr. Pettit, and a reso-

lution of condolence moved by Mr. J. W.
Smith and seconded by Mr. W. H. Bunting,
was unanimously carried. This, on behalf
of the association, has been tendered to Mrs.
Pettit and her family.

PEACH PRODTTCTION

"Profitable Peach Production," was a sub-
ject handled by Mr. T. A. Farrand, of Eaton
Rapids, Mich., in a way that showed the
speakers' close association with the growing
of this fruit. Mr. Farrand spoke altogether
from Michigan conditions where he said the

area for profitable peach production was
limited. Many mistakes were always being
made in trying to grow the fruit under un-
favorable conditions. The location of a

peach orchard was the most important fac-

tor. Trees must be planted on a high ele-

vation. Frost is bound to settle in low

places, and under these circumstances the
buds run a sure chance of,being nipped.
"I advise you to plant the varieties the

markets demand," said Mr. Farrand.
"There is at tlie present time no demand
for white peaches in Michigan." The El-

berta is the standard variety there, although
not so hardy in the bud as some other vari-

eties. Engol's Mammoth is a much hard-
ier peach than the Elberta. There wag never
a time in history when good fruit was over-

produced.
The speaker laid strong emphasis on

planting the trees a suitable distance apart
as some growers put them in altogether too

close to each other. Twenty to 24 feet apart
would be about right. Good judgment must
be used here as well as in other things.

In ansivering a number of questions, Mr.
Farrand gave the following list of six yel-

low-fleshed peaches for a continuation : St.

John, Engol's Mammoth, Kalamasioo, El-

berta, Smock and .Salway. Mr. J. W.
Smith's list was : St. John, Early Crawford,
Elberta, Yellow Rareripe, Lemon 1' lee anU
Smock. The man from Michigan didn't

know of a better yellow peach than the St.

John or Triumph.
With Mr. Farrand, clay was preferable

to light sand for growing peaches. In his

state, the package known as the Georgia

HEARD SPRAMOTOR CO.,

The HAND SPRAMOTOR .\o. 1 or No. 2 has 4 to 8

nozzles, ail bras.s sprayer. The wheels and nozzles are
adjustable, from 26 ins. to 36 ins. Vertical adjustment
from racK 16 ins. Automatic vertical nozzle adjustment,
brass spramotor. B.ill valves, automatic compensating
plunger. Mechanical agitHtor.

It is mounted on a cart with strong hardwood frame.

Has 52-in. wooden wheels with iron hubs and stei-l

.ixles. For one horse.

Can be used for orchard, vineyard, mustard and
potatoes, or for painting and whitewashing. Sold with-

out cart as well. Guaranteed. Write for free Treatise

on Crop Disease^. Agents Wanted.

1392 KING STREET
LONDON, ONT.

EWING'S
THE SEEDS THAT GROW

Did you ever prepare a garden most carefully,

sow the Seeds most tenderly, and then wait

—

and wait in vain— for most of them to come
up? Then you'll realize the expensiveness of

poor seeds—seeds that' are too old or too weak
to germmate.
You can't tell by looking at the seeds in the

store whether they will grow or not. You
can't be bothered testing them.
But you can be sure of getting heahhy, vigor-

ous seeds that you can depend on by buying

EWING' S
For forty years they have been giving big,

healthy results. Write for our big illustrated

catalogue. It is Useful, Interesting and Free.

WM. EWING & CO.,
Seedsmen

MCCILL ST., MONTREAL

^ SEEDS
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carrier, was used for shipping. Pesch trees

were better protected stored in cellars if tlie

ground was not in a condition to plant.

PROFITS IN ORCH.iRDING

On "The Profits in the Other Fellow's Or-
chard," Mr. Farrand told of how he had at

different times taken over neglected apple
orchards and by systematic spraying and
ininiing made them profitable. By the ex-
amples shown, the apple growers who form-
eily had let the orchards degenerate wev"
now awakening to the good profits that coulj
be derived from them, and in consequence
Michigan was making great strides in the
last couple of years by following up thi.^-

industry closely.

ORCHARD CULTIVATION

With the aid of a stereoptican, Prof. J.
P. Stewart of the Pennsylvania State Col-
lege showed the growers views of trees that
fertilization had benefitted and contrasted
them with others that had been left to shift
for themselves. The topic Professor Stewart
chose, was "Proper Orchard Cultivation,"
and in it he confined his experience and
remarks almost wholly to apple orchards.
The use of fertilizers and nitrogen when

not placed too near the trees gave excellent
results. The plowing m of cover crops pro-
vided nitrogen. He would not plow apple
orchards in the autumn only under the ex-

ceptional circumstances of tougher sod in the
spring.

DISTRIBUTION OP FRUIT

At one of the sessions, Mr. J. E. John-
ston of Simcoe told how oo-6peration had
benefit^"' thr< growers in Norfolk co'-ntv bv
proper distribution. Major H. L. Roberts
of Grimsby gave a short interesting talk on
what the a.ssociation was trying to do along
the lines of distribution. They were striv-

ing to secure better prices and extend the
markets. Co-operation was making good
progress but ultimate benefits could not be
secured unless every grower put his shoulder
to the wheel.

FERTILIZERS
"The object of fertilization," said Pro-

fessor Gamble of the O.A.C., in an address
on liiij subject, "is to supijly material
that acts on soil elements rendering
them soluble and unlocking plant food."
It was well to apply lime on light

soils once every six or seven years
where heavy manuring had lessened this in-

gredient in the soil. Whether to plow or

sow a cover crop, depends largely on the

season. If the season bf dry it is well to

have a cover that holds the moisture. Cul-
tivation increases the decay in organic mat-
ter and liberates the nitrogen. Cultivation
and water had more to their credit in the
growth of successful crops than manure.

*fOR RAPID THOROUGH WORK^
CHOOSE THE i H C SPRAYER ^
GET ready for spraying time with a dependable outfit, one that will

enable you to do the work rapidly, at the right time, with least

expense and sure results. I H C power sprayers are made in all

styles and sizes for all purposes—orchard, field and vineyard. One of
them will just meet your needs. Complete outfits—engine, pump and all

accessories, mounted on skids or wagon trucks as ordered.
Blue prints furnished for building your own spray wagon, housing,

tank, etc.

Use the Engine All Year 'Round
One of liiese outfits is an every-day-in-the-year inoney-niaker. Detach your

1 or 2-horse-power engine from the spraying pump and operate your grinder,
fanning mill, separator, churn, pump, thresher, huller, cutter, grindstone saw-
mill—or any other niacliine,

I H C engines are celebrated for their simplicity, economy of fuel consump-
tion and reliability. They are solving the "help" problem for fruitgrowers,
farnuTS and gardeners everywhere. We have issued a complete catalogue on
spraying. Don't tie up money in a spraying outfit that you can use only for
spraying. Investigate the I H C line of general purpose engines. There are
many styles and sizes, from 1 to 2.5-horse power—an engine for every section and
every problem, for all farm uses—vertical and horizontal (both stationary and
porlaljle); engines on skids; sawing, pumping and spraying outfits. It also includes
gasoline tractors, first-prize-gold-medal winners, the best all-'round farm tractors.
Call on our local agent, or write International Harvester Company of America
at nearest branch house for catalogue and full information today.

CANADIAN BRANCHES: Brandon. Calgary, Edmonton, Hamilton, London,
Montreal. Ottawa, Regina, Saskatoon. St. John. Winnipeg, Yorkton.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA Chicago USA
(Im-'orporttted)

IHC LINE
looi m nt I, H. c. milt nm, 11 is 1 sm m iicsiiincf hi duiRHiif of wHiir

rr

Get the BEST Sprayer
Don't waste your time and risk

your profits by experimenting with
ineffective, uncertain spraying out-
fits. You can save time, econo-
mize material and be sure of good
results by using a Goulds.

Fruit Growers who knonv will

tell you that for ease of operation,
durability of construction and effec-

tinje spraying, none quite equal

Goulds Reliable Sprayers
Wc manufacture over twenty-five different

etylea for both bandand power use and which
are adapted to suit every spraying requirement.
Every one 13 reliable and made to withstand
lone, bard service and to resist the chemical
action of epraying compounds.

_^
Every genuine Goulds Sprayer has the name

'Goulds" cast on it. Look for it. don't take
cheap substitutes, ff you have anythinj: to
Bpray be sure to wrrite for our bc^k.

Hovr To Soray—
When To Spray—
What Sprayer To Use."

It is full of interesting informa-
tion and contains many valuable
formulas forspraymixturcs. Copy
sent free on request.

The GOULDS MFG. CO.
17 W. Fall Street

Seneca FalU, N.Y.
H^e build Pumpt far .rjiiji

evtrj strvice. ^^*,J

Pumps from 23
to $300

DESTROY
SAN JOSE SCALE

BY USING

Originators Salimene. (Lime-
Sulphur Solution) l-IOO. At it

fourteen years. An insecticide and
fungicide. Better than Bordeaux
Mixture.

Salea
(Arsenate of Lead and Salimene)

Arsenate of Lead

=^

^

Agents Wanted

Monmouth Chemical Co.,
LITTLE SILVER, N.J.

^
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PEDIGREED TREES

PRODUCE

"QDALITY FRUITS"

We propagate from selected bearing'

trees, and our strains of the various

fruits are the finest that selection,

good tillage and care can procure.

As extensive growers of fruits, we
know that first class, thrifty, and re-

liable stock is demanded by the mod-

ern horticulturist.

We have a splendid stock of trees.

Our trees are healthy and hardy when
shipped. They reach you in a fresh

condition—sure to live, and grow

steadily.

SEND FOR OUR FOLDER.

Auburn Nurseries
QUEENSTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

Kortilizors should be reliable ones, true to
name; or, it would bo well to purchase the
pure materials and mix them at home.
There is always a misrepresentation with

regard to commercial fertilizers. Three ways
were used to supply plant food—by applying
hiini yard manure, by the use ot artificial

fertilizers and by turning green crops down.
Heavy niiilclliri<; lileaclios plant.s, fr('<s the

nitrates and allows the ground to get cold.

A proper application depends on weather
and soil. Nitrogen from the air is a ne-
cejsitv for DJint foorl. and the tap root'i of
growing things open the ground to the air.

"No matter how complete an analysis has
been made of a soil," said Professor Gamble,
"it is of little service in showing up its im-
mediate requirements. It depends a good
deal upon the plant, also the available food
the soil contains for that plant."
Mr. Geo. A. Robertson, speaking on meth-

ods for underdraining in clay, sand and
gravelly soil, laid down some rules for deptli
and distance apart. Three feet deep and 30
feet apart in sand. In an orchard the depth
dfDcnded on the .subsoil : the distance apart
should be from CO to 66 feet. In clay, 4.5

feet was about right, the depth depending
a lot on the substance encountered below
three feet.

In discussing the growing of strawberries
and raspberries, Mr. Farrand said that
mulching was of vital importance. On heavy
soil he grew the heavier crops and planted
his strawberries the same width ps corn, cul-
tivating them the same way. He had not

much experience with red raspberries, but
cut his blacks low, planting on rich ground
six feet apart.—J.A.S.
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The Construction of Cold Storage Warehouses'
J. A. Ruddick, Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner, Ottawa

I

AM in favor of making the cold stor-

age of fruit a special business, as a

rule. Large general cold stores

at important centers should have pro-

vision for handling apples and other

fruit, but in many cases it will be more
economical and more satisfactory all

round to have warehouses built and
equipped for the handling of fruit only.

Cold storage is required for fruit in lo-

calities where little or no other kind of

produce will be offered. Non-freezing
temperatures only are required and that

chiefly during the coolest part of the
summer and in the winter months. This
permits of lighter insulation and lower
refrigerating power than is necessary for

general storage where freezing tempera-
i j. tures must be provided.

^^BkThe period of fruit storage covers only
^^Kpart of the year. A special fruit cold

^^^Brage need be operated only when fruit

^^Hin storage.
^^H CONSTEUCTION.
'^"^There are many different plans on

w hich such a building may be construct-

ed, and different materials may be used
for insulation. I shall not attempt to

describe all of them, but I shall endeavor
to give some idea of the kind of a ware-
house which would be suitable for a co-
operative fruit association, because it is

j

chiefly in connection with these organ-

I

izations that I expect to see cold storage
applied to the fruit trade in Ontario.

If the warehouse is to be on a railway
siding, the ground floor .should be on a
level with the car floor, with a ba.sement
iicneath. and as many floors above the
ground floor as may be considered neces-
sary. My preference would be, except in

the case of very large warehouses, to
have only a ground floor and ba.sement
with an attic for the storage of boxes,
etc. Such a warehouse seventy-five by
forty-five feet with a one-story addition
for machine room and office, would be
sufficient to store between 7,000 and 8,-

000 barrels of apples, or the equivalent
of about 10,000 barrels if packed in

boxes. Fig. i is a diagrammatic longi-

tudinal section of such a warehouse.

Ground Tloor
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have recommended for cheaper construc-

tion, such as we are considering, a com-
bination as follows

:

First, a four-inch layer of concrete,

IE

^

8

Fi( 2, Sectioa of Wall at Ceiliat of Batement

1, Siding. 2. Damp-proof paper. 3, Matched
lumber. 4, Ten-inch space filled with shavings.
6, Joist. 6, Ten-inch concrete wall. 7, One-inch
air space. 8, Matched lumber. 9, Six-inch space
filled with shavings. 10, Damp-proof paper.

then eight inches of clean, dry coal cin-

ders, well rolled or rammed, a layer of

tar paper and a finishing surface of two

inches of concrete. A course of hollow

brick (square tile) can be substituted for

about one-half the depth of cinders. The

tar paper is put over the cinders to pre-

vent the wet concrete from filling the air

spaces in the cinders. This combination

will be improved by coating the first lay-

er of concrete with roofing pitch to keep

the earth moisture from the cinders. It

is the cinders which provide the insula-

tion. Concrete is a poor insulator. Fig.

3 gives a detail of such a floor.

Fif. 3, Section of Floor

As for the arrangement of the rooms,

much will depend on circumstances. In

most cases, the ba.sement would be as

well in one room or two at the most. For

the ground floor, which would be used for

cooling small lots during the active ship-

ping season, the division as shown in

Fig. 4 is only a suggestion.

A building such as I have described

should be erected and equipped with re-

frigerating machinery at a cost, exclusive

^ \Anta-rooB \^^

Storngff

_r
1

-LT U

EnglTM

Roon.

Bailaay track

Fi|. 4, ArraDfcni'nt for Groaad Floor

of site, of from $1.50 to $2.00 per bar-

rel of capacity on a total of $12,000 to

$15,000.

I shall not dwell any longer on this

point, because I intend to have detailed

working plans and specifications made
and blue prints of these will be sent to

anyone who applies to me for them.

Okanagan Valley Orcharding
"Ceraiot, " Kelowoa, B. C.

Young orchards may be seen on
"bench" land along the Okanagan val-

ley, on which irrigation has not yet

been laid. Annual rain and snow may
not equal over ten to twelve inches pre-

cipitation ; yet, on fair soil, if the cul-

tivation is what is there termed thor-

ough, fruit trees (until they have crops

of fruit to mature) may be found flour-

ishing.

It would pay those in the more
humid eastern sections who growl about

an occasional dry spell, to observe the

plowing to catch the fall and spring

rains and snow water, and the tireless

discing and harrowing during the grow-

ing seasoned as practiced here. While

literally months of clear-skyed, long,

hot, dry days roll by, model Okanagan
orchards are at all times run without

excessive irrigation and are weedless.

Italian Prune and Pond's Seedling

plums have proved themselves hardy and

highly profitable in some districts of

British Columbia. Pond's, with its rare

violet red color and British Columbia

size, proves particularly attractive. Ital-

ian Prune and many other plums are

much in favor on pench stocks, more so

than in the east. Brown-rot (Monilia),

in some parts unknown, is in general

easily controlled in the comparatively

dry atmosphere of the big fruit valleys.

What a pity more encouragement to

box packing could not be given! Old

price for well packed boxes is so little

above the price of the same quantities

when put in barrels that few undertake

the former style of packing.—R. J. Mes-

senger, Bridgetown, N. S.

Planting Raspberries
Chat. F. Sprott, Baniabj' Lake, B. C.

To make the cultivation of the rasp-
berry a profitable occupation, the fruit

grower who is intending to grow this

fruit for the market should be careful
that the land he intends planting on is a
deep, rich, moisture retaining soil. Land
that will grow good crops of potatoes or
corn will grow a profitable crop of rasp-
berries. It is essential, also, that the
land be thoroughly under-drained. The
land should be plowed in the fall at least

eight inches deep and well worked in the
spring before planting is done. It should
be fine and pliable.

When the land is in this stage it should
be marked out—the rows IxMng north
and south, if possible, as the crops ripen
easier. A good way to mark it out is to
stretch a line across the field and with a
marker lay off the field with rows six feet

apart.

The marker can be made with a two
by six-inch scantling having two pieces
one by four nailed on at right angles on
the flat side of the .scantling, the points
being six feet apart. .Alongside these
pieces, nail on two one by four by six

feet on the edge of the two by six scant-
ling with a cross piece nailed to them to

draw by and brace these two pieces of
one by four by six from the other side

of the two by six scantling.

Pull the marker carefully up the line

and return down, having the point in the
last made line. Great care must be tak-

en to keep these rows perfectly straight.

Then plow up these rows, having the land
side of the plow on this mark, and plow
about five inches deep. When this is

done, planting can commence, the plants
being placed in the furrow thirty inches

apart. The roots should be spread out
and a little fine soil pulled into the fur-

row and pressed firmly around them.
When all the planting is done, the re-

maining earth can be more quickly put
into the furrow with a prong hoe, firming

it around each plant.

The grower should be very careful to

plant only strong, healthy suckers of

those varieties which grow successfully

in his neighborhood. To a large extent

the success of the plantation depends on
the quality of the plants that are planned.

These should be cut down just above the

ground the first season to stop them
from fruiting, but just high enough to

a'low the man cultivating them to see

them. The cultivator must be kept go-

ing through this patch to keep weeds

from growing and to conserve moisture.

It is quite posible to grow some other

crop in the centre of the six-foot rows

and yet be able to cultivate, and it will

help pay for the work of cultivating the

raspberries which bring nothing in that

year. Potatoes, turnips or carrots will

do well on good land, and the raspberries

should make good growth.
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The Cost of Grooving Grapes

J. F. Carpenter, Pruitland, Ontario

*

LAST fall at the convention of the On-
tario Fruit Growers' Association at

Toronto figures were brought for-

ward to show that grapes were being pro-

portioned to it its share of the loss en-

tailed from the time the vineyard is plant-

ed until it bears enough to meet the ex-

penses.

One of^the Many ProdnctiTC Viaejardi in tht Famous Niagara District of Ontario

llduced at a loss when sold at twelve cents

a basket. A few of the growers present

the figures were high, and no

I

thought
definite conclusion was arrived at. If the

grower would estimate his cost in the

same way as a manufacturer would make
an estimate, he would be in a position to

see where he could change his methods
so as to increase his profits.

Why should the fruit grower not make
use of the same business methods as the

manufacturer? The latter in estimating

the cost of production, figures in the cost

of the raw material, labor, interest on
capitalization and depreciation in value of

plant and any other expenses which di-

rectly or indirectly influence the cost. He
then sells his article at a price above that

cost to insure himself a fair profit. What
does the average fruit grower do? He
sells his fruit for what he can get for it,

seldom knowing what it has cost him to

produce it. As for a fixation of the sell-

ing price, it is to be hoped that as co-op-

eration becomes more widely spread, or-

ganization becomes more perfect and
fruit growing is looked upon more as a

business, that this question will be ad-

Justed.

The table on this page is an estimate

of the cost of growing grapes. This rep-

resents the cost of growing with the best

of care in a full bcnring vineyard. The
cost would be increased slightly if we ap-

•The substance of an acidrpss delivered at the
short course in fruit growing held at the Ontario
Agricultural College last February.

The expense figured here is above the

average and as a result we would expect

a yield about the average. How much
difference is there between the cost as

figured here and the cost under average

conditions? The only difference that can
be made is in labor, fertilizing and spray-
ing bills, and in no cases can it amount
to more than one-third of the cost as fig-

ured in this table. By giving the vine-
yard this extra care, the average yield
would be nearly doubled. When a grow-
er has gone to the expense of starting a
vineyard, orchard or small plantation
and cared for it up to the time it should
return him a profit, he should so handle
it as to obtain the largest possible profit.

The manufacturer after establishing a

plant finds he obtains much longer profits

by running it at full capacity than half

capacity. In both cases the interest on
capitalization and depreciation in value
of his. plant will be the same. The grape
grower's plant is represented in the cost

of the land, planting, etc., and money ex-

pended in caring for the vineyard up to

the time the returns meet the expenses.
The cost of his plant will vary little

whether he feeds and cares for it so as
to bring full or average crops. This be-

ing the case, it will pay the fruit grower
to run his vineyard, so to speak, at full

capacity.

Great advancement has been made dur-

ing the past few years in the organization

and management of farmers' clubs, co-

operative associations, and so forth.

From these organizations we have exam-
ples of the results which business princi-

ples will bring when made use of by or-

COST OF GROWING GRAPES-ONE ACRE

530 vines at V-/.fi $13 25

Coat of planting 5 00

posts, (170 at 12c; 22 at 16c) 23 92

500 lbs. wire at 3c 15 00
Digging tor and setting posts 13 32

Stretching wire 1 00
Wire tighteners 50

$71 99

Cost without labor $52 67

Spraying for one acre:

36 lbs. copper sulphate at 6c $2 16

36 lbs. lime at %c 18

Poison for 9 bbls 25

$2 59
Fertilizer

:

12 lbs. nitrogen, at 17c $2 04

48 lbs. phosphoric acid at 6o 2 88

66 lbs. potash, at 5o 3 30

$8 22

Implements for 20 acres

:

1 Furrow plow $10 00
2 Furrow plow 15 00
Disc harrow 25 00
Grape hoe 10 00
Hoes, forks, etc 5 00
Harrow 10 00
Sprayer 125 00
Dray 125 00
Wagon 50 00
Odds and ends 10 00

$385 00

For one acre $ 19 25

3 Horses at $150 $450 00
1 Set flinge harness 25 00
1 Set double harness ,.. 40 00
Barn 600 00

, $1,115 00

For one acre $ 55 75

Interest on cost of land, 6 per cent, of $125.. $7 50

Labor 20 00
iSnray materials 2 59

Fertilizers 8 22
Keep of horses 15 60
Interest on capital invested in vines, posts,

and Implements, 6 per cent, of ($19.25+
$71.99) 5 47

Interest on capital invested in horsea, har-
ness, barn, 6 per cent 3 34

Depreciation in value, harness, horses, barn
and implements, 10 per cent 7 50

Depreciation in value, vines, trellis, etc., at
4 per cent 2 10

Taxes and insurance 1 00

$73 32

Suppose sale price of grapes is 12o

:

Picking 1 c
Baskets 3.6c

Net price per basket= 12—4.6 = 7.4c.

To give $73,32 would require 73.32

7.4

4.6c

= 990 baskets.
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panized bodies of farmers and fruit grow-
ers. These organizations to be success-

ful require at their head a man who un-

derstands these principles in respect to

farming and fruit growing and knows

Apple Bloisomi on Prince Edward Island

how to make use of tinem. If every fruit

grower would educate himself along the

same line with reference to his own busi-

ness, it would not only be profitable to

him but would increase greatly the suc-

cess of the organization of which he may
be a member. It will be a good thing for

fruit growing in Ontario when every

fruit grower does some figuring for him-

self.

An Experience with Cranberries
J. W. Ackerman, Delhi, Ont.

I Started to experiment with cranber-

ries in the spring of 1908. I have about

seven acres of bog and on this there is

about one acre of native plants that grow
there naturally. I have been picking

berries off these plants for several years.

These plants are slowly spreading over

the bog, but on account of the weeds
their spread has been retarded.

Mr. A. McMeans of the Ontario Agri-

cultural College heard of my cranberry

bog, and wrote me in regard to it. He
later came and saw me and had a look

at the bog. He advised me to do some
experimenting, and I decided to do so.

I prepared a small piece of ground and
planted it with Cape Cod plants which
Mr. McMeans sent to me in the

spring of 1908. They grew very nicely.

Last spring I planted a quarter of an
acre of Cape Cod and Wigconsin plants

and they have done well.

When preparing the ground I first

take the sod off, cutting it with straw
knives. I cut about two and a half

inches deep. The sod is wheeled off in

a wheelbarrow. I then spade the ground
and level it. My ground is laid out in

lots about three rods wide, which is sur-

rounded by a ditch about one foot deep.

The ground is prepared in the fall.

I plant the plants about one foot apart

each way. I allow ten or twelve vines to

a hill. For planting I use a narrow piece

of board pointed at one end. I lay the

vine on the ground and place the point-

ed end of the board about the centre of

the vine and push the vine into the

ground, leaving about three or four

inches of the top of the vines above the

ground.
My bog floods naturally each winter.

I have a dam at the head of my ditch. It

is closed in the fall, and thus the water
is held on the bog until the latter part of

May or the first of June. My object in

keeping the water until that season of

the year is to keep the plants from start-

ing to grow too soon, because if the

plants start too early in the spring .they

come out in blossom too soon, and are

liable to injury by frost. While the

water is on them, they won't start to

grow.

My experience with cranberries has

been very short, but I believe that cran-

berries can be grown successfully in On-
tario. Canada ought to be a good mar-

ket for the berries, as thousands of bush-

els are shipped in from the United

States. I have another quarter acre

ready to plant next spring. I also plant-

ed a small piece of ground last fall, in

order to compare fall planting with

spring planting. In a later issue of The
Canadian Horticulturist I will tell

how the fall planting turns out.

Give commercial lime-sulphur a trial

this year. It has come to stay.

Fungus on Maple
I am in trouble about a lovely maple tree.

For the past throe years we have noticed
that its leaves turn red about August

—

much earlier than any of the other maple
trees. The past two years a fungus has
formed on the trunk of the tree and last
fall it spread from the base of the tree up
to its first branch. The leaves turned red
very much earlier than they should, and
they dropped off much earlier, leaving the
tree gaunt and bare, while the others had
not shed a leaf. I am afraid that I am go-
ing to lose it unless I can do something
for it. It is in a place that I cannot very
well spare it. Can anything be done to save
it.»—L. M., Cobourg, Ont.

It is difficult to diagnose the exact
disea.se from the description given. I

am of the opinion, however, that noth-
ing can be done to save the tree at this

stage since the fungus has got posses-
sion. From the fact that the fungus ha";

appeared on the trunk, it seems likely

that the tree was inoculated many years
ago by the spores of this fungus prob-
ably gaining access through a wound.
During all these years the fungus has
been growing and spreading within the
tree, and now it has sapped its vitality

to such an extent that it ceases to per-

form its usual functions. As a rule, the «

formation of the fruiting body of the J
fungus on the trunk is one of the final

stages of the disease. The tree will prob-

ably live but a short time, and the t)est

thing to do is to cut down the tree be-

fore it becomes unsightly and before it

has an opportunity to infect other trees

by the annual crop of spores produced by
the fruiting body on the trunk.—Prof. W.
Lochhead.
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To the Canadian visitor, the country

parts of old England are full of

interest. The roads are perfect
for cycling or for coaching and never
deep with dust as ours so often are, so
that pedestrians and carts may all fol-

low the one track. Indeed they are too
narrow to allow of a footpath, and in

places it is with difficulty that an auto
and a coach can pass each other be-
tween the hedges which border them.
During a recent visit the writer had

the privilege of travelling through the
counties of Hampshire, Dorsetshire,
Devonshire, Somersetshire and Wilt-
shire, in part by rail and in part by
coach. One thing particularly took his

attention, the vast extent of country de-

voted to pasture. Instead of small farms
of one or two hundred acres, each with
its substantial farm house, and divided

into orchard, garden, grain and pasture
plots, we travelled hundreds of miles

through meadows that looked as if they
were never touched with plow or spade.
A beautiful country indeed, with its

hills and vales of emerald green, subdi-

vided into lots of all shapes and sizes

by dark green hedges ; but looking at it

from the commercial viewpoint of a Ca-
nadian one cannot help thinking how
much more it might yield and how many
more lives it would support, if our sys-

tem of small farms could be introduced,

each owner making the most of his small

estate.

After reading of the stately homes of

England, one is naturally disappointed
at seeing so little of them ; in fact, in

all our coaching tours in Devonshire we
saw far fewer good houses than we

Rural England
Linus Woolverton, Grimsby, Ontario

would see in any good farming district

of Ontario. This is because the homes
of the nobility, and even those of the
country squires, are far removed from
the public roads and screened from view
by being situated in the midst of wooded
parks.

Along the roadsides one often passes
curious old-fashioned workmen's cot-

tages with thatched roofs, often vine-

clad and having fruit trees trained up
the side. In their vicinity the ubiquit-

ous buckthorn hedge is varied by a vine-

clad stone wall, interesting because of

its antiquity. Here and there the tour-

ist passes through a whole village of

such houses lining the sides of the road,
themselves forming the walls of it and
having their doors opening into the very
street. Combe Martin is such a place,

extending a mile and a half with its curi-

ous hedges.

The west coast of Devonshire is very
rocky, with high cliffs and precipitous

banks. In September, 1909, we spent a
week at Ilfracombe, which is situated

at the mouth of the Bristol channel. It

is a fashionable watering place for Lon-
doners, combining, as Charles Kingsley
says, "The soft warmth of South Dev-
on with the bracing freshness of the

Welsh Mountains." On the rugged
coast delightful walks have been made
at immense cost by the art of man.
Another very curious seaside place

some' fifteen miles distant from Il-

fracombe is Clovelly, which may be

reached by steamer. It is described as

the "quaintest and perhaps the most
beautiful little village in all Devon. It

consists of one main street or staircase.

with a few houses climbing on each side
of the Combe. The houses, each stand-
ing on a higher or lower level than its

neighbor, are all whitewashed, with gay

High Street, CIoTelly, England

green doors and lattices, and the gen-
eral effect is curiously foreign looking."

It was most surprising to us as Ca-
nadians to see every little dooryard in

an English town closed in with a stone
wall or iron gate and the little plot

crowded every inch with blooming flow-

ers. In especial prominence we noticed

the fuchsia growing like a shrub in the

open, and laden with crimson bloom;
and the Thos. Hogg hydrangea—with

us grown only in pots and tubs—there a

hardy garden shrub, laden with huge
tresses of beautiful pink.

A PicloreuiBe Scene in OU EngUnd—A Devontbirc Lane Near LTatea
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The Popular Sweet Pea
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ont.

To get early bloom in sweet peas and
to give the plants a good start prior to

a dry spell, early sowing is advisable. An
open position free from severe winds and
where the sun will not be blazing on them
constantly from rising to setting, is suit-

able. Poor, thin soil will not \x satis-

factory. Plant in fairly good garden soil.

Dig out a trench the desired length,

about the depth and width of a spade. In

the bottom put about six inches of good
manure. Throw the soil on to it and
fill up the trench. Allow it to settle for

two or three days. Draw out a drill two
inches deep, down the middle of the pre-
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piired trench. Sow the seed two
inches apart, makinfj a double row

;

thus, ...•..•.•.•.•.. Cover the seed

and rake off level.

Two mistakes in sweet pea culture are

deep sowing and thick sowing. I never

Gladys Unwin, Hon. Mrs. E. Kenyon,
.America, Helen I.ewis and Henry Kck-

ford.

A Little Girl't Vine-made Throne

An arbor made with vines, by Mr. W. A. Code
of Ottawa, trained to form what he termed at
the time "a throne" for his little daughter, who
took great delight in playing "queen" in it. The
climbers consisted of cucumber and morning
glory Tines, interspersed with asparagus beans,
the latter combining utility with service. The
print from the negative was not made square:
this accounts for blank spaces at top corners.

practiced the system of sowing away
down in a deep trench, filling up as

growth advances. I let the roots do the

work, and they will do it if the ground is

treated correctly. It appears unnatural

for sweet pea stems to have a foot of soil

round their necks. After four inches of

growth, draw some .soil to them on either

side. This will make a small drill on

either side—an excellent provision for

applying water.

Wire netting makes a good, permanent
support. Give the plants assistance by

entwining them around, running twine

up and down where required. The best

support is dead spruce branches .sharp-

ened at the butt end and put in on each

side of the row with the inclination to

meet at the top. Then u.se one cord to

encompass the whole concern, and the

work is done.

Watering will do much good, if it is

done thoroughly to reach the roots and
not a mere surface spray. When the

blossoms first peep out is the time to use

water. Use the scissors also, for the

more you cut the more they bloom.

A good mixed package of seed from a

reliable source is satisfactory. To those

who grow these flowers more extensive-

ly, individual sorts grown separately give

a double attraction for decorative pur-

poses. Of the hundreds of varieties cat-

alogued, the following comprise a suit-

able choice and have proved to be good
growers in this locality : Lady Grisel

Hamilton, Dorothy Eckford. King Ed-
ward Vn., Queen Alexandra, Navy
Blue, Blanch Burpee, Miss Wilmott,

The Japanese Lilac
Prof. H. L. Halt, 0. A. C, Gnelpk

One of the most popular and general-

ly grown shrubs in cultivation is the lilac.

This is not a native of this country, but

has been introduced from Europe and
.'\sia. There are now nearly a dozen
distinct species which have been brought
to this country, and scores of varieties

have been developed. In the last re-

port of the horticulturist of the Central

Experimental Farm, Ottawa, reference

is made to a collection of 177 varieties

in the arboretum at that place, and a

li.'-l is given of twenty-five of the fjest,

including single and double varieties

ranging in color from pure white
through pinks and reds to lilac and pur-

ple.

The Japanese lilac (Syringa Japonica)
belongs to a species not so well known
as most other varieties, yet is well

worthy of a place in any collection. It

is about the only one of the lilacs which
may be said to form a real tree, as it

sometimes attains a height of twenty-
five or thirty feet. Although it comes
from Japan, it is quite hardy in this

country and is not affected by the mil-

dew to which the common varieties are
more or less subject. It is of an erect

habit of growth and does not branch out
as freely as other varieties, hence does
not make so good a specimen plant, but
is best suited for background in the bor-
der, where its more or less naked
branches may be hidden with foliage of

other shrubs.

The bloom of the Japanese lilac is

quite distinct from all others, being of a

creamy yellow color and produced in

large, loose panicles often a foot or more
in length and nearly as much in breadth.

It is also the latest of all varieties to

bloom, being at its best usually about
the first of July. With a good selection

of varieties of the Syringa vulgaris type

which usually begin to bloom about the

24th of May, followed by the S. Josy-

keea and S. Japonica, a succession of

bloom may be maintained throughout
the whole month of June to the first

week in July.

Annuals must make quick growth.

Have the soil well prepared and rich.

Supply plenty of moisture.

Although not specially beautiful in

foliage, flower, or fruit, the wild cucum-
ber is an excellent hardy vine for arbors

and covering fences.

Among tke Mod Benotifnl Subjects for Uwa aid Park Plantiaf are Many Species and Varieties of the Lilac



Law^n and Garden Hints for May
THE enthusiastic amateur will find

lots to do in May. Many kinds of

seeds and plants may be started in

the open. Have the ground well prepared
and enriched. Dig- deeply, remove all

stones and rubbish and pulverize the soil

thoroughly. Before starting to plant or
sow, have the plot or beds raked level. Be
neat in all that you do. Owing to the
earliness of the season this year, much of

this work has been done already.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN

The soil for vegetables should be brok-
en finely and to the depth of the spade.
Work in a liberal application of barn-
yard manure, and wood ashes also, if

they are available.

Onions, peas, spinach and other hardy
vegetables may be planted as soon as the
ground is fit. Leave cucumber, corn,
squash and the tender kinds until all dan-
ger of frost is passed. Sow the seeds in

moist or freshly stirred soil. Do not
plant too deeply.

Sow radishes in good rich soil in order
to have quick growth. For a succession,
sow some seed every ten days or two
weeks.

An excellent vegetable and one that is

not much grown is salsify. Sow the seed
early, and handle the same as parsnips.

Do not over-water plants in the hotbed
and give plenty of ventilation.

THE FRUIT GARDEN
When the strawberries commence to

grow, remove the mulch and place it be-
tween the rows. Should frost threaten at

blossoming time, the mulch may be re-

placed over the plants until danger is

past.

If your strawberry patch is more than
two years old or if you have not yet grown
this fruit, plant this month. Take strong
plants from the old patch or purchase
from the nurseryman. Have the rows at
least three feet apart and place the plants
about eighteen inches apart in the rows.

Plant currant, gooseberry, raspberry
and blackberry bushes if there is room for
them. Plant them about five feet apart.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
Flowers that have been started in the

house should not Ije transplanted to the
open ground without first being hardened-
off. Gradually introduce the plants to the
changed conditions by placing them out-
doors each day for a few hours. .Seed-

lings that are crowded in the boxes or in

hotlx?ds should be transplanted to other
boxes or to cold frames. Cannas, coleus,

crotons, alternantheras and plants of sim-
ilar nature should not be planted out un-

til after the first of June.

When the ground is ready, sow .seeds

of nasturtiums, b;ilsam and portulaca,

sweet peas and other hardy annual.s. Do
not sow the seed thickly. Hardy annuals

should be thinned before they get

('rowd('(i.

(;'ladioli may Ije planted towards the

end of the month. Place the bulbs three

or four inches deep and about six or eight

inches apart in rows or clumps. Hahlias
also may be planted late in May, but it is

better to leave them until June.
Plant out perennials and biennials that

were wintered in cold frames. Divide old

clumps of perennials and when trans-

planting remove all weeds in order to save
further trouble. Old perennial borders
that are renovated in this manner will lose

little in effect if the spaces are filled with
annuals this year and until the permanent
plants once more require the room.

Plan to cover with climbing plants, bare
places on house, verandah, fences and
out-buildings. Alorning glories, sweet
peas, nasturtiums, wild cucumbers and

work of making new lawns should be
done thoroughly. Success depends large-

ly upon the preparation and character of

the soil.

The Best Dahlias
At the last convention of the Ontario

Horticultural Association, the nomen-
clature committee presented lists of the

best perennial phloxes, irises, gladioli

and dahlias. For the benefit of lovers

of the last named, the list of dahlias is

herewith published :

SHOW DAHLIAS
A. D. Livonia.—(Juilled clear pink.

Arabella.—Light sulphur shading to

peach.

Emily.—Solforine with white mark-
ings.

John Walker.—Pure white, like a

large snowball.

Front View of Retidecce and Grounndi of iuift Klein, Walkerten, Ontario

many other things are useful. One of

the best vines is Cobea scandens. This

may be started in the hou.se from seed or

the plants may be purchased from florists.

When the spring bulbs are done flower-

ing, it is best if possible to allow the tops

to wither and die before taking up the

bulbs. If it is necessary to take them
earlier, however, the bulbs should be

lifted and heeled-in just below the ground
in some place out of the way and left there

until July.

ON THE LAWN
Repair bare spots on the lawn, either

by seeding or sodding. Lawns that have
become thin in the turf, should be well

raked and sown with some good lawn
mixture. A little nitrate of soda sprink-

led on the lawn will stimulate the grass

where the growth is weak.
As the lawn is a permanent fixture, the

Frank Smith.—Purplish maroon,
topped white.

Glory de Lyon.—Creamy white, very

large.

Leader.—Best dark rich purple.

Joseph White.—Rich velvety maroon,
shaded to jet black.

Duchess of Cambridge.—White suf-

fused pink edged and tipped purple.

Queen of Yellows.—Primrose yellow.

Mrs. Gladstone.—Delicate soft blush,

grand form.

Prince Bismark.—Puce, short with

purple, large.

Mrs. Browning.—Buttercup yellow,

tipped snow white.

Mrs. Dexter.—Rich salmon, very
large.

Red Hussar.—Intense scarlet crimson,

very good.
CACTUS DAHLIAS

Dreadnought. — Dark ' crimson ma-
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roon, a Large flower and one of the best

darks.

J. H. Jackson.— Brilliant crim.son ma-

roon, free.

Floradora.—Rich crimson, one of the

best.

An Idea for a Bed of Nittartinmi

Sow the seed around the edges of a circular

bed. In centre of bed place a pole. From top of

pole to edges of bed run strands of twine up
which the vines will climb.

Kriemhilde.—Delicate pink, shading

to white at the centre.

Winsome.—Creamy white, good size

and form.

Flora.—Large white, grand for cut-

ting.

Wathari.—Light sulphur yellow in the

centre, shading to nearly white at the

edges.

Mrs. H. J. Jones.—Bright claret, with

cream colored edges, sometimes a self

color.

Royalty.—Lavender, large and hand-

some.
Standard-bearer.—Rich, fiery scarlet.

General Buller.—Cardinal red, tipped

with white.

Ruckert.—Blood red with darker

shadings, grand.

Countess of Lonsdale.—Salmon pink

and amber, standard variety.

Florence M. Stredwick.—A large pure

white.

Prince of Yellows.—-Rich canary yel-

low, large, fringed at the tips of the

petals.

Rother.—Large bloom, bright garnet,

one of the best.

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

Grand Duke Alexis.—White, tinged

with soft lavender, quilled.

Madam Van den Dale.—Soft rose,

with deeper markings and shading to

cream white in the centre.

Admiral Dewey.—Rich purple, free

bloomer.

Black Beauty.—Deep velvety maroon,

almost black.

Mrs. Roosevelt.—Delicate pink, large

and good form.

Mrs. Winters.—Snow white, large,

good form.

Oban.—Lavender, overlaid with sil-

very fawn.

Pearl.—Beautiful white, good for cut-

ting.

Lemon Giant.—A large lemon yellow.

Sylvia.—Mauve pink, changing to

white in the center, one of the best to

cut some call it a show dahlia.

Wm. Agnew.—Dazzling red, one of

the best.

Nymphaea.—Light shrimp pink, tinted

lighter under the center, a beautiful

flower.
POMPON DAHLIAS

Ailet's Imperial.—Creamy white, red-

dish tips.

Darkness.—Velvety maroon.

Elegante.—Soft pink, tipped deep

pink.

Gold Hahnchen.—Primrose Yellow.

Kleine Domitea.—Orange buff.

Little Bessie.—Creamy white, quilled.

Little Herman.—Deep red, tipped

white.

I^ittle Prince.—Currant red, tipped

white. ,

Snow-clad.—The best white.

SINGLE DAHLIAS

Crimson Century.—Velvety crimson.

Maroon Century.—Velvety maroon.

Pink Century.—Soft pink, large.

Claret Century.—Brilliant scarlet.

Lavender Century.—Lilac, light shad-

ings.

Twentieth Century.—Rosy Crimson.

White Century.—Pure white.

Asparagus Beetles
Arthnr Gibun, C.E.F., Ottawa

The common asparagus beetle has only

once been recorded from the Ottawa dis-

trict. This was a few years ago when a

few of the larvae were collected at the

Central Experimental Farm. These grubs

are of a dark olive green color and slug-

like in appearance. The beetle is a slend-

er blue-black insect about one quarter of

an inch long, with six white blotches on

the back and a red border to the neck

and wing-covers.

The other asparagus beetle, viz., the

twelve-spotted asparagus beetle, often oc-

curs with the above. It is slightly larg-

er and of a uniform reddish orange col-

or, with twelve black spots upon the

wing-covers. The grubs of this beetle

are of a dirty yellowish color. Those of

the common asparagus beetle feed upon

the foliage, as do those of the twelve-

spotted asparagus beetle, but the latter

destroy chiefly the berries or seed cap-

sules.

The remedies recommended are to dust

the infested plants every three or four

days with fresh air-slaked lime, which

adheres to the slimy bodies of the grubs

and kills them.

Paris green and flour, or Paris green

with slaked lime, dusted on the plants

will destroy both larvae and beetles. If

poultry are allowed to run among the

bfds it will be found that they will de-

vfur a great many of these insects, par-

ticularly when they first appear in spring.

When it is noticed that the berries are

being attacked, the whole plants should

be cut down and burned.

These Groands Wob Firtt Prize Two Ycari in Snccetiion in a Horticaltoral Societj Competition

The large vine on the verandah is a Clematis paniculata and the one at the end is a Hall's

honeysuckle. In the corners on each side of the front steps are tuberose begonias. The window
boxes contain mostly geraniums, petunias and foliage plants with hanging vines of vincas; there

is a canna on each side and a caladium in the centre. The whole effect is very pleasing, but

unfortunately just before the photograph was taken, the tree in the foreground on the street was
bent over by a storm, fiesidence of Mr. N. B. Vrooman, Walkerville, Ont.. a member of the horti-

cultural society of that town.
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Planting and Managing Onions
A. C. Dart, Grimsby, Ontario

ONIONS succeed best in an open sit-

uation in rich loam, but good crops

may also be obtained from soils of

very different texture and quality with

the aid of suitable manures. Plenty of

farm yard manure should be worked into

the ground as deep as possible in the aut-

umn and left roughly during the winter.

In the spring as soon as the soil is

dry, so that its lumps will crumble rather

than stick together, it should be well

worked. It cannot be worked too much
for onions.

Salt, soot and lime worked into the

soil before sowing are useful as manure
and also for preventing the attacks of the

onion maggot and other insects. A good
fertilizer for onions, applied at the fol-

lowing rate per acre, is : Sulphate of

potash, 200 pounds ; basic slag, 500
pounds; nitrate of soda, 300 pounds.

Work the basic slag into the ground in

the fall, the sulphate of potash before

Thinning should take place early. A
small two-inch hoe is useful for this pur-

pose.

In order to have extra fine onions, sow
the seed in boxes in February or early in

March and place in a greenhouse or hot-

bed. Prick off as soon as ready in flats,

or when large quantities are wanted,
prick off in hotbeds. Keep them near the

glass and sprinkle them overhead on all

fine days. When hardening off, plant

out in well prepared ground. Select a

dull day for planting.

Selecting good reliable seed is of great

importance in onion culture. Good Eng-
lish varieties are Leamington Giant,

Cranston, Excelsior and Somerset Hero;
the best Canadian varieties are Giant

Prizetaker, Selected Yellow Danvers,

Large Red Wethersfield and Southport
Yellow Globe.

For preventing the onion maggot, use

salt, soot and lime forked into the soil

Sowing Oaioa Seed—A Well-Prepared Seed Bed is Necessary for Uniformity in Catch

I

sowing in the spring and the nitrate of

soda during the growing season prefer-
ably in two applications, at an interval

of ten days to two weeks.
The ground should be made as level as

possible before sowing. The precise
time cannot be stated, as it greatly de-
pends upon the state of the weather and
the nature of the soil, but the first op-
portunity should be seized when the soil

is workable for sowing.

Sow in drills twelve inches apart. The
seed cannot be too near the surface, as
long as it is covered. If the .soil is light,

it should be rolled with a roller of great-
er or less weight according to the na-
ture of the soil.

• As soon as the .seedlings are up, hoe-

ing will be necessary to keep down weeds,
and to keep the surface soil stirred. Al-

though the growth of the young plants
may be promoted by shallow stirring, the

deep loosening of the soil So beneficial

for many crops is not desirable for

onions.

before sowing. Charcoal is sometimes
used for preventing canker. Sulphur
spraying during the growing season will

keep mildew in check. Good cultivation

is the best preventive for all diseases.

Potato Culture
John N. Watts. Portsmoutb, Ont.

To get the largest crop of any varietv

of potatoes one must first get the land

in proper condition. Do not plow when
the gro ind is so wet that the furrow
shines. Roll and harrow until the ground
is well pulverized. Work in plenty of

manure, but never put it in the furrow
in which the potatoes are to be planted.

When the ground is ready, draw the

furrow, and cut the potatoes so as to have
at least one good eye to the cut. The
seed end should be cut off first. A good
eye is one that has not sprouted. .Suck-

ers may form around the eye, but will

he weak.

To get the strongest stalk, care must

be taken to cut the potato so as to get as

much of the fibre running from the eye

to the centre as possible. Through this

fibre the eye will get its sustenance until

sufficient growth has been made to take

care of itself.

In planting, the potatoes should not

be exposed to the sun for any length of

time, or blanks will be numerous. After

Che ground has been put in good order,

shallow cultivation is best. The ground
cannot be kept too clean, neither can it

be worked too often, even until the vines

are nearly covering the rows.

Starting Seedlings
Prof. W. S. Blair, Macdonald Collefe, Qne.

The tendency is to crowd plants in

the seed flat by thick seeding, and this

too often is followed by giving the

pricked off plants about half the space

they should have. Plants in the thick-

ly-seeded flat become spindly at the

start and make at best rangy and unde-

sirable stock. Plants from thin seed-

ing are (providing proper temperature

and light is given) stocky, short-

stemmed and can remain in the flat a

longer period without injury before
transplanting. Overcrowded seedlings

are much more difficult to handle, and
are not nearly so satisfactory.

It is wise to maintain a temperature
of forty-five to fifty-five degrees for

cool-season vegetables such as cabbage,
lettuce, etc., and fifty-five to sixty-five

degrees for warm-season vegetables

such as tomatoes. During a bright day
with the full benefit of the sunlight the

temperature may go much higher than

tljjs and not cause drawing of the plant,

bijt on dark days and at night the tem-

perature should be kept down, other-

wise spindly and weak plants will be ob-

tained. I prefer a forty-five-degree

night temperature for cabbage and a fif-

ty-five-degree for tomatoes, rather than

higher. It takes longer to develop

plants at a low temperature, but the

quality of the plants and their root de-

velopment more than offset this objec-

tion.

Cabbage and cauliflower should be
spaced two inches apart for early stock,

and closer planting may be followed for

later stock that it may not be necessary
to carry so long in the flat. Place cel-

ery one and one-half inches apart.

Tomatoes should first be pricked off

into flats two inches apart and two
weeks later put into flats four inches
apart or single plants into the three-and-
one-half-inch pots. I believe three-and-
one-half-inch earthenware flower pots
which cost about seventy-five cents per
100 are the most economical for hand-
ling tomatoes for the early crop. These
pots can be used year after year. It re-

quires about seven to eight weeks to

develop a good tomato or cabbage plant
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for setting outside, the last week ol

which the plants should be set outside
without protection to harden-off, provid-
ing, of course, in the case of tender
plants that they are not allowed to

freeze.

The hardening-off of plants—getting

them used to outside conditions—is very

important. The check a plant sustains

from being removed from warm quar--

ters to field conditions is great and can

be avoided by gradually hardening-ofl.

How to Grow^ Good Celery
F. W. Hack, Norwood, Manitoba

Managing the Asparagus Bed
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ont.

I prefer to disturb the asparagus bed

in the fall rather than in spring, especial-

ly a belated spring when the growths
peep up almost before the snow is gone.

.'\bout the last work in the garden in fall,

when the asparagus growths are yellow
and the sap returned to the crowns, cut

close over and burn. Remove a couple
of inches of soil or more from the sur-

face. This takes away sour soil and in-

sect eggs. Apply a dressing of well-spent

manure and soil mixed and over this, six

inches of strawy manure or leaves with
branches to keep it down. This provides
the winter garment.

At the end of April, weather favorable,

remove the straw and tidy the bed. Keep
it within the limits by the spade on each
side. Slightly fork over the surface ; a

spade should never be used, for the roots
have ransacked the soil in all directions.

With the approach of mild weather,
give a dressing of salt—about one pound
to each ten square feet at intervals, say
May 15, May 30 and June 15.

We generally cut about May 10 and
continue until June 20. Short, stubby
stalks about six inches long are the best,

measuring three-quarters of an inch to

one inch at the base. Cut these as far

below the surface as possible. Tie in a
bunch and cut the ends even.

Allow a fair proportion of growths to

come up to strengthen the crowns for the
succeeding season.

Seed can be saved in the fall when red,

sown in spring in drills two inches deep
and thinned to six inches, allowing them
to remain two years prior to planting.

The asparagus is valuable not only as
a vegetable, but also as green inaterial

for decorating flower vases, and so on.
It adds a charm to cut blooms. The side
growths are best. No harm is caused by
the cutting.

If we had never seen any weeds, the
necessity for cultivation of soil would
not be nearly so apparent to the major-
ity of gardeners. It is now a well known
fact, however, that frequent cultivation
is needed to keep the soil moist, even
if weeds never appear. The drier the
soil and weather, the greater need for

surface cultivation.

WHIvN the time approaches for

planting celery in the field, the

plants should be gradually hard-

ened by exposure to the weather. Cel-

ery plants when properly hardened will

be unharmed by a moderate frost, and
may be planted out from the middle of

May to the beginning of June. The land

should be well cultivated and finely pul-

verized.

If possible, dull or rainy weather
should be cho.sen for planting. The plant

bed should be well watered before remov-
ing the plants and care must be taken to

avoid injuring the roots. Shallow pans
are convenient for handling the plrmts,

and in hot, dry weather a little water in

the pans will prevent wilting. If the

weather is dull and the soil is moist, it

will not be necessary to water the plants

when set out ; but if it is hot and dry, a

good watering should be given and as

soon as the ground is dry the surface

should be stirred to prevent baking. Wat-
ering the young plants is apt to pack the

soil too tightly around their roots and
should not be done unless necessary.

Celery should be planted in rows three

to five feet wide and four to six inches

apart in the row. The width Isetween the

rows is to give room for cultivation and
for soil to earth up with ; four feet will

be found the most convenient.

Some growers plant in double rows.

This is not advisable, except in very rich

soil and where water can be artificially

supplied.

The old method of growing celery in

trenches is not now generally used. The
labor of preparing the trenches and the

increased difficulty of cultivation renders

this method I'.nprofitable commercially.

Where level culture is practiced, the rows
should be slightly furrowed, so that the

celery when planted should be a few
inches below the level of the land. This

will start an upright growth.

Frequent shallow cultivation should be
given from the time of planting through-

out the growing period. The surface

should be well stirred twice a week dur-

ing dry weather and after a rain as soon

as the ground is dry. When the roots

of the celery begin to spread, cultivation

should be shallow near the plants.

When the plants have been out two or

three weeks they must be gone over care-

fully by hand, the soil around and be-

tween them loosened and all weeds re-

moved. The plants must never be al-

lowed to spread over the surface of the

ground, and enough .soil must be drawn
up around them to secure an upright,

compact growth. This process should
be repeated as growth continues. Do not

let any soil fall into the hearts.

When the plants are nearly full grown

the earth should be drawn up to half the
height of the plant, and one week later

nearly to the top of the leaves. The
blanching process will take from ten to
thirty days, according to variety.

Celery that is intended for storing
should be planted a little later and not
moulded up so much. It will keep bet-
ter if not quite fully matured when dug,
and if green will blanch in storage.

Growing Peppers
E* £. Adamt, Leamuiftoii, Oat.

There is no trouble in growing pep-
pers, as they grow about as well as cab-
bage or any other plant. Seed is sown in

flats in the greenhouse on or about March
I, and strong bottom heat is maintained
until seed is well up. When in the fourth
leaf, the plants are pricked out to flats

and given a space of about two inches
square, and are grown in these flats un-
til taken to the field for setting. Be sure
and keep the soil moist, as peppers ap-
pear to require a large amount of moist-
ure

; if seed is not kept moist, or if kept
too wet, it will not sprout properly, and
sometimes will decay.

In preparing the field soil for the crop,
I use about ten two-horse loads of well-

rotted manure per acre, either plowed in

or harrowed in after the ground is

plowed, according to whether the manure
is fine or coarse. The ground is marked
out in rows three feet apart, and the
plants are set about twenty inches apart
in the row. Good and frequent cultiva-

tion is given by a one-horse hoe or a
twelve-tooth cultivator to keep the top
soil very fine and to hold moisture.

.^bout ten days after planting, a

dressing of 100 pounds per acre of nitrate'

of soda is sown broadcast and worked
into the soil, and sometimes, if we are
not too much rushed with work, the soda
is put around each plant in place of
broadcast. The latter is the much better
plan if possible to get it done, as the
plant then gets all the nitrogen very soon
after being put on. .Another application

of the same quantity is given about three

weeks later, and this is sown broadcast.
The first of June is our usual time for

planting in the field, .\nyone should be
able to grow peppers successfully with
very little trouble.

Stir the ground frequently around on-

ions, especially after every rain.

The need of co-operation in marketing
and shipping fruit seems to be getting
well into the minds of most of our or-

chardists in Nova Scotia. The producers
are too much at the mercy of the assents

of steamship lines and English brokers.



QUESTION AND ANSWER DEPARTMENT

Sickly Cherry Tree
Is a white English cherry tree about six

years old worth preserving? It has gum ooz-

ing from cracks in several places.—L.H.W.,
Toronto

While it is likely that the tree will con-

tinue to g^et more sickly and will eventu-

ally die, it may live for a number of years,

and if the space is not needed, it might

be left until it shows that it will not re-

cover.

St. Lawrence Apple
In my orchard, I have two rows of St.

Lawrence trees which are not bearing. They
?re about 20 years old, strong and healthy,

over eight to nine inches in diameter, and
in good, well fertilized soil. They have
Wealthy, Duchess and Red Astrachan and
other varieties all around them, all of which
bear abundantly. But the St. Lawrence
simply puts on a great growth of wood and
bears no fruit. I would like to know if my
experience is uniqiie and if any of your
readers could tell what to do to get fruit

from them. My orchard is situated at Al-
botsford. Que., about 45 or 50 miles east of

Montreal.—S. P. R., Montreal.

The St. Lawrence apple is not, as a

! rule, a good bearer, and that is one reason

why it is not more grown. Our experi-

ence here confirms this. Under some con-

ditions, however, the St. Lawrence bears

well every other year. It is naturally a

strong growing tree and in order to get it

to fruit better -we. should suggest that the

growth be checked, if possible. If the

ground is being cultivated, we would sug-

gest leaving it in sod. Some summer
pruning might also be done in order to

check the growth. The case in question

.seems to be an extreme one, but, as stated

I

before, the St. Lawrence is a naturally

shy bearer.—W. T. Macoun.

Setting out an Orchard
1. What distance apart would you ])lant

standard apple trees?
2. Would it be advisable to plant a row

of cherry trees between rows of apples ; also

to plant raspberries along row of anple
trees, so as to get a crop of small fruit
while apples are growing?

3. In cropping the land would corn or
turnips be better than potatoes for hoe crop?
Have been told that potatoes were hardest
on trees.

4. Is potash fertilizer good to use around
young trees? Mv ground will be plowed out
of clover sod this spring.—W. H. C, Scar-
boro, Ont.

1. Standard apple trees usually are
planted from thirty-five to forty feet

apart.

2. Cherries may be planted between
the rows and raspberries also, provided
that soil fertili.ration and cultivation are
well looked after. Remove these fillers

as soon as the apple trees require the

^space, say, in ten or twelve years.

3. .'\ny of these crops may be grown
in the orchard the first three or four

years.

4. Potash is a necessary element. Its

use depends upon nature of soil. Forty

bushels of unleached hard-wood ashes to

the acre probably would improve the

clover sod.

Keeping Mushroom Spawn
Is mushroom spawn any good if kept over

f'-oni one season to another?—E.R.W., Fort
William, Ont.
Mushroom spawn will keep for a num-

ber of years in a cool, dry place. Dry-
ness is an essential.

Acid Soil—Strawberries
1. What test can be made by fruit growers

to ascertain whether a soil is sour or not?
2. Does new land, lately covered by fir

and birch, require fertilizing?
3. How many crops should a strawberry

patch yield? In planting a new patch
should new plants be purchased?—M. C. JVl.,

Salmon Arm., B.C.
1. Get a piece of blue litmus paper

from a druggist. Select a place in the
orchard where the soil is moist and in.sert

the paper. If paper remains blue, the soil

is alkaline; if it turns red, the soil is sour
or acid. This simply determines the fact

but not the degree.

2. The quality and luxuriance of the

crop grown on this soil will tell whether
or not it needs fertilizing. Virgin soils

vary in fertility like other soils. It is

probable that the .soil referred to is rich

enough to start with.

3. As a rule, one crop from a commer-
cial plantation is enough. Fertility of

soil, freedom from weeds, nature of plant

growth and fruit yield will tell whether
or not the patch may be fruited more than

once. When starting a new patch use

strong, well-grown young plants,

whether dug from the old patch or pur-

chased. If you have a satisfactory vari-

ety, best results probably will be had by

using plants grown on your own place.

Trouble with Dahlias
I have been trying to grow a few dahlias

in the back yard, but without much success.

The soil was originally clay, but has been
well manured and dug so that it is now
quite friable. The roots have been slow in

growing and the buds have, after forming,
failed to develop. I have had good results

with all other flowers, and would be glad to

have any suggestions you can give. Does
this soil need some other treatment? Does
it retard a plant to cut out a branch?

—

D.A.O.. Toronto.

Dahlias should be made to grow fairly

rapidly. Keep the surface soil well

stirred. Water occasionally, soak the
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ground when you do it, and cultivate the
next morning. Do not use barnyard ma-
nure too liberally. Better use, late in the
season, bone meal four parts and nitrate

of soda one part, or liquid manure. Com-
mence to feed as soon as the plants show
flower buds. Often the buds are attacked
by the dahlia "bug." It is not very trou-

blesome in cool, moist seasons. In any
.season, the later dahlias are started the

greater the chance of freedom from this

pest. It is difficult to control ; try spray-
ing with soapsuds. Removing a branch
will stimulate growth rather than retard

it. Some growers leave only one stalk

;

this is pinched back when two or three

pairs of leaves appear, in order to cause
the plant to branch. Others allow two
shoots to grow and no more ; the remain-
ing ones are removed as soon as they ap-
pear.

Plants Identified
1. Kindly tell me the name of a plant

about six or seven feet high which is covered
some distance down the stem with tassel-like
red flowers. A sample is enclosed. This
was picked just before frost.

2. What is the botanical name of the
maple tree from which the leaf is gathered
which you will find in the package with the
other enclosure. Is this the species that
has the brightest foliage when frost comes?
If this leaf cannot be identified, please give
the name of the maple that has the most
brilliant foliage in the fall.

3. What is the correct name of a creeping
plant commonly known as "creeping Char-
lie?"

4. By what name do florists know a plant
often called "patience" ?—Mrs. P. E. H.,
Toronto.

1. This plant is princess feather or
kiss-me-over-the-garden-gate (Po/y^orJMm
orienfale).

2. The maple leaf enclosed appears to
be a leaf of the red maple (Acer rnhruni)
though it is almost impossible to be sure
about the determination from only one
leaf. The red maple (Acer ruhrum) is the
maple which shows the most brilliant col-
ors in the fall, especially in early fall. The
hard, or sugar maple, however, also be-
comes very brilliantly foliagcd in the fall.

3. The correct name for the plant
known as creeping Charlie is ground ivy,

or gill-over-the-ground (Nepita Glecho-
nra). This is a nasty tittle weed in lawns.

4. The plant which is known to many
florists as Patiens is the plant Impatiens,
which is, through some mistake, often

called Patience. The name of the plant

of this genus grown in cultivation is

Impatiens Sulfani. There is another

plant belonging to the Dock family,

which is al.so called patiens, but this, we
think, cannot be the plant you refer to.
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Our Protective Policy

We want the readers of The Canadian Horti-
culturist to feel that they can deal with our
advertisers with our assurance of the advertie-
era' reliability. We try to admit to our columns
only the most reliable advertisers. Should any
subscriber, therefore, have good cause to be
dissatisfied with the treatment he receives from
any of our advertisers, we will look into the
matter and investigate the circumstances fully.
Should we find reason, even in the slightest
degree, we will discontinue immediately the pub-
lication of their advertisements in The Horti-
culturist. Should the circumstances warrant,
we will expose them through the columns of
the paper. Thus we will not only protect our
readers, but our reputable advertisers as well.
All that is necessary 10 entitle you to the bene-
fit of this Protective Policy is that you include
in all your letters to advertisers the words,
"I saw your ad. in The Canadian Horticultur-
ist." Complaints should be made to ns as soon
as possible after reason for dissatisfaction has
been found.

Communications should be addressed:

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST.
PETEBBOEO. ONTABIO.

SPARE THE WILD FLOWERS
The lure of thn woods and the growing

interest in nature study may prove to be
a menace to our wild fl6T»ers. Many per-

sons unconsciously do great injury to na-

ture in their desire to acquire benefit. Many
nature seekers gather great bundles of flow-

ers that are destined to wither and die.

There should be a personal, and possibly a

legal, restraint to prevent this unwanton
destruction.
Nature can best be studied and appre-

ciated in her secluded haunts and not by
robbing her of her plants and flowers. In-

discriminate and lavish collecting will ex-

terminate many species of our native flora.

.\nnuals and biennials suffer more than per-

ennials. .Specimens of some of the latter

mav be transferred with advantage to our
gardens, but the collectors, even for this

purpose, should not dig everything in sight

and destroy a dozen plants for each one to

be transplanted. We should gather wild

flowers and plants with discretion. Reck-

less collecting is folly.

THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH
Although the brown-tail moth has not

yet made any permanent appearance in any
state or province on thiS continent outside

of New England, it is almost certain to be-

come established throughout the whole
country if stringent preventive measures
are not taken. Splendid work has been
f^one in Nova Scotia to control it there and
tb" Dominion entomologist and staff have
taken means to prevent its introduction

into all the provinces on nursery stock im-
ported from France. In spite of these pre-

ciutions, however, the pest is almost sure

to become established sooner or later. It

is practically impossible to inspect all the
imnortations of nursery stock and the moth,
being a strong, swift flyer, may be expected
some time to gain entrance from the eastern
states. The annual report of the Secretary

for Agriculture for Nova Scotia states that

large numbers of moths have been carried

by winds from Massachusetts to Nova
Scotia.

The brown-tail moth is a serious enemy
to orchards, parks and forest plantations.

Were it to become established in_. Canada,
the greatest danger will l,€ in private and
public grounds in towns and cities, and in

forests, as these are seldom sprayed and
special methods of control will have to ba

adopted. In orchards, spraying in spring is

one remedy although strong applications of

poison are necessary, particularly in the

control of full-grown larvae. A more prac-

tical means of control is to collect and des-

troy the hibernating nests. These are eas-

ily seen in winter at the ends of twigs.

Not only is the brown-tail moth a serious

enemy of trees but it is dangerous to human
health. Injury to man comes through hairs

carried bv the wind and dropped on hands
or face, or by inhalation. Hairs are said

also to collect on clothing hanging on the

line and are thereby transferred to the wear-

ers. The hairs are barbed and are covered

with a poisonous secretion. They readily

pierce the skin, causing an irritating rash

and when in the throat catise trouble of a

serious nature. Cases of death due to these

hairs have been reported.

Citizens in all parts of our country can

aid in preventing the establishment of the

pest by sending to the Dominion Entop-olo-

gist, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
any suspicious leaf clusters encircled by

webs that they may see in winter or early

spring. The moth itself is easily identified,

being pure white (except that occasionally

there mav be a few black spots on the forts-

wing of the male) with a tuft of brownish

hairs at the tip of the abdomen, from which
it gets its name.
Vigilance on the part of the authorities

and thorough inspection of nursery stock,

not only from abroad but also from the
United States, are necessary in order that

the first of these insects to appear in any
locality may be detected and destroyed.

There is danger also from nursery stock,

originating in France and consigned to the
Ignited States, being re-shipped to Canada.
There are many sources of infestation. No
dependence can be placed on the inspection

systems of European countries. If im-
portations from infested areas cannot all

be inspected at our nurseries it would be
advisable to have them in.spected at Uie

ports of entry.

ADVERTISING VEGETABLES
Judicious advertising in newspapers is a

good investment for market gardeners. . It

is a business advantage over other fellows

who take chances in selling their products.

A gardener may have a good trade without
advertising but he can double and treble it

by the use of printer's ink. If you think
that people do not read the advertisements
in the papers and that you would not get

results, place the following "ad" in one of

your local papers every day for one week :

"Crisp Red Radishes—Five large bunches
for ten cents—Delivered to every one who
mentions this advertisement with name of

paper to me—Offer open for one week, com-
mencing May 9, 1910." Although the price

is low the publicity will well repay you and
you will learn something about the value of

newspaper advertising.

Never sell anything that is not first-class.

If you have any inferior products on your
wagon, explain the situation to your cus-

tomers and charge much less than the usual
price. Have your vegetables graded ; if in

packages, have them just as good at the

bottom as at the top. If a customer finds

a spoiled specimen, give him his money back.

.Vlways give good measure and have all veg-

etables clean. Grow good stuff, market it

in an attractive way, adverti.se these facts

in the local press and you will secure new
customers every day. It pays to advertise.

Fruit growers should keep a few hives of

bees in their orchards in order to assure

cross-pollination of the blossoms. Pollen
is transferred from flower to flower by wind
and insects. In some seasons, bees are the
most important agents. A few colonies in

the orchard will aid in getting better crops.

Some parts of British Columbia still grow
apples unmolested by codling moth. The
mountain-girt valleys are particularly adapt-

ed for repelling insect invasions. If the

growers in such districts realize what is good
for their pockets they will maintain a stern,

unremitting watch for the first sign of this

moth, which will come as surely as it has

come to nearly every apple district on this

continent. Prompt, concerted action when-
ever the moth appears will be worth thous-

ands of dollars to the groweis.

One of our subscribers in the Okanagan
Valley, B.C., asks the following question :

"Can any of The Canadian HoRTicuLTtrRiST
readers give the facts about how and just

when the late Charles Arnold of Paris raised

the Ontario apple h There seems to be a
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dearth of information about this horticul-

turist although he left us such a fine apple.

A biographical sketch of Mr. Arnold ap-

peared in an appendix to the 1906 report

of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association

but not much information is given about the

origin of the Ontario apple. Can any of

our readers answer the question?

PUBLISHERS' DESK

Selection of Nursery Stock

The illustration on the cover of this is-

sue shows cherrv trees in blossom in an or-

chard at Kelowna. B. C. High class pho-

tographs showing fruit and garden scenes m
all the provinces are wanted for pubhcation

The best of them will be used on the front

cover and others that are good will be pub-

lished on the inside pages. Send the best

photographs that you have. If you want

bhem returned, write the word "return on

the back of them and also your name and

address. .

The annual meeting of the Horticultural

Publishing Company, Limited was held in

Toronto, March 29, 1910. The financial

statement for the year ending December 61,

1909 showed a considerable improvement

as compared with that of the previous year

The company anticipates that the ye^r lyiU

will be the mo.st successful in its history.

The following officers were elected: Pres.,

W H. Bunting, St. Catharines; vice-pres.,

J H Dunlop, Toronto ; sec-treas. and man-

aging director, H. B. Cowan, Peterboro;

directors, A. W. Peart, Burlington; Harold

Jones. Maitland; Hermann Simmers and P.

W. Hodgetts, Toronto.

The April issue of The Canadian Horti-

culturist was another record breaker from

an advertising standpoint. In spite of the

fact that over two pages of advertising

reached us too late for insertion, the value

of the advertising carried again broke all

records. This shows that the record made

bv the March issue was not just an "acci-

dent." Advertisers spend their money

where they find they get results. Are you

using The Canadian Horticulturist? It

not, give it a trial. You will find that it

reaches people who will buy your goods and

who will pay for them. Last forms for June

close May 20th.

Almost every month we are obliged to dis-

appoint some of our advertisers whose copy

does not reach us in time for insertion. The

interests of our readers and advertisers de-

mand that the paper shall bo out on time,

and it is not fair to keep 80 or 90 adver-

tisers and 10,000 readers waiting because

two or three advertisers are late in send-

ing us their copy. Then, too, it is neces-

sary that we fix the size of the next month's

issue a week or ten days before it comes out.

This limits the space that we can devote to

advertising, and it frequently occurs that

copy reaches us before the last form goes

to press, but there is no room for it and

we have to leave it out ; or, copy reaches us

when there are only two or three pages open,

and we have to place the advertisement on

one of these pages, whereas it might be much
better displayed in another part of the pa-

l)er if received earlier.

Will our advertisers boar the above in

mind when sending copy each month, and

let us have same early? It will assist us,

and also be to the advertisers' own best in-

terests. All our pages, with the exception

of the cover, are open till the 12th of the

month. Positions on the middle sixteen

pages are not available after that date.

'Every fruit grower should be able to tell

at a glance what age a tree is when it comes

to him from the nursery," said Prof. J. W.

Crow, when discussing the above subject at

the short course in fruit growing at Guelph.

"Every tree has on it marks which show

plainly how old the tree is. The terminal

bud o"f a branch is always protected during

winter by a number of scales. In the spring

the buds continue the growth of the tree

and the scales drop off, but the scars re-

main and form a distinct ring around the

limb or trunk, marking each year s growth

quite plainly unless removed by cutting.

Thus a tree one-year-old will show no rmg

of scars; a two-year-old tree will show one

ring of scars at the junction of the one and

two-year-old wood ; a three-year-old-tree will

show two rings; and so on."

\t the beginning of the second year the

nurserv-man cuts back his apple trees and

trims them to the desired height to form the

head. If he sells the tree at two years old

well and good ; if not, he may let it grow but

more likely he will cut it back again to keep

the head from getting too big. This means

that he will remove practically all the last

year's growth. Thus a year can be added

to the age of the tree for every time the

knife has been applied. The marks of the

knife are alwavs evident. A tree that has

stood continuously in the nursery row for

three to five years, as not unfrequently

happens with certain varieties or when trade

is slow, does not transplant with such cer-

taintv of success as does a one or two-year-

old tree.

One-vear-old, well grown apple trees are

preferable for planting. In the first place

they must be sturdy stock m order to at-

tain the right size in a year. Then it is

much easier to head a one-year-old tree low

down than it is a two or three-year-old.

These older trees are usually headed about

three feet from the ground which is too

high. A low-headed tree is preferable be-

cause the limbs tend to a more upright hab-

it of growth, sun-scald is almost entirely

confined to high, open-headed trees; it is

much more economical to prune, spray and

pick the fruit from such trees.

Before planting a considerable number of

trees it will pay well, if convenient, to visit

the nursery and choose your own stock.

Choose one-year-old trees not less than 30

inches high. If you insist on having one-

year-old trees you will get them. They will

probably cost a little more because they

have to" be dug by hand as there will not be

more than 50 per cent, of the trees in the

nursery row fit for your purpose. Do not

buy poor one-year-olds, as it is necessary

with these to cut them off nearly at the

ground in order to stimulate strong growth

after they are planted.

Peach ' trees are nearly all sold at one

year old. It does not pay to buy big No.
'1 stock. Medium-sized No. 2 is better, as it

transplants with greater safety and makes

a bettor tree for low heading. If possible,

buy peach trees with all their branches on

them. Thus vou will be able to head your

tree just where you like. This will probably

mean giving the nurseryman instructions a

year ahead but it will pay.

It is good practice to grow your own nur-

sery stock. Grow your seedlings or procure

them from a nursery. Plant them in the

spring in rows and cultivate as you wou d

potatoes. In July bud these with buds tak-

en from the very best bearing trees of the

very best varieties in your locality. A very

little practice will make any intelligent man

a competent hand at budding as the pro-

cess is simple. If you do not care to grow

your own gtock.buy trees that will make good

stock for grafting, such as Tolman or Mc-

Mahon; after these have been set two or

three years top graft with scions from the

very best bearing trees of the desired vari-

ety to be found in your locality. There is

as much individuality in a tree as there is

in a dairy cow. Select your trees as you

would select your dairy cows by breeding

from the very best individuals you can find.

The nurseryman cannot do this as he must

select his scions wherever he can get them

;

but the fruit grower can easily mark the

trees in his own or his neighbor's orchard

that are giving extra big returns and can

secure scions from these trees.—D.S.

Re Failure in Asters

The article in the April issue of The

Canadian Horticulturist, in which Mr. G.

A. Chase of Toronto tells about having trou-

ble with asters, has resulted in various re-

medial suggestions being offered by readers

of this magazine. The following was re-

ceived from Mrs. R. J. Ella Baines, lo-

'^°"In your April issue, page 90, Mr. Chase

writes concerning an unknown cause of fail-

ure in his asters. As he has already hunted

for root aphis and in his examination of the

plants would have seen any other insect vis-

ible to the naked eye, may it not be that

eel worm is the cause? These eel worms are

an acknowledged enemy of the aster. Ihey

are microscopic; therefore not easily detect-

ed, and unfortunately they live in the sOil^

"Mr Pearson, in his work upon plant pests

says of these worms : 'They live in the soil

and first attack the roots of a p ant, after-

ward living in the tissues. A bad attack

can always be determined by an examina-

tion of the rootlets, which will be found to

be knotty, or bearing small wart-like ex-

crescences.' . , ,
. ,

.

"A plant so affected is considered incurable.

The cure must be applied to the soil itself,

in order to prevent further mischief Would

it not, then, be better this year to disinfect

the soil in which the plants are to be placed?

This can now be so easily and completely

done by the use of Cooper's Apterite. It

was recommended to me last year by a hor-

ticulturist from Ireland and seems to be ab-

solutely successful as a soil disinfectant, act-

ing without any injurious effects, rather as

a fertilizer. I have obtained mine this year

from Messrs. Cooper's agency in Torbnto,

152 Bay street.^ Perhaps Mr. Chase would

care to try it." ,

The trouble with Mr. Chase's asters and

the suggestion that it may be due to eel

worms was brought to the attention of Mr.

L Caesar, demonstrator in fungous diseases,

O' A C Guelph, who replied as follows:

'"I am inclined to believe that Mr. Chase

is quite right about the trouble being due

to a fungous, or else bactenaj, disease at-

tacking the stem near the ground where it

evidently interferes with the flow of sap

from the roots. I have seen one case ot a

similar disease to that to which Mr. Chase

refers Without examining plants, as in Mr.

Chase's case, one does not care to recom-

mend any special treatment. The treat-

ment that ho has been giving—that is, en-

deavoring to change the soil—would natur-

ally appeal to one as the most intelligent

under the circumstances. It is not likely

there is any disease in the seed; otherwise,

everybody who had this kind of seed would

have the same trouble. As for the eel

worms, so far as I know they are not at

present a troublesome pest in Ontario.

From Mr. C. M. Bezzo of Berlin, Ont.,

comes a suggestion that may hell) to solve

the problem. It is as follows

:

"I believe the disease to bo what is com-

monly called 'stem-rot.' It is » fungous
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disease, which frequently has its incoptioii
in the seed bed, although not manifesting
itself until the plant is ready to bloom,
where it is found wilt<'d «nd dying. The
preventive is frequent stirring and drying
of the surface soil about the plant at all

stages of its growth, jiarticulariy during
the early stages, and the avoidance of low
damp and sour soil. Plants started in a
hotbed are more liable to attack than those
started in a cold frame or in the open
ground. I do not think the be.st residts can
be obtained from asters started under such
pampering conditions as hotbeds."

Lime-sulphur VS. Bordeaux
W. J. L. Hamilton, Sooth Salt Sprino. •>. C.

It is interesting to learn what is b(>ing done
in other parts of our Dominion, so I have
read with pleasure the instalments of Mr.
L. Caesar's articles in The Canadian Horti-
0X7LTTJRIST. We have apparently, however,
advanced further than Ontario in the prac-
tical use of lime-sulphur spray, as, with us,

Bordeaux is superseded bv it with great suc-

cess, and to the great simplification of the
spraying process.

In fighting the apple scab, the first thing
necessary is either to remove or bury the
dead leaves from the infected trees. This
should be done just before growth starts in

the spring, as it is at this time that the
fungus, which has spent the winter on the
decaying leaves, starts into active life, and
produces its spores in profusion. Hence,

. the first cultivation should be given at this

time, and, as an additional precaution, not
only should the tree, but also the soil, be
well sprayed with the lime-sulphur.

In using the ready-made spray, supplied
by the manufacturers, we find it advisable
to dilute with hot water, and at the same
time to add about 10 lbs. of quicklime

to each 40 gallons of the diluted spray. Thi-.

lime should be stirred in the spray, whi<-h

should be used with the lime in su.s])ension.

The advantages of this added b'me are two-
fold, for it not only adds to the efficiency

of the snray, but it also indicntes most clenr-

ly to the sprayer whether or not he has

covered all ])ortious of the tree. It offers

also a mechanical obstruction to scale in-

sects.

Bordeaux is troublesome to mix, and, if

weather condition,^ become unfavorable (wet)

it is liable to seriously injure the foliage

and cause russetting of the fruit, whereby
it IS rendered unsnlcble. This never oc-

curs with lime-sulphur. As a fungicide, it

is nerfectly efficient, and as a solvent of the
different gummy secretions by which insects

atack their eggs to the trees it is unrivalled
except by lye, (which should never be used
in an orchard since it renders arsenical salts

soluble). It also kills all soft bodied in-

sects with which it comes in contact, and.
as it can be combined with arsenate of

lead, the whole spraying process can be much
.simplified.

Mr. Caesar says in his article: "It is al-

most certain that a soluble substance like

commercial lime-sulphur would wash ofiF

more rapidly than Bordeaux." He has lost

sight of the fact that the lime-sulphur is

not a stable compound, and that half its

efficiency is due to this fact, as it is the
slow evoltition of sulphuretted hydrogen gas,
as the sub.stance oxidises by exposure to the
air, that kills the fungous growths, quite
as much as its causticity does. Once the
spray has had time to dry on the trees, sub-
sequent rains will hardly remove it at all,

as I have proved by experience.

Do you want a free book on "Amateur
Fruit Growing?" See page 126.

Co-operative Buying of Supplies
At the short course in fruit growing at

Guelph, Mr. P. W. Hodgetts, Toronto,
brought out the importance of the co-opera-
tive buying of supplies for orcharding, by
the following figures that show something of
the quantities of spraying materials used
bv the co-operative spraying associations of
Ontario : In 1909, these societies sprayed
5.700 acres and consumed :—bluestone,
52,000 lbs.; sulphur, 200,000 lbs.; lime,
32,000 lbs, : Paris green, 915 lbs, ; arsenate
of lead, 8,200 lbs. ; white arsenic, 2,200
lbs. This represents only a small quantity
of the supplies used by fruit growers in their
business.

The St. Catharines Cold Storage and For-
warding Company bought nearly $40,0()0
worth of supplies last year, including spray
materials, packages, paper, hooks and cov-
ers, grape posts, wire, fertilizers, ladders,
spraying machinery, etc. In spraying ma-
terials they bought 107,-520 lbs, of sulphur

;

2,500 bushels of lime : 4,080 gals, of com-
mercial lime-sulphur ; 6,000 lbs. of arsenate
of lead; 200 lbs. of white arsenic; 300 lbs.

of soda ash ; 100 lbs. of Paris green, 800
Us. of Bordeaux paste ; and 12,600 lbs. of
granulated bluestone.

As a rule, local merchants throughout
the province do not deal in these articles.

The restdt is that only a few druggists
carry the-e goods and are thus able to charge
exorbitant prices.

Nursery stock is another matter wherein
co-operative buying is doing much good.
Local agents charge altogether too much
and, worse still, supply a poor quality of

stock often untrue to name.
There are some difficulties to be overcome

in co-operative buying. Managers and mem-
bers of local societies must learn the value
of business principles. They must learn to

APPLE TREES
HARDY STOCK

We still have a good stock of the following varieties

for sale at $30 per 100

Bismark

Ben Davis

Duchess

Early Harvest

Gravcnstein

Gano
Mann

Spy
Ontario

Scarlet Pippin

Stark

Tetofsky

Wagener
Wealthy

Yellow Transparent

These are all splendid trees, order at once, before

the kinds you want are sold.

Write to-day for Apples and any other Fruit Trees
or Ornamental stock you may need.

The Canadian Nursery Co., Limited
10 Phillips Place, MONTREAL, QUE.

Nurseries at Pointe Claire

GRASSELLI
ARSENATE OF LEAD

^ It is an arsenical poison.

^ This is wrhat it is for :

^ To destroy leaf -eating and chewing insects, such as the
Codling Moth, Canker Worm and Curculio.

^ Here is why it is better than White Arsenic or Paris
Green

:

I St. It sticks, ready to destroy the insects ^vhen
they commence to feed.

It also sho>vs, so you may kno%v whether or
not your foliage and fruit is all covered.

2nd. It will not burn the foliage, even though used
stronger than directions. (Have you ever
figured the cost to you if an arsenical burned
the foliage ?)

Why Yon Should Use Qrasselli Arsenate of Lead :

1st. Because it is a poison made by chemists whose business
it has been to make high grade chemicals over 70 years.

2nd. It has been used in the Niagara section the past two
seasons with best results.—Therefore, it is not an un-
tried brand about which you know practically nothing.

3rd. The price is right. We charge a reasonable price for

the Best.

WILL YOU SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO
THj ST. CATHARINES GOLD STORAGE & FORWARDING GO.

(ROBT. THOMPSON, President)

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
OR SEND ENQUIRIES TO US

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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provide a ready means of pajing for sup-
lies and to order early so that materials
all arrive at their places in good time,
he older associations of the province wliose

iredit is well established carry the accounts
until fall and then deduct these from the
sales of fruit. The younger local associa-

tions must grapple with this question and
either provide working capital or make good
their credit.

About four or five years ago a few far-

sighted managers of co-operative associa-

tions formed a central association. At first

all this association endeavored to do was
to aid the 30 odd societies of the province
in the matter of selling their fruit, by sup-
plying them with weekly reports, during
the growing season of the world's fruit crop
with especial reference to the province,
prospects in regard to prices and, in some •

cases, made sales for the smaller societies.

In 1908, the central organization took up
buying supplies. At once the question of a
warehouse arose. This has been overcome
bv making one of the large associations a
wholesale depot for the rest. This associa-
tion buys in carload lots when the price is

right and stores until wanted by the other
associations.

There are still many things to work out.
The central association, which is known as
the Co-operative Fruit Growers' of Ontario,
looks forward to becoming incorporated and
building a storehouse. Success is plainly in

sight.—D.S.

Lime-Sulphur Wash
An exceedingly valuable bulletin on the

lime-sulphur wash has just been issued by
the Ontario Department of Agriculture. The
authors are H. L. Fulmer and L. Caesar,

both of the Ontario Agricultural College,

(Juelph, where most of the experiments that

are dealt with in the bulletin were conduct-

ed. An introduction is written by Prof. R.
Harcourt.
A chemical study of this spray mixture is

recorded by Mr. Fulmer. Home-made and
commercial washes are dealt with fully, and
some important conclusions are drawn. A
practical and popular treatment of the sub-

ject is given by Mr. Caesar. Space in this

issue does not allow the publication of ex-

tracts. A complete copy of the bulletin may
be had on request to the Department of Ag-
riculture, Toronto. Ask for bulletin No.
177.

stock, Barrie and other places. Mr. Woolver-
ton has studied under a noted landscape
architect in Boston, Mass., and while there
assisted in improvement plans for Philadel-
phia, Pa., Munising, Mich., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., and other cities in the United States.

He has superintended also landscape work
on many private estates in Ontario. Mr.
Woolverton's suggestions for improvement
in Welland should be adopted by that
hustling town. Most other towns and cities

in the province would do well to look into
this matter of civic improvement.

.^_Cc

i

"Apple Growing in New England" is the
title of bulletin No. 61 by C. D, .larvis.
Agricultural Experimental Station, Storrs,
,Conn. The history, status and future of

e apple industry in those states are dis-
Hssed. Much practical information is giv-
iH also on the renovation of old orchards.

Landscape Architecture
That the need for civic improvement is

becoming recognized in Canada to a great-

er degree than ever is evidenced by the ac-

tion of a number of cities in Ontario. These
places have planned extensive improvements
in their park systems, water fronts, river

banks, residential districts and factory and
business locations. Welland is the latest to

contemplate this kind of work. A recent

issue of the Welland Telegraph contains an
excellent outline for commencing operations.

The article is written by Mr. C. Ernest
Woolverton, Grimsby, Ont., the well-known
landscape architect, and is worthy of repro-

duction in the local papers of many other
towns and cities.

The survey of the Welland situation was
made by Mr. Woolverton, who has reported
also on plans for London, Kingston, Wood-

About Pruning
"Pruning," a paper read at a meeting of

theQuebec Pomological Society by Mr. R. A.
Rousseau, a graduating student of La Trap-
pe, contained much valuable information.

He thought more pruning should be done
although he did not advocate severe prun-
ing. It should be done in a moderate way
every year and in this way do away with the
necessity of doing severe pruning. He fav-

ored March pruning and did not think it

necessary or advisable to do June pruning.
There are many reasons in favor of pruning

at this season, but there did not appear to

h''. any good reasons advanced for June
pruning. Mr. J. M. Fisk thought June
pruning the best and stated that the best

results with him had been with pruning
done during June. Lt would seem that

March pruning is more suitable for the dev-

eloping of more vigorous wood growth, but

that June pruning can be followed to great

advantage in briniring unfruitful trees in

to bearing.

A new branch of the Imperial Bank of

Canada has -recently been opened at Nash-

ville, Ont.

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST PREMIUM COLLECTIONS

I. FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS
14 Packets,'Retail Valuc/70c. (For^One New^Subscription).

1 pkt.

1 pkt.

1 pkt.

1 pkt.

Asters. Mixed
Mignonette, Sweet
Nasturtium, Dwarf
Petunia, Mixed

1 pkt. Sweet Peas, Mixed
1 pkt. Stocks, Ten Weeks
1 pkt. Beet, Extra Early Blood
1 pkt. Carrot, Chantenay
1 pkt. Cucumber, Imp. Long Green

These Seeds are all of first quality and it is only by special arrang^ement with J. A. SiMMERS, Toronto, that we are able to offer this

valuable collection of prize-winning seeds. They will be sent you Free of Cost for sending: us only One Newr Subscription to The
Canadian Horticulturist at 60 cents.

1 pkt Phlox Orummondii, Mixed

1 pkt. Lettuce, Green Curled Slleslan

1 pkt. Onion, Danvers
1 pkt. Radish, Early Scarlet Turnip
1 pkt. Tomato, Early Ruby

IL FIVE BEAUTIFUL DAHLIAS
Retail Value, 70c. (For One New Subscription)

We will send you Five roots of beautiful Dahlias (no two alike),

all of the be.it named sorts, for only One New Subscription.

IV. ONE CRIMSON RAMBLER
Retail Value, 50c. (For One New Subscription)

We will send you One Crimson Rambler Rose, Three Years Old,
extra heavy bushes, for only One New Subscription. These roses are
hardy and vigorous, with wonderful profusion of bright crimson bloom.

III. TWELVE DOUBLE TUBEROSES
(For One New Subscription)

Delightfully fragrant flowers, often two Inches in diameter.

Twelve tubers given for only One New Subscription.

V. THREE JAPANESE LILIES
(For One New Subscription)

One Lilium Auratum, One Liliura Speciosum Rubrum and One
Lilium Speciosum Album—all good bulbs—given for One New
Subscription. Don't miss these.

Any One of the above will be sent you free of cost for sending- us only One New Subscription to The Canadian
Horticulturist at 60 cents a year. The entire Five Collections will be sent you for Five New Subscriptions. This
is an exceptionally liberal offer, and you should take advantage of it at once. This offer is open up to May 15 only.

Note—The above collections are not offered for sale. The only way to secure them
is by sending us One or More New Subfcriptions to The Canadian Horticulturist

Address THE CANADIAN HORTICLUTURIST, Pctcrboro, Ont.
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Tone Is
Always First

Tone Is the most
Important feature of a
piano—because, on the
quality and permanency
of tone, depends the
value of the piano.

The magnificent, singing tone of

New Scale Waiiams
Piano

onapproachabls In awoetneas. mellowness
»nd majesty— Is possible because the
New Scale Williams Piano not only is
more heavily siriing on Its massive plate
«nd scale than other Pia-os, but also
because of the Harmonic Tone Prolone-
Int Brldre which prevents the Intro-
duction of faulty and Imperfect tones.

If jrour home needs a piano to complete
Its coziness, perhaps our plan of buying
a New Scale Williams on easy payments
will interestyou. Writeforfull particulars
and copies of our illustrated booKlets.

Tin Williaas Piano Co. Lligihil, Osha», Onl,

Brahch okfichs :

Winnipeg, Man., 323 Porlaee Ave.
Montreal, Oue.. 733 St. Catherine St.W.

London. Ont.,

261Dunda3St.

116A

Winnipeg. Man., 323 Portage Ave.

1|^ Montreal, Qua.. 733 St. Catherine St.W.#3 London, Ont., '^^K

VCj|g» 26ipunda.St.^Jj^j^

"RATE LOCK" ASTER
QUALITY COUNTS when selling bloom.

Good seed costs a trifle more, but it pays
to buy the best.
The Aster you saw at Toronto Exhibition,

which has never been beaten.
Colors. Enchantress, pink or white.
Trade package, 50c.

J. H. LOCK, 676 St. Clarens Ave., Toronto

Spraying Increases Profits
"If you noglwJt to spray your fruit you

will not have success; spruyinR is the link

between success and failure in fruit fsrow-

ing," were Mr. Farrand's initial words in

the address he gave on "SprayiuK for In-

sects and Diseases" at the meetings of the

Niagara Peninsula Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion in March.
Different formtdae had to be used in dif-

ferent emergencies. A mixture of four

pounds of lime to six pounds of blue vitrei

to 40 gallons of water, had proven a general

remedy for many diseases IJlack rot in

grapes was prevented only by Bordeaux.

The lime and sulphur mixture was efficient

for San .Jose scale and other fungous dis-

eases. The peach has a tender foliage and
the strong mixtures that plum, pear and aj)-

,

pie foliage withstand, should be used with

great care if nut over the former trees.

Proper spraying is one of the preventives

of fungous and insect pests if done at the

ironer time. A delav of a day or two mpv
cause a loss of money. Results were ob-

t-oined in pronortion to the spraying done.

"Put your mixtures on liberally," was the

speaker's advice.

Different processes and utensils for the

work were touched on. "There were men,"
said Mr. Farrand, "who believed that good

results could be obtained by hand spraying,

but this was not successful as tests had
proven." The method took up an enormous
amount of time; in fact, a power outfit

would do the work three times over in the

time it took a hand pump. The gasoline

engine was, in his opinion, a satisfactorv

solution to the labor saving problem.—J.

A. S.

Fruit growers, amateur and commercial,

will find valuable information in book ad-

vertised on this page.

((

Amateur Fruit Growing"
By Prof. SAMUEL B. GREEN

0/ thf I 'nit'rrsity f>/ Minnr^nta

A practical Kuide to the Browing of fruit for home
u«e and the mark^. written with special reference
to a cold climate. Paper cover. I 38 pages, illustrated.

This well written and useful book will
be given as a premium for only One New
Subscription to The Canadian Horticul-
turist. Send 60 cents and the name of a
new subscriber to:

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
PETERBORO, ONT.

USE THIS TOOL

The "Buco" Hand Cultivator

GET ONE FREE
Send us THREE XEW SUBSCRIPTIONS to

The Canadian Horticulturist at 60 cents each,
and one of these Cultivators will be sent
you. Once use it, and you will wonder how
you did without it before.

WHY NOT SAVE MONEY ?

The Canadian Horticulturist
Pcterboro, Ontario

FRUIT GROWERS
Who Want Clean Fruit Should

Write For Our Booklet on - -

CAMPBELL'S SPRAYS
"Prepared Bordeaux Mixture"

" Nico-Soap Insecticide "

"Vermoid, Soil Fumigant"

All Ready for Use in Few Minutes

No Clogging of Pumps

Endorsed by the Leading Growers

BLACKIE BROS.,
HALIFAX, N.S.

CANADIAN
AGENTS

A. S. HATFIELD, s«b-Ag.ni, KALEDEN, B.C.

BASKETS
Wc are Headquarters for

all kinds of Splint Baskets

Veneer wpplied for the protectioo of tr«e« from mice

during winter

FRUIT PACKAGES A S'EOAIJTY

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The OakviUe Basket Co.. Oakville, Ont

Mention The Civnivlian HorticnltnriKt when writing
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DESTROY
SAN JOSE SCALE

BY USING

Originators Salimcne. (Lime-

Sulphur Solution) 1-100. At it

fourteen years. An insecticide and
fungicide. Better than Bordeaux
Mixture.

Salea
(Arsenate of Lead and Salimene)

Arsenate of Lead

i

Agents Wanted

Monmouth Chemical Co.,
LITTLE SILVER, N.J.

STRAWBERRIES
large, red and luscious, are

|

j;rown from Downham's
j

choice, vigorous Straw-
berry Plants. None better.
Best varieties. Also Rasp-

]

berry and Blackberry
Plants. Catalogue Free.

Write JOHN DOWNHAM
Strathroy, Ont.

|

i

READ THESE li MAGAZINES
Farm and Dairy— Weekly

A paper for farmers and' dairymen—an all-

round, strong, agricultural and dairy papeo.
Its market reports and letters from farmers
are two of its best features.

The Canadian Poultry Review
Is the acknowledged peer of all American and
Canadian Poultry Journals. It is full of live
poultry lore. Full reports of all shows, en-
gravings from life photos, etc. Practical,
newsy, down-to-date.

The Home Journal
Looking over The Home Journal, you can

scarcely believe it is the same magazine that
you knew a year ago. It has doubled in size
—in quality—in attractiveness. The Home
Journal of to-day is a forty page monthly—

a

magazine of which Canadian women can just-
ly be proud.

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST ....$ .6r

The Poultry Review 50

(Our Price, ,90). $1.10

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST ....$ .60

The Home Journal or Farm and Dairy... 1.00

(Our Price, $1.20), $1.60

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST .....$ .60

Canadian Poultry Review 50

The Home Journal or Farm and Dairy... l.Ot

(Our Price, $1.50). $2.10

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST ....$ .60

Canadian Poultry Review 5(1

Farm and Dairy l.Ofl

The Home Journal 1.00

(Our Price, $2.00). $3.10

MAGAZINES SENT TO ONE OR DIFFERENT
ADDRESSES

The Canadian Horticulturist
Peterboro, Ontario

Tomato Variety Tests
G. W. Bycroft, Byrea, Out.

The seed committee of the London branch

of the Ontario Vegetable Growers' Associa-

tion decided last year to grow five varie-

ties of tomatoes under exactly similar con-

ditions to determine which would be the

most profitable to grow for the factory. The
following varieties were selected : Pride of

Canada, Royal Red, Clalk's Jewel, Earli-

ana and Plentiful. The first four varieties

were sown on April 10 and Plentiful on
March 10. Twenty plants of each were set

out in the field in rows on June 10. Cut
worms destroyed some of the plants. The
number of plants left of each variety, date

and weight of ripe tomatoes picked were
recorded in tabulated form.
At last picking Earliana was practically

denuded of fruit. V'ery few green ones

were left on the vines. Most of the crop
was gathered from Plentiful and Clalk's

Jewel, but the bulk of tomatoes was still

left on Royal Red and Pride of Canada.
The tests will be continued this year.

From the Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lafayette, Indiana, we have received bul-

letin No. 138 on the San Jose scale. A de-

scription of this pest is given and sugges-

tions on its control. The bulletin' contains

also reports of experiments with many com-
rrercial preparations that are on the mar-
ket as remedies for this pest.

25c. For A New Parlor Table
That's the economy of usingf "China-

I^ac", A couple of dollars, invested in
this new varnish stain, will give you
br'ght, beautiful furniture as good a«
new and the same as new.

*'Cliina-I,ac" stains and varnishes at
one operation—and covers up the scars
ami scratches.

'*China-I*ac" givesa china-like finish
that is soap-andwater proof.

14 rich colors fur Funiituie. Floors, etc.

RpTiieinher to ask for *"Chiim-Lac"—the new
vaniitsti Btalii with the china-like liiiiab, aq

RRANDRAM - HENDERSON,^~^~^^^^"" ^^~' Limited.
UontnaL Halllto, St. John, Torocto, Winulpea.

5lH0" NET BIGGEST RETURNS

ECONOMICAL — THOROUGH — RAPID
•' ^

SPRAYING is absolutely essential. You must control plant diseases and in-

sect pests to get the most from your field crops and fruit trees. There is no

argument on that point. But get the right spraying outfit—to do the work

right, at the least expense, in the shortest possible time, with the least work. One

of the Famous spraying outfits meets your needs exactly—no matter what style or

size you want. The outfits are complete—engine, pump and all accessories,

mounted on skids or trucks. You can

Use the Engine for Other Work
An I H C spraying outfit is a year-'round money-maker. You can easily de-

tach your 1 or 2-horse-power engine and use it to operate any machine you have

on the farm—grinder, washing machine, saw, separator, churn, pump, etc. You

know the reputation of I H C engines for simplicity, economy, dependabiltiy.

They are making big money for thousands of farmers, gardeners and fruit-

growers everywhere --and the fact that you can use your I H C engine for any

purpose beside spraying, makes it invaluable tp you.

Don't tie your money up in an outfit that can be used only for spraying pur-

poses Investigate the I H C line. We furnish blue prints so you may build

your own spray wagon, tank, etc. Our valuable spraying book will interest you

immensely.

Take the matter up with the International local dealer who handles any of

these lines and see about buying a spraying machine. He will supply you with

catalogues and all particulars, or write the International Harvester Company of

America at nearest branch house for these today.

CANADIAN BRANCHES: Brandon, Calg«ry, Edmonton, Hamilton, London, Montreal.

Ottawa, Regina, Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeg. Yorkton.

HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Incorporated^

Chicago USA
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
mmi

British Columbia

mi

At the convention of the British Colum-
bia Fruit Growers' Association hold at Vic-

toria last February Mr. Rublee, a whole-

sale fruit dealer of Winnii>eg, gave an in-

teresting address on the marketing of fruit.

He said that up to the present British Co-
lumbia had been able to consume its own
fruit, but now that the production was in-

creasing so rapidly, we must look for out-

side markets. The prairie provinces also

have grown and, not being much at fruit

production, are desirous of dealing with us.

A great deal of the British Columbia fruit

marketed in these provinces has been poor

and poorly packed, which has naturally in-

jured its success. Much of the fruit has
looked unattractive and has arrived in poor

condition. What is wanted for these mar-
kets IS a standard pack of standard size

and quality, and until this is attainetl,

prices will not reach their maximum. Prunes
have either been slack packed, causing
bruises ; or too tightly packed, whereby they

are crushed. Instruction in packing is all

that is needed to remedy this.

The operation of packing requires atten-

tion. Tne fruit must be in exactly the right

stage, neither too ripe nor too green, to

produce the best results. As to shipping
cars, many carloads are ruined before leav-

ing the siding. For instance, strawberries
have been loaded without ice, with the re-

sult that on arrival at their destination
every crate has been condemned and de-

stroyed.
Always load with least possible handling

and see that each crate is properly packed,
stripped for ventilation and firmly braced,
i'ruit should be properly cooled and iced and
then if the ear is not over-filled, and if a

space of at least two feet be left at the top
for ventilation and a space in the centre
between the doors, the fruit should reach
its destination in good condition.

Mr. Rublee believed the transportation
companit^ to be civil and considerate, giv-

ing good care and attention to the consign-
ments in his e.xi>erience. A higher charge
for transportation is made for the more per-
ishable fruits than for those which will stand
the journey better. It is impossible to safely

ship 20,000 i)Ounds of strawberries in one

Tbur minute
Records

for the

Edison
Phonograph
When Mr. Edison invented the Ambcrol Records he
invented the longest Record ever made for a sound-
reproducing machine But the Amberol Record is not
only longer; it is better. It is made from a new com-
position which makes a more perfect reproduction of
music or the voice than any known method.

An Amberol Record in an Edison Phonograph is

the most perfect reproduction of a song or a piece of
instrumental music that you have ever heard.

But do not accept our statement. Go and hear it There is a
dealer near you. Hear the Edison Phonograph and compare it with
other instruments before you decide. We will leave it to your judg-
ment as to whether you can buy anything for the price that will give

you so much real, genuine fun and pleasure as the Edison Phonograph.
Edison Phonographs 116.50 to $162.50 Edison Amberol Records (twice as long) .65
Edison Standard Records .40 Edison Grand Opera Records - .85

There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and hear the Edison Phono-
eraph play both Edison Standard and Amberol Records. Get complete catalogs from
your dealer or from us.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 100 l.«k«»id« ATenue^Oranc*, N. J., UJJl.

carload, 15,000 pounds, or even less, being
about the limit. Mr. Kublee is not in favor
of auctioning fruit as a means of selling it

unless it is necessary to dispose of it quickly.
Mr. Brydon did not agree with Mr. Hub-

lee's estimate of the transportation com-
panies and quoted some of his experiences,
which were not so fortunate in meeting with
the promi)t transportation attention the case
demanded. He had been present at a meet-
ing between the railway company and the
fruit growers. Fortunately he had expected
no satisfaction and got exactly what he ex-
pected. All their protests were shelved, the
government officials sitting beside those of
the railway company and coinciding with
them. Mr. Johnston did not quite agree
with this speaker, as he met Mr. Stout, who
promised all kinds of facilities ; result, no
rebates ; but the price of $2.25 per crate
was realized for strawberries.
Mr. Rublee was asked how British Colum-

bia fruit contrasted with Ontario and said,
in reply, that there was no comparison as
to packing, the Ontario fruit being very
inferior, and that if Ontario desires to com-
pete with us it must imitate our methods.

—

W. J. L. H.

Manitoba
T. Albert Scholu, Killamcf

With care and proper selection, Manitoba
may raise many fruits successfully. In the
neighborhood of Killarney, especially in the
valleys of Long and Pembina rivers and at
Turtle Mountain, wild plums (some of fair
size and quality), black currants, saska-
toons ( which are somewhat like huckleber-
ries), high-bush cranberries, pin-berries,
choke cherries and good-sized strawberries
grow abundantly and raspberries are plenti-
ful in parts of the Turtle Mountain. One
thing to be noticed and worth considering
by the would-be grower of fruit is that the
slope facing north is where the luxuriant
covering ot trees, fruit bushes, wild pea
vines, hawthorns, hop-vines, hazel-nuts, and
so forth, are to be found, while the south
slope does not even grow good grass unless
in some hollows.

The home-keeper that desires success must,
therefore, try to have his fruit bushes anU
trees sheltered from the hot glare of the
morning sun. Let the shelter be either a
hill, a building, a south-shelter belt of trees

or even a woodpile. It is not the severe
frost of our winter that kills, but the night
frosts and hot suns of Aj^ril and early part
of May.

Around and in my own garden, I planted
seeds of the Manitoba maple and cuttings of

willow about 14 years ago, and have since
then grown ash trees from seed. The trees

now give shelter from the south and east
and also from the strong west winds.

I grow with success, without laying them
down in the fall, four varieties of red rasp-

berry, the hardiest of which are the Turner
and the Herbert, and one yellow raspberry.

Golden Queen. The Shaffer (purple) and
the Hilborn and Cumberland black raspber-

ries need to be bent over a little mound of

earth and covered with earth or coarse man-
ure in the fall and left covered until the
second week in May. 1 have not had any
success in producing a properly ripened
blackberry from Mersereau, Ever-bearing
Tree or Rathburn blackberries. Cultivated
strawberries do well without other covering
than snow and the dead leaves from the
surrounding willow and apple trees.

The different varieties of red and white
currants and American gooseberries do
well with mulching. I have not had goOd
success with black currants.

About 10 years ago, I received from the
Ottawa Experimental Farm, some seeds of
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the wild Siberian crab and some small first-

>f>ar seedlings of cross-bred trees. These
have grown well and have proved perfectly

hardy, not killing back an inch. Some of

the Siberian crabs are very small but they
make excellent jelly and the trees are very
ornamental in the blossoming season. Among
the cross-bred trees the best are Aurora,
Charles and Northern Queen, the last named
of which bore 12 ripe apples the next year
after it was planted—a six-inch seedling

—

and has borne heavily since. The Trans-
cendaut crab does well and bears larger fruit

than the cross-bred trees.

My standard apple trees have not yet

borne nor my "Cheney and Surprise plu:ii

trees though the latter have blossomed. The
Okabena and Hibernal standard apple trees

are, I believe, perfectly hardy and yield

good-sized, well-flavored fruit.

On most Manitoba farms, there has been
little done in the way of making a shelter

belt of trees. Until something in this line

is done, money invested in fruit bushes and
fruit trees is put where it may not be found.

Where there is a shelter, fruit growing may
be engaged in with both profit and pleasure

After plants are in, good and frequent
cultivation will be required to give success.

Currant and gooseberry plants will require

watching to prevent the worm getting ahead
of the owner. The other fruits do not, with

the possible exception of the plum, seem to

have many enemies in Manitoba.

Prince Edward Island
J. A. Moore

Very little happens here in the fruit

growing line. People are not organized
and do not meet together to discuss horti-

cultural matters. The institutes have not
as yet interested their members in this most
profitable industry.

It is quite possible to take $200 from an
acre of orchard on P. E. Island. I know a
man who did it la.st year. What other
branch of farm work does this.^ And why
do not more people try it faithfully The
trouble seems to be the want of a market.

and yet we do not begin to grow enough to
warrant a buyer coming to us.
Co-operation in planting is as much need-

ed right now as co-operation in marketing.
It is large quantities of one or two varieties
in one community that is wanted ; and it

is not hard for communities to decide on
the varieties that suit them best.
Quite a large number of Baxters are to

be set out this spring. This is one of the
most beautiful looking apples, but it needs
to be sprayed, and if our people are going
to grow apples for market they must spray.
The Baxter is an annual bearer and is very
hardy, and with good storage the fruit will
keep through till spring.

Annapolis Valley West, N. S.
R. J. Mestcnger

The returns from the fruit shipping sea-

son just over have not been most pleasing.

Apples kept a' very moderate to low price

for the whole season, and there does not
seem to have been any reason why the prices

I

m:T IBE EXPERIENCE OF THE
111^^ majorityof farmers be

IIj your guide in buying twine
THE time has come to order your binder twine for the 1910 harvest. Twine dealers are placing

orders for their season's stock. The mills are running. Now is the time for you to decide the
twine question. It is something that requires careful consideration. The success of your har-

vest will depend on the uninterrupted work of your binder, for no binder can work well if you use a
cheap grade of binder twine.

It is our aim to have every farmer who uses I H C twine go through the 1910 harvest season
without a break in the field. We have much more at stake than merely selling twine. Your interests
and ours are the same.

We know that the raw materials from which I H C twines ai j spun have the quantity and quality
of fibre that insure greater strength than is found in any other twine. They are evenly spun—smooth
running—do not tangle in the twine box—work well in the knotter, insuring perfect binding and
perfect tying. They insure your being able to work your binder through the entire harvest season with
greatest speed and economy and are therefore practical profit insurance.

Those who buy cheap twine will certainly have trouble—delays due to tangles, knots and breaks
will mean the loss of valuable time—and every delay at harvest time will cut down your profits.

There is a sure way to avoid this. Let the experience of the past be your guide in purchasing your twine.
The verdict of the majority of the farmers of this country is a safe guide. Their decision should have more
weight with you than the statement of any twine manufacturer. These farmers know. They have the same
problems confronting them that you have. They have no axe to grind. They do not sell twine. They are
only interested in results.

I H C Brand of Sisal—Standard Sised
Manila or Pure Manila

Are the twines used by the majority of the farmers of this country. They have been proved to give the best
results. Eighty-five to 90 per cent of the farmers use Si.sal. It is smooth running and works at steady tension
without kinking or tan>ilin;jf in the twine box—insuring perfect binding and perfect tying. Its only equal is the
really high grade Manila twines such as bear the I H C trade-mark.

Your interests and ours are identical on this twine proposition. We have more at stake than selling twine.
We are vitally interested in the successful operation of hundreds of thousands of binders. On their successful
operation depends our success—and we know they cannot operate successfully with poor twine. No binder
made can. For this reason we have given the twine problem careful study. When we say "Stick to Sisal or
high grade Manila bearing the 1 H C trade-mark"—we do so because we know them to be the highest stand-
ard of excellence in binder twine.

But we don't a.sk you to do as we say. We want you to be the judge. But your judement to be right should be based on
facts—not on the statement of any twine man. And the fact is— that the majority of the farmers of this country use I H C twine.
Sisal or Standard (which Is made from pure Sisal) comes 500 feet to the pound; high grade Manila, 600 feet to the pound; Pure
Manila, 650 feet. See your local I H C dealer at once and let him know how much you will need. If you want more facts on binder
twine, write (he International Harvester Company of America at nearest branch house for information.

CANADIAN BRANCHES^Brandoo, Calgarj, Edmonton, Hamilton, London, Montreal, Ottawa, Regina, Saskatoon,

St. Jobs, Wianipeg, Yorkton.

International Harvester G>mpany ofAmerica ChicagoUSA
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Garden freshness of "SALADA"

mm
Fresh and fragrant from the gardens of the finest tea-
producing country in the world. Ask your grocer for
a package to-day you'll like it.

W A-PHU-CO

Canadian Made
No doubt you will agree that if quality and price are equal every

Canadian should buy Canadian made goods in preference to any others.

Not only is it patriotic—it's sound common sense. The money
Bpent for Canadian goods goes to build up Canadian industries and
prosperity, and makes it easier for every Canadian to earn a good
living.

On the other hand, money spent for foreign made goods goes out
of the country to pay foreigners—not to benefit Canadians.

Toilet and Medicinal Preparations are compounded in Canada from
tlie purest ingredients which money can buy. The National Drug and
Chemical Company of Canada returns to Canadians in employees'
salaries, dividends and other expense disbursements, close to One
Million Dollars a year. In addition to this we spend millions every
year in Canada for raw materials, tins, bottles, labels, boxes and
other supplies, giving employment to hundreds of Canadian tinsmiths,

glass workers, paper makers, printers, lithographers, box makers,
and others.

So even if NA-DRU-CO goods were only "jt:st as good" as those
imported from other countries, you would be following a sensible and
patriotic course in buying them.

As a matter of fact, though, NA-DRU-CO Toilet and Medicinal
Preparations are better than those imported. Try NA-DRU-CO
Talcum Powder, NA-DRU-CO Greaseless Toilet Cream, NA-DRU-CO
Tasteless Cod Liver Oil Compound or any other NA-DRU-CO pre-

paration, and see for yourself.

You risk nothing in making the test, for if the NA-DRU-CO
article does not entirely satisfy you, return it and your druggist
will refund your money.

National Drug and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited.

Halifax. St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Kinnton. Toronto, Hamilton. London,

Winnipeg, Resina, Calgary, Nelson, Vancouver, Victoria. |2

nnl la-,1 season slioiild ni(t liavo l.(!On repcatf'd.

yWhethor the fault lies with the methods
on this side of the water or the other is

liard to tell. It certainly seems as if we
wore being handled to make the apple si)ec-

ulators and English brokers wealthy. Prices
for hard fruit have keep under $2 net ex-
cept in the case of Spys and Golden Rus-
sets.

The spraying season with its new meth-
ods, mixtures and perplexities is at hand
at;ain. It would almost seem as if the old

reliable Bordeaux were losing its popular-
ity and lime-sulphur were to take its plat-e.

Of tliis jnixture, public opinion seems to be
divided as to the greater efficiency of the
home-boiled or the commercially prepared.
Two brands of the latter are on the market,
and we hope that the prepared may prove
as efficient at least as the home-Loiled, for

the trouble and discomfort of making the

latter is certainly against its use.

The horticultural experiment station has
at last been purchased, the choice being a
farm about one-half mile from Kentville.

The difficulty now seems to be to get a di-

rector. Qualified horticulturists seem to be

scarce.

Good Ontario Apples
The Canadian Horticulturist recently

received the following interesting letter

from a British Columbia subscriber, evident-

ly once a resident of Ontario :

"The article on page 73, March issue,

'Ontario vs. British Columbia,' has ruffled

me up sufficiently to make me write a few
lines to you. I hope you can find room and
that tliey will do good. We never see any-

thing about Ontario fruit in our local Brit-

ish Columbia papers, but in tue same strain

;

same with the prairie papers; and though
I read Ontario papers whenever I can, am
forced to say, almost same with Ontario

papers. Can the fruit grower be clubbed

into careful methods? Why not tell him
how some up-to-date Ontario grower (and

there are a few of them) has raised his per-

centage of No. 1 apples by spraying, has

sold at top price on account of good grad-

ing and packing and how much more a con-

signment of boxed apples netted than an

equal bulk of barrelled apples." Some of

these co-operative fruit shippers associa-

tions, of which I understand there are now
a lot in Ontario, must be marketing their

output at figures which would look well in

print.

"Your growers there should get more op-

timistic about those toothsome Ontario ap-

ples and their possibilities ; also they should

get the box idea for their choice fruit as

soon as they can; there is money in it. I

think I noticed a firm in Burlington ad-

vertising boxed apples sent to Great Brit-

ain; if requested, money refunded if unsat-

isfactory. A few more such enterprising

concerns would put Ontario's apple reputa-

tion in the ascendency."

The Kaslo District (B. C.) Horticultural

and Fruit Growers' Association will hold a

Kootenav Lake Apple Show during the third

week of October, 1910. Prizes will be award-

ed for plates, single boxes, three-box exhib-

its and five-box exhibits. The secretary of

the show is Mr. W. Johnson, Kaslo, B. C.

The Manitoba Horticultural and Forestry

Association is planning for a banner year.

Excellent premiums are offered to members.

All persons in the west who are interested

in the culture of fruits, vegetables, flowers,

ornamentals or in forestry, should join this

association. Communicate with the secre-

tary, Prof. F. W. Brodrick, Manitoba Agri-

cultural College, Winnipeg.
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Annapolis Valley East, N. S.
Ennicc Watts, A. R. H. S.

In Nova Scotia, the brown-tail moth
seems to be gaining headway; from Digby
and Annapolis come reports of infested or-
chards; on one tree 83 nests were found,
containing about three hundred insects each.
At Port Williams and Welsford other nests
have been found, but the department of ag-
riculture is taking active steps to suppress
the moth, and wish to have all cases report-
ed to them. Doctor Gordon Hewitt, Do-
minion Entomologist, is assisting in the
provinces' campaign against the pest.
The call for fruit trees is greater than

ever, and the local supply is not equal to
the demand ; consequently, large quantities
of nursery stock are being imported. Or-
chards are being extended with amazing
rapidity. Nova Scotian missionaries are
))reaching fruit growing and agriculture on
the other side of the Atlantic, and the re-
sult is that well-to-do immigrants are buy-
ing good farms in the valley.

So far, spring has been exceptionally early
and peas were planted in the middle of
March, while potatoes went in at the begin-
ning of April.

Work on the new railway through the
northern part of the Annapolis Valley has
begun and the value of farms in Kings
County will naturally increase.
Arrangements have been made for the

Hants, Kings, and Annapolis Exhibition to
take place at Windsor on October 5, 6 and
7, 1910.

Under the auspices of the King's County
Farmers' Association, Mr. W. H. Wood-
worth, assisted by Mr. McRae of Ottawa,
have been touring the country in the inter-
ests of better agriculture. Mr. Woodworth
usually spoke upon fruit growing, general
orcharding and commercial fertilizers. At
Berwick the afternoon and evening meet-
ings were well attended. At the latter meet-
ing the Berwick Brass Band kindly fur-
nished music, and Miss Eunice Watts gave
an address on "Dwarf Fruit Trees." Mr.
McRae, who has travelled extensively, said
that Nova Scotians did not appreciate
their own country enough and that they
got their living too easily ; and, comparing
the fruit farms of the Annapolis Valley
with those celebrated fruit regions in the
west, he could not see where the westerner
had any advantage over the Nova Scotian.
If the real estate men would write up our
province as they did those of the west, we
would not know our own farms.

Montreal
E. H. Wartm&n, Dominion Fruit Inspector

While attending orchard meetings in the
county of Huntingdon, Que., for one week
last month, many things struck me while
driving from one township to another as be-
ing of great importance, i'lrst, to know to
what extent maple sugar and syrup are
made. One said he made 700 gallons in one
season. It is quite a common thing for one
person to tap from 2000 to 80(X) trees. These
trees are of the largest and healthiest type.
One firm had his posters all over the coun-
try wanting to buy G0,000 gallons of pure
maple syrup. I think it was available at
around 80 cents a gallon.
Apple orchards you would see planted

among the rocks and at a glance you would
think it all rock. One would wonder where
the trees could get rooted. Some have
thrown wagon loads of earth among the
rocks so as to be able to jilant their trees
which have done well, bearing heavy crops.
One farm, I am told, has seven miles of
stone fence. I saw several miles from the
main road. Wherever soil is found between
these rocks it is of good quality and pro-

NURSERY STOCK
Norway Spruce and Evergreens

5 Cents up

Flowering- Shrubs, Shade, Fruit, Ornamental
Trees, Rose Bushes, Plants.

Write for Prices

CHAS. BAKER, Nurseryman
LONDON, ONT.

MR. BERRY GROWER
We can save you money on your Strawberry

1'*' _^'r9t-cla8s, vigorous, well -rooted
stock. Fresh dug, true to name, well-tested
varieties, grown from selected mother
plants including Williams. Dunlop, Excel-
sior, Parsons' Beauty and Good Luck.

Prices $2.50 to $4.00 per 1000
Our 1910 price list tells all about them.

Send for it to-day

ONTARIO NURSERIES, WELLINGTON, ONT
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PAGE WHITE FENCES
Page Fences wear Best-Styles for tawns, Parks, Fartns and Railroads. 14,000 miles of Page
Fences and 73,000 PaRe Gates now in use in Canada. Our 1910 Fences are better than ever. Page
Gates for 1910 have GalTanized Frames. Get our latest prices and Irooklet.

, THE PAGE WIRE FENCE CO, LIMITED
Largest fence and gate manufacturers In Canada SOI

WALKERVnXE TORONTO MONTREAL ST. JOH-V WINNIPEG VICTORU

I H C AUTO BUGGIES
Tor Business and Pleasure

You will find the I H C Auto Buggy the ideal vehicle for your use. It is

the most simple car to operate, can be used by your wife or children with
perfect safety—and when you want to make a hurried trip to town or to

your neighbors— it is always ready.
The cost of oil and gasoline to

operate an I H C Buggy is less than
the cost of keeping one horse. It can be
used when you would not dare to take a
horse out and it never gets tired.

With an I H C Auto Buggy you
can travel from one to twenty miles an
hour over hills, through mud, snow

—

over any roads.
When you buy, get the car that has

proved to be most

—

Practical—Economical—Serviceable

—

The one with the High Wheels and Solid Tires. You will find it the easiest

riding and you will never have "tire troubles." A large wheel rolls over a bump
or rut. A small wheel jumps over it. With solid tires you will never be delayed
by punctures or blow-outs and you will save many dollars through not having to

repair and replace worn-out tires. Solid tires are easiest on the roads. They
do not flatten out and loosen dirt and gravel like inflated tires do.

There are many other advantages of the I H C Buggies that you ought to

know about. They have full elliptic springs (36 in. long by 1% in. wide) and a long
base, insuring easy-riding qualities. The International Auto-Wagon has the saipe

features of construction as the Auto Buggy and is a thoroughly reliable car for

light delivery wagon purposes.
Ask your dealer to tell you all the facts, or, if your prefer write the International

Harvester Company of America at nearest branch house for further information.

Do it now—it's the first step toward obtaining the most satisfactory, money-
saving conveyance for business or pleasure.

CANADIAN BRANCHES: Brandon, Calaary, Edmonton, Hamilton, London, Montreal.
Ottawa, Rcffina, Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeg. Yorkton.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA CHICAGO USA
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duces heavy crops of potatoes, which sell at

18 cents a bag of 80 pounds.
I stopped at the homo of Mr. I'arkham,

Cherry Lodge. His orchard is about 5()

acres in extent, with many varieties, which
are mostly Fameuse type. This would be a

Its Beautiful Singing Tone

Its Evenness of Scale

Its Responsiveness of Action

Its Beauty of Design and

Its capacity to withstand hard usage

without becoming "Tinny."

The Gourlay Piano is supreme in all those

qualities which are the desire of musicians and
music-lovers.

Booklet Number Six contains the voluntary

testimony of many of Canada's prominent music-

ians who have purchased Gourlay Pianos. Write

for it.

GOURLAY, WINTER & LEEMING
188 Yonge St., Toronto

1^ ^'TisiiMMimmiiittSi ::

This picture shows the

Horse Power Spra-
motor spraying vineyard.

If stand pipe hits a post

it folds back behind rig and

rights itself, each side inde-

pendently. Has auto, con-

trol for height, width and

direction of nozzles. 12-

gallon air chamber, nozzle

protector.

The Horse Power
Spramotor can be rigged for potatoes, orchard or weed destruction. Send

for free particulars and free Treatise on Crop Diseases. Agents Wanted.

HEARD SPRAMOTOR CO.,
1386 King Street
London, Ont.

f^rand sight in picking time, ag all the trees
are of a healthy kind that would produce
the best fruit. One old veteran tree near
the house has been traced back over 100
years, and it is a remarkable tree in many
ways. Generally trees of this age are de-
limbed and poorly balanced at the tops, but
the top of this tree is a beautiful shape. It

has a capacity of 10 barrels, which are said
to look like the Spy apple. They are good
keepers. Its girth one foot above ground
is over eight feet. Cherry trees, pear trees
and plum trees arc of the healthiest kinds.
People in this section are beginning to find

out that the fruit crop is worthy of their
best attention. I am looking for great
things in apple production 111 this county
during the next 10 years.

Winnipeg
Geo Baiko

It is a little hard to know where we are
at horticulturally just at the moment of
writing. Up till three days ago we had an
exceptionally fine s])ring, and on April 13
the maples and elms had nicely come into
flower, just a little better than a month
ahead of what they were a year ago. Trees
and shrubs generally were rapidly opening
their leaf buds. But alas for our too san-
guine expectations! the mercury has gone
down to 16 above zero this morning (April

16), and we are having a disagreeable snow
storm. It is quite likely that the seed crop
will be lost on the more advanced of the
forest trees, but it seems hardly likely that
the fruit crop would be killed. If the buds
are not already far enough along to receive
damage, the setback will be of much benefit,
as it will reduce the chances of destruction
a little later on.
The Western Horticultural Society has

been successful in getting through legisla-

tion changing its name to the Manitoba
Horticultural and Forestry Association. In
keejjing with the latter part of its name,
the Association has within the past two
weeks had given under its auspices an illus-

trated lecture on the forests of Canada by
Mr. Abram Knechtel of the Forestry
Branch. Ottawa. Mr. Knechtel has been on
a lecturing tour through the west. His col-

ored lantern slides are exceedingly good.
The newly organized Winnipeg Horticul-

tural Society is holding some good meet>-

ings, and promises to do much good in the
citv.

Renew your subscription now.

BEZZO^S FAMOUS ASTERS
Mikado, Purity. Daybreak, I^avender Gem,

Vick'8 Branching Ro=!e, White and Pink, Sample's
Pink. The aristocrats of the Aster family.

PLANTS—Separate Colore, 16c. per dozen;
Mixed Colors, 60c. per hundred, postpaid to any
part of Canada. Please «end remittance with order

C. MORTIMER BEZZO Berlin, Ont.

R^vibber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS, Etc.

AL.I. KINDS—ALL FCRP08ES

W. L IRONS 113 BAY ST. TORONTO

ROSES, Shrubs and Climbers
I have these in large quantity and in fine

condition, and rather than plant out will
sell at a price to move them. Also most
varieties of fruit trees.
Write for Quick sale prices.

A.W. GRAHAM, Nurseryman
ST. THOMAS, OIMT.
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SPECIAL

LIME-SULPHUR HYDROMETER
As recommended by Prof. Stewart of Pa. Slate
College of Agriculture and by the Ont. College of
Agriculture ; with Baume and Speciflo Gravity
Scales. $1.60 Postpaid.

PARKE & PARKE, Druggists Hamilton

BULBS
Dreer'a, Rawson's and Herbert's

Latest Introductions

For Spring Planting

Dahlias
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

20 Different Varieties, all correctly labelled, sent
postpaid to a ly addreos for One Dollar, or 30 Mixed
Varieties (unnamed) for the sania price.

#->l_j;_,|; Rawson's Child's and GrofPs
VliaUlOll mixed and named varieties. A
fine assortment at Lowest Prices.

W. D. BOTHWELL
BARRIE, ONT.

IMPROVED
AUTOMATIC

COMPRESSED=AIR

SPRAYER
BEST HtND-SPRAYER MADE AT THE PRICE

READ THE FOLLOWING:
Winona, Ont.

"The Sprayer that I pur-
chased from you last spring
is a most valuable little ma-
chine, I have no hesitation

in recommending it to anyone who requires
an inexpensive and reliable spray pump. It

is excellent, and I do not know of any other
hand machine for the price that could do
better work." t^ t> o -^x. ^^ nr t%E. D. Smith, Ex-M.P.,

President Ont. Fruit Growers' Ass'n.

Apply to your dealer or drop us a card tor

Descriptive Circular.

CAVERS BROS., Mannfactnrers, Gait, Ont.

Summer Spraying For Peaches
Prof. John P. Stewart, State Collefc, Pa.

For brown-rot, scab and curculio :

(1) When the calyces (or shucks) are

shedding, lead arsenate, lime and water

(2 2-40).

(2) About one month after petals drop.

Use either (a) lead arsenate and self-boiled

lime-sulphur, 2-8-8-40. Or (b) lime-sulphur

solution, about 1.003, and arsenate of limo

at the rate of about 1 pint to 40 gallons.

(See Pa. Expt. Sta. Bui. 92 or 99 for prep-

aration and dilution of materials in (b).

Lead arsenate and lime, two pounds of each,

may be substituted for the arsenite of lime,

making the addition of the arsenical as late

as possible).

(3) About one month before fruit ripens.

Either (a) self-boiled lime-sulphur, 8-8-40

;

or (b) lime-sulphur solution, about 1.003.

Note.—Treatments 2b and 3b are experi-

mental as yet, but are promising and desir-

able for their economy, convenience and
freedom from stain on the fruit. 3b, for

example, may prove to be usable up to two
weeks before fruit-ripening. The solutions

should be knrncn to be free from salt or

other harmful foreign materials. The main
spraying should be done as indicated in 2a
and 3a, with accompanying tests of the al-

ternative treatment under similar condi-
tions, for possible future use.

Hefcrenoos.— For making self-boiled lime-

siilphur, see Bulletin 174 or Circular 27 of

the Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
D. C For making and diluting concentrat-
ed lime-sulphur, see Penn. Expt. Sta. Bui.
92 or 99.

The Best Seed Values.—Graham Bros.,
seedsmen, of Ottawa, are offering some
splendid values in their 1910 spring cata-

logue. Among their special collections

noted is a 50c collection of choice varieties

of the standard flower seeds, worth ordinar-
ily 90c. This collection alone will enable
you to have a fine garden this year. An-
other special collection is 15 varieties of

choice sweet peas for $1.00. Graham Bros,
also handle "Central Farm Lawn Grass,"
which is especially suitable for the Canadi-
an climate.

The Real Canadian Girl

will never waste her money on

imported table salt. She knows

that right here in Canada, we

have the best table salt in the

world

—

Windsor Table Salt

The real Canadian girl, and

her mother and grandmother

too, know that Windsor Salt is

unequalled for purity, flavor

and brilliant, sparkling appear-

ance.

WBVDSOR^eSAlT
13

li

I

i

NO-MONEY-IN-ADVANCE.
PAY AFTER IT HAS PAID

FOR ITSELF.

LET US SEND YOU ANY OF THESE SPRAYERS-to fry for 10 days, then

if you buy, you can pay us cash or we'll wait till you sell your crop, then

you can pay us out of the '"extra profit." We pay freight Wholesale dealers' prices.

^^
Man-Fower Potato & Orchard Sprayer.

Sprajfl "anything;**—potatoes or truck, 4 rows at a
time. Also llrst-class tree sprayer. Vapor spray
prevents blight, buKs. scab and rot from cutting
your crop la haff. H'n^h pre.'^sure from big wheel.
Pu-shes eufty. Spray arms adjust to any whlth or
heiKht of row. Cheap In prioe, lijfht, strong anr! dur-
able. GUARANTEED FOU 6 FUI.L TEAKS.
Needn't-send-a-cent to get it "on trial." You can get
one free if you are first in your locality. Write now.

Ma%paM —Get n, sprayer FREE.—Aft^r you have tried the sprayer andL Ufti b are satistleu that it is Just as we ri-coniinend it, send us a list ofr llbk ^^*^ names of your NelL'hhors and we will write them and quot*^""^ them price and have them call and sen your macliine worli, and
for every Pltz-ALL Sprayer we sell from your list we will credit you with $2.00

or send you check If you have paid cash.
For every Man-Power Potato Ai Orchard Sprayer we sell we will credit you

with 13.50 or send check.
For every Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer wo sell will credit

you $8.50 or send check.
We do nil rorrrnii'iiulino arnl seUinfj. AU yon need do is show the cpraver^ Many

hax>e paid for thiir Hiiniurrx in thin itxiy. This nfTer Is grmtl for only the first
order in each locality. Don't delay. Send the coupon or post card NOW.

Ontario Seed Company, Ltd., 138 Hlng St., Waterloo, Ont.

Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer.

For hie growers. Most powerful machine made.
60 to 100 gallon tank for one or two horses. Steel axle.

One-piece-heavy-auKle-iron frame, cypress wood
tank with adjustable round Iron hoops. Metal
wheels. '"Adjustable" spray arms and nozzles. Brass
ball-valves, plunger, strainer, etc. Big pump gives
vapor spray. "Warranted for 5 years. Try thia

machine at our expense with, "your money in your pocket.'*

See free offer below.
Write today.

FItz-All Barrel Sprayer.
Pits any barrel or tank. High pres-
sure, perfect agitation, easy to
operate. Jiraaa ball-valves, plung-
er, strainer, etc. Automat io
strainer. ..\o*'cMp leathers or rub-
ber" about any of our sprayers.
Furnished plain, mount ion bar-
rel, or on wheels as shown. ' year
guarantee. It don't co/tt you "a ceiit'*

to try it in your orchard. Oet one
free. See below. Write today.

COUPON— Fill out and send today. ThisCnuponwm
** •• _^^ .—^.— III I. — »i((f iii'tnar aoain.

ONTAKIO SEEOKO., LU.. 138 Ktoc St.,;Wat«rloo, Oot.
Send nie ynur Catalog. SiTaying (iulde, and "special offer"

on the HpraviT marked with an X below.
Man-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer.
Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer.
Fltz-All Barrel Sprayer.

Nahb

Apdrbss..
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Advertisements under this heading In-

serted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter

to count as one word, mlnlmun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

10,000 FIRST-CLASS 2 year old- Asparagus Eoots
for sale, at One Dollar per hundred.—Wm.
Jones, Baltimore, Ont.

AGENTS OU SALESMEN WANTED for the best
scling article on the marl«ct for farmers or
fruit growers; big profits.—The Collins Mfg.
Co .. Toronto.

PIPE FOR SALE.—All sizes tor steam, hot water
heating, posts, green house construction work,
etc., very cheap. Send for price list, stating
your needs.—Imperial Waste and Metal Co..

7 Queen Street. Montreal.

FRUIT LANDS
FRUIT FARM WANTED for rent. Might pur-
chaiie later.—Box S.. Canadian Horticulturist.

FRUIT FARMS sold and exchanged. List with
us for quick sale. See us if you are thinking
of buying a fruit farm.—F. J. Watsdn & Co., 1275

Oupen Street W.. Toronto^ Ont.

OKANAGAN FRUIT LANDS grow prize-winning

fruits, commanding top prices. Ten acres irri-

gated land assure independence and delightful

home. Low nrlces; easy terms. Illustrated

booklet.—Panton & Emsley. Vancouver, British

Columbia.

FORT GEORGE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway terminal. Centre richest

farming area. Banks, business establishments,

already purchasers—lots $150 up; % cash. Farm
lands also.—Northern Development Co,. Van-
couver. B.

BRItTsH COLUMBIA FARM LANDS.—80,000 acres

on Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. Fort George

District-retail or en bloc. Rich soil, ideal

climate, easy terms.—The Mercantile Trust

Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B. 0.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—Fort George lands—50,000

acres fertile wheat and mixed farming lands.

Send for photographs and surveyors' reports.-

The Wright Investment Co., Dominion Trust

Building, Vancouver^ B . 0., Canada.

IF YOU WANT to buy a good fruit farm, read the

advertisements in this column. If you have a

fruit farm you wish to sell, tell our, readers

about it In The Canadian Horticulturist.

SALMON ARM, Shuswap Lake, B. 0.. has the

finest fruit and dairy land in B. 0. No irriga-

tion necessary, mild winters, moderate sum-

mers; no blizzards, or high winds: delightful

climate; enormous yields of fruit, vegetables

and hay; good fishing; fine boating amidst the

most beautiful scenery, and the Salmon Arm
fruit has realized 25 cents pe* box more than

other fruit in B. C. Prices of land moderate,

and terms to suit. Apply to F. 0. Haydock,
Salmon Arm. B. C .

GROW APPLES AND GROW RICH — 10 acres in

British Columbia's finest fruit growing district

will support a family in comfort. Prize fruit,

enormous crops, high prices, big profits-S-iOO to

,$500 per acre. Established settlement, no iso-

lation, plenty good neighbors, best transporta-

tion, good markets, grand scenery, hunting,

fishing, shooting; school, church, stores, post

office, hotel; daily trains. Splendid climate;

fine summers, mild winters; high winds and
low temperatures unknown. Prices right. Easy
terms. Proofs, plans, particulars.—Fruitvale
Limited, Land Dept., Nelson, B. C.

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST OH THE MARKET

WE MANOFACTDRE
STANDARD POTS
FERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanqinq BASKETS
SAUCERS AND

STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

~~
Manufacturers

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., UmlUd
Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.

Meation The Canadian Horticultuntt when writing

'«f BEST MAOt

,
FOSTER'S

j

STANDARD

POT

COMING EVENTS
Under this heading, notices of forthcomins
exhibition* and meetinffs of horticultural im-
portance will be published. Send the infor-

mation a* long in advance as possible.

Calgary, Alhorta Provincial. .Juno 30-July 7

Charlottetown, P. E. I. Provincial
Sept. 20-24.

Halifax, N. S., Provincial. . .Sept. 28-Oct. 6.

London, Eng., Koyal Horticultural Show
(for colonial-grown fruit and vegetables)

; Dec. 1-3.

London, Ont., Western Fair Sept. 9-17.

New Westminster, B. C, Provincial
Oct. 4-8.

Ottawa, Central Canada Sept. 9-17

Regina, Sask., Provincial Aug. 2-5.

Sherbrooke, Quebec Pomological Society

(Summer Meeting) Aug. 30-Sept. 1.

Sherbrooke, Que., Great Eastern
Aug. 27-Sept. 3.

St. John, N. B., Dominion Exhibition....
Sept. 5-15.

Toronto, Canadian National
Aug. 27-Sept 12.

Toronto, Ontario Horticultural. .Nov. 15-19.

Vancouver Aug 15-20.

Victoria, B. C Sept, 27-Oct. 1.

Winnipeg, Industrial July 13-23.

The American Civic Association will hold

its second annual conference on city plan-
ning at Rochester, N. Y., on May 2 to 4.

An excellent program has been arranged.

Get some of your spring seeds and plants
free of cost. See The Canadian Horticul-
turist Premium Collections on another
page of this issue. The offer is open only
until May 15.

Early last month Mr. E. D. Smith, ex-

M.P., Winona, Ont., appeared before the
board of railway commissioners at Ottawa
and discussed express rates on fruits to
Winnipeg .and the maritime provinces. He
asked for lower rates on fruit to Montreal
t.T encourage the export trade. Mr. Smith
was convinced that a profitable trade in

peaches could be worked up with the Eng-
lish firms if lower rates to Montreal were
obtainable.

Potato Culture.—An interesting and
valuable work on "Potato Culture" is is-

sued by the Aspinwall Mfg. Co. It includes
articles on the preparation of the soil, selec-

tion of seed, how deep to plant, distance
apart to plant, harvesting the crop, profits

per acre. A free copy of this book may be
secured by writing to the above company
at Guelph, Ont., or at Jackson, Mich., and
mentioning this paper. If you request it,

they will also mail you a copy of their latest

catalog.

Spraying outfits that have caused consid-
erable favorable comment among practical
farmers and fruit growers are the I. H. C.

Famous line. Besides their wonderfully ef-

ficient spraying qualities, the engine can
easily be detache<l and used for regular
farm work. This feature alone has induced
thousands of farmers to decide on an I. H.
C. spraying outfit. Ask the local Interna-
tional agent about the I. H. C. Famous line
of spraying outfits, or drop a line direct to
the International Harvester Company of
America, Chicago, U. S. A., for catalog and
anv definite information you desire.

EASTLAKE
ShinglesWRITE FOR PRICES
METALLIC ROOFING C9
TORONTO , CANADA.

Northern Grown Trees
Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach. Grapes, Small Fruits.
Deciduous and Evergreen Ornamentals. Roses. Flowering
Shrubs, Climbers, etc. Specialties: Mammoth Dewberry
and Wismer's Dessert Apple. Catalogue Free; it tells

the whole story,

J. H. WISMER, Nurseryman. Port Eljin, Ontario

QDAKi
.Sixty-four page Il-

lustrated Catalogue
showing the scores
of styles and sizes,

free at the dealers,
or by mail.

CANADIAN 1 KODAKTcO?

TOIONTO.'^CANADA
.1 nyhody ran Kodak

TKe •• BACON " •

Seed Drills and Cultivators

The only Rear-Wheel Driven Seed I>rUl

on the market The feed in the "Bacon."
handlPS seed without bruisinff or breaking,

an'l seeds evenly to the last seed- Machine
instantly conTertcd from a rcgnlar seed

sower Into a hill dropper. Feed Cnt pre-

vents waste of seed when turning rows.

For sowing Sugar Beets, Parsnips, Ra-
dishes, Carrots, Onions, etc., the 1908
raodelof the "Bacon" is unequalled
sfor strength. lightness, easy mn-

ning and liood work. Write for
^ otir complete catalogues.

THE EUREKA
PLANTER CO.

Limited

Wo*dst«ck. Ont 2^

O.K. Canadian 4 Row Sprayer

Sprays 4 rows while you drive, no hand pumping
to do. Wheels and nozzles adjustable for wide
and narrow rows. Can be adjusted to spray vines

6 inches to 2J feet higfh. Can be furnished with

Broad Cast vineyard and tree spraying attachments

Write tor particulars.

Canadian Potato Machinery Co., Ltd., galt, ont.
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The Control of Moisture in Orchard Soils
F. T. Shutt, M.A., Chemist, Dominion Experimental Farms

I

I

I

SHALL briefly state some of the more
important conclusions from research-

es that have been made at Ottawa.

For the figures and details, consult the

publications of the Dominion Experi-

mental Farms.
1. The growth of rye, oats and buck-

wheat as cover crops in the orchard has

always resulted in the removal of larger

amount of soil moisture than those lost

by the growth of one of the legumes

—

clover, hairy vetch, soya beans, etc. The
draft made by the cereals upon the stores

of soil moisture is greatest between May
I St and July 15th—a period when it is

most required for the use of the orchard
trees. We have found that the equival-

ent of approximately ten inches of lain

may be lost in this period from soil car-

rying a grain crop, over and above that

lost from a cultivated soil.

It seems more than probable that the

smaller amount of water lost from the soil

carrying the cover crop—clover, velcn,

etc.,—as compared with that carrying a
grain crop may be in part accounted for

by the more perfect shade from the sun
and protection from wind afforded by the
former crops.

2. More moisture may be conserved by
sowing the cover crops—hairy vetch,

soya beans, horse beans—in drills and cul-

tivation between the rows from time to

time throughout the summer, than by
sowing these crops broadcast. In other
words, the earth mulch is more effective

than the shade offered by the crop in con-
serving moisture. This method of grow-
ing cover crops seems to offer a means of

furnishing material for enrichment of the
soil without making any excessive de-
mand on the soil moisture supply—and
hence may prove valuable for adoption in

districts that are subject to drought in

the late summer. It is quite possible for

a soil to become so dry in the autumn
months that the fruit ripens prematurely.
On such soils, of course, the ordinary
cover crop, sown . in July, may do
more harm than good.

3. There appears to be little difference

between the moisture content of soils con-
stantly cultivated throughout the summer

•Important conclusions from researches made by
Mr. Shutt and told by him in an address before
the American Pomological Society of St. Cathar-
ines, Ont., last fall. Eeaders that desire more
complete details may obtain same by referring to
the publications of the Dominion Experimental
Farms, or by writing direct to Mr. Shutt, Ottawa.

and that of soil under a thick mulch of

straw. Ten to twelve inches of straw

seems to be very effective in conserving

moisture, but the objections that may be

urged to such a method are cost of mater-

ial, application and removal—for the latter

would be necessary if there were danger

of the trees continuing their growth into

the late autumn—and the probability that

the straw mulch would cause a surfacede-

velopment of the root system, resulting

in injury to the trees from winter killing.

4. Undisturbed fallow land readily

dries out, and further, may be taken pos-

session of by weeds which serve to in-

crease the loss of moisture. We have in-

stances in which such land has been found

Leads Them All

The Canadian Horticulturist
gives me more pleasure for the

outlay than any other paper or

magazine of the $40.00 worth
that I get each year. My garden
last season was more productive

than ever, and all through the

pointers gleaned from The Cana-
dian Horticulturist.—J. E.

Klotz, M. D., Lanark, Ont.

to dry out to the same extent as land in

sod.

The desirability of immediate cultiva-

tion after plowing an orchard has been
shown, if soil moisture is to be conserved.
A period of three or four days with the

upturned soil as left by the plow may very
seriously diminish the soil's store of

water.

6. Rape has proven an excellent cover

crop for drying out the soil in the late

summer and autumn months. In this re-

pect it is fully the equal of the legumes
usually sown for this purpose.

In conclusion, we may emphasize the

essential points we have endeavored to

bring out : First, very great value of cul-

tivation for conserving soil moisture and
the desirability of employing in many
districts this means during the first three

months of the growing season, to supply

our orchards with the water necessary

for the full development of their fruit.

.Secondly, we have proved the extremely
exhaustive effect on soil moisture of sod

and of grain crops. Their injurious iu-

136

fluence on the growth of the tree—es-
pecially the young tree—and the develop-
ment of fruit, so often to be observed on
dry soils, is fully accounted for by the re-
sults of our investigation. And, lastly,
that legumes and rape are suitable crops
in most districts to sow in mid-summer
when the drying out of the soil is con-
sidered desirable to hasten the ripening
of the wood before winter sets in.

Box Package for Export Apples
J. A. Webster, Sparta, Ont.

Packing in boxes has appealed to me
as the best way to market Lake Erie ap-
ples

; therefore, I have only used boxes
for the past three years and am satisfied
that boxes in this district will pay better
than barrels.

Success with boxes depends upon good
fruit, well graded and packed. The
whole secret lies in painstaking care in

growing, handling, grading, packing
and then marketing, so that the fruit
shall reach the consumer without a bruise.
To dispose of undergrade fruit, I have

put up a small evaporating and canning
plant at my orchard. This I consider the
best outlet for fruit not good enough to
box and it enables me to put up a fancy
pack of manufactured, as well as greeri,
fruit with my carefully handled crop, and
besides dried and canned fruit will bring
better returns than the usual No. 2 bar-
rel.

I would advise papering every apple
tiered in the box for export. What is not
worth papering is not worth exporting.
The cost of the box and paper used is

slightly more than one-third of the cost
of a barrel and the returns are better.

However, the labor in connection with
boxing is much more than in barrelling.

I have shipped apples to the British
market and have personally seen them
sold and wotild advise others to put a
new brand of boxed apples on the market
there by a private sale broker. Last year
I called on a number of fruit brokers in

Great Britain and I selected a firm to
handle my crop. It is worth something
to see your broker and have a chat with
him about the business. I know that
there are some brokers not as reliable as
(Others. It will pay an exporter to see
his apples put on the market there and to

keep his eyes open from the time the ship
I aches port until the fruit is retailed.
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Good fruit brings a high figure at re-

tail in the Old Country markets. I have
seen apples on show for sale at retail at

a guinea a box and at one franc each.

We need at St. Thomas a pre-cooling

and shipping depot for our fruit. With
such a warehou.se, the value of our whole
crop would be increa.sed but especially

our early apples. If we could pick our
fruit in season and take it to such a depot

immediately, where it could be properly

cooled, packed and shipped, we could

save an immense waste in our crop.

Success with Strawberries
One of the most successful growers of

strawberries in Canada, is Mr. James E.

Johnson, of Simcoe. Ont., and his meth-
ods as described by him at the short

course in fruit growing held in Guelph
last winter, were listened to with great
eagerness.

Last year Mr. Johnson harvested from
ten acres about 84,000 baskets of berries.

This he considered to be a small crop,
claiming that about 10,000 baskets an
acre is a good average crop.

The main requisite to success is a

thorough knowledge of the business and
of the habits of the plant. A wide know-
ledge of the methods in use by the best

growers is of the greatest aid to the be-
ginner. Mr. Johnson's plantation is part-

ly on sand and partly on clay.

Plant only the best plants to be had,
was Mr. Johnson's advice. Do not take
plants from the outside of the row. Dig
the whole row and reject all small plants.

The rows are made forty-two inches

apart, with plants set three feet apart in

the row. Thus horse-cultivation can be
kept up both ways for a considerable
length of time. The ground is marked
both ways by means of markers. The
plants are set at the intersection of the

marks. Cultivation is kept up once or
twice a week regularly for the first sea-

son.

In growing the matted row, which is

the method followed, it is necessary to

place them by hand in their proper place.

The plants are not allowed to develop
fresh runners as all the strength of the

young plant is needed in order to estab-

lish it. When the placing of the runners
commences, cultivation one way ceases.

Mulching in winter is always practised
with straw or very coarse manure. Last
year the wind blew the straw off and the
result was a diminished crop.

Two crops are harvested from each
patch. To renew the patch is perhaps one
of the greatest problems. Just after har-
vest has ended the mower is run over the
plantation ; then the mulch is stirred up
with a hay-tedder and fire run over the
patch. The ground between the rows is

then plowed in such a way as to narrow
the rows to about a foot in width. The
cultivator and hoe is set to work and the

patch made thoroughly clean.

-Spraying for the rust is considered by
.\1r. Johnson to be one of the best means
of securing a heavy crop. Heavy appli-

cations of spray are made once or twice

just before bloom. Thoroughness in this

is necessary. Bordeaux mixture is used

according to the following formula : Blue

stone, six pounds ; lime, ten pounds

;

water, fifty gallons. The spray is applied

by a traction spray cart with a set of six

nozzles attached, such as is used for po-

tatoes.—D. .S.

Marketing Strawberries
J. C. Gilman, Fredericton, N. B.

Boxes and crates for strawberries

should be procured early in the season,

with extra slats, .so that you will not have
to stop in a hurried time to hunt up laths

and shingles before you can pack your
berries, and keep the grocer and custom-

Some New Brauwick Grown Strawberrio

Glen Marys last year on farm of Mr. J. 0. Oilman,
near Fredericton.

ers waiting while makeshifts are brought

into use.

Different growers have different meth-

ods at picking time ; most, however, use

what is called a stand, a field basket or

picker's basket, which in most cases is

simply a shallow box with four legs, three

or four inches long, and a handle made
out of a barrel hoop, or anything suitable

for that purpose. These picker's stands

are made just large enough to hold six

boxes.

Keeping tally of the pick must be pro-

vided for. After trying several ways,

each of which had objections, we have

found nothing beltter than a picker's

ticket with four rows of figures totalling

roc; the top row has ten sixes, the sec-

ond row ten twos, while each of the other

two rows have ten of the figure i. Write

the picker's name on each ticket given

out. This will often prevent difficulty

arising when tickets are lost and found. A

punch similar to a conductor's punch
should be used to punch out the figures
to tally with the number of full boxes
brought in by each picker.

Have a corn whisk for your pickers to
remove the factory dust from the boxes
before using. Give beginners a few sim-
ple directions. Explain the difference be-
tween picking and pulling. Show them
that by picking a berry it may be placed
in a box without harm, while by pulling
the ripe berries are bruised, stems are
broken and green berries are wasted.

Pass among your pickers and see that
your instructions are being carried out.
Some new hands will be apt to damage
the fruit at first, but by patiently showing
them you may soon find them quite ex-
pert. A convenient shelter should be pro-
vided, to which the berries may be taken,
and packed for market.
The chief methods of disposing of the

crop are shipping to .some distant point,
to be sold on commission, supplying local

irade by selling to the grocers and private
customers, and .sending to the canning
factory, the la.st method for disposing of
any surplus. Whichever plan we follow,
we should aim to be prompt, to deliver
our fruit free from the dust of the street,

and in the best possible condition.

Cultivating Raspberries
Chirles F. Sprott, Bumaby Lake, B. C.

For cultivating raspberries I find the
Planet Jr. cultivator a most useful tool.

.After the patch has been cleaned up and
the land more or less hard from the walk-
ing up and down of the pickers, a reversi-

ble single horse extension disc harrow
is an exceedingly useful tool to get the

land in condition for the next year's crop.

Care must be taken that neither the disc

nor the wheel hoe is allowed to go deep
into the soil to cut the roots of the plants.

It is not safe to cultivate much deeper
than two inches or the cultivator will cut

or damage the roots.

The raspljerry crop wants a rich .soil,

and takes more potash than strawberries

or potatoes. If profitable returns are re-

quired the soil must have sufficient of the

three main elements of plant food to make
a strong growth of new wood and also a

big crop of berries.

There are several large fruit tracts to

ooen up in the Okanagan valley, British

Columbia. Areas still unimproved most-

ly require extensive reservoirs back at

headwaters or long flumes or pipe lines

to get water on to the land. There is an

ample snowfall in the mountains, but

the big rush of water is over by July i.

With wise conservation the irrigation

supply may be increa.«e^ for rrany years.

A cool moist soil is best adapted to

the growth of currants. It should tend

towards clay rather than sand.
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Ice Storage on Fruit Farms*
J. A. Ruddick, Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner, Ottawa

I

BELIEVE that a small room where
berries and tender fruits could be
cooled, held over Sunday, etc., would

be a very useful adjunct to many fruit

farms. I would not advocate a low tem-
perature for such rooms, possibly not
lower than fifty degrees, because of the
damage that would result from "sweat-
ing" when the fruit was removed for

shipping if lower temperatures were em-
ployed. At a temperature of fifty, it

would be practicable to have a cement
concrete floor and to get some cooling
from that source, which is a great ad-
vantage.

The walls should have one course of
matched lumber and siding on the out-

Aw\
^

/floor

SectioD of Ice Cooler

side, with damp-proof paper between,
and double boarding and paper on the in-

side, with a space of twelve inches be-
tween the inside and outside sheathing
to be filled with shavings. About one-
third of the building should be set aside
for the ice chamber with a partition be-
tween the ice chamber and cooling room
with same insulation as for the outside
walls. An additional course of matched
lumber on the inside, making a one-inch
air space, is advisable for the ice cham-
ber. The air space in this case is to pre-
vent moisture from the ice penetrating
the insulation.

The floor of the ice chamber should be
constructed in the same manner as the
floor in the basement of the cold storage,
(See last issue of The Canadian Horti-
cilturist), with a slope of one inch in
four feet to a gutter at one side to provide
drainage from the melting ice. The
drainage outlet must be trapped to pre-
vent the passage of air. The floor of the
ice chamber should be covered with a
wooden grating on which the ice will
rest. No covering or packing material
is used on or around the ice in such a
chamber. Provision is made by means of
openings in the partition between the ice-

chamber and the cooling room, at the ceil-

ing and near the floor, for the circulation
of air through the cooling room and over
the ice. As the air is chilled, it deposits
some of its moisture on the surface of the
ice, thus making a fairly dry cold stor-

age. Neither the ice chamber nor the
cooling room should be ventilated. The
air is changed suflicienly by the occas-
ional opening of the door. Ventilation

•Part of a paper road at thp last convention of
the Ontario Fruit Growers' ABHociation. Mechan-
ical refrigeration was dealt with in the Kay Ib-

means the introduction of warm moisture-
laden air, which causes dampness. The
circulation over the ice tends to keep the
air purified.

It is permissible to have small windows
in the cooling room, but they should be
located at the ceiling, and have at least

double sash, each double glazed. There
should be an ante room which can be
used for storing empties, tools, etc.

Fruit growers will be able to determine
individaully whether one of these cooling
rooms would be of use to them or not.

Mistaken Ideas in FruitGrowing
B. H. Lee, Berwick, N.S.

Last season was very warm and fruit

for some reason did not keep or ship
well. Many lots of choice apples left

here and arrived in England in very poor
condition. This is not an unusual thing in

ordinary years, but last season there were
very few reports of apples arriving in

good condition. There were some lots,

however, which did arrive in good condi-
tion and brought most excellent prices.

This was especially noticeable in the case
of one of our Kings County growers, and
has led a great many of his neighbors to

the conclusion that they are making a
mistake in not adopting his methods,
which are not generally considered or-

thodox among fruit growers.
His methods, briefly, are: Keeping the

orchard partly in sod ; leaving a strip ten
or twelve feed wide in sod at the trees,

and cultivating and fertilizing the re-

mainder
; very little or no pruning

;
pick-

ing the fruit as soon as the seeds com-
mence to turn black ; and storing in a
cool place. As a result he gets a med-
ium sized but very much firmer apple
which carries well and has for a number
of years brought the highest prices and
last season netted him more money per
barrel than any company or individual
shipper.

We are growing what has always been
considered by us a much better fruit, as
we have been educated to believe that the
large apple (colored well, if possible) is

what we need. Money is what talks in

this business and this man's success
seems to proclaim with no uncertain
sound that we are making the mistake of
catering to the English market with an
overgrown apple that will not stand the
knocks it is bound to get in transit. In
such a season as last, it is sure to carry
bad. On the other hand, we will make
no mistake if we put such fruit upon our
local markets, which demand the kind of
apple we are growing.

The varieties intended for foreign ship-

ments should be planted in blocks, so that
they may be given the treatment requir-

ed. Pruning and thinning, under these
conditions and with some varieties, may
not be such important factors as some
would lead us to believe.

We are making a mistake in not get-

ting after the younger trees and heading
them in so as to more easily spray, prune
and pick. Many farmers are still clip-

ping off all fruit spurs near the trunk and
compelling the fruit to develop at the

top of the tree and at the tips of the

branches.

Cnltivativg Ilia Apple Oichatd ia OaUrio in tk* ijpriag

On (arm of Hr. V. C. Hoar, BownuuiTUle, Ont.
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Cherries on the British Columbia Coast
W. J. L. Hamilton,

IN
the island district of British Colum-

bia, cherry growing is likely to prove
a profitable industry, as the climate is

suitable, the crops heavy and the prices
good. Cherries can be divided roughly
into two classes, the sweet and the sour.
The sweet cherry is the descendant

from the European Prunus Avium, and
is characterized by white birch-like bark,
erect growth, large leaves and flowers
opening in clusters, whilst the tree is

green. It is, on the coast, much sub-
ject to the cherry aphis, the cherry slug
(saw-fly) and also to gummosis.
The sour cherry, derived from the Eu-

ropean Prunus Cerasus, is low growing
and spreading, has small leaves, and the
flowers open before these develop. It is

little subject to diseases or pests, and is

altogether the more satisfactory to

grow.
The cherry aphis, a pest of the sweet

cherry, and very closely allied to the
peach aphis, is black in color, and gen-
erally appears on the leaves in May or
early June. It causes the leaves to curl

up and eventually die, and, naturally,

the curling of the leaves makes it very
difficult to kill by spraying, as it is al-

most impossible for the spray to reach
the insects safely protected by the in-

curving leaves. Fortunately the larvae

of the lace-wing fly, of the syrphus fly,

of the various lady birds, and some small
parasites, all feed on these pests, and
are often numerous enough to practical-

ly clean the tree.

In winter, these aphids are found on
the tree roots, where they are, some-
times at any rate, carried by the ants,

who regard these insects as their milk
cows, since they secrete honey dew,
and, like provident husbandmen, the
ants remove their cattle to winter quar-
ters.

The cherry tree slugs, the larvae of
the cherry saw-fly, can be killed by sum-
mer strength lime-sulphur solution, or
by an arsenical spray, whilst the gum-
mosis, caused by the rapid expansion of
the cambium, due to sudden sap flow,

and consequent exudations, owing to the
lack of elasticity of the outer bark, can
best be overcome by making a longi-
tudinal cut, with a sharp knife, down
the stem and main branches, taking care
to cut only through the outer bark,
thereby releasing the bonds of the inner
layers, and keeping the sap in its proper
channels.

As, however, the sour cherry is free
from these troubles, and as it brings as
good a price, these are mostly grown,
and prove very profitable. I have a sour
cherry seedling which ripens in Septem-
ber, is of large size, prolific, and brings
twelve and one-half cents a pound. Be-
sides this, the Early Richmond for early

South Salt Spring

use, the Morello and Olivet are good
value.

Other profitable cherries are Ostheim,
RiTig, and, for shorter distances, Royal
Ann, but these being sweet cherries,

need more care.

Sour cherries may be set twenty feet

apart, and sweet ones twenty-five to thir-

ty feet. They are not hard to please as

regards soil, but it can be too rich and
too moist; a good, somewhat sandy
loam, suits them well.

Clean cultivation, disking for choice,

is necessary and must be constantly re-

peated during the dry season to ensure

good crops of fruit.'

Pruned in the low-headed vase form,

after about four years this form should

be established, ;ind after this as little

pruning as possible should be attempted.

All fruit should be picked with the

stem on, and carefully packed and faced

to secure best prices.

The Grape Growing Business
In last November Canadian Horti-

culturist, a portion of an address on
grape culture in the Chautauqua grape
belt was published. This address was
given by Mr. D. K. Falvay of Westfield,

N. Y., at the convention of the Ontario
Fruit Growers' Association. His re-

marks on the cost of producing grapes
are published herewith

:

"The cost of production varies some-
what, taken individually, but as a whole,
may be conservatively figured as fol-

lows, on vineyards producing an average
of 900 eight-pound baskets or three

tons per acre : Labor and ex-

pense to time of harvesting, $13;
baskets, $18; harvesting, $18; interest

and taxes on investment at $200 an acre,

which is low value in New York, $14;
total, $63 an acre. If grapes sell at ten

cents a basket net, they would bring

$90, which would leave a net profit per

acre of $27 above interest on invest-

ment. If an average yield of 600 bask-

ets or two tons an acre be figured it

would be as follows : Labor and ex-

penses to time of harvesting, $13; bask-

ets, $12; harvesting, $12; interest and
taxes on $200 an acre, $14; total, $51.

If the grapes sell at ten cents they would
bring $60, leaving but $9 profit above
interest and taxes..

"Not taking the value of the invest-

ment into consideration it costs the av-

erage Chautauqua grape grower to put

an eight-pound basket of grapes on the

cars as follows : Labor to time of har-

vesting, two cents
;
package, two cents

;

harvesting, two cents; total, six cents.

It is easy to figure the profits or losses if

you know the size of the yield per acre.

"Treating the subject in ton lots, we
must figure the cost per acre to time of

harvest the same as in baskets, namely,
Si 3. Picking a ton of grapes in trays
at three cents a tray and sixty trays to
the ton costs $1.80; delivering with team
and extra man, labor in vineyard, $2 a
ton; total, S3. 80. It requires an extra
good vineyard to produce three tons an
acre, the average with us being two
tons. On a three-ton basis per acre, it

costs $11.40 for harvesting and $13 for
expenses up to beginning of harvest, or
a total of $24.40 an acre, without inter-
est on investment included. It will be
readily seen that the grower will have
nothing left after paying interest and
taxes with grapes selling at $11 and $12
a ton. VVe make no charge for pack-
ages as the buyer pays for the package
after deducting its weight."

Planting Blackberries
Jolin FergntoD, Marches, N.B.

To best understand blackberry culture,
it must be known in the first place that
the canes of blackberries are only bien-
nial

; that is, canes are produced one year,
bear fruit the next and then die. There
is no such thing as two-year-old plants
(as with trees and vines) when we refer
to the stems, though the roots may remain
alive and growing for several years.
One-year-old plants are used for trans-
planting in all cases.

It is considered best to plant in rows
and then restrict the plants to hills. The
rows should be four or five feet apart ac-
cording to the variety to be cultivated,
and the plants two feet apart in the rows.
Be sure that the plants have small fibrous
roots and do not set them any deeper
than they were before removal. Cut the
canes of these plants down nearly to the
surface of the soil, because if not cut they
will take away from the strength of the
root in forcing growth. The whole
strength of the root is required the first

season to produce canes, as upon this

growth will depend the fruit of the next
year.

The weeds should be kept down and the
soil level, as the blackberry plant should
never be banked up. There must be clean
cultivation or the fruit-bearing canes and
those for the following season will suffer

from lack of moisture.

Two years ago Dr. Wm. Saunders of

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
sent out a few specimens of two new
standard apples; viz., "Charles" and
"Tony." I received two young trees.

They have grown rapidly, and though
the winter of 1908-og was extraordinarily

severe, the trees have shown no signs of

injury from the weather.—Brenda E.

Neville, Cottonwood, Sask.

Do not apply nitrogenous manures
too liberally on a blackberry patch, as

they induce a rank growth of canes at

the expense of fruit.



Willoivs for Prairie Windbreaks
Norman M. Ross, Indian Head, Saskatchewan

FOR a quick growing shelter belt or

windbreak suitable for the prairie

farm or garden, there is practically

nothing- belter than the hardy varieties of

the ends of the growing side shoots may
be trimmed oft once or twice during the

summer.
Under ordinary conditions a willow

Wiodbrtwk of Goldeo Willow Planted at Two-Ycar Roott in 1905
Ptiotograph taken in August, 1908

The best kinds are thetree willows. 1 lie best kinds are

Russian golden, the acute leafed willow

jnd the laurel leaf willow. Though the

jolden willow cannot be called tender,

"parts of the new shoots are occasionally

frozen back. The acute leaf variety seems
to be the hardiest and is recommended
for southwestern Alberta in preference to

the others.

A belt of willows can be started very
cheaply. This variety roots very r<;adiiy

from cuttings, so that it is usual *o set

the cuttings immediately in their perma-
nent positions. P"or a belt of several

rows the cuttings should be set from
three to four feet apart each way. If

properly cultivated they will grow very
rapidly and quickly cover rhe ground,
.so that no further work should be need-

ed after the second or third season.

For a single row the cuttings should
be placed from eighteen inches to two feet

apart. Shoots from two to three feet

should be made the first season. It

would be advisable in the following
spring to cut these shoots back almost to

the ground in order to induce the plants

to branch out thickly from the roots and
thus make a better shelter. In the third

season the new belt should provide good
protection for the vegetable garden. Un-
der prairie conditions, when only a single

row is set out, cultivation will, of course,

be necessary every year to obtain the best

results. In order to keep the belt with-

in bounds and also to help thicken it up,

hedge should be from ten to fifteen feet

high when five or six years old. In moist-

er soils the growth will be more rapid

than on high, dry land. Although it is

generally suposed that willows must have
a great deal of moisture, we find that the

Russian varieties commonly used in the

west withstand a considerable amount of

drouth and are quite suitable for ordinary
upland soils when given proper cultiva-

tion.

The great advantage of the willows in

a comparatively treeless country, where
many new settlers can ill afford to spend
much money in nursery stock, is that

they are so easily propagated. Any
farmer having a few willows once estab-

lished on his place can take cuttings from
them every spring and extend his plant-

ing operations indefinitely without incur-

ring further expense for stock.

Some Desirable Shrubs
J. McPhcrton Ros>, Toronto

The shrubs mentioned in the March is-

sue of The Canadian Horticulturist,
page 62, are attractive and desirable

enough for limited home grounds but for

large parks a more extended list is neces-

sary. I shall mention six small shrubs

that do not grow over two feet or so and
are, from their habits and flowers, wor-

thy of a place in every ground. The
Daphne Mezereuni blooms the first thing

in spring. It has small pink flowers clus-

m

tered tightly on the branches and quite
fragrant. It grows quite freely in the
Niagara district naturally but can be had
from most nurserymen.
The sweet-scented shrub [Calycanthus

floridus) is a charming shrub bearing
chocolate or purplish-brown flowers at in-
tervals during the summer. As its name
indicates, it is quite fragrant and is a
desirable and pleasing plant.

The Japanese rose (Kerria Japonica) is

a spreading delicate shrub with yellow
tassel-like flowers. There is a variegated
variety of this plant.

Spircea Fortunei in its varieties alha and
rosea makes a shrub almost suitable for
bedding. So profuse is its blooming
and being of a dwarf habit, it is useful for
cemetery planting.

The dwarf barberry {Berberis Tlittn-

bergii) is a pretty little plant with small
foliage and of a coppery-red colour, valu-
able for small hedges or borders. Vibur-
mim Opiilus nana is a neat dwarf variety
of the snowball, but does not bloom.

Saving Aster Seed
What methods are practised to obtain the

best seed from asters?—L.W.B., Morrisbure
Out.

*"

Aster plants from which seed is to be
saved should be selected early in the sea-
son when the first flowers have devel-

oped. Select the best types possible.

Keep the small blooms cut off. Save seed
only from the largest and best developed
flowers. Cut the flower-heads when the

seed is nearly ripe. Dry them thoroughly
before putting away for the winter. Keep
seed in a dry, cool place.—Wm. Hunt.

A Talip Bed Protected Afaintt Do(t

Victoria Park, Pctorboro. In thiB bed laat upring
8omo excellent bloome were ^rown but the crooked
fence marred the general effect.



Some Hardy Ornamental Grasses Worth Growing
Roderick Cameron, Superintendent of Parks, Toronto

(( x-^vRNAMENTAL grasses" is a

I t subject not much thought of
^^^ or understood in this country,

not half as much as it should be. For

niy own fancy, I would sooner plant

them on my lawn than geraniums. The

time is at hand when they will l)e more

in demand for decorating our lawns than

in the past. .\ bed of grasses and their

allies to my mind are more beautiful and

interesting than a bed of geranium or

tulips, and in saying this, I have in my
mind's eye the bed of them that was at

the Pan-American Exhibition in 1901.

It was a broken, irregular shaped bed

and looked fully better than any other

bed there. The varieties it contained as

far as I can remember were as follows :

Eulalia Japonica {Miscanthus Sineuais)

five feet, six inches high, green ; in flow-

er September 27.

E. Japonica variegatus, fo'ir feet high,

variegated ; in flower September 25.

E. Japonica gracillimus, three and a

half feet high, n;irrow, mid-rib white;

in flower September 20.

E. Japonica Zebrinus, bars of yellow

across the leaves, zebra-like, and grows
to from four to five feet high, a grand

species ; in flower September 20.

These composed the centre of the bed,

and here and there were several vari-

eties of bamboo, Bamhtisa Metake, and

several others that I cannot now remem-
ber. Plume grass {Erianthus Ravenna)
and ribbon grass (Phalaris arundinacea

variegata) filled up towards the edge of

the bed and to break the level sky line

there was a plant here and there of the

giant reed of Southern Europe, Arundo'

Donax. The edge or border of the bed

was planted with fountain grass {Pen-

nisetuni lotigistyluni).

All of these, pr any one of them would

Poa TriTiali* Variegata (Fonr to Six Inches High) Used for Edging

be a welcome ornament in groups upon
the lawn, up next to the verandah, or

in a border next to the line fence, or

to hide any unsightly object, such as

outhouses. Any of them look v/ell

around a fountain or lake, or small

stream of water, and all of them are

hardy at Niagara Falls, but the Pennise-

tum. I find that if these plants are

taken up and potted in the fall, or placed

in boxes and put into a cool greenhouse

until coming spring, they may then be

divided, potted into small pots and plac-

ed in the heat, when they will make good
plants for the following season.

They can also be grown from seeds

very readily. By sowing the seeds in

F'ebruary, they will be ready to plant out

in May. There are two more varieties of

this Pennisetum that should be grown
along with the above, P. Ruppellii and P.

niacrophylluni xaugninium. All three may
be treated the same way.

There could be many others added to

the above, such as Poa trivialis varie-

gata, a very dwarf plant, and beauti-

fully variegated, four inches, grand for

edging a bed, very hardy, in flower Sep-

tember I.

Blue fescue [Festuca glauca), would

make a grand second line along the

edge, six inches high and hardy, from

Britain, in flower June 13; usmgMolinia
ccBtulea from Central Europe, one toot

high, as a third.

The variegated oat grass of garden
origin, Arrenathenini hulhosum variegat-

Jim, grows fifteen to thirty inches high.

This would make a very bright fourth

line, in bloom September i. The Elymus
glaucus from Turkestan, growing to

three to four feet and giant rye grass

(Elymus condensatus) could be made
use of among those already mentioned.

I must not forget to mention Arundo
Donax glauca four to five feet high, and
Arundo Donax variegata, four to six feet

high, and one of the most beautiful varie-

gated grasses or reeds I know of. The
type Arundo Donax grows fourteen feet

high. These three reeds are hardy at

Niagara Falls, but they

would have to be pro-

tected farther north, or

grown in tubs and kept

in cold storage during
winter. I found also

that Bamhusa atirea

was hardy at the Falls ;

farther north it would
have to be tubbed.

There are many
other varieties of grass-

es that could be u.sed to

good advantage in

many ways as follows

:

Melica grass (Melica

altissima atropurpurea)

and Melica ciliata, beautiful and grace-

ful. Gymnothrix latifolia, Gymnothrix

Japonicum and beard grass, (Andropogon

Sorghum), seven feet high, of North Am-
erica, should be in this collection. Pam-
pas grass (Gynerium Cortaderia argen-

tea) also should find a place in the col-
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lection but must be grown in tubs and
wintered in cold storage.

I hope this li.st will be the means of

introducing some of these beautiful

Arnndo Donax Variegata

grasses, if not all of them, to be grown
upon lawns. They are well worth a

trial.

The Forgct-mc-not
This flower succeds best in cold, damp

ground, and in partial shade, but care

must be taken that the soil is not sour.

It frequently happens that low, damp
soil in shady locations becomes sour, and

unfit for growing flowers. Sow the seeds

in rows covering to a depth of one-eighth

of an inch and when the plants are large

enough thin out or transplant to stand

six inches apart.

Forget-me-nots grow and spread very

rapidly and will soon cover the whole
space. They are fine for edging beds of

other flowers or for bordering the shady

walk or drive. Seed sown in the spring

will bloom in the fall and if given the pro-

tection of coarse strawy manure during

the severe winter weather, will bloom

much more freely during the cool moist

weather of the following spring. For

spring flowering, seed may be sown any

time up to the middle of August, and pro-

tected, as mentioned, during the winter.

Myosofis palustris is the true forget-

me-not, but some of the newer varieties

such as M. P. var. semperflnrcns and

M. sylvatica var. aJpestris, are stronger

growing and, while equally pretty, have

larger sprays of bloom. Keep the ground

constantly moist.

Even on the barest of prairie farms,

hardy flowers of many sorts grow with

but little care. No home in the west

need be without their bright faces.



I The Best Gladioli and Their Culture

THERE is no class of flowers which
will give better results with little

care and under varied circumstances

than the g;ladiolus. But this does not

mean that they will not resent neglect,

or repay care and attention. Neither does

it mean that they have not their likes

and dislikes. The gladiolus has a pref-

erence for sod ground, but in small gar-

dens this is, in most cases, impossible.

But we merely state the conditions best

suited and leave the planter to be guided

by the necessities of his environment.

The gladiolus does not do well on heavy
clay land ; the ideal soil is a good sandy
loam. It succeeds best on soil that has
been made rich the year previous and
when planted in such soil will not require

any additional fertilizer; but when man-
ure is used it should always be well rotted

::nd used sparingly.

Prepare the bed in the usual way, dig-

ging the ground as deeply as can be done
with the spade or fork, making it thor-

oughly fine all the way through. Plant

the bulbs about four inches apart each
way, covering to a depth of four or five

inches in light soil, and half that dis-

tance where the soil is somewhat heavy.

For a succession of bloom plant at inter-

vals of ten days or two weeks, making
the first planting as early in the spring

as the ground is in thorough condition

for working. Or the bulbs may be plant-

ed singly in flower pots in the house and
set out when the weather gets fine and
warm.
The date of the last planting must be

governed by the time it is usual to have

fall frosts. In localities where it is us-

ual to have heavy fall frosts about the

middle of October, the last planting

should not be made after the middle of

June. Four months back from the time

the first fall frost is expected is the latest

date we would recommend for making the

C. M. Bezzo, Berlin, Ontario

last planting. Always plant the smaller

bulbs first, as they will lose their vitality

if left too long unplanted, leaving the

larger ones for the last planting.

When the foliage appears above
ground loosen the surface soil with the

hoe and keep it loose throughout the sea-

son. This not only admits the air to the

roots and prevents evaporation of mois-
ture, but also keeps down weeds. Do not

allow them to suffer for water, especially

during the blooming period.

If the bloom is heavy, it is advisable to

gi\'e support either by staking or by
strings arranged as follows : Drive
stakes in the ground at intervals of every
five feet in each direction in such a way
as to form a block five feet square, allow-

ing the stakes to project out of the ground
from twelve to eighteen inches according
to the height the bloom spike is expected

to grow. To the top of these fasten a

strip of board of sufficient size and
strength for the purpose, stretching from
one stake to the other. If good stout

stakes have been used and driven firmly

into the ground good strong twine or wire
will answer the purpose of the strip of

board. Take a good stout twine and
fasten the end to one of the strips, run-

ning it between the rows to the other end
of the square, bring it back between the

next row, and so on until the whole
square has been gone over. Then start

at the other side and run the string the

other way of the bed, knotting firmly at

each cross string. This will leave each

spike in a perfect square by itself, pro-

vided the bulbs were planted at regular

intervals. ____^.^

The Best Gladioli

Among the lists of plants presented to

the Ontario Horticultural Association at

its last convention by the committee on

plant nomenclature, were lists of the best

fifty, the best twenty-five and the best
twelve hybrid gladioli. The list of fifty is

published herewith in full. The best
twenty-five are indicated by this sign (O),

and the best twelve by an asterisk (*).

*°Afterglow. — Salmon fawn shade,
with pale blue centre ; large flowers

;

massive spike.

Aline.—Pure white, striped crimson
;

large flower.

*°America.—Pale delicate pink ; large
flowers ; strong habit.

*°Augusta.—White with blue anthers
;

large spike, lateral spikes well developed.
°Attraction. — Detp, rich crimson,

white throat ; medium grower.
*°Baron Joseph Hulot.—Deep violet

blue; medium flower.

Berlinia.—Shell pink, shaded and flak-

ed darker.

Blanche.—White with purplish rose

markings.
OBlue Jay, (Groff's).—Purplish blue

with lighter shading.

°Brenchleyensis. — Bright scarlet

;

large spike ; strong grower.
California.—Rosy lavender, lighter

markings in throat ; large spike.

Canary Bird.—Pleasing shade of yel-

low, carmine markings at base of petals.

Cardinal. — Dark cardinal scarlet

;

large showy spikes.

Ceres.—Pure white with purplish rose

markings.
Contrast.—Reddish scarlet, white cen-

tre.

*°Dawn, (Groff's).—Pale salmon shad-

ed lighter, suffused with carmine or clar-

et on inferior petals.

Dr. Hogg.—White, heavily striped

and marked with carmine; large spike.

Eldorado.—Yellow spotted maroon

;

medium sized flower.

*°Evolution.—Delicate rose, shaded
darker

;
good spike.

Gen. de Xansouty.—Rich light purple,

h
A Cormr of Charloltetowo, Prince Edward Islaad, where the City Meet* the Wateri of itt Fine Harbor—A City where Tree Plutug ii Fully Appreciated

Photograph kindly furnished by Mr. A. B. Warburton, M.P.
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lower petals shaded crimson, creamy
spots.

*°Eugene Scribe. — Pale rose shaded

carmine ;
good habit.

"George Paul.—Deep crimson shaded
yellow, spotted violet-purple.

George B. Remsen.—Carmine red vein-

ed and shaded lighter ; large spike and

flower.

°Giant Pink.—Deep rose with mark-

mgs of deeper pink ; stiong flower.

°Jane Dieulafoy. — Creamy yellow,

blotched crimson.

Klondyke.—Primrose yellow, blotched

crimson.

OLady Howard de Walden. — Bright

yellow, inferior petals flaked with car-

mine.

*°La Luna. — Creamy yellow heavi-

ly blotched with chocolate carmine.

Lamarck.—Cherry red, tinted orange

and carmine, centre white.

"Little Blush.—Creamy white shaded

yellow, heavily striped and shaded car-

mine.

Magnificus. — Rich reddish crimson,

with white and carmint markings ; strong

grower.

May.—White shaded cream with rosy

carmine markings.

"Meadowvale. — Almost pure white,

slightly shaded crimson and pink.

Mephistopheles. — Large flower, red

with dark red and creamy shading.

Mrs. Beech-ir.—Rich crimson scarlet,

with white throat.

Octoroon.—Salmon pink
;
pleasing.

Pacha.—Dull orange with reddish

markings on throat on creamy ground

;

large flower.

*0Peace.—White, slightly suffused pale

carmine ; large spike ; very conspicuous.

"Philadelphia. — Deep pink, shaded

and difi"used lighter ; strong grower.

*°Princeps.—Bright red, lower petals

streaked and blotched lighter.

*°Prophetesse.—Pearly white almost

pure; round, compact flower.

"Rosella. — Light rose shaded purple

and white ; large flower.

"Scarsdale.—Lavender ; strong grow-

er.

Shakespeare. — White, blotched rose

color shaded carmine.

Snovvbank.-—White slightly marked
red at base of petals ; large snike.

Sulphur King.—Clear yellow shaded

lighter.

*°Victory.—Bright yellow ; large spike

and flower.

Waukesha.—Lily-shaped flower ; crim-

son scarlet, centre creamy white and car-

mine.

White Lady.-—One of the best whites.

"Wm. Falconer.—Creamy rose shad-

ed and spotted red and carmine.

La'wn and Garden Hints for June
COMPLETE the sowing of seeds of

hardy garden vegetables. If the

garden is small and there is room
for only a few things, .sow salad crops,

radishes and other kinds that make quick

growth and do not require much room.

Carrots, parsnips, turnips, cabbages,

cauliflowers and similar kinds, need not

be considered for gardens of small area.

Where there is plenty of room, however,

grow everything that you can.

As soon as the young plants appear

commence cultivation. Use the hoe fre-

quently. Do not wait until the weeds get

a start. By stirring the soil early many
weed seeds that have sprouted and not yet

made an appearance above ground, may
tx> killed. Surface cultivation also pre-

vents the evaporation of soil moisture. It

Send enquiries to our question and
answer department. The replies may
help you and others. Send name and ad-

dress. Only initials will appear in print.

A Neat House Front in Toronto

forms a loose earth mulch through which

water cannot escape.

Apply water to the vegetable garden in

the evening ; but water at any time rath-

er than allow vegetables to suffer. Mere
sprinkling is useless. Give the ground a

good soaking. It is better only to water

a portion of the garden properly at one

time, rather than to water all in a half-

hearted way.
Hand weeding and thinning will be

necessary in the case of onions, parsnips,

carrots, beets and so forth. When once

thinned, however, "late weeding may be

done with the hoe. \Mien thinning beets

the leaves of discarded plants may be

used as table greens.

The Swiss chard, a type of beet, is ex-

cellent as a boiled green. Sow the seeds

early. Thin the plants when up. Other

little known vegetables that are worth try-

ing are kale, Brussels sprouts, cardoon

and Chinese cabbage.

.Sweet corn may be sown any time now.

A sweet flavored variety with yellow ker-

nels is Golden Bantam.
Transplant cabbages, cauliflowers and

tomatoes. The latter may be trained on
stakes and on fences.

When danger of frost is past, sow the
seeds of tender vegetables such as cucum-
ber, pumpkin, squash and melon. Early
maturing varieties of muskmelons will

grow in many districts where usually it

is thought impossible.
WITH THE FRUITS

The blossoms of newly .set strawberry
plants should be removed. This will di-

vert all the plant's energy to growth and
the production of runners. Cultivate the
new patch continually.

To get larger and better fruits on your
trees thin them after the so-called "June
drop." If you think this operation un-
necessary, experiment this year by thin-

ning the fruit on some trees and leaving
others unthinned. Note the difference in

results.

Spray fruit trees and bushes with Bor-
deaux mixture and Paris green. This is

the best-known remedy. There are oth-

ers that give equal satisfaction and are
easier to prepare and handle. Consult
the advertising columns of The Caxa-
DIAX HOKTICri.TL'RlST.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
Plant gladiolus corms. This is a flow-

er that should be appreciated and grown
more than it is by amateurs. Read the

article on page 141.

In the annual flower beds be sure to

have plenty of mignonette. It is a use-

ful flower for cutting. .Among other

common annuals that should be in every

garden are marigolds, petunias, esch-

scholtzia, calliopsis, salpiglossis, balsam,
zinnias and poppies. For edging, use

portulacca, sweet alyssum, lobelia and
candytuft.

One of the best general purpose border

plants is the hardy perennial phlox. Give

it a good rich soil and keep the grass

and weeds away.
The hollyhock is useful in the back-

ground of borders. Do not plant them
singly ; they are more effective when
grouped.
The .narres of plants suitable for the

hardy border are legion. Select from the

seed catalogues a good assortment, and

hue this year a border that will surpass

past efforts.

Plant dahlias and cannas when all dan-

ger of frost is past, .^t that time also set

out bedding plants such as geraniums,

coleus, caster oil plant and iresine.

Grow water lilies at home. Fill a

half-cask about, one-third full with soil

(good loam, sand and leaf-mould), set

the plants in this and fill the tub with

water. The tubs should be sunk to the

rim in the border of the lawn.

Roots of grasses near flower beds are

apt to undermine them and rob the flow-

ers of food and moisture. Better run a

sharp spade into the ground about the

edges of the beds once a month.
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Tubcrous-rootcd Begonias
By "Amateur"

OF late years the use of tuberous-

rooted begonias as decorative

plants for the outdoor garden has

very largely increased and no doubt their

popularity for this purpose is due to their

I

A Border of Tnbcront BcfoiuM

variety and brilliancy of color, their free-

dom and continuity of bloom, as well as

to the fact that they succeed best where
most other plants would fail and that their

cultivation involves neither trouble nor
expense. They range in color from pur-

est white through delicate creamy shades
to yellow and from yellow to brilliant

orange, from pale pinks and delicate sal-

mon shades to the deepest rose ; and from
the brightest of scarlet to blackest crim-
sons. They are a mass of bloom from
June to November, and do best in shady
spots where few others would bloom at

all.

To grow begonias successfully requires
just three things—and by the way these
are the identical three things that any
other plant requires—viz., the right kind
of soil, a suitable situation, and proper
care. The right kind of soil is one com-
posed of equal parts of well-rotted sods,
good garden loam and sand. The most
suitable situation is one on the north side
of a building where they will be shaded
from the sun all day except a short trme
morning and evening, and where they will

be sheltered from strong winds. After
they are once planted out all the care re-

quired is to mulch them with thoroughh'
rotted farm yard manure and water them
so often that the soil is always moist but
never wet.

The preparation of the plants previous
to their transfer to the garden requires
some care and attention. In starting the
tubers tlicv should be planted in shallow
boxes during March or April using a
mixture of rotted sods and sands and
planting them about one inch or less deep.

They should be watered somewhat spar-

ingly until growth begins, when they will

require more moisture.

In planting the tubers, be sure that you
plant them right side up and it is not al-

ways easy to tell which is the right side
;

usually, however, there is a depression

where the last season's stem was which
will show you, and quite frequently they

have begun to grow by planting time and
then, of course, there is no difficulty in

telling the right side.

When all danger from frost is past, say
at the end of Mav or beginning of June,
transfer them to the garden, placing them
from one to two feet apart, and in a verv
short time they will be in full bloom.

It is advisable to buy mixed varieties

because in the first place, you are almost
certain to get mixed varieties even if you
pay the extra price for separate colors

;

and in the second place, they can be
moved so easily that if you find that you
have a color where some other would look

better, you can move it after giving it a

good soaking and the next day it will

show no sign of its removal.

Do not water them when the sun is

shining on them or the leaves will likely

be scorched. At any other time even the

heaviest rains do them no harm ; the flow-

ers are not broken and though they droop
and bend they will rise again uninjure'd as

soon as the rain is over.

After the first heavy frost in fall, they

should be carefully dug and the greater

part of the top cut off and then carefully

dried in the shade and stored where frost

will not reach them ; but not near a fur-

nace or hot water pipes.

Begonias may be grown from seed but

as the seed is as fine as dust, there is

great danger of covering them too deeply,

so that the ordinary amateur will no doubt

prefer to buy the tubers, especially as they
can be had for about three cents each
when bought in quantities.

Have you the right soil and the right

position for them? If so, try a hundred
and you will have every satisfaction ; if

not, don't plant one or you will be disap-
pointed.

The Old-Fashioned Cockscomb
The cockscomb (Celosia sp.) is almost

too stiff and formal for effective planting
but is worth having for the sake of curios-

ity alone. Many of the flowers will meas-
ure nearly a foot long and two inches or

more across the top if given good cultiva-

tion. Seed may be sown in the open
ground any time after the weather be-

comes fine and warm. It may also be
sown in the cold frame in the early

spring.

When transplanting select the most
stocky plants as they are most likely to

give the finest and largest heads of

bloom. Set the plants one foot apart
each way in rich soil that has been thor-

oughly pulverized. They may be used for

the outside row of taller growing mixed
plants and are sure to attract attention

wherever grown.
Give plenty of water during dry weath-

er and keep the surface soil loose and fine

at all stages of its growth. If the flower

heads are cut before the seeds ripen and
hung up to dry in a cool place, they will

retain much of their brilliant coloring and
make fine inside decorations. They are

rrown in many shades and colors.

All hardy currants, black, red and
white, may be planted in any soil in Sas-

katchewan where wheat does well. Cur-
rants need no special protection or shel-

ter in that province. They respond
Quickly to good treatment, but stand

more neglect than almost any other

fruit.

A Tulip^Bed Farnisfaes Almoit the Firat Bnrit of Bloom in the Springtime
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Yellow Disease or Blight of Asters
L. Caesar, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

LAST fall, Mr. Wm. Hunt, florist at

the Ontario Agricultural College,

asked me to look into what ap-

reared to be a disease of asters that seem-

ed to be fairly prevalent last season in

many districts. After examining a num-
ber of plants at the college, I found that

the trouble is the same as was described

in Bulletin 79 of the Hatch Experiment
Station. Prof. R. E. Smith of that sta-

tion investigated this disease very care-

fully seven years ago and gave it the name
of the Yellow Disease or Blight of Asters.

SYMPTOMS
The symptoms are so conspicuous that

anyone can easily identify affected asters.

The diseased plants are characterized by

the leaves and upper parts of the stem be-

ing of a sickly greenish yellow color.

^Vhen the flowers appear they too take

this greenish yellow color instead of be-

ing the normal white, red or blue, and so

on. Moreover, each flower assumes more
of a globular shape than is the case with

healthy flowers. This is caused chiefly

by the outer or ray florets curving in to-

wards the centre instead of expanding
somewhat horizontally. If the disc or

central florets are examined it will be seen

that they are more cylindrical and elong-

ated than is the case in healthy flowers,

and the stigma and style of the pistil pro-

trude about twice as far as they .should in

normal plants. The leaves in addition to

being sickly and yellowish, are usually

narrow and small, thus giving many of

the affected plants a spindly appearance.

Sometimes one or more branches will

show very little or almost no sign of the

disease, while all the other parts are af-

fected. Very badly diseased plants be-

come dwarfed and though many flowers

may appear they look like clusters of

very narrow greenish-yellow leaflets rath-

er than true flowers.

CAUSE NOT KNOWN
Professor Smith has given much study

to the cause of the disease and has not

found any organism present in any part,

.so that it is in no way associated with

root aphis, white grubs, fungi or bacteria.

Hence the true cause is still a mystery.

Practically all that has been discovered

along this line is that the plant for some
reason is unable to assimilate to the pro-

per extent the food that it manufactures
in its own green parts. Hence we have
an excess of starch and of certain acids

and of tannin pre.sent ; failure to use these,

of course, means semi-starvation.

It is supposed by some that one flower

will contract the trouble from another,

or that it will be worse if plants are placed

in the same bed year after year, or grown
from seed from infected beds. Professor

Smith's experiments tend to show that the

disease is not contagious, and that it is

not spread by seed or by soil. He finds

moreover that it cannot be due to lack of

certain substance.? in the soil because it is

about equally prevalent on different kinds

of soil, such as sand, sandy loam, clay

loam, and heavy clay. No variety .seems

to be exempt, though some years, as for

example last year at Ouelph, white asters

are worse attacked than others. This

does not .seem to hold in every case. It

has been found that the plants are not so

likely to be attacked if they are grown on

the raised benches of greenhouses or on

raised boxes outside. The cause of this

is not known. From the fact that some
sea.sons the disease is much wor.se than
others, it is believed that weather condi-

tionstions must have a great deal to do
with its .severity.

PREVENTIVK ilKASURE
Though this disca.se, according to Pro-

fessor Smith, is not to any extent pre-

vented by .selecting new soil, yet there

are certain other diseases that attack

asters and as rot aphis are often severe,

it is wise to endeavor if possible to have
fresh soil, or .soil that has been sterilized,

in the hotbeds where the plants are start-

ed, and also to place the permanent beds
in fresh soil.

Make a Fern Bed
C. M. Bezzo, Berlin, Ontario

A GROl'P of fine ferns makes a most
magnificent display and should be

found in every flower garden

where a suitable place can be found for

them. .Select a place in the shade of trees

or buildings. NIake the conditions as

rear as possible like tho.se under which
the fern lives and thrives in its native

haunts. The best ferns are not found in

dense shade where the tree tops form a

complete canopy impenetrable to the rays

of the sun, nor in the open where they

may be exposed. to the full blaze of the

noon-day heat. The ideal place for ferns

is vihere the tree tops are sufficiently

thick to merely break the direct rays of

the sun during the greater part of the

day. Where the shelter of trees cannot
be obtained, an east or northwest expos-

ure may be used. But in these locations

they should be protected by a fence or

some other arrangement, from the biting

north and east winds.

The undergroimd conditions should be
studied the same as those overhead with

a view to imitating the native haunts of

the fern as much as possible. Our Cana-
dian woods are rich in ferns, and here is

the ideal place to study their require-

ments. The best are usually found in a

heavy leaf mould and wood-dirt.

Go to your native woods for your ferns.

In this Canada of ours there is no neea to

buy from abroad ferns for the garden.

There is hardly a county in this province

of Ontario, and certainly not a province

in this Dominion, in the woods of which
ferns do not grow in plenty, which for

beauty of form and foliage, and ease of

culture, cannot be surpassed by those of

any other country in the world.

In transplanting ferns they should be

lifted while the ground is wet, either early

in the .spring lx;fore the ground has dried

out, or immediately after a rain. Take
several pieces of burlap, one for each

fern, and large enough to cover the roots

and tie at the top to prevent the earth

falling away. Select the fern most pleas-

ing to your fancy and, after cutting the

top off, if it has grown to any size, lift it

very carefully with a spade, leaving as
much of the soil as possible around the
roots. Wrap immediately in the burlap
to keeo earth and roots intact, and plant
in the fern bed as soon as possible, after

removing the burlap. Give a thorough
watering and put on a two-inch mulch of

pine needles, moss, sawdust or anything
ihrit will prevent the rapid evaporation of

the moisture.

Early in the spring is the best time for

removing ferns, although it may be done
any time during the summer, but much
more care is required in order to be suc-

cessful. Where the moving is done in the

summer and the fern has made .some con-

siderable growth, the leaves and young
shoots should be cut back two or three

days in advance of the removal, in order
that the plant may regain in some meas-
ure its physical equilibrium before the

shock incident to its removal and the mu-
tiliation of its roots is imposed upon it.

To prepare a bed for ferns the space
should be dug out to a depth of twelve to

fifteen inches and filled in with a compost,
made as follows: Two parts leaf-mould,

two parts meadow soil, or well rotted sod ,

one part well rotted cow manure, and one
part sand. Add one pint of charcoal to

each bushel of the mixture as near as can

be estimated. There is very little danger

of adding too much. W'here the bed is

made .some little time in advance of the

nianting, one pound of wood ashes may
be added to each bushel of the mixture.

."Xfter the plants are well started and in

active growth, they may be given liquid

food in considerable quantities—pulver-

ized cow or sheep manure one ounce to

two gallons ; or potash one ounce to five

gallons of water.

Planting varieties not adapted to soil

and climatic conditions is one of the

worst errors in fruit growing.—Col. G.

B. Brackett, United States Pomologist,

before the American Pomological Socie-

ty at St. Catharines last September.
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Some Insects Injurious to Vegetables

Arthur Gibson, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa

Pl

I

AT the time the seed leaves of turnips,

radishes and other cruciferous
plants first appear above ground

they are often attacked and the phints
completely destroyed by the so-called
"turnip fly," which is a small, very act-
ive, shiningf, black beetle, about one-
eighth of an inch lon<r, wit ha yellowish
stripe on each side of the winq:-covers.
As soon as the beetles are noticed, the

plants should be dusted with Paris green
and land piaster, one pound of the former
to twenty of the latter. This is best done
when the plants are covered with dew.
If turnips are not sown until the third
week in June, injury from this insect will

be avoided, as by that time the swarms of
beetles from the first brood have, as a
rule, disappeared.

THE SQUASn BUG
Although the squash bug is seldom

abundant enough as far east as Ottawa to
do any serious harm, still it is one which
should be familiar to ail growers of cu-
curbits. In western Ontario the squash
bug is usually abundant enough to be
decidedly injurious. It is dark brown in

color, about three-fifths of an inch long,
and, being a true bug, gets its food by
suction. The winter is passed under rub-
bish, etc., and as soon as the yoi-ng
plants are up in spring they immediately
begin their depredations. The sexes pair
t once and soon the clusters of eggs may
le found on the under side of the leaves,
here are two broods in the season.
In the earlier part of the season the

old bugs may be trapped by placing
shingles or short pieces of boards among
the plants. The bugs hide under such
shelters at night and the next morning
when the boards are examined can be eas-
ily destroyed. When the bugs are young
they can be killed by spraying the vines
with kerosene emulsion, or whale oil

soap. As soon as the crop is gathered
if the vines are burned at once many of
the.se insects "in all stages will be des-
troyed. It has been found a good plan
in districts where the squash bug is pre-
valent, to plant a few hills of the ordin-
ary squash among melons, cucumbers,
etc., so that they will appear above the
ground a week or so before the other
plants. The bugs are particularly fond of
squash and will at once collect upon
them, where they can then be killed.

THE STRIPED CUCUMBER BEETLE
The striped cucumber beetle passes the

winter in the perfect state and as soon
as the young cucumbers, squashes and
melons appear above ground, it at once
begins to attack them. The beetle is

yellow with three black stripes down the
back and is about two-fifths of an inch in

length. The larvae are slender, white,
worm-like grubs with dark heads; they
ive in the ground, feeding on the roots

of the plants, sometimes even burrow-
ing up into the stems.

If frames of cheese cloth are put over
the young plants, these will be protected
from the attacks of this insect. When
the plants have grown large enough to

require the removal of the frames, these
of course can be dispensed with, and by
that time most of the first brood of the

beetles will have disappeared. If the

young plants are sprayed with the pois-

oned Bordeaux mixture, they will also

be protected largely from the attacks of

this beetle. The beetles of the second
brood are very active and fly freely from
plant to plant. Paris green and land plas-

ter (one of the former to fiftv of the lat-

For cabbages and cauliflowers, the tar-

red paper disks which are made from or-
dinary tarred building paper, cut three
inches in diameter, with a slit running
to the centre, so as to allow of their

being put round the plants, have proved
very useful. The disks, of course, should
be pressed down close to the ground. The
flies do not lay their eggs to such an
extent on plants thus protected.

The Cook carbolic wash which is made
with one quart of soft soap, or one pound
of hard soap, half a pint of crude car-

bolic acid, and one gallon of water, has
proved very useful for radishes. This mix-
ture after it has been boiled together for

a few minutes is the stock solution, and,

Tomatoes Grown in a School Garden hj the Children
The school gardening idea is rapidly gaining ground and should be encouraged in every way.

Ihe tomatoes illustrated were exhibited at the Niagara District Horticultural Exhibition two
years ago by the Rittenhouse School at Jordan Rarbor. Ont.

ter) if dusted over the plants at short
intervals will kill large numbers of the
beetles.

ROOT MAGfJOTS
These well known small white mag-

gots which bore into the roots of rad-

ishes, cabbages, cauliflowers and so on,

and into the bulbs of onions, may be
treated of. from a practical standpoint,

as the same species. The perfect flies

are similar in appearance to the ordinary
housefly, but are smaller and more slend-

er. They appear in gardens as soon as

the young plants are above ground and
lay their white eggs on the stems close

to the earth. The maggots hatch in a

few days and work their way down be-

neath the soil and into the roots, or bulbs,

which are eventually destroyed. Unfor-
tunately, no good practical remedy is

known for these insects. In our experi-

ments we have found that where white

hellebore had been dusted along the rows
of onions once a week, from the time the

young plants first . appeared above
groimd, good results were obtained dur-
ing some years.

before using, one part by measure is add-
ed to fifty of water. It should be applied
first just as the plants appear above the
ground, and afterwards once a week un-
til the radishes are a marketable size.

During the last two years we have
been experimenting with sulphate of iron

as a remedy for root maggots. This
was highly recommended to us. From re-

sults obtained, the late Dr. Fletcher
thought it wise to' advi.se its use in the

proportion of two ounces to every gallon

of water, the application to be the same
as in the case of the Cook carbolic wash.

In many Saskatchewan homes it is

thought that no fruit can be grown. Trv
it once, and give the bushes as good a

rliance as you would give a cabbage
plant.

"Be up-to-date!" is the feeling among
Ihe best orchardists in Nova Scotia. Old
lines of hose, old pumps, old methods are

l)e'ing thrown aside and the best taking
their places.
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age in transportation, through breakage of

package and pilfering of fruit, and in in-

creased price for fancy packed fruit in a

better package would more than offset the
extra cost. Our fruit growers should look
into the possibilities of the six-basket car-

rier.

Among the many schemes adopted by hor-

ticultural societies to interest their mem-
bers and others in floriculture, none ap-

pears more novel than one recently insti-

tuted by Mr. Geo. Vickers, president of the

Barrie Horticultural Society, Mr. Vickers

is a dry goods merchant and recently dis-

tributed broadcast thoughout his town this

notice : "One Geranium in Bloom in a

three and a half or four-inch Pot with ev-

ery $1.00 Worth of Stockings Bought and
Paid for on Friday and Saturday." The
plants were grown by a local florist, and
Mr. Vickers took this means of combining
business with his hobby, horticulture. As
anything that will help to make people more
appreciate flowers and floriculture is worth
promoting, this scheme might profitably be

adopted by merchants elsewhere.

?jTl5jT]an]anl3JT]anlaJil&^aJil3nlan]a^

PUBLISHERS' DESK m

We desire for our files one or two addi-

tional copies of the February, 1910, i.ssue of

The C.\n.\dian Horticulturist. Any of our

readers having a copy of this number they

do not desire to keep will confer a favor by

mailing it to this oflioe.

Horticulture on Prince Edw^ard Island
Rev. F. A. Wrightman, Montague

The illustration on the cover of this issue

shows a scene in University Park, Sack-

ville, N. B. More views of maritime prov-

ince horticulture would be published on our

front cover and on the inside pages if they
were available. Our friends in those prov-

inces are asked to send photogranhs of or-

chards, parks, lawns, gardens, and so forth,

for u.se in this magazine. With them, send
notes descriptive of the particular scene pho-

tographed.

"I am well satisfied with the results from

mv advertiserrent which has been running in

the last four issues of The CAN.\puN Horti-

culturist. I shall continue this advertis-

ing another year if all is well." This is an
extract from a letter recently received from

•. C. P. Newman of Lachine Locks, Que.,

grower of small fruits. We are constantly

receiving from advertisers statements of this

kind. They show the value of our column,'

as an advertising medium. Take the hint!

On another page of this issue will be

found our classified advertising column
headed "For Sale and Wanted." It will

pa,y you to glance through this column of

small advertisements. There may be some-

thing there that will interest you.

There are many of our readers to whom
this column can be of value. The man who
has something to .sell that fruit growers or

gardeners buy, the man who wants to got a

position on a fruit farm or as a gardener
or who perhaps wants to employ such a

man, the man who has a fruit farm to sell

or who wants to buy a good fruit farm, and
in fact a large percentage of our readers,

could profitably use this column. You may
never have advertised before. Here is a

good opportunity to learn at a small cost

the value of advertising.
AVhether you place an advertisement there

or not, read this column each month, and
when writing to advertisers be sure and tell

them that you saw their advertisement in

The Canadian Horticulturist.

PRINCE Edward Island, though a small
province does its farminggenerally speak-
ingonthe large. Intensivefarming in the
true sense has not been practised to

any considerable extent. This is not because
of any lack of adaptation, but because of the
comparative absence of a sufficient demand
in the local markets and the further lack
of proper facilities for reaching more dis-

tant ones. Lack of express arrangements,
iced cars and too frequent handlings are
seiious defects in our transportation con-
ditions. Market gardening, therefore, with
the exception of what little may be needed
to supply the limited demand of the small
towns is not followed, except for the farm-
er's table. So limited are the markets that
even with the small attention paid to this

aspect of agriculture, a glutted market is

the common condition in the season of fruit

and vegetables; and the prices are often

of the lowest.

Oats, wheat and potatoes are the Prince
Edward Island staples and these wholly oc-

cupy the farmers thoughts and attention.

He cannot seem to adapt himself to a small
acreage. A hundred acres, and often double
this amount, is as little as he cares to

bother with. Here he uses his gang plows,

combination seeders, harvesters and other

complicated machinery. This is his ideal

of farming. A few acres in fruits and
vegetables, largely cultivated with hand
tools, would strike him as a serious drop
in the dignity of the profession. This would
seem to be a more fitting occupation or di-

version, by way of pastime, to the man
who had retired from active life. These ideas

are the outcome of generations of usage

—

a usage that has largely been made neces-

sary because of market conditions.

NATURAL conditions FAVORABLE

Notwithstanding the comparative absence

of intensive farming as represented in the

cultivation of vegetables and small fruits,

it is doubtful if there is any part of the
Dominion where the natural conditions are

more favorable than here. The Island itself

is often spoken of as "the garden province."
This is not because of its diminutive size,

but on account of its uniform fertility. The
Innd is smooth, gently undulating, free from
rocks and swamps, and unencumbered by
small stones. The soil is a light sandy loam,
warm, and wonderfully easy of cultivation.

The natural drainage is about perfect. The
summers are bright and warm with gener-

all.y cool nights, while the rains are, as a
rule, frequent but not excessive. The aut-

umn is mild and open to a degree not exper-

ienced on the main land. Insects and dis-

eases are much loss numerous and destruc-

tive than in other places. The season being a
little later than most main land sections.

Prince Edward Island products are matured
when outside markets are clean, thus re-

moving competition. It will be seen, there-

fore, that these conditions, both of soil and
climate, are about perfect for the purpose
of the small fruit and vegetable grower.

This claim is borne out by the actual re-

sults. Anyone attending our provincial ex-

hibition or the Charlottetown market will

be surprised at the excellence and variety

of the stuff grown. The small fruits, such

as cherries, strawberries, raspberries, black-

berries, currants and gooseberries do amaz-
ingly well. I believe it is a law of nature

that the higher the latitude where fruit

will come to full maturity the better will

be its quality. Tli'^re seems to be something
in this alternating of cool nights with bright

warm days to give firmness and flavor and
lusciousness to fruits and vegetables grown

under these conditions. These qualities are
noticeable to a marked degree in the fruits
and vegetables grown in Prince Edward
Island ; but, the great need is a market.

MORE AVAIL.\BLB MARKETS WANTED
Charlottetown, the capital, has about 12,-

000 inhabitants. It is not an industrial cent-
re, but is largely a city of homes where
people have some leisure, and many of
whom possess gardens of their own. The
largest cities in the maritime provinces have
but 50,000 inhabitants, and they (St. John
and Halifax) are at present a day's journey
distant. These, and other disadvantages,
make even these limited centres impossible
to the Prince Edward Island grower. But
the cities of the maritime provinces are
growing in size and increasing in number,
and no doubt with their growth will come
a corresponding improvement in transporta-
tion facilities. If 'there were in the mari-
time provinces a city of say, the size of
Boston, within reasonable distance, it would
simply revolutionize this industry in Prince
Edward Island. A number of our maritime
cities are bound to grow to large industrial
centres in the not-distant future, and when
this takes place it will transform agricultur-
al methods on Prince Edward Island.

When these conditions prevail it will not
only change our methods of agriculture, but
will be of great advantage both economically
and politically. When the Island is trans-
formed into a province of vegetable and
fruit gardens rather than one of oat and
wheat fields, the average farm would be
large enough at 25 acres. This would make
possible an increase in the population by
about 400 per cent. In other words, instead
or h.-jving 103,000 population, with no vac-

ant lands, we would have room for about
400.000 people by thus reducing the acreage
of the farm. Such an increase would tend
to attract manufacturing, and thus give
corresponding growth to our towns and cit-

ies. It is easy to see that such an in-

crease would at least help to restore our
lost representation at Ottawa, and give us
such an importance as to bring the tunnel,
now a fond hope, in the realm of practical

certainty. In the light of these facts a
fruit and vegetable garden assumes a great
and new significance.

opportunity for OHERRT TRADE

Something could even now he done by a

little improvement in transportation facil-

ities, and a little more business enterprise.

To illustrate we may refer to the Kentish
cherry orchards which everywhere obtain
here. The various varieties of sweet cher-

ries do exceedingly well in difi^erent parts

of Nova Scotia and are about the only ones
cultivated. These cherries are largely sold

in St. John and Halifax, and are put on the
market about the middle of July. Their
season is, however, short and frequently
they fail almost entirely. Cherries of all

kinds throughout New Brunswick, for some
reason, are made conspicuous by their ab-
sence. On Prince Edward Island, however,
the Kentish cherry is grown with the great-
est of ease, and in splendid abundance.
There is scarcely a farm, large or small,

between East Point and North Cape, that
has not a cherry orchard of some descrip-

tion. The crop very seldom fails ; in good
years, the yield is enormous, and the local

demand is comparatively limited. These
cherries come into maturity about a month
later than the Nova Scotia crop, and being
equally suitable for preserving as for table

fruit, it will be seen that they should have
a splendid demand in the cities of the ad-
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joining provinces. But as a matter of fact

I have never heard of a shipment of those

cherries being made, and when the h)cal de-

mand is supplied the balance of tlie orop is

either ^ivcn away or left for the birds or,

perchance, to rot upon the ground. It will

readily be seen that the owner of a cherry

orchard at the present time it at a distinct

disadvantage, since any neighbors that may
be invited to share the bounty of his crop
invariably share the bounty of his table.

Since this cherry is firm and a good ship-

per, it seems strange that some attempt is

not made to market them outisrle of the Is-

land. In the vicinity of .Summerside or

Charlottetown, cherries coidd be picked in

the morning and arrive in St. John or

Halifax in time for delivery the same even-

ing, under present arrangements. At great

er distances from these centres, they would
require to be picked the evening before

;

but, in any case, they should reach their

destination in a prime condition. As they

come on the market when there is generally

a scarcity of small fruit they should meet
a ready sale at good prices. Here it would
seem is where a little enterprise might make
profitable a wasted asset.

Large Fruit in England
At a fruit show in Evesham, England, last

fall, the quality and size of the fruit shown
was remarkable. From the Birminghain

Daily Mail the following information was
taken :

"Some idea of the size may be judged from
the fact that six Belle de Jersey cooking

pears turned the scale at no less than 11 ^i

lbs., six Cattilac pears weighed 10>i lbs., six

Pitmaston Duchess pears 9)4 lbs., and six

Doyenne dn Comioe pears 8% lbs. A simi-

lar number of Sterling Castle apples weighed

7% lbs., six Lord Derbys 7 lbs., six Bran

-

ley's seedlings 6]4 "'S-. a"d six Lane's

Prince Alberts ^H lbs."

This shows what English fruit growers can

do in the way of size. Three of these pears

are grown in Ontario the Belle d'> Jer-

^•ey, the Doyenne du Comioe and the Pit-

maston Duchess. The Pitmaston Duchess is

not by any means common : but there are

a few" TiTP. C\NADIAN HoRTTII.TT-RIPT does

not know of any one growinf the Catillac

in Canada : but the size of thi ; and all the

varieties mentioned is somewhat remarkable.

With the exception of Lane'>i Prino" Al-

bert, none of the apples have been grown
in this country, and the Prince Albert is but
little known here as yet. The Can.vdi.^n

HoRTiCTTT.TTTRisT (Nov. 1892") comment- on
specimens received from Cobonrg, Ont.,

thus: "Lane's Prince Albert is a winter

cooking apple, large, clear skin, marked
like our Cayuga Red Streak."

If any growers in Canada have tested

any of the varieties of pears or apples men-
tioned, they are requested to send brief re-

ports of their characteristics and value for

publication in The Canadi\n Horticultur-
rST. The list was submitted to Mr. Linus
Woolverton, Grimsby, Ont., author of "'J'he

Apple Growers' Guide," a work now being
published and the following is his reply ;

"The Belle de Jersey pear is quite distinct

from the Louise Bonne de Jersey. The lat-

ter is an excellent de.ssert pear, quite to be

reconrmended for culture in Canada; the

former is another name for Uvedale's St.

Germain, a very large cooking pear, some-
times weighing three pounds, and in use

in England from January to April. It is

not recommended for Ontario.
"The Cornice is favorably reported by pear

growers in Ontario, for it is of good quality,

large size, ripens late in the autumn and
keeps well after being fully ripe.

"The Ciitillac is a French pear of large
size, and keeps through the winter, but the
fle.sh is hard and only used for baking or
stewing.
"The Pitmaston has be.'n Jrown for some-

time in the writer's experimental grounds
at Grimsby. It is large, of goo'l quality,
and of a fine clear yellow skin, free from
blemishes and running fairly uniform in
size. It appears to be a desirable export
pear.

"Of the apples, Lane's Prin'o Albert is

a large, handsome English iipple, raised by
H. Lane and first exhibited in 18-57. Hogg
in his Fri it Manual says it mf.Tsures three
and a half inches wide by three and a quart-
er high, is a clear pale yellow when ripe,
often with broken streaks of bright crim-
son, and the flesh is tender, juicy and agree-
able, so that it is considered an excellent
cooking ajiplo. The tree is a marvellous
bearer in England.
"Lord Derby is another large English ap-

ple, which in that country sometimes rearhes
four inches in diameter. It is something
like our big Gloria Mundi. It is a cooking
apple only and keeps in England until
about Christmas.

"Bramley's Seedling is also an English
apple; it resembles Blenheim in appearanc
and is counted a valuable cooking apple up
to January.
"On the whole, these English apples are

not well adapted to the climatic conditions
of our province. Some of them succeed "well

in British Columbia where the conditions
seem to be more suitable to them."

In England it is proposed to hold an In-
ternational Horticultural Exhibition in Lon-
don in 1912. Preliminary arrangements have
been made. Further details will be pub-
lished later.

APPLE TREES
HARDY STOCK

We still have a good stock of the following varieties

for sale at $30 per 100

Bismark

Ben Davis

Duchess

Early Harvest

Gravenstein

Gano
Mann

Spy
Ontario

Scarlet Pippin

Stark

Tetofsky

Wagener
Wealthy

Yellow Transparent

These are all splendid trees, order at once, before

the kinds you want are sold.

Write to-day for Apples and any other Fruit Trees

or Ornamental stock you may need.

The Canadian Nursery Co., Limited
10 Phillips Place, MONTREAL, QUE.

Nurseries at Pointe Claire

FRUIT

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

APPLE BOXES A SPECIALTY

Up - to - Date Fruit Packers

Use Our Goods

MADE UP AND IN SHOCKS

WRITE US

The Firstbrook Box Company
Limited

TORONTO
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American Pomological Society
The American Pomological Society passed

its 62d milestone at the time of its last

meeting in St. Catharines, September, 1909.

The formal meeting which brought this his-

torical horticultural organization into ex-

istence was held in New York in September,

1848, although that meeting was preceded

by a preliminary conference held by those

interested in the organization some time

previous in the city of Buffalo.

The report of its 31st biennial session is

now going through press and will be dis-

tributed to its members in a few weeks.

In view of the many inquiries regarding

the scope and pun)Oses of this society, the

secretary makes the following statement

:

The society is non-sectional, and is as com-
prehensive in its aims as the broadest inter-

ests of fruit growing demand. Its purpose
is to co-ordinate, unify and further the in-

terests of the various horticultural societies

by stimulating the best methods of culture,

popularizing scientific advances, and urging
the planting of varieties characterized by
high quality.

The society has no limitations in regard

to membership. It is open to the amateur
as well as to the commercial grower of

fruits, to the nurseryman as well as to the

orchardLst. The fees are light, being two
dollars for the biennial two-year period.

The reports are exceedingly valuable as well

to the teacher as to the practical fruit

grower.
Life membership in the society is of two

kinds: To institutions, it is secured for a

30-year period on payment of a 20-dollar

fee. Individuals may secure life member-
ship on payment of the same fee. In addi-
tion to the forthcoming reports, the society

gives each life member, on entering, copies

of as many of the back volumes of the

Transaction as are now available. These

are becoming rare and valuable.

The society is of special interest to the

fruit breeder. It promotes development of

improved varieties by offering prizes for dis-

tinctly worthy new kinds. To this end it

maintains a committee whose duty it is to

examine and report on new originations and
make such recommendations as in their

judgment are appropriate. One of the ear-

lier presidents of the society, the late Mar-
shall P. Wilder, left a small fund which is

used to provide silver and bronze medals to

be awarded to originators of worthy new
fruits.

The officers of the society are: Pres., L.

A. Goodman, Kansas City, Mo. ; sec, John
Craig, Ithaca, N. Y. ; treas., L. R. Taft,

East Lansing, Mich. ; executive committee,
C. L. Watrous, Des Moines, la. ; W. C. Bar-
ry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Garfield, Grand
Rapids, Mich. ; G. L. Taber, Glen St Mary,
Fla.; W. T. Macoun, Ottawa, Ont.

Horticulture in Toronto
The Toronto Horticultural Society is doing

active work this year in interesting the
residents of the city in the improvement of

their home grounds. Action has been taken
also in the work of improving certain streets

in unimproved parts of the city. The re-

sponse of the citizens shows that the soci-

ety's efforts are bearing fruit. Through
bringing the matter of civic improvement
directly to the attention of a number of

leading and wealthy citizens, Mr. W. G.
MacKendrick, one of the vice-presidents of

the society, has been successful in augment-
ing the funds of the society by personal sub-
scriptions, which are being applied to tlie

work of street improvement. The chair-
man of the committee directly in charge of

this work is Mr. Roderick Cameron. The
scheme of improvement is as follows :

The committee selects the blocks where
they think the prizes would be appreciat-
ed and where there is a chance for consid-
erable improvement to be made, endeavor-
ing to scatter them through the city. A
first prize of $3, second of $2, third of $1,
i? offered in each block for the best climb-
ing roses ; the same prizes for the best Vir-
ginia creeper ; the same prizes for the Lest
flower bed ; and the society bronze medal
for the best general effect in each block.

Chairman Cameron has appointed a prac-
tical gardener to take charge of each block.
They will meet the citizens on these blocks
and endeavor to work up a desire to improve
their premises, and will tell them and show
them how it can be done.
As the judge for each set of prizes will

be confined to one block, and to specific ar-

ticles in that block, it is anticipated that
the judges will not have much difficulty in

reaching satisfactory judgment.
Three prizes are being given in one block,

consisting of $12, $8 and $5, first, second
and third prizes, for the best lattice work
or chicken line wire fence between two
properties covered with climbing animals,
vines or shrubs; by drawing attention to
these matters it is hoped in time to make
an improvement in the hideous back yard
fences which disfigure the city.

The Walkerville (Ont.) Horticultural So-

ciety is jjlanting a privet hedge around the
Pere Marquette grounds, and is putting
four or five large bods for flowers in con-
spicuous places.

I greatly appreciate your interesting pa-
per

—

The C.\naw.\n Horticulturist.—A. F.

f'igerstedt, Koria, Finland.

GRASSELLI

ARSENATE OF LEAD
fl It is an arsenical poison.

fi This is what it is for :

^ To destroy leaf-eating and chewing insects, such aft the
Codling Moth, Canker Worm and Curculio.

^ Here is why it is better than White Arsenic or Paris
Green:

1st. It sticks, ready to destroy the insects when
they commence to feed.

It also shows, so you may know whether or
not your foliage and fruit is all covered.

2nd. It will not burn the foliage, even though used
stronger than directions. (Have you ever
figured the cost to you if an arsenical burned
the foliage ?)

Why Yon Should Use Graggelli Arseoate of Lead :

I St. Because it is a poison made by chemists whose business
it has been to make high grade chemicals over 70 years.

2nd, It has been used in the Niagara seclion the past two
seasons with best results.—Therefore, it is not an un-
tried brand about which you know practically nothing.

3rd. The price is right. We charge a reasonable price for

the Best.

WILL YOU SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO
THE ST. CATHARINES COLD STORAGE & FORWARDING CO.

(HOBT. THOMPSON, President)

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO., Toronto, Ont.
OR SEND ENQUIRIES TO US

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL CO.,Mfrs., Cleveland, 0.

APHINE
The New Insecticide Discovery Which Kills

Plant Lice of Every Species

Effective Indoors and Outdoors

The practicability of spra.ving, compared to fumigating or

vaporizing, is being more generally recognized than heretofore

among those engaged in floriculture and horticulture.

Spraying, when operated on scientific lines, is proving the most

economical method of combating insect pests. Fumigation re-

quires the filling of the house. Spraying requires application to

that portion of the house only where the insects make their ap-

pearance.

Fumigation is not beneficial to flower or foliage. Spraying

with Aphine does not aff'cct them in the least; in fact, it invigor-

ates the plants.

APHINE is used at various strengths as follows:

For Green, Black and White Fly, 1 part Aphine to 40 parts

water.

For Thrips, Eed Spider, Slugs and Ants, 1 part Aphine to 25

parts water.

For Mealy Bug, White and Brown Scale 1 part Aphine to 12

to 15 parts water.

FOR SALE BY

THOS. A. IVEY & SONS, Ltd.
PORT DOVER. ONT.

DUPUY 81 FERGUSON
MONTREAL, QUE.

MANUFACTURED BY

APHINE MANUFACTURING CO., Madison, N.J.
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Cnres Sprwafl TeadMi,
Cellar and Saddle GaUs

3M Manifeoto* at*., Wlnnip«?.
October lub. tMt.

" I l»Te uwd your SpftTln Cur« on a S;:ruiig

Teudon wllb ^-ooil results antf I can reconiiii-'iia it

for Ccllai' and Saddle GaUa "
J. II. UailatL

KendalPs
Spavin Cure

Is a bleuing to fknners kqA stoclnnen. In tb» pnst

40 yean, Kendall'* Spavlii Our* lias literally laveU

millions of dollar* for konu owix-rs.

It is th« one rem»iy that can always K^ depended

upon to abflohitely vur* Spavin, Rlacbove. Curb,

Splint. 9w<-i:iii-i am4 LammesK.
KeTw bUhtcn, Man M* tnrae tb« kalr wUtn.

Al co*d for mac • for b*Mt.

Keay Keadiara always bu4lr. «1. abott)*-

6 for #5. Whan yon buy at y*iir <iealer'i. ft ropy

of our Wak "A Treatlaa On Tka Horse"—it's free

~-QT writ* m ST

BK. B. J. KENDALL CO.. EnAsbnrfl Falls* VL

AGENTS WANTED FOR
LYTLE'S
'":^ ARSENATE
OF LEAD

In 10, 50, and 100 lb. Kegs

WEED-RILLERS
INSECTICIDES
SHEEP-DIPS, Etc.

Full Paxtlculara on Application

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL, ENG.

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

TORONTO

$10,000,000.00

5.000,000.00

5.000.000.00

Prasidcnt
Tlce-FrMtd*nt

HEAD OFFICE

Capital Authorized

Capital Paid-up, .

Reserve Fund
D. K. WILKIE.

HON. ». JAFFRAY,

Branohaa <tnd AKonclea throughout
the Dominion of^ Canaicl«

DrafU. Mon»y Ord«r» «n«i Lattora af Cradit

iuued «v»ilabl» in any part of th« world

SpaeUl aMaatloB ciran ta eoUaetiani

Sarinia Dapartmant—Interest allowed on da-

poiiti from date of deposit.

Summer Spraying for Apples
John P. Stewart, State Callefe, Pa.

Using a combined insecticide and fungi-

cide, either lead arsenate and Bordeaux,
'2-4-4-40; or lime-sulphur, 1.01, with two
pints of arsenite of lime per 40 gal. (For

preparation and dilution of lime-sulphur,

r>nd making of the arsenite, see Pa. Kxpt.

Sta. Hul. 92 or 99.) Instead of the arsenite

of lime, two pounds each of lead arsenate

and lime may he used in the diluted lime-

suiphur. making the addition as late as

nracticable. The lime-sulphur preparation

is preferable on varieties subject to russet-

ting and other spray-injury by Bordeaux.
If any of the enemies indicated are un-

likely to be pre.sent, the c^rresponding
sprays may of course be omitted.

(1) AiMien blossoms are just showing pink
nr slightly before. For apnle and pear
-cab, canker worm and bud moth.

(2) Within 8 or 10 days after blossoms
fall. May begin when petals are two-th'rds

off. The most important .spray. For seal,

.and codling moth or anple worm.
(3) About three weeks after blossoms fall.

For codling moth and apole blotch

(i, 5 and 6) If orchard is endangered by
bitter rot or apple blotch, spray three times
with Bordeaux at intervals of about three
weeks, beginning 8 or 9 weeks after petals

fall.

(Other Sprays) : To be made where need-
ed if not sufiBciently provided for by those

above.
(a) For fungous fruit-spot of Jona-

than, etc., Bordeaux or lime-sulphur,
as above, about July 1.

(b) For second brood of codling moth,
and for the foliage-eating caterpillars

of late summer ; lead arsenate and lime
(2-2-40) about Aug. 1.

The Georgian Bay District
An excellent quality of apples can be

frown in the Georgian Bay district of On-
tario, but the fruit industry is not receiv-

ing the attention that should be given to it

'v the growers. There are far too many
neglected orchards in which spraying is

rever practised and pruning is very sel-

dom done. A large number of orchards are
in sod and are not manured or given any
special attention. There are a number of

reasons for this state of affairs, the chief

one probably being that the farmer looks

on his fruit as a side issne and only devotes
such time to it as he finds convenient after
his other work is all done. If it can he
proved to the farmer that his orchard is one
of the bei^t paying propositions on his place,
will he then take good care of it?

In order to test this matter, Mr. I. P.
Metcalf, the district representative of the
Department of Agriculture, with the co-op-
eration of the fruit branch of the Deport-
ment of Agriculture at Toronto, has taken
over the management of six orchards in as
manv representative parts of the township
of Nottawasaga. These orchards are to be
manured, plowed and cultivated by their
owners until just before haying, when a
cover-crop is to be sown. Mr. W. F. Kydd
of .Simcoe has been engaged to look after
the pruning and spraying of these orchards.
An effort is to be made to keep an accurate
account of the actual expenses and also of

the value of the crop so that it can be fig-

ured out just how much money was made
bv giving the orchard the Lest of treatment.
If a good profit is shown by I his manage-
ment it is believed that the farmers will

take the time (at the right time) to do the
necessary work.

When Uu
See How
It Works

you will want a "CHAMPION" Washint
Macbiae ritht aff. The Momentum
Balaace Wheel, which almost runs Itsell

—the up-and-4aw-a it rake af the Lerer.

which meaaa i^eatest power with leia

effort—the akfiolnte perfectioa af the
"CHAMriON"—will make you waal one
for yonr home.
~F«vorlle~ Ch«r« t'»« at! tfce

butter aut of tke creaai. Easy ta ehura.

too. If your dealer «laej »ot handle
t hese home aecrMitiea, write ns. 78

DAVID MAXWEIX A SMIS. ST. HAirs. •n.

For Spnyi&l ^f^f^
Prait Trees, Shrub*, ^.
Boshes and Plants, tutm^ jf*
nothing to et^aal

:^KKA
COMPRESSn AIR. FOUNTAIN

PRAYER
ka«alras hotaaa pwnptM

to «i»»tT sBUra aaateals of

taak. Aa«a»»«»elar»«r ralrs

stapa •»« af n«aM wMla

T,ttr>t^.— .

t««M< ta ^aad » tteai ths

Msaaaaa ss^m l ta txv«l

attaek»«at far im^aa »aU
trfas. WtMtmt ' "'aK v..^
IHE EUREJU r^MmM CO
ll-(t«<, . V»aa«»tae*,Oat

Mr. Leigh, Snpt., put

on the N. Y. C. Stock

Yards. Buffalo, N. Y..

40 tons (80.000 lbs.,) of

Cold Water Paint with
these wonderful hand
machines. In this

—^j levent the Spramotor
• •"» has proven its value.

A demonstration like

this is more convincing

thaj) a bookful of ar-

IKuments. The Spra-

motor is guaranteed
for a year. In all sizes

for Orchard. Potatoes.

Painting. Whitewash-
ing and Vineyard and
Weed destruction. Say
what you want it for.

This ad. will not ap-

pear in this paper

again ; if interested

write now.

The Canadian Horticulturist is too good
to mias.—F. S. Carr, Edmonton, Alta.

HEARD SPRAMOTOR CO.
1387 King St., Londo
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The music In your soul can all

be expressed with a

New Scali Williams Player Piano

This nurrallous musical Instrument
savM you the years of practice—the
endless expense—of trainine the fingers
to WrUce the keys of a piano correctly.

Th« New Scale Williams Player
Piano does the merely mechanical part
of piano playing:.

It leaves all the beauty of the inuMo fcr vmi
to express as you wllL You i-*n really 'put
your whole houI" Into miuic with tha H%vr SlsUo
WilllaTiis Player Piano.

W bora \re have no regular ajreut. W(» will
•end tbesa Waver PlanoBou ftpproval-Huni muke
the terms conrenlent Write ua.

Tlia Williams Piano C«. Limited, • Ishawa. Int.

Branch Offices:
Winnipeg, Man.. 323 Portape Ave.

Montreal, Que., 733 St. Cc'.berine St. W.
London, Ont.,

,, 261 DundasSt.

117A
l/^v.

IMPROVED
AUTOMATIC

COMPRESSED=AIR

SPRAYER
BEST HAND-SPRAYER MADE AT THE PRICE

READ THE FOLLOWING:
Winona, Ont.

"The Sprayer that I pur-
chased from you laet spring
is a most valuable little ma-
chine. I have no hesitation

In recommending it to anyone who requires
an inexpensive and reliable spray pump. It
is excellent, and I do not know of any other
hand machine for the price that could do
better work." „ „

B. D, Smith, Ex-M.P.,
President Ont. Fruit Growers' Ass'n.

Apply to your dealer or drop us a card for
Descriptive Circular.

CAVEIS BROS,, Manufacturers, Salt, Out.

I
DO YOU INTEND BLILDING

A HOUSE, BARN
GREENHOUSE or SILO?

Send us your List of Rough or

Dressed Lumber, Lath, Doors,

Sash or anything you may require

in Woodwork for Building Con-

struction and we will quote you

promptly.

JOHN B. SMITH & SONS, Limited

TORONTO
Established 1851

The Common Crab Apple
From "The Apples ot New York" by Beach

The crab apples which we cultivate for

their fruit are for the most part hybrids
ouo.ieen the apple, fyrus malus, and the

t-.aiKuive Siberian crab, or berry crab,

called by Linnaeus fyrus baa-ata. lliis

species, baccata, in its pure forms, is read-
ily distinguished from the apple, f. malus.
The calyx is eventually deciduous, instead
of persistent. The leaves are firm, smooth,
bright green and are borne on long, slender
hard leaf-stalks. The twigs are smooth and
slender. The ripe fruit is brilliant in col-

or, red or yellow, does not get mellow, va-
ries from three-eighths to three-fourths of

au inch in diameter, and is borne on long,
slender stalks. The flowers are large and
usually pure white. In some of the hybrids,
as for example, Martha and Currant, the
calyx is on some fruits deciduous, or partly
so, while on other fruits borne on the same
tree, the entire calyx may be persistent

;

also the fruit is large and it is clear that
other characters which they show are de-
rived wholly or in part from either baccata
on the one hand or from malus on the other.

It is well to remark that the name crab
apple is not applied exclusively to tue Si-

berian crabs and their hybrids, but is pop-
ularly used to designate indiscriminately
small apples whether of the malus species
or of some other species, but the terra Si-

berian crab is properly used to indicate the
baccata species and its kin.

Box-Packed Apples in England
M. Mussen, Canadian Trade Commissioner, Leeds

One of the most important changes which
the past season's trade in Canadian apples
has brought to light in this part of Eng-
land is the greatly imjiroved popularity of

box-packed apples. Many merchants now
declare themselves to be whole-heartedly in

favour of this system of packing apples in
bushel boxes.
Not only are these boxes, they say, more

conveniently stored on the ship, but they
are easier to handle in their warehouses,
and meet a long felt want in supplying the
demands of small retailers who cannot dis-

pose quickly of the larger amount of apples
contained in the ordinary barrel. Although,
of course, the retail price of the apples is

slightly higher than that charged for fruit
in barrels, yet the attractiveness of the
packing and the selectness of the apples
themselves is declared to be usually found
sufficient to counterbalance any disadvan-
tage in this respect.—Extract from Weekly
lleport of the JJepartment of Trade and
Commerce, Ottawa.

Spruce Gall-Louse
In many parts of Ontario spruce trees

and hedges are infested with the spruce gall-

louse. The usual remedy advocated for its

control is kerosene emulsion. That the
lime-sulphur wash may prove to be an-
other valuable remedy is intimated in the
following extract from bulletin No. 177, re-

cently issued by the Ontario Agricultural
(JoUege

:

"So many enquiries have come to the de-

I)artment of entomology for the best remedy
for the spruce gall-louse that it seems de-
sirable to mention here that contrary to

writers' expectation one thorough applica-

tion of the home-boiled wash applied tlu^

first week in May exterminated these in-

sects on Mr. J. \V. Smith's beautiful spruce
hedge at Winona. The date above given
or the last week in April is the proper time
to do the spraying."

R.vibber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS. Etc.

ALI, KINDS—ALL, FUItPOSKS

W. E. IRONS iiImy ST. TORONTO

BULBS
Dreer't, Rawson's and Herbert^*

L&teit Introductions

For Spring Planting

Dahlias
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

20 Different Varieties, all correctly labelled, sent
postpaid to any addre-ss for One Dollar, or 30 Mixed
Varieties (unnamed) for the same price.

^^I^rlffvlj Rawson's Child's and Groff's^ "•"*'-'** mixed and named varieties. A
fine assortment at Lowest Prices.

W. D. BOTHWELL
BARRIE, ONT.

FOR SALE
Four Hundred Acre

FRUIT FARM
Twenty-one thousand Elberta and Sal-

way trees, five and six years old, thorough-
ly cultivated and thrifty. Eleven acres
strawberries^ Ideal situation in peach
and berry belt, one mile from county seat
and railroads. In famous Fort Smith Nat-
ural Gas and Smokeless Coal Fields. Good
stock and implements, including steam
plant and power sprayer. Price twenty-
five thousand dollars.

THE NORMS FRUIT FARM CO.
FORT SiWITH, Arkansas

Renew your subscription now.

Vegetable 'Gwei^

WMv sac row imvoktinc fhos^mati
•NO SMMONIS WHICM IS * r.fROOUCT Of r I

MSNT THOUSSND TON* «NNU«ll» SOntS '

VMOSFMOHIC SCIO SND AMMONIS

KINDIT SNSWC* TMC aaovc

PORE BONE MEAL IS THE CHEA>>EST

FERTILIZER
THIS »i»NT fooo IS sii raOM eua

SCNO ro* raiccs. crc

HwiuroH Canada
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
imi

British Columbia
R. M. Winslow

The conference of the British Columbia
l''ruit Growers' Association held at Kain-

loops on April 13 and 14 was well represent-

ed by fruit growers from all over the prov-

ince and in addition was well attended by

transportation officials connected with the

U. P. It. and Dominion Express, also by a

number of members of the northwest fruit

jobbing houses, uho came for the purpose

01 getting acquainted with the fruit grow-

ers of the province.

Aside from the transportation and mar-

keting discussions, tlie chief business of the

conference was tiie re-orgauization of the

British Columbia Fruit Growers' Assucia-

uion. This organization us reconstituted

nas for its object tne spreading of intorma-

iion \\i<,h regard to the marketing ot iiritish

*^oiumoia frait. The general opinion of all

who have investigated the Ijritish Columbia
fruit industry, as was evidenced at the con-

vention, was that we needed principally not

only to grow more fruit, but to procui-e a

more uniform grade of packing, and conse-

quently a higher quality of fruit. There is

also great-er need of co-operation. It will

be the aim of the provincial association to

assist the growers in every way, uy giving

information with regard to proper methods
of harvesting, packing, co-operation and the

marketing of our fruit.

The association will publish crop reports

throughout the summer, detailing informa-

tion with regard to liritish Columbia, Ore-

gon, Washington and Ontario crops. Ship-

pers and associations affiliated with the pro-

vincial association will receive weekly re-

ports on prices being received in northwest
and coast city markets. A price list of sup-

plies available for fruit growers has been

published, and supplies obtained at these

prices will effect a considerable saving for

members of the association.

The association is organized so as to per-

mit of the affiliation of local fruit growers'
associations throughout the proviice, and it

IS one of the duties of the association to en-
courage these local associations to make the
best success of the marketing of their fruit.

iVIembers of the local associations can secure
all the advantages of membership in the
central association at a lower cost. Local
associations through the province are asked
to co-operate witli the provincial associa-

tion to make the marketing of our fruit the
greatest possible success. The principal of-

hcers elected were : R. M. Palmer, presi-

dent; J. C. Metcalfe, market commissioner,
vice-president. These, with 11. i±. Agur of

Summerland and W. C. Kicardo of Vernon,
the jVlinister and Deputy Minister ot Agri-
culture, constitute the executive, xne secre-

tary is R. M. VVinslow, Victoria.

The association will hold an annual con-
ference in January next, along the lines of

the one at Kamloops. All fruit growers of
the province are cordially invited to become
members of this association.

Okanagan Valley, B. C.
A meeting of the Vernon Small I'ruit

Growers' Association was held on May 2 at
the house of the secretary, Mr. K. Hender-
son, Coldstream. It was decided by the
meeting that the handling of this season's
small fruit crop be again put through a

wholesale house. The question of hauling
the fruit to the packing house was left m
the hands of the executive to deal with.
The following officers were elected for this

year: Pres., A. P. Venables; sec., E. Hen-
derson ; executive committee, W. R. Grieve,
E. A. Davey and W. S. Foggo.
Growers of small fruits in Vernon and vi-

BEZZO^S FAMOUS ASTERS
Mikado, Purity, Daybreak, Lavender Gem,

vick 8 Branching Rose, White and Pink, Semple's
Pink. The aristocrats of the Aster family.

.. PLANTS- Separate Colors, 16c. per dozen;
Mixed Colors, 60c. per hundred, postpaid to any
part of Canada. Please send remittance with order

C. MORTIMER BEZZO Berlin, Ont.

READ THESE^MAGAZINES
Farm and DAiry—Weeify

A paper for farmers and dairymen—nn all-
round, strong, agricultural and dairy paper
Its market reports and letters from farmers
are two of its best features.

The Canadian Poultry Review
Is the acknowledged peer of all American and
Canadian Poultry Journals. It is full of live
poultry lore. Pull reports ot all shows, en-
gravings from life photos, etc. Practical,
newsy, down-to-date.

The Home Journal
Looking over The Home Journal, you can

scarcely believe it is the same magazine that
you knew a year ago. It has doubled in size
—in quality—in attractiveness. The Home
Journal of to-day is a forty page monthly—

a

magazine of which Oanauian women can jusl-
y be proud.

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST ....$.60
The Poultry Review 50

(Our Price, .90). $1.10

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST ....$.60
The Home Journal or Farm and Dairy... 1.00

(Our Price, $1.20). $1.60

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST ....$ .60

Canadian Poultry Review 50
The Home Journal or Farm and Dairy... 1.00

(Our Price, $1.50). $2.10

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST .. ..$ .60

Canadian Poultry Review 50
Farm and Dairy 1.00

The Home Journal 1.00

(Our Price, $2.00). $3.10

MAGAZINES SENT TO ONE OR DIFFERENT
ADDRESSES

The Canadian Horticulturist
Peterboro, Ontario

NO-MONEY-IN-ADVANCE.
PAY AFTER IT HAS PAID

FOR ITSELF.

LET US SEND YOU ANY OF THESE SPRAYERS-to try for 10 days, then
if you buy, you can pay us cash or -we'll wait till you sell your crop, then

you can pay us out of the *'extra profit." We pay freight. Wholesale dealers' prices.

Man-Power Potato Sc Orchard Sprayer.
Sprays **anything'*—potatoes or truck, 4 rows at a
time. Also lirst-clasa tree sprayer. Vapor spray
prevents blight, bugs, scab and rot from cuttlnj?
your crop In half. High pressure from big wheel.
Pu.'thea eafty. Spray arms adjust to any width or
height of row. Clifap In print'. liKht, strong and dnr-
ablu. GIIAKANTKKD FOR 8 VVIA^ YKAKS.
Neodn't-send-a-eent to get It "on trial." You can get
one free if you are firstluyour locality. Write now.

Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer.
For biff growers. Most powerful machine made.
60 to 100 gallon tank for one or two horses. Steel axle.
Ono-pieco-heavy-anj^le-iron frame, cypress wood
tank with adjustable round iron hoops. Metal
wh(_'els. "Adjustable" spray arms and nozzles. Brass
ball-valves, plunder, strainer, etc. Big pump gives
vapor spray. Warranted for 5 years. Try thin

machine at our ex/>ens« with "your money in your pocket.**

See free offer below.

HH^piM —Getn sprayer FRKK.—After you have tried the sprayer andLDW K| are satlstleu that it is just as we recommend It, send us a list ofrn^^ the names of your Neighbors and we will write them and quoto
them price and have them call and see your machine work, and

for every Pltz-ALL Sprayer we S3ll from your list we will credit you with |2.00
or send you cheek if you have paid cash.

For every Man-Power Potato A Orchard Sprayer we sell we will credit you
with $3.50 or send check.

For every Horse-Power Potato & Orchard Sprayer we sell will credit
you 18.50 or send check.

WedoiiH rnrrfHptm'tin'j and fteUinij. AU ynii need (io is shmtr (ft« Bprayer, Many
have paid for their iii'rayerH in this way. This ftffer is pood for onlv the first
order In oacli localltv. Don't delay. Send the coiii>oii or post <'aril NOW.

Ontario Seed Company, Ltd., 13H tiinig St., Waterloo, Ont.

Write today.

ife.liLc-i*'*-.

FitK-AU Barrel Sprayer.
Fits any t);irr('l or tank. High pres-
sure, perfect a*fltaiIoii, easj- to
operate, iiraaa batl-valvea, pluntf-
or, strainer, eto. Automatic
strainer. Ao "cup leathet-a or rub-
h»r" abovit any of onr sprayers.
Furniahed plain, monnt i on bar-
rel, or on wheels as shown. • year
giiaraittee. It don't cont you "a cenV*
to try it in your orchard. QH one
free. See below. Write today.

T in Ctnipon wQX
t ainn'ur aydiri,.

OOUPON— Fill out and send today.

ONTARIO SEED CO.. Ltd.. \ll KIdc &t., Wtt -'o». Oat
aen*l III*' ymr C;it;i!oy. Spraying Uui»^ and "special offer"

on tlio sprjiytT injirkfil with nn X b»'low.
T\f«ti.i'f>w«*r I'otnto * Orchard SprayoTi
IlorH€'-Fower FotHto & Orchard B]
K»». All Uarrel 8pruyer«

Bprayer*

Nahb

Adhresb.,
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Amateur Fruit Growing"
By Prof. SAMUEL B. GREEN

Ofthe University of Minnesota

A practical guide to the growinK of fruit for home
uie and the market, written with special reference

to a cold climate. Paper cover, 1 36 pagesi illustrated.

This well written and useful book will

be given as a premium for only One New
Subscription to The Canadian Horticul-

turist. Send 60 cents and the name of a

new subscriber to

:

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
PETERBORO, ONT.

f
EUREKA

Glass Tank Sprayer I

t«lutlon tank is a
quart Crown (lass
br. If broken. It can
be easily r'placed
forafcw cent*. Solution tti>>eAarebrafln.
Kmie of the liquid used c«a be draws

back into the pumpchaaitjcr, thus the
chaatber and tbItcs are nalnjnred.
Th»i Is the easiest o^raled and the

mast effecthre small sprajrer an the
market. Xaqtiire of your hardware
dealer.

Wiritc for onr complete ratalorua af
BpraTcrs a»d Garden T'X>ls.

VKt Etmro* Pt.sNTE« c« uarrcD

tiiiit.v Hill be welcomed as members of the
assoriation, the annual membership fee be-
ing one dollar.

O.K. Canadian 4 fiow Sprayer

Sprays 4 rows while you drive, no hand pumping-
to do. Wheels and nozzles adjustable for wide
and narrow rows. Can be adjusted to spray vines

6 inches to 2\ feet high. Can be furnished with
Broad Cast vineyard and tree spraying attachments

Write for particulars.

Canadian Potato Machinery Co., Ltd., cALxroNT.

Anti-Trust Prices ?rilS*_5^o'e?

on FARM and TOWN
Poles,

Telephones and Switchboards
Wire, Brackets, Insulators, Tools, Lightning Arresters, Ground
Rods, Batteries, Insulated Wire, and everything- necessary.

lU"!^ C^HAIttflil? foronrexpertsMeiters of advice, drawings, explaln-^^^^ Xi^m*x».*»^^m-< atlons.instructlons, tollinf,' you in any languaae, non-
technical, jiTPtliow to build, own and eye rati* y< ur rural, town or long distance
linesina KoodbutecuDomiealnay audat a profit, thereby getting your own tele-
phone free.

Ve me tltc largest, exclusive nnd the only bonn-fldo Independent Telephone
andSwltchlxtnrd niakei-s In Canada or Great Britain.

Onr Toiepliones are extensively Ubedia Canada, England, France and by the
TJ. S. Governniont.

Ourgreat illustrated hook on the Telephone sent Free to anyone writing' OB about
any new Telephone lines or systems being talked of or organized.

IV« have a splendid money-makinsr proposition for good agent*.

I Dominion Telephone tUtg Co.«Iitd* Dept. P.H.Waterford, Ont., Canada.

THE

POWER SPRAMOTOR
The picture shown is that of

a Power Spramotor. The Power
Spramotor has been used with
excellent satisfaction by the De-
partment of Agriculture.

The Power Spramotor has 16
nozzles working together at 150
pounds pressure. It automatical-
ly fills its own tank, has two
speeds, and can be operated by
gasoline or any engine.

It can be fitted on top, at side,
or end of tank. We will supply
you with wagon, platform, tank,
engine, derrick, all complete, or
in any part desired.

The Power Spramotor is sold
under an ironclad -uarantee.

Write for details, and free
Treatise on Crop Diseases.

HEARD SPRAMOTOR GO.
I390 King St., London, Ont.

Vancouver Island
W. J. L. Hamilloa

Referring to Mr. J. Spencer's article on
pruning in tlie March issue of Thb
Can.vdian H0KTICULTUBI8T, I might mention
that I find it pays to prune twice a year. In
the spring, just before growth starts, and
just before the last application of winter
strength linie-sulpbur spray, 1 prune to form
the head <:f tiie tree ; that is, 1 cut back to
the buds I want to form the leading shoots.
Again, about June (generally towards the
end) I prune for the formation of fruit-
bearing spurs.
The winter pruning, which generally

means cutting back about one-third of the
leading shoots, starts into growth all the
buds that are left. Of these the leading
shoots are left and the other shoots chec'ked
by pinching off with the finger and thumb
at about the fourth or fifth bud of the new
shoot. By doing this we tend to produce
fruit-bearing spurs, which are really abor-
tive branches. I am speaking of apple trees.

1 believe in a low open head, even if ivc

don't sell the apples that drop, which will

not keep. There is no trouble in cultivating
around low-headed trees if a siae draft cul-
tivator is used, and we can gather the fruit
cheaper and so make more profit. Condi-
tions, probably, vary much from province to
province.

A Progressive District
W. G. Uoroe, Ciukson, OdI.

Clarksou is one of the best fruit and veg-
etable districts in Canada. Thousands of
packages are shipped from this station each
year, chiefly strawberries and raspber. ies
Clarkson has the reputation of growing as
fine strawberries as can be produced any-
where in America. A large percentage of the
small fruit is sold on the platform at sta-
tion to buyers and shippud to different
points in Ontario and Montreal and To-
ronto.

In vegetables, potatoes are the most ex-
tensively grown. Some growers plant as
many as 20 acres. Within a mile and a half
circle, some 40U to 500 acres are grown aver-
aging loO bags to the acre or more. A large
amount of sweet corn is grown each year.
About 10 acres of onions yielding an aver-
age of about 400 bags an acre are planted
Nearly all kinds of vegetables are grown on
a greater or less scale and the most of them
are teamed into Toronto.
Manure is a large factor in producing

both fruit and vegetables. Clarkson ex-

pends each year about $5,000 for manure
brought in in carload lots, priucip-illy from
Toronto. Clarkson has quite a strong branch
of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association,
numbering some 70 members who paid in
cash for fruit packages alone last season
some $10,000, through tender and contract.

The C.^nadi.vn Horticulturist is very
rapidly improving. I feel that 1 cannot do
without its very helpful articles.—Arthur
J. TufFord, Lincoln Co., Ont.

A booklet entitled "Fruit Tree Sprays
and How to Use Them" has been received
at this office from the Niagara Brand Spray
Co., Burlington, Ont. It contains up-to-
date and reliable information on spray mix-
tures and spraying. Fruit growers in all

parts of Canada will find in it much valua-

ble information. Copies will be furnished
on request to the address above-mentioned.
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^^ Grape Refuse from Wine

F. T. Shutt, M. A., Chemut, C. E. F., Ottawa

This waste product consists essentially of

he skins and seeds of grapes used in the
manufacture of wine. From such informa-
tion as we can gather it has no commercial
value, but can be obtained gatis by farmers
or others on application at the wine factory.

At the request of several fruit growers in

the Niagara district, where it has been
used of late years to some extent, we have
determined its compositioii.

Two samples were forwarded, collected

some weeks apart at the same factory, and
their moisture-content on arrival at the la-

boratory was 54.59 per cent, and 66.20 per

cent, respectively. The samples were mix-

ed and an analysis made, the results being
calculated on the basis of 60 per cent, wa-
ter.

ANAY8I8 OP GRAPE REFUSE.
Per Cent.

Water 60.00

Organic matter 38.60

Mineral matter or ash 1.40

100.00

Per cent. Per ton.

Lbs.

Nitrogen 77 15.4

Phosphoric acid 20 4.0

Potash 36 7.2

The amounts of the fertilizing constitu-

ents are by no means large, and consequent-
ly the profitable use of this refuse would be

confined to districts in the immediate vi-

cinity of wine factories. Much of its plant
food is, of course, in the grape seeds, and
this naturally would not become available

until they have at least partially decompos-
ed.

It is difiBcult to say how long such seeds

ight remain in the soil intact when the

ude material is applied to the soil, but
It is evident that a previous composting
would be advantageous in bringing about a

liberation of the fertilizing elements. If

wood ashes were used in the compost heap,
the resulting material would be the richer

in potash, and any acidity developing in

the fermentation of the refuse corrected.

—

Extract from 1908 report of Chemical Div-

ision, Dominion Experimental Farms.
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The White Grub in Lawns
A grub that often is troublesome in

,wns is the larva of a robust brown beetle,

immonly spoken of as a "June Bug," or

ay beetle, the big, clumsy fellow which
zzes into open windows and about the

;hted lamp in early summer. This in-

t belongs to the genus Lachnosterna,
nd the species we have commonly with us
appears to be pretty evenly divided between
jusca and rugosa. Not only do the young
of these beetles work havoc on lawns, but
the adults are active at night, they work
"while you sleep," feeding upon the leaves

of fruit and shade trees, and capable, when
very numerous, of stripping the trees of

their foliage. Eggs are laid amongst the
roots of grass, and the young grubs when
hatched begin to feed upon the rootlets,

sometimes killing patches many square feet

in extent, and leaving the grass brown and
dead, easily separated from the ground be-

low ; in fact, it can be lifted and rolled up
with the hands. It takes two years, or

longer, it is believed, for this larva or grub
to become mature, hence a lawn laid waste in

6 would not, if all the grubs which caus-
the injury were full grown at that time,

ihow any further injury from this source
until 1910. In other words, this year's

1908) grubs would change to beetles next

ho'

un

i

Large Pictures,
Small Cost

In this serviceable little Camera we
have simplified picture taking- to the
last degree. It loads in daylig-ht with
Kodak Non-Curling: Film Cartridges
for four, six or twelve exposures, has
a fine meniscus achromatic lens, auto-
matic shutter for snap shots or time
exposures with set of three stops,
has two finders and two tripod sock-
ets. Takes pictures 3% x 4% inches,
and is well made and finished in every
detail. Anybody can take g-ood pic-
tures with this camera without prev-
ious experience. The price is $4.00.
Ask the dealer to show you the

No. 3

BROWNIE
^^Thc Book of the Brownies" free at the

dealers or by mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO.
UMITED

TORONTO, CAN.

FREE
J THE L

FREE

Dictionary

of Heating
Contains much

valuable informa-
tion arranged in

dictionary form
with illustrations.

Second edition

1;^ now on the press

Compiled for and
copyrighted by the

makers of "Sover-

eign" Hot Water
Boilers and Radi-
ators.

How to get the Dictionary of

Heating: Send a post card bearing

your address and saying where
you saw this advertisment, to.

*Sov«r*lafn'

TAYLOR -FORBES TZr:.

GUELPH, CANADA

Y,

ED

CLIMAX LAWN SAND
For destroying Daiiict, Dtndeliont, Planlaim, Ribbed Graii, Thistles,

and other weeds on Lawns, Croquet Grounds, Bowling Grceis, Parks,

&c., at the same acting as a fertilizer, and improving the growlli

and color of the grass.

BOOKLET SENT FREE GIVING FULL PARTICULARS

DUPUY 81 FERGUSON
38 JACQUES CARTIER SQUARE, MONTREAL.

THE "BUCO" HAND CULTIVATOR
HANDLE 4i FEET LONG

Sold by Hardware and Seed trade.

Oil tempered Spring: Steel Teeth.

Malleable Iron Head. Best Ash Handle.

Teeth can be adjusted to desired width,

and one or more removed for special

work. A perfect Cultivator. Cleans
weeds out BY ROOT, loosens soil

thoroughly, and easily worked. Results,

—A clean, healthy garden, better growth,
and fifreat saving in labour.

"The best garden tool I ever handled."
—W. H. C. Nicholson in May Canadian
Horticulturist.

If your dealer cannot aupply write us 'direct.

BAILEY-UNDERWOOD CO., Limited
NEW GLASGOW. N. S.
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TAYLOR-FORBES
Self Sharpening

LAWN MOWERS
Made in seven smooth running
varieties and priced according

to size. Do not accept a cheap
imported machine as a substi-

tute.

If your Hardware Dealer has not

in stock the kind of a Lawn
Mower you want write us for

our Catalogue.

TAYLOR-FORBES tX^S^
Guelph, Ont.

FOUNTAIN PEN FREE tor the boys and
girls to earn a Uk. Liold fountain Pen. Secure

Two new subscriptions for the Canadian Horti-

culturist at 60c each and the pen will be sent

you by return mail.

spring, when mating and egg-lnying would
take place; the young batching from eggs

laid in the spring of 1909 would not be

large enough to work appreciable injury

until the summer of 1910.

To be effective, any treatment against

this pest must bo begun as soon as the first

signs of injury to the lawn are observed.

To wait until the grass is brown and dead
is like shutting the door after the horse is

stolen. The most acceptable treatment at

this date appears to consist of copious wa-
tering of the lawn where possible, accom-
panied by the use of some artificial fertiliz-

er, like nitrate of soda (from 2.50 to 350
pounds to the acre), thus enabling the lawn
by vigorous growth to keep ahead of the

grub. One should at least resort in each

case to abundant watering when possible,

even though the fertilizer is not applied. J.

B. Smith, state entomologist of New Jersey,

claims to have obtained relief by the liberal

use of ground tobacco stems scattered

broadcast and liberally over an affected

lawn, followed by copious watering. He
states that grubs disappeared after this

treatment. This suggests, naturally, the

frequent sprinkling of lawns with a tobacco
decoction. Evidently, this would have to

be quite strong and used generously. We
have killed them by the use of bisulphide
of carbon without injuring the grass, but
the process is a slow one and impracticable
where large areas are involved. Clover is

not seriously affected by this insect. After
the lawn is dead in patches nothing remains
for the owner to do but to re-sod or re-seed.

Robins greatly aid in the extermination
of the white grub, and may frequently be
seen pulling them from under the dead
grass. They should be encouraged in this

good work. Moles and shrews eat them
and we believe that skunks are also fond
of them. If the grubs should be carefully

remotred and debtroyod when brownish
patches are first observed in the lawn, their
injurious work is at once stopped. Thev
will be found just below the sod if they are
responsible for its condition.—From Bull.

112, Agricultural Experiment Station, St
Paul, Minn.

''^ Quebec Pomological Society
At a meeting of the Pomological and

Fruit Growing Society of the Province of
Quebec, held at Macdonald College a year
ago, Mr. R. Brodie, of Westmount, who
was president at the time, gave an
interesting short history of this organiza-
tion and of its parent society, the Montreal
Horticultural Society.
"Previous to 1877," remarked Mr. Brodie

"the Montreal Agricultural and Horticul-
tural Society existed, having each year its

county exhibition, but unfortunately it pub-
lished no report of its procedings. In 1877,

the provincial Act Relating to Horticultural

=5\

APPLE BARRELS
WRITE ME FOR PRICES ON

Staves, Hoops, Heading and Lin-

ers for Standard Barrels.

Correspondence Solicited with
Fruit Associations. Can supply

Barrels at lo'w prices.

JOHN HAYNE
BRIGDEN, LAMBTON CO., ONT.

SPECIAL GU^S
FOR GREENHOUSES

Conserratories of The Dale Eatate, Brampton, Ont.

GlaM suppUed by our Toronto Branch

GOOD QUALITY, FLAT, EVEN
THICKNESS. AND WELL CUT

We make a specialty of supplying

Glass for vegetable forcing houses

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vemcouver

Mention The Canadian Hortionltarlst when writing

GOOD CROPS
ARE OBTAINED BY USING

THE BEST MANURE

AS SUPPLIED TO

NURSERIES, FRUIT GROWERS AND

GARDENERS

SURE GROWTH COMPOST
makes poor land fertile, and keeps fer-

tile land most productive. Supplied by

S. W. MARCHMENT
133 VICTORIA ST.. TORONTO

Telephones: Main 2841 Residence Park 951

Mention The Canadian Horticnltarist when writing.
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Societies, was amended in such a way as to

give the society an annual government
grant, and also a new name, which hence-

forth became the "Montreal Horticultural

Society and Fruit Growers' Association of

the Province of Quebec."
"This change was for the better; it gave

renewed vigor into what had already be-

come an active and enterprising society.

Annual exhibitions were held, reports were
published and the society occupied a prom-
inent position all over the Dominion and
also in the New England states. It was in

1878 that the society opened its prize-list

for the best county collection of apples,

which added greatly to the display of apples

at the exhibition.
"The present meeting is not the first time

that prizes have been offered for the best

winter seedling apples. In 1883, the soc-

iety secured the help of the late Rev. E.

Hamilton and others, who collected a large

number of choice seedling apples. The late

Chas. Gibb, Dr. Horkins, of Newport, Vt.,

Mr. Webster, of South Northfield Vt., and

myself were appointed a committee to

examine and select the kinds that were

worth retaining, to test their keeping and

other qualities. We kept about 75 varieties.

These were put in the basement of the ware-

house belonging to the late Mr. Wm. Evans,

MEIALUCCEILINIi
WRITE FOR PRICES

^
METALLIC ROOFING C?

LIMITED
TORqNTO,;CANADA

seedsman. Unfortunately, the river rose

and flooded the basement, destroying in a

few hours what took months of hard work
to accumulate. We hope that our present

attempt to secure, amongst seedling apples,

something akin to what the Baldwin apple

is in Ontario and western New York, will

meet with better success.

"The society was greatly indebted to the

late Henry S. Evans for a large measure of

its prosperity; for 13 years, he was its sec-

retary. The society had also on its board
of directors, the late Chas. Gibb, of Abbots-
ford, who proved to be its leading spirit.

He was such an enthusiast in horticulture
that he, accompanied by Prof. J. L. Budd,
of Ames College, Iowa, left in June, 1852,

for Russia in search of hard varieties of

fruit. He returned from Russia in Feb-
ruary, 1883, bringing with him a lot of val-

uaWe information and hardy varieties of

fruit that have been a great benefit to the
colder parts of our country. On his way
home from India, he took dangerously ill,

and died at Cairo, Egypt. By his death,
the society, with which he was so long con-
nected, and the whole Dominion at large,

suffered a severe loss.

"It was in the winter of 1892, at Abbots-
ford," concluded the speaker, "that the
Pomological and Fruit Growing Society of

the Province of Quebec was formed. It

was thought we could do greater provincial
work, which has since proved true. We
have had meetings north, south, east, and
west of our province, spreading the leaven of

fruit growing and horticulture in general,
and now we are beginning to see the re-

sults—more orchards are being planted. Wo
have better appliances to combat fungous
and insect enemies, better means of trans-
portation, better markets and better prices,

for we can grow the best apples in the
world."

AUTOMATIC
VACUUM CLEANER

PRICE $25.00
Delivered to your station

GETS ALL THE DIRT
OUR PROPOSITION

Send us $25.00 for one of these machines and
we will convince you of this—or if you are not
RUtiafled that this is the best Hand Power
Vacuum Cleaner on earth, you may return it

and we will refund your money Can you
afibrd to turn down such a propositioH. Send
for Free Circular.

Onward Manufacturing Co.
BERLIN, ONT.

Magic No. 9 Pump
KaRicst running hnnd pump ever made.

L-arffeHt capacity. Hignest pressure.

CHALLENGE POWER SPRAYER
Will spray 40<J gallons an hour at a pres-
sure of 200 lbs.

LITTLE GIANT No. 70
High-powered Barrel Pump.

These pumps are made for DURABIL-
ITY, EFFICIKNCY and POWER.
Write for Catalogues.

SUMMER SPRAY
Niagara Brand Lime-Sulphur

Arsenate of Lead
NIAGARA is the only absolutely reliable Lime-Sulphur SPRAY, because it is

made righL It is a permanent solution of highest Insecticldai and fungicidal power.
.\nalysis is stamped on every package, and it is guaranteed by a Strong CANADIAN
COMPANY.

ARSENATE OF LEAD is the one POISON that kills all kinds of chewing insects.

It is endorsed by all leading Entomologists and Horticulturists. It will not burn the
fruit or foliage. It sticks to the leaves. It mixes easily, and stays mixed.

NIAGARA SPRAYS are not an experiment. They have given universal satisfaction

in Ontario for two years, and for several years in the United States.

With NIAGARA you can get better results than with Bordeaux or any other mixture.
There is no spray injury. It is ALWAYS GOOD, ALWAYS UNIFORM, and ALWAYS
READY FOR USE.

FARMERS AND FRUIT GROWERS, with these SPRAYS you can grow Apples
and Pears, free of scab and worm. Potatoes free of blight and bugs. Cherries and Plums
free of rot and curcullo.

COMBINES these TWO SPRAYS in ONE. This saves time and money. Spraying is

an investment, not expense.
Order now. Be ready when the blossoms fall.

WRITE FOR OUR BOOK: "SPRAYS AND HOW TO USE THEM."

Niagara Brand Spray Company, Limited
BURLINGTON - - ONTARIO

NIAGARA SPRAYS ARE ALSO MADE BY

Niagara Sprayer Co., Middleport, N. Y. Oregon Spray Co., Portland, Oregon.
Bean Spray Pump Co., Clovetand, Ohio. Medford Spray Co., Medford, Oregon.

Hood River Spray Mfg. Co., Hood River, Oregon.
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
^Advertisements under this heading In-

serted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter

to count as one word, mlnlmun cost, 26
cents, strictly cash In advance.

IMPORT BULBS and Perennials, direct from Hol-

land, at quarter price. Get import list at once.

Morgan's Supp ly Houfle, London, Ont.

PIPE FOR SALE.—All sizes for steam, hot water
heating, post*, green house construction work,
etc.. very cheap. Send for price list, stating

your needs.—Imperial Waste and Metal Co..

7 Queen Street. Montreal.

MARKET GARDEN — One of the best in this

country, 11 acres, 2 story brick house, barn, root

house, 3 greenhouses; land all planted to crop

now; immediate returns: adjoining the City of

Brantford, one of the best markets in this coun-
try. Have a look at this. Stock, chattels and
crops can go with this going business. Address
E. J. Taylor, Eose Lawn Gardens, Brantford.

WANTED — Young men who desire to learn the

trade of Blacksmithtng, Woodworking, Body
Making, Painting, Trimming or Machinist; also

men experienced in the above trades, with a
reliable concern, in one of the healthiest cities

In the world. Write full details, giving refer-

ences, age, experience, if any, and whether
single or married. Address H. V. Kimble, c. o.

Studebakers, South Bend, Indiana.

FRUIT LANDS
FRUIT FARM WANTED for rent. Might pur-

chase later.—Box 8.. Canadian Horticulturist.

ALL KINDS of Farms for sale. Fruit Farms a
specialty.—W. B. Calder, Grimpbi'.

FRUIT FARMS sold and exchanged. List with
us for quick sale. See us if you are thinking
of buying a fruit farm.—F. J. Watson & Co., 1275

Queen Street W., Toronto^ Ont

OKANAGAN FRUIT LANDS grow prize-winning
trnlts, commanding top prices. Ten acres irri-

gated land assure independence and delightful
home. Low prices; easy terms. Illustrated
booklet —Panton & Emsley, Vancouver, British
Oolumbia.

FORT GEORGE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Grand
Trunk Pacific Eailway terminal. Centre richest
farming area. Banks, business establishments,
already purchasers—lots $150 up; % cash. Farm
lands also.—Northern Development Co., Van-
couver._B^O

BRITISH COLUMBIA FARM LANDS.—80,000 acres
on Grand Trunk Pacific Eailway. Fort George
District—retail or en bloc. Eich soil, ideal

climate, easy terms.—The Mercantile Trust
Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B. 0.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—Fort George lands—50,000
acres fertile wheat and mixed farming lands.
Send tor photographs and surveyors' reports.-
The Wright Investment Co., Dominion Trust
Tioilding, Vancouver, B. 0., Canada.

IF YOU WANT to buy a good fruit farm, read the
advertisements in this column. If you have a
fruit farm you wish to sell, tell our readers
about it in The Canadian Horticulturist.

LATEST—BEST—British Columbia Fruit District
—Kaleden in South Okanagan—4 miles lake
frontage—Apricot and Peach Belt; high priced
high grade varieties of apples, European grapes.
Decomposed lava ash soil; reservoir gravity
pipe water system to every lot. Finest domes-
tic water. Very long summer season; early
spring; dry climate. Illustrated Booklet Free.
Send for it to-day.—T. G. Wanless, Kaleden,
B C.

SALMON AR.M, Shuswap Lake, B. 0., has the
finest fruit and dairy land In B. 0. No irriga-
tion necessary, mild winters, moderate sum-
mers; no blizzards, or high winds; delightful
climate; enormous yields of fruit, vegetables
and hay; good fishing; fine boating amidst the
most beautiful scenery, and the Salmon Arm
fruit has realized 25 cents per box more than
other fruit in B. C. Prices of land moderate,
and terms to suit. Apply to F. 0. Haydock,

' Snlmon Arm, B. C.

OftOW APPLES AND GROW RICH — 10 acres in
British Columbia's finest fruit growing district
will support a family in comfort. Prize fruit,
enormous crops, high prices, big profits-$200 to
$500 per acre. Established settlement, no iso-
lation, plenty good neighbors, best transporta-
tion, good markets, grand scenery, hunting,
fishing, shooting; school, church, stores, post
office, hotel; daily trains. Splendid climate:
fine summers, mild winters; high winds and
low temperatures unknown. Prices right. Easy
terms. Proofs, plans, particulars.—Fruitvale
Limited, Land Dept., Nelson, B. C.

Tillage vs. Sod Mulch
To dptt^rmino whother the apple thrives

bettor under tillapie or in sod, the New York

Experiment Stations at (ieneva is conduct-

ing two experiments. A preliminary re-

port on one of these is given in Bulletin

No. 314, of the station. The method of

tillage chosen was to plow in the spring,

cultivate until late July, and follow with a

cover-crop. The sod method chosen was

that known as the sod-mulch method, in

which the grass is cut as a mulch. The re-

.sults show that tillage seems to be better

than sod for the following reasons :

"The results of 120 moisture determina-

tion in the orchard (where the tests were

conducted) show the differences in tree

growth and crop in the two plats of this

experiment are mainly due to differences in

moisture, the tilled plat having most mois-

ture.

"As a consequence of the reduced water

supply in the sod plat, there is a reduced

food supply ; for it is only through the me-

dium of free water that plants can take

in food. Analyses show that the differences

between the actual amounts of plant food

in the two plats are very small.

"Analyses show that there is more humus
in the tilled plat than in the sod plat, con-

tradicting the oft made assertion that the

tillage method of managing an orchard

"burns out the humus."
"At a depth of six inches, the tilled soil

is 1.1 degrees warmer in the morning and

1.7 degrees at night, than the sod land; at

12 inces the tilled soil is 2.3 degrees warmer
in the morning and 1.8 degrees in the even-

ing.

"We are justified, without the presenta-

tion of specific data, in saying that a tilled

soil is better aerated than sotiaed land.

"Soil investigators are well agreed that

beneficial micro-organisms are found in

greater numbers in a cultivated soil than in

other soils.

"The following application of the re-

sults of this experiment mav be made

:

"Nearly all the plants which minister to

the needs of man are improved by tillage;

the apple does not seem to be an exception.

"Results as positive as in this experiment
can be made very comprehensive ; they

should apply to all v&rieties of apples and
to nearly all soils and locations.

"The experiment does not show that ap-

ples cannot be grown in sod ; it suggests,

however, that apples thrive in sod, not be-

cause of the sod, but in spite of it.

"While moisture is by no means the only

factor to be considered in the controversy

over the sod and tillage methods of man-
agements, it appears to be the chief one.

"There is nothing in this experiment to

indicate that trees will become adapted to

grass. The sodded trees began to show ill-

effccts the first year the orchard was laid

down to gross ')ii'l ench succeeding ye^r

has seen greater injury."

II
COMING EVENTS

E^ Under this headtnx, notices of forthcoming

^^ exhibitions and meetinss of horticultural im-

^J^ portance will be published. Send the infor-

iy€ maiion as long in advance as possible.

Calgary, Alberta Provincial. .June 30-July 7

Charlottetown, P. E. I. Provincial
Sept. 20-24.

Halifax, N. S., Provincial. . .Sept. 28-Oct. 6.

London, Eng., Royal Horticultural Show
(for colonial-grown fruit and vegetables)

Dec. 1-3.

London, Ont., Western Fair Sept. 9-17.

New Westminster, B. C, Provincial
Oct. 4-8.

Ottawa, Central Canada Sept. 9-17

Regina, Sask., Provincial Aug. 2-5.

Sherbrooke, Quebec Pomological Society

(Summer Meeting) Aug. 30-Sept. 1.

Sherbrooke, Que., Great Eastern
^ Aug. 27-Sept. 3.

St. John, N. B., Dominion Exhibition
; Sept. 5-15.

Toronto, Canadian National
Aug, 27-Sept 12.

Toronto, Ontario Horticultural. .Nov. 15-19.

Vancouver Aug 15-20.

Victoria, B. C Sept. 27-Oct. 1.

Winnipeg, Industrial July 13-23.

k very complete bulletin (No. 143) on
'The Codling Moth," has been issued by
the Agricultural Experiment Station at

Durham. N. H. Among the subdivisions

are life history, experiments in spraying,

<lirections for spraying, cost of spraying
and co-operative spraying.

The plans for Welland Park at Welland,

Ont., that were submitted by Brown
Brothers Company, Nurseryrer!, were ac-

cepted and the planting was done this

spring. The plan provided for paths, lawn,

shade trees and shrubbery beds. Brown
Brothers Company supplied all the trees

and shrubs for the work. They are adepts

at landscape planning, and their nursery

stock is the equal of any grown on the con-

tinent.

HARDY PERENNIAL

SEEDS
Catalogue Sent Free on

Application

DUPUY & FERGUSON
SEEDSMEN MONTREAL

As handsome as the best iron fence
at less than the cost of cheap wood

Here's a neat, strong, durable fence that

will add to the appearance of the handsome-St

city la-.vn and is cheap enough, close enough
and strong enough for the farm. The

Peerless Lawn Fence
is made of heavy No. 9 steel sprinj; wire, so

it can never saj;. It is carefully galvanized
and coated with white enamel paint. No
investment you can make will add so much
to the appearance of your property.

THE BAHWELL HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO., LTD. UEPT. [I. HAMILTOM. Oht.. WiMMIPEB. M*H.
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Also a full line of poultry and farm fences
and eatcs. \Vrite for particulars.
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Great Possibilities of Ontario Apple Orchards
THERE are neglected orchards on

thousands of farms in Ontario, the

owners of which have no concep-
tion of their value. These orchards
range in size from one to twenty acres.

Many of them are stocked with excellent

varieties of trees. For the most part

they are unpruned, unsprayed, unculti-

vated. Did their owners realize the

returns that might be obtained from their

orchards they would be quick to give them
the slight care and attention that is all

that is required to make their value ap-
parent. As it is they do not appreciate
their possibilities and consequently most
of these orchards could be purchased for

only a few dollars an acre. Money in-

vested in .some of these orchards, with .-i

little care and attention might soon be
doubled.

The best of these orchards are located

in the counties adjoining the great lakes,

There are hundreds of them in the coun-
|ty of Prince Edward which is exception-
ally well adapted for the growing of

fruit. Others may be found in counties
all along the shores of Lake Ontario,
Lake Erie, Lake Huron, and the Georg-
ian Bay, as well as in some counties
situated further inland.

There are sections where an awakening
has taken place. For the most part these
are where co-operative fruit growers'
associations have been formed, as at

Trenton, Newcastle, Oshawa, Simcoe,
Chatham, Forest, Walkerton, Meaford,
and elsewhere. In some of these dis-

tricts there are fruit growers who now
are making $100 and $200 an acre and
more out of apple orchards that a few
years ago they were planning to destroy.

REASONS FOR NEGLECT

Most of these neglected orchards were
planted many years ago. They pruved
profitable lor some years. Later, how-
ever, their output became greater than
the local markets could absorb. At that

time the great markets in Western
Canada had not been created, and the

population of the towns and cities of

Ontario was much smaller than it is

now. The co-operative handling of

fruit was practically unknown. The
growers were forced to sell their crops

to apple buyers. If they obtained 75cts.

to $1.00 a bbl. they generally considered

that they did well. These conditions

proved discouraging. In the course of

a few years thousands of these orchards

were neglected. Most of them are still

in that condition.

CHANGED CONDITIONS

Within the past five or six years the

general situation has changed completely.

Over 1,000,000 settlers have come into

Canadk. Important consuming centres
have sprung up all over the great West,
and lately in Northern Ontario, as though
by magic. The population of the cities

and towns has increased greatly. To-
gether with this the co-operativ^ system
of handling the apple crop has bv,i;n

introduced, and has been proved to be
practical and profitable. About forty

co-operative apple growers' associa-
tions now save for their members the

A Bond of Union
It is well for the horticultural

interests of Canada that we have
such a publication as The Cana-
dian Horticulturist. It is the
bond that unites those interested
in horticulture all over the Domin-
ion, and thus it is a factor in

building up Canada. We should
all support it.—Thos. Delworth,
Weston, Ont., President, Ontario
Vegetable Growers' Association.

proceeds from their fruit that formerly
were divided among two or three middle-
men. By means of their warehouses they
are able to store their apples, and thus
to sell them when the market is the most
favorable. Thus to-day there are many
hundreds of apple growers in Ontario
who receive two and three dollars a
barrel for their apples, and who thus
are making large profits out of their

orchards. And still there are thousands
of farmers in the province who do not
realize what the changes that have taken
place mean to them, and whose orchards
in consequence are an eyesore to them,
and even in some cases a source of loss.

THE GEORGIAN BAY DISTRICT

The Georgian Bay district is one in

which hundreds of neglected orchards

exist. In Nottawasaga township, Sim-

coe county, however, such an awakening
is taking place as is needed in the other

fruit sections of the province. There is

a prospect that within the next few years

it will become general throughout On-
tario.

The section is well adapted to the
growth of apple trees and many of the
semi-hardy fruit trees. The so-called
mountains—a high ridge of land running
along the shore near the Bay, which is

a continuation of the Niagara escarp-
ment—together with the tempering in-

fluence of the Georgian Bay to the north,
renders the climate of the district most
favorable for fruit. Fruit trees do re-

markably well, and so far as apple trees
are concerned, it would be difficult to
find a place that by nature was better
adapted for their growth.

START OF THE MOVEMENT
Last year, the Fruit Branch of the

Ontario Department of Agriculture in-

terested itself in the district. During
the summer, considerable data relative

to the actual conditions of the orchards
was gathered.

There is located at Collingwood one
of the Branch Offillices of the Ontario
Department of Agriculture. Its repre-

sentative, I. F. Metcalf, B.S.A., realized

that the farmers of the section did not
appreciate their opportunities. Actmg
on his knowledge of the district, along
with that obtained from the orchard sur-

vey work, he planned to conduct some
demonstration orchards this year in the

hope of improving the orchards generally.

His efforts are meeting with distinct

success.

The start was made last spring in

the township of Nottawasaga. Six

orchards that were in a badly neglected

state were selected at favorable points.

Having gained the consent of their

owners, these were taken over by the

Department for a period of two years to

be used for demonstration purposes. The
orchards are located on the farms of the

following men: W. Hamilton, Colling-

wood ; W. J. Ovens, Duntroon ; C. Camp-
bell, Stayner; R. Steele, Cashtown ; S.

Blackburn, Creemore ; John Osborne,
Dunedin. These orchards are represen-

tative of orchards in the district. The
trees were pruned, scraped, and sprayed.

All of these orchards had previously been

in sod, as are most of the orchards in the

district. They were plowed and have

since been cultivated.

The owners of the orchards assisted

with the work of pruning and spraying,

and did the manuring, plowing, and culti-

vating, as directed. The farmers who
owned the orchards will reap the full
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Before Pruning, No. 1

A tree in Mr. Colin Campbell's orchard, Georgian
Bay District, before pruning.

benefit of the work. The Department
is keeping an account of all labor and
expenditures. The ultimate results will

be compared with those obtained in pa.st

years in order to demonstrate the profit

that may be gained by giving care to

these orchards.

GREAT RESULTS ALREADY
These six demonstration orchards were

inspected by a representative of The
Canadian Horticulturist during the

second week in June. The transforma-
tions that have been worked already are

remarkable. They have aroused the
interest of the entire section. The
orchards which before their introduction

to the pruning tools and cultivating im-
plements were equal to the worst, have
taken on an appearance common to the

best, and their owners are delighted be-

yond measure at the prospects now be-

fore them.

PRACTICAL MAN IN CHARGE
The practical part of the work is in

diarge of Mr W. F. Kidd, of Simcoe.
Distinct credit is due Mr Kidd for the
thorough manner in which the work has
been accomplished. The orchards are
located on main roads. Large signs
draw the attention of passers-by to the
work that is being done. This has helped
to create the great interest already ap-
parent on the part of other orchardists.

CARE GIVEN THE TREES

Three sprayings in all will be given
for the season . With the exception of

one of the orchards, where part of the

trees are being sprayed with Bordeaux,
commercial lime-sulphur, diluted one to

forty, and arsenate of lead, three pounds
to the barrel, is the spray mixture used.

The spray outfit is of an ordinary kind,

the waggon and tower having been fitted

lip by one of the owners of the orchards.

It is such as any farmer mi ;,'hl make for

himself. In each of the orchards, deiron-

str;itions in spraying and in pruning ha\ e

been given. Farmers ntlcndcd in large

numbers.

The influence of the dcnionstration

work is having effect. F'armers have

conmicnced to prune their trees, and to

plow and cultivate their orchards. Mr
Kidd will remain in the district through-

out the summer, going from farm to lann,

talking over orchard matters and show-
ing those farmers who wi.sh to learn by
actual demonstration how to prune and
care for their orchards so that they may
return greater profits.

An extension of this line of work to

other similar sections throughout thel

province is needed. The Ontario Fruit

Growers' Association, the Department
of Agriculture and local organizations

should co-operate to that end.

After Priming, No. 2

The same tree in Mr. Campbell's orchard after
pruning.

Peach Lea{ Curl
I enclose you leaves taken from my peach

tree. The.v are curled up and present a
mcst horrid appearance. This is the second
or third year they have been affected in this
manner. Can you give me an.v good solu-
tion that may be used as a spray to remedy
this evil.'—H. F. L., Brantford.

The peach leaves are attacked by a

very common disease of the peach : the

peach leaf curl. This is very prevalent

and very severe in all peach growing dis-

tricts this year. Trees badly affected

for several years in succession are often

so greatly weakened that they will die.

The disease can be kept under control by
spraying with either Bordeaux mixture

or lime-sulphur before the buds hegm to

burst in the spring of the year. If this

spraying is put off until the buds have
started to burst or are well swollen

very often it fails to give satisfactory

results. One spraying is sufficient.—L.

Caesar, O. A. C. , Cuelph, Ont.

Banding Apple Trees
Grut S. P»rt, Barii*|tOD, Oat.

In apple sections infested with the cod-
ling moth, the time has come to supple-
ment .spraying. No matter how thor-
oughly the spraying may be done tnere
are always some moths left.

In .-iddition to spraying, we have used
bands for many years with excellent re-
sults. Our experience indicates that
burlap sacking, of which bran sacks are
made, is the only material fit to use, be-
cau.se the worms will not enter bands
made of dyed cloths. We aim to make
the bands long enough to go around the
trunk of the tree. They are placed any-
where from three to four feet above the
ground, so that any hogs running in the
orchard are unable to reach and destrov
them. The bands should be made from
eight to ten inches in width, and folded
once so as to have a double thickness.
When placed on the tree they should lie

stretched reasonably tight so that they
will not sag with rain. One nail is suf-

ficient for each band.
The larvw go into and under the bands

and sometimes transform into the adult
moth in less than a week, according to

the weather conditions. Thus, the bands
should be examined at least once a week.
To do this we find that the handiest
tools to use are a light house hammer or
a pair of pinchers.

When removing the band, take one
end in the left hand and strip it from the

tree carefully, otherwise some of the

worms will drop to the ground and es-

cape. Before replacing, it, the band
should be thoroughly examined, inside

and out, so that every worm is detected

and crushed.

By working systematically, a man can
do about 200 trees a day quite easily.

The bands placed on the trees during
late spring and early summer, should be
examined for the first time not later than

the middle of July, and not taken otT the

trees for the winter before the apple crop

is harvested.

Tke Simple Sprayiag Outfit Used

The implements used in the demonstration
work were of an inexpensive nature. Already
farmers have bought and fitted up several spray-
ing outfits like this for use in the section.
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Banding apple trees is a profitable

work. With spraying combined, we
have frequently reduced the wormy ap-
ples to ten per cent. Another advantage
to be derived, and one which is very lia-

ble to be overlooked by the grower, is

the encouragement into his orchard of
beneficial insects. Very often we have
found while examining the bands, num-
bers of larvae of the ladybug beetles,

ichneumon and brachonid flies, feeding
on the codling worms.

I

Thinning and Sumnver Pruning
W. J. L. Hamilton, Salt Springs, B.C.

Although is is frequently regarded as
one of the minor operations of the or-

chard and sadly neglected, a great deal
of the success of the commercial orchard
depends on the proper thinning of the
fruit. It should be understood that it

is seed production rather than fruit pro-
duction which saps the vitality of the
trees: consequently, as trees are dis-

posed to overbear, exhaustion ensues,
and a year is needed in which to recup-
erate. This is the reason why most trees
only bear a good crop every second
year.

If, however, thinning is performed
judiciously, the tree freed from the
labor of so much seed production, turns
its attention to perfecting the fruit left

on it: hence they are larger, more per-
fect, more vigorous, and consequently
more resistant to disease ; in other words,
more No. i fruit is produced and fewer
culls. Sun and air, also, obtain full

access, and a better color is obtained,
which, in this day of the red apple, means
better prices.

When fruit, particularly apples and
pears, touch one another, the spray can-
not find access ; besides which, at the
point of contact the skin is thinner, and
insects which feed on the fruit find easy
access, generally spoiling both the fruit

where they touch.

If the simple rule is observed to thin

all fruits so that, when matured, no two
fruits shall touch one another, the tree

will not be exhausted by the over pro-

duction of seed, and so will bear well

every year. The crop also will be heavier,

since the individual specimens will be
much larger, besides almost all of them
being perfect specimens, and in conse-
quence, of the highest market value.

This good fruit can be obtained only

where intelligent spraying is conscien-

tiously carried out in conjunction with
the pruning and thinning.

SUMMER PRUNING

Another point often imperfectly under-
stood is the importance of summer prun-
ing. In the winter we prune to shape
the tree, and for wood production, gener-

ally cutting back about one-third of the

year's growth, whereas in summer we

prune with the object, in the apple

orchard, of producing fruit bearing spurs.

These spurs are really abortive branches,

that is, branches whose growth has been
checked.

If then, in summer, we pinch back with
the finger and thumb, all branches whilst

they are still green and tender, upon

Use of Lye as a Spray
I am perplexed regarding spraying. I

noticed in the Gillett Lye pamphlet that
they claim it is a sufBcient spray for all

purposes. What strength of lye would you
use in spraying, after apple blossoms fall?
Do you think 2 lbs. with 5 lbs. lime to 50
gals, of water suflScient strength? In the
pamphlet they claim it will destroy aphis

A Samplt of tho Sipu Thai Called Attention to tlie Work

This shows a portion of Mr. Osborne's orchard at Dunedin. Note its sadly neglected condi-
tion. It is typical of hundreds of other orchards in this district.

which we want fruit spurs to form, at

about the fourth leaf of the young growth
we will find that the end bud left will

grow strongly, as it receives most of the
sap, and tries to take the place of the
original twig which has been shortened

;

at the same time the other three buds left

on the shoot will also start to grow,
but, since the end one is taking mos^ of

the sap, these are starved and dwarfed,
forming fruit spurs.

If these points are properly attended
to, and the land is cultivated "with
brains," the crop can hardly fail to be a

good one, given reasonable weather. In

cultivating, never, if possible, use a

plow, which tears up and breaks the sur-

face roots, leaving projecting ends, and
weakening the tree. Always disk the

orchard ; use a disk with side draft to

cultivate close to the stems, without
bringing the team too close. If the disk

does not cultivate deep enough, weight
it. Commence to cultivate just as growth
starts, and keep on until you want growth
to stop, or, in other words, when the tree

has made all the wood it can ripen be-

fore frost.

Also rake up and burn all leaves and
rubbish, as these are the winter nesting

place of insect pests and many fungous
diseases.

Burn or otherwise destroy all the fruit

you thin out. Remember, that a few
fruit trees, properly attended to, will pay,

whereas a number of neglected ones are

an expense and an eyesore.

and canker worm. Will it kill lark louse
bug?—H. W. C. C. Windsor, N. S.

We have never used Gillett's Lye
during the summer as a summer spray..

We have found it very eifective and use-
ful as a winter and spring treatment for

bark lice, and for cleaning up th«"

branches of trees. We should not
spray for apple trees in foliage, unless
it were very much diluted ; the amount
of dilution I am not prepared to say at

present. For winter and spring treat-

ment one pound to two gallons ot water
is about right, and does good work.

—

Prof. W. Lochhead, Macdonald College,

Quebec.

In our experience, the best treatment
of Oyster Shell Scale is a lime wash when
the trees are dormant. The lime-

sulphur wash is also good. These, we
believe, give better results than Gillett's

Lye, which has not been found satis-

factory here in controlling Oyster Shell

Scale.—W. T. Macoun, C.E.F., Ottawa.

The strength of spray should depend
very much upon the age and species of

the tree. It would be well to experiment

a little, starting with a weak solution and
gradually making it stronger until the

proper strength for the work required

is ascertained.

Lands which yield good crops of wheat
and corn may be expected to be good

apple lands, if other conditions are

right.
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Lessons from Professor "Nineteen" Ten"
Reported by "Weary Worm," Winona

PROFESSOR "Nineteen Ten" is by

far the youngest of four Professors,

being not yet six months old.

Young as he is, however, he is already

teaching us lessons with the best of our

college men, who, able and clever as

they are, at the same age were much
more interested in the pure milk question

than in either the fungus diseases or

insect enemies of fruit.

The Professor, in his own original way,

has just given a most valuable lessoii on

the fjuestion of "Curl Leaf" in the peach.

This he has done by means of an un-

usually early and warm opening of spring,

followed by a long spell of cool, wet

weather. It is "up to us" to profit by

his strong hint.

It has been demonstrated this season

that the only way to control the serious

fungus disease of the peach is by early

and thorough spraying with a mixture of

lime and sulphur, in which the propor-

tion of lime must be large.

This application can hardly be made
too early or too thoroughly. A promi-

nent grower at Vineland had his trees

sprayed while it still froze hard at nights

;

result, trees free from "Curl Leaf."

Numerous object lessons on this ques-

tion have abounded in the Niagara Dis-

trict this year for any one with eyes to

see. Where the spraying had been done

carelessly it was very visible in the

orchard ; where branches had been

missed the "Curl Leaf" was bad, the

rest of the tree being free from it.

Some growers sprayed their trees from

one side only : result, one side of the tree

with but little "Curl Leaf," and the

other with plenty. Where individual

trees at the ends of the rows were only

half done, the results wete plainly mani-

fest ; and where trees were left unsprayed

terrible results followed, amounting in

many cases to the total loss of the crop.

QBOWERS UNPREPARED
The exceptionally early season caught

many growers unprepared. They left

the spraying to the usual time with dis-

astrous results, which will cost them a

large proportion of their crop.

The lime and sulphur spray for "'Curl

Leaf" is purely preventive, and must
be applied before the buds come out.

If applied later it does little, if any, good.

Moreover, it would seem as if it is the

lime which chiefly does the work.

Several interesting experiments have

been conducted alpng this line. In the

orchard of Mr Newton Cossit, of North

Grimsby, trees sprayed early with lime

and water only—at a strength of 25 to

30 pounds of lime to 40 gallons of water,

were free from the disease, and com-

pared favorably with other trees in the

same orchard sprayed at the same time

with lime and sulphur.

A number of experienced fruit-growers

report that the old home-boiled mixture,

20 lbs. lime and 15 lbs. sulphur to 40

gallons water is preferable to either the

home-made concentrated or the com-

mercial article for the prevention of

this disease. Others report satisfactory

results from the commercial article when
very thoroughly applied. To be on the

safe side it is necessary to add from 15

to 20 pounds freshly slaked lime to each

40 gallon barrel of home-made concen-

trated or commercial preparation pre-

vious to putting on the trees. This will

ensure success, and indeed Professor

Cajsar of the O.A.C., Guelph, has al-

ready advised this course.

LESS SUSCEPTIBLE VARIETIES

Another lesson taught by Professor

"Nineteen Ten" is that Early Craw-

ford, Fitzgerald and peaches of that type

are less subject to "Curl Leaf" than

other varieties, and that Early Rivers,

Triumph, and Elberta are peculiarly

liable to it. A further lesson is, that in

a season like this it is not advisable to

cultivate the peach orchards too early,

as such action has a tendency to in-

crease the disease.

Out of seeming evil good often comes.

It has been demonstrated to a certainty

that those who were ready and fore-

handed in applying thoroughly the proper

lime and sulphur mixture are about to

reap a great reward, for these men have

the crop and the others have it not.

Instances there are of orchards con-

taining 50 acres and upwards of peaches

being practically free from the curl as a

result of proper spraying, and of

orchards of five acres and less losing

their whole crop from neglect of this

precaution.

Those who thus escaped have a large

crop ; indeed, one large grower in the

Winona neighbourhood already has a

gang of women and others employed

thinning the crop.

OTHER LESSONS

We are being taught, this season,

some other things: one is that it is not

safe to use Arsenite of Lime or Paris

Green in combination with lime and sul-

phur, several such attempts having re-

sulted in burning the foliage. Arsenite

of Lime can be used with Bordeaux

safely, at a strength of one quart of the

stock solution to 40 gallons water. But

if a drenching spray be needed less than

a quart must be used.

Prof. Stewart's formula for making

Arsenite of Lime is : 2 lbs. white arsenic,

2 lbs. sal soda, and i to i >^ gallons

water; boil till thoroughly dissolved,

then add 3 to 4 lbs. lime, and boil five

or ten minutes longer, adding water to

make up 2 gallons. This is the stock

solution previously referred to. In actual

use this spring, however, it was found
that where a drenching spray was u.sed

on early apples, the foliage was slightly

burned, but when the amount of lime

added was increased to 5 and 6 lbs. no
injury took place.

Mr E. M. Smith, a well-known grower
near Winona, reports that using home-
made lime and sulphur of winter strength

diluted 1 to 40 as a summer spray on

plums, burnt the foliage, but that diluted

I to 50 it did not hurt the foliage, and
did good work.

.Another lesson taught by Professor

"Nineteen Ten" is, that in a season like

this it does not pay to set out tomato

plants too early. Those first put out,

in most cases, had to be replanted and

in other cases were behind those planted

later.

These are a few of the lessons the

Professor has already taught us. As

he grows older, he probably will have

more lessons for us, perhaps of still

greater importance.

Thinning Apples*
W. H. Frcach, Osbawa

Three years' experience leads me to

believe that thinning apples is fully as

important and profitable as either good

fertilizing, working, or the spraying of

the orchard. Judicious pruning will

help, but cannot take the place of thin-

ning.

In the season of 1907, I thinned 100

trees. I commenced in a block of ten

Snows, ten Wagner and forty Golden

Russet, which were well laden. I re-

moved one-third of the fruit from all but

two trees, leaving these two for compari-

son purposes. In another lot of forty

Northern Spys there were six trees that

were exceptionally heavy laden. I left

two of these unthinned ; from two I re-

moved one-third of the fruit; from the

other two, two-thirds. The remaining

thirty-four trees were well filled. I took

off one-third from all but two. Part of

them I finished at one picking, and part

I went over twice.

THE RESULTS

Later, when looking over the work of

the summer, I found : First, that until

one is familiar with the work, it is better,

if there is much fruit to remove, to thin

twice rather than once. The second

thinning should follow about three weeks

after the first. It requires about that

time for the results of the first work to

develop, second, that on my light land,

it is not quite enough to only remove one-

third of the fruit when the trees are

heavily laden, one-half is better; third,

that to remove two-thirds of the crop is

the extreme limit, as otherwise the fruit

is liable to be coarse and overgrown.

•Extracts from a paper re*d at the Short Course
in fruit growing held at the Guelph Agncmtural
College.

i
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La^vn and Garden Suggestions for July

I

CONSTANT attention to all plant life

must be given this month to keep
»~ everything looking nice. Watering

must be clone copiously so as to thorough-
ly soak the soil. Do not be content with

merely laying the top dust. Water in

the evening if possible, and then next day
slightly stir the surface of the flower

beds with a hoe or rake. By doing
this you encourage the roots to go
deeper in search of nourishment.

Keep all dead and withered flowers

cut from your plants so as to prevent

the strength of the plants being used up
in forming seed pods. Constant atten-

tion to this will insure a continuous

supply of blooms on many plants which

are sometimes thought to produce only

one crop of flowers. Many varieties of

(lie campanulius, poppy, and stocks will

produce fine flowers the second time if

well fed and not allowed to seed.

Take notes of your perennial bed and
borders, and determine what needs re-

moving the coming fall, and also the

lime of flowering, and if the flov/ers are

as good as last year. If they are not,

it is proof that the soil is exhausted, and
(he plants need removing and dividing

up again.

Look well after your Asters and
Dahlias. Do not let them suffer Irom
drought, or they will be a failure. Water
copiously in the evenings, and mulch
around the plants with vi'ell-rotted

manure or grass clippings. Watch for

the Aster bug. Spend a few minutes

each evening catching them. You will

be surprised how it will help to lessen

the number of spoilt blooms.

Keep all plants well tied up. Doing
so makes a place look better and more
business-like, and aids the production of

better flowers. All early spring bulb

foliage may now be cleaned off. Those
that are dry will pull away. Those that

are green, such as Narcissus, may be

safely cut away a few inches above the

soil.

If you have any blank spaces in your

borders there is still time to sow seeds

of candituft, portulaca, and annual

poppies, which will make a fine show
during the late summer.

Give close attention to the pansies.

Keep them well watered. Apply liquid

manure once a week. Keep all seed

pods picked off. You should then have

good flowers all the season.

WITH THE VEGETABLES

In the vegetable garden there is still

time to sow dwarf beans, cabbages (late

kinds), and cauliflowers. Also sow
fortnightly small sowings of radishes

and lettuces, cress, and some parsley,

which will do to lift later.

Celery will now require lots of water

and feeding. Apply liquid manure once

a week, but see that the soil is moist

before doing so. If it is not, then soak

,v?>v- «. ^

^^* //

'\4i^

A Few of the Flowers in a Hamillon Roaf Garden

The roof where this Illustration was secured has been converted into an attractive roof gar-
den by its owner, Mr, 0. D. Blaohford, of Hamilton. The flowers are planted in boxes. Summer
c.vpress. Hcarl<^t runrurr, hyacinths, sweet peas, climbinfr naHturtiuin. begonias, white alysHum,
l)liie lobelia, geraniums and numerous other vines and plants, have been grown successfully.

The adjoining stone wall has been covered by a climbing vine which grows up wire netting eight
ftHit high and presents a most pleasing appearance, especially wuen in bloom.

Blood-root a Haidy Native ^lant

The Blood-root, Sanguinaria Canadensis, has
the purest white color of any plant known. It
is one of the most shy of wild plants, but it

takes most readily to the garden, where it will
be apt to double in size, flower earlier and to re-
pudiate its love of water. With care it can be
transplanted from the woods in July. These flow-
ers have been grown successfully for many years
in the garden of Mr. A. Alexander, Hamilton.

the ground well with clear water first,

and then apply the fertilizer. Towards
the end of the month the early celery may
have a little soil drawn close up to the

sticks, which helps to keep them moist,

and commences to bleach it. Take care
not to draw up too much soil, or it may
cause rot to start.

THE SMALL FRUIT GARDEN

Keep all fruit bushes free from weeds,
and spray occasionally with Bordeaux
mixture to keep leaf blight in check.

A good mulching around the raspberry

and blackberry canes will be beneficial

this month, and will prevent the surface

roots from being dried out.

Keep all small shoots and side growths
cut away on your tomato plants, and
thin out the heavy foliage, to let all

the sunlight possible reach the fruit.

GREENHOUSE WORK
In the greenhouse, plant cucumbers

if you have the room, and clean up under

the benches. Whitew:»sh the walls,

and so forth, so as to prepare for grow-
ing your winter flowering plants.

The Rudbcckia
J. McP. Rail, Toronto, Ont.

Its perfect hardiness and the fact that

it can be grown almost anywhere, added
to its easiness of propagation, have made
the rudbeckia rather too familiar in

some localities. Nevertheless, they are a

beautiful class of pl.-mts, and an indis-

pensable border plant, despite their free-

dom of growth and popularity.

Its proper place is at the back of the

border next to the fence, where its tall

spikes of bloom show to advantage. It

grows to a height of five to six feet, pro-

ducing rtinsses of pure yellow double
flowers in great freedom—lighting up the

neighborhood like a flock of yellow but-
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terfiies, and from which ample cuttings

can be made for decorative purposes.

The variety (Golden Glow) is one most
in cultivation, but there are many other

single varieties equally desirable and flor-

iferous.

• It is necessary sometimes to tie the

clump to a centre stake to prevent the

Golden Glow ia Bloom

stalks breaking down with the wind, as

the abundance of flower blooms make
them top heavy in showery or windy
weather.

The growing popularity of al) the

herbaceous plants is causing growers to

be on the look out for new varieties, as

many amateurs are going in for col-

lections of the various species. Cata-

logues, therefore, give descriptions of

many new rudbeckias, all worthy of cul-

tivation. A few plants make quite a

show. They bloom from July to Sep-
tember, and thrive under all conditions of

neglect or cultivation. The best results

are obtained when they are given ordin-

ary care. As they are strong growers
they require manure annually. When
you do not need to plant again, or cannot
give the plants away, they may be kept
under control by digging surplus growth
under.

Red Spider on Geraniums
What is the cause of geranium leaves

turning yellow and shriveling?—A. J. L.

The trouble is probably red spider, a
nasty jjest during July and August, es-

pecially in light sandy soils. The remedy
is to try and spray often with cold water
on the under side of the foliage. Mulch
the soil with short grass from the lawn.

—E. F. Collins.

Care of Bulbs
Will you kindly give me some information

on how to tnanago bulbs after th^y have
flowere<l 'i Some bulbs seem to do better if

taken up every year, while others do better
when left alone. Of course Gladioli should
be taken up every year. I have had much
trouble with my Poeticus Narcissus. Many
of the bulbs blight.—A. J. C.

Tulip bulbs give best results, as a rule,

if the bulbs are taken up each year after

the crops die down, or if the bed is in-

tended for annuals the tulips may be dug
while the tops are yet green, and heeled in

in a well drained place with the tops still

attached to them. If taken up when the

tops are dry, the bulbs are kept 'dry until

September, when they should be re-

planted. If left in the ground all summer
and subjected to moist and dry condi-

tions of ground alternately, they are like-

ly to be injured, although in well-drained

soil some varieties will persist for several

years ; hence it is not really necessary to

take up the bulbs each year. Narcissus

should not be taken up every year, but

when the clumps get so thick that the

bloom is affected they should be dug out

and the best bulbs re-planted and given

more room.—W. T. Macoun, C.E.F.,
Ottawa.

think that there is no fear of the disease
becoming serious.—J. E. Howitt,O.A.
C, Guelph, Ont.

Trouble With Geraniums
Can you give me a little advice regarding

the enclosed geranium leaves. If you hold
them against the light there is something in

the leaf like a fungus. It gradually spreads,
the leaves turn yellow and drop. The
blooms do not open in the center, but shrivel
up.—S. L. B., Island of Orleans, Que.

We have had the leaves examined
carefully and have found that the brown
spotting and dying of the leaves is due
to a bacterial disease. This disease is

favored by moist conditions and therefore

often caused to develop and become no-

ticeable by over watering, lack of drain-

age and too much shading. If these con-

ditions are overcome and the soil in which
the plants are growing is suitable we

Cactus as a Decorative Plant
J. H. Callander, Peterbero

The growing of Cacti, a class of plants
that comprises in its members the
strangest productions in form and hab-
its that Nature has ever added to

plant life, has received a decided revival

within the last few years. Their splen-

did qualities as decorative plants,both in

the conservatory and garden are begin-
ning to be realized. The first great
factor that has helped to bring about
this result is the success in creating odd
and beautiful effects by massing in

indoor groups, or forming striking de-

signs in carpet bedding, by those who
have tried the Cacti for these purposes.
This success has led others to desire

some such arrangement. For house
plants, there is no other species like the

Cactus. It endures all temperature, the

dust that is the enemy of foliage plants,

gases which destroy other vegetation,

and appears to simply revel in a long
siege of neglect. Added to this, the

oddity of form and the wonderful coloring

of the spines, has made them always a

source of curious admiration. To crown
all, the magnificence of many of their

flowers surpasses everything that it has

been found possible to produce under
the most favorable cultural conditions.

This grandeur of bloom is not found
on the carefully tended plants as might
be expected, but comes oftenest on
neglected specimens that find their ideal

conditions in being allowed a season of

rest. They reward the delighted owner
with a flower or flowers of rare beauty,

form and coloring. Cacti not only

stand neglect, but actually demand it

to enable them to give the best results.

\ great many of the parks in the larger

A Backyard Garden in Toronto Which Shows What Can be Done

This garden, of Mr. R. 0. Wade. Eiverdale Ave., Toronto, demonstrates the great improvements
that can be made in the average city back yard. Compare this backyard with that of the
average city house.
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Homes on Van Stittart

Note that all front and division fences betw
and city there are residences and streets, the ap
moval of unsightly fences.

cities of the United States have had a

very fine collection of Cacti for many
years. They have been bedded out

each season, and visitors have always

been led to the Cactus bed as one of the

sights of the park. These influences

have been quietly at work to bring these

peculiar plants into prominence, and

general favor.

Renewing a Lawn
I have had a fairly good lawn for three

years, but there is very little sod. I have
lots of earth and I want to know how it

would be if I put about half an inch of same
all over it on the top of the present grass.

Would I practically have to make a new
lawn, or would the present grass grow
through it? Of course, 1 expect I would
have to put some seed on.—H. S., Smith's
Falls, Ont.

It will do no harm and probably will

be of benefit for you to place a half inch

or even more of well pulverized earth,

spread evenly on your lawn. This should
be done before the grass grows very

much. If much growth has been made,
mow it closely before applying the earth.

-Seed may be sown and raked in after the

earth has been spread. Make the surface
level and firm by rolling.

Summer Care oS Bulbs
Narcissus bulbs should be left undis-

turbed in the ground as long as they
continue to produce good flowers. Most
of the best varieties will produce good
flowers for four or five years. If it is

desired to increa.se the clumps or to make
new ones, they may be dug after a few
years and the bulbs separated and given

more room, when they will multiply again

with renewed vigor. Hyacinth bulbs

may be left in the ground froni year to

year, where they will often increase. If

tulips are in suitable soil they may be left

undisturbed for three or four years, or

Ave., ^Woodstock, Ont.

oen -lawns have been removed. In every town
nearance of which might be improved by the re-

until they get too crowded to produce
good flowers or have died out so much
that they need to be replaced. As a rule,

the best flowers are obtained by planting
new bulbs each year. This is almost a

necessity for show beds. As soon as the

petals are formed, the seed pods should
be removed, in order to conserve the en-

ergy of the plant, which would be used
in developing .seeds instead of the bulbs,

but the stem and leaves should not be

cut until they have dried up as they are

necessary to the proper maturing of the

bulb. As soon as the stems and leaves

have died, the bulbs may be dug up,

cleaned, and kept dry until August, or if

the bed is needed for annuals, they

may be dug up shortly after they have
done flowering, and heeled in in a partly

shaded place so that they will dry up
gradually, in order to get them as mature
as possible.

June Pinks
T. H. Taylor, Hamilton, Ont.

Although the June or Scotch Clove

Pink does not appear in the gardens of

to-day to the same extent as formerly, it

is still a very useful hardy border plant.

It has very neat foliage for a narrow bor-

der plant, particularly after the blooming
season is over when the new growth is

coming, and all flower stems have been

removed. Our preference for this flow-

er, with its exquisite odor, is shown by

the fact that although ours is only a small

garden in a city lot, a walk from the

house to the rear of the garden is bor-

dered with them, in addition to those

shown in the accompanying illustration.

.Some of the earliest recollections of gar-

dening and flowers take the writer back

to boyhood's days, when a handful of

the.se flowers were given him, leading to

a resolution that if ever the posses.sor of

a garden, this sweet flower with its de-

lightful fragrance should have a goodly
space to itself.

The culture is easy. It will grow in

any oidinary garden soil, though perhaps
a light soil suits it best, if fertilized. The
clump shown in the illustration grows in a

moderately heavy soil, which has been
well treated with fertilizer for the roses

growing behind the pinks. Those bor-
dering the walk are growing in a very
light soil. They are doing well but do
not show quite such good flowers as

those in the clump.

This plant is very easy of propagation,

should any readers of The C.\n.\dian

IIoRTiciLTURiST wish to increase the

space devoted to it, or to raise new
plants for other garden-loving friends.

'\fter the bloom is over a heavy growth
of new spurs takes place which when
three or four inches long, can be cut

off and placed in a trench a few inches

apart, and the earth firmed around them.
By fall, most of the cuttings will be root-

ed, and will bloom the following June.

Jane or Scotch Clove Pink

A section of the flower bed in the garden of Mr.
Thomas II. Taylqr, Hamilton, Ont. (See accom-
panying article).

The trench should preferably be in light

warm soil, with reasonable cjare that

the earth does not dry out.

Several attempts have been made by
the writer to secure the White Pinks, Her
Majesty, Snow, etc., but either he has
been told that the florist was ".sold out,"

or the order was filled with plants which
when they bloomed turned out to be the

old ones he already had. Her Majesty

more nearly approaches the carnation,

and is a beautiful flower, but no oppor-

tunity has yet occurred for the writer to

test its growth and hardiness.



To a great many people the art of

growing mushrooms is quite a

mystery, and even amongst gar-

deners of considerable experience and

skill their cultivation is attended with a

good deal of guess work, because they

lack the knowledge of two or three

essential points, which, if attended to

at the outset, the after crop of this de-

licious esculent can be looked forward

to with absolute certainty. Everyone

likes mushrooms, and there is no rea-

son why anyone who can procure the

manure and has a place, either in a shed

or out-building or a cellar, may not have

a bed producing plenty of mushrooms
the year around, excepting June or July

^and even in these hot months they

can be grown if kept covered up from

the flies.

Mushrooms will grow anywhere when
given the proper materials, and dark,

dry cellars not being used for anything

else are ideal places, spaces under ve-

randahs, or the prepared manure may
be packed in boxes any size, so long as

they are deep enough to hold eight or

nine inches of manure. Old bureau

drawers serve capitally for this purpose

—in fact, there is no limit to their cul-

tivation in places that may be conven-

ient or that ingenuity can suggest.

To have certain success, procure if

possible the daily manure and sweep-

ings from a stable, whatever quantities

possible, forking out the long straw,

if any, and add a third of good gar-

den soil to the manure, mixing it thor-

oughly, turning daily to prevent it heat-

ing too much, adding to the pile fresh

manure and soil as you procure them
till you have sufficient to make a bed

four or five feet in width as long as you
have space for, and when packed down
to be not less than eight inches in depth.

After the first rank heat has escaped,

make the bed by placing the manure in

layers, pounding it firmly. Pound it as

you would pound the soil in setting

posts ; the more compact your bed is,

the longer it retains the heat, and the

spawn travels quicker through it.

In locating your bed, do not put it

on a cold floor or where any water would
be apt to raise and be absorbed by the

bed ; in such a possibility, raise your
bed up four or five inches, and if made
against a damp, cold wall, run some
Doards between.
When your bed is made put a ther-

mometer in it and observe the tempera-
ture, which will rise up to a greater or
lesser degree ; but when you notice it

going down and about ninety degrees,
place your spawn in it by making holes
four inches deep, fifteen inches apart,

•Extract from an address read at a meeting of
the Toronto Horticultural Society.

Mushroom Culture^
J. McPherson Ross, Toronto

and place the broken spawn in small

pieces in the holes, c(>\ering the same.
A particular point in after-success is

to wait after spawning for a week or

ten days before you put the top cover-
ing of soil. Many growers are so im-
patient that they put the soil on too
soon. The heating or fermentation go-
ing on in the new bed causes moisture
or hot steam, and this must be allowed
to escape, so that if the soil was put on
before this occurred it would be retained
in the bed and kill the spawn. This is

the actual cause for the failure in nine
out of ten cases of attempts to grow
mushrooms, and too much stress cannot
be laid on these two points in growing
them : The first, being careful not to

spawn the bed till the heat is receding
and is about ninety degrees or eighty-
five degrees, and the second, not to

cover with the top two inches of soil

till eight or nine days have passed after

spawning. When putting on the top
two inches of soil, pat it down firmly

and smoothly and then place a layer
of straw over your bed ; though not ac-
tually necessary, it aids to keep the
soil surface moist and prevents the air

drying up the bed too quickly, and
keeps a still temperature. The temper-
ature to grow mushrooms should be
fifty-eight and one-half degrees, and
should not vary, but anywhere between
fifty to sixty degrees will answer. I

have succeeded in varying temperatures,
but that is the proper—fifty-eight and
one-half degrees—and that is why un-
derground tunnels, sewers or caves are
utilized, because the temperature can
be kept so even.

Following out the foregoing instruc-
tions, you should have plenty of mush-
rooms. Be careful not to get the ma-
nure wet when preparing it, as this de-
lays and hinders your bed ; in fact, it is

absolutely necessary to save it and pre-
pare in some dry place. There is suffi-

cient moisture in the manure itself dur-
ing the process of heating, but if con-
ditions occur in too dry a place and
your bed needs water, warm it well be-
fore applying, say about loo degrees,
an occasional sprinkling will keep it

right. When preparing material for

your bed, be careful to see there is no
old iron, such as pieces of hoop iron, or
nails. It is stated as a curious fact that
iron will prevent any mushrooms. It

is recorded that among rival mushroom
growers in France care is taken of the
beds to prevent any enemy from stick-

ing nails into it, as this meant failure.

In about six weeks or two months, if

the temperature keeps right, mushrooms
should appear, and when gathering give
the mushroom a .slight twist so as not
to disturb the little ones, and be care-
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ful to fill up with good soil any holes

made in the bed by removing. Never
cut them off with a knife, as the stump
remaining will decay and infect the sur-

rounding growth.
After a bed has exhausted it.self,

which it should in about three weeks,
a couple of inches of good soil applied
on the top will renew the crop for a
.short while. I have found it efficacious

to occasionally water it with liquid ma-
nure, which stimulates and increa.ses the
size of the mushrooms. When com-
pletely exhausted, remove the old ma-
terial, which is just right for digging
in flower beds or for bulb cultivation.

A good plan to have successive crops
of mushrooms is to keep adding to your
Ijed fresh manure treated as directed,
removing the old portion as it throws
off the crop. Mushrooms can be grown
anywhere on shelves built for them in

the cellar, making one above another,
or you can have a bed in a barrel by
filling the barrel, spawning it—having
regard to the temperature—and then
cutting holes in the sides of the barrel
at various places, through which open-
ings the mushrooms will appear. To
sum up, the whole art of mushroom cul-
tivation lies in observing these rules

:

1. Get your manure fresh and keep
from wet.

2. Turn daily and mix a third of
good soil with it.

3. Make your bed, when pounded
thoroughly firm, to be about eight
inches in depth ; any deeper would make
it heat too much, and any thinner or
shallower would not be enough.

4. Spawn it when the heat is reced-
ing from ninety degrees to eightyJfive
degrees, never more, as the heat would
kill the spawn.

5. Wait ten days after bed is spawn-
ed before you put on top layer of soil, so
as to allow excess heat and moisture to
escape.

6. Do not water unless you have to
and have it at blood heat.

7. Have the temperature near sixty
degrees, no more.
As it takes six weeks to two months

for the crop to grow, you can make the
beds any time, so long as you avoid it

cropping when flies abound. I would
not advise making any beds in Mav. It

is not necessary to grow mushrooms in

dark places, but they will grow there as
well as in the light.

The average vegetable garden near
Toronto is from five to ten acres. Nearly
all growers have one or more green-
houses, which are used in the winter for
forcing lettuces, radishes, rhubarb, etc.,

and to get plants well started ready for

spring work.
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Intensive Gardening
Tkot. Delworth, WcstoD, Oot,

In a well-kept vegetable garden in the

month of July every square foot should

be occupied with some growing crop.

Above all things, avoid waste corners

and bare patches. They nearly always

mean weeds and a crop of weeds for next

season. While it may be easier to weed

a garden when there is no crop growing

on it, in practice it generally goes weedy

because the work does not appear so

urgent and returns for the labor are not

so apparent.

Agailn, land in the condition of tilth

that a vegetable garden should be, is

too valuable to be allowed to stand idle

at this part of the season. As fast as

crops of early potatoes, peas, spinach,

radish, lettuce, Dutch sets, strawberries

and so forth are removed, fill up the

space again.

Quick heading varieties of cabbage,

like all head or early summer, or cauli-

flower of the snowball or erfurt type will

generally give a profitable crop if

planted as late as July 15th or i6th.

Pickling cucumbers or winter radish,

where you have a market for them, may
be sown any time this month or even

later.

Butter beans or the green-podded Val
entine or Refugee, if sown this month
will often give a large crop of better

quality than the early spring sowings.

The writer harvested an excellent crop

of Refugees last year that were sown on

land from which a crop of strawberries

had just been taken. The last picking of

berries was made on the 15th, when the

plants were ploughed under and the land

thoroughly disked and harrowed and the

seed sown on July 17th.

well stirred. Best results are generally

on the side of natural soil moisture con-

served by good cultivation.

While celery growing is not beset with

difficulties to the experienced grower first

attempts in this direction are usually fail-

ures. There seem to be facts in connec-

tion with celery growing, which though

apparent to the experienced grower, can-

not be readily communicated to the no-

vice. They can be learned only by ex-

perience. It is well therefore to be con-

tent with small beginnings. Success will

come with perseverance. There is no

crop that will better repay the gardener

for careful treatment than a good crop of

celery.

Diseases o{ Celery
F. W. Hack, Norwood Grove, Man.

Main diseases of celery are blight,

heart rot and rust. They are caused, in

some cases by inherited tendencies, as

in the case of poor seed, or they are

brought on by weakness of the plants

caused by a severe check or climatic con-

ditions. The best preventive of disease

is to keep the plants growing vigorously

from the start and thorough and consist-

ent cultivation. It is the plants that have

had their vitality impaired by overcrowd-

ing, careless handling, or neglect of cul-

tivation that are most damaged by dis-

ease. By using proper methods the loss

in this way will not be great.

The natural rainfall is usually sufficient

for a crop of celery. While the celery

plant requires plenty of moisture it is

very easily injured by excessive water-

ing. Any sour, water-logged condition

of the soil will prove fatal to a good crop.

When it is necessary to supply water a

rood soaking should be given and as soon

after as possible the surface should be

A 140 Acre Market Garden
The market gardening establishment

of Smart Bros., Collingwood, Ont. , com-

prizes over 140 acres. For the most

part it is devoted to general garden truck.

Strawberries, blackberries, and other

small bush fruit are grown extensively.

Large areas are devoted to carrots, beets,

onions, and cabbage. The crops were
all looking well, and the whole place was
in a fine state of cultivation when visited

recently by an editorial representative of

The Canadian Horticulturist.

The record of Smart Bros, in building

up their business is somewhat remark-

able. They were formerly bakers.

Th* Interior of One of Smart Bro». Greenhoaiei

The iUuBtration shows lettuce being grown on rather a large scale. This greenhouse is on a

140 acre market garden, one of the largest in Canada.

Seasonable Hints

The cold weather in the latter part of

May and first few days of June has em-

phasized the fact that it is good practice

to harden off plants before setting out in

the open ground. Thousands of tomato

plants are showing a bleached appear-

ance of stem and the chances of a profit-

able crop from them are very much les-

sened in consequence.

In many cases the damage would have

been much less had the plants been prop-

erly acclimated before setting out. It

does not pay to set out tender plants

from the greenhouse direct to the open

field so early. A few days in a cold frame

will toughen them to withstand the cold

winds we so often get at that season.

This applies to almost all other plants.

Onions, beets, lettuce and similar crops

are usually transplanted to the open

ground at that time of year.—Thos Del-

worth, Weston, Ont.

When cutting asparagus for market,

use a short bladed sharp knife, cutting

just under ground. Never allow the

heads of the stalks to open or become
seedy-looking.

Owing to the confinement of inside

work, their health was not of the best.

They decided to make a venture at out-

side work, and they took up market

gardening. They started in a small

way owing to lack of experience and

lack of capital. The business grew.

They kept adding to it year by year,

putting on new lines as they acquired

the experience and capital.

This year Smart Bros, are going In

for flowers, having experimented a little

with this line last year. The green-

houses on the place afford an indication

of the growth of the business. As the

business was extended, the old houses

were added to and new ones built. This

summer. Smart Bros, anticipate building

an additional greenhouse, equal to their

best, an illustration of which appears

herewith. Now that the truck is all

outside, the space in the greenhouse is

given over to cucumbers.

The cucumber vines are trained on

wires, and were just beginning to bear

at the time of inspection. The most

recent addition to the business is that of

a sauer-kraut plant, the machinery for

which Smart Bros, have on the ground

ready to set up for the work next fall.
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A BOOM IN ONTARIO FRUIT LANDS

At last the fruit land in the Niagara dis-

trict of Ontario is beginning to be appre-

ciated at something like its true value.

What might almost be termed a "land
boom" is in progress. The whole district

from Queenston around the end of the lake

to within a few miles of Toronto, where it

has been shown that tender fruit can be
grown successfully, is affected. Land is

being held at higher values than ever be-

fore. Private persons as well as companies
have been purchasing land and holding it

for an advance in values.

A comparatively new factor, hitherto but
little known in the district although com-
mon to the fruit sections of British Colum-
bia and in the United States, the land
agent, has made his appearance. Large
areas of fruit lands are being bought, sub-

divided and sold off in small lots. While it

is possible that in some cases land is being
held at figures out of proportion to its true
value, the possibilities of good land in this

section are so great, the present boom is

well justified. The wonder is that it did

not occur long ago.
This evidence that the people of Ontario

are beginning to appreciate their opportuni-
ties is full of encouragement and promise.
The new elements that are entering the sit-

uation mean that the possibilities of the
tender fruit districts of Ontario will be more
and better advertised from now on than
ever before.

It is the land agents largely who have
made the snlendid possibilities of the fruit

districts of British Columbia so widely
known. Land equally as good as the best

in British Columbia and with larger markets
nearer at hand, and better shipping facili-

ties, is abundant and is to be found in sev-

eral of the lake sections of Ontario. This
land can stand booming. It needs it. Only
a comparatively small portion of the Niag-
ara district that is suitable for fruit cul-

ture is under cultivation. The possibilites

of, this section are enormous.
The tremendous tide of emigration Can-

ada is now experiencing will grow greater
year by year. Not only is our great West
being settled, but within a few years hun-
dreds of thousands of settlers will locate in

the vast clay belt of New Ontario. No mat-
ter how rapidly plantations may be set up
in the fruit sections of old Ontario, the mar-
kets are destined to grow even more rapidly.

No wonder our fruit growers are optimistic.
They have every reason for being so.

The present provincial inspector has but
little power over the local inspectors ap-
pointed by the various municipalities. In
some cases, at present, the local inspectors
are defying the provincial inspector to make
them enforce the Act.

Recent legislation relating to sanitary in-

spection in cheese factories and creameries
and also to law enforcement, proves that the
government is aware that laws drafted on
the basis of the one pertaining to the San
Jose scale Act are more often than not a
failurft when their enforcement is left large-

ly in the hands of local officials. The San
Jose scale Act in Ontario needs to be re-

vised so that the onus for its proper en-

forcement will rest entirely with the pro-

vincial government. This change cannot
be made too soon. A vigorous agitation for

such an amendment to the Act should be
started.

THE SAN JOSE SCALE ACT
While it is true that the Ontario govern-

ment has succeeded in confining the San
Jose scale to those districts where it first

secured its start, it would be only foolish-

ness to pretend that the scale is not spread-
ing in those districts—in some of them rap-
idly. There are various reasons for this,

one of the principal of which is the fact

that the Act of the Ontario Legislature re-

lating to San Jose scale is very defective.

Although this Act, with its various amend-
ments, has been one of the most discussed
acts ever passed by the Legislature, both
the former Liberal government and the pres-

ent Conservative government apparently
have feared to grapple with the situation in

the thorough and effective manner that the
seriousness of the situation has called for.

SHIPPING EXPERIMENTS NEEDED
"The Fruit and Cold Storage Divisions of

the Dominion Department of Agriculture
should test on a large scale and in a thor-
ough manner the possibilities of shipping,
not only peaches to Great Britain, but other
perishable products, such as pears and to-

matoes, as well. Experimental shipments
that have already been made, for the most
part by private individuals, indicate that
there are great possibilities for an expan-
sion of trade in this direction.

The responsibility for conducting this

work rests with the Dominion government.
The government will fall short of what the
public expects from it if it does not con-

duct these experiments this year on a scale

that will insure the work being done in a
manner that will warrant the results ob-

tained, being looked upon as a safe indica-

ton of the possibilities of this line of trade.

The experiments may show that improve-
ments in the existing cold storage facilities

are needed. Time will be required to effect

these. In the meantime, however, no time
should be lost in ascertaining the possibili-

ties of our present facilities.

MOTHER'S DAY
Reports received by The Canadian Horti-

ctiiiTtiRiST show that the observance of

Mother's Day in May was more general

throughout Ontario than ever before. The
sentiment that is promoting the observance
of this day met with such general approval
this year as to show that there is an open-
ing for an extension of this movement.
As previously explained in these columns,

the object of this movement is to afford ev-

eryone an opportunity to manifest their

love for their mother. The plan is to induce
all persons to send boxes of flowers to their

mothers or to wear a white flower in her
memory on a certain day in May. The sen-

timent is a commendable one. There is

room here for good work by such oi"ganiza-

tions as the Ontario Horticultural Associa-
tion and the various horticultural societies

of the province. The object of these soci-

eties is to encourage a love for the beauti-

ful. This is one way in which it can be
done.

The informal announcement that Mr. W. T.
Macoun of the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, has been promoted and that here-
after he will have charge of the horticul-

tural work on the various experimental
farms operated by the Dominion Govern-
ment throughout the Dominion, is a wel-

come one. No man is better fitted for this

work or more deserves the appointment
than Mr. Macoun. He is known and re-

spected by fruit growers from the Atlantic
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to the Pacific. Under his direction it should
be possible to carrj' on experiments on all

the farms, which while having in view the
greatest possible promotion of local inter-

ests, will also aim to be of practical value
throughout the Dominion. Under Mr. Ma-
coun's direction we may expect to see a
great increase in the value of the horticul-

tural work conducted on the Dominion ex-
perimental farms.

It is four years since the first Dominion
Fruit Conference was held in Ottawa. At
that time it was generally understood that
another conference would be held within the
upxt two or three years. In fact, Hon. Syd-
ney Fisher announced that such would be
the case. There is need that another such
conference should be held. The fruit grow-
ers of the Dominion of Canada have boon
expecting Hon. Mr. Fisher to call such a
conference. Arrangements for it should be
commenced without further delay.

PUBLISHERS' DESK

The illustration on our front cover shows
the garden of Mr. A. E. Guay, Ville-Marie,
Que., on the north side of the Quebec water
shed

.

Are you watching the steady manner in

which the circulation of The Canadi.an Hor-
Tict'LTURiBT is invreasing ? Where it was
less than 9,000 at the beginning of the year,
by March it had passed the 9,000 mark, by
May it exceeded 9,500, and now it is within
less than 300 of 10,000. We expect to pass
the 10,000 mark within the next two months.

Won't you help us to do so.** Tell your
friends who are interested in horticulture

about The Can.-kdian Horticulturist. Show
them that it is the only paper in Canada
which will keep them posted in regard to

matters pertaining to all branches of horti-

culture. They will be glad to see a copy of

the paper.

In spite of the fact that we thought that

we had made ample provision for the usual

steady monthly increase in the circulation

of The Canadian Horticulturist, the de-

mand for copies of the April issue was such
that our supply of copies of that issue is

now sadly depleted. In fact even the cop-

ies that we had reserved for birtding pur-
poses have been encroached upon. If.

therefore, you can spare us your copy of

the April issue, we will appreciate it very
much if you will be kind enough to do so,

and in return we will extend your subscrip-
tion accordingly.

Last month we received word of the death
of one of our old friends, Mr. S. P. Morse
of Lowville, Ontario, whtjse photograph was
published in the April issue of The Canadian
Horticulturist. Mr. Morse had been a

reader of The Canadian Horticulturist
from its birth, some 33 years ago. . Although
in his 91st year, his interest in horticulture
was keen until the very close of his long ca-

reer. As late as the 10th of May Mr. Alorse

manifested his interest in The Canadian
Horticulturist by sending us a new sub-
scription. During the past five years Mr.
Morse had sent us over 60 new subscrip-
tions. In forwarding these subscriptions

Mr. Morse made it clear that his ()bj"ct was
to arouse a greater interest in others in

horticultural matters. Canada can ill spare
such horicultural enthusiasts. Their loss

is always felt.

Advertise Persistently

"We have been very much pleased with
"the results of our advertisements in The
"Canadian Horticulturist. We consider
"it by far the most valuable advertising
"medium which we use."—The Canadian
Nursery Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
The foregoing extract from a letter re-

ceived from one of our advertisers is a sam-
ple of what other advertisers tell us. It did
not merely "happen." Also it came un-
solicited. In this case, this voluntary testi-

monial of the value of The Canadian Hor-
ticulturist as an advertising medium was
not written until after the paper had been
given a thorough trial. The Canadian Nurs-
ery Company have had a quarter page ad-
vertisement in every issue of The Canadian
Horticulturist for the past eight months,
and so can speak from experience. It is

regular, persistent advertising such as this

firm is doing which pays the best. It is

impossible to judge of the true merits of a
publication as an advertising medium when
only an occasional advertisement is run.
Such advertising often brings big returns.
At other times under almost precisely the
same conditions, the returns are disap-
pointing. This is true of all publications
and of all advertisements of this nature.
When, however, an advertiser keeps his

name con.stantly before the readers of a pub-
lication, they soon begin to feel acquainted
with him. fie stamps his name and the na-
ture of his goods upon their minds. Finally
they think of him whenever silch goods are
mentioned or thought about. They know
that he is in the business to stay, and, be-
ing thinking men and women, they invari-
ably give him the preference over the spas-
modic advertiser, whom thev are apt to feel

that they know but little ab nit. Therefore,
advertise regularly and persistently.

Visitors Welcome

Call at our Nurseries while
plants are in bloom and make
selection for fall planting.

Magnificent display of

Paconics
200 Varieties of Hardy Perennials,
100 Varieties of Flowering Shrubs.

SOMETHING ALWAYS IN FLOWER

Canadian Nursery Co.
I.IMITKD

10 PHILLIPS PLACE
MONTREAL

Nurseries at Pointe Claire, P. Q,

APPLE BOXES A SPECIALTY

Up - to - Date Fruit Packers

Use Our Goods

MADE UP AND IN SHOCKS

WRITE US

The Firstbrook Box Company
Limiteci

TORONTO
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Fruit Growers Profiting Through Co-operation

A MEETING of the Co-operative Fruit
Growers of Ontario was held in To-

ronto on June 14. This organization

represents the various co-operative fruit

growers' associations of the province. The
meeting was not as well attended as the one

held in 19()9. A late season and consequent

rush of work accounted for this difference,

as was evidenced hy the letters sent hy
those who could not attend.

The supplies committee reported that the

Association had handled this year approxi-

mately $4,000 worth of such goods as spray

numps, hose, copper sulphate, arsenate of

lead, sulphur, lime concentrated lime sul-

phur, ijackages, fertilizers, etc. Eighteen of

the local associations purchased more or less

of these goods, and considering that this

was the first year that the central organiza-

tion had handled the .supplies direct, those

of the members present were much pleased

with the result. The a.ssociations were not

only able to secure the goods at the lowest

possible price, but in every case the mate-

rials were of the very best quality. A choice

was always given in any of the materials

where there were two or three kinds of prac-

tically the same quality, and the local asso-

ciations could choose between them if there

was any difference in nrice. It was felt

that with all of the local associations in the

province purchasing their suppliers through

the Provincial Association an enormous
business could be worked up in this way.

The managers present reported that the sup-

ply business proved to be one of the most
attractive features to the members of their

local associations. A vote of thanks was
passed to the committee having this matter

in charge.

It was decided to again issue a pamphlet
giving the names of the various co-operative

shipping associations with their secretaries

or managers, and their probable output for

the present year. Such a circular has been
issued for the past three years and has been
widely distributed throughout the West, in

Great Britain and locally in Ontario, and is

of marked assistance in attracting buyers.

The pamphlet will be increased in size so

as to give additional information which will

be of value to prospective buyers of fruit.

WILL INCORPORATE.

The meeting decided to seek incorporat'on

under the provincial laws for the carrying

on of the general business with the local as-

.sociations in all kinds of supplies and also

for the sale, if found necessary, of the fruit

of those associations that desire to place

this matter with the Provincial Association.

In many parts of the country there are fruit

growers who would willingly co-operate for

the packing of their apples and other fruits

if the selling end of the business was ar-

ranged for them. It was recognized that a

start should be made along these lines, and
a circular will be issued to the local associa-

tions asking how many there are who will

place all or part of their fruit with the Cen-
tral Association for sale, if an efficient man-
ager can be engaged and arrangements sat-

isfactorily concluded for the financial end
of the business to be left in the hands of the
local secretary or manager.

In connection with the incorporation of
the Co-operative Fruit Growers, it was de-
cided to ask each local assoc-ation to take
five shares of $10.00 each, ten per cent, of

the amount 'to be paid down now, all local

associations purchasing from $100 to $500
of supplies to be given a discount of two
per cent, in payment for the same, from
$500 up to $1,000 and over, three per cent.,

all associations placing apples for sale with

the Central organization to pay ten cents

per barrel up to 1,000 barrels, nine cents

from 1.000 to 2,000, eight cents from 2,000

to 5,000 and seven cents from 6,000 to 10,-

000 or more. Prior to the securing of the

charter and the issuing of the stock, the
previous arrangement whereby each associa-

tion paid a yearly fee of $5.00 will be con-
linued. Thi ;, of course, entitles each asso-

ciation to the special rates on supplies and
the weekly croj) reports which are sent out
from the Central office.

Mr. McNeill, the Chief of the Fruit Di-
vision, Department of Agriculture Ottawa,
spoke on the requirements that would be
necessary where the Central Association sold
fruit for the locals. He stated that strict
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insioction would b? made by the Government
and urged all of the associations to be very

careful as to the quality. He stated further

that the Co-operative Association should be
specially careful of their pack, as they were
counting on establishing a reputation for

their fruit which would sell the same for

many years to come. Most of the associa-

tions had an exceptional opportunity to put
out good fruit, as the packing was done by

one lot of men under the manager's super-

vision and in many cases put through the

one packing house.

Those of the officers present were enthusi-

astic as to the future of the co-operative

movement in Ontario. The outlook for the

present year seems specially favorable. In-

dications for a good crop of fruit seem to

be general. It was though that if a high

quality of fruit was- packed there would

be very little trouble in shipping all of it

at a fair price, not only to the growers but
also to the consumer.—P. W. Hodgetts,
Secretary.

I like The Canadian Horticultttrist very
much, and derive from its perusal many val-

uable hints, of great use in the different

branches of gardening.—I. G. Walker, Na-
r.aimo Co., B. C.

P̂^^



New Destructive Insect and Pest Act for the Dominion
C. Gordon He^vitt, Dominion Entomologist, Ottaawa

THE following is the text of the now
Dostnictive Insects and Pests Act and
the regulations issued in connection

with the same. By the passing of this Act
the San Jose Scale Act is repealed. It will

be seen that the new Act and regidations
are of a wider character and of a far great-
er protective value to the fruit grower and
nurseryman. The fumigation regulations in-

stituted under the Act have been incorpor-
ated in the new regulations with certain
alterations. Under the new fumigation regu-
lations conifers will be fumigated. It is

hoped that this will assist in preventing
the introduction into nurseries of 'several

species of woolly plant lice which infest

nursery stock and which are carried in the
same.

In addition to the fumigation regulations,
provision is made now for

:

1. The inspection at the points of destina-
tion of European nursery stock (which is

still exempt from fumigation) and such
other stock as it may be deemed necessary
to inspect.

2. The destruction of infested stock and
packages, etc., containing the same and
compensation for such matter as may be
destroyed.

3. The inspection of orchards and nurser-
ies and the treatment of infested vegetation.

4. The prohibition of the disposal in any-
way of vegetation infested with insects

scheduled under the Act.
5. The notification of the presence of any

of the insects, pests or diseases.

In view of the increasing amount of

nursery stock imported through the port of

Niagara Palls, the importation season for

that port has been extended and stock may
now be imported between October 1st and
.May 1st.

The attention of importers of nursery
.stock is called particularly to the regulation
under which notification must be given of

the importation of nursery stock. All

nursery stock, including European and such
stock as is exempt from fumigation may be
imported only during the periods specified

under Regulation 3.

PROVISIONB OF THE ACT.

An Act to prevent the introduction or
spreading of insects, pests and diseases de-
structive to vegetation.

(Note.—In what follows certain formal
and unimportant clauses have been omitted.
The number of each clause or regulation is

the same as in the Act.—Editor.)
1. This Act may be cited as The Destruc-

tive Insects and Pests' Art.
3. The Governor in Council may make

such regulations as are deemed expedient
to prevent the introduction or admission
into Canada, or the spreading therein, of

any insect, pest or disease de.structive to

vegetation.
4. Such regulations may provide

—

(a) for the prohibition generally, or from
any particular country or place, of the in-

troduction or admission into Canada of any
vegetable or other matter likely to introduce
any such insect, pest or disease.

(b) the terms or conditions upon, and the
places at which any such vegetable or other
rratter may be introduced or admitted into
Canada.

(c) for the treatment and manner of

treatment to be given to any vegetation,

vegetable matter or premises in order to
prevent the spreading of any such insect,

pest or disease, and may prescribe whether
such treatment shall be given by the owner
or by a person appointed for that purpose.

(d) for the destruction of any crop, tree.

bush or other vegetable matter or vegeta-
tion, or containers thereof, infested with or
suspected to be infested with any such in-

sect, pest or diease.

(e) for the granting of com])en8ation for

any such crop, tree, bush "or other vegta-
tion or containers thereof so destroj-ed, such
compens tion not to exceed two-thirds of the
value of the matt»'r destroyed and to be
granted only by the Governor in Council
upon the recommendation of the Minister.

(f) for the prohibition of the sale of any
vegetable matter infected with any such in-
sect, pest or disease.

(g) that the occupier of the premises on
which is discovered any such insect, nest or
disease shall forthwith notify the Minister
of Agriculture and shall also send specimens
of such insect, jjest or disease.

(h) for the confiscation of any vegetable
matter and the container thereof, if any,
in res]>ect of which a breach of this Act or
any regulation made thereunder, is commit-
ted, and generally for any other purpose
which may be deemed expedient for carry-
ing out this Act, whether such other regula-
tions are of the kind enumerated in this sec-
tion or not.

5. The Minister nay appoint inspectors or
other officers for carrying out this Act and
the regulations made thereunder.

6. Any inspector or other officer so ap-
pointed may enter any place or premises in

SPECIAL GLASS
FOR GREENHOUSES

t -~
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which he has reason to believe there exists

any such insect, pest or disease, and may
take specimens thereof and also of any vege-
table matter infested or suspected of being
infested therewith.

7. The Minister, upon the report of any
inspector setting forth a reasonable belief

of the existence of any such insect, pest or
disease in any area defined in such report,
may prohibit the removal from such area
or the movement therein of any vegetation,
vegetable or other matter which, in his

opinion is likely to result in the spread of

such insect, pest or disease.

8. Every person who contravenes any pro-
vision of this Act or any regulation made
thereunder, shall be liable, upon summary
conviction, to a fine not exceeding $100 or

to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
six months, or to both fine and imprison-
ment. Any vegetable or other matter im-
ported or brought into Canada contrary to
this Act, or to any regulation made there-
under, shall be forfeited to the Crown.

9. The San Jose Scale Act is repealed.
REGULATIONS UNDER THE rOREGOING ACT.

1. "Inspector" means a person appointed
for carrying out the provisions of the De-
structive Insects and Pests' Act and tho
regulations made thereunder.

2. No tree, plant or other vegetation or
vegetable matter infested with any of the
insects, pests or diseases to which this Act
applies, shall be imported into Canada ex-
cept as hereinafter provided.

3. Nursery stock, including trees, shrubs,
plants, vines, grafts scions, currings or
buds entering Canada shall be imported only
through the ports and during the periods
respectively hereinafter mentioned, that is

^^^o say

:

•

^^^fc Vancouver, B. C, and Niagara Falls, Ont.
^^^-From October 1st to May Ist.

^^^B Winnipeg, Man., and St. John. N. B.

—

From March 15th to May 15th, and from
September 26th to December 7th.

At these points of entry the importations
shall be fumigated in the fumigation houses
provided for that purpose, and a certificate

of fumigation will be issued, without which
no stock may be taken out of bond. Im-
portations by mail shall be subject to the
same regulations.
Provided, however, that the following

vegetation shall be exempt from fumiga-
tion :

(a) Greenhouse plants with the exception
of roses and other woody plants.

(b) Herbaceous perennials (the stems of

Sold Everything
"My aster advertisement in The

Canadian HoRTictrLTtrBiST was a suc-
cess. I sold all the plants I had and
received enquiries for about ten thou-
sand more than I could spare."—C.
M. Bezzo, Berlin, Ont.
The advertisement mentioned occu-

pied one inch space in the May and
June issues. This shows the value of
The Canadian Hortioumurist for ad-
vertising of this nature. If you have
seeds, plants, bulbs or any kind of
nursery stock for sale, you will find

an advertisement in The Canadian
Horticulturist will do the work for

you. Try it.

which die down in winter) such as peren-
nial phlox, peonies, sunflowers, etc.

(c) Herbaceous bedding plants (such as
geraniums, verbenas, pansies, etc.).

(d) Bulbs and tubers (such as hyacinths,
lilies, narcissi and other true bulbs, and
also tho tubers of dahlias, irises, etc.).

(e) Nursery stock originating in Europe.
Cottonwood or Necklace poplar (Populus

deltoides) when shipped from and grown in
Dakota or Minnesota, two of the United
States of America, may be admitted at the
customs ports of Brandon or Winnipeg,
Man., and without fumigation.

4. The port by which it is intended that
the nursery stock shall enter shall be clearly
stated on each package, and all shipments
made in accordance with these regulations
will be entirely at the risk of the shippers
or consignees, the Government assuming no
responsibility whatever.

5. All persons importing nursery stock
into Canada shall give notice to the Minis-
ter within five days of despatching the or-
der for the same, and they shall again no-
tify the Minister on the arrival of th© ship-
ment in Canada.

6. European nursery stock, and such other
imported vegetation or vegetable matter as
the Minister may determine, entering Can-
ada may be allowed to proceed and shall be
inspected at the point of destination, but
must not be unpacked except in the pres-
ence of an Inspector.

7. If, on inspection, nursery stock or
other vegetation or vegetable matter is

found to be infested with any of the insects,

pests or diseases hereinafter specified, it

shall be destroyed to the extent deemed
necessary by the inspector and in his pres-
ence. All cases, packages and packing in
which such stock has been contained shall

also be destroyed in the same manner.
8. Any inspector entering lands, nursery

or other premises where there is reason to
believe that any of the insects, pests or dis-

eases hereinafter specified are or may be
present, shall give instructions for the
treatment or destruction of any tree. Lush,
crop or other vegetation or vegetable matter
or the containers thereof, which may be

GOOD iCROPS
ARE OBTAINED BY USING

THE BEST MANURE

AS SUPPLIED TO

NURSERIES. FRUIT GROWERS AND

GARDENERS

SURE GROWTH COMPOST
makes poor land fertile, and keeps fer-

tile land most productive. Supplied by

S. W. MARCHMENT
133 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO

Telephones : Main 284

1

Residence Park 95 1

Mention The Canadian Hfrtioulttiript when writing

APPLE BARRELS

"VV/E can furnish you with

Staves, Hoops and

Heading of the best quality

for making Barrels, or arrange

with our cooper friends to

supply you with the Barrels

ready for packing, fl All our

stock is standard grade, war-

ranted up to the requirements

of the Fruit Department.

The Sutherland-Innes Co.==^ LIMITED==
CHATHAM ONTARIO
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The Genius of the Builder enters into

•very part of a

Wttda^ |liainr

Why does a Stradivarius occupy such an exalted

place among violins, when another, to all appear-

ances the same, can be bought for a few dollars ?

One has the genius of the builder in it, while the

other is a mere lifeless shell, an imitation. It is the

genius of the builder alive in the Gourlay Piano

that compels the admiration of musicians every-

where throughout Canada.

Write for Catalogue and Prices, also pamphlet
" It Pays to buy the Best

"

GOURLAY,
288 Yonge Street

WINTER & LEEMING
TORONTO

Anti-Trust Prices ?ril51.?o"SSJ

on FARM and TOWN
Telephones and Switchboards

Poles, Wire, Brackets, Insulators, Tools, Lightning Arresters, Ground
Rods, Batteries, Insulated Wire, and everything necessary.

I^A g^fM Attf^ft' forourexperts' letters of advice, drawings, exDlain-
l'*' ».'*»^».**«W«:« ations, instructions, tclllnKyoulnanyianKuaKe.non-
technical, Justhow to build, own and on'iiite your rural, town or long distance
llnesina Koodbut economical way and at a profit, thereby getting your own tele-

rlione free. , , ,

We are tlie largest, exclnsiive and tlie only hona-fide Independent Telephone
, ;md Switchboard makers In Canada or Great Britain. ..,.,.
3 Our Ti-lephimes are extensively used in Canada, England, France and by the

V. S. Government. . „ ,^ . .

Our great illustrated book on the Telephone gent Free to anyone writing ns about

any new Telephone lines or systems being talked of or organized.

We have a aplendid money-making proposition for good agents,

1 Dominion Telephone Mfg Co..I.td. Dept. P.H.Watcrford, Ont.. Canada.

CLIMAX LAWN SAND
For dettroyint Daisies, Dandelions, Plantains, Ribbed Grass, Tbiitles,

and otber weeds on Lawns, Croquet Grounds, Bowliog Greens, Parks,

&c., at tbe same acting as a fertilizer, and improving the fro¥rtli

and color of tko grass.

BOOKLET SENT FREE GIVING FULL PARTICULARS

DUPUY 8L FERGUSON
38 JACQUES CARTIER SQUARE, - - - MONTREAL

WEEDICIDE
NO MORE BACK-ACHE.

A Pure and Concentrated

Preparation for Cleansing

Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

I Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Weedkiller.

Per Quart, 50 cents, of all Seedsmen

Sole Mfrs., Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS, TORONTO

found or suspected to be infested with any
of the insects, pests or disoases hereinafter
specified, and such instructions shall be car-

ried out by the owner or the lessee of the
infected or suspected vegetation, vegetable
matter or containers thereof, and such re-

medial treatment shall be carried out and
continued until the insect, pest or disease

shall be deemed by the inspector to have
been exterminated.

9. Compensation not exceeding two-thirds

of the value as assessed by the inspector,

of the vegetation or vegetable matter or

containers thereof, destroyed by the instruc-

tions of an inspector, shall be granted by
the Governor in Council upon the recom-
mendation of the Minister.

10. It shall be illegal to sell, offer for sale

or in any way dispose of or receive any
trees, shrubs or other plants, vegetable mat-
ter or portions of the same, if the same are
infested with any of the insects, pests or

diseases hereinafter specified.

11. The owner, occupier or lessee of any
premises or place where any of the insects,

pests or diseases specified herein shall be
found, shall immediately notify the Minister

and shall also send to him specimens of such
insects pests or diseases.

12. The destructive insecta, pests and dis-

eases to which the said Act shall apply in-

clude the following

:

The San Jose Scale {Aspidiotut per-

niciosus).
The Rrown-tail Moth (Euproctis

rJirysorrhoea).

The Woolly Aphis (Schozoneura lan-

igera).

The West Indian Peach Scale (Au-
Vicaspis pentagona).

• The Gypsy Moth {Porthetria dis-

par)

.

Potato Canker (Chrysophlyctis en-

dobiotica).
Parasitic diseases affecting potatoes

externally or internally.

Branch or stem Canker (Nectria

ditissima)

.

Gooseberry Mildew (Sphaerotheca
nors-uvae)

.

White Pine Blister Rust (Pertder-

mum Strobi).

13. The importation of potatoes into

Canada from Newfoundland or the islands

of St. Pierre or Miquelon, is prohibited.

14. The Minister may, upon special re-

quest to that effect, authorize the importa-

tion into Canada of any insect, pest or dis-

ease herein specified, but for scientific pur-

poses only.

15. The regulations made under the San
Jose Scale Act are repealed.

A Guide for Apple Growers
We are in receipt of a copy of The Cana-

dian Apple Growers' Guide, by Linus Wool-

verton, M.A. Mr. Woolverton was editor of

The Canadun Horticitltcrist and Secre-

tary of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion from 1886 to 1903, in which capacities

he gained a thorough insight into methods
of apple growing, to say nothing of the

practical experience he gained on his own
large fruit farm.
The book is divided into three parts. The

first part is a complete guide to the plant-

ing, culture, harvesting and marketing of

apples. The second part is devoted to a de-

scription of the apples of Canada illustrat-

ed from specimens of varieties grown in the

Dominion. Part three contains a list of va-

rieties of apples recommended for planting

in the various apple districts. The book is

handsomely bound and profusely illustrated.

It is a credit to the author and to the pub-

lishers and will be found of interest not

only by beginners but by experts as well. It

is being sold by Wm. Briggs, Toronto.
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
S

Annapolis Valley West, N.S.
R. J. Messenger

The lime-sulphur idea in spraying has
struck the people very forcil)ly. Some rre
using the home boiled, some the commercial-
ly prepared, and some both. We are all af-
ter the best thing and we expect to find it

generally in the new thing.
To some last season's prices for apples are

fairly satisfactory, while others are grum-
bling. The middle man and the Englisli
broker has each, in many cases, had his
underhand quiet steil from the producer.
It's the same old question of a few cents
here and a few cents there—a "London
clause" or a "forwarding cliErge," or a few
barrels in each lot "slack and wasty." It
would be a pleasant change if the guilty
brokers would exhibit brains enough to in-
vent some new terms to cover their petty

'

thieving. The co-operative associntions are
having matters easier and we hope their ob-
ject lessons may brine more.

Annapolis Valley East, N. S.
Eunice Watts, A.H.H.S.

Up to the time of writing, the month of

June has been a cold one of continuous rains

and in some sections disastrous frosts. On
June 5 a severe frost cut down the potatoes,

cucumbers, asparagus, corn, nasturtiums,
Virginia creepers and the like ; even young
turnip leaves were frosted. The greatest

loss has occurred in low lying orchards and
cranberry bogs, while the mountains and
elevated lands have escaped. Had it net
been for this frost it would have been a ban-
ner .year for strawl)erries. Plantations are

in splendid condition however, the rains

have kept the beds moist. The second blos-

soms have opened, which still promise a

gi )d crop.

A still earlier frost damaged the soft

fruits, killing not only the flower buds, but
the young green leaves which surrounded
them. These are now brown and falling off.

In some orchards where the trees escaped
the first frost, the latter one completed the
damage. It is early yet to say what are the
prospects of the apple crop as many of the
best orchards have escaped injury. A few
years ago, when the Juno frost nipped the
apples, the prices were high and results sat-

isfactory.

Seeds have germinated quickly ar.d show-
erb 3.Ti making them grow rapidly. Black-
berry, raspberry, blueberry and other small
fruits promise a good harvest.

Forest tent caterpillars have appeared, but
owing to sprays keeping them out of the or-
chards they have turned their attention to
ornamentals, especially oak trees.

Cut worms are numerous; where cabbages
are grown in a small garden, paper collars
put round the stems of the plants prove ef-
fectual

; in fields poisoned bran is used. Po-
tato be(!tles and flea beetles are attacking
tomato plants. Owing to tomatoes being
more tendc^r than potatoes, care must be
taken not to btirn the foliage by spraying.
Often the beetles can l)e kept under by hand
picking, as they are usually not as numer-
ous as in potato fields.

The planting of spruce h<'dges seems to
be very pojiular this y<>ar, and home grounds
are improving every month.

i^^a
m

Norfolk County, Ont.
The middle of June cherries generally

were very light, real early cherries not
more than half a crop, strawberries a good
crop

; apples in general are fairly good

;

Oreenings good in some orchards, in others
none

;
Spys not very good ; Baldwins, Kings,

Russets and fall varieties a good crop
Poaches well loaded, the curl !eif being
completely combated by lime and sulphur.
The Norfolk Fruit Growers' Association

has 300 members this year, and great quan-
tities of spraying material have been used.
The spraying has been well done and the
association expects a better quality of ap-
ples than ever this coming season.
Good success has attended the use of lime

and sul])hur, both the home boiled and the
home-made concentratrd.—W. .W

Niagara District, Ont.
In the Winona and Grimsbv sections early

strawberries have been scarce and in great
demand. Buyers have been paving $2.75 tfi

p 50 a crate. On Hamilton market thev
have been bringing 17 to 20 cents a box. Up
to June 21 they ripened slowly, but the
bright, warm weather now is bringing them
on fast, and they will come in with a rush.W illiams—the main shipping berrv grown
here—IS looking magnificent. There will be
a great crop of these of extra fine qualitv
Kaspliernes, red and black currants and
gooseberries are heavily laden, and unless
scorching hot, dry weather intervenes, will
be a great crop.

Blackberries are blossoming freely and
nromise well. Cherries are not more than
half a crop. Early white are nrettv good
but blacks are light, and sour cherries, such
j>s early Richmond and Montmorencv are
lip-ht in many orchards,
Plums are not fulfilling their earlv prom-

ise of a heavy crop. Japanese are light and
JMiropeans not much over half a cron

I ears are good, all varieties but Duchess
being well loaded.
Peaches will not be much over half a crop

V\here not sprayed early and thoroughlv
with hme and sulphur they suffered desper-
ately from curl leaf.

Apples look well. Early varieties, such as
Astrachan and Duchess, have set a heavy
crop. Greenings are good, generally speak-
ing. Other winter varieties are about an
average except Baldwins and Spys, which
are inclined to be light.
Mr. Joseph Tweedle of Stoney Creek re-

ports prospects of a crop of almost 2,000
barrels from his celebrated orchard at Wood-
burn, which bore such a splendid crop last
year. '

Grapes are looking exceedingly well and
are now in full bloom. They are making avery vigorous growth. Most of the growers
however, do not expect a very heavy crop
this year. Mr. E. D. Smith and the Ran-
dal Grape Juice Company both report a'
good sale for their unfermented grape juice

lomatoes suffered badlv from the cold
wet weather, and cold nights, and a goodmany ©arly planted ones had to be re-set
the bright warm weather of the past week
however, has brought them on wonderfully'
Spraying generally has been well attend-

ed to in this part of the Niagara district
Apple orchards in particular have been more
carefully sprayed than usual. The curculio
and codling moth were somewhat later than
usual in making their appearance the cold
wet weather being unfavorable to' their de-
velopment.
Mr Tweedle of Stoney Creek reports ex-

cellent success in the use of lime and sul-
lihur upon Flemish Beauty pears this seas n
J boy were first sprayed at winter strength
nnmely at a dilution of 1 to 10, then twice
at a summer strength of 1 to 40 . They are
completely free from scab, whilst those un-
treated are very scabby.—W.W.

St. Catharines Section
strawberries are a heavy crop around St.

< atharines. Raspberries and other small
fruits are very good; cherries not much over
half^ a crop, both sweet and sour

; peaches
good on well sprayed orchards, on others
almost a total failure; pears, generally well
loaded; plums, Japanese light, European
moderately good; apples, most varieties
promise a good crop.
Tomatoes melons, etc., were much in-

jured by cold, damp weather. At one timemany fields of late tomatoes were looking
very badly, but the warm bright weather
ot the nast week has helped them wonder-
fully. On the whole, the outlook is bright.

( anning and jam factories have been con-
tracting at 4 to 4% cents a box for rasp-
berries.

Buyers have been offering $1.25 an 11-
qiiart basket for black currants.

THE WESTERN FAIR
LONDON. CANADA

SEPTEMBER 9th to 17th, 1910

LARGE CASH PRIZES, AND SEVERAL
SPECIALS FOR

FRUIT AND FLOWERS
R J J

p^*"'' large Exhibition will be more popular than ever thi, year.Reduced Rates over all Railroads. Prize List,. Entry Forms, and all information hom
W. J. REID, President A. M. HUNT. Secretary
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They work like Kodaks.

The Book of the

BROWNIES
At your dealer's or fne from us bv

mail, explains in detail all about these

little cameras and how they have made
picture taking simple and inexjyens-

ive.

Brownie Cameras use the daylight

loading film cartridges—.just like a

Kodak—are efficient, durable and
practical little instruments. Anybody
can make good pictures with a

Brownie without previous experience.

The illustration ehows the new No. 2A Folding

Pocket Brownie, for 2% by 4>i pictures, price

$7.00. A box-form Brownie lor pictures of the

same size costs only 13.00. But first get the

hook or ask the dealer tii show you the line of

Brownie Cameras from $1.00 to 112.00

CANADIAN KODAK CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO, CAN.

Fertilize Your
Lands

[
DO YOU KNOW

THAT WORN-OUT
LANDS MAY BE MADE
PRODUCTIVE AND PROFITABLE

BY THE JUDICIOUS USE OF

THE RISHT KINO OF
FERTILIZER ?

nJow if you have
A PlLCE OF LAND THAT
WONT GROW ANYTHING
BUT WEEDS,TALK WITH
US ABOUT IT AND LET US
SUGGEST
THE RIGHT FERTILIZER

WE FEEL VERY SURE THAT
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

USE FERTILIZERS
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

YOUR LAND WILL PAY
Consult us freely it is

our business to know
enquiries freely answered
agents wanted for

TERHITonV NOT TAKEN UP
f»tW.A.FREEMAN co. limited

HAMILTON ONTARIO

»^M^W^^^^V^»^^»^'^^^»^^^^^^^^^^>^'

Toronto, Ont.

The growth in the con8unii)tion of fruit

in Toronto during the last ten years has

been astonishing. Only a few years ago

8,000 baskets of peaches were .all that were

handled in a season. Now that much is

sometimes handled in a day. Less than 10

years ago there were not more than 1.5

wagons employed in handling the wholesale

fruit business. Now there are over 1.50.

Ten years ago there was no importing done
from California. Last season White & Co.,

alone brought in 52 carloads of peaches,

l)ears, plums, grapes and apricots. Thii

firm expects to handle 80 cars or so this

summer.
The growth in the trade is causing an agi-

tation to have a large fruit market estab-

lished at a point central to the rail;'o-.'ds and
boats. A special committee of the city

council has the matter in hand.
Unusually high prices have been paid for

strawberries this season. Wholesale prices

have ranged at 17o. to 20c. a box.

British ^Columbia
Last year Mr. J. C. Metcalfe, on behalf

of British Columbia fruit growers, visited

practically every town in Alberta and Sas-

katchewan as a special market commission-

er to study the requirements of the markets

at first hand. In his report to the members
of the British Columbia Fruit Growers' As-
sociation Mr. Metcalfe has given his con-

clusions as follows :

I found the market for British Columbia
fruit almost unlimited. The population of

the prairies is increasing very rapidly, and
the wealth, and consequently the fruit con-

sumption, per capita, is increasing rapidly

also. British Columbia is the natural fruit-

producing country for this territory, and
every effort should be made to supply it.

All over the prairies, the opinions of

wholesalers and retailers of fruit were se-

cured, particularly with regard to necessary
improvements in methods of packing and
grading, and comparison with American and
Ontario fruit. In small fruits, the con-

sensus of opinion was very favorable as to

the quality, but grading and packing must
be considerably improved. Uniformity of

size of fruit is greatly prized, and strawber-
ries, raspberries and blackberries, should be
graded into large and small.

Cherries have not been regarded as favor-

ably as the smaller fruits, chiefly from the
custom of shipping coast fruit as far as

Winnipeg. Our coast fruit should be
shipped principally to Alberta and Sas-
katchewan markets by expr.ss. The same
is true of plums from the Lower Mainland.
Peaches and pears from the Okanagan,

and pears from the Lower Mainland and
Vancouver Island also, compare favorably
with American fruit as to flavor, color and
packing.

British Columbia apples are highly
esteemed. Much of the picking is equal to
."nything from the American side, while the
color and flavor are quite as good as the
best Ontario apples. In some districts, very
much improvement must be made in spray-
ing pruning and thinning, in order to pro-
duce the best fruits.

British Columbia growers must increase
their supply as rapidly as possible, aiming
at carload lots from every shipping point.
The grower should aim to grow the varieties
'le-st adapted to his district and to his mar-
kets.

The fruit jobbing trade of the prairie
provinces is to a very considerable extent in

.\merican hands. Despite this, they seemed
to desire to handle British Columbia fruit
whenever they could get a sufficient supply.

Means A New Bookcase ior 40e.

"China-Lac" is one of the greatest
money savers you can have in the house.

A 15c. can of'-China Lac'issuflQcient
to make an old, scratcheti, scarred chair
look as fresh and bright as new.

40c. invested in "China-I^c" will give
you a new Desk. Bw>kcase or Dining
Room Table. "China I,ac" is the home
economist as well as the home beautifier.

H rich colon for Furniture. Floor*. (Ml Cloth, etc
Ask yuur dealer to &how yuu tbe "Ctuca-Lftc" ookiiL

RRANDRAM - HENDERSON.-^——^•^•^ ^-^ Limited.
Montrral. Hallfix. St Juhn. Toroi.tn, Whinit'i; 50

^jj^Dsc^-B^^SAlT

"Tfon are very Incky gJrIs

to have Salt like this

"Wtenl wasjuststart-

ing housekeeping, the

only good thing about

the salt we had, was its

salty taste.

' 'But yoti girls can get

Windsor
Table Salt

—that excellent salt

which stays fresh anddry

in all kinds of weather

—

and never "cakes" or

"hardens." You will

never have any trouble

with Windsor Table

Salt." u
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Sent on
Approval
Vv'e know that you

will be charmed
with the New Scale
Williams Piano.

We know that you will

be delighted with its

• eleganceand refinement.

We know that you will

revel in its glorious tone— its

tender touch—its magnificent
action.

Tliis is why we will select a

New Scale Williams
—and ship it to you direct from th«
factory—subject to your approval.

If. for any reason, the piano which
we select does not give satisfaction,
return It and we will pay the freifht
charges both ways.

Write us for fuli particulars about
our Plan of Shipping New Scale
Williams Pianos on approval, and
buylne them on Easy Payments.
Dii ffillums Piano Co, Limlied, Oshawa, Ont,

Branch Offices: 1 ISA
Winnipeg. Man., 323 Portage Ave.
Montreal, Que., 733 St. CatherineW.

London, Ont.. 261 Dundas St.

KENDAIIS
SPAVI

CURE
Kills Bone Spavin

Rich Valley, Alta, May 20th. 1909
'•I have used your Spavin Cure for a

long time and would not l>e without it.

Uavc killed a Bone Spavin by its use."

OI.B CARI,SON.
That tella the whole story. And

hundreds of thousands have bad the
same experience in the past 40 years.

For Spavin, Riigbone, Corb,

Splint, Swellings and
all Lameness,

Kendall's Spavin Cure cures the
trouble—makes the horse sound and
well—and saves tnoney for the owner
because it removes the causa of the
trouble.

Keep a bottle always at hand- |lor6
for $5. Good for man and beast. A sic

your dealer for free copy of our book
'A Treatise On The Horse" or write us.

Dl B. J. KENDALL C«. EnMkirf Falli. TL

USE FOSTER'S POTS

'"5 BEST MADf

I

fOSTER-S,
STANDARD

,

POT

THEY ARE THE BEST ON THE MARKET

WK .MANUKACTUHE

STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKETS
SAUCERS AND

STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

Manufacturers

Tha FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limitad

Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.
Mention The Canadian tlorticulturiit when writin|r

Along the Crows' Nest line, down to Medi-
cine Hat, and north by Macleod to Calgary,
is a market for small fruits, and for fruit
generally, which can be taken care of by
the Kootenay growers, and they should
strain every nerve to increase their output
to supply the demand in this territory.

British Columbia fruit is handled through
one of two methods, either to the present
jobbing houses or to the retailers direct, the
latter principally for siuall fruits. It would
be possible for British Columbia growers to
establish their own jobbing houses, and sell

to the retail trade, but tliis involves a tre-

mendous amount of capital for distributing
iiouses with cold storage at the various
points agents or travellers 10 solicit busi-

ness, and we would have to handle early
American fruits and all varieties of citrous
fruits. On tlie whole, shipping to responsi-
ble jobbers is best at present, at least for
the most of our fruit.

SUilitABY.

What is most necessary in British Culum-
Lit IS a campaign of education along the
lijies of

—

(1) Growing more fruit, both large and
small; (2) growing better fruit; (,3) gron-
ing the varieties of fruit most warned; (4)
better packing and grading with greater
weight in packages; (5) care in loading
cars; (6) co-operation in every line, inclua-
uig the growing of uniform varieties, co-op-
eratiou as to information on prices between
dilterent districts and shiiipers, and in time,
a general co-operation over the province to
place fruit to the best advantage in the
proper markets.

Okanagan Prospects
It is estimated by VV. C. liicardo, man-

ager of tue Coldstream Itancii, that this

season all records for fruit production in

the Okauagan Valley will be broken, 'i'bere

are indications that the valley will produce
a oOO-car crop of apples, plums, prunes and
peaches, small fruits not being included.
Should this estimate be fulfilled, the crop
this yea; will exceed last year's by about
3Liu per ceno., due largeiy to young trees

coming into bearing for the first time.
l''ruit prospects all through the valley are

bright. The trees escaped trost and promise
to bring to maturity a superior class of

fruit.

Similkanveen, B. C.
The fruit crop in the Similkameen Val-

ley gives promise this year of an enormous
yield. Around Keremeos, where over 18,-

000 trees have been planted within the pust
five years and are now in bearing, the fruit

growers will have a busy summer thinning
out the crop to prevent injury to the trees.

The peach and apple crop in particular will

be very large, no injury whatever being
done by the early frosts to peaches.

I enjoy very much and greatly profit from
the reading of The Canadian Hortioultur-
181.—P. J. McLaren, Perth Co., Ont.

Last year I made the acquaintance of

your most interesting and useful magazine.
It is a great pleasure to introduce this good
friend to anyone whom I think it might
help as it has done me. We Canadians must
try to know more of, and advertise better,

such magazines as are devoted to the devel-

opment of our magnificent country. When
one has a pleasant synopsis of what is so

very interesting and profitable to us, a peo-

ple to whom Nature has given such a good-

ly heritage, surely we cannot do otiier than
support such a periodical.—iviiss Ciraco Har-
ris, Carleton Co., Ont.

For Summer

SprayinfV2 FLUID
KILLS GREENFLY, PSYLLA,

SCALE INSECTS, AND
YOUNG CATERPILLARS

V2 K FLUID
FOR ROSE AND OTHER MILDEWS

Prices and full particulars from

Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS, Toronto

f(

APPLE BARRELS
WRITE ME FOR PRICES ON

Staves, Hoops, Heading and Lin-

ers for Standard Barrels.

Correspondence Solicited 'with

Fruit Associations. Can supply
Barrels at low prices.

JOHN HAYNE
BRIGDEN, LAMBTON CO., ONT.

DO YOU INTEND BlILDlNfl

A HOUSE, BARN
GREENHOUSE or SILO?

Send us your List of Rough or

Dressed Lumber, Lath, Doors,

Sash or anything you may require

in Woodwork for Building Con-

struction and we will quote you

promptly.

JOHN B. SMITH & SONS, Limited

TORONTO
Established 18S1

V

I
Imperial Bank

OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE TORONTO

Capital Authorized, $10,000,000.00

Capital Subscribed 5.662,000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5.325.000.00

Reserve Fund . 5.325,000.00

D. R. WILKIE, President

HON. K. JAFFRAY, Vice-President

Brmnche* unci Asanclaa througrtiout

th« Dominion of Canada

Drafts. Money Orders and Letters of Credit

issued Available in any part of the world

Special attention civen te collections

Sarinss Department—Interest allowed en d
posits from date of deposit.
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EXabllahtd WID Look Distance Tekpliooe M 3102

H. J. ASH
(Member Toronto Board of Trade)

Wholesale Fruit Merchant
44 Church St., Toronto, Ont.

SPECIALTY:—Fancy Home Grown
Fruit and Vegetables

Send (or Stamp and Pad

R.\jbber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS, Etc.

ALT- KINDS—ALL, PURPOSKS

W. E. IRONS 113 BAY ST. TORONTO

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying.

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects

and Young Caterpillars.

Easy to Mix. Easy to Apply.

Prices and full particulars, from

Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS, Toronto

HARDY PERENNIALS

SEEDS
Catalogue Sent Free on

Application

DUPUY & FERGUSON
SEEDSMEN MONTREAL

AGENTS WANTED FOR
LYTLE'S^.^
'"''' ARSENATE
OF LEAD

In 10, 50, and 100 lb. Kegs

WEED-KILLERS
INSECTICIDES
SHEEP-DIPS, Etc.

Full Particulars on Application

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL, ENG.

Fruit Commissioner in the West
Mr. J. C. Metcalfe is reiiri'senting tlio

fruit growers of British Coluiiiljia this sum-
ir.or on the western markets, and forward-

ing periodical reports of market conditions

in the Prairie provinces to the Provincial

Department of Agriculture. Mr. Metcalfe's

first report was made from Moose Jaw un-

der date of May 30th. It gave the views of

wholesalers and rcttailers on the crop of va-

rious kinds of fruit 'i; the American cosst

states. Descriptions were given of the con-

dition in which fruit was reaching the mar-

Uets from Tennessee, Missouri Hood Hiver

and California, and the prices it realized.

British Columbia growers were warned
that as the supply of fruit is likely to be

plentiful they will have to exercise great

care this year to see that their fruit is

packed in the best possible manner and con-

dition. While the good and fini.slied prod-

uct is likely to sell well, the poor and un-

finished may prove a drug on the market.

Mr. Metcalfe reported that a determined ef-

fort was being made by jobbers operating

through their boards of trade to secure a

reduction in the tariff on A;nerican fruits,

and that the agitation is to be continued.

Year's Results for St. Cathar-
ines Shippers

The past year was one of the most success-

ful in the history of the St. Catharines Cold

Storage and Forwarding Company, the

pioneer co-operative fruit growers' associa-

tion in Ontario. The wonderful record was
made of shipping 148 car loads of fruit to

the west without its being necessary to settle

a single claim on account of fruit arriving

in bad condition.
STR.4WBBBRT SHIPMENTS.

Early in 1909 three large shipments of

strawberries to Winnipeg were arranged to

prove the possibility of opening up an outlet

to relieve our eastern markets. The first

shipment was made on June 26th, by ordin-

ary refrigerator car freight service ; the sec-

ond on June 28th by ordinary express; the

third by patent ventilated express car, and
the results on the whole were such that the

company intends to make further shipments.

Early in the season the regular ship-

ments comprised three cars weekly. These
increased to a car daily, and in a few weeks
from two to five cars daily were forwarded

to the comiiany's agent in Winnipeg, and as

far west as Calgary and Edmonton.
IMPROVEMENTS.

This year the company will use a colored

label with a printed brand name on all

choice fruit, more especially those shipi^ed

to the west and to Toronto.
THE FINANCIAL YEAR.

The financial statement presented by Mr.
VV. C. McCalla, for the year ending April

1st showed the total earnings to have been

$109,105.22, against which were exiM>ndi-

tures to the amount of $107,957.59, leaving

a balance of $1,048.64.

Assets to the amount of $13,891.74 were
shown, with liabilities amounting to $10,-

245.73, showing a balance of $3,646.01.

Prof. W. Loohhead, of Macdonald College,

Que., is absent on a trip in Europe, and
will not be back until about the middle of

August.

Mr. W. T. Macoun, who has recently been
appointed Dominion Horticultu ist, and
placed in charge of the hortic dtural work
on the various experimental farii s of the
Dominion Government throughout Canada,
will leave Qttawa during the first week in

July to visit all the western farms and note
the horticultural work being dene on them.

IMPORTANT AND USEFUL BOOK

THE CANADIAN

APPLE GROWERS' GUIDE
Thi.s is the latest and most up-to-date

work on Apple Culture now before the
public. It has been prepared by Linus
Woolverton. so long secretary of the On-
tario Fruit Orowers* Association and Ex-
periment Stations, from a lifelong experi-
ence in growing and shipping apples.

Profusely and beautifully illustrated, a
book which should be in the hands of every
person interested in Apple Growing. The
best book on the subject ever issued.

OliDEK NOW. Cloth and gold, $2.00. or
postpaid. S2.25.

WILLIAM BRIGGS, Publisher

29-31 Richmond Street, We.t, - TORONTO, ONT.

And of all Bookiellcrs

GROW GINSENG
One of the best side lines for either the

amateur or professional horticulturist. It

is easily grown, requires little space or

attention, and is very profitable.

Write for our free iUnstrated booklet

at once.

E. A. Russell & Co.

Box 102, BRANTFORD, Ont.

CANADIAN NATIONAL

EXHIBITION
TORONTO - 1910

August 27 to September 12

$4,000
In Premiums for Horticulture

For Prize List and Information, write

J. O. ORR, Manager
City Hall - - Toronto, Ont.

ALL ENTRIES CLOSE ON AUGUST 15

Electric Insect Extermifiator

The only practlca.1 dry powder eprayer—no
water required. Wiih tliiB sprayer, one
pound of Paris Green "Will cover an acre of
potato plants. Our patented deTlc^• retni-

lates the quantity of powder and preyents
waste. Machine works up, down and side-

ways, so every part of the plant is reached
and every butf killed. Children can keep
Tegetables and flowers frre of insects, with-
out trouble, when you have tbe Xlectrlc
Insect Exterminator.
Illustrated catalosme of Sprayer*, Seeder*.

Planters, imils, Watfon Boxes, etc, Mnt
free on application. The Eureka Planter

Ce., Limited, Woodstock, Ont. 4
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^ The Prc-cooling of Fruit for

^^ Shipment^
^H J. A. Raddick, Cold Storage Commissioner, Ottawa

^B The so-called pre-cooling of fruit, veg-

etables, or other produce, consists of

an arrangement whereby the circula-

tion of air which is chilled with a re-

frigerating machine, is directed through a

loaded car by means of temporary and ad-

justable pipes or ducts. That is to say, the

car is placed in the same relation to the

refrigerating machine for the time being as

an ordinary chamber in a cold storage ware-

house.
My attention was first drawn to this sys-

tem by the work of the bureau of plant in-

dustry of the United States Department of

Agriculture in California where they experi-

mented in connection with the shipment of

citrus fruits and vegetables in conjunction

with the Pacific Fruit Express Company, a

subsidiary company of the Southern Pacific

Railway system, and by correspondence with

Mr. L. A. Hoy, of Chicago, who is interesteJ

in the promotion of the idea.

Two years ago, 1 fitted up the necessary

connections at the St. Catharines Cold

Storage and Forwarding Company's ware-

house, but we were never able to give it

a fair trial on account of the small size of

the plant. The partial cooling which was
att'octed was undoubtedly of some benefit,

but hardly worth the time and trouble. It

would take too long with the six ton ma-
chine in use there. The pre-cooling of a

car-load of warm fruit, in addition to the

chilling of the car itself, which is a consid-

erable item, takes about two tons of refrig-

eration and as it should be accomplished in

about four hours, it is equal to a machine
capacity of twelve tons in twenty-four hours,

if two cars were to be cooled at one time,

it would require a plant of at least twenty-

five tons capacity. Further, in order to be

effective, the cold blast should have a tem-
perature of not more than twenty to twenty-

five degrees and that precludes the possibil-

ity of using the same circulation in the

warehouse where the temperature in the

fruit rooms must not go below thirty-two

degrees. As long as the fruit in the car is

warm, the cold air blast can safely be re-

duced to several degrees below the freezing

point, but this is not permissible in a ware-

house where the contents are already re-

duced to the minimum of safety.

During the summer of 1909, 1 had an op-

portunity of inspecting the large plants

which have been erected by the Southern
Pacific Railway in California. They have
spent $1,51)0,000 on two plants, one at Kose-

ville in northern California and the other

at Colton in the southern part of the state.

These two plants are at interior points

where the traffic converges for the overland
journey. The one at Colton has 500 tons

of refrigeration and can handle a whole
train of cars at one time. In addition to

the cooling facilities, there is a large equip-

ment for making the ice with which to fill

the bunkers of the cars.

You will observe that these cooling fa-

cilities are being provided in California by
the railway company and 1 am of the opin-

ion that it properly falls to them to do it.

In the first place, they benefit by the saving
of ice, and a plant erected by the railway

can be made to serve a whole district at

very less cost than the aggregate cost of

erecting and operating a number of small

plants. Moreover, it should be the business

of the railways to carry the freight which
is entrusted to them in the best possible

anner and, if pre-cooling comes to be one

•Part of an address on "The Cold Storage of

Pruits." delivered before Ontario Fruit Growers'
Association at its last convention.

of the necessary aids to the transportation
of Canadian fruit, it seems to me that it is

up to the companies to furnish it.

I can see the possibility in the future, or

I might say the practicability of operating
a plant, say at Hamilton, to serve the dis-

trict between Niagara and that city in con-
nection with western shipments. With some
system of prompt movement of the cars from
loading points to the cooling centre, they
would be started on their overland jour-

ney without serious delay and with the best
possible chance of reaching their destination
with the contents in good condition.

It will be evident from what I have said
that pre-cooling does not differ in principle
from the cooling which is effected by placing
the goods in a cold storage warehouse, but
if it is conceded, and it certainly may be,

that immediate and rapid cooling is im-
portant in the handling of perishable pro-
duce, then it must be admitted that, under
certain circumstances, pre-cooling has de-
cided advantages. One advantage over cool-
ing in a warehouse is that it saves hand-
ling the fruit and the consequent exposure
to warm air while being transferred from
warehouse to car, a thing to be avoided
as much as possible. With proper equip-
ment, a car-load of fruit may be cooled in
this way as much in four or five hours as it

would be in two or three days with ice only
in a refrigerator car. A more rapid cir-

culation of air at a much lower temperature
than can be secured with the use of ice re-

moves the heat in a comporatively short
time.

Perhaps no other single horse remedy has
ever been so generally used or had so great
a reputation as Dr. Kendall's Spavin Cure.
Almost everyone who owns a horse has heard
of it . As it has been in use for nearly half

a century, it is evident that its jjopularity

is the result of merit. Persons owning horses
will be interested in a book entitled "A
Treatise on the Horse and His Diseases,"
published by the manufacturers of Kendall's
Spavin Cure. It may be obtained free at
drug stores or by writing for it to the Dr.
B. J. Kendall Co., Enosburg Falls. Vt.

Canadian National Apple Show
Although the British Columbia Govern-

ment have refused to make a grant, ar-

rangements are being pushed in British Col-
umbia for the proposed first Canadian Na-
tional Apple Show. Officers have been elec-

ted. The treasurer of the Board of Man-
agement is Geo. R. Baldwin, a controller

in the city of Vancouver. In addition to

the cash already in sight the committee

Keeps out large Animals—Keeps in the Chickens
We've put strength and stiffness into the PKKRLRSvS JUNIOR Ponltry

Fence so it can stand the attacks of restless animals from the outside. We
have made it close enough so small fowl cannot get through. It is made
of much heavier wire than the ordinary poultry fence, well galvanized,
therefore much more durable.

Peerless Junior the lence that saves expense

That heavy, No. 9, hard steel wire at top and bottom holds the
fence taut and true without the necessity of fence boards and
saving more than half the usual number of posts. 'Jhat means
considerable saving to you. Write for our printed matter about
PEERLESS Feuces. We make fences and gates for every
purpose,

BAMVEIX HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO^ Limited
> Hamilton, Ont.

L Dept. O. Winnipeg, Man.

O.K. Canadian 4 Row Sprayer

Sprays 4 row,s while you drive, no hand pumping
to do. Wheels and nozzles adjustable for wide
and narrow rows. Can be adjusted to spray vines

6 inches to 2^ feet high. Can be furnished with

Broad Cast vineyard and tree spraying attachments

Write for particulars.

Canadian Potato Machinery Co., Ltd., gai!t, ont

" CARY "

FIRE PROOF SAFES AND VAULT DOORS

ALL SIZES

Ford & Fcathcrstonc - Hamilton, Ont.

W. T. SHERWOOD, Representative
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states that it will be necessary for the citi-

zens of Vancouver to contribute about
$20,000, to insure the unqualified success of

the enterprise.
The committee announces that it is not its

intention to make the show a fixture in

Vancouver, as he believes that its educa-
tional value will Le enhanced if in future
years the show is held in such cities as

Halifax, Montreal and Toronto.

A Fruit Board at Orillia

With the object of developing the fruit

prospects of Simcoe county a fruit board
has been organized in Orillia, Ont. The
board was formed on the initiative of the
Orillia Board of Trade. It is composed of
representatives of the Board of Trade,

Farmers' Institute, Agricultural Society

and Farmers' Clubs. Mr. C. L. Stephens
has been elected chairman and Mr. C. H.
Hnre, secretary.

The Board is recommending the fruit

growers of the section to specialize on four

varieties of apples, the Duchess, Snow, Mc-
intosh Red, and Pewaukee, all four variet-

ies of which do well in that section. The
Pewaukee apple was chosen as the best late

a))ple, the greening and the Baldwin not
being hardy around Orillia.

Experiments are to be conducted in the
top-grafting of Spys. The Board has re-

(( nested the county council to make a grant
so that the county will be able to make a
display of its fruit at the Ontario Horti-
cultural Exhibition, Toronto, next NovomLer.
The Board is considering ways and means

of insuring the fruit trees bought by local
growers being true to name, also the b««t
methods of marketing the fruitof the section.

The Visit to England
Tho invitation to Canadian fruit grow

ers to visit England that was received from
the National Fruit Urowers' Federation un-
fortunately did not meet with much re-

sponse. It has been announced that our
fruit growers felt it scarcely to their advan-
tage to visit the fruit plantations of Eng-
land, it being the marketing end of the in-

dustry that attracts their attention there.
Some statements in the matter of expenses
also have been given as a reason for not
accepting. Another reason has been ad-
vanced in the statement that individuals

IMPSON
UMMER
ALE

CATALOGUE
is all ready for you—
just waiting for your

name and address.
A postal request will

bring it to you, all

charges prepaid.

This Catalogue is published to

give OUT Mail Order customers

the advantage of the Special Pur-
chases and Stock-taking Sales that City

customers enjoy during the Summer
months— you'll find that the prices we quote

in it are lower than at any other time of year.

Send for the catalogue now; every de-

partment of the store has contributed its best

values. Remember we pay charges both ways and
refund your money on any merchandise that is not

absolutely satisfactory.

When you write us, address Department No. 3

TOUOMT
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can gather more exact information tijan by

travelling in a body.

Answering some of these objections in the
weekly report of the Department of Trade
and Commerce for May 16, W. A. iUackin-
non, the commercial agent at Birmingham,
says: "Two points should be made clear:

l^'irst, that the invitation from the IVation-

al Federation of Fruit Growers does not
limit their Canadian friends to any particu-
lar time or season, but makes them welcome
at their convenience ; and second, that even
if an organized body visits the docks and
fruit markets as suggested (for which pur-
])ose the months from October to March
would Ije best), there is no reason why the

party should not frequently break up, and
its members make individual visits for the

purpose of securing personal information
from quiet observation. The advantages to

be obtained by the association of fruit grow-
ers together during the familiar intercourse

of an ocean voyage, as also from the social

and other functions sure to be arranged in

honor of such a party, need not be dwelt
upon, as th'ey are quite apparent.

"J<'inally, without deprecating the value

of an official delegation entrusted with a

definite mission, and instructed to issue a
formal report after their investigations, it

should be remarked that such was not the

plan originally suggested by this office. On

the contrary, it was hoped that there would
be an informal excursion of a large number
of well-to-do fruit growers of Canada, or-

ganiztnl as it were spontaneously, though
carried out systematically, and forming an
ideal holiday in which jjleasure, profit and
actual business might take equal shares.
Canadian manufacturers realized this ideal

some years ago, and it is still thought that
the fruit growers might be no less successful.

Garden Competitions
For several years Hiram Walker & Sons,

Limited, acting sometimes in conjunction
with the local Horticultural Society, have
offered a number of very fine prizes for com-

And Its FOUR Big Features
The "Ilecla" has four exclusive features thn.t have brought it

steadily to the front as the perfect warm air furnace.

These improvements are so vital—they mean so much in comfort

and health and economy—that every man xAio is going to put in a

furnace this year, should study them in detail.

Fused JoinSs

are the only permanent joints

between castiron and steel.

By means of these joints, v/e

prevent gas and smoke from
getting i:i the Air-chamber and
from there into the house.

Fused Joints are absolutely

and permanently tight, and
insure the warm air being

fresh, pure and untainted by
gas, smoke and du.st.

S'keel Ribbed Firepct

has three times the radiating

surface of any other.

It never becomes red-hot—will not burn
out— and will save }i of your coal bill by
actual test.

Individual Crate Bars

Each bar can be shaken

separately. Fire can be cleaned

thoroughly without using a

poker or shaking down good

coal or live fire.

No clinkers to clog the grate

r ';e case when bars are

1 together.

. i course, one bar is much
easier to shake than four.

Castiron Combustion Chamber

We found out, by careful

tests, that steel would not stand

the intense heat of the furnace

fire. So we perfected the Castiron Combustion

Chamber, which has proved its wonderful

Strength, service and durability.

Our little book "Ilecla Heated llomea" tells you a lot of things you ought to

know about a furnace, besides the exclusive features meutiontcl above. Let us send

you a copy. It's free. Write.

Send us rough plan of your house—and we wi'.l submit estimate of the cost of

installing the proix.-r size "Hecla" ia your home. 100

Clare Bros. & Co. Limited, Preston, Ont.
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petition by t!io citizens of Walkerville, Ont.,
to encourage tho hortic-iilturHl improvemont
of their homes and gardens. This year over
$200.00 Hill t,o offered in prizes. Prizes are
given for collections of blooming plants, ar-
ranged in beds or borders; for flowering
vines honeysuckle, clematis, etc.; for win-
dow, lawn or porch boxes seen from the
street ; for hodgos l)ordering streets ; for
hanging baskets and so forth. Tho prizes
are divided, one set being offered to prop-
erty owners and the other to tenants.

(iardens entered in tho competition have
to be cultivated and cared for by the com-
petitors, or members of their households.
Winners of first prizes for two consecutive
years are not eligible to compete in the
same class a third year. Competitors are
urged to place their flower beds as far as
possible where they can be seen from the
street, and to arrange them in keeping witli

the size of their yards. The judges will
visit the gardens entered for competition
four or five times during the season.
Horticultural Societies holding or plan-

ning to hold similar contests will be apt to
find helpful suggestions in the prize list
and rules as printed and distributed by
this company.

j)rovided by tho City Parks' Department,
municipal institutions and professional

florists. A beautiful specimen of the English
hawthorn was greatly admired. Many dif-

ferent varieties of flowers were shown.
Their quality was unusually high.

Horticultural Society Notes
The members of the Guelph Horticultural

Society held a lawn meeting on the grounds
of the Agricultural College early in June.
Prof. Hutt and Mr. Hunt were in charge
and described the shrubs and flowers then
in bloom.
The members of the Toronto Horticultural

Society held an exhibition recently in the
Allan Gardens, which achieved unusual suc-
cess. Over six hundred vases of flowers
wore on view. Their beauty was supple-
mented by an array of ornamental greens

Items of Interest
Early this year Messrs. Parnell and Robt.

Thompson, representing the Cold Storage &
Forwarding Co., St. Catharines, Ont.,
visited tho western i)rovincos to examine
market conditions and prospects. They
found opposition to the system followed of

auctioning fruit in the western markets,
but could see no possibility of a change in

the near future. In Calgary and some other
western towns, Elberta peaches are unknown
by that name and sell as Crawfords giving
general satisfaction. In Winnipeg, how-
ever, the Elberta is known as a first-class

peach.
Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner, J.

A. Ruddick, is spending a few weeks holi-

days in Prince Edward Island, this being
the first real vacation he has had since en-
tering the government service 20 years ago.
Mr. Ruddick's department is arranging for
trial shipments of peaches and other fruits
to Great Britain this year.
Mr. Robt. Brodie of Notre Dame de Grace,

Montreal, reports the sale of the old garden
belonging to the late John Molson, at tho
corner of St. Lawrence Main and Sher-
brooke streets, Montreal, in which was or-
iginated the St. Lawrence apple in 1878.
The stump of the old tree was still there
recently.

The British Columbia Fruit Growers' As-
sociation is preparing a list of wholesale
and retail fruit dealers in the prairie
provinces and British Columbia which will

bo distributed to memliers.

Don'ts for Campers
1. Don't, when in tho woods, throw down

a lighted match, cigar stub or otlier flaming
object; make sure that the flame has been
thoroughly extinguished before throwing it

away.
2. Don't build your campiire larger than

is necessary.

3. Don't, under any circumstances, leave
your fire unguarded, even for a compara-
tively short time; see that it is dead out
before you go away.

4. Don't build your fir© in leaves, rotten
wood or other inflammable material.

5. Don't build your fire against a large
or hollow log, where it is hard to be sure
when it has been entirely put out.
To these "dont's" it may be added that,

in windy weather or in a dangerous place,

it is well to confine the tire in a hole dug
clean down to the mineral soil. A tire may
smoulder in the humus, or "dutf," for days,
only waiting for a strong breeze to fan it

into a flame that may burn over miles of

timber.
Summer tourists and campers unfortu-

nately have a bad reputation among own-
ers of timber as being often a cause of fires.

Such fires could be prevented, almost with-
out exception, by a little extra care on the
part of the campers, who have been the un-
intentional cause of much forest destruc-
tion, and who have just as real an interest

in the preservation of the forests as the
owners of the timber themselves. The rules

given above are the result of long experi-
ence and observation on the part of many
woodsmen and lumbermen as to the origin
of fires from this cause, and are earnestly
commended to the attention of campers,
sportsmen and others.

Renew your subscription now.

AGENTS WANTED
to handle our goods. EveryFruitGrowershould use the

Perfect Fruit Picking Step Ladder
It is [the only Ladder on the market which is

purposely made for fruit picking and which can be

used for a general purpose step ladder.

Made in three lengths

—

6 feet extended to 11 feet

8 feet extended to 15 feet

10 feet extended to 19 feet

WE ALSO MAKE ALL KINDS OF

Step, Single and Roped Extension

Ladders

If we are not represented in your part of the

country write for Catalog " F."

The Stratford Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Stratford, Canada

v&f
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Fertilizers for the Orchard and Market Garden

THE use of artificial fertilizers by

market-gardeners and fruit-growers

of late years has increased very con-

siderably.

It is beginning to be generally recog-

nized that fertilizers yield their best re-

turns when applied to vegetable crops,

and unless there be an abundant avail-

able supply of farmyard manure, it is

a difficult matter to produce the maximum
crop on a small piece of land without en-

richment of the soil.

Many successful market-gardeners in

the United States look upon artificial

fertilizers as a very necessary adjunct

to farmyard manure, and use it accoid-

ingly. Farmyard manure, while adding

humus to the soil, and improving its

physical texture and water holding

power as nothing else can, does not, how-

ever, supply large amounts of fertilizing

substances, and what is supplied is in a

more or less unavailable form and can-

not be used directly by the plant. For

instance, there is no better method of

A. E. Slater, O. A. C, Gudph, Ont.

slowly building up the fertility of any soil

than through the continued application

of barnyard manure, and the ploughing

down of leguminous crops, but if we
want immediate results, as for instance

the quick forcing and bringing to

maturity of a crop of lettuce or radishes.

Pear Tree

No fertilizer applied.

Pear Tree

FertilizPd with Phosphoric Acid and Nitiogeti.

or a good, heavy, well-matured crop of

tomatoes, we must adopt other means.

THREE ESSENTIALS
Three substances particularly are

needed for the growth of all plants

:

Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.

A man who does not understand the

nature of • these three substances, or the

individual effect each one of them has

on the growth of the plant, cannot apply

fertilizers successfully.

The first essential is to distinguish

between the method of fertilizing uscil

by the market-gardener and that of tin-

fruit-grower. The market-gardener

usually wants to raise a leaf crop, as for

instance lettuce, radish, cabbage, cauli-

flower and so forth, or a tuber crop, as

potatoes, carrots, beets. The fruit-

grower, on the other hand, is continually

aiming towards the production of fruit,

particularly fruit of early maturity. He

183

desires to check leaf and wood growth to

a great extent and to stimulate the lor-

mation of fruit ; the gardener desires

to stimulate leaf growth, and does all

in his power to do so, and further, his

crops are harvested in the green or nn-

mature state.

THE PARTS THEY PLAY

Let us then look at the part that nitro-

gen, phosphoric acid and potash play

in plant development. Nitrogen forces

particularly leaf and stem growth, and

thus induces rankness. Heavy applica-

tions late in the growing season, there-

fore, will hinder maturity and check

development of fruit. The quickest act-

ing, most soluble fertilizer containing

nitrogen, is nitrate of soda. This

material should be applied frequently in

small quantities, rather than in one ap-

plication, because of the ease with which

it is leached from the soil. It can be

applied very profitably to lettuce,

radishes, celery, etc., in frequent small

applications, but care must be taken to

Pear Tree

FertiliKsr: Potash, Phosphoric Acid, Nitrogen.
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Apple Tree

No fertilizer.

avoid sprinkling it on the leaves, as

burning may result.

Phosphoric acid aids particularly in

the formation of the fruit, and, it is

thought, tends to produce earliness also.

If phosphoric acid is deficient in the soil,

any fruit or grain crop will invariably

be found to be poor and light. For the

market gardener looking for rapid re-

turns a soluble form of phosphoric acid,

as superphosphate, is the best to apply,

at the rate of about 200 lbs. an acre,

harrowed in about two weeks belore

seeding. For the fruit-grower, where

growth is continuous and the results

looked for not immediate, a cheaper and

less soluble form may be applied, as

ground bone, or basic slag, at the rate

of about 500-600 lbs. an acre. Cultiva-

tion will then tend to slowly bring it into

solution.

POTASH AIDS FRUIT PRODUCTION

Potash, though less apt to be deficient

in a .soil than either nitrogen or phos-

phoric acid, plays a more important part

in plant growth. It aids in the forma-

tion of sugar and starch particularly, and

thus in the production of fruit. It is

also important in the building up of new

tissues and wood. By some it is claimed

to have some influence in the coloring

of fruits, but this is doubtful . However,

it has been shown conclusively that heavy

applications of wood ashes have given

excellent returns in the orchard and are

one of the best forms in which to apply

potash to the soil. The commercial form

is muriate of potash, which is usually

applied at the rate of about 200 lbs. an

acre before seeding, and harrowed in.

It must be remembered that maximum

crops can iu\ei be raiseil unless the three

fertilizing substances, nitrygen, phcs-
phoric acid and potash, are all present

in sufficient quantities for healthy and
normal plant growth. If any one of

the.se be wanting, growth is checked.

Therefore, to land which is poor and
unproductive, the application of all three

will usually give good returns, no matter

whether the crop be grown for leaf or
fruit. But if the land is rich and pro-

ductive then production can be pushed
to its maximum limit, by applying the

one which the particular crop grown
stands most in need of, and the fore-

going suggestions have been offered as

a guide.

DEMANDS ON SOIL DIFFERENT
In the fertilizing of orchards it must

be remembered, also, that the relation

of fruit growing to soil exhaustion is very
different from that in general crop farm-
ing, because in the orchard there is an
annual demand for specific kinds and
definite proportions of plant food. It is

really a continuous cropping of the same
kind, and there is no opportunity, as in

the case of ordinary farm crops, to cor-

rect the tendency to exhaustion by a fre-

quent change of crops, or the 'frequent

growth of those which require different

kinds and amounts to plant constituents.

By the sale of fruit, large quantities of

potash and phosphoric acid are annually
being sold off the orchard, and in most
cases no return of these constituents is

made to the soil.

In the matter of berries, which are

crops especially well adapted to light

soils, soils, however, which are not

naturally supplied with sufficient amounts

Apple Tree

Complete Fertilizer: Potash, Phosphoric Acid.
Nitrogen.

of the essential pi,ml < i.iiNliUients,

proper fertilizing becomes even more
important than for the tree fruits, which
are usually grown on heavier land richer
in plant food. They are, as a rule, crops
which require a shorter preparatory
season, and have a shorter period of
bearing life, and therefore the more
quickly available materials should be
applied, as titrate of soda, or drieW
blood, superphf)sphate and muriate of
potash.

In the case of vegetables, the soil must
always be kept up to its highest produc-
tive capacity by the liberal use of farm-
yard manure, supplemented with fer-

tilizers. With the high cost of labor,

clearly the most profitable results should
be obtained by placing the soil in the
best possible condition to rai.se large
amounts from small areas. A small
market-garden, well cultivated and
liberally manured, here, as in Europe,
should yield better returns than a larger
acreage carelessly handled through lack
of help.

Cover Crops in the Orchard.
Grant S. Peart, Barlbgtoa, Oat.

Sowing cover crops in orchards, where
clean cultivation is practised, is one of
the essentials of successful fruit grow-
ing. Not the apple orchard alone is

benefited by it, but all the tree fruits,

including the vineyard. We have prac-
tised growing different sorts of cover
crops in orchards with excellent results.

Our experience indicates that leguminous
crops are preferable, especially where
growth of wood is required ; in other
words, where soils are poor in nitrogen.

The field pea is admirably adapted for

this purpose. It possesses the power of

growing quickly, thus producing a rank
growth, and is not confined to any par-

ticular climatic change.

The hairy vetch and crimson clover

may be used with satisfactory results

also, but the vetch is difficult to eradicate.

The crimson clover is grown with suc-

cess in Southern Ontario, but is confined

to that district. Red and alsike clover

do not make sufficient growth. When
cereals are sown, rje and winter wheat
are better qualified than barley or oats

as cover crops, on account of their hardi-

ness.
DATE OF SOWING

The time of sowing and quantity of

seed required depends on the crop. A
heavy seeding should be applied. Two
bushels per acre of cereals and peas or

twenty pounds of crimson clover seed

is an accurate estimate. It is well to

harrow and roll the land after sowing the

clover. The crimson clover should be

sown during the latter part of July ; oats,

peas, and wheat the last week of August

;

and rye the first week of September.

All orchards with cover crops should

be ploughed early in the spring. It will
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be found necessary to use a chain on the

plough, and in addition a rolling coulter

when ploughing clovers and peas. Also,

when cover crops are grown in young
orchards, the trees should be protected

from the attacks of mice. The advan-

tages of a cover crop include the follow-

ing : I, It protects the roots of trees from

frost during the winter months. 2, It

tends to develop and mature the fruit by
drawing the excessive moisture from the

soil, .'\pples seem to take on a better

color and quality. 3, By adding humus
to soils it increases their moisture-hold-

ing powers and makes them more fertile.

4, It is a cheap way of fertilizing the

soil. This can be done at about one half

the cost of applying stable manure.

thoroughly qualified in all these matters

as to be able, before sending his staff out

to work in the beginning of the season,

to instruct them thoroughly in all the

different symptoms of the various dis-

eases and insects, and he should allow

no man to go out as a local inspector

unless he can satisfy him that he is so

The San Jose Scale and the Fruit Pests Act
By "Weary Worm" Winona, Ont.

AS far as the Niagara District is

concerned, the San Jose scale is

fairly well under control. It is

not spreading to any great extent ; in-

deed, in the western end of the penin-

sula it is much less prevalent than it

was a few years ago. In some of the

outlying districts, however, especially

where fruit growing is not the main in-

dustry, it is spreading rapidly.

Legislative efforts to control this pest

have been far from p»erfect. In many
respects, however, the new act of the

Ontario Legislature, which has recently

come in force (this act supersedes the old

acts known as The Yellow and Black
Knot Acts, the Noxious Insect Act, and
the San Jose Scale Act) is a distinct im-
provement. In others it still repeats
some of the old weaknesses.
The following are the chief reasons

why scale control is difficult: From the
beginning a considerable number of fruit

growers have been either bitterly hostile

or else careless and indifferent to the
enforcement of any stringent regula-
tions in this matter. This spirit is largely

dying out, but there are still a certain
number of such persons left; and, in-

deed, many of the large and most up-
to-date fruit growers are utterly in-

different as to whether their neighbors
treat the scale or not. "We are going
to spray all our trees every year with
lime and sulphur anyway, and if they
do not spray they will have to pay the
penalty," is what they say.

One of the chief causes of failure has
been that persons occupying the office

of local inspectors have not been suffi-

ciently well posted to have the full con-
fidence of the fruit growers. Great
responsibility rests upon these men. It

is absolutely necessary for them to be
thoroughly posted in all the symptoms of
scale, yellows, little peach, and so forth,
so as to educate the local fruit growers
up to the point of appreciating the vast
importance to themselves of a proper
inspection of their orchards every sea-
son. Too often such appointments have
been made from a political standpoint
chiefly, and not from the standpoint of
efficiency, whereas efficiency should be
the main consideration. These remarks
apply to the provincial inspector as well.

The provincial inspector should be so

consolidates the various pests, namely,
San Jose Scale, Yellows, Little Peach,
Black Knot, Pear Psylla, and Pear
Blight, under one act, and gives power
to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council to

add any other disease to the act. It pro-

vides that the provincial government
shall pay one half of all the moneys paid
to inspectors under this act. Formerly
this provision only extended to the San
San Jose Scale.

Power is given to the reeve or mayor,
upon the report of the local inspector,

to have diseased plants sprayed—after

ten days' notice to the proprietor—and
the cost charged on the lot and collected

as a special tax by the municipality.

Local inspectors are subject and sub-
ordinate to the head inspectors appointed
by the Minister of Agriculture. In case
of any neglect of duty such inspectors

lutereited Farmert Learoing How to Spray and How to Prue

In each of the six demonstration orchards in the Georgian Bay District, Ont., that were described
in the July issue of The Canadian Horticulturist, practical demonstrations were given for the benefit
of those who wished to learn. The illustration shows those who attended the meeting in the orchard
owned by Mr. W. Hamilton, CoUingwood. Ont. 'I'he Ontario Department of Agriculture should extend
this work next year to a number of the other best orchard sections throughout the province Photo
by I. F. Metcalfe.

qualified. But if the chief inspector is

not thoroughly qualified in these respects

himself, how can he instruct his sub-

ordinates? This has been a fatal cause
of weakness in the past, for to my cer-

tain knowledge men have been ajipointed

as local inspectors who did not know the

San Jose scale from any other scale, who
were totally unacquainted with the symp-
toms of "Yellows," and who did not even
know there was such a disease as "Little

Peach."
THE SALARY QUESTION

The new act, as did the old, leaves the

question of payment entirely to the muni-
cipality who appoints the inspectors.

Too often municipal councils want to

pay the lowest possible price, instead of

paying an amount large enough to secure

good men. A remedy for this would be

for the provincial authorities to fix the

rate of remuneration at a rate sufficiently

high to secure such men.

In the following respects, however, the

new act is a distinct improvement. It

are subject to the penalties prescribed
by this act.

The following are two of the chief

weaknesses of the act. It provides that
the appointment of inspectors remains
in force only for the calendar year in

which it is passed. It should not be
necessary to set the whole machinery
in motion every year. Careless and in-

different townships are apt to neglect
the renewal of appointments till too late,

and then the inspectors have no legal

status and these townships go unin-

spected. Local inspectors should be
appointed for longer periods, ample pro-
vision being made for new appointments,

' as also for removal if necessary. Where
the local inspectors report that trees

should be destroyed there is not suffi-

cient provision made for prompt action.

It is all left to the municipality notifying

the Minister. In practice this is a

great source of weakness. A certain

time should be allowed (say 10 days) for

the owner to appeal either to a board or
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to a special inspector appointed for this

purpose, in default of which the inspector

should have power to go on and destroy

the trees, and the cost should be a special

tax upon the lot to be collected by the

municipality. I have known of many
cases of orchards, rightly condemned for

"Yellows," where the trees have been

left standing for months, a deadly source

of infection to the whole neighbourhood.

After all it is the fruit growers them-

selves upon whom the whole matter de-

pends. The township of Saltfleet, in

which I live, is one of the best inspected

townships in Ontario. Why? Simply

because the fruit growers are fully alive

to the importance of the situation, and

insist on the municipality making proper

provision for the inspection. Several at-

tempts have been made to reduce the pay

of the inspectors, etc., and they have

always been overwhelmed by public

opinion. The cost of efficient inspection

need not press much on the individual

taxpayer. Hut the inspectors should be

well paid for the work they do. In the

township referred to the total amount

paid out for inspection for the year 1909

was $517.65. Half of this is now paid by

the provincial government, leaving only

about $260 to be paid by the taxpayers,

or considerably under $1.00 each.

Most of the fruit growers could not

possibly inspect their own trees for the

money. When they are properly edu-

cated, as they are here, they are only

too willing to have it done. That is why
the inspectors require not only to be men
of firmness in doing their duty, but also

men of tact and information as well, who
can command the confidence and respect

of the growers, and educate them up to

be willing and eager to have their trees

inspected. Where such a class of men
are appointed, the present act—its weak-

nesses notwithstanding—will work fairly

well, and where such men are not se-

cured, it will be more or less of a failure.

Boxes vs. Barrels in the East^
Dr. S. W. Fletcher, Director of Virg

The drift is all towards the use of the

box as against the barrel package. This

is in keeping with the trend of the times

with respect to other commodities. The
box package, or at least the smaller type

of package, will some time entirely

supplant the barrel. The smaller pack-

age will not necessarily be made of

wood. We can expect the wooden pack-

age to be replaced, eventually, by paper,

celluloid, or some other cheap material.

Even now some very substantial paper

boxes are on the market. When speak-

ing of the box type of package, there-

fore, we refer to the size and shape of

package, rather than to the material.

While the box type of package is the

ideal towards' which we are rapidly work-

ing, it by no means follows that every

eastern fruit grower should begin pack-

ing in boxes at once. He should begin

only when he is ready ; and nine-tenths of

the growers are not ready. To be ready

for box packing means that the grower

can get good boxes about as cheap as

barrels, bushel for bushel ; that he is

able to grow a crop of fruit, preferably

of high quality varieties, at least 90% of

which is fancy or No. i ; that he is able

to command skilful and experienced

packers ; that he is able to put a large

quantity of box fruit on the market, not

one year only, but year after year, so

as to win a reputation for the brand ; and

that he ships his fruit to markets that

are already familiar with the box pack

and take kindly to it. At the present

time not one apple grower out of ten

• A portion of a paper read at the conference
of the American Pomological Society at St.

Catharines, Ont., last September.

inia Agricultural Experiment Station

in the east is able to meet these con-

ditions.

With respect to the market, the fruit

grower must recognize the different de-

mands of two entirely different types of

markets. One of these, the common or

general market, will pay a fair price for

good or common stock. The other, the

special or fancy market, will pay a fancy

price for fancy stock. The box package
supplies the special or fancy market
almost exclusively, while the barrel

package supplies both, but more especi-

ally the common or general market.

These two classes of markets will always

exist, or as long as some people are

more successful in accumulating money
than others.

The demand for cheap or common
fruit, at a fair price, will continue to be

very much greater than the demand for

fancy fruit at a high price, because there

are many people who are able to pay

fancy prices for fruit. The proportion

of fruit growers who are able to grow
fancy fruit is as small as the proportion

of consumers who are able to pay fancy

prices. Location, soil, and the varieties

best adapted thereto may make it more

profitable to grow staple varieties for the

common market. This cheap fruit—the

main supply of the great middle class of

people—will be marketed in barrels to

best advantage for many years to come.

The successful marketing of apples in

boxes depends so much upon skilful

grading and packing and upon the pos-

session of a large quantity of fruit so

packed, that it seems likely that very

little impetus will be given to box pack-

ing in the east except through co-opera-

tive shipping :iss(xiations. Here and

there an exceptional grower may find it

profitable to pack his fancy s^rade cf

certain varieties in boxes ; but it does not

seem probable that box packing will

make much headway in the east except

through the co-operative shipping asso-

ciation, with its trained business manager
and its crew of trained packers.

These conclusions indicate that the

eastern fruit grower should be conser-

vative on the subject of the box apple

package. The drift is towards the

smaller package, but for many years to

come, apple growers who are so sit-

uated that they must produce apples for

the general or common markets—which

means a majority of the growers^will

find the barrel more profitable.

Training Blackberries

Tying up blackberry canes makes culti-

vation of the berry patch easier, and fa-

cilitates all the labor that has to do with

the management of a blackberry planta-

tion. Instead of using two wires along

which to train the canes, Mr. W. H.

French, of Ontario County, Ont., uses

only one. "I place my posts about six-

teen yards apart in the rows of black-

berries," said Mr. French to an editor

of The Canadian Horticllturist, who
visited his plantation, "and between them

stretch only one wire, to which the canes

are tied with stout cord such as binder

twine. I have used other methods vif

tying the canes but prefer this one, as it

is more quickly performed than staking

and requires less labor and work than

where two wires are used. I use barb

wire so that the twine will not slip.

BIENNIAL IN HABIT

Growers should bear in mind that the

canes are biennial in habit while the roots

are perennial ; that is, the canes grow one

year without fruit and bear the following

year. They should then be removed to

give space for younger wood.

Mr. John Ferguson, of Sunbury Coun-

ty N. B., writes that he removes the old

canes as soon as the picking is finished.

The canes are cut down close to the

ground with a corn knife, or, better still,

with a short blade fastened into a two

inch handle. Thus the principal canes

are shortened to four or five feet, and the

laterals to about twenty inches. By

pruning in this way, Mr. Ferguson has

found that the fruit is larger, and that the

setting of more fruit than the plant will

bear is prevented.

The old canes are gathered up immedi-

ately after the pruning has been com-

pleted and burned immediately. Mr. Fer-

guson uses two wires stretched from post

to post. The new canes are lifted and

supported on these wires. The suckers

which come up between the wires are

treated as weeds.
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The Amateur's Flower Garden in August
Wm. Hunt, O.A.C., Guelph, Ont.

DUTCH hyacinth nnd tulip bulbs that

were dug' up from flower beds or

borders in May, to make room for

summer bedding plants, and heeled in

temporarily to dry off and ripen, should
now be lifted or dug up, and dried ready
for fall planting. It is best to dig the

bulbs early in August before they com-
mence to root, which they often do if the

weather is not very dry. When bulbs have
once started root action it is not advisable

to disturb them, hence the necessity of

lifting them up from their temporary
quarters now and drying them.

Dig the bulbs carefully and remove any
top growth there may be—which will be
very little, if any—and any soil adher-

ing to them. Spread the bulbs out in

shallow boxes or flats one layer deep.

The boxes should then be placed in a

dry airy shed or room for a week or two
until fairly dry. Then place them away
in a rather dry, cool cellar or room until

planting time in October.

THE BULBS TO PLANT
To ensure the best results with bulbs

treated in this way, only the large, sound
bulbs should be planted. These will give

good results for three years as a rule.

The small offsets or bulbils will not pro-

duce flowers the first season. It is better

to plant them in October in groups thickly

in the permanent border where they may
grow on into flowering bulbs in a year
or two if left undisturbed. Considering
the low price of bulbs, it is scarcely

worth the trouble to bother with the

small bulbs or offsets.

IIAEDY ROSES

Rose lovers should watch their rose

bushes closely to see if there are any
suckers or spurious growth of briar or
manetti growing up among the bushes.

The manetti or briar growth can easily

be recognized from the growth of the

rose proper from the fact that the leaves

are much narrower and often differ in

color to the foliage of the rose growth.

These suckers should be removed at the

point where they spring from the stem
or root of the briar or manetti. It may

be necessary to partially remove the soil

in many cases to do this.

Cutting off the tops of this spurious
growth is only a temporary remedy and
induces even a stronger and more pro-
fuse amount of this growth. If left un-
disturbed, this growth of briars will

eventually kill out the rose proper, as
has often happened, leaving the rose
lover a plant that will produce nothing
but briar growth or at the best only a
few wild briar roses. This spurious briar

growth is, of course, only produced on
roses that are budded or grafted on briar

or manetti stocks as most hardy roses
are.

Rose bushes on their own roots raised

from cuttings do not have this objection-

able feature, as all the growth produced
is real rose growth, the same as the

original rose. Roses on their own roots

with some varieties may not be as vigor-

ous as budded or grafted bushes, but
they are more enduring. I know of rose

bushes of the General Jacqueminot that

I rooted from cuttings in 1883 that still

produce a profusion of roses every year,

whilst budded and grafted varieties
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j,'r()wn near them have been replaced two
or three times during that period. Own
root roses will become more popular than

they are at present for this reason.

The haws or seed pods on rose bushes

should be cut off at once, if not already

done, as they tend to weaken the plant

and prevent the best results being ob-

tained in the production of good strong

growth for next season's crop of roses.

This should be done on both bush and

climbing roses as soon as the roses have

dropped.

Some of the weaker shoots or young
canes of climbing roses may be thinned

out a little if they are very dense and

numerous. This will give more chance

for the young canes that are left to grow
and ripen before winter sets in. Do not

remove too many as winter killing must

be allowed for. Only the small, weak
canes should be cut off. These should

be cut off close to the ground or close

to the older growth.

Black spot and mildew may perhaps

appear on the leaves of roses. A spray-

ing with Bordeaux mixture will keep

down the black spot fungus that often

causes the leaves to drop off at this

season of the year. For mildew dust the

plants well with flour of sulphur and

do not water or spray the bushes with

water on cold, chilly evenings.

A mulching of well-rotted barnyard

manure an inch or two in depth spread

around under the bushes will prevent

them dryin-g out, and assist the growth

of the young wood.

The mulch should not

be placed close to the

stem of the bush.

PAEONIES

The seed pods of

paeonies should be

cut off if not already

done. It is best to

do it as soon as the

flowers have dropped

their petals. A mulch-

ing of manure as sug-

gested for the roses

will not hurt the

paeonies, although it

is not as beneficial to

them as for the roses,

especially if the

ground they are in is

fairly rich in fertiliz-

ers.

The seed beds of

gladioli should be re-

moved so as to help

the lateral or side

spikes of bloom.
PANSIES

.Seeds of pansies

should be sown about
the second or third

week in August for

early flowering re-

sults next spring. Sow the seeds in

rather light rich soil, one part leaf

mould, one part sand, four or five

parts of good loamy .soil well enriched

with dry cow manure. Sow in a shallow,

well-drained box or flat out of doors.

Transplant into larger or other boxes in

.September, or plant out in a cold frame
in soil similar to that mentioned. Pansies

should be shaded from very hot sun at

all times, especially in the seedling stage.

SWEET PEAS

.Sweet peas should be well watered in

dry weather if they are expected to con-

tinue in flower until fall. The ground
must be thoroughly soaked. Mere sur-

face waterings are useless, as sweet peas

root very deeply. Make a small trench

about two inches deep with a hoe a few

inches from the stems and let the water
run into it from a hose if possible. A
thorough watering once a week is better

than surface waterings every day.

A little weak liquid fertilizer could be
given them to advantage sometimes.
Dissolve an ounce of nitrate of soda in

two gallons of water and apply to the

roots only. Two gallons of the solution

would be sufficient for every ten or
twelve feet of the row. A liquid solu-

tion made from fresh cow manure could

also be given to advantage. This can
scarcely be made too strong or too much
applied if only applied about once a
week. Keep seed pods and flowers con-
stantly picked off.

Prepare Your Paeony Beds Now
John C«Ter<, Oakville, Oit.

There is nrt plant that will yield such
magnificent results in annual bloom and
increase of plant growth for eight to

ten years for the cost of the investment
and the annual care required as the

paeony. But some requisites are neces-
sary to secure these results.

Do not buy merely "Paeonies." One
paeony is not as good as any other.

Select varieties as carefully as you would
\arieties of fruit trees. If you want a

good, reliable, early white the old favor-

ite, Festiva Maxima, will give satisfac-

tion. If you want a late w,hite "Couronne
d'Or" will please most people. If a pink
be wanted, then one, "Achille," a flesh

pink, and "Edulis Superba," a viola-

ceous pink—both at moderate cost.
PLANT IN .SEPTEMBER

It is contrary to all experience in this

latitude to say that the best time to plant

is the spring. The ground for planting

should be prepared now, without delay,

in order that it may become firm before
planting. The deeper and richer the

soil is made with well rotted manure the

better the results will be in the years

to come. Tubers of any sort should not

be planted in contact with manure.
It should be remembered that the plant

is to remain undisturbed for eight to ten

years ; that the drain on the soil to pro-

duce the luxuriant annual crop of foliage

and stem and bloom is exhaustive ; and
that there is no source of unproductive-

A lily cup was growing, where the streamlet tide was flowing.
And rich with grace and beauty there it bent.

And passed the whole day long, in dancing to the song.
Each gurgling rivulet murmured as it went."
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ness so common as poverty or exhaus-

tion of the soil in the case of plants that

have not been moved for many years.

In addition to making ili<- --"il ii'''i nnd

•

Three-Year-Old Paeony "Edulis Superba."

deep before planting annual dressings of

manure should be given. Give each plant

a space of at least ten square feet. The
planting may be singly or in groups in

the hardv plant border, in full sunshine

or in partial shade ; or in beds specially

laid out and prepared. What can be

finer than the bloom in .|une, or the

luxuriance of plant-growth from the

earliest stages until the time of killing

frosts in the fall, of a bed of say twenty-

live "Festiva Maxima?"

Insects on Rose Bushes
"I liiivo a ro.se bush covered with tureen

lice. Have used Paris green and kerosene
with no results. Will you kindly recom-
mend a RfKid sprav.^"—P. V. G., Stirling,

Ont.

The best remedy for green aphis or

green lice is to sprav with strong tobacco

solution. Sulpho Tobacco Soap and
Rose I-eaf Extract of Tobacco are both

good and are sold in small quantities at

seed .stores. Spraying the bushes with

water or soapy water under pressure

will also dispose of a great many of the

grc-en aphis. — W. Hunt, O.A.C.,
(iuelph.

Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer
What effect will coal ashes have in a

;;;u(l<'n? The soil is a clay loam.—M. F. C,
.\ilsa Craig, Ont.

Coal ashes do not contain any of the

fertilizer constituents in appreciable

(juantities, with possibly the exception

of lime. Lime is always beneficial to

clay soil as it acts as a liberator of

pr)tash. Coal ashes will l)e slightly bcne-

lirial to the soil and will not be detri-

mental in any way unless applied in very

large quantities ; however, they are of

so little value that I would not advise

their use in Ihe garden. I woulfl rather

get good lime and add it than depend
upon the lime of the ashes.—Prof. R.

Harcourt, O.A.C, Guelph, Ont.

The Perennial Border
C. Wateri, Port Hope, Onl.

The formation of a perennial border

necessarily takes the shape of a slope

or bank, caused not by the soil, but by

the different heights of the plants them-

selves. .'Mthough this is requisite from

a spectacular point of view, it has the

disadvantage of the low growing var-

ieties in the front flowering in the spring,

while the taller growing sorts flower in

the summer and autumn months. To
obviate this, and to soften the formality,

it is well to have sufficient space between
the perennials in the front of the border

to sow or plant some one or more of the

showy hardy annuals, such as nastur-

tiums, Shirley and French double pop-
pies, marigolds, and others.

The border shown in illustration has
as a background Golden Glow, alternat-

ed with spirea palmata in front of which
come delphiniums, lilium candidum,
phlox, German iris, hollyhocks, in front

again are paeonies, aquilegias, and
oriental poppy. The edge is composed
of daffodils, narcissi, polyanthus, for-

It was strongly manured and dug over
before being planted.

The hedge having become overgrown
has now been cut out and replaced by a

4.6 foot wire fence with Virginia creepers

planted at intervals of four feet. These
are now covering the wires, giving a

background of green in the summer and
a glorious variegation of color in the fall.

Lawn and Garden Hints
A little attention to the llower garden

at this time of the year will be well re-

paid by the increased quantity of bloom
which may be secured. Keep all seed

pods picked off of annuals, except any
which you may desire to save for seed
for next year. A great deal of vitality

is required to develop seeds, and where
these are allowed to form the flowers

soon stop blooming. Antirrhinum or

Snapdragon will be encouraged to yield

a second crop of flowers by keeping all

seed pods picked off.

Keep sweet peas and all annuals well

watered. Do the watering in the even-

ing if possible. Never give overhead

Flower Bed and Pereaniil Border in Oaraen of IVlr.

See articir on Pcrcnn

get-me-not, and campanulas of different

varieties. A border arranged in this

manner will give a succession of bloom
from early spring until late fall.

The great advantage of a bed of this

kind is that the perennials re-appear

year after year, and require but little

attention beyond thinning out. In the

late fall a protection of straw and leaves

is placed over the bed to prevent winter

frost. The removal of this and an early

weeding in the spring constitutes the

work.

The bed illustrated is planted along a

slrai'vht privet hcdive, from which it

spreads outward in a low curve from foiu"

feel deep at the ends to sixteen feet in the

centre, and bordered by a i)alh in front.

Barlow Cumberlaad, "Danain," Port Hope, Ont.

ial Border on ttiis page.

watering to sweet peas during the heat

of the day, especially if they are sulTering

for want of water. Keep the ground
well cultivated where possible after a
rain, to conserve moisture.

Keep all old flowers cut off your
rose bushes. If troubled with green fly

spray the bushes with nicotine or a .solu-

tion of soft soap. The latter may be
[prepared by dissolving .soft .soap about
the size of a walnut in two or three

gallons of water. Ko.ses may be budded
this month. In this way undesirable

varieties may be converted into desir-

able \arieties.

See th.-it dahlias are well fertilized

while the buds are swelling. This will

insure much larger blooms.
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See that gl.idioli, liollyliorks, and all

tall blooming perennials are staked, if lia-

ble to be broken by the wind. Seeds of

hollyhocks, delphinium, af|uilegia, cam-
panula, coreopsis, gaillardia, papaver,
and some other herbaceous perennials

may be planted this month and trans-

planted to the border late this fall or
early next sprinj^. Pansy seed also may
be sown in shallow boxes to be ready for

transplanting later on into winter quar-

ters. A mixture of leaf mould and loam
will give good results with pansies.

Tulips which have been planted out
in ripening beds after they were through
blooming should now be lifted and
cleaned off and packed away in shallow
boxes until thoroughly dry. Do not

expose them to the sun while drying.

.As .soon as dry pack them away in the

cellar until time for planting in the fall.

AMONG THE FRUITS
Keep all runners cleaned off of fresh

strawberry beds between the rows. If

allowed to grow they will tend to weaken
the young plants. Plants desired for a

new patch should be allowed to root,

and may be transplanted at the end of

the month. Old strawberry beds which
arc to be left for next year should be
kept well cultivated between the rows.

Do not neglect the small fruit bushes
after the fruit is picked off. Keep them
well cultivated. The result will be an
increased crop next year. Cut out un-

necessary suckers of hlackterries and
raspberries.

Toward the end of the month pinch

the growing ends off ton^ato plants

to force all the nourishment of the plant

into the growing and ripening of the fruit

which has already formed.

VEGETABLES
Where some of the earlier vegetables

have been harvested the space can be
used again to good advantage for the

growing of string beans, lettuce, spin-

ach, radishes, or beets for greens. The
early crop of celery should be blanched.

Use either earth or boards for blanch-

ing. An application of liquid manure,
keep them growing. Cucumbers may still

be planted in cold frames for a late crop.

Keep onions well fed and watered to

previous to blanching, will be beneficial.
THE LAWN

Do not cut the lawn too often or too
clo.se during the hot weather. Once in

ten days is often enough. Lower the

roller of the lawn mower so as not to

cut the grass too closely. Always keep
a look out for dandelions and other weeds
and keep them picked out.

If you intend to mulch the lawn this

fall prepare the material now by securing
equal parts of good clean soil and well-

rotted stable manure. Mix these to-

gether and turn occasionally until

October when it will be ready for use.

More about Mushrooms
J. McPherson Ross, Toronto, Ont.

BI'iDS for mushrooms may be made
any time now, if for home use. To
grow them for profit it would ^e

better to wait till November, so that your

crop coming in about February, would
meet the best market and highest prices.

If you have had no former experience

it would be well to start now, selecting a

place, if possible, under cover from the

weather, as a shed or outbuilding.

For winter cultivation, it will be neces-

sary to have the bed in a cellar or some
place where the temperature can be kept

at from 50 to 60 degrees. Of course you
may make one outdoors, at the back of

the house or in a dry corner. In such an
event dig out the soil, say six inches deep,

the size you want to make the bed. In

this excavation place the prepared man-
ure.

CARE REQUIRED

Too much care cannot be given to pre-

paring the manure. Do not be deterred

by the words "too much care," from be-

ginning to collect the droppings of well-

fed horses, spreading them out thinly, so

as not to heat too rapidly, adding an equal

quantity of ordinary clean garden soil,

;\nd mix evenly. Turn this daily, as you
add fresh manure, till you have sufficient

for your bed. The amount you will re-

quire will be determined by the size of the

bed you are to make. Turning daily al-

lows the rank steam to escape and also

prevents the manure getting too dry by
excessive heating or burning.

Many persons are under the impression

that to grow mushrooms, the manure
should be old and well rotted. This is a

mistake. Where there is old manure it

can be used by adding to it fresh manure
to serve for beds, but it pays to have the

material carefully saved under cover.
EASILY SECURED

Mushrooms, although a great deli-

cacy and a luxury, can be secured with
but a little trouble. They possess in

themselves the same nutritive qualiti.-!s

as beef-steak. In their composition they
are analogous to animal life ,being en-
tirely different to the vegetable kingdom,
inhaling oxygen and exhaling carbonic
gas.

In preparing a bed, the chief care
should be to pound the material firmly.

This has the effect of retaining the heat
much longer and allows the mycelium to

travel more rapidly through the mass.
With material properly prepared, it

is ea.sy to spawn your lawn or nearby
meadows. This is done simply by dig-

ging holes at intervals, say eighteen
inches deep, and a foot or more wide.
Fill them with manure and after some
days lay the sod back on top, after in-

serting a piece of spawn.
The mixing of soil through the manure

when preparing, helps to retain the am-
monia. It also serves to moderate the

heat and to retain moisture more evenly.

As a general rule the spawn in bricks is

all right .so long as the heat of the bed is

receding and not over 90 degrees when
you put it in. Beds have been spawned
at as low a temperature as 60 degrees,

and then made good, but my experience

proves that 85 to 90 degrees is right.

Do not cover the bed until eight to ten

days after it is spawned. It is essential

to success never to put on the soil cover

before that time elapses. This allows the

hot steam to escape which if retained

would kill the spawn. Instead of putting

loose soil on, a good plan, where you
can, is to secure good sods to cover with.

When putting them on, lay the grass side

down on the bed.

So many persons term good edible

varieties of mushrooms toadstools that

I would like to say here that the terms

are synonymous.. There are 112 edible

varieties of mushrooms ; in fact, they are

all edible with the exception of about six

poisonous kinds. These were described

Celery

No fertilizer. See introductory article page 183..
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Celenr

Complete Fertilizer: Potash, Phosphoric Acid, Nitrogen. See introductory article, page 183.

Hot-House Vegetables
A. H. Walker, Macdonald College, Que.

and illustrated in the May, 1907, issue of

The Canadian Horticulturist. All the

rest can be eaten with impunity.

Two excellent and delicious varieties

are the Shaggy Mane, commonly called

around Toronto the "French Morel."

gathered in the vicinity of the Don River

and eaten with a relish. Its first cousin

is called the Ink Mushroom. Bushels

of these two mushrooms annually rot in

lawns and fields instead of being gathered

and enjoyed by the people through ignor-

ance or fear of being poisoned.

The puffball, when gathered in the

early stages of growth, makes a plea-

sant and palatable dish and one which I

personally like. There are numerous

others, interesting to mycologists, which

1 will notice later, but our common
mushroom, with the pink gills, is so

generally well known and its culture is

so easy it is not necessary to go after

other varieties where this is plentiful.

The technical name is "Agaricus Cam-
pestris" or meadow mushroom, some-
times called the English mushroom, in

much the same way as the potato is called

the Irish potato. It is the variety the

brick spawn produces, although these
sometimes vary, as I have found two
varieties—one with a firm, dark fawn
colored pileus or cap and the other var-

iety a paler cap, but identical in flavor.

Agaricus .Arvensis, or horse mushroom,
is so termed from its stem and larger size

and also from the fact that it is to be
found white gilled as well as pink.

Agaricus Gambosus or St. George's
mushroom, derives its name from ap-

pearing in most seasons on or about

April 23. It is a compact, short-stemmed
mushroom, with irregular or cracked

pileus, and with a yellowish, kid-like

skin and white gills. Anyone finding

the.se mushrooms in early spring can

gather and cat tlicm with serenity.

Experiments have been conducted in

the college greenhouses in maturing
vegetables during the winter.

Tomatoes, lettuce and radishes were
started at different dates during the fall

and early winter for the purpose of

obtaining some definite information as

to the time required for the maturation

of these crops during the winter months.

The greenhouses in which the experi-

ments were conducted run east and west

and are made up of 4-21 feet wide ridge

and furrow houses, each separated by

a glass partition. The tomato tests

were conducted in one of the centre

houses. The south bench in this house,

especially during the winter, does not

receive full sunlight. It is shaded, to

some extent, by the gutter, partition wall

and north roof of the adjoining house.

The north centre benches receive practi-

cally full light.

Duplicate tests were conducted with

tomatoes on the south and north benches,

results of which are here given. The

plants were spaced 18 inches apart and

the yield and net returns are calculated

per square foot of bench area. It will

be noticed that the plantings made on the
south bench, Aug. i6th and Sept. i6th,

were a complete failure, while those on
the north bench planted at the same time
and given same conditions, except as to
light, gave fair returns. The variety
Livingston Globe was used. The crop
netted twenty cents a pound.
As light is such a controlling factor

in the winter forcing of vegetables,
especially in securing a set of fruit on
tomatoes, plants were spaced 17, 18, and
ig inches apart on the north .bench.

The results would indicate that closer

than 17 inches is not advisable. It will

also be noted that plants from seed
started after the middle of August did
not give satisfactory returns. The July
planting a\-eraging twenty-eight cents,

August twenty and a half .cents, and the
September five and a half cents per
square foot of bench area.

It will also be noted that the average
of early and late sowings from date of

sowing to end of harvest required 190
days, being in the bench 145 days, and
the fruiting period continuing for 86
days. The average of the August sow-
in'J^s required 225 days from date of sow-
ing to end of harvest, being in the bench

175 days and in fruit for 91 days. The
average of September sowing was 206
days, being in the bench 151 days and in

fruit for 55 days.

From plot No. 2, seed sown July 22,

fruit harvested for two months. Dur-
ing the first month—November 19 to

December 19th—35 lbs. of fruit were
harvested against 6iy^ lbs. for the follow-

ing month, December 19th to January
19th.

On plot five, seed sown August i6th,

the first fruit was ripe December 28th and

continued to March 2gth, practically

three months, giving a fair uniform

supply during these months.

On plot six, seed sown Sqptember

1 6th, the first fruit was ripe February

14th and lasted to April loth, about two
months, giving a very low average yield.

TO.MATO EXPERIMENTS AT MAC nONAI.D COH.EOE. QUEBEC.

Plants started at different dates, on different benches, and planted different diaiances apart.

be
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EDITORIAL

AN EXAMPLE FOR THE EAST
Fruit growers in Ontario and tho past

shonld draw an object lesson from the man-
ner in which the fruit growers of British
Columbia are proceeding with the arrange-
ments for what they call the first Canadian
National Apple Show. AVhile, for reasons
ulreadv pointed out in these columns, the
show is likely to bo more provincial than
national in character, it is being planned
on a scale that reflects great credit on that
province. The nrizes will aggregate abotit

ten times as much as those offered at the
Ontario Horticultural Exhibition. If the
.show is as successful as its promoters expect
that it will be, and as we would all like

to see it, it will make similar shows that
have been held in the east look small in
comparison.
There is an enthnsia.sm, aggressiveness and

confidence in the fiittire of their industry
possessed by the growers cf British Columbia
that is not so manifest here in the east.

We need more of it. The possibilities for
development of the fruit industry in por-
tions of eastern Canada are practically un-
limited. As yet, however, they are appre-
ciated by only a small proportion of our
growers. If leaders would ccme to the front
with plans to boom the fruit interests of

Ontario and the Maritime provinces on a
largo "("nlo thov wonkl «ooti gather an in-

fluential and enthusiastic following. There
is an opportunity for good work in this di-

rection. In the meantime we may well

watch with pride and wish success to our
brother growers in British Columbia in their

efforts to make their first National Apple
Show a success. If any of our eastern grow-
ers can assist by arranging to make exhibits
it is to be hoped that they will not let the
opportunity pass. In the same way steps

should be taken to have as much of the
western fruit as possible shown at the On-
tario Horticultural Exhibition which will

follow within about a week after the show
in Vancouver.

THE WEAKNESS OF THE ACT
The inherent weakness of the provincial

act dealing with the control of the San
Jose Scale in Ontario lies in the fact that
it leaves too much to be performed by the
local municipalities. There are some muni-
cipalities, in which the fruit interests are
important and where the growers are suffi-

ciently wide awake tc see that the act is

enforced. There are others, however, where
this is not the case and 'vhpre in oonse-

nuence it is next to impossible to induce the
township councils to incur any expense to

combat the scale. Then, also, the provincial
inspector has not the authority he should
have over the local inspectors and thus
unity of effort is often conspicuous by its

absence.
As long as the provincial government left

the enforcement of the sanitary laws re-

lating to cheese factories and creameries in

the hands of the members of the local boards
of health the regulations proved but little

more than a faroe. Conditions finally be-

came sc bad that the government enacted
new legislat'on and placed its enforcement
in the hands of provincial officials. The
improvement that has followed has been
wonderful. The enforcement of the criminal
laws has been improved in the same manner
by t.Tking it largely out of the hands of

county officials and investing it in one of

the departments of the provincial govern-
ment.
Not until the Ontario government gets

over its timidity and assumes the full re-
sponsibility for the enforcement of the San
Jose Scale Act will the act be generally en-
forced. The importance of the fruiit in-
terests of the province requires that this
should be done.

REGULATE THE BILL BOARDS
Our Canadian towns and cities still freely

permit what should be attractive portions
of their streets and parks to be disfigured
by all forms and descriptions of unsightly
bill boards. What should be handsome,
scenic effects are often practically ruined
by visions of ballet dancers, patent medi-
cine bottles, household utensils and other
similar obtrusions as pre.sented in flaring
colors on adjoining billboards. The worst
feature of this class of advertising lies in
the fact that the business enterprise of its
'uppiirteis impels them to select the most
prominent positions possible for their an-
nouncements. The finer the view they part-
ly obstruct the greater is the probable value
of the advertisement.
As a result r,{ the agitation that has been

conducted against this nuisance the pro-
moters of bill board advertisements are
.striving to effect improvements. In this con-
nectio!! they are endeavoring to prevent the
post.ng of advertisements of an undesirable
character. Mtich, however, still remains to
he done.
Whi'e it may not l« advisable to do away

with this form of advertising entirely, towns
and o'cies should have the power to regu-
late the size and location of all billboards
and the ni.ttire of the advertisements thev
carry. Bill boards should be restricted in

size and their location should be approved
by the authorities. In this respect our cities

niight well follow the example that has been
set by European cities and derive a r<>-

venue through establishing municipal bill

boards and charging for their use.

In Hamburg a company entered into a
thirty yoRr contract with the Hamhurpr city

government for the sole right of erecting
pillars for advertising purposes. In 1901,

upon the expiration of the contract which
called for .52 pillars, afterward increased to
100. it was renewed for another thirty years,

with the provision that in 1911 the right he
reserved by the citv of Hamburg of demand-
ing upon one year's notice the removal of

the existing pillars. The location, size and
nature of the bill hoards pre specified iu

the contract with the government. They
have to be constructed in such a manner
that the interior may be used by the citv

as receptacles for gravel sand, tools, foun-
tains nnfl wnste paper. As a remuneration
for i^'e license and use of these pillars the
company is reouired to turn over to the
Treasury of Hamburg twenty per cent, cf its

annual gross profit.

The appearance of many of our towns
and cities oo"ld be vastly improved were
this n''estion dealt with hv them as it should
ho. The Ont.Trio Hortioultnral Association
should a range for a thorough discussion of
tbis ciibject at its next convention. A re-

nort should be presented showing what other

countries have done in the rectilation of bill

boards and thus public sentiment could be

created and guided in Canada.

Splendid work is being done this year in

Ontario by the various horticultural soci-

eties as well as bv the Ontario Fruit Grow-
ers' -Association in the matter of arousing
a greater interest in the growing of fruit

and flowers. One evidence of this is shown
by the success that is attending the efforts
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of these organizations to increase their
membership. Large organizations which it

Lwas thought had about reached the limit of
'their possibilities as regards membership
are showing a gratifying increase this year.
Last year the membershp of the Ontario
Fruit Growers' Association was less than
800. Already this year it is creeping close
to the 900 mark. The Toronto Horticultural
Society has increased its membership from
315 last year to over 700 this year. The
Hamilton Horticultural Society, which had
a membership last year of about 350, has
this year reached almost the 500 mark. Pro-
portionate increases have taken place in the
membership of many of the smaller societies.

This evidence of increased interest in hor-
ticultural matters is gratifying and indicates
that the improvement that has been especial-
ly noticeable during the past couple of
.years, has been natural and therefore may
be expected to continue.

the west but in every case little or no at-

tention is paid to the gathering of authentic
reports covering the condition of the lead-
ing vegetable crops. There is room, there-

fore, for good work in this direction by the
Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association.
The Association is to be commended for

recognizing this fact and taking advantage
of this opportunity.

The practice of planting trees to commem-
orate public events is not ns common as we
might wish. It should be revived. What
are now handsone trees were olanted in

Canada by our present king when he visited

Canada as a youth. These trees now have
errisiderable historical interest We should
revive this means of celebrating important
public events.

The minister of agriculture for Ontario
ir.t-i been marie the subject of unfavorable
criticism recently by Mr. J. W. Flavelle, of
Toronto, a supporter of the government and
a large dealer in farm products, on the
ground that the department of agriculture
is not doing nearly all it might to promote
the agricultural interests of the i)rovince.

There arc numerous ways in which the fruit

in-lustry in Ontario could be assisted with
profit to the province.

The Ontario Vegetable Growers' Associa-
tion has again commenced the publication of

monthly crop reports. The sending out of

these reports should never have been dis-

continued. All manner of crop renorts are
prepared under various auspices, including
those of the Gensus Division of the Domin-
ion Government, and of the Bureau of In-
dustries of the Ontario Government, as well
IS tho.se by banks and railway companies in

Some Questions Answered
Every little while we are asked why we

do not publish mere reports in The C.\n-

.\Di.'\N Horticulturist about the meetings
of local horticultural societies, fruit grow-
ers associations and vegetable growers or-

ganizations. One of our readers recently
suggested that we should have a list printed
in each issue cf the paper of the names of

the presidents and secretaries of the dif-

ferent horticultural societies, so that, those
of our subscribers who might wish to get in

touch with these societies would be able to

do so. The same reader suggested that we
should devote a page or two in each issue

to the doings of the horticultural societies.

At one time The Canadi.\n Horticul-
Ti'RisT did conduct a department for horti-

cultural societies. After giving it a thor-
ough trial it was finally discontinued. We
found that the great majority cf our readers
were not much interested in meetings, or ex-
hibitions held by societies other than their
own. The local papers invariably printed
full reports of the doings of their local so-
cieties. Thus, these reports by the time
they appeared in The Can.\dian Horticul-
turist were cf no news value and of but
little interest to those of our readers who
should have been most interested in them.
We found further, that owing to the fact
that The Canadian Horticulturist circu-
lates in all parts of the Dominion there were
sc many events of this kind taking place
each month throughout Canada that it was
an utter i'npossibility to report them at all

fully, and nothing else was considered
satisfactory, in the limited space at our dis-

posal.

The majority of the readers of The Can-
adian Hortict'Lti^rist prefer to see articles

dealing with the culture of fruit, flowers

and vegetables, to reading a large number
of reports of meetings in which they are
not ('irectly interested and largely similar
in nature. Whenever we hear of a horticul-
tural society or other organization undertak-
ing work that is out of the ordinary we en-
deavor to describe the departure for the
benefit of our readers generally. In the
same way we endeavor to give full reports
of all meetings of provincial organis^ations,
such as the provincial fruit and vegetable
growers' asociations in different provinces,
and the Ontario Porticultural Association,

which are of more than local interest.

Each month columns of interesting read-
ing material are crowded out of The Can-
adian Horticulturist through lack of space.

This makes it necessary that we shall en-

deavor to publish each month only such
items as are likely to be of the greatest in-

terest to the greatest number.

NORTHERN GROWN NURSERY STOCK
All Standard Varieties and Leading Novelties in Fruite, Orn i-

mental Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Roses and Herbaceous Perennials—
well-rooted, free from scale and disease, true to name—grown in
our Nurseries. Stock grown in this latitude is exceptionally hardy,
jind can he relied upon to give the Best Satisfaction for All Pur-
poHos, and under All C'->»iditionR.

Scene in Assinaboine Park, Winnipes, where our stock has Proved its

Hardiness

BEAUTIFY YOUR GROUNDS—
Wo havp the finest and most complete stock of ORNAMKNTAL

PLANTS in Canada from which to secure your needs. Consult our
Fiandscape flardening Department for Pointers on Planning and
Planting. The results will please you. Sketches and Estimates FlIEE.

LET US KNOW YOUR NEEDS.

The Canadian Nursery Co., Limited
10 Phillips Place, MONTREAL, QUE.

Nurseries at Pointe Claire, Que.

APPLE BOXES A SPECIALTY

Up - to - Date Fruit Packers

Use Our Goods

MADE UP AND IN SHOCKS

WRITE US

The Firstbrook Box Company
Limited

TORONTO
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British Columbia's Big Apple Show
Arrangements for the big api)le shew that To d('ni(iii-,lratc the size to which &\)\,\es

18 to bo held in Vancouver, B.C., during can be gnu 11 roKurdless of commercial value
the week begrnning October 31, are pro- ..3()() will be offered for the best collection
grossing rapidly. The management announ- of large apples arranged on a space six by
ces that $20,000 will be offered in cash six feet; $185 in prizes for the largest and
prizes and $5,000 in special prizes, such as most perfect apple, and a special prize for
orchard land, nursery stock and so forth. the greatest freak apple exhibit.
The show will be held in the Vancouver $8,500 for car wad exhihits
Exposition buildings. Efforts are being r xu ^ ^ r ^i l .^ ,,.••
made to make it the greatest show of the '" *™ ''""^^ V""

"'® ''*"'* ^^"^ ,'°'"' fhibit
kind that has ever been held.

comprising 600 boxes or 200 barrels, the

The manager of the show, Mr. Maxwell following prizes are offered

:

Smith, has been touring the fruit districts „ , xt xi. o wlwk Hjl'l' !!^^}a
canvassing for exhibits. Transportation ^o• 1-Northern Spy *'™*2.50$U)0
facilities have been arranged so that car ^"- 2-Gravenstein 600 250 100

load exhibits mav be shipped direct to the Z"' . o "]*"'^t ^ oS }2?
exposition grounds, and there transferred ^o. 4-Spitzenbiirg 500 250 100

bv truck into the buildings preparatory to 5° ^^-^^^ r.^f/*"'"'"- ' !S^ l^ J^'
being placed on display. ' S"' ^-^'i''^^^ 5''^'^''" /. • • fOO ^50 100

*^ '
'

' No. 7—King of Tompkins 500 250 100
FEATURES OF THE PRIZE LIST

j^„ 8-McIntosh 500 250 100
In the carload exhibits alone $10,425 is No. 9—Jonathan 500 250 100

being offered in ])rizes, while those offered No. 10—Mixed carloads

i^/rJ,''" S-u""
exhibits will total more than

(varieties for sweepstakes,
$.5000. The plat© displays will receive a „j^^ ^.^^,„^^j ^^ „) ^ 2.50 100
little more than $1,000.
To carry cut the national scope of the district displays.

exposition, it has been decided to eliminate The rules governing the displays by dis-

competition within districts and to offer tricts are as follows

:

prizes for districts exhibiting against one Any number of varieties may be entered

;

another. A province, state, or a specified any size, color or colors, any shape may be
locality within a province cr state may com- packed in boxes, barrels, baskets, cr jars,

pete for what is known as the district prize, or shown on plates ; arranged in any .style

which will amount to nearly $1,000 in cash. desired; decorated as wished. The only

Prizes will also be awarded for limited dis- restriction will be a space limit for each
idays artistically arranged : for best pack in exhibit of 10 by 20 feet.

boxes of three and one-half, four four and The displays will be scored as follows

:

one-half and five tiers; and for home made Best artistic arrangement of exhibit 20
by-products and factory-made by-products points, quality 15, color 15, condition 15,

of the apple. Special sweepstakes prizes pack 15, size 10, uniformity 10.

will be awarded, amounting to $450 cash First prize. $.500 cash; second prize, $260
and covering the entire <>xhibition. cash; third prize, $100 gold medal; fourth

prize, $.50 and solid silver gold-embossed
medal; fifth prize, $25, and -"I'd -ilver
medal.

LIMITED DISPLAYS.
To encourage artistic arrangement in the

displays for exhibition purposes, $375 cash
and $85 in solid silver and bronze medals
is offered for the best two boxes, two barrels,
two baskets, two jars and two plates a*
follows : First prize, $250 cash ; second
prize, $12.'> cash ;tliird iirize, $50 solid
silver gold-enibos.sed medal . fourth prize,
$25 solid silver medal; fifth prize, $10
bronze medal.
The contest is open to individuals, dis-

tricts, counties, states and y)rovinces. Each
exhibit must contain two boxes, two bar-
rels, two baskets, two plates and two jars,

but no box. barrel, basket, plate or jar may
contain more than one variety. The ex-
hibitor is allowed his own choice of varieties,

[ind may decorate the exhibit as he desires

in a spac« six by 12 feet on an incline.

This makes possible 10 varieties which may
be exhibited in this contest. The exhibitor
may select one variety or the possible 10,

but in no ca.se shall he have more than 10
separate packages of apples. A box in this

contest may contain not less than 40 pounds
or more than 60 pounds. A barrel must
contain not less than two and a half bushels

and net more than three bushels. A basket
must contain not less than 25 pounds and
not more than 32 pounds. A nlate must
contain five apples. A jar may be made of

any material and any size not to exceed 60
gallons. Either preserved or natural fruit

may be' exhibited in the jars.

PACK awards.
To encourage the best methods of pack-

ing, the following prizes are offered for box

packed apples

:

N. 1—Best three and one-half tier pack

"Ideal" HotWater Circulator
Sa.ves 25% to 40% of Fuel

Returns the water hot to the boiler, thus ensuring an eveu

temperature in every part of the system. It is simple in construe

tion, easy to operate, and can readily be attached to any hot

water heating system

"It is remarkable the small amount of power required
to operate this Circulator, and the even temperature it is

possible to maintain in all pipes throughout the system.
Another point not to be overlooked, is when the Circulator
is in use an even distribution of heat can be maintained
with great saving in fuel cost."—Pease Heating Co., Ltd.,
Toronto.

THRUST BALL
BEARINGS

Sectional Cut of Improved Circulator No. 6

Write to-day for illustrated circular telling why you should
install one on your heating system.

A. E. Crowhurst
Phone Park 1947 HUMBER BAY, ONT.

IMPORTANT
TO EXPORTERS OF APPLES

We are in a position to receive, handle and sell Can-

adian Apples to the bcst possible advantage.
Shippers would do well to consign their apples to our

care.

Highest Market Prices Guaranteed

Prompt Returns and Settlements

A Trial Solicited, for further information please

apply to

R. FLEWITT & CO.
Smithfield Market, Manchester

and 21 VICTORIA STREET, LIVERPOOL.

CABLE ADDRESS: Flewitt, Liverpool Maucheater.

CABLE CODES{
Scattergood, Part II.,

A, B, 0, Fourth Edition.

CANADIAN REFERENCE—Dixon Bros., 6S King Street East, HamiL
ton, Ont.

ENGLISH REFERENCES—Wimams Deacon's Bank. Limited
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five boxes : First prize, $75 ; second prize,

1 .')(); third prize, $15; fourth prize, bronze
medal.
No. 3—Best four-tier pack scored against

any other four-tier pack of not less than
10 boxes : First prize. $100; second prize,

$50; third, $25; fourth, bronze medal.

No. 3.—Best four and one-half tier

pack scored against any other four and one-

half tier pack of not less than ten boxes

:

First prize, $100; second prize, $50; third

prize, $25 ; fourth prize, bronze modal.

No. 4—Best five boxes commercial varieties

packed five tier scored against any other

five tier : First prize, $75 ; second prize,

$37.50; third prize, $15; fourth prize,

bronze medal.
The chief judge will bo H. E. Van Deraan,

of Washington, D.C.

OFFICERS.

The officers of the show include the follow-

ing:
President—Sir Thomas Shaughnessy,

President of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Vice-President and Chairman of the Ex-

ecutive and Board of Management—J. N.

Kllis.

Treasurer—G. F. Baldwin, Vancouver City

Comptroller.
Manager—Maxwell Smith, formerly Do-

minion Government Fruit Inspector of

British Columbia.
Secretary—Mr. L. G. Monroe, late Secre-

tary of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce,

of Spokane, Wash., and Secretary of the

Washington State Horticulture Association.

Further particulars mav be obtained from

the secretary, whose address is :
Room 7,

Winch Building, Vancouver, B.C.

T look anxiously forward each month for

vour valuable paper, The Canadian Horti-

culturist.—Mrs. J. B. Potts, St. Thomas,

Ont.

The Late H. S. Peart
The Horticultural interests of Ontario

and of Canada have suffered a loss through
the death, which took place recently, of H.
S. Peart, B.S.A., the Director of the Horti-
cultural Experiment Station at Jordan
Harbor, Ont. The late Mr. Peart was born
at Nelson, Ont., near Burlington, and was
a son of Edwin Peart, a well-known general
fruit grower of that locality. Mr. A. W.
Peart, Provincial Fruit Experimenter for

the Burlington Di.strict and a Director of

the Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., is a

cousin. Mr. H. S. Peart lived on the fruit

farm of his father until 1899 when he un-
dertook a course at the O.A.C., Guelph,
specializing in horticulture and graduat-
ing in 1903. Immediately after graduation
he was appointed assistant in horticulture

at the same institution which position he

filled with credit until his appointment as

Director of the Jordan Harbor Station, on
Juno 1, 1907.

When Mr. Peart assumed charge of the

station the land had been only recently ac-

quired for such a purpose. For the most
part it was in very rough condition. In

the brief interval that has elapsed the sta-

tion grounds have been transformed. Hand-
some buildings have been erected and the

planting of different varieties of fruits has

been conducted extensively with the result

that the Station has already reached a posi-

tion where fruit growers are beginning to

l)etter realize and appreciate its value.

The work already accomplished under Mr.
Peart's direction, has been important, al-

though many of his plans cannot bo perfect-

ed for years to come. Additonal sadiiess

is lent to the circumstances by the realiza-

tion that the Grim Reaper in this instance

has cut off this useful and promising young
life just as it was entering upon an era
bright with possibilities for still greater
valuable public service. The family of the
late Mr. Peart has the sympathy of an un-
usually wide circle of friends.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has a force
of men at work on two large tracts of land
in the East Kootenay District, one at Yahk
and the other at Curzon Junction. The
land is being cleared and planted in fruit
trees. It is the intention of the company
to dispose of this land in 10 and 20-acre
lots to bona fide settlers.

AGENTS WANTED FOR
LYTLE'S

''^''' ARSENATE
OF LEAD

In 10, 50, and 100 lb. Kegs

WEED-KILLERS
INSECTICIDES
SHEEP-DIPS, Etc.

Full Particulars on Application

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., LD.
Cranmcr St., LIVERPOOL, ENG.

APPLE BARRELS

VjT/E can furnish you with

Staves, Hoops and

Heading of the best quality

for making Barrels, or arrange

with our cooper friends to

supply you with the Barrels

ready for packing, ^ All our

stock is standard grade, war-

ranted up to the requirements

of the Fruit Department,

The Sutherland-Innes Co,
LIMITED

CHATHAM ONTARIO

THE PERFECT FRUIT
STEP

LADDER
Every fruit grower

should have this Lad-

der for fruit picking-.

Can be used on uneven

ground with perfect

safety. By turning the

pointed portion of the

ladder up it rests

among the branches,

and makes easy the

gathering of fruit.

Each step has an iron

roddcd truss with dia-

mond washers holding

the rods rigidly in posi-

tion.

Made in three Lengths: 6, 8 and 10 feet.

If wc are not represented in your partAGCNTS WANTED TO
HANDLE OUR GOODS of the country, write for. Catalog 1'.

The Stratford Manufacturing Co., Limited

STRATFORD, ONT.

WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF LADDERS
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APPLES
Bought, Sold and Handled on Con-

signment for

England, Germany and
Western Canada

I HKl'RESKNT THE OLD FIRMS OK

Ph. Astheimer & Son, Hamburg, Ger.

Thomson & Mathieson, Glasgow

North of England Fruit Brokers,

Manchester

W. Dennis & Sons, London

D. Crossley & Sons, Liverpool

ALSO FIRMS IN

Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saska-

toon and Edmonton.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

For information call or write

A. S. CHAPIN
APPLE BROKER

75 YongeSt., TORONTO
Phones Main 3547, College 3307

Annapolis Valley East N. S,
Eonice W«tts, A. R. H. S.

So far, thf season has been one of per-

petual showers and sunshine—ideal growing
weather. Orchards look a nice healthy green
but owing to the late frosts, the crop seems
to he chiefly leaves in low lying orchards.

The cranberry growers are not ex))ecting a

big crop. Strawberries and ether small

fruits have turned out well. The blueberries

are going to be large and plentiful, which
will in a measure, make up for the short-

age in ether fruits.

Corn, cucumbers and other vegetables are

growing rapidly, especially where the hoe
and cultivator are kept moving. Cutworms
seem to have been extra troublesome but
their season will soon be over.

In spite of the fact that the frost cut

down many tomato plants, there are still a

auantitv which will supply local markets.

Nova Scotians have yet to learn the art

of getting these vegetables to ripen as soon
as the.y would. The mistake made is. that

the .young plants are allowed to remain too

long in the flats ; if they were transnlanted
into individual pots or strawberry baskets,

one in each, they would develoi) into sturdy
plants, which could be turned cut at the

time of planting without breaking the ball

of earth, which gives a set-back. True, the

cost of raising tomatoes in this way is more.
l)ut the profit on early ones makes it well

worth the trouble.

Summer pruning, that is, pinching back

the side shoots, is new the chief work in the
nurser.y. The young trees are making a
splendid growth.

Quebec
Aofntte Dopai>, Director Fruit Experimfat Stitioa

Villafe dc> Aolaaie*

Tent caterpillars have been very numerous.
The apfaids and bud moths have made their
appearance. The black knot on cherry and
plum trees is increasing. Clean trees have
caught the disease through infested trees
in neglected orchards in their neighbor-
hood.
The orchard area is increasing. Better

varieties are planted, the soil is prepared
and cultivated with more care,; planters
follow the advice of the Horticultural So-
cieties and of the Journal of Agriculture
and Horticulture. The Can.ndian Horticit^
Ti-RisT is becoming more and more popular,
it is so instructive, practical and interest-
ing.

Honorable Jos. Ed. Caron, Minister of
.\griculture, a practical farmer, evinces
the greatest solicitude for the development
of the fruit industry. Several new experi-
mental fruit stations have been created by
his order where most needed.
Mr. Albert Verreault has greatly enlarged

his nursery at Village des Aulnaies. Several
cars of fruit and ornamental trees sold bv
him this spring show that proprietors of

farms and villas are taking more interest

BASKETS
We are Headquarters for

all kinds of Splint Baskets

Veneer uipfiUccI br the protection of treci from mice

duriog winter

FRXXT PACKAGES A SPECIALITY

SEND FOR OUR PMCXS

The Oakville Basket Co.. Oakville, Ont.

Mention The Ctuiaditu) Hortioolturbit whm wriUac

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS= AND TOOLS=
THE dependable quality of the gnrden tools

we sell makes them worth double their

price. Their actual cost is just a trifle more
than the cheap kind offered for sale at bargain
prices. The use of well made tools and the

knowledge that they will last for years, gives a

satisfaction that cannot be experienced in using

inferior tools. We carry in stock everything

necessary for use in large or small gardens,

from Planet Jr. implements to garden labels, and
every article sent out has our personal guarantee

of its high quality.

Lawn Mowers and Rollers, Hose
Rakes, Sprayers

Trowels, Wheelbarrows, etc.

A complete list of prices is contained in our cata-

logue. Write us for quotations.

Steele Briggs Seed Co.

HAMILTON

ggs
Limited

TORONTO WINNIPEG
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than ever in the fruit industry and home
adornment.
The cherry crop, which was very promis-

ing in June will be a failure. The cherries
are abundant, but unsaleable as they are
full of worms.
The plum crop in L'lalet Co. is the best we

ever had and the fruit neat and large fcr
the season. Several car loads will be shipped
from this county.

Montreal
E. H. Wartman, Dominion Fruit Inspector

Montreal as a consumer of fruits and
distributor far excels all other cities in
Canada. July 14, 14 cars of bananas ar-
rived. On two auction days cf this week
20 cars of various fruits were sold. Before
our own strawberries arrived from Ontario,
79 cars from the United States were hand-
led by cur auction commission men.
Buyers got a surprise July 14 by seeing

a car of Colorado boxed apples nicely dis-
played on the floor of the auction company.
They were Ben Davis and Wine Sap and
wonderfully well preserved. The fruit was
net wrapped, there being only a sheet of
oiled paper on four sides of the box. These
apples had been picked ten months.
Some of the less posted buyers thought

that they were this year's apples—as cars
have been arriving from Tennessee and New
Jersey. Three dollars per bu.shel box was
asked for them by private sale. New ap-
ples from California sold at auction at
$3.05 a bushel box. The trade is paying
liood prices for well graded and preserved
fruits. Ungraded, unsightly packages gen-
erally sell for but little over transportation
charges.

Renew your subscrrptlon now.

Niagara District, Ont.
The death on July 18 of Mr. H. S. Peart,

the director of the experimental farm at
Jordan Harbor, has been the cause of deep
regret by the fruit growers of the Niagara
District in whose interests he had been
working indefatigably and capably for th(^

past few years. Mr. Peart was looked up
to, respected and beloved by the fruit grow-
ers. His administration of the farm has
been eminently successful. In losing at an
early age a young man who has already ac-

complished so much, the Province of Ontar-
io has sustained a distinct loss.

The rains followed by coder weather have
helped the raspberries wonderfully, indeed
were the saving of the crop ; they also helpe^l

gooseberries, black and red currants and
blackberries. All these fruits are a good
crop and bringing good prices. Cherries
ar« in demand and Ly no means plentiful.

The following was the range of prices on
the Hamilton market on July 19th : Goose-
berries per 11 quart basket 75c to $1.00;
red raspberries per crate, $2.00 ; black rasp-
berries, $2.75 to $3.00; red currants, $1 to

SI. 40: black currants, $1.00 to $1.25 per
11 quart basket. English cherries, $1.25 to

$1.50 per basket; scur cherries, 85 cents

to $1.00.

On July 20th the buyers at Winona were
paying as follows : red raspberries, crate,

$1.B0 to $2.05; sour cherries, $1.00; black
cherries, $1.20; gooseberries, 75c a basket;
red currants a crate $1.00; black currants,

$1.25 a basket.

On July 14th tomatoes made their first

appearance on the Hamilton market and
sold at $1.75, on the 19th they were still

selling at $1.50 to $1.75.

The outlook for this crop in the Niagara
district is not very good, especiallv in the
St. Catharines district, the vines have not

METALLIDCEILINE
WRITE FOR PRICES ^

METALLIC ROOFING C9
LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

APPLES
REPRESENTING

J. and H. Goodwin
Manchester, Liverpool and Hull

Thos. Russell
GLASGOW

E. H. Lewis & Son
LONDON

Will be pleased to keep you advised
regarding the condition of the Euro-
pean Markets. If you have any Apples
for export, call or write

Fred Barker
25 Church St., Toronto, Can.

APPLES and PEARS
FOR GLASGOW

= CONSIGN TO::

ANDREW CHALMERS
ESTABLISHED 1849

82-88 ALBION STREET

Private Sale Only. Highest Nets'

Returned.

BANKERS:

Bank of Toronto, Colbome

Commercial Bank Bazaar, Glasgow

Cables : Bananas, Glasgow. Codes : A.B.C. 5th cd,

BOOKS FOR^ FRUIT GROWERS

Any one of the following' practical books, dealing' with
the growing- of fruit may be purchased from THE CAN-
ADIAN HORTICULTURIST for $1.50 (by mail $1.68),
or will be given as a premium to any person who secures
three new full year subscriptions to THE CANADIAN
HORTICULTURIST at 60 cents each:

THE PRINCIPLES OF FRUIT GROWING. By. L. H. Bailey.

Oloth, 516 pp., illustrated, 12 mo.
A complete treatise on the practice of fruit growing, com-

prising an inventory of fruits and a full discussion of the till-

age, planting and fertilizing of fruit lands, and the protection of
fruit plants from disease, frosts and other dangers.

BUSH-FRUITS. By Prof. Fred W. Card.

New edition, cloth, 537 pp., illustrated.
A Horticultural Monograph of Easpherries, Blackberries, Dew-

berries, Currants, OooseberrieB, and other Shrub-like Fruits.

The aim of this book is two-fold—to give all necessary instruc-
tion on the cultivation of the bush-fruits, and to provide n

cyclopaedia of reference to varieties, species, insects and dlscasi'.

THH PRUNING HOOK. By L. H. Bailey.

Ninth edition, Cloth, 537 pp., illustrated.
It treats of the philosophic reason for pruning fruit-bearing

lues and plmits (especially grapes) and of the practical re-
^^lllTH obtained.

THE NURSERY BOOK. By h. H. Bailey.

New edition, cloth, 365 pp., illustrated.
This admir.'ible volume has become the standard w(jrk of

reference for nurserymen.

ORDER FROM

THE HORTICULTURAL PUBLISHING CO., LTD.

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO
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Anti-Trust Prices ?riS*-5'o*g?i5J

on FARM and TOWN
Telephones and Switchboards

Poles, Wire, Brackets, Insulators, Tools, Lightning Arresters, Ground
Rods, Batteries, Insulated Wire, and everything necessary.

1^4> ^HARtf^ir fornnrexperts' lettem of advice, drawlnits, explain.
''•'" *..'««.*».»*«W«a atlons, Instructions, U'lllni,' yon In any lanKuaee, non-
technical, jii^t Ihiw to liiillil, own ar il or > rate y..nr rural, town or lone distance
lintsina Kood butecuuoiiiical way andat a profit, tlieruby getUnt' your own ttlc-

pliono free.
We ai i> the largest, excUislTe nnd the only hona-flde Independent Telephone

^ andSnitrlihoard makers in Canada or Qreat Britain.
Our 'IVIiiihonesareeitenslyeiyusedln Canada, England, France and by the

IT. S. Oovornment.
(lurRreat llluptnitod book on the Tolephone gent Free to anyone writing us about

any new Telephone lines or systems being taUcd of or organized.

We have a aplendid money^making propoaition for good agent»»

I Dominion Telephone Mtg Co.,Zitd. Dept. P.H.Waterford. Ont.. Canada.

THE WESTERN FAIR
LONDON. CANADA

SEPTEMBER 9th to 1 7th, 1910

LARGE CASH PRIZES, AND SEVERAL
SPECIALS FOR

FRUIT AND FLOWERS
This large Exhibition will be more popular than ever this year.

Reduced Rates over all Railroads. Prize Lists, Entry Forms, and all information from

W. J.
REID, President A. M. HUNT, Secretary

DPESS . mm and SEi
ALSO ALL OTHER VARIETIES FOR

^ SHIPMENT TO NORTHWEST

HIGHESJ PRICES PALD

A. MALLINSON,
623 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO

" CARY "

FIRE PROOF SAFES AND VAULT DOORS
ALL SIZES

Ford & Fcathcrstonc - Hamilton, Ont.

W. J. SHERWOOD, Representative

set their fruit properly owinK probably to
the cold wet weather followed by droiiKht.
S'lme Krowors complain of a sort of blight
affeoting the vines at the time of setting.
Pearhes are looking very well and will be

a cro-l deal better crop than was anticipat«d
earlier in the season. Generally sneakinc,
however, Elbertas are somewhat light.
Plums are going to be a fair crop of the

rhief varieties. Lombards are not as heavy
as usual.
Pears in all varieties are good except

Ouchess which are inclined to be light : ap-
ples, early rarieties, stich as Astrachan and
Duchess are good. Fall and Winter vari-
eties a moderate croo. The Codling Moth,
although somewhat late in making his ap-
nearance. has made un for lost time, and
is very bad in orchards not carefully
spraved.
The aphis is apparently not going tc be

much trouble this year. There are plentv
to be found, but they seem nearly all to be
dead, whether killed bv the ladv bird beet-
les, which are very plentiful this year, or
by climatic conditions, is a question.
Grapes are looking well ; but Concord and

Niagaras on old vineyards are net nearly as
heavy as for the last two vears. Young vine-
yards are well loaded. Generally speaking,
red grapes are a good crop. There are no
complaints of rot as yet, and spraying is

being carefullv done.
Yellows, as far as we can yet tell does not

seem to be spreading much at the Western
end of the Peninsula. The same, however,
can hardly be said of "Little Peach." which
is bad in some orchards. More will be
known by next month regarding these two
diseases, as the inspectors are just starting
upon their rounds.
A number of members rf the Provincial

Cabinet at the invitation of the ISfinister

nf .Agriculture, the Hon. .Tpries Puff, paid
a visit to the experimental farm at .Jordan
Harbor nn July lith. Owing to the very
severe illness of -vfr. Peart, they were re-

ceived bv Mr. Lopdale. the specialist in

plant breeding at the farm. On the way
tbey paid a visit to Mr. E. D. Smith's fruit
farm, nursery, jam factory, etc., at Winona.
The party were much pleased ever the way

things were looking on the farm and with
the great improvements that had been made
there during the last two and a half years
under the able s\iperintendence of the d'-

rector, the late ^fr. Peart.—Weary Worm,
Winona.

Islands District, B. C.

The fruit crop as a whole is above the
average. Ai)ples heavy, so heavy in fact,

that where not thinned, they will be under-
sized.

Cherries are a rather light crop, especially

the sweet varieties.

Daisy Apple

Press
Used by all leading

apple packers in Can-
ada, United States and
England.

Write for prices and
complete informat'on
to

J. J. ROBLIN & SON

Manufacture

'

Brighton, C*"
Canada
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Morellos promise well, though if the dry
spell lasts, they may be undersized.

Strawberries have been a heavy crop of

extra quality, and other small fruits are
bearing well, though currants are wormy,
and if the dry spell lasts the last of the
raspberries will be small. There has been
an average crop of hay with us, though
light in places. All other crops lock well
where good farming is practised.—W. J. L.
H amilton.

British Columbia Notes
An idea of the rapid growth taking place

ill the development of the fruit industry in
British Columbia is furnished by the report
of Thomas Cunningham, Provincial Inspec-
tor of fruit pests. This report, as pre-
sented to the government, shows that during
the first fourth months of this year there
were 2,718,0oG fruit trees and plants inspect-
ed at the provincial inspecting station at
Vancouver, as follows: January, 692,000;
I'euruary, 103,184; March, 767,152; April,
I,-. I/, I Id. This exceeds the number inspec-
ted during the same period cf 1909 by 1,-

rz'Zj'iai, or by 173 per cent, it is estimated
by Mr. Cunniugiiaiu that during the remain-
ing eight months of the year the number of
trees and plants that will arrive will bring
the total up to about 4,UOO,000.

In one (U his weekly reports to the De-
partment of Agriculture, Mr. J. C. Aletcalf,
who IS visiting the markets in the three
prairie provinces on behalf of the fruit
growers of British Columbia, states that
at Saskatoon there is a better feeling on the
part of the jobbing houses and retailers this
year toward buying and handling British
Columbia fruit. Mr. Metcalf warns cur
growers, that while all our fruit might be
marketed in the provinces of Alberta and
Saskatchewan, it will be advisable to market
a percentage of our output in Manitoba,
not only for the purpose cf selling it, but to
advertise it as well, thus removing the im-
pression that exists in the minds of some of
the dealers, that we are not growing any
appreciable quantity of fruit as yet. Our
growers are warned that they will have to
put up a good product this season for the
prairie markets as i)rices there will be ruled
to a great extent by Oregon and Washington
competitive prices, which must be met.
The Mission Board of Trade has passed

the following resolution : "Whereas the
jobbers and wholesale men of the North-west
are petitioning the Dominion government
through their various boards of trade to
further reduce the duty on American fruit
coming into Canada, this board of trade
calls the attention of the government to the
great injustice and hardship this would be
to the fruit growing industry, and jjetitions
that in lieu of any decrease being made in
the duty the same should be increased."
The Central Okanagan Land and Devel-

opment Co._, near Kelowna, who installed the
system of irrigation now in force near Rut-
land, have purchased about 7,000 acres al-

most due nortli of Kelowna and reaching to
within one and a half miles of the city.

This purchase includes some cf the best
f : I it lands of this district. A system of
irrigation is being installed. Water is be-
ing conveyed across the valley by a 32-incli
steel pipe main to concrete ditches and
concrete lateral pipes which convey the
water to the sub-division lots.

Near Brilliant, B.C., the Doukhobbrs,
wlic two years ago bouglit 2,700 acres of
liiiid, have this spring started a colony.
Already tliey have 50,000 fruit trees plant-
ed. The Work they have done may be
judged from the fact that all the land had
to bo cleared and it was heavy clearing at
that. They are taking out every root and
arc ploughing deep. They intend to put

The principle embodied in the

construction of every

W%|ttamr
Is the manufacture of a piano producing

the richest possible and the most sym-

pathetic tone, and to so carefully super-

vise every detail of construction that the

tone will last.

The designs are artistic, and other

minor points receive due consideration,

but the secrets of the phenomenal suc-

cess of the Gourlay piano are its tone

and durability.

Write for booklet on piano construc-

tion and "The history of Piano Number
One".

GOURLAY, WINTER & LEEMING
188 Yonge St., Toronto I

NOTTINGHAM
Is a good Midland Centre for the

distribution of Canadian Apples.

I can handle large quantities and soli-

cit Consignments via

Liverpool or Manchester
I invite correspondence.

Tom King
WHOLESALE MARKET

Nottingham, - England

APPLE BARRELS
WRITE ME FOR PRICES ON

Staves, Hoops, Heading and Lin-
ers for Standard Barrels.

Correspondence Solicited with
Fruit Associations. Can supply

Barrels at lowr prices.

JOHN HAYNE
BRIGDEN, LAMBTON CO., ONT

WEEDICIDE
NO MORE BACK-ACHE.

A Pure and Concentrated

Preparation for Cleansing

Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

I Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Weedkiller.

Per Quart, 50 cents, of all Seedsmen

Sole Mfrs., Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS, TORONTO
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Tone Is
Always First

Tone Is the most
important feature of a
piano—because, on the

quality and permanency
of tone, depends the
value of the piano.

The magnificent, singing tone of

New Scale Williams
Piano

unapproachable In swoetness. mellowness
and majesty— is possible because the
New Scale Williams Piano not only is

more heavily stning on its massive plate
and scale than other Pianos, b-.it also
because of the Harmonic Tone Prolong-
ing: Bridge which prevents the Intro-
duction of faulty and imperfect tones.

If your home needs a piano to complete
Its cozlness, perhaps our plan of buying
a New Scale Williams on easy payments
\Mill interestyou. Write for full particulars
and copies of our Illustrated booKlets.

The Williams Piano Co. Limited, - Oshawa, Ont.

Branch offices :

Winnipeg, Man.. 323 Portage Ave.
Montreal, Que,, 723St.CatherineSt.\V.

London, Ont.,

261DundasSt.

116A

Winnipeg, Man.. 323 Portage Ave.
, Montreal, Oue„ 723St.CatherineSt.\V.

#^ London, Ont., ^^J

VgjaiS*
-..unc^S.^,^^

ONTARIO
LADIES'
COLLEGE

(Trafalgar Castle)

WHITBY, ONT.
CANADA.

Opens Sept. 8th, 1910

PERFECT SURROUNDINGS
FULL COUESBS IN

Literature Elocution

Music Fine Arl»
Household Science, etc.

Splendid organization. Rates moderate.

WRITE THE PRINCIPAL FOR CALENDAR

EEV. J. J. HAEE, Ph.D.
Whitby, Ont.

Stop
That
limp

ttbi

Chanpe that limpinrr. useless horse

into a sound, healthy horse, willing

and easier to do a good day's work.

Don't let a Spavin, Curb, Splint,

Sprain, Ringbone or any other I,ame-

aess keep your horse in the stable.

Cure it with

Kendall's
Spavin Cure

It cures without leaTtng a scar,

ble'mish or white hairs—l>ecau»e it does

not blister.

Port Kalla, B.C., June 14th 1909

"Have been using your Liniment for

years aad find it all that you represent.

Have not been without it for 10 years.'*

GEORGB GORDON.

$1. a bottle—6 for $5. Excellent for

household use. Sold by all dealers.

Ask for free book "A Treatise On The
Horse " or write as for copy. 55

DB. B. J. KENDAU CO. Enosbnri Falli. VL

tii<! 2,"0:j acres all in fruit. This will be the

headquarters for the society. There are

about 1,000 Doukhobcrs her© now, and on
the first of August a train is expected from
.Saskatchewan with about 700 more. Ulti-

mately they expect to have about 7,000

settlers.

The Uelgo-Canadian Syndicate is opening

up a stretch of rolling and bench land

comprising about 6,000 acres, north cf Mis-

sion Creek in the Kelowna district.

Provincial Inspector of Fruit Pests, Thos.

Cunningham, does not believe that there is

any danger of fruit production in this

province being over dene. In this con-

nection he points out that during 1909 there

was imported into the city of Vancouver
i,ui3,HJ3 boxes of apples, pears, peaches,

apricots, quinces and plums, every pound of

wliich could have been grown in the prov-

ince. Mr. Cunningham exi>ect8 in time to

see high class apples produced in sections

oUO miles north of Vancouver.

Fruit Prospects in the States
The statement of crop conditions in the

United States issued July 15th by the De-

partment of Agriculture of Washington,
gives the following summary of fruit crop

conditions on J uly 1 with those for the same
date in 1909, 1908, and the average for the

ten years previous, as follows :

Ten-year June 1

Crop 1910 1909 1908 average 1910

Apples • •
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established 1890 Long Distance Tclcpltooe M3I02

H. J. ASH
(Member Toronto Board of Trade)

Wholesale Fruit Merchant
44 Church St., Toroato, Ont.

SPECIALTY:—Fancy Home Grown
Fruit and Vegetables

Send for Stamp and Pad

APPLE SHIPMENTS
LONDON

LIVERPOOL and the CONTINENT

W. D. Peacock & Co.
1 BASINGHALL ST., LONDON, E.G.

SOLICIT CONSIGNMENTS
The UiKli stand iiig ,111(1 Long Expeiience of
this Firm is a Guarantee that the Best Inter-
ests of Consignors will he conserved.

DO YOU INTEND BUILDING

A HOUSE, BARN
GREENHOUSE or SILO?

Send us your List of Rough or

Dressed Lumber, Lath, Doors,

Sash or anything you may require

in Woodwork for Building Con-
struction and we will quote you
promptly.

JOHN B. SMITH & SONS, Limiied

TORONTO
Established 1851

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
Capital Authorized, $10,000,000.00

Capital Subscribed 5,662.000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5.325.000.00

Reserve Fund . 5,325,000.00
D. R. WILKIE, President

HON. R. JAFFRAY, VIce-Prmldent

Branches and AKOncie* throughout
the Dominion of Canada

OrsfU, Man«r Ordan and Lattert of Credit
iaaued available in anjr part of the world

Special ettenlion fiTen te collections

Savinga Department—Intereat allowed en da-
date of depoait.

The New Assistant at Ottawa
Mi: T. G. JSiiiitiiitj, B.S.A., who lias re-

cently been appointed to the position of
.Vssistant Horticulturist at the Central Ex-9perimental Farm, at

Ottawa, in connec-
tion with the work
so ably caried on by
Mr. W. T. Macoun,
is the eldest son of
xMr. Wm. H. Bunt-
ing, of St. Cathar-
ines, Ont., one of the
most successful and
best known fruit
growers in Canada.
Mr. T. G. Bunting
is a graduate from
the Ontario Agricul-

T r- o * c c. » *'"'^1 College at

, in- f L"^'
^•^•^- ""«'l'l^ t'°'- t^e year

I'M,
.

Jn addition to his College course, Mr.
Bunting has had considerable experience in
(iractical horticulture on the farm of his
father, at bt. Uaihannes. He has also
travelled extensively through the fruit sec-
tions of the Pacific coast and has spent
the past year in connection with the hor-
ticultural department of J\'evv Hampshire
.State E.xiierimental Station and College at
Durham, N.H. In his present position, Mr.
Bunting will have considerable scope and
opportunity to further the interests of hor-
ticulture in Canada.

Shipping Strawberries West
The bt. Catharines Cold Storage and

Forwarding Co., on June 24 shipped a
Grand Trflnk Pacific refrigerator car full of
strawberries, the product of fourteen grow-
ers, to Winnipeg. The car was expected to
arrive at noon on the 29th, but did not ar-
rive until the afternoon of the 30th. The ber-
ries were all unloaded the same afternoon,
.-iithougii they had been six days in transit
tiiey were found to be in excellent condition.
They were sold to the restaurants at $3.oU
a crate. Had it not been that the following
day was a holiday they might have been
sold for $-1 a crate.
Mr. Robert Thompson, the president of

the St. Catharines Cold Storage Co., who
has done much to develop the trade in
tender fruit between Ontario and the west,
and who had charge of this shipment, be-
lieves that with the experience gained as
legards the proper stage at which to \ik-k

the berries and the way to load the cars,
that next year ten or twelve cars will be
forwarded.
About the middle of July a car of red

currants, red cherries and gooseberries and
some vegetables were forwarded from St.
Catharines to the same market. Mr. Thomp-
son contends that if Ontario fruit is proper-
ly gathered, packed in the right packages,
chilled, and loaded in ventilated cars the
v\esteru market will absorb all the surplus
tender fruit that the eastern markets cannot
take.

Canadian Tender Fruit in

England
After a trip to Fiigland, in tlie course

of which he made careful inquiries in regard
to the conditions of the fruit markets there,
Mr. J. Lockie Wilson, Superintendent of

Horticultural Societies for Ontario and Sec-
retary of the Ontario Vegetable Growers
Association has returned witli the belief that
it is possible to greatly develop Canadian
trade with Great Britain in tender fruits.

"I believe," said Mr. Wilson, "that the
slupment of Ontario peaches to tht^ old

country can ho made a profitable trade.
I'eachos have sold iu Covent Garden Market

August and September is the Proper Time to plant

ORIENTAL POPPIES
(Papaver Orientale).

The dazzling splendor of which is unriv-
alled among flowers. The plants are very
hardy and will last many years.
We offer the following Five Varieties, in

field grown plants, correctly named and lab-
elled, carriage prepaid:
Oriental Poppy, Type, crimson scarlet, each

I5c; 6 for 75c,
Grand Duke, orimBon-scarlet, very large,

each 25c; 6 for $1.25.

Menelik, light satiny copper shade, each 25c;
6 for $1.25.

Prince.ss Victoria Louise, salmon-rose shad-
ing to blnsh rose, a gem, each 30c; 6 tor $1.50.
Psyche, rose blush shading to white, each

25c; 6 for $1.25.

In August and September these plants are
dormant, and we pack them to go anywhere
iu Canada safely. Orders will be filled in ro-
tation a« long as stock lasts.
Postal note with order, please.

J. CAVERS, OAKVILLE, ONT.

CANADIAN NATIONAL

EXHIBITION
TORONTO - 1910

August 27 to September 12

$4^000
In Premiums for Horticulture

For Prize List and Information, write

J. O. ORR, Manager
City Hall - - Toronto, Ont.

ALL ENTRIES CLOSE ON AUGUST 15

GINSENG
Post yourself on this profitable

crop at once. You can make large

and sure profits with compara-
tively little labor and time. It is

one of the best side lines for hor-

ticulturists in existence.

Write for our Free Illustrated Booklet

E. A. Russell & Coa

Box 102, BRANTFORD, Ont.

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying.

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects

and Young Caterpillars.

Easy to Mix. Easy to Apply.

Prices and full particulars, from

Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS, Toronto

R.vibber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS. Etc.

ALI, KINDM—Al.Iy PUKHOUKS

W. E. IRONS 113 BAY ST. TORONTO
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at as high as 9d to 18d each. Tho English-
man wants fino stuff and is ready to buy
fine peaches at high prices. It would not
do fcr Canadian poach growers to flood tlie

market with small, inferior fruit. By mak-
ing a specialty of the trade it can be greatly
developed.
"The same is true of tomatoes. I saw to-

matoes selling in the open market at three
cents a lb. Most of these were grown and
shipped from the Canary Islands although
thousands of pounds are grown in Eng-
land under glass at great expense. The
tomatoes we grow in Ontario are well suited

to the English market. The tomatoes our
growers sell at twenty-five cents a bus.,

would bring four to twelve cents a lb., were
they sold in England in good condition.

The Canary Island tomatoes are packed in

peat and saw-dii.st. It takes them seven

days to reach London. They keep there

without cold storage from one to two
weeks. They are packed in twelve pcund
boxes. 1 believe that if we packed our
tomatoes in peat and saw-dust we could

land them on the British markets in

good condition."

The Norway, Ontario, Horticultural So-

ciety will hold its third annual show,

August 19 and 20th. A feature of the show
will be asters grown from seed by children

of the members. Tlie seed was distributed

by the society. Prizes will be offered for

canned fruits, jams, jellies, bread and cake.

Peach Shipments to Great
Britain

Hamilton Fleming, Grimgby, Ont.
For the last three seasons I have experi-

mented in shipping peaches to Great Britain.
I have come to the conclusion that at pres-
ent there is no advantage in doing so.

The class of peaches grown here, that it

is po.ssible to ship, do not compare in flavor

or appearance with the British grown or
with the best class of South African peaches.
Those wo now ship only reach the second
class market and the small retail shops, and
at the prices they bring, judging from
my own experience, I am financially ahead
when I place my peaches on the Canadian
market.

—And The Feature That Made Them Famous
The discovery of FUSED JOINTS made possible the perfect system of

warm air heating.

When we first began to build furnaces, some thirty j^ears ago, the various

parts of the radiators were bolted and cemented together. No matter how tightlj'

the iron andateel were fastened, the difference

in the expansion and contraction of the two

metals eventually pulled the bolts loose,

ground out the cement and left openings

through which gas, dust and smoke escaped

into the house.

About 20 5'ears ago, we discovered and
patented FUSED JOINTS.

Instead of bolting and cementing steel

and iron together, we fused the materials

at a white heat.

The joints thus formed are permanent
and indestructible.

Twent}' years use has proved the value

of Fused Joints. They will not leak—they

are absolutely gas, smoke and dust tight

—

and will always remain so as long as the furnace is in use.

Fused Joints insure "Hecla" heated homes being always supplied with an
abundance of fresh, warmed air, i:ntainted by gas or dust.

"Hecla" Furnace is the only furnace with Fused Joints.

Fused Joints are only one of the patented features of "Hecla"' Furnace that

mean so much to every man who is going to put in a new furnace this season.

Our furnace book describes and illustrates them all. Write for free copy.

Send us rough diagram of your home, and we will plan the heating arrange-

ment and give estimate of the cost of installing the right "Hecla" Furnace—free.

Clare Bros. & Co. Limited, Preston, Ont.
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PETERBORO, ONTARIO 60 Cents a Year
$1.00 for 2 Years
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Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont,
WILL RE-OPEN

SEPTEMBER 20th, 1910
Horticulture is art important branch of the

course of study. For earnest and enterprising
young men, Horticulture in its various branches
offers as large a reward for intelligent well di-

rected effort as any other pursuit or profession.
To those interested in fruit-growing, market
gardening, nursery work, floriculture, or land-

•"cape gardening, the primary object of the course
is to lay a foundation for the most successful

and intelligent work. To this end both the

science and art or the theory and practice are

taught. While the sciences are invaluable in giv-

ing accurate and definite knowledge regarding

the origin and growth of plants, and the composi-
tion and physical properties of soil, they cannot

tell us just how to select varieties or how to propagate, transplant, cultivate, fertilize, prune, spray or what is equally

essential in practice, harvest, store and market the product to the best advantage. In the class room and laboratory oi

in the field in the busy season a student attending College has an opportunity to study these various operations, and also

to learn the why and wherefore so far as is known.

ppp-.
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GOOD CROPS
ARE OBTAINED BY USING

THE BEST MANURE

AS SUPPLIED TO

NURSERIES. FRUIT GROWERS AND

GARDENERS

SURE GROWTH COMPOST
makes poor land fertile, and keeps fer-

tile land most productive. Supplied by

S. W. MARCHMENT
133 VICTORIA ST.. TORONTO

Telephones: Main 2841 Residence Park 951

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

SPECIAL GLASS
FOR GREENHOUSES

^KSt
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Select

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

fl A Complete Stock of thoroughly hardy, healthy,

well-rooted specimens of Fruit, Ornamental and Ever-

green Trees and Shrubs. Specialties—Large Specimen

Trees, Spruce, Pines, &c. for Park and Street Planting.

Q Border Perennial Plants, field grown, are also offered.

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue

Mailed to auiy address free of charge

E. D. SMITH
Helderleigh Nurseries
=== 850 ACRES z==

Winona - - Ont.

FACTORY OF

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cypress Greenhouse
Material

50 PACIFIC AVENUE, WEST TORONTO

KING GREENHOUSES
Are the mo8t

MODERN AND PERMANENT
Greenhouse* that can be constructed. Years of

actual test and the experience of large and small

growers have gained for our houses the reputation of

being the most satisfactory ever erected for vegetable

or flovrer growing, or private conservatories.

GREENHOUSE COINSTRLCTIOIN AND
EQUIPMENT

WRITE FOR CATALOCIE AND PRICES

Q Plans prepared for complete plants and equipment
at a moderate cost : all or part of the necessary
materials supplied and houses of any size erected

under our personal supervision if desired by builder.

Q Write and tell us the kind of houses you desire to

erect or ask for question blank and we will mail you
our descriptive bulletin by return of mail.

THE KINB CONSTRUCTION CO.
248 Wellington St. West TORONTO, ONT.

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing.
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This year I have set cut several varieties

of nursery peach stock, obtained from Kent,
England. They have made a good start,
and are popular varieties in Great Britain.
I will be glad to report their future progress
to The Can.4di.\n Horticulturist.

For the present, however, I can only re-

peat, that judging from my small, but prac-
tical experience, and from conversaticns I

have had with some of the most experienced
growers in this district,! consider that there

is no financial advantage in shipping our
iiresent varieties of tender fruit to Great
Britain.

A. Mallinson, 623 Traders Bank Bldg.,
Tcronto, is buying Duchess and Snow apples
on a cash basis for shipment to the west.
The apples are paid for and inspected before
shipment.

Renew your subscription now.

Ottawa Vegetable Growers
The monthly meting of the Ottawa Veget-

able Growers' Association for July took the
form of a picnic at Woodroofe, the home of
Mr. W. J. Kerr, the secretary. A repre-
sentative of The Can.adian Horticulturist
was present and reported an enjoyable after-
noon. After luncheon, which was served on
the lawn, short addresses were given by
Messrs. Alex. McNeill, W. T. Macoun, R.

STYLE WITH ECONOMY
Xot only can yon jjuv from "SCROGGIE'S" at a lower price than you would have to obtain elsewhere, but you

obtain the late.st .styles as well. Only those pcssessing the same vast facilities as "SCROGGIE'S" could afford to

offer you .SUCH VALUES at such a price—but no one else possess them.

C. H. in—CHAR.MING DOTTED SWISS MUSLIN
WAIST. This stylish waist is made open front
style with long sleeves. The front panel is form-
ed of Grecian dotted embroidery. Ten narrow
tucks on each side of the embroidery, and the
bapk has four groups of tucks to match.

The collar is lace trimmed and tucked to
match. Sizes 32 to 42 bust The material used
in this pretty waist is the popular all over em-
broidered dots on Swiss Muslin, has a dainty
appearance and will wear and launder to your
entire satisfaction. We believe our price is the
lowest ever quoted for a high class beautifully
tailored all over embroidered waist.

Scroggic's Special Price . . . ^ 1 XQ
POSTAGE 10c EXTRA y^XtUU

C. H. 198. — CHILDREN'S
GOOD QUALITY PRINT
SAILOR SUIT as per illustra-
tion, in assorted colors. Ages
6 to 14 years.

A real good dress for knock
about wear—Well worth $1.60.

SCROGGIE'S SPECIAL
PRICE

Postage on Children's Dress-

es, 12c extra.

97c

C. H. 199.—Another Style of
Children's Dresses in fancy
prints or ginghams, made
with waist and pleated skirt.
Assorted i^olors. Ages 6 to 14
years. Could not be equalled
anywhere for less than $1.60.

SCROGGIE'S SPECIAL Q7„
PRICE S'/l'

Postage on Children's Dress-

es, 12c extra.

C. H. 200. — CHILDREN'S
FANCY PRINT DRESSES.
Gibson eifect and Dutch neck.
Waist and sleeves finished
with embroidery insertion,
gathered skirt, assorted col-

ors. Ages 6 to 14 years.
Cheap at .•S1.75. SCROGGIE'S
SPECIAL PRICE ... oyg

Postage on Children's Dress-
es, 12c extra

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
Mail Order Department :

MONTREAL. CANADA
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Adveptisements in this department in-

serted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter
to count as one word, mlnimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

IMPORT BULBS and Perennials, direct from Hol-
land, at quarter price. Get import list at once.
Morgan'a Supply House, London, Ont.

BULBS — At less than wholesale, direct from
Holland. Send with me. For particulars write
0. Mortimer Bezzo, Berlin, Ont.

PIPE FOR SALE.—All sizes for steam, hot water
heating, posts, green house construction work,
etc., very cheap. Send for price list, stating
your needs.—Imperial Waste and Metal Co.,
7 Queen Street, Montreal.

GINSENG—Big profits in the cultivation of Gin-
seng. Small garden gives wonderful results.
Seeds and seedlings for sale at lowest prices.
Write for particulars.—J. E. Javelle, Oaugh-
nawaga. Que.

THE CANADIAN APPLE GROWERSMJUIDE (just
published). A thoroughly up-to-date treatise,
covering every phase of apple culture, from the
planting of the tree to the packing and sale cf
the fruit, by Linus Woolverton, M.A., Grimsby,
Ont. Published by Wm. Briggs, Toronto, price
$2.25, postpaid.

FRUIT LANDS
ALL KINDS of Farms for sale. Fruit Farms a
specialty.—W. B. Oalder, Grimsby.

FRUIT FARMS sold and exchanged. List with
us for quick sale. See us if you are thinking
of buying a fruit farm.—F. J. Watson A Co., 1275
Queen Street W., Toronto. Ont.

NIAGARA DISTRICT FRUIT FARMS.-Before
buying, it will pay you to consult me. I make
a specialty of fruit and grain farms.-Melvin
Gayman, St. Catharines

OKANAGAN FRUIT LANDS grow prize-winninp;
fruits, commanding top prices. Ten acres irri-

gated land assure independence and delightful
home. Low prices; easy terms, illustrated
booklet.—Panton & Emsley, Vancouver, British
Columbia.

FORT GEORGE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway terminal. Centre richest
farming area. Banks, business establishments,
already purchasers—lots $150 up; Vi cash. Farm
lands also.—Northern Development Co., Van-
couver, B. 0.

FARMS WANTED — We can turn a quick sale
for you as we are in close touch with buyers
everywhere. Let us show you how to save
agents' commissions. Or if you want to buy
property of any kind, anywhere, write ua.
American Investment Association, Minneapolis,
Minn.

WILD LANDS in blocks of 80 to 5,000 acres, in
West Kootenay, British Columbia. Price de-
pend.s on accessibility, value of timber and per-
oantage of good land. State what is wanted,
and terms preferred, if maps wanted, send
$1.00. Enquiries wanted from prospective pur-
chasers, not agents. J. D. Anderson, Govern-
ment Surveyor, Trail, B. C.

LATEST—BEST—British Columbia Fruit District
—Kaleden in South Okanagan—4 miles lake
frontage—Apricot and Peach Belt; high priced
high grade varieties of apples, European grapes.
Decomposed lava ash soil; reservoir gravity
pipe water system to every lot. Finest domes-
tic water. Very long summer season; early
spring; dry climate. Illustrated Booklet Free.
Send for it to-day.—T. G. Wanless, Kaleden,
B.C.

SALMON ARM, Sbuswap Lake, B. C, has the
finest fruit and dairy land in B. C. No Irriga-
tion necessary, mild winters, moderate sum-

: murs; no blizzards, or high winds; delightful
climate; enormous yields of fruit, vegetables
and hay; good fishing; fine boating amidst the
most beautiful 'jcenery, and the Salmon Arm
fruit has realized 25 cents per box more than
other fruit in B. 0. Prices of land moderate,
and terms to suit. Apply to F. 0. Haydook,
Salmon Arm, B. 0.

GROW APPLES AND GROW RICH — 10 acres in
British Columbia's finest fruit growing district
will support a family In comfort. Prize fruit,
enormous crops, high prices, big profits-$200 to
$500 per acre. Established settlement, no iso-
lation, plenty good neighbors, best transporta-
tion, good markets, grand scenery, hunting,
office, hotel; dally trains. Splendid climate;
fine summers, mild winters; high winds and
low temperatures unknown. Prices right. Easy
terms. Proofs, plans, particulars.—Fruitvale
Limited, Land Dept., Nelson, B. 0.

B. Whytc, W. J. Kerr, L. A. Smith and
Axr. Nicholson.
Mr. Macoun drew attention to the fact

that there was a good market in Ottawa
for a good class of vegetables, and strongly

advised the members of the association to

cater to this market by producing the best

possible quality of vegetables, making their

name known as producers of a first-class ar-

ticle. He advised the individual growers to

make a specialty of one particular variety

of vegetables, as this would help them
greatly in working up a good class of cus-

tomers. Vegetable growers in the vicinity

cf all the large cities would do well to fol-

low such advice.

Later, Mr. Kerr showed his visitors over
a large patch of Herbert Raspberries, of

which he grows a good many. Although
they were planted out late last summer, and
were being cultivated more with a view to

producing new plants than fruit, many of

the bushes were so heavily laden with fruit

as to be bent almost to the ground. The
Herbert Raspberry was originated in Ot-
tawa some 22 years ago by Mr. R. R. Vvhyte
and has proven itself one of the most if not
the most valuable raspberry for all purposes
that has ever been originated. It is exceed-
ingly hardy, a heavy bearer, and the fruit is

of the very best quality as was shown by
comparison with ether varieties also grown
by Mr. Kerr. Mr. W. T. Macoun, Do-
minion Horticulturist, states that for the
section surrounding Ottawa, the Herbert
Raspberry is the best berry he knows.
A short inspection was then made of Mr.

Kerr's nursery, where he has a large variety

of small fruits and ornamental stock grcw-
iug,after which Mr. Macoun conducted the
party to the Central Experimental Farm
and showed them what was there being done
in the way of introducing and testing new
varieties of fruits, tests with ditierent

methods of cultivation and fertilization and
numerous ether experiments which are be-

ing carried on and the results of which are

made known to the public through the pub-
lishing of bulletins which are issued from
time to time. After inspection of the lawns,

flower beds and shrubbery borders, propa-
gating beds and shrubbery of the Jl.xperi-

mental Farm, the party dispersed, having
spent an enjoyable and profitable after-

noon.

Conventions and Meetings
The annual convention of the Canadian

Horticultural Association will be held at St.

Catharines, Ont., August 10, 11 and 12th.

The mebers will consider the advisability of

approaching the government to have a re-

duction made in the tariff on plants and
flowers.

The third annual convention of the Green-
house Vegetable Growers' and Market
Gardeners' Association of America, will be

held at Grand Rapids, Michigan, September
2/, 28 and 29th. The Secretary is S. W.
Severance, 208 Walker Rldg., Louisville, Ky.
The annal exhibition of the Montreal

Horticultural Society and Fruit Growers'
Association of the province of Quebec, will

be held in Mnntrenl, September 7 and S.

No entries will be received later than
August 31st. The Secretarv is A. J. Bowles,
P.O. Box 778, Montreal, Que. Prizes are
offered for plants, cut bloom, bouquets, plate
fruit, baskets of fruit, outdoor and hothouse
Krapcs. and for vpfretablos.

COMING EVENTS
Under this heading, notices of forthcoming
exhibitions and meetings of horticultural im- [1^
portance will be published. Send the infor-
mation as long in advance as possible.

Regina, Sask., Provincial Aug. 2-5.

Canadian Horticultural Association Con-
vention, St. Catharines, Ont ..Aug. 10-12.

Vancouver Aug 15-20.

Toronto, Canadian National
Aug. 27-Sept 12.

Sherbrooke, Que., Great Eastern
-• Aug. 27-Sept. 3.

Sherbrooke, Quebec Pomological Society
(Summer Meeting) Aug. 30-Sept. 1.

Montreal Horticultural Exhibition Sept 7-8.

St. John, N. B., Dominion Exhibition....
Sept. 5-15.

Ottawa, Central Canada Sept. 9-17

London, Ont., Western Fair Sept. 9-17.

Charlottetown, P. E. I. Provincial
Sept. 20-24.

SEE EXHIBIT OF PATENTS and Patent Models
at the Toronto Exhibition. There are some
good things for you—ideas at least, worth a
whole lot.—The Commercial Patent Exchange,
C. B. Eeece, Manager, Jordan, Ont.

For Smnintr

SprayiaiV2 FLUID
KILLS GREENFLY, PSYLLA,

SCALE INSECTS, AND
YOUNG CATERPILLARS

V2 K FLUID
FOR ROSE AND OTHER MILDEWS

Prices and full particulars from

Wm. COOPER S NEPBEWS, Toronto

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST ON THE MARKET

WK MANUr.lCTURE

STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKETS
SAUCERS AND
STRAIGHT PANS

'**t BEST MM'

,
FOSTER'S

,

STANDARD
,

POT
Canada'?; Leading Pot

Manufacturers

Tha FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited

Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont,
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

The electrically-welded, solid-piece

frame gives sirenglh and stiffness to

Peerless Farm and
Ornamental Gates
We build Peerless Gates to last a life-

time—handy, convenient and attractive.

They remain staunch and rigid through
all kinds of rough usage. The frame rs

THE BANWELL HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO., Ltd., Box 0, Hamilton, Ont., Winnipeg, Man.

made of heavy steel tubing electrically

welded into one solid piece. The Peerless
Gate, like the Peerless Fence, saves expense
because it never needs repairs. We also

make poultry, lawn and farm fences of excep-
tional strength. W^rite for free book.
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Favorite steamers for all kinds of perishable

cargo, having fan ventilation, cold

storage and cool air chambers.

DOMINION
LINE

MONTREAL TO LIVERPOOL

S.S. Laurentic, Aug. 6th SJS. Canada, Aug. 1 3th

S.S. Megantic Aug. 20th S.S. Dominion, Aug. 27th

S.S. Laurentic, Sept. 3rd

(All above Steamers carry^passengers)

MONTREAL TO BRISTOL

S S. Welshman, Aug. 6th S.S. Manxman, Aug. 20th

S.S. Cornishman, Sept. 3rd

DOMINION LINE
M. A. OVEREND

\ .
MONTREAL OFFICE, 118 Notre Dame St. W.

J.W.WILIUNSONJ PORTLAND OmCE. - - - I India St.

Mention The Caoadicka HortirulturMl when writing.

GEORGE W. TORRANCE. Freicht Asent..

28 WsUincton St. E.. TORONTO

VIRGINIAN Triple Screw GRAMPIAN ,

VICTORIAN Turbine Engine* HESPERIAN Twin Screw
TUNISIAN \-r a IONIAN >

CORSICAN 1
^*'" ^"'^

And 23 Other Ships

Record Passage Liverpool, 6 days IB hours, 3 minutes.

Record Passage Glasgow, 6 days, 18 hours.

For Full Particulars apply to

The ALLAN Line, 77 Yonge St., Toronto

ALLAN LINE
ROYAL MAIL

WEEKLY SERVICES
VIA

The St. Lawrence Route

30—STEAMSHIPS—30
(176,000 TONS)

The First Transatlantic Line to adopt Turbine

Engines.

SAILINGS AS UNDER:

FRIDAYS FOR LIVERPOOL
SATURDAYS FOR ^GLASGOW
SATURDAYS FOR . . LONDON and HAVRE

THE ALLAN LINE
Has Spared No Expense in Equipping Cold Stor-

age, Cool Air and Ventilated Chambers, for the car-

riage of Fruits, Meats, Butter, Cheese and other
Perishables.
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OUT OF 259,000 PHONES IN USE IN
CANADA, 250,000 ARE MADE BY US
DON'T you think that fact almost speaks for itself? There hardly seems much left to say.

No better evidence could be demanded—or given—of the absolute perfection of every
instrument turned out by us. For a long time past we have had our best engineers at work on
the problem of designing a more powerful Farmers' Line Telephone. And now we have it.

The work was completed months ago, although it is only now that we are offering it to you.
The interval has been devoted to "trying out" these new sets under the most exacting condi-
tions it would be necessary to meet anytime—anywhere.

OUR NEWLY DESIGNED No. 1317 TYPE TELEPHONE SET
represents the attainment of perlection
in telephone construction. G<" over it

point by point—prove it for jourself by
comparison with any other instrument
yoa like.

Send for Our Free Book

ALL you have to do is to ask for

Bulletin No. 2216 and we will mail

you FREE, at once, the full story of

farm telephones. Askinff for the book

places you under no obligation—don't

hesitate to tell us you want it. We are

anxious that you should be posted on the

value and economy of farm telephones.

.'\ post card will bring it.

Take the transmitter— into which you
talk—you will find it the standard long
distance type.

Then there is the receiver—the ear-
piece ; it is simply perfect—never will
you be bothered by local noises to spoil
trans.Tiission. The result of long and
careful study. It is the best possible
construction and combination for the
purpose.

The generator has also been well worked
out— so well, in fact, that this generator
is stronger than any other telephone
generator on the market. Observe how
easily it turns. It will ring more tele-

phones on a longer line than any other
5-bar generator made to-day. Thousands
of these generators are now operating
on lines more than 30 miles long with as
many as 40 telephones on the same line.

The rin'^ers and gongs are unusually
efficient. Our new type 38 ringer is not
only very sensitive, but very strong

and operates on from only one-third to

one-fourth of the current ordinarily re-

quired. The extra large brass gongs
produce a volume of noise fullv half as
yreat again as the gongs on other sets.

You'll never fail to hear this telephone
when it rings. The switch hook makes
all contacts on the best grade of plati-

num points—that makes for efficiency.

Taken as a whole. Set No. 1317 is an
extremely handsome and serviceable
instrument. The woodwork is of

quarter-sawed oak of the finest quality

and handsome finish. .A^nd in point of

service this telephone is unsurpassed

—

More than $10,000 was put into it in

engineering expense alone before the
first instrument was made. Would you
like tf. know more about it?

The space here won't permit us to tell

you, but if you will write, we'll gladly
give you any information you may desire.

.Address vour nearest office.

TH

Wrtkm£kc/r/c
AND MANUFACTURING CO. uniitD

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and equipment used in the construction, operation and maintMV
ance of Telephone and Power Plant*.

MONTREAL TORONTO REGINA
Cor. Notre Dame and Quy 8ts. 60 Front St. W. CALGARY

VANCOUVER
918 Pender St. W.

WINNIPEG
599 Henry Ave.

vn
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Critical Position of the Apple Industry in Ontario*

t

SO.MK fifteen or more years ago the
apple industry of Ontario was at

its best. Since that time, for vari-

ous causes, there has been a general de-
cline of interest in apple orcharding, a

general increase in the percentage of

defective apples, and a general falling off

in the quantity of good apples finding
their way to market. The industry is

coming to life in a few localities, but over
Ontario generally orcharding is still on
the decline.

The causes which have led in recent
years to the decline of the industry are,
first, the increa.se of fungous and insect
pests. It is said that until twenty years
ago or even later, apple scab and codling
worm were not found abundantly in any
ection of Ontario. Since that time they
ave .spread and multiplied In every sec-
ion until now the.se two pests are the
most serious with which the apple
grower has to contend.
The second great reason is a climatic

one, namely, winter injury. Within
the last six years Ontario has experi-
enced unusually trying winters. That of
1903-04 was particularly destructive to
fruit plantations. Since that date trees
have been dying by degrees in all sac-
tions of the province, especially the
northern ones. Previous to that time
there had been little opportunity of deter-
mining the hardiness of various varie-
ties and, as a consequence, many varie-
ties which ultimately proved tender were
planted in almost all localities.

The third great rea.son is that in the
past we have suffered from an over-
supply of buyers. It is not altogether
the fact that there have been too many
buyers, but rather the fact that there
have teen too many of the wrong kind.
The trade has had many reputable re-

presentatives for many years, but a large
proportion of the crop has from year to
year passed through the hands of men
without capital and, in too imany in-

stances, without character. The coun-
try has been over-run with men whose
business policy consisted very largely of
sharp practice. I'nHer the influence of
lower prices brought about by such dis-
couraging conditions, farmers have lo.st

interest in apple growing, and we are
to-day in a position from which no one

•Extracts from an addreSH delivered before the
Apple Shippers' Association in Niagara Palls, in
August.

Prof. J. W. Crow, O.A.C., Guelph, Ont.

can do so much to deliver us as the hon-
est, reputable apple dealer.

Buyers state that the codling moth
has been the worst enemy their business
has encountered in the last score of

years.. The growers state emphatically
that the worst enemy they have met with
is not the codling moth but the disreput-

able dealer—the man who operates with-

out capital and who by means of crooked
practices endeavors to get more than he
pays for or to deliver less than he has
.sold.

BUYERS BECOMING GROWERS
It is significant of the condition of

the trade in Ontario that many buyers,
finding they are no longer able to secure
good apples are going themselves into

the business of apple growing. It is

also to be noticed that a number of buy-
ers have transferred the scene of their

All Should Read It

I have been much interested in

watching the steady growth in

practical usefulness of The Can.a-

DiAN Horticulturist. It is worth
many times its subscription price

to anyone who cultivates even only

a small city lot. To the profes-

sional as well as to the amateur
horticulturist, it is indispensable.

Every member of a horticultural

society in Ontario should read The
Canadian Horticulturist. — R.

B. Whyte, President Ontario Hor-
ticultural Association.

operations from Ontario to localities on
the other side of the line or to the Mari-
time provinces. At present it is an utter

impossibility for an isolated grower in

Ontario to dispose of a small quantity

of good apples to advantage.

COOPERATION ADVOCATED
The only method which promises a

solution of the dilliculty is that of co-

operative selling. It is a fact not lightly

to be passed over that in almost every
locality in Ontario in which the apple
industry is on a paying basis there is to

be found a growers' cooperative selling

organization.

More than any other one thing, we
need reputable dealers with good market-
ing connections to come into Ontario
and buy our fruit, paying therefor prices

303

that will encourage the production of
good apples. Good apples are always
worth the price, but if the production of
a high grade article is to be assisted,
growers must receive the encourage-
ment of profitable prices.

THE NORFOLK DISTRICT

The locality in which the most rapid
development has taken place in recent
years is the county of Norfolk. It is

probably correct to say that growers in

this district are in advance of those in

other districts with respect to their
general methods of spraying, pruning,
cultivating, grading and packing. The
credit for this condition of affairs belongs
very largely to Mr. James E. Johnson,
of Simcoe, Ont.

Mr. Johnson, as manager of the Nor-
folk County Fruit Growers' Association,
has established a reputation for grading
and packing unexcelled in the province.
The association handles the largest pro-
portion of the apples grown in the
locality and last year packed some
19,000 barrels. The orchards which last
year produced this amount of fruit have
not, as one might expect, just come into
bearing, but have, as a matter of fact,
been on the spot for twenty-five years or
longer. Most of the orchards in that
locality vary in age from thirty to fifty

years.

Previous to 1900 no apples worth men-
tioning were being exported out of the
county. Since, however, it haa been
demonstrated that old orchards, if pro-
perly handled, are capable of yielding
good crops and paying good returns,
considerable interest has been arou.sed
and new planting is going forward at a
rapid rate. The bearing orchards con-
sist largely of Baldwin, Spy and Green-
ing and average not more than three
acres in extent. The newer plantings
vary in size from five to seventy-five acres
and consist principally of the same varie-
ties, although a large proportion of earl-
ier varieties, including Alexander, Weal-
thy, Snow, Mcintosh, Blenheim and
•King are being used.

At present almost all the orchards in

the county are being more or less care-
/ully looked after. Cultivation is the
rule, as is also thorough spraying. Sit-

uated as they are, in the southerly por-
tion of Ontario, there has been very little

experienced from winter injury of any
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kind, and l.ilc sprint,^ IVosK ,iic nut prev-

alent.

"Funj;u.>," or a|)|)lu m alj is, ul course,

common, but both scab and codling

moth are kept under control by spraying.

Instances are on record of orchards turn-

ing out as high as ninety-three per cent.

No. I fruit. Choice varieties of No. i

grade, such as Spy, King, Snow and Mc-
intosh Red, sold last year for $3.50 a

barrel f.o.b.

The counties lying along the north

shore of Lake Ontario, between Toronto

and Belleville, contain the heaviest ap-

ple-producing section of the province.

The orchards lie mainly within ten or fif-

teen miles of Lake Ontario, and the apple

district is consequently a strip of coun-

try about ten or fifteen miles in width,

embracing parts of Ontario, Durham,
Northumberland and Hastings counties.

The county of Northumberland is said

to produce more apples than any other

county in the province, and has to-day

upwards of six thousand acres planted

to apples, half of which are bearing.

There is already a large acreage of or-

chard through the whole Lake Ontario

district and planting is still going forward

at a rapid rate. In the western half of

the section, the principal varieties in

bearing are Baldwin, Spy, King, Green-

ing, Russet and Ben Davis. The latter

plantings contain more fall varieties.

Stark is replacing Ben Davis to a certain

extent. The eastern half of the district

produces Ben Davis in a very large quan-

tity, with Spy, Baldwin and Greening

next in order. Of late years Ben Davis

has fallen somewhat in popular favor and

is being replaced by Stark.

SOME LARGE ORCHARDS
Orchards vary in size from five to twen-

ty acres. There are not a few plantings

of fifty acres or more in extent. At Osh-

awa, Newcastle and other points success-

ful cooperative associations are in opera-

tion, and within the sphere of their imme-
diate influence good care of orchards is

the rule. Through the whole district cul-

tivation cannot be said to be the general

practice, although the better class of

growers are accustomed to thorough till-

age. Apple scab is in most seasons more
or less common and the codling worm is

also prevalent.

Spraying is fairly general through the

district but is not .so widely nor so intelli-

gently practi.sed as it might be. Late
spring frosts are not often serious, but
early frosts in fall are not unknown. The
picking season is somewhat short and al-

though the general practice through the

district is to pack in the orchard, it is fre-

quently found necessary to make use of
barns and sheds for the purpose. The
Oshawa and Newcastle Fruit Growers*
Associations make use of their large park^-
ing houses for this purpose, apples jjeing

packed in the orchard loosely and with-
out grading.

The Lake Huron district cinbraics .1

large area of country lying east and south

of Lake Huron, including portions of the

coimties of Lambton, Huron and Bruce.

In Bruce and the northern part of Huron,
the apple belt is only a few miles in width,

but in the southern part of Huron and in

Lambton county the area extends inland

for some distance. The climate is more
equable than that of either of the districts

previously mentioned, and extremes of

summer and winter temperature are de-

cidedly uncommon.
It is only in the northern part of the

district that winter injury of trees has
been noticed, and even here the districts

immediately adjoining the lake are almost
entirely free. The climate is moister than
that of the counties lying to the north of

T^ake Erie and Lake Ontario and is con-
sequently more favorable to a develop-
ment of apple scab. Owing to the protec-

tive influence of the lake, late spring and
early fall frosts are of rare occurrence.
The picking season is sufficiently long to

permit of apples being handled without
dani^er of severe freezing. Codling worm
is common, especially in the southern por-

tions of the district.

DECLINE HAS BEEN HEAVY
The decline of orcharding is particular-

ly noticeable through the Lake Huron
district. It is only in certain localities

that the industry is making progress One
cannot fail to be impressed by the large

number of excellent orchards which are
receiving little or no care. It is evident
that encouragement of some kind is need-
ed. Whether the growers will take the

matter into their ov.n hands and estab-
lish their own selling organizations, re-

mains to be seen.

To a man possessing business ability

and a certain amount of capital, there

could be no more promising financial pro-

position than the leasing of orchards in

this district, especially in the vicinity of

Goderich, county of Huron. The men
who are making most money out of the

apple business in Ontario to-dav are en-

gaged in this line-of activity. Large num-
bers of orchards of good varieties are
simply occupying ground waiting for

some enterprising man to take hold of

them, and make them pay.

The apricot is as hardy as the peach,
and it thrives in the same localities and
under the same general cultivation and
treatment, but demands rather strong
soil.—From Bailey's Cyclojsedia of

American Horticulture.

Some of the best fruit districts in our
sunset province, British Columbia, are
greatly favored by nature for controlling

fruit pests because of gentle rains or in

some parts an almost entire absence of

tliat commodity in summer. Bordeaux
mixture or arsenate of lead applied in

summer may be found in winter show-
ing plainly on the bark and fallen leaves.

Root Pruning a Plum Tree
Prof. W. S. Bl>ir. Mtcimtli Collet^, Q«e.

In iiiiij-suiiiiiicr ot liMI 1 dug a trench
around a plum tree, about four foot from
the trunk and alirut 20 inches deep. I then
sowed some conimer<ial fertilizer and filled

up the trench. This year the tree has a
Kood eroi> of fruit The tree is 12 or 14
years old. It never bore before. Had the
cutting of the roots anything to do with
starting the tree to bear?—W.E.L., Dun-
das, Ont.

Any operation which checks growth
during midsummer has a tendency to-
ward the development of fruit buds. If

a tree is making a strong vegetative
growth it is not so liable to develop fruit

buds, the energy apparently being di-

rected to this channel. .'\ny injury to
the root such as root pruning would tend
to check the vegetative or wood growth
and as a result the energies of the tree
would be directed to the formation of
fruit. Nature is bound to reproduce
her kind and any form of injury, es-
pecially during the summer, throws the
whole energy of the plant towards bring-
ing this about.

Late June and early July pruning is

often advocated where trees are mak-
ing much wood growth and not fruiting

well. Pruning done at this season has
the same tendency as the root pruning
referred to, the tree apparently suffering

a check from the operation. Early spring
pruning on the other hand has a tendency
to invigorate the tree for the rea.son

that at this time the normal wood growth
is being made and the removal of buds
throws the energies of the root into the

remaining buds.

Summer pruning to induce fruitfulness

.should therefore be done just about the

time the vegetative growth is ceasing
and the terminal bud about ready to

form. If done earlier new growth of

wood may result.

Trees growing in grass are liable l(j

be thrown into fruiting for the same
reason, namely, that during late June
and early July the grass not only drie^

up the .soil but removes a large propor-

tion of available food material necessary

for growth, checking the tree as a result,

following which many fruit buds de-

velop.

Harvesting the Grape Crop *

D. K. Falv.y, Westfield, N. Y.

The grape crop usually requires from
f)o to too days from date of blos.soming

to harvesting. Our harvest -usually be-

gins about September 25. A large per-

centage of the grapes put in baskets are

packed in the field in eight pound bas-

kets, drawn to the fruit house and wilted

twenty-four hours. The baskets are

then refilled when necessary, covered and
taken to the car. Many pick in trays

and after wilting the grapes pack them
in baskets. This method insures a bet-

•Extract from an address delivered at the last

annual meeting of the Ontario Fruit Grower?'
Association.
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ter grade of fruit. Poor, slack pack-

ing lias done more to hurt the grape
market than any other cause. We need
more of the golden rule principle put

into effect if we expect to realize the

maximum profits from our fruit. Hon-
esty is the best principle always.

The car lots are handled by individ-

uals, associations or grape companies.

Many cash buyers buy direct from the

f, rower and sell in car lots. Large com-
panies and associations have represen-

tatives in all the large cities who look

after the business. Very few grapes are

consigned. Grapes picked in trays for

wine or unfcrmented grape juice are de-

livered from the vineyard to the car or

wineries.

The Vase Method of Training Fruit Trees
W. J. L. Hamilton, South Salt Spring, B. C.

To train fruit trees to the vase form,

treatment must be commenced directly

the trees are planted in their stations.

I state this advisedly for, in my opinion,

no orchardist should plant any but year-

ling trees, which, once planted, should

be cut off close to a bud, at about 30
inches above the ground.

.Set out in the fail (on the British Col-

umbia coast) and pruned as above, once
growth commences a number of shoots

\yill start from the buds up the stem.

About five of these should be selected,

.so placed as to form an evenly balanced

head, the lowest of them some fifteen

inches above the soil, and the top one if

possible the top bud. .At any rate the

tree top should be cut off immediately

above the top shoot selected, if the high-

est bud is unsuitably placed.

OU Frait Tree Partly Reaewed

.Ml other shoots should be rubbed off.

This is all that can be done till the next
season, when about one-third of the
growth of these side shoots should be
cut back—always to a bud.

During the following summer this top

bud left on the shoot should be permitted

to grow and another suitable bud, situ-

ated nearer the main .stem on each shoot,

should also be allowed its full scope.

This will give us ten shoots in all, which,

being trained properly at equal distances

all around the tree, will form the frame-
work on which the fruit bearing spurs

will be formed.

All other buds should be permitted to

grow to say six or seven buds during
the summer, and, whilst the shoot is still

green and tender, it should be nipped

off close to the fourth bud. This, check-

ing growth, tends to produce fruit bear-

ing spurs.

Each sea.son after this, the ten main
branches should, in the winter, be cut

back, leaving about two thirds of the

season's groAvth, and in each case the

terminal bud lelt should, next summer,
be permitted full growth, whilst all

others should be pinched back to the

fourth bud.

By this method the ten main branches
will be closely set all along their length

with clusters of fruit bearing spurs, and
all redundant growth of shoots, wher-
ever it occurs, should be checked.
Otherwise, it will both shade the fruit,

and -SO prevent its full coloring, and will

also spoil the form of the tree. This
applies to the coast. Further inland

more freedom of growth of the side

shoots is admissible where the sun is so
strong as otherwise to cook the fruit.

Whilst young the tree can be tied into the

cup or vase shajx; by means of tarred

cord such as "Marlin."
W'"hen the growth has attained sulli-

cient proportions a galv.inixed screw eye

should be inserted into each of the ten

branches at ten feet from the ground,
and a No.- 13 galvanized wire should be
fastened, one to each eye, the free ends
all meeting in the centre of the tree

where they all fasten into a galvanized

ring, thus all supporting one another.

Ihis prevents the snow or wind or weight

of\ fruit breaking down the tree.

All fruit that cannot be reached from

the ground can be picked from a plank

passed through the centre of the "cup"
of branches, just above the wire sup-

ports, each end of the board resting on

a step ladder or trestle to carry its

weight. If the tree had a centrnl stem

this would be impossible and tiie sun

would not have the same free access to

the fruit to color it. Al.'^o the tree would

not be so easily sprayed, nor would the

fruit be so cheaply thinned or gathered,

while the repeated use of the necessary

ladder would inevitably damage the; tree.

A Renewed Peach Orchard
A. G. Pettit, Grimtbj, Out.

Old peach orchards can be success-
fully renewed by cutting off the lops and
allowing new growth to take its place.
One good limb or two small ones should
be left for the first year in order that a
crop may be secured from the trees dur-
ing the period of renovation. The other
limbs should be cut off to mere stubs of
four or fi\e feet in length from the main
trunk.

A few years ago, when I started in to
renovate an old peach orchard, my neigh-
bors thought that I was working its

ruin. The trees had become much too
thick in the tops and had been planted

Old Fruit T/ee, Wholly Renewed

too closely for the character of the .soil

on v»hich they were to grow. They had
been planted 17 and 18 feet apart, where-
:is in real good soil, they should be at

least 20 feet or better still 24 feet apart.

Every other tree was dealt with the

first year. The next year, the others

were subjected to the treatment. By
practising the process of renovation in

this way, one scarcely notices the differ-

ence in the yield since the large limb,

or if it be two small limbs, having al-

most the full benefit of the root system
of the tree, will produce largely of fruit

of extra fine quality. The second year,

the new growth will bear a crop, thus

the cropping is continuous.

My old orchard renovated in this way,
is to-day as good a producer as my other

orchards, the crop being both in quality

and quantity as good as that produced on

four or five-year-old trees.

The peach trees may be renovated in

the manner indicated at any time of the

year that it is most convenient. I did

the work in late winter and early spring,

which perhaps is the most favorable time.
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YclloAvs and Little Peach
"Weary Worm," Winona

NOW is tlic time tlial the inspectors
in the Niagara District are exam-
ining orchards for "Yellows" and

"Little Peach." Where proper men
have been appointed, in whom the grow-
ers have confidence they may be expected
to do valuable work.

Both of the.sc diseases are prevalent.

During a recent trip through the district,

while going over peach orchards in com-
pany with experienced growers, we de-

tected several casep of "Yellows" in

otherwise flourishing orchards.

From now on it is important that the

ofTicial inspectors should make at least

two thorough inspections of every peach
orchard in each township, but even with
the utmost care on their part, trees are

almost sure to be overlooked. It, there-

fore, behooves every peach grower to be

his own inspector, and he should there-

fore study the subject thoroughly, so as

to be conversant with every symptom of

the disease. He should also give every

assistance in his power to the inspectors.

It is of vital importance that every

peach grower should make a careful ex-

amination of their orchards from now till

the end of October in order to detect at

once the presence of either of these most
fatal and infectious diseases. To young
and inexperienced growers, of whom
nowadays there are many, I would say,

if there are any peach trees in your or-

chards that are sickly and showing symp-
toms like those about to be described,

call in the inspector at once. If he is not

available, get the most experienced grow-
er in your locality to look your trees over.

If either of these diseases be present, or

if there is a strong probability that the

trees are infected, destroy them at once,

and do not lose any time in doing so.

DESTROY THE TREES
No remedy has been discovered for

these two most fatal diseases, except that

of pulling the trees out at once and burn-
ing them. If that cannot be done, cut off

all the small branches and then load

branches, trunk and all upon a dray or

low wagon, carefully covering them
over with a tarpaulin, and making abso-

lutely certain that these infected branches
do not come in contact with the branches
of healthy trees.

Prof. Surface, of Pennsylvania State
College, and M. B. Waite of Washing-
ton, have been engaged for some time
conducting a series of experiments with
trees showing symptoms of "Yellows,"
but so far no sufficiently conclusive re-

sults have been obtained to base public

directions upon them.

"Little Peach," too, lies in the same
category, but is even more dangerous
than "Yellows," for the reason that re-

planting cannot take place on infected

ground for many years after, whereas a

single season of rest sullices for N'ellows.

CAUSE UNKNOWN
The cause of Peach \'ellows has not

yet been discovered. It is generally sup-

posed to be a parasitic disease of native

origin. Mr. Hale of Connecticut and
Georgia, the great peach grower, consid-

ers it to be a sap disease caused by abrupt
climatic changes. "Little Pea-.:h," on
the other hand, is usually considered to

be a soil disease.

Both of these diseases are strongly
contagious. Individual trees or groups
of trees affected by them, become centres
of infection. These diseases spread from
tree to tree by various natural methods,
some of which are not fully known to in-

vestigators.

Prof. M. B. Waite, of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington,

.Sometimes only a single limb or twij;

of a tree is affected, nevertheless the tree

is doomed and should be taken out in-

stantly upon detection. In trees badly at-

tacked the leaves turn yellow, but some-
times when it, attacks very vigorous
healthy trees, it at first stimulates both
foliage and fruit.

Yellows is sometimes spread through
the nurseries by means of buds taken
from slightly infected trees, but is seldom
spread by means of the pits, as pits af-

fected by this disease will not grow.
LITTLE PEACH

"Little Peach," in some of its aspects,

closely resembles yellows, but is undoubt-
edly a distinct disease. It is very con-
tagious. An orchard in this locality that

had three or four trees affected was al-

lowed to go. Up to the passing of the

present Act, the inspectors had no power
to compel destruction of the trees. In

one year nearly 300 trees were affected,

Flemish Beanty Pear Trees, Near Oka, Qne., Loaded with Their Crop of Fruit.

who is a specialist on Yellows, has given
out the information that communities
where prompt concerted action was tak-

en to destroy all diseased trees, only suf-

fered a loss of from ten to thirty per cent,

of their trees, but where slow or delayed
action was taken, they suffered a loss of

seventy to ninety per cent., and, in ex-

treme cases, 100 per cent.

DANGER SIGNS
The most reliable symptom of "Yel-

lows" is the premature ripening and red

spotting of the fruit. It is upon this that

most inspectors rely for detection of the

disease. The disease, however, is often

present in the orchard for some time be-

fore it can be detected upon the fruit.

Other symptoms are a bushy or wiry twig
growth, the inner leaves near the ground
beginning to roll up and turn yellow

—

hence the name of the disease—and water
sprouts starting from the main limbs.

and the entire orchard had to be de-
stroyed.

SYMPTOMS '

The foliage symptoms are similar to

Yellows, but the fruit does not ripen

prematurely, nor does it spot. It is gen-
erally undersized—in bad cases extreme-
ly so—hence the name "Little Peach,"
and late in ripening. .Most of the fruit

upon the tree is similar in color and ap-
pearance to poor specimens of ordinary
fruit. It attacks Japanese plums as well

as peaches, and is supposed to have been
introduced into America with the Japan-
ese plums. The trees do not water sprout
nor is a bushy wiry twig present, but the

leaves generally roll up and droop as in

\'ellows.

.-Ml peach growers should be on the

keen look out for the.se two fell diseases.

They should remember that incessant

vigilance is the price of safety.
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Protection from Frosts

In the Pacific Coast States fruit grow-
ers have experimented extensively to dis-

cover means of protecting their crops

from early frosts. Last season, growers
in the Rogue River Valley saved many
acres of crops valued at $500 to $1 ,000 an

acre at a total expenditure of not more
than $15 to $20 an acre for firing. Ad-
joining orchards that were not smudged
bore no fruit. This has led the United

States Department of Agriculture to pre-

pare a helpful bulletin dealing with this

subject.

Frost prc^entio^, the bulletin states,

requires considerable preparation. It is

impossible to get the material for fuel on

the ground and have it distributed, es-

pecially where the orchards are large,

after frost warnings are given out, since

these warnings can not be given suffic-

iently in advance of the time necessary

for firing in the orchards. Whatever the

material to be used may be, it should be so

placed that it may be readily distributed,

and a sufficient quantity of it should be

on hand in case it may become necessary

to fire for a considerable length of time or

in case several firings are required during

the season. Usually it is never necessary

I

to fire more than once or twice during the

season, but during certain seasons it may
become necessary to fire four or five times.

The material for building these fires,

especially where brush and wood are to

be the fuel used, should be piled up along

the side of the field and, if necessary, cov-

ered to keep it dry so that it will ignite

readily. This work may be done at any

time during the summer or winter, when-
ever there is any spare time. Usually

there are times when this work can be

done without any real loss of time, since

the men may not be able to do anything

else with profit. i\t any rate, one should

1^^ have a plentiful supply of fuel on hand
^Kand be sure that it is near by where it c;m

^Kbe readily distributed and that it is in a

^mdry condition so that it can be readily ig-

- ' nited. Failures in firing have been known
where the grower failed to keep his ma-
terial in shape for immediate use.

MATERIALS FOR FUEL
The materials which may be used for

fuel depend largely upon local conditions.

In some places the use of wood may be
entirely out of the question. There is a

choice in the use of coal, crude oil, straw,

stable manure, or any rubbish which us-

ually accumulates around the farm. In

the experiments in the Rogue River Val-

ley, while there was some variety in the

matter of fuel, )j'Ood was principally

used. In some cases good fir and even

oak cordwood was used. In other cases

old rails from fences which had been torn

down, and even prunings from the or-

chard were used. In the Bartlett pear
orchard of Mr. J. (i. (iore the crops were
saved for two years in succession by the

use of old fence rails. Old rails were also

successfully used in saving the crop of a

7-year-old apple orchard. There are us-

ually not enough prunings in any one or-

chard to be worth anything except for use

in starting the fires quickly, for which
purpose they are valuable if kept very dry.

USE SMALL FIRES

Experience has shown that the fires

should not be large, since large fires tend

to produce convective currents that are

apt to bring in cold air ; hence the quan-
tity of material for each heap need not be

in the orchard. The value of the smudge,
or dense smoke, is more to protect the

trees from the early morning sun where
some slight freezing of the blossoms and
the fruit has occurred during the night.

(6) The cost of firing with wood and
coal, including labor, should not average
more than $3 a night per acre, even where
it may be necessary to keep the fires burn-
ing five or six hours. In some localities

where wood can be had without expense
except for the hauling, these figures

might be reduced somewhat. However,
in localities where wood is rather scarce

they v;ould probably be somewhat higher.

How Some Fruit Growers are Forced by the Express Companies to Market their Crops

Clarkson is only some sixteen miles from Toronto. Immense quantities of fruit are grown in
tlie section. The express charges on fruit to Toronto, however, are bo high that considerable quan-
tities are hauled to the city. Several dollars a load are frequently saved in this way. A saving
of nine dollars was made by Mr. Jas. Pengelley, on the load of farm produce here shown. So far
the frequent complaints of the fruit growers to the railway commission have not been successful
in righting these conditions.

K

very great. Large fires also might scorch

the blossoms. From four to five pieces of

cordwood, or its equivalent in any other

kind of wood or old rails, are suffic-

ient for a single fire ; very often when the

low temperature is of short duration all

of this material will not be consumed in

a single firing.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are given
in the bulletin :

(i) F'rost injury may be prexented by
the u.se of fires and smudges.

(2) Wood and coal have proved to be
the best fuel.

(3) When the temperature drops to 20

degrees F., it would seem that fifty fires

per acre are necessary. Only half as

many are needed when the temperature

reaches, say, 25 to 26 degrees I".

(4) .Shavings, chips, or other fine ma-
terial in paper sacks saturated with crude
oil or kerosene have been found best for

starting the fires quickly. Kerosene
torches for lighting the fires have also

proved to be very .serviceable as compared
with matches.

(5) .Straw and stable manure are valua-

ble for producing dense smudges but are

not effective in raising thp temperature

Floral Notes
F. Wise, Peterboro', Ont.

September is the month of the first

frost which as a rule continues for only
one or two nights near the middle of the
month. If a little protection is given
to your flower beds and tender plants,

they will continue to bloom and thrive

until October.

Cannas and dahlias should be labelled

and at the end of the month dug up and
stored in a dry cellar. "By this I do
not mean your furnace cellar, as it is

usually too hot." Leave as much soil as
possible on your canna roots when dig-

(ieraniums. Petunias and fuschias,

propagated early this month, will make
good flowering plants for your late win-
ter and early spring window decoration.

Roses should have a good thick mulch-
ing with green manure from the horse
stable before protecting for the winter,

which latter must not be done until hard
frost.

All winter How ering bulbs for house
decoration can be planted as they arrive

from the seedsman. Place in pots with
lots of drainage. Water thoroughly and
place in a dark cellar and bring up as
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wanted. A good soil for bulbs of .iliiiost

any kind is a rich sandy loam.

Celery grows faster in September than
at any other pt-riod of the year and must
be given careful attention. Do not handle
it when wet as it causes rust. A good
watering with manure water in the
trenches once a week, being careful not

to touch the foliage, will be very bene-
ficial and improve its quality.

.Sow spinach for early spring use and
when ground is frozen stiff enough lo

bear your weight cover with light litter.

On first indication of frost ])ull all

fully develo(H-d tomatoes and place them
in a dry, shady place when they will ripen

more evenly than v\ hen placed in the sun.

.Squash also must be gathered and placed

in a dry place.

.Strawberries should have their last

cultiv.'iting this month. If you have an
old bed that you wish to fruit ;mother

year give il a good fertilizer with blood

.ind bone or some other good fertilizer.

I'lniil slirillrils .nul ;iny other onions
re(|uircd for e.iily spring use.

September Work in the Flower Garden
Gather seeds in fine dry weather. .Save

seed from only the best types of flowers.

Place them thinly in sh.'dlow boxes and
dry them thoroughly in a dry, airy shed
or room before storing them for the win-
ter. .Store them in the winter in a dry
cool room, temperature about 40°. .Avoid

keeping them near a stove or artificial

heat during the winter.

Keep weeds hoed down until frosts

.set in. I^ate seeding weeds mean an
early spring crop.

Plants of seedling perennials may be
planted out in the border early in Sep-
tember, or better still, unless they are

strong and vigorous, keep them in the

seed box or .seed bed all winter and plant

them in the early spring, as small seed-

lings are often destroyed when forking
over the border in the early spring.

TIME TO TRANSPLANT
.Seedling pansy plants sown in .August

should be transplanted into light fairly

rich soil in cold frames or nursery plots

in September. Select a place where
drainage is good and no surface water
lies in the winter.

Wallflowers and pentstemons that

have not flowered or that are not through
flowering can be dug up and potted into

good soil. Shade the plants for a few
days after potting. Sprinkle them with
water every day to prevent wilting. Keep
them out of doors as long as possible in

fine warm weather, until about the

middle of October. A few early light

while frosts will not hurt them. Put them
in ;i window away from fire heat, tem-
prraliirc ,-iboiit 50°. Keep the plants
Well watered ;il root and sprinkle the

loliage with water every two or three

days. They will give a lot of bloom
during the fall and early winter months.
Canna and dahlia roots should be dug

towards the end of the month before se-

vere frosts. Cut the tops down after

Ihey have been blackened by first frosts.

Dig the roots and place them under the

verandah or in a shed away from frost

for a week or ten days to dry, before
storing in the cellar for winter. Canna
roots like a rather warm moist place in

winter, temperature about 45° to 50°, as
they are of a tropical nature. Dahlia
roots keep best in a cool, moderately

iroist cellar, temperature .^5° to 40°.

Where a potato will keep well will suit

dahli.i roots.

\\'here fhe clumps of lily of the vallcv

li;i\c b<-c()nie loo dense and thick they
may be Iranspl.inted now. They like a
fairly light soil and a partially shaded
position. .All kinds of garden lilies that

rec(uire transplanting may be moved
now, but lily roots should be disturbed as
seldom as possible. They are decidedly
of the "l.cl me alone" class of plants and
do not like much shifting about.

ORDER YOUR PLANTS
Order roots of paeonies now for plant-

ing early in October. October is the

best time to plant paeonies. Dicentras
or Bleeding Hearts are best divided and
transplanted in OctolDer if they require
it. Corydalis nobilis roots and corydalis
bulbosa can also be transplanted early
in the fall with better results than in the
spring.

Chrysanthemums that have been plant-
ed in the garden should be dug up at

once and potted into good rich soil.

They require the same treatment as re-

commended for wallflower and pent-
stemons.

A great deal more depends on the lay-

ing out of a garden than on what is

grown in it.—Miss M. E. Blacklock,
Toronto.

Roses from June until November
1 he illustration shown on page JO<>,

is of Mr. W. G. McKendrick's experi-

mcMilal rose garden on Toronto Isl.in<l,

where a foot of soil has been put on top

of the ordinary island sand and the ro.ses

grown thereon. The garden is about
seventy-live feet by fifty feet. It is en-
closed on the north with a high board
fence, on the east by a boat hou.se and
on the west by a residence. Two hun-
dred bushes of hybrid perpetuals arc

grown, and 400 bushes of hybrid teas
which Mr. McKendrick has been experi-
menting with to see if they will stand
'he winter in Can.ad.i. .Xboul 225 varie-
(ies in all are grown.

In December the rose shoots :ire lied

together with raliia, and then the soil is

hoed up around the ro.se bush in the
s.ime way that potato hills are made,
covering the bush up from four to six

inches from the ordinary level of the
soil. This is all the attention the rose
bushes received last year, and not over
two per cent, of them died, although
they were very weak bushes. On the
fences and walls surrounding the rose
garden are over 100 climbing roses em-
bracing sixty-five named varieties, that,

in another year, should make these g:ir-

den walls "a thing of beauty."
The white dome shaped articles scat-

tered through the garden are shades to

keep the rain and sun off special blooms
that the owner wishes to have protected

that he may prolong their life.

The experience gained in this ro.se

garden shows that from four to five

crops of hybrid tea roses can be secured
from each variety from about the end of

June until the middle of November.
While the roses are not so large as the

bloom secured from the hybrid perpet-

uals, the fact that there is some bloom
in the hybrid tea beds all through the

summer makes this class of rose most
desirable for amateurs.

MBBPHMMfet
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was a patron of botany. In its single

form it is a pretty flower, slightly re-

sembling coreopsis, but is more highly

colored than the latter. The hues are

varied in reds and deep and pale yellows.

There are several double varieties, but
this is a case where a beautiful flower

gains nothing by the doubling process.

A CHEEBY FLOWEE
Bright-eyed coreopsis is one of the

cheeriest of our August garden flowers,

and it is distinctly American in charac-

ter. The perennial variety, C. lanceolata,

is commonly cultivated by florists.

The dahlia is named from a Swedish
botanist, Dahl, a contemporary of the

great botanist, Linnaus. The large con-

ventional double flowers are not quite as

beautiful as the single ones.

The zinnia^ although a gifted flower,

with a range of color comprehending
nearly the whole scale, has one palpable

fault. It is unmistakeably stiff.

The Mourning Bride (Scabiosa atro-

purpurea) has been greatly improved of

late. It was a favorite of the old-fash-

ioned garden, but the newer varieties are
so much larger and finer than the old, that

it would scarcely be recognized as the

same flower. The Black Scabiosa—

a

dark claret maroon color—has a striking

effect.

Secure and Plant Your Cuttings in September
Wm. Hunt, Ontario Agricultural College

other of the apparently minor but no lessEARLY in the month is a good time

for amateurs to increase their stock

of flowering plants for the window.
L'uttings of geraniums, coleus, iresine,

salvia, ageratum, petunia and other per-

ennial soft wooded plants are best taken
in August, though geranium and petunia
cuttings can be taken until early frosts

set in. Coleus cuttings especially are

best taken before chilly cool weather
sets in.

When selecting and making the cut-

ting, select a thrifty, vigorous terminal

or side shoot of young growth. The
length of the cutting must be determined
by the habit of growth very largely, as

well as by the texture or substance of

the stem of the cutting. The selection

of the part for the base of the cutting is

most important to ensure success in root
production. The base of the cutting

should be of medium texture, neither too
hard or woody, or too soft and pulpy,

about the nature or texture of a young
tender carrot. A cutting with a hard
woody base develops roots very slowly,

if at all, whilst a too soft, pulpy, sappy
cutting will often rot or decay at the base
without producing roots at all. Like all

important details contributing to success
in plant culture, much can and must be
learned by close observation, experience
and practice.

The base of the cutting should be im-
mediately below and close to a node or
joint of a main stem, usually where the
base of the petiole or leaf stem—or flower
stem—joins the main stem. With many
plants, such as coleus, for instance, it

is not absolutely necessary that the base
of the cutting should be just below a
node, as many cuttings will throw out
roots between the nodes, but roots de-
veloped at points between the nodes are
not usually as numerous or as strong as
those produced at the node or joint.

The base of the cutting should be cut
transversely so that the base of the cut-
ting is level or flat. It is a mistaken
idea to cut the base of the cutting at an
angle as is often done, as this method
often induces decay.

The lower leaves on the cutting should
be removed, leaving one or two leaves

at top of the cutting for transpiration

purposes, or in other words, for sap cir-

culation. The amount of leaves or

Plant Cuttiiift

First to the left—Coleus cutting, ready tor putting in sand. Number two—Rooted Coleus cut-
ting, showing root development at nodes or joints. Number three—Ageratum cutting, showing root
development at the nodes or joints. Number four— Rooted Impaticns Sultani cutting (Bloom for
Ever).

An Inlerettini Hybrid

Illustration No. 2. (See Article on Page 2111

foliage depends on the kind of foliage.
If the leaves are large, as in the case
of the geranium or some begonias, one
or two leaves at the top are suflficient to
leave. With smaller leaved plants, such
as salvia and ageratum, a greater num-
ber of leaves can be left on. The smaller
the leaves the more can be left on Aie
cutting. The lower leaves should always
be cut off close to the main stem. All

stipules should be removed as well as
all blooms and bloom buds where pos-
sible. With cuttings of some plants
such as coleus, about one half of the two
largest leaves on the cutting may be
cut off. A sharp knife is necessary for

taking cuttings.

MATERIAL AND APPLIANCES
A small shallow box is the best to root

cuttings in although they will root verv
well in large flower pots or seed pans.

A box 8 by lo inches and three inches

deep will hold from four to five dozen
ruttings of mixed varieties of plants.

The bottom and sides of the box can
be of half inch lumber and the ends of

inch lumber. Five or six holes, half an
inch in diameter, should be bored
through the bottom of the box to ensure
good drainage. About half an inch of

broken flower pot, gravel, coal cinders or

lump charcoal should be placed in the

box first to keep the drainage clear. Use
about an inch of this drainage material

in each large flower pot if these are used.

Then fill the box or pot with rather

coarse, clean sand, pit sand is the best.

If lake or river sand is used see that it

is free from sawdust, bits of wood or

decayed vegetable matter of any kind.

Rinse sand from the roadside can be used

if free from impurities. The sand should

be well moistened Ijefore being put in the

box. Fill the box loosely level full, then
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press down firmly with a brick or a small

presser made of wood.

PLANTING THE CUTTINGS
'J"he box is now ready for the cuttings.

Now make a trench or drill with a strip

of shingle or thin piece of wood about an

inch from the end of the box. The trench

should be just wide enough so that the

base of the cutting can be inserted easily

without bruising the end of the cutting.

Fully one half of the length of the stem
of the cutting must be inserted in the

sand. Press the sand firmly around each

cutting. The cuttings should be from
one to two inches apart according to the

size and amount of foliage on the cut-

ling. The cuttings are best set in up-

right in the sand. A black lead pencil

can be u.sed to make holes for cuttings

instead of the trench if thought best.

Water the cuttings well so as to settle

the sand well around them.

Place the pot or box in a partially

shaded position in a temperature of 60°
to 75° until the cuttings are rooted.

Under a tree out of doors would be a

good place during July or August. A
window with an east or north asooct is

best at this season of the year. The cut-

tings should not be fully exposed to the

hot sun at any time until rooted. The
sand should be kept well moist after, but
not soddened with water.

Coleus and ageratum cuttings will root

in a week or ten days, oftentimes. Sal-

\ia, petunia and geraniums usually take
fully double this time. When roots are

about an inch or two in length the cut-

tings should be put into soil in boxes
or pots.

A good soil for rooted cuttings can be

made by mixing one part sand, one part

leaf mould or black soil from the bush,

and three parts of enriched loamy soil.

Use small two inch pots for this purpose,

or put the cuttings about one and a half

inches apart into shallow boxes the same
as are used for cuttings.

The cuttings need not be potted at

once when rooted, as they will keep good
in the sand for some time. They must
not be given too much water. The sand
should be kept only barely moist. I have
kept rooted geranium cuttings in sand
for several months by keeping them fairly

dry at the roots and in a cool tempera-
ture of about 50° to 55°.

THE SOIL TO U8K
Cuttings of many plants will root well

in sandy soil. For geranium cuttings

I have found a mixture of half sand and
half potting soil to be as good in sum-
iner as all sand. Many cuttings can also

be rooted in water but the roots produced

in water are usually very soft and tender

and do not endure the transfer from
water to soil as well as cuttings rooted

in sand or sandy soil.

LENGTHS OF CUTTINGS
The following is a table of the approxi-

mate lengths of cuttings of several

species of window plants. The measure-

ments are given reckoning from the base

of the cutting to the terminal point of

growth where the stem or petiole of the

topmost leaf leaves the main stem, and

not from base of cuttings to tips of leaves.

Geranium 3 to 5 inches

Salvia 2 to 3 ,,

Coleus 2 to 4 ,,

Petunia 2 to 3 ,,

Ageratum i ^to 3 ,,

Iresine 2 to 4 ,,

There is probably no feature of flori-

culture more interesting or fascinating

in its character than plant propagation

from cuttings or slips, especially when
success attends the efforts of the plant

lover. At this season of the year, when
cuttings of plants suitable for this work
can be had in profusion, the experiment

should prove both interesting and profit-

able to all lovers of plants and flowers.

An Interesting Hybrid
H. J. Edwardt, Winnipeg, Mu.

The accompanying two illustrations

may be of interest to readers of The
Canadian Horticulturist. In 1904 I

secured some seeds of Helianthus Cu-
cumerifolius Grandiflorus, Giant Star

(golden-yellow flowers with intense

black centres), and Helianthus (Sun-

flower) Primrose Perfection. The seeds

which were saved from time to time re-

produced true to name, until last year,

when I found amongst the Giant Star

seedlings a plant which seemed to be

much more vigorous than usual, this was
carefully transplanted to another part

of the garden, and eventually reached a

height of about 7 feet. (See illustration

No. I.) In foliage and form of growth
it resembled a true Helianthus Cucumeri-

folius Giant Star, but the flowers showed
the markings of the Sunflower (Primrose

Perfection).

Illustration No. 1. (See accompanying Article)

The flowers of the hybrid were pro-

duced on a long straight stem, similar

to those of the Giant Star. The centre

was dark, and the base and tips of the

petals were a rich orange-yellow, the

remainder of the petals being a very

pale primrose. Illustration No. 2 shows
a bloom of the hybrid and one of Giant

Star. The former is the largest bloom.

The Giant Star usually grows about

three to four feet in height, and the

flowers measure from four to five inches

in diameter. The flowers of the hybrid

were fully nine inches in diameter. As
I do not remember ever reading cr

hearing of such a cross before, it is

just possible that some of the readers

of The Canadian Horticulturist may be

able to give a little light on the subject.

Geraoium Catting*

Number one (on left)—Geranium cutting, not piepa red. Numtier two—Geranium cutting, un-

dcBirable hard cutting. Number three—Typica Geranium cuttiiiK, ready tor putting in sand.

Number four—Rooted Geranium cutting, ready for potting.
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The Gardens of New Ontario

THAT the 'rciiiiskaininj;; District in

New Ontario has large horticultural

possibilities, is evidenced i)y the ex-

cellent gardens that are to be found in the

vic-inity of New Liskeard and l^njrlcliart.

Nearly every farm tlirouiJ^hout the clay

belt has a kitchen fjarden, and frequently

these arc amonj^ the first things the farm-

er points out to the skeptical visitor from

the south as a proof of the tremendous
possibilities of the district.

Possibly the horticultural conditions of

'J"emiskaniing can be better set forth by a

reference to one of its successful garden-

ers—rMr. I. A. Hrillinger who when seen

by an editorial representative of Thf.

Canadian IIorticii.it;rist, was taking

off his fourth crop. Mr. Brillingcr has

been in Temiskaming a little over three

years. Previously he was a gar^lener at

Stouff\illc, near Toronto. Me is, there-

fore, in a position to compare New and

Old Ontario from a horticultural point of

view.

His garden of thirty-three acres is

within the corporation of New Liskeard
on the north-west shore of I-ake Temis-
kaTiiing. It is about five miles from
Haileybury, and the far-famed silver city

of Cobalt is ten miles distant. Its prox-

imity to the.se three urban centres of

the north affords Mr. Brillinger an im-

mediate market for practically all his pro-

duce. However, he sells as far south as

Temagami — seventy-two miles from
\(>rth Fiay, and north to the end of steel

at' Coihranc.

.As a general things the spring is a lit-

t'e later in New Ontario than in the older

parts of the province, with the result

that the Old Ontario gardener is on
his hwid perhaps tv/o weeks ahead of

those in Teiriskaming. But the New On-
tario gardener is ready for the market as

soon as the Old Ontario one. That is the

thing that it is hard for the people in the

south to believe. In the clay belt the

sun stays on the job nineteen hours a

day during part of the summer, and to

the uninitiated the growth is astonish-

ing. ".As an example of the rapid growth
here,' 'said Mr. Brillinger to the writer,

"in eighteen days after we sowed the

seed our radishes were all pulled and sold.

Indeed, everything does well in this north-

ern climate. We have had cabbages since

July J ; one head weighed .seventeen

po'unds. Last year we set out fifty thous-
and plants and forty thousand headed.
We usually do a little better than that.

"Cucumbers and cauliflowers do excep-
tionally well. Frequently we have had a
single cauliflower weigh eight or nine
pounds. Vegetables invariably give bet-

ter results here than along the front and
our market is the very best.

"Another thing in which we have an
advantage is the absence of insects. Our
radishes mature so rapidly that the radish

maggot has not time to hatch, and the loss

due to it is entirely eliminated. We do
suffer a good loss through the ravages of

the cut worm and this year potato bugs
arc very plentiful. However, we are free

from many insects with which the Old
Ontario gardener is continually waging
an unprofitable war."
The season is too short to ripen toma-

toes, but there is always a large crop of
green ones which find a ready and pro-
fitable m.-irket. .Asked if tomatoes ma-
tured in Temiskaming; "no, they do not
ripen successfully," was the reply. "The
growth is so rapid that the nourishment
goes to increase the size of the plant rath-
er than to ripening the fruit. Then the
nights arc cool, and tomatoes need warm
i^ights. But the crop of green tomatoes
is enormous."

COKN UNCERTAIN
The .short season makes corn an un-

certain crop. However, like tomatoes,
it sometimes proves very profitable. It

would be a mistake to think that tomatoes
never ripen in the north. They frequent-
ly do, .sometimes practically the entire
cron, but always a percentage, which
varies according to the sea.son. The same

Cabbage at the Toronto Exhibition

is true of corn. Two years ago Mr. Brill-

inger had a considerable area in corn
which turned out well, netting him some-
thing over $30 to the acre. Last year,
however, an early frost destroyed his

corn before he had used any, with the re-

sult that he lost it all.

BIG CROPS OP BEANS AND PEAS
The crop of beans and peas in New On-

tario is double that in the older parts of
the province. "I can hardly explain the
rea.son," the writer was told, "but I be-
lieve it is owing to the large percentage
of lime in the soil. In one sea.son the
peas blos.som three times, and we take off

as many crops."
Mr. Brillinger does a very extensive

business. ICach week he averages seven
to eight hundred dozen bunches of onions,
one thousand dozen bimches of lettuce
and radish each, and other vegetables in

proportion. He employs six men.
"There is a wontlerful future for horti-

culture in Temiskaming. .Small fruits,

such as strawberries, raspberries and cur-
rants produce abundantly and the quality

is the very best. At fifteen to twenty
cents a box a single acre of strawberries
will yield $400 worth of fruit," Mr. Brill-

inger concluded.

There is little dimger of summer frosts.
Last year, Mr. Brillinger lost $1,000
worth of vegetables by a heavy frost on
August 2T;. But when the country Ix;-

comes cleared and drained and the sun
is allowed to reach the ground, these
frosts will bei-ome unknown.

Ginseng Growing
E. A. Rasicll, Braotford, Out.

'Ihe small numlx.r of people who grow
ginseng in any quantity is remarkable
considering the profit that can be made
at the prevailing prices and the decided
ad\antages that it posses.ses over many
other crops. About ten years ago a wavf
of excitement passed over .America at the
reports of fabulous profits to be made
with little labor in growing this plant. A
large number of individuals and com-
panies embarked in the business while
the wave was at its height, and the deal-
ers in plants and seeds profited at the
expense of a host of experimenters who
obtained nothing but experience.

Most of those who took up the busi-
ness with enthusiasm soon lost interest
when they found that ginseng required
attention and labor as well as any other
plant, and especially so when they had
to wait for five years before any returns
could be obtained. But there are a num-
ber of growers in various parts of Can-
ada who, unknown to all but their im-
mediate neighbors, have persevered and
are now reaping the profits which can
be made by all who follow their exam-
ple.

TWO DRAWBACKS
There are two features incidental to

the cultivation of gin.seng which deter
many from planting it or making it a
regular crop. One of these is the neces-
sity of providing a shade of .some kind,
usually in the form of a lath .screen erect-

ed on posts. This means .some outlay of

time and money, but the large profits

which can be made from a small piece of

land more than compensate for this extra
initial outlay.

The other objection is that one must
wait for .so long a time before obtaining
a marketable crop. We are accustomed
to wait from. three to eight years for or-

chards to come into bearing, but it ap-
pears singular to most people that a
plant which .seldom grows higher than
thirty inches should require five or six

years to mature. This objection is also

counterbalanced by the large returns
which can be obtained.

SOME ADVANTAGES
There are a number of advantages

which the ginseng grower has over the

fruit-grower or ordinary gardener, and
which shoiild appeal especially to those
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who have only an uncertain amount of

spare time that they wish to employ as

profitably as possible. One of the chief

of these is that the crop is staple and
practically imperishable. The dried .root

may be held indefinitely without loss and
the green roots may be left in the ground
for another year if the grower has not

the time to spare to dig them.

.\fter the second year of growth the

plant will do well with almost no atten-

ti(in beyond providing shade, although

during the first two years ordinary care

must be given to weeding and mulching.

There is also very little trouble with the

insect pests and blight which make so

much work for the fruit-grower. The
pl.int has great vitality and will survive

Harvesting and Marketing Onions
Fred Smith, Scotland, Ont.

The method we have followed for over
Iwenty years in harvesting our onions
has been to pull them by hand or to run
a knife attached to the cultivator under
them. The latter is the quickest and
easiest way, but the ground has to be
clean from weeds.

After loosening the onions from the

ground they are pulled together in wind-
rows, usually six rows in one. They are

allowed to dry down thoroughly before

topping operations begin which is gener-

ally within about ten days. The number
of days depends upon the condition of the

One-year-old aad Tkree-year-oli) G:nieng Plants

neglect which would kill most products
of the garden.

The best way for one to commence
growing ginseng is to buy one year old

roots and seeds during the first and sec-

ond years
; after that enough seed will he

produced to continue annual planting. If

one has decided to plant extensively the

proper way is to set aside a piece of land

for the purpose and to keep this end In

view while developing the garden. An
acre of land divided into five plots of

equal size, to be planted annually in ro-

tation, would provide room for a regular

annual crop of 15,600 roots which should

yield over 900 pounds of dried root worth
at present prices, $6,750.00. After the

the first plot is cropped it should be re-

planted with young roots. This would
be an exceptionally large garden, but the

same principle of rotation applies for a

garden of any size.

Asifle from the profitableness of the
r plant it is a \(;ry intertsling one to grov\

and presents many opportuiuties for im-
,
provement by methods of selection which
make it attractive to the amateur.

ia the Garden of Wm. Gilgour, Pcterboro' Out.

crop when it is pulled. If the tops went
down naturally, without being rolled,

they will be ready to top within that

Some use sheiirs to top with, but I

prefer an old case knife with a blade four
inches long with a rounded, blunt end
to prevent hacking of the fingers. Onions
topped in the forenoon are better sacked
up in the afternoon when they are dry
and then removed to shelter.

Onions should never be picked up wet
under any circumstances as it makes
them dirty and is apt to di.scolor them.
Vears ago it was the practice to allow
the onions to remain on the ground for

St;vera I days after topping to cure in the
sun which is a great mistake. The sun
not only makes them strong but badly
discolors them. The side exposed most
will turn green which is very undesir-

able from a market standpoint.

ANOTHfiB METHOD
In ii)0() I followed a diflereni method,

and in my judgment a far belter one.
In the winter of iqog I made a thous.and
bushel crates with sl.it(<'(l sides, ends and

bottoms. The measurement of the crates
was twelve inches high, thirteen wide,
and eighteen long. The slats were nailed
to three cornered posts, leaving an inch
space between each slat. The slats were
two and a quarter inches wide by three
eighths of an inch thick.

The onions were cut loose with a half
round knife attached to the cultivator
and allowed to dry for a few days. They
were then raked into windrows of twelve
rows each, a wooden rake being used.
They were then crated with the tops and
removed to shelter and allowed to cure
tor two weeks or more if necessary be-
fore being topped.

I find that onions handled in this wav
are a better color and splendid keepers.
An advantage gained by using the

crates is that if bad weather comes and
you cannot work outside your help loses
no time.

This year my crop will be topped with
a topping machine run by a gasoline
engine. We have a topper here made
by a local man that with a few improve-
ments will be a complete success. It is

made with two inch steel rollers six feet
long and has six rollers. The rollers
rim in pairs and are set on a slant. The
onions are poured in one end and as they
run over the rollers the tops are pulled
off and the onion runs out into a bag.

I always sell my onions in carlots.
L'ntil last )ear they were put up in eighty
pound sacks. Xow the buyers want the
seventy-five pound sack, which is the
standard sack. I run all my onions over
a wooden screen w ith slats an inch and a
half apart which removes all the dirt and
pickling onions. Grown or spoiled ones
are picked out. I never ship out a car
ol onions without sorting them over the
screen even if they have only been sacked
up for only a few days.

The Hoot Maggot
Prof. H. A. Snrface

The little white niaggot that destroys
garden truck, especially onions and
cauliflower, is a root worm or root mag-
got, one species attacking the caulifiower
and cabbage, and another closely re-
lated, injuring the onions.
One way of preventing injury by them

is to dust around the plants some air-
slaked lime, which has been sprinkled
with turpentine or carbolic acid. The
adult or mature form of this maggot is

a (ly, about the size of a house fly. The
female lays her eggs at the roots of the
plants, and as these hatch the little larvae
commence to feed on the outer growing
tissue of the root.s, and cause the damage
by eating this away. The preventive
material should be applied before the
eg§:s are laid.
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ers' reliability. We try to admit to our columns
only the most reliable advertisers. Should any
subscriber, therefore, have good cause to be
dissatisfied with the treatment he receives from
any of our advertisers, we will look into the
matter and investigate the circumstances fully.

Should we find reason, even in the slightest
degree, we will discontinue immediately the pub-
lication of their advertisements in The Horti-
culturist. Should the circumstances warrant,
we will expose them through the columns of
the paper. Thus we will not only protect our
readers, but our reputable advertisers as well.

All that is necessary to entitle you to the bene-
fit of this Protective I'olioy is that you Include
in all your letters to advertisers the words.
"I saw your ad. in The Canadian Horticultur-
ist." Complaints should be made to us as soon
as possible after reason for dissatisfaction has
been found.

Communications should be addressed:

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST,

PETERBORO, ONTARIO.

BfilTISH COLUMBIA PESTS
Tlie very suggi'stion by an ea.stern grower

or paper, that an insect pest of any .serious

nature exists in British Cclumbia is suffi-

cient to lead the advocates of the fruit

interests of that province to work over time
denying the thought and casting aspersions

upon the originator. While we admire this

indication of provincial pride, we are net

blind to the fact that unless precautions are

taken it will ultimately prove an injury to

that province.

Even when growers know that a pest is

becoming established it frequently is only

too difficult to induce them to take the ne-

cessary measures to stamp it out or control

its ravages. It is easy for most of us to

believe what we would like to know is true.

The continual claims, therefore, that serious

insect and fungus pests do not exist in

British Columbia are apt to lull the growers

of that province into a false sense of se-

curity and lead them to neglect to take the

ordinary precautions that it is essential that

they should if their interests are to be

properly safeguarded.
In our May issue we ventured to make the

statement that some parts of British Col-

umbia still grow apples unmolested by the

Codling Moth. The June issue of The Fruit
Magazine, published at Vancouver, took ex-

ception to the statement and expressed

doubt as tc whether or not the editor of

The CAN.\Di.'iN Horticulturist could find a

Codling Moth in any part of British Colum-
bia. In the August issue of the same
magazine appears an article entitled "Cod-

ling Moth In British Columbia". This ar-

ticle admits that the Codling Moth has been

discovered in two spots in that province and
warns the growers that the fact must be

bravely faced. The public is asked to co-

operate with the provincial officials in

stamping out the pest.

In 1890 the late Dr. Fletcher, Dominion
Entomologist discovered the Codling Moth
at Kamloops, Kaslo and Nelson. In 1908 in

one district one hundred and sixty orchards

were condemned for Codling Moth.
Now that the British Columbia authorities

admit the presence of the pest and have

undertaken to stamp it out, prospects of its

being held under control are brighter than

they were when growers were being led to

believe that Codling Moth was unknown in

the province.

MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED
Serious hardship will result to the in-

terests of the iirofessional florists of Canada
unless modifications are made in the regu-

lations of the Dominion government pertain-

ing to the Destructive Insects and Pests

Act. The Act is admirably conceived but in

drafting it. it is clear that the government
had in mind mainly if not entirely, con-

ditions as they pertain to the large fruit

interests of the country.

The conditions under which stock is hand-

led and grown by the large nurseries, and
by the fruit growers of the country in the

open are utterly different from those under
which the professional florist handles his

greenhouse stock. The great ex))ense in-

volved in the handling of such stock as the

florist grows makes it practically impossible

for such pests as the Gipsy and Brown-tail

mcths to gain a foothold in this country on

such stock'.

At present much of the stock that the

florists have been in the habit of importing
at periods that will enable them to market
their products for the early markets can-
not be imported any longer unless the Act
is amended. The omission of the pert of
Montreal as a port of entry is a second
decided weakness in the regulations. Now
that the objections of the florists to the
provisions of the Act have been made known
to the government, we may :easoiiably expert
that the government will find some means
of improving the regulations in those imr-
ticulars.

COMMENDABLE WORK
The statement made by Or. C. Gordon

Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, at the
Convention of the Canadian Horticultural
Association in St. Catharines last month,
that during the past two years the Domin-
ion government has inspected some four
million plants during their importation in-

to Canada, thereby dscovering five hundred
and nine nests of the Brown-tail and Gipsy
Moths shows that good work is being done
by the Dominion government to prevent the
establishment of these pests in Canada. The
state of Massachusetts alone has spent over
a million dollars fighting these pests.

The sums that have been expended by the
national government of the United States as
well as by the New England states during
the past few years fighting these pests are
enormous. They amount to many millions of

dollars. Canadian fruit growers, therefore,

will do well to support the Dominion gov-
ernment in its work. It is fortunate that
the Dominion Entomologist, Dr. Hewitt ap-
preciates the importance of the position and
that he is taking every precaution to guard
our interests.

THE' SMOKE NUISANCE
There are sections in many of our Can-

adian towns and cities in which the lives

of many of the citizens are made miser-

able owing to the thick palls of smoke that

factories and locomotives are permitted to

emit for many hours every day. This smoke
affects the health of the people living in

its vicinity, it discolors adjoining buildings,

destroys foliage and invades homes, when
windows or doors happen to be left open,

thereby destroying furniture. The nuis-

ance can be and should be abolished or at

least greatly reduced.

After suffering from the smoke nuisance

for many years residents in various towns
and cities of the United States were finally

led to grapple with the problem. Investi-

gations were conducted which show that by

the installation of proper machinery and
care in firing the engines the smoke nuis-

ance can be abolished. The American Civic

.\ssociation took up the question some years

ago and forced it to be an issue in a num-
ber of cities.

Such cities as New York. Philadelphia,

Springfield, Mass., Cleveland, Ohio, and
Pittsburg, Pa., have practically abolished

the smoke nuisance. In many cases the

cities were forced to take action against

the railway companies and manufacturing
establishments that persisted in defying

their ordinances. In most cases only a

few prosecutions were required to convince

offenders of the need for improvement. In

Cleveland, Ohio, it is estimated that 50°,'

of the smoke nuisance has been abated since

this question has been dealt with. In New
York city one company which broke the

smoke by-law was fined $500.

Toronto has already taken action. Pro-

perty Commissioner R. C. Harris reports

that the e^orts of the city have accom-

nlished a great deal of good. People who
formerly treated the enactment lightly are
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now niakinK sincere efforts to comply with

its provision.

The horticultural organizations in our

different Canadian cities, particularly in

Ontario where they are well organzed and
strong, might well grapple with this ques-

tion as similar organizations have in the

United States. They will find much help-

ful information in a bulletin issued by the

American Civic Association in March, 1908.

The death of the late H. S. Peart has

imposed upon the provincial government the

necessity of appointing at an early date a

director of the experimental station at Jor-

dan Harbor. It is essential that this

.station shall become one of the foremost ex-

|)eriment stations on the continent. This

means that the director must be a man of

the highest possible qualifications. The
provincial government must be prepared to

spend a larger sum than it has hitherto

for the .services of the director. The salary

allowed should be at least $2,000 and a free

house. Nothing less will be likely to at-

tract a man competent to fill the position

with credit to the section and to the pro-

vince.

Dairy Commissioner Ruddick, who is at

the head of the Fruit Division of the Do-
minion government, is to be commended
upon the efforts ho is making to develop
the trade in tender fruits between Canada
and Great Britain. The sums that will be
involved in the firosecuton of experiments
of this nature are trifling compared with
the results we may reasonably expect will

be obtained. The experiments, therefore,

should be made as complete and thorough as

possible.

Friendly Criticism
Friends cf The C.vnadi.vn Horticulturist

occasionally suggest that it would be a great
improvement if w© would print The Can-
adian Horticulturist on high grade coated
paper, if wo would u.se more and larger il-

lustrations and if wo would enlarge the dif-

ferent departments of the paper. In this
connection they point out that The Can-
adian Horticulturist is smaller than seme
of the leading United States and British
horticultural publications.
We would remind our readers that Can-

ada is but a young country sparsely settled.
The Canadian Horticulturist is devoted
largely "to the fruit interests of the Domin-
ion. The principal fruit districts in Can-
ada are located in Nova Scotia, the counties
adjoining the lakes in Ontario and in Brit-
ish Columbia. They could not well be more
widely scattered. This makes it expensive
to increase our circulation and often diffi-

cult to hold it.

Our country being small the number of
advertisers is limited. These conditions
make it impossible for us to publish as
large or as high class a paper as can be
issued in the United States where there
are over 80,000,TOO peojjle. Wo feel, how-
ever, that we can safely .say that The Can-
adian Horticultt-rist is a better publica-
tion, considering its o))portunities and pos-
sibilities, than most, if not all of the but few
publications with which it is sometimes com-
pared unfavorably. Canada is growing raji-

idly and if our readers will but stand by
MS loyally The Canadian Horticulturist
within a few years will more than hold its

own with any similar publication in the
world.

The Box Apple Package—Its Uses and Limita-
tions in the East*

Dr. S. W. Fletcher, Director of Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station

THE barrel has been the standard and
almost the only package for winter
apples for over half a century. It

has several distinct advantages. Owing to

its rounded sides, it can be packed easily

and rapidly, even by the unskilled ; and,
for the same reason, it can be handled more
easily by rolling than any other package
of equal bulk. Until within ten years it has
also been a cheap package. Now, barrels

cost most fruit growers from thirty to forty

cents instead of fifteen to thirty cents as
formerly. The apple barrel is an eastern
package, and is made of hardwood, usually
of elm and oak, which are more common in

the east than in the west.

history of the box package

The apple box, on the other hand, is a
western package. Open bushel boxes have
long been used in the east for shipping
vegetables and early apples. The closed
box has also been used somewhat, by a few
individuals, notably by Mr. L. Woolverton,
of (Jrimsby, Out., who was exporting wrap-
ped apples in bushel boxes, 128 apples to
the box, fifteen years ago.
But the real introduction of the apple

box as a commercial package for winter
apples is coincident with the rise of com-
mercial anple growing in the Pacific coast
states, within the past fifteen years. The
prototype cf the apple box is the orange
box. The Pacific coast apple growers face
conditions that have made the box, rather
than the barrel, their almost exclusive ap-
ple package. The most important condi-
tion is their great distance from markets,
and consequent high transportation charges.
It costs 50 cents to raise a bushel of Hood
River apples, and 50 cents more to lay it

down in New York. This makes it impera-
tive to economize space and the box packs
tighter in a car than the barrel, especially

the old fashioned barrel with a three or four
inch bilge.

But the most important effect of the great
distances and high rates has been on the
grading of the fruit. rhere would be no
profit in paying such high transportation
charges on inferior fruit. Only fruit that
will sell at the top of the market will justify
the outlay. This means carefully graded
fruit, fully as much as high quality fruit.

The box package enforces careful grading.
The shiftless 'shuffle pack," is still used in

some parts of the we.st, but in most cases
apiiles packed in boxes are placed tier upon
tier. This is expensive, but the cost of
grading is small compared with the cost of

getting the fruit to market, and the re-

turns usually justify the outlay. The points
to be noted are that great distance from
markets and high transportation charges
have forced the western fruit grower to

grade more carefully than his eastern com-
petitor ; and that the bushel box, in which
uniformity is imperative, has thus become
the distinctve western package.
Another condition that has had some in-

fluence is the fact that the soft woods pro-
dominate in the west, and the hardwoods in

the oast. The barrel is a hardwood package;
the box is a softwood package . Some bo.xes

are now being made in the east from poplar
and yellow pine, but they are decidoclly in-

ferior to the fir, spruce, and white' i)ine

boxes of the west; not only because they
are heavier and more rigid, but also be-

cause they come in narrower widths. The
buj-ho' apple box is the most logical and

•Extract from an address delivered at the meet-
ing of the American Pomological Society la«t
September.

fitting package that the west could develop
out of the material at hand. In view cf
the rapirt reduction of our natural forests,
we must soon expect to face the necessity
of forest tree culture. The soft woods, be-
ing more rapid in growth, will become more
common and cheaper than the hardwoods,
hence the barrel will tend to become more
and more costly, as compared with the box.

high prices por western fruit
Eastern apple growers have been more or

less nettled, and their ambition stimulated,
by the high prices received for western box
fruit iu recent years. It is rather galling
to eastern men to see a bushel box of Wash-
ington or British Columbia apples selling

for the same price as his own three-bu,shel

barrel. It relieves him somewhat to dilate

upon the superior "quality" and "flavor"
of his own fruit.

GRADING AND PACKING

The fundamental difference between the
two types of packages is here. The box
encourages and almost enforces, honest and
uniform grading, while the barrel permits
carelessness in this respect. The cost of
packing is also an item. Where a very
1- ge quantity of fruit is packed by speci-
ally trained men, it costs little if any more
for labor to pack in boxes than in barrels.
Mut the small grower, and especially one
who has been accustomed to the barrel pack,
will find that it costs from one third to one
half more to pack in boxes than in barrels.
Small, or otherwise inferior fruit seldom

if ever yields as high returns in the box
pack as in the barrel pack. Only the large
sizes go well in boxes. It is a question for
each grower to decide whether he can get
more by sorting out his fancy and No. 1

stock for boxing and selling the smaller fruit

in barrels, than to sell all in barrels as
No. I's.

Another point to be considered is the
shane of the fruit. It is almost imperative
that box fruit should be quite regular in

shape. Ijop-sided and mis-shapen fruit, like

the York, es])ecially from young trees, would
not pack well in boxes.

No one has ever succeeded with the box
pack using common stock. Only fancy and
No. 1 fruit of the best quality has paid in

boxes. Hv intensive methods and especiall.v

hv thinning the young fruit on the trees,

many of the best western growers have been
able to produce fruit ninety-five per cent, of

which is fancy. Practicall,y all of the Hood
River fruit is box fruit. I doubt if, on
nn averaco thirt.y per cent, of the apple
crop of Ontario, or any other part of the
west, is box or fancy fruit. This point
must be kept emphaticall.v in mind when
the suggestion is made that the box should
become the exclusive apple pack'age of the
east, as it is now in the west. ,

quality op fruit

Of far le.ss importance than the grade of

the fruit in the package, in resnect to the
question before us, is its quality. It is

a fact, however, that the box fruit that has
comanded the highest prices is mostly of

varieties of high quality. Winesap, Spitzen-
burg, Newtown. But other varieties, even
some cf very indifferent qualit.y, have been
sold in the box package to great advantage,
showing that the st.yle of package and the
grade of fruit, rather than its flavor, are

the deciding factors. However, the general
experience has been that the bettor the
quality of the friiit, the more apt it is to

pay in the box pack. If varieties of in-

ferior quality pay in the box pack, it is be-
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causo thfi slyli> of pHckane and tlic uradiim
outweigh the dofioioncy in quality.

EXTBIltENCE IN THE EAHT
Having in mind the ossontial difroroni-o

lictwoon tho box and the barrol trade, it

does not seem stranKC that most of the at-

tempts to use the box in the east have not
resulted satisfactorily. It is probably near
the truth to say that eiRht out of every ten

trials of the ap!)Ie box in the east have
been unsucressful. A notable example is an
experiment l)y the Field PomoloKist of the
United States Department of Agriculture,
Mr. W. A. Taylor, several years ago. He
sent abroad during two seasons, eight car-

loads of carefully graded boxe<l Baldwin,
^crk and Newton, but with indifferent re-

sults as compared with barrels. There are

many possible reasons for these failures.

CUSTOM
Custom is hard to change and the box

pa<'kBge is an innovation in the east. As
a rule, eastern buyers and grocers do not
look with favor upcn the box, partly bo-

cause the profits in repacking and selling

a barrel of indifferently packed api)les are
apt 10 be greater than in handling three
well packed boxes. If the producer could
deal direct with the consumer, it would be
different; there is no doubt but that a

majority of the consumers prefer the box,
or a smaller package, if the fruit did not
cost much more.

THE MARKET
A good' deal depends upon what a certain

market prefers, in the matter of fruit pack-
ages, as well as in fruit varieties. In the
west there is special necessity for caution
in this respect. Some buyers want their

fruit Hi boxes, and ethers prefer barrels,

acccrding to the market they expect to

reach. The grower who ships should ho
equally wise.

POOIl PAOKINfi • AND GRA»ING
More failures arise from this cause than

from any other. The art of packing boxes

is not acquired in an hour. It is work for

specially trained men not for the average
farm help. In this resjjcct it differs mater-
ially from bairel packing, which may l)e

quite -veil ''. ne by ordinary heH. More-
over, the hafits of several generations of

men 1,'iio h.ive packed in barrels, using
"facers '. and "fillers", have descended to
the fruit /lowers of to-day and many of
them find it extremely difficult to keeji the
snuiller, poorly color<id, or slightly imjier-
fect specimens from gravitating to the bot-
tom of the box. It will take a generation
or two, perhaps, tc breed out that habit
The western man deserves no credit for
being more honest in this respect, for, as
has been pointed out, honesty was not mere-
ly the best policy for him, but the only
policy that would pay freight rates.

Canadian Fruit Prospects
With the exception of British Columbia

the crop of fruit in Canada this year will

be unusually light. Tho crop in a large

part of the United States is also light as

well as in Great Britain and Euroi)e, The
shortage is world wide and prices fcr fruit

should rule high.

^British Columbia will harvest probably
the largest crop in the history of the oro-

vince. The Deputy Minister of Agricul-
ture, W. K. Scott, is apprehensive that
there will be serious loss owing to the
scarcity cf labor. Orchard laborers are

asking $3.00 a day. In the adjoining states

of Washington and Oregon, where Oriental
labor is more available, labor can be ob-

tained at about half that price.

In Nova Scotia the fruit crop will be the
most signal failure on record. This is due
in a large measure to severe frosts on June
.5 and 6. With few exceptions, trees, that

bore heavily last year, are almost bare
this year. There are odd sections where

(iravensteins and other varieties are giMxl,

but for the most part they are a failure.

The quality, too, promises to be pcor. Ow-
ing to the small crop many growers ceasi'fl

s|)raying and fungous diseases are more in

evidence than visual. Pears, plums and
other fruits will also be light. Secretary
for Agriculture, M. Cumming, in an ex-

cellent crop report he has issued, reports
that the year will be a disastrous one fcr

the fruit growers.
In eastern Quebec the apple crop is very

light as well as in the counties of Hunt-
ingdon. Chateauguay, Rouville, Bagnt.
Lotbiniere and Brome. The bloom was
abundant, but the frost of June 3rd de-

stroyed it and althcugh the fruit set well

it later nearly all dropped. Mr. Augu.st

Dupuis, director of the provincial fruit

experiment stations, writes The Canadian
Horticulturist that owing to the shortage

a few carloads of apnles of fall and winter
varieties from Ontario should find a ready

OUR NORTHERN GROWN STOCK HAS PROVED ITS MERITS

Manor Richelieu. Munay Bay, Que.
Our Selected Northern Grown Stock, which was used to ornament tl.c grounds in the above illustration, has succeeded splendidly, even in this extreme climate. Out stock

is used by those who demand the best. Give us a tiial order. We will satisfy you. Our Catalogue free for the asking.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO., Ltd., 10 Phillips Place, Montreal, Que. aI^S:^:^^^];^-^::,.,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

Extra Selected Bulbs
. . ALSO. . .

LILIES, PAEONIES, IRIS, PHLOX, FORCING & HARDY PLANTS

NOTE.— 1 h*ve just returned from Europe where 1 have personally inspected all my Bulbs, and guarantee

them to be of the highest quality and true to name.

ROBERT T. PINRERTON,
709 Eastern Townships Bank Building, - - MONTREAL, Canada
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sale this fall east cf Quebec city as far as

Uimouski.
ONTARIO PRORPKCTS

The June droo in Ontario was so heavv

as to materially affe(^t the apple crop, which

will be much lighter than was first ex-

pected. Alojig the north shore of Lake
Ontario the apple crop will not be more
I ban ikbout one half cf last year's crop,

and a poorer sample than usual will be

harvested from unsprayed orchards.

Along the Ottawa and St. Lawrence
Kivers, although the drop was heavy, a fair

crop of Mcintosh, Fameuse and Alexander

apples will be harvested. In southern On-

tario, while early apples will prove a fair

to gcod croi), winter varieties will prove

lighter than" usual. In Perth, Wellington,

Waterloo and Simcoe counties winter ap-

ples are almost a failure.

ENOM8H CONDITIONS

The rei)ort of AVardell & Co., of Liyer-

|iool, is that the apple crop of the United

Kingdom will be the wcrst known for many
years. Rooorts from the Continent also

show that the fruit crop is very poor. Kng-

lish dealers re-iort that the British mar-

kets are ready tor fruit and that good prices

will be |)aid. Taken all around the api)le

crop of the wcrld this year is likely to be

one of tlie lightest over harvested.

PE.\R8

I'ears will be a medium to good crop in

Ontario, Nova Scotia and British Columbia.
I'LirMS

Plums will be a liglit crop in some sov-

tions of Ontario especially in the Georgian

Hay district and the counties bordering on

Laiie Huron and Lake Erie. Britisli Col-

ml)ia wiir have a large crop.

PK.VC HE8
Karly peacJies have been a good cro]j in

ritish Columbia. In the Niagara district

peaches will be a good crop although not
as heavy as last year.

VALUES
The Dominion Fruit Division reports

that all No. I a|ii)les and pears, both early

and late, will find a read,y sale and that
early apples have .sold at good prices both
in the northwest and on the eastern
markets.

Cold Storage ior Fruit
In order to assist in the establishment

of an export trade in early apples and
tender fruits, the Dominion Deiiartment of

Agriculture has again arranged with the
steamship companies for the reservaticn of

cold storage chambers for fruit only, on
steamers sailing from Montreal to Glas-
gow, London, Liverpool and Bristcl, as

follows :

Glasgow—Saturnia, Donaldson Line, Sep-
tember 8th.

. (ilasgow—Hesperian, Allan Line. Septem-
ber 17th.

(ilasgow—Ionian, Allan Line, September
24th.

Glasgow—Grampian, Allan Line. October
1st.

Lcndon—Hurona, Thomson Line, Septem-
ber 17th.

London—Devona, Thomson Line, Septem-
ber 24th.

liondon—Cervona, Thomson Line,' October
1st.

Livei'iiool—Megantii^, White Star-Dominion
Line, Septi^mber 17th.

Liverpcol— Dominion, White Star-Domin-
ion Line, September 24th.

Liverpool—Laurentic, White Star-Domin-
ion Line, October 1st.

Bristol—Royal Edward, Canadian Northern
Line September 15th.

One chamber on each of these steamers

will be available for shipments of fruit at
the regular rate of freight, to be paid tc
the steamship companies in the usual way.
A proper temperature will be maintained
in these chambers regardless of the quan-
tity of fruit carried. In every case, ship-
ments should reach Montreal not later
than the morning previous to the day of
sailing. The Department of Agriculture
will assume no resocnsibility in connection
with these shipments, but there will be the
usual supervision by the government cargo
inspectors at Montreal and at the port of
destination. Thermographs will be placed
in the chamb<»rs so that a complete record
of the temperature on each voyage will be
secured.

As the space in the chambers is limited,
shippers who wish to take advantage of the
facilities offered should make application
for space to the steamship agents as early
as possiblo before making shipments. Ap-
^licants should state the kind of fruit and
the number and size of the packages tc be
shii)i)ed. Freight will be accepted in the
order in which the space is booked.

In connection with these sailings, ar-
rangements will probably be made with the
lailways to run one or more iced cars
weekly tc Montreal to pick up export ship-
n-ents of fruit. Full particulars of this
snecial iced car service will be given later.
Meanwhile shippers are reminded of the
fact that iced cars may be obtained on
lioMi the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk
Railways until October 1st, for export
shipments of not less than 24,000 ncunds
of fruit from one station, on which this
Department pays the cost of icing up to
it'5 00 a car. Prospective shippers are re-

quested to advise the Dairy and Cold Stor-
age Commissioner, Ottawa, as to the date
when shipments will be made and the quan-
tity and kind of fruit to be forwarded.

Bulbs for Fall Planting
We have a niatrniflcent stock of
liulbsof excceilingiy tine <|uality
to offer this fall at most leason-
al>le prices. Excellent values In

Dutch Hyacinths,

Lilium Harrisii,

Freesia,

Roman Hyacinths,

Paper Vvhite Narcissus,

Forcing and Bedding 1 ulipS,

Spireas, Oxalis,

Crocus, Amaryllis,

Etc.

Palms and House
Plants

Send for our bca\itiful Illustrat-
ed Catalogue; mailed free on

request.

Steele Briggs Seed Co.

HAMILTON
Limited

TORONTO WINNIPEG

HERBERT RASPBERRIES
HEAD WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT THEM

"W. J. Kerr. Est).,

"Proprietor Tlie Ottawa Nurseries,
"Woodrcire. Ont.

"Dear Sir:—Let me express the pleasure 1 had in to.v visit
to ,vour large block of Herbert Raspberries. I have seen these
fruiting now for a number of years, and have sampled the
fruit in every form, and believe that the Herbert is the com-
ing commercial berry in earlinoss, size and quality. This will
certainly be the case where the hardiness of the cane is of im-
portance. I have such faith in its merits that I propose to
supply the capital to a tenant of mine to make a plantation
of live acres of the Herbert this fall.

"Realty too much cannot be said for the Herbert on account
of its hardiness. The qtiality of the berry is, in my cjpiuion,
rather better than Cuthbert, especially when canned, and it

also has the advantage in size. I do not know when I gave a
recommend with heartier good-will.

"A. McNeill,
"Chief Fruit Division."

"Johnson, Nebraska, May, 13, 1910.

"W. J. Kerr, Esq.,
"Woodroffe, Ont., Canada.

"Dear Sir:—The Herbert Raspberry plants came to hand O.

K., and were planted the same day. and seem to not feel bad
for changing their nationality, as they arc starting to grow
nicely, and they certainly look as if they were built for busi-
ness. Yours respectfully.

"O. 8. CHRISTY."
The above letters are evidence of the genuineness and quality

of our Herbert plants. The Herbert has no eiiual as a heavy
yielder of strictly high class berries. Wc are the only nursery-
men who have ever secured plants from the originator.

The originator, with Mr. W. l'. Macoun, Dominion Horticultur-
ist. Alexander McNeil. Chief of the Fruit Division of the Dominion
Department of Agriculture, and a staff representative of The Can-
adian Horticulturist, inspected and approved our large stock of
plants, this past summer, so we are not ashamed of them.

Write for descriptive circular and price list.

THE OTTAWA NURSERIES, Woodroffe, Ont., Canada

(howtrs nt Ott.-iwii, iif hardy trees, sinubs, vines, smnll fruit

pl.'uits. etc. We offer ii iiirjie stock of striiniS rhubarb roots for
winter forcint!. We have also ii Inrjie stock of tlic new Hydrautica
Arborcscens, or "Hills of Snow," anil other hardy shrubbery, ever
jLjreens ,etc.
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APPLES
Bought, Sold and Handled on Con-

signment for

England, Germany and
Western Canada

I KKPRESENT THE OLD FIRMS OF

Ph. Astheimer & Son, Hamburg, Ger.

Thomson & Mathieson, Glasgow

North of England Fruit Brokers,

Manchester

W. Dennis & Sons, London

D. Crossley & Sons, Liverpool

ALSO FIRMS IN

Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saska-

toon and Edmonton.

For information call or write

A. S. CHAPIN
APPLE BROKER

75 Yonge St., TORONTO
Phones Main 3547, College 3307

Threatened Insect Invasion
Tn an address delivered at the convention

of the Canadian Horticidtural Association

in St. Catharines last month, Dr. C. Gor-
don Hewitt. Oominion Entomologist, stated

that Canada is thre.itened with an invasion

of the Brown-tail and Gipsy Moths. They
may be introduced either from the New
England states or from Europe whence
they first came to America. The Destruc-
tive Insects and Pests Act, recently passed
by the Dominion government, was drafted
with the object of guarding against the

introduction of these pests into Canada.
Last year the division of entomology in-

spected im])orted European stock and found
one hundred and ninety winter nests of the
caterpillars of the Brown-tail moth. Over
a million and a half plants were examined.
This year about two and a half million

plants were individually inspected and
three hundred and thirteen nests were
found. Each of these nests might have,

contained several hundred hibernating
caterpillars of the moth. Dr. Hewitt stated

that he could not insist too strongly on
the importance of the utmost precautions
being taken to guard against the intro-

duction of such dangerous pests.

for any change in the present duty of about
20% on greens such as smilax and aspara-
gus, greenlaurels, rose plants of all kinds,
carnation plants, bedding plants, green-
house plants known as stove plants, and
ferns. A retniest will be made to have a
duty of 20% placed on cannas and gladioli,
which are now admitted free. A duty of
20% is now eliarged on aquatic plants. A
rofiuest will be made to have these placed
on the free list.

The government will be asked to amend
certain regulations of the Dominion In-
sect and Pest Act so as to permit of greater
freedom in the importation of florists'
stock. The government will also be asked
to have the port of Montreal made a port
of entry.
The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, J. Connon, Hamilton; 1st Vice Presi-
dent, A. C. Wilshire, Montreal : 2nd Vice
President, R. I.. Dunn. St. Catharines:
Secretary, Wm. C. Hall, 825 St. Catharine
St., Montreal; Treasurer, C. H. Janzen,
Berlin ; Executive for three vears, E. I.

Mepsted, Ottawa, H. B. Cowan, Peter-
boro, and W. Mnstin, Davisville.

The Florists and The Tariff
The annual Convention of the Canadian

Horticultural Association was held in St.

Catharines, Aug. 10 to 12th. This asso-

ciation represents the professional florists

and gardeners of Canada.
It was decided to request the Dominion

government to make certain changes in the
tariff on plants. The principal discussion

took place over the tariff on palms, on
which there is now a duty of 20 % . The
government will be asked to place palms
on the free list. It was decided not tc ask

The Cold Storage of Apples
Bulletin No. 24 entitled. "A Report on

Some Trial Shipments of Cold Storage .^p-
nles," by J. A. Ruddick, Dairy and Cold
Storage Commissioner, has recently been
•ssued. It gives the results of some prac-
tical tests of the advantages of cold stor-
age for late winter and spring shipments.
Much valuable information is contained in
this bulletin.

Every result in the experiments points
to the importance of immediate storing
after picking. The advantage gained by
the prompt cold storing of the apples after
picking was strikingly manifested. The

IMPORTANT
TO EXPORTERS OF APPLES

We are in a position to receive, handle and sell Can-

adian Apples to the bcst possible advantage.
Shippers would do well to consign their apples to our

care

Highest Market Prices Guaranteed

Prompt Returns and Settlements

A Trial Solicited, for further Information please

apply to

R. FLEWITT 81 CO.
Stnithfield Market, Manchester

and 21 VICTORIA STREET, LIVERPOOL.

CABLE ADDRESS: Flewitt, Liverpool Manchester.

Soattergood, Part II.,CABLE CODES / So!

I
A. B, C, Fourth Edition.

CANADIAN REFERENCE—Dixon Bros., 66 King Street East, Hamil-
ton, Ont.

ENGLISH REFERENCES—Williams Deacon's Bank, Limited

APPLES and PEARS
FOR GLASGOW

= CONSIGN TO;

ANDREW CHALMERS
ESTABLISHED 1849

82-88 ALBION STREET

Private Sale Only. Highest Nets

Returned.

BANKERS:

Bank of Toronto, Colborne

Commercial Bank Bazaar, Glasgow

Cables: Bananas, Glasgow. Codes: A.B.C 5th cd.
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l)ulletin advocates having the cold storage
facilities for apples located as near as pos-
sil)le to the point of production.
The experiments indicate that it is prac-

tical to ship carefully packed winter apples,
that have been promptly cold stored, with-
out repacking. This is important as it

would be an immense advantage to the
apple trade if repacking could be dispensed
with.

CAN EXTEND THE SE-^SON

Mr. Ruddick claims that the usual sea-
son for greenings may be extended several
weeks if the apples are well matured on the
trees and placed in cold storage without de-
lay after picking.

It is frequently asserted that apjjles de-

teriorate quickly after being removed from
cold storage. It would seem to depend en-
tirely on the stage which the ripening pro-
cess had reached. Apples ripen slowly in

cold storage. If they are held until the
limit is nearly reached, they naturally de-
teriorate quickly when removed, but no
more quickly than they would if the same
stage had been reached in ordinary storage
at any temperature.
There is evidence in the results cf the

trials to show that apples which are cold

stored promptly after picking and held

at 32-34 degrees for say five months, then
removed to a high temperature for one
month, will be in a better condition at the

end of the sixth month than if they had
been exposed to the same high temperature
for the first month and then placed in cold

storage for the rest of the period. Or, in

other words, exposure to a high tempera-
ture just after picking, when the life pro-

cesses are active in the apple, will cause

. more injury than the same exposure at

I^Hbter stage.

^^Renew your subscription .ow.

Ontario Methods Criticised
The following extracts from two letters

received recently by The Canadian Horti-
culturist should be of interest to Ontario
fruit growers

:

We are not handling any Ontario fruit
and do not expect to with the exception of
grapes and possibly some Snow apples. The
trade in our section have been "done" so
frequently on Ontario barrel apples that it

is a very difficult proposition to sell them
at any price in competition with the other
stuif ircm British Columbia and Washing-
ton that is honestly packed.—Royal Fruit
Co. Ltd., Edmonton, Alta.
Unless Ontario fruit growers adopt a bet-

ter method of packing and shipping their
apples for the western trade we fear they
will lose this market to a large extent, as
the British Columbia and Washington
growers seem to have a much better method
of packing and shipping than the growers
of Ontario.—Stockton & Mallinson Limited,
Regina.

Items oS Interest
The greatest fruit . show ever held in

New Brunswick will take place in St. John
during the month of November. The pro-
vincial government has granted $500.00 in
priiies which has enabled the officers of the
New Brunswick Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion to provide an attractive prize list.

Copies may be obtained on application to
the secretary, A. G. Turney, Fredericton
N. B.

The Department of Trade and Commerce
reports that on account of the shortness of
the crop of English orchard fruits this year
there should be a good demand for Nova
Scotia cranberries and at good prices, pro-
viding that shipments are made early.

SPITALFIELDS

MARKET /fij*^

LONDON

APPLE BARRELS

\Y7E can furnish you with

Staves, Hoops and

Heading of the best quality

for making Barrels, or arrange

with our cooper friends to

supply you with the Barrels

ready for packing, ^All our

stock is standard grade, war-

ranted up to the requirements

of the Fruit Department.

The Sutherland -Innes Co.
LIMITED

CHATHAM ONTARIO

BASKETS
We are Headquarters for

all kinds of Splint Baskets

Veneer Hipplicd (or the protection oi trtci from mice
during; winter

FRUIT PACKAGES A SPEQALrFY

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The Oakville Basket Co., Oakville, Ont.

MHnHon TtM Caniulian HortlcultiniBt when writinc;
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The Piano

Which Everyone

Can Play

An ordinary piano is limited

In its usefulness. If no one

in the family plays, it stands

idle. This Piano is never idle

—

every one in the family plays it.

^ ^
New ScaleWilliams

Player Piano

±-hh^
\inlocVis the hidden treasures of

the world's music. Everyone can
plays It—and en]oy his or her
favorite music, be it what it may.
New Scale Williams Player

Piano Is a double delight—It gives

you the superb New Scale
V/Ullams Piano, and the ability to

play it.

Made with 88 and 65 notes—In

a variety of magnificent designs.

Our catalogues show the New
Scale Williams Player Pianos In

detail. Write for free copies and
particulars of our plan of easy
payments.

TIE WUUAMS PUNO CO. Umiled.

OSHAWA, ONT.

UANCB OFFICES;

Wlnnl»«(. Han.. 323 Portage in.
wlreal. Qdc, 733 SL CaOwrtDC SL n.

.0Bt.2Cir

108 A^s^
ONTARIO (Trafalgar Castle)

f A T\Ii:C> WHITBY, ONT.
LALIllliO CANADA.

COLLEGE 0''--Sept.8.h.'9.C

PERFECT SURROUNDINGS
FULL COUaSKS IN

Literature Elocution
Music Fine Arts

Household Science, etc.

Splendid organization. Rates moderate.
WRITB THE PRINCIPAL FOB CALENDAR

KEY. J. J. HARE, Ph.D.
\Miitb.v, Ont.

Information for Fruit Shippers
inloniiatioii relating to tlie provisidns oi

tlio Inspection and Sale Act of the Dominion
Government, better known as the Fruit

Marlis Act. is contained in bulletin No. 11,

recently issued by the Dairy and Cold Stcr-

age Ck)niinissioner, for the guidance of fruit

growers and shippers. The bulletin eon-

tains the Act with notes exi)laining each

separate provision. The explanations show

tiiat the owner of apples at the time of

packing is responsible for the grading and
n.arlceting. His name and address must
appear en each package. Among the ex-

planations given are th« following :

Alarlis made on packages witli ordinary

lead pencils are not considered "indelible

as required lu tlie Act wliere it speciheo

tliat the packer must mark his name aiiU

the name of the variety or varieties oi

apples on eacii package. A stencil is tiie be.si

means oi coiiipiying with the law, aithougn a

ruuuer stamp makes a plain and indelible

mark if carefully used.

Ill case no name appears on packages, the

gcvernnient may take proceeuing against tue

owner of the package rthere ascertained and
ouherwise against Uie party in whoso posses-

sion the fruit is found.
When the name of a variety of fruit is

unknoivn or doubtful, shippers are at liberty

to sulL,stitute the word "unknown" for the

variety name.
The dehniticns of grades, Fancy No. 1 and

.-.o. i;, uo not vary from year to year, uor
do tUey vary lu aiftereut proviiicei of the

Uoniiiuon. Xf tue quality of tfie iruit gen-

erally is poor, ttio only result is that a smal-

ler proporticn of the fruit is of the higher
graues.
where the word "uniform" is used refer-

ring to the character of the fruit in a pack-
age, it IS meant to refer to the specimens
m each individual package. Normal sized

apples and very largo apples, packed m
tlie samo package are not considered
uniform.
•blacks"' and over-pressed packages are

ccnsiUered as not properly packed wiieu the

condition IS likely to result in perniauent
damage during Handling or transit. Defects
causing material \vast<i, include abnormal
giowtliK, bruises, immaturity and the ef-

lects of fungous diseases.

The practice at one time common, of

placing upon tlie barrels the name and ad-

dress of the apple operator, instead of the

name and address cf the owner of the apples

at the time of packing, renders the apple
operator liable for the package. When a

conviction is made upon information laid

,y a Dominion fruit inspector, the inspector

does not receive any part of the fine. Tlic

w lule tine is payable to the receiver-general.

Ineffective Arrangement
A. V. Main, Almonte, Ont.

I question if we as a gardening commun-
ity are moving onward in the importance of

arrangement, effect and taste in the horticul-

tural regime One is more convinced of

this when viewing the surroundings of fall

fairs and the miserable appearance of many
towns, with we^ds and dead trees so con-

spicuous in the principal thoroughfares.

When a few excel with original arrange-

ment of flowers, fruit, plants and vegetables

at fairs and some amateurs do similar jus; ice

in maintaining well-kept grounds around
their dwellings, why does the large company
of Us not make amends? To make a town
beautiful with well balanced shade trees,

flower beds, lawns, etc., individual effort is

chiefly responsible. The individual who
possesses the faculty of taste in his horti-

cultural . pursuit is well gifted.

AlLast

The Perfect

Washer

Our "Champion" is easily the champioa
of all ivashing machines.

All cojp and machinery covered.

Lever and High Speed Balance Wheel
operating together siraplj cut the work
•( washing to the lowett pouible point.

Doa't think of bfxjlar wtt-vhtDf iw>r*i<»*

«DtU yoa hare •een tile Cluimpioa". It f mut
4e>trT eaa't show It, write lu far booklet. H
vivn wazwnx a taaa «T aarrft. >

NDSORi^
v/ TABLE

I' SALT
" WindsorTableSalt is

the salt for u.s. We pay

our money for good salt

—made right here in

Canada—that every one

knows is absolutely pure.

We certainly won't

pay fancy prices for an

imported salt with a

fancy name."

Wind.sor salt is all salt

—pure, dry, dissolves in-

stantly, and lends a de-

licious flavor to every

V

dish.

ITS

WINDSOR
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Mount
Birds and Animalsl
Sportsmenl Fishermenl Hunters*
rJaturalifts antj others seekiiii? to
better therat-clves by learniIl^? a
great profession. Thewouderfulart
Of Taxidermy, so long kept secret.
can MOW ea!<iiy be learned right in
your home during your spare hours.
Noneed to give up your but^iness.

WE TEACH BY MAIL how to nv
_irds, animals, e'^iiie nca<ls tan sk
make rugs and Buuiit all truphit-s,

lightful, entrancing and niunay-niak
i profession x'or nif?:i and vLinien. Jjecorate
^ your home with rarespecimeusof the hunt

ordt&fi 'E&silyand quickly ler.nied. Success guarintced
orno tuition, pjidor^ied by thoui^ands of delishtfnl graduates.

Gg*ea0 BnokFR£Ei Ourhc&atifal matdntedhooi,
"How t(4 Learn to Mount Birds nnd Aniiiiai3,"''aMd oiirhand-

•oine Taxidermy Magazine absolutely free to all who write.

St-'p deoendin^ on a jfib, " ve a profession. WHto today*

S.W.Sr'bnol ofTaxWermv. s i ';tj*^'wood BIdp.. O^aha, N^h.

'•"Inine
in.s, I

. do- I

R^vibber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS, Etc.

Al-t. KINDS—ALI. PURPOSKS

W. E. IRONS 113 BAY ST. TORONTO

Daisy Apple

Press
Used liy all leadiriK

apple packers in Can-
ada, United States and
England.

Write for prices and
complete information
to

J. J. ROBLIN & SON
Manufacturers

Brighton, Ont.

Canada

Boiler ^

LARGER
FIRST
SECTION

The Most Perfect Modern
House Heating Apparatus

The moft

economical

and

relirble

heating for

Hot HoD>«t

f5,e"'' 'Dictionary of Heating'

IT'S FREE ':-'<:pi''"« 1'°^ "the
^^_^-^^^— largrr first section

'

saves the coal anil increases the
heating capacity; contains. alMi,

many useful hints on the subject of

heating in general. Write for it to

TAYLOR-FORBES ^Z^:^
GUELPH, CANADA

Installed by Heating Engineers

and Plumbers throughout Canada

Table decoration supplies a variety of

taste. In this line, many ladies forfiet the

real use of the table. Too many flowers

and green material are employed and the
view of the guests often is obstructed.
At horticultural exhibitions, collections of

plants and cut flowers are unnecessarily
stiff and artificial. The first prize exhibits

usually are well set up, every flower is seen
to advantage and the blending of color is

calm, quiet and harmonizing. The unsuc-
cessful exhibits may contain flowers that
are perfection, but they are so imperfectly
displayed, that they are void of attraction
to eitljer judge or spectator.
In vegetable exhibits, there is need of im-

provement. The general rule is everything
mixed up. The word "effect" is scarcely
known. There is much to gain from expos-
ing our goods to the best possible advan-
tage. Have your exhibit on a slope and
keep each sort of vegetables grouped to-

gether. By all means, have names attached
to all.

In the greenhouse or conservatory, stiff

formal groups are evident by the various
modes of arranging. They could be doubly
attractive. There is no need for having
the same old view and artificial aspect.
The suburbs of a town supply another

picture. Every effort and much money is

lavished on the mansion, ornamental walls
and fancy verandahs and railings. When
the landscape man is required, who is he?
Oh, some handy man who claims that he is

a most capable authority for laying out
grounds. The result is a levelling up of the
ground, a lawn is supposed to luxuriate on
the surface of bricks or mortar, and some
rank growing trees arc planted that have to

be hacked and limbed-up in a couple of

seasons, for they are practically unsuited
to the restricted area. Have a practical
man for such work ; for what is the most
gaudy and costly house without a taste-

ful arrangement of lawns, trees, shrubs and
flowers? A well-kept place commends itself

in the locality. It is the admiration of
those on foot, bus, car and automobile.
Can any precept be given to imbue us to

aim at advancement in hortictdtural man-
agement P

Further Fumigation Regulations
An additional regulation has been adopt-

ed under the Destructive Insects and Pests
Act, of the Dominion government, by which
all nursery .stock originating in Japan cr
in any of the states of Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maiiie, Massachusetts, Connec-
ticut and Rliode Island shall, after fumi-
gation, be subject to inspection at the point
of destination and cannot be unpacked ex-
cept in the presence of an inspector. Al-
ready a number cf injurious insects have
been founu on Japanese stock. The intro-

duction and establishment of .some of those

might prove to bo as serious as the intro-

duction of the San Jose Scale.

Dr. Gordcn Hewitt, Dominion Entomolo-
gist, informs The Canadian Horticulturist

that a number of insects occurring in

Japan, including the Apple and Pear i?'ruit

IJorers, have established themselves on the

Pacific coa.st. Others have been found
which might readily do so.

Pref. A. M. Soule, the President of the

Georgia Agricultural College, addressed the

members of the Lincoln Farmers' Institute

at Vinoland, Ontario, last month. Ho
claimed that a soil survey should be made
of the Niagara district so that the people
would know just what the land was and
how it should 1)0 fertilized and treated to

cbtaiii the best results.

PAEONIES
Wo offer the follow-

ing tiue varieties:

Achille
Alba Sulphurea
Brettonean,
njtilis Superba
Festiva
Festiva Maxima
.lulvecourt, Alice de
Or, Courouoe J'
Victoria, Queen
Wellington, Due de
We send them safe

ly paclied, carriage
prepaid, to any part
of Canada.
Send post card for

Price Iiist of these and
other Herbaceous Per-
ennials.

JOHN CAVERS
OAKVILLE, ONT.

$20.22

The No. 3A Folding

POCKET KODAK
Pictures 3!^ x S'/a (post card size,) Rapid

Rectilinear Lens, Kodalt Ball bearing Shut
tcr. Equipped throughout for the highest
grade work btit so simple anyone can
use it with success from the start. Loads
in dayhght with Kodali film cartridges for
two, four, six or ten exposures.

Ask your dealer to show you the 3.\

Kodak, or write us for complete catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Umited

TORONTO, CANADA.

APPLES
REPRESENTING

J. and H. Goodwin
Manchester, Liverpool and Hull

Thos. Russell
GLASGOW

E. H. Lewis & Son
LONDON

Will be pleased to keep you advised

regarding the condition of the Euro-
pean Markets. If you have any Apples
for export, call or write

Fred Barker
25 Church St., Toronto, Can.
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Cold Storage Fruit
Warehouse

Finest Apple Uooms in llie lloniinion for

EXPORT AND LOCAL TRADE

Special RoouiB for all liinds of Perislmblo

Goods

The Canada Cold Storage Co.
I.IMITKll

63 WILLIAM ST., -- MONTREAL

DO YOU GROW GINSENG ?

Have you ever tried growing Gin-

seng? Now is the time to prepare the

ground for planting. You should in-

vestigate this crop,—it will pay you

handsomely. Send for our Free Book-

let at once. Wo also gladly answer

any special inquiries when return

postage is sent.

Our experience is at your service.

E. A. Russell SI Co.
Box 102. BRANTFORD, ONT.

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST OH THE MARKET

WE MANUFACTUKE
STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

HANGING BASKETS
SAUCERS AND

STRAIGHT PANS

'HE BEST MADt

,

FOSTER'S
^

STANOABO
I

POT
Canada's Leading Pot

Manufacturers

Th« FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited

Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.
MentioQ The Canadian Horticulturist when writing'

m ^Kendalls
Spavin

Cure :

"Warren, Ont.
Feb. 11th.

; had a horse that

Spavin for a

long time and 1 had
tried nearly every kind of medicine

when a neighbor told me to use

Kendall's Spavin Cure, which I did

and II aclc4 w*n4ertiiUy."

M. ROSENTHAl,.
Kendall's Spavin Cure is no

untried experiment, but is the world's

standard remedy for all Swellings,

Soft Bunches and Lameness in horse

and man.
Used the world over for 4« years.

Kvery farmer, stockman, express-

man, livery proprietor and hocse

owner generally should keep it

always oa hand.

$1. a bottle—6 for $5. Ask y«ur
dealer for free copy of our book "A
Treatise On The Horse"—or write us

DK. B. J. KENDAIX CO. 56

Enaabora Falls., Vermant.

Peaches for "England
Alex. C. Biggs, OakvUle, Ont.

Our customers in Great Britain who
ordered peaches from us last year wero'

delighted with the fruit we sent and witli

its condition en arrival. On the whole

our last year's shipments were a decided

success.

This year we have sent out 1,000 circulars

to our customers asking orders for peaches

delivered anywhere in Great Britain. We
see no reason why wo should not shijj these

goods to the Old Country. We have had
considerable correspondence with our Trade
Commissioner, Mr. W. A. MacKinnon, of

Hirmingham, who is an expert on fruit,

and he has pointed out to us the mode in

which he considers this fruit should be

packed, and wo are endeavoring to follow

cut his instructions, and hope to be suc-

cessful with a much larger quantity than
we shipped last year. We are planning

to deliver these from Glasgow, Liverpool,

London and Bristol, and are negotiating

for space on the different lines to these

ports.

mere is one great obstacle standing in

the way cf this line of trade. That is the

need for a cheap fast service between the

fruit districts and Montreal. It is true,

we can ship by express but that is very

costly and takes the profit in comparison
with freight rates. If the Government only

owned the railroads this trouble would be

overcome, and not cnly would the ship-

ment of this kind of fruit for export re-

ceive an impetus, but many others would
receive the same benefit. We cannot use

refrigerator cars unless there is a full

car lot which might be a costly specula-

tion for individuals to engage in. Under
present conditions we are forced to ship

often, in small quantities, by various

routes, and by the fastest service that can

be obtained.

English Tomatoes
A shipment of fine English tomatoes was

received recently by Mr. J. Lockie Wilson,
Superintendent of Agricultural Societies

for Ontario, which had been forwarded by
the Koyal Edward, taking just six days
and three-quarters. The box contained
tomatoes in three stages of ripeness. They
were grown in the county of Kent. Several
persons who tasted them and compared
them with Canadian-grown tomatoes with-

out knowing which was which preferred

the home-grown product, as richer in flavor.

The home fruit is also firmer and larger.

The English tomatoes appeared to have
been grown under glass. Mr. Wilson has
shipped in return three boxes of Canadian
tomatoes. A larger quantity will be sent

in September, along with a shipment of

peaches.

jlltems of Interest

The St. Thomas, Ont., Horticultural
Society, in cooperation with the public

schools of the city, will hold a floral ex-

hibition on September 22, 23 and 24. The
scholars will exhibit their school work of

the last term. A musical entertainment
will be given by the St. Thomas Operatic
Society.
The annual report of the Canadian For-

estry Association for the current year

(1910) has just been issued, and is now
being mailed to members of the Associa-

tion. A full report of the convention held

in Fredericton, N. B., in February last is

contained in the volume. Requests for

copies of the report should be addressed
to Jas. Lawler, Secretary Canadian Fores-
try Association, Ottawa, Ont.

Established l»90 l.onx Dtslante Telephone M3I02

H. J. ASH
(Member Toronto Board of Trade)

Wholesale Fruit Merchant
44 Church St., Toronto, Out.

SPECIALTY:—Fancy Home Grown
Fruit and Vegetables

Send for Stamp and Pad

APPLE BARRELS
WRITE ME FOR PRICES ON

Staves, Hoops, Heading and Lin-
ers for Standard Barrels.

Correspondence Solicited with
Fruit Associations. Can supply

Barrels at low prices.

JOHN HAYNE
BRIGDEN, LAMBTON CO., ONT.

AGENTS WANTED FOR
LYTLE'S
PURE

ARSENATE
OF LEAD

In 10, 50, and 100 lb. Kegs

WEED-RILLERS
INSECTICIDES
SHEEP-DIPS, Etc.

Full Particulars on Application

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL, ENG.

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
Capital Authorized, $10,000,000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5.450.000.00

Reserve Fund . 5.450,000.00

D. B. WII^KIE, FrMident
HON. R. JAI'TRAT, Tloe-PrMldent

Branchea a.nd Agencies throughout
the Dominion of Canada

Drafu, Money Orders and Letters of Credit

issued available in any part of the world

Special attention given to collections

Savings Department—Interest allowed on de-

posits from date of deposit.
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Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont.

SEPTEMBER 20th, 1910
Horticulture is an important branch of the

course of study. For earnest nnd enterprising

young men, Horticulture in its various branches
offers as large a reward for intelligent well di-

rected effort as any other pursuit or profession.

To those interested in fruit-growing, market
crardening, nursery work, floriculture, or land-

cape gardening, the primary object of the course

is to lay a foundation for the most successful

and intelligent work. To this end both the

science and art or the theory and practice are

taught. While the sciences are invaluable in giv-

ing accurate and definite knowledge regarding

the origin and growth of plants, and the composi-

tion and physical properties of soil, they cannot

tell us just how to select varieties or how to propagate, transplant, cultivate, fertilize, prune, spray or what is equally

essential in practice, harvest, store and market the product to the best advantage. In the class room and laboratory oi

in the field in the busy season a student attending College has an opportunity to study these various operations, and also

to learn the why and wherefore so far as is known.

Have you received a copy of our 1910 and 1911 Calendar, which outlines in detail the work of the various courses? H
not, send for one TO-DAY. It will be mailed free on application to

G. C. Crcdnvan, President.

1910 Niagara District

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
Under the Auspices of St. Catharines Horticultural Society

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

September 14, 15 and 16, 1910
AT THE ARMOURY

ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Nearly $1500^ in Prizes
For Fruits and Vegetables, Flowers, Honey,

Decorated Tables, Etc.

XIX REGIMENT ORCHESTRA IN ATTENDANCE
Reduced Rates on Railways

Horticultural Society Competition for

VALUABLE STERLING CUP
donated by St. Catharines Uorticultural Society under condi-
tionH adopted by Ontario Horticultural Association:

Exbibits to comprise the following;
Alters, 50 blooms in 5 vases.
Gladioli, 50 spikes in 10 vases.
fiiranium, double, 20 blooms, in 4 vases.
Hydrangea, 3 .spikes in 1 vase.
Phlox Drummondi, 50 in 5 vases.
Stook.s, 10 weeks, 12 spikes in 3 vases.
Vases will be provided.
Cup to become the property of the first .Society winning it twice
Open to all Horticultural Societies in the Province, other than

the St. Catharines Society. Notice of Entry should be given to the
Secretary as early as possible that sufficient vases may be pro-
vided, and space assigned.

GEORGE GORDON, St. Catharines,
Secretary for District Exhibition

C. A. HESSON, W. B. BURGOYNE,
Treasurer F'resideiil

R. & W. Davidson
9 Virginia St., GLASGOW

Principal Branches :

49 Tooley St., London, S.E.

1 9 Mathews St., Liverpool

Also at :

MANCHESTER. LEEDS, BIRMING-

HAM. BRISTOL. NEWCASTLE-ON-
TYNE and LEITH.

Consignments of Canadian Apples, selected

winter varieties, in boxes, distributed direct to

buyers—not auctioned.

Correspondence Invited
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

Annapolis Valley East, N. S.

Eunice Wattt, A. R. H. S.

Growing crojjs arc still being hont'fitcd by
periodical showers,—so far the season has not
been excessively hot. The shortage in the

apple crop is already beginning to influence

other industries. Coojjers have turned away
their men owing to orders for apple barrels

being cancelled ; this in turn affects the

store-keepers and others who sell goods or

hire labor. On the mountains the orehardists

were more fortunate in escaping the frosts,

but it is going to be a hard year f t r many
;j;:owers in the valley.

mi mm^
Fall web-worms with their nests stand out

conspicuously, while various other caterpil-

lars in less (luantities are scattered through
the orchards. The brown beetles are attack-

ing the cherry trees, but they are controlled

by Paris green or other internal poisons.

The first shipments of apples, Crimson
Beauties, went oil during the first week in

August ; Astrachans and Duchess soon fol-

low. Gravensteins come in about September
10th. The first ripe tomatoes were gathered
here on Augu.it 10th.

Experiments were tried in the nursery of

spring budding, but as these were not suc-

cessful, the stocks are being re-budded. The

The Fonthill Nurseries
ESTABLISHED 1837

FOR FALL PLANTING
Barberry Purple
Barberry Thunbergii
Currant Flowering
Deutzias in variety

Forsythia Fortunii

Hydrangea P. G.

Hydrangea Arborescens

Japan Quince
Spiraea Blue
Spiraea Anthony Waterer
Spiraea Van Houttei

Siberian Bogwood
Snowballs

Syringas in in variety

Flowering Thorns
Golden Elder

Honeysuckles in variety

Lilacs, New Japan
Viburnum Lantana
Weigela Eva Rathke
Weigela Rosea

ORNAMENTAL SHADE TREES
American Elms
Beech, Purple Leaf
Beech, Fern Leaf

Catalpa
Linden (Basswood)
Mt. Ash Oak-Leaf

Carolina Poplar

Mt. Ash, Weeping
Maple, Norway
Maple, Silyer

Laurel Leaf Willow

PLANTS for the OLD-FASHIONED FLOWER GARDEN
Oriental Poppy
Shasta Daisy
Sweet William

Hollyhocks

Helianthus
Iris German

Iris Japan
Phlox
Paeonias

Boltor.ia

Coreopsis

Fox Glove

Send for Catalogue and Quotations—Agents Wanted

STONE & WELLINGTON
TORONTO, ONTARIO

IjikIs ari' i>rcffral)lv iii.sertcd uii thf iiortli

sicU> of the yo\iii(» trrc and are tivd in nitli

raffia which is cut iiway when the bud has
swollen. These little scions remain dormant
until the spring when they send out a vig-

orous shoot if the stock has been properly
IHuried and cultivated.
Herbs should now be cut and dried fcr

winter use, they are better if gathered while
in flower.

This has been an exceptionally bad year
for bees. At the besinninK of the season
they stored a lot of honey, but owing to so
much wet weather they were unable to fcr-

age and consumed their surplus stores. Kven
where they have not been treated for non-
swarming, they have shown very little in-

clination to leave the hive.

Montreal
£. H. Warlman

The arrivals of various kinds of fruits
from Ontario this season have not l>een in
excess of the demand. Therefore they have
brought a good average return. We find
to-day crates and baskets of uniform sizes
adapted well for the carrying of fruits safely
to our markets. Cherries and Cuthbert
raspberries were exceptionally fine and
prices high.

Apples coming forward in 11 quart baskets
have been generally of poor quality and
poorly graded. The few that were properly
graded and packed brought full prices.

Melons of the Montreal type are coming
in quite large quantities in crates eight
inches each, and have met with quick .sales.

The world-famed Montreal melons are said
to be below an average crop, although some
patches are yielding well. I counted 400
melons on about one-sixteenth of an acre
at Macdonald College Farm that were cf
superior quality, 10c per lb. is the usual
price at tliis farm.

,

Peaches are coming forward from Ontario
largely in 11 quart baskets, Cling Stone
type, largely ungraded and selling low, while
California, large Elberta and Crawfords are
selling at $1.25 per two layer wrapped boxes.
These jieaches keep for 10 days in order,
which gives dealers a good chance to dis-

pose of them. Our own early kinds rot very
quickly on arrival, therefore, dealers buy
cheap and in limited quantities.

I fancy that the man who would grade
his peachets, pears, plums anrt apples in

baskets to a uniform size, large or medium,
and put a slip of ps'iier under each netting
with the word "graded" and stick to such
prinoi])les would be ".mplv re ' "rded. We see

these words cu the boxes of Mediterranean
lemons from top to bottom. I have seen
these lemons sold and the prices ra7i high
because this brand had been handled over,

individually, and found true to uniform
grading. It is a name we want for good
grading and profits will follow.

Niagara District, Ontario
The berry crop is almost over now. black-

berries and black currants being the only
small fruits now coming on the market. The
raspberry crop was somewhat disappointing
not turning out much over half a crop.
Blackberries have been a good crop and are
bringing a fair price.

Karly peaches are abundant and are bring-
ing a fair price. The market is keen for

them.
•"arly phims are scprce except Burbank,

which is a fair crop. Many Biirbanks from
here are being ship])ed to the west. They
carry well and are bringing a good price

there.

Early pears are nearly over and Bartletts
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arn beginning to come in. There is a good
crop of these of excellent quality. Early
apples turned out pretty well around here
and some very nice fruit has been shipped.
Mr. T. H. P. Carpenter, of Winona, had
some particularly fine samples of Astrachans
and Duchess. There has been a heavy dro])

of apples and both fall and winter varieties

will not be more than a moderate croii, nor
will the quality be anything extra.

The better plums are commencing to come
on the n.arket. such as Washington, Brad-
shaw, Imperial Gage, etc. Washingtons and
Bradshaws are a good crop in the district

this year but the Bradshaws are inclined to

run small in a good many orchards.

Grapes still look very well. They will be
nearly an average crop ; red grapes over au
average and of good quality. The markets
are in a very healthy condition from a fruit

growers' point cf view and the prospects are

for somewhat better prices than ruled last

year. A qviantity of fruit and tomatoes is

going to the west from here already ; seven
cars left Winona alone on Aug. 20th with
the west as their destination.

The better class of peaches are going to

be a pretty good crop, not quite as heavy
as last year, in mj' estimation, but some
think that there will be just as many. El-

liertas are not nearly as good a crop.

Tomatoes are plentiful and the price has
r.-llen.

Plums are rotting quite badly in unspray-
otl orchards.
The following was the range of prices on

the Hamilton market on August 20th.

Fruits : Blackberries, per crate, Sf2.25 to

$2.50; red currants, per crate, $1.25 to

$1.50; gooseberries, per basket, 75c to $1;
black currants, per basket, $1.10 to $1.25;
apples, per basket, 16c to 40c

;
peaches per

small basket, 15c to 25c
;
peaches, per large

Thoroughness in construction

insures

against loss of tone, and tone is the most im-
portant factor in any piano. In every "Gourlay"
piano, the expert knowledge of its builders and
the determination to use nothing but the best.

either in labor or material, produces a sympath-
etic richness of tone that is unmatchable among
Canadian pianos.

We publish a booklet on "Piano Construction" that

every prospective piano buyer should read.
Write for it

GOURLAY, WINTER & LEEMING
188 Yonge Street .... TORONTO

PAPER FLOWER POTS
Old time transplanting with inevitable injury

to the plant now overcome.

The plant is not taken from the pot in planting.

This Pot protects the plant from cut worms
and other insects.

Everything in Supplies for Fruit

Packers and Evaporators

Tissue Fruit Wrappcs, Specially prepared Paper

Strip Lace Paper

Square Box Lace

Orchard Cushions

Curved Elm Liners

Wax Paper

Corrugated Boards

Corrugated Circles

Pulp Circles

Lace Circles

Colored Circles

White Circles

Write lor Samples and Prices

THOS. GAIN 81 SON
124 Richmond St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

APPLES WANTED FOR EXPORT
HIGHEST RETURNS MADE FOR CHOICE QUALITY

Representing

ihe well known and reliable receivers

JAMES ADAM, SON & CO., Liverpool

JAMES LINDSAY & SON. Glasgow

NOTHARD & LOWE. London

MANCHESTER FRUIT BROKERS, Manchester

TIMM & GERSTENKORM, Hamburg

Canadian Apples a Specialty

Market and Sale Reports

Cabled Every Sale Day

Proceeds Cabled as soon as sold
Advances made against Bills of Lading

A. E. W. PETERSON
27 Church St., Toronto, Canada

TELEPHONF. MAIN 5131
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Peerless Lawn Fence
Is Ktrunc and Attractive. AU the wires am
uniformly crimped, larjre Kauec, steel spriiiii win',

hesvily Kalvanized and coaled with while enuinel

palm. Noversaiis, never rubta. Improve yourprop-
erty with a I'eorless Fence. Cheap as wood and
more handsome and durable. Also full line of farm
and poultry fence and nates. Write fur Information.

THE BANWELL HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO.. Ltd.

Dept. Hamilton, Ont.. Winnipeg. Man.
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NOTTINGHAM
Is a good Midland Centre for the

distribution of Canadian Apples.

I can handle large quantities and soli-

cit Consignments via

Liverpool or Manchester
I invite correspondence.

Tom Ring
WHOLESALE MARKET

Nottingham, - England

APPLE SHIPMENTS
LONDON

LIVERPOOL and the CONTINENT

W. D. Peacock & Co.
1 BASINGHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.

SOLICIT CONSIGNMENTS
The High Stand iiiK and Long Experience of

this Firm is a Guarantee that the Best Inter-

ests of Consignors will lie conserved.

If You Want to be Sure of Quality

Buy

ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS
TRADE MARK

Medicinal and Toilet Preparations
You certainly take no chances when N A- gRU-CO.

you buy any toilet article or medicinal

preparation which bears the name NA-

DRU-CO and this trade mark.

As soon as you see "NA-DRU-CO"
you can be absolutely certain that the

article is the very best.

The National Drug and Chemical Com-

pany of Canada, Limited, has spent thousands of dollars in perfecting this

line of over 125 NA-DRU-CO preparations.

The formulEB are the best known to medical science.

The purity and strength of the ingredients are assured by rigid tests.

The compounding is done by expert chemists, who are thoroughly

qualified for a work so vital to your health.

Knowing that everything has been done to make them right, we

guarantee, positively and unreservedly, each and every NA-DRU-CO
preparation. If you find any one unsatisfactory we want you to return it

to the druggist from whom you bought it and he will refund your money.

Ask your physician or druggist all about the NA-DRU-CO line. They

are men of standing in your community, worthy of your confidence, and

in position to tell you, for we will furnish to any member of either pro-

fession, on request, a full list of the ingredients in any NA-DRU-CO
preparation.

NA-DRU-CO Dyspepsia Tablets
Cure sour stomach—heartburn—flatulence

—indigestion—chronic dyspepsia.

NA-DRU-CO Headache Wafers
Stop a headache In 30 minutes.

Contain no harmful drug.

NA-DRU-CO Talcum Powder
3 kinds—Violet—Rose—Flesh Color.

Gems of rafrssbmaat and refinement.

NA-DRU-CO Laxatives
Act without any discomfort.
Increased doses not needed.

NA-DRU-CO Baby Tablets
Relieve Baby's ills. Especially

valuable during teething.

NA-DRU-CO Tooth Paste
Cleanses throughout—prevents decay
—makes the teeth beautifully white.

National Drug and Chemical Compeuny of Canada, LimUed
Wholesale Branches at

:

Halifax—St. John—Montreal—Ottawa—Kmgstan—Toronto—Hamilton
London—Winnipeg—Regina—Calgary—Nelson—Vancourer—Vicloria. 40

basket. 2!x: to .50c; pears, per basket, 1.5<;

to 40c
; plums, ppr basket, 20c to 35c.

The follcwinK were the dealers' qiiotationK
at Winona, Grimsby, Beamsville, etc., for
the woek beginninR Aug. 19th.

PKACHE8
Triumph I

and Hales i

Triumph 1

and Hales I

No.

1 BASK. 10 BASK.

1, 4.5c 42e.

20 B^s

...4()r

No. 2, 30c. .27c 2.5

Leamington COc 57c .56

PLTTMS 1 BA8K. 10 BASK. 20 BA8K.
40c. .37e. ..%5Fancy Blue and Red

Medium
Fancy Blue and Red . .30c 27c 2.5

rBMlS 1 BASK. 10 BASK. 20 BASK.
Bartlett No. 1, .. 50c 45c 40c
Bartlett No. 2, .. 40c a5c
(Common 30c 25
Tcmatoes 25c 24c 23c
—W.W.

Irrigation Convention
The fourth annual convention of th<'

Western Canada Irrigation Association was
held at Kamloops, B.C., during .August.

1astin;i three days. Nearly every section of

Saskatchewan, All>erta and British Col-

nmbia was repre.sented, there being 119
delegates.

Premier McBride, of British Columbia,
stated that a stccktaking of the water re-

sources of the province was under way and
that hereafter it would have to be shown
that they were in use before a claim to a

water right would be given. All develop-

ment work for power purposes will have to

be done with the approval of the govern-
ment and the rates will be fixed by order
in council. Martin Burrell. M.P.. con-

tended that the government was as capable
of operating public utilities as efficientl.v

as private owners.
Papers were read by A. E. Meigben, the

engineer in charge of the Frtiitland irri-

gation system, and by Mr, .\. E. Ashcrcft,

of Coldstream. Other speakers were James
White, Secretary of the Conservation Com-
mission, and Hon. Duncan Marshall, Mini-
ster of Agriculture for Alberta.

A resolution was passed requesting the

British Columbia government to take steps

towards securing the better conservation

and control of the sources of water supply
in those districts in which governmental
action would clearly make for a fuller sup-

ply cf water- and its more equitable dis-

tribution, and further that the government
be asked to assist by guaranteeing the

bonds cf municipalities or companies in

those districts where otherwise large tracts

of land must remain unproductive for lack

of adequate irrigation systems.

The Dominion and provincial govern-
ments were urged to investigate as speedily

as possible for selection and reservation all

water sites and to forestall as far as pos-

sible the creation of vested interests.

IRIS GERMANICA
A very choice collection of the best named kinds

Mixed Iris, $1.00 per hundred.

Paeony—Festiva Maxima
The Queen of Whiter, and other named \ arietiefi

Small Divisions, 25 cents.

H.P. VAN WAGNER
STONEY CREEK. ONT.
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Talks on Advertising

No. 1

A full page advertisement in The Ladies' Home
Journal costs $5,000. A full page in The Saturday
Evening Post, published by the same company, costs
only $3,000. Yet the circulation of The Saturday
Evening Post is as large or possibly larger than The
Ladies' Home Journal. Why is advertising space in
one paper worth nearly twice as much as in the
other ?

In determining the value of advertising space in

a publication, there are several things to be taken
into consideration. The frequency of publication is

an important factor. In the case of the two papers
mentioned, one is (or was until recently) published
monthly ; the other weekly. A paper which reaches
its readers only once a month is read much more
carefully than a paper which comes more than four
times as often. A weekly paper must be read as

soon as received, or the next issue comes along, and
it is old. A monthly paper is read, not glanced
through. The best articles are read again, and then
the copy is kept for future reference. How oftej do
you see a member of your family going over a pile

of old Saturday Evening Posts, dating back for a

couple of years ? Yet this is a familiar sight iii the
case of The Ladies' Home Journal, and of all month-
ly publications. The fact that The Canadian Horti-

culturist is a monthly publication is one reason why
its advertising columns are so valuable to those
who use them.

Character of Circulation

has much to do in determining the value of adver-

tising space in a publication. Take the case of the
same two publications. The Ladies' Home Journal
is essentially a home publication. The copy may be
purchased at a news stand or from a newsboy, but
it is taken home to be read. The general character of

the articles published are designed to teach some-
thing, rather than to please for the moment. The
Saturday Evening Post has a larger percentage of

circulation among the general public and in many
cases it is simply purchased to pass the time for an
hour or two, and is then discarded.

The Canadian Horticulturist is designed to teach
its readers in regard to the principles and practices

of horticulture. Its readers are those who want to

learn something from its columns, who read the paper
in their homes, and see who advertises in its columns.
They are a well to do class, and their trade is worth
while to advertisers who seek to attract it by using the

advertising columns of this paper.

Subscribers who chance to miss their copy of The
Canadian Horticulturist, when asking that another
be sent, frequently state that they are preserving
their copies, and have a complete file dating back for

a number of years. The paper supplies something
in the reading line they want, and they feel that they

do not like to throw away or destroy a single copy.
They look upon The Canadian Horticulturist as a

friend who comes each month giving suggestions
and instructions as to how they can get the most
out of their fruit farms or gardens. When the readers
of a publication have confidence in its reading col-

umns, they will have confidence in the firms which
use its advertising columns. That firms using ad-
vertising space in The Canadian Horticulturist have
the confidence of its readers and are securing satis-

factory results, is indicated by the fact that the

advertising patronage of the magazine has increased
several hundred per cent, during the past five years,

and that this year the advertising carried and the

number of advertisers is greater than ever before.

Firms not advertising in The Canadian Horticulturist

would do well to investigate its merits.
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Ontario Apple Industry Should Be Revived

I

THE statement by Prof. J. W. Crow,
of the Guelph Agricultural College,

published in the September issue of

The Canadian Horticulti kist, that

for fifteen years the apple industry In On-
tario has be»n declining and that it i:-

still on the decline requires serious atten-

tion. Coming as it does from an official

of the government, it proves the apple in-

dustry of the province to be in a critical

position.

This is a discouraging admission after

all the time and money that has been ex-

pended in building up the business. All

who are interested should examine the

causes given for this decline and if pos-
sible find a remedy, for if the same ratio

of decline is maintained for another fif-

teen years, there will be no apple indus-

try to conserve.
INSECTS AND DISEASE

The first reason given is the prevalence
of insects and fungous diseases. These
are very evident, but we have no more
trouble of this kind than our neighbors

to the south of the line, who continue to

raise profitable crops of fruit by thor-

ough spraying, pruning, and cultivation.

This being the case, why have not our
Canadian farmers been educated to the

value of this work? Who is to blame for

the fact that in.sects and fungous diseases

have been allowed to destroy this trade?

Surely the Ontario farmer is not defi-

cient in intelligence as compared with the

New York farmer. Then his unenlight-

ened condition must be due either to the

inefficiency of his teachers, lack of money
or the neglect of the government to sup-
ply a sufficient number of teachers to do
the work thoroughly. This is a perti-

nent question, for we either want better

men or more of them or more money to

carry on the work.
WINTEE INJURY

The second reason given is winter in-

jury, cau.sed by our cold climate. That
our climate is severe we all know, but 1

doubt that the loss from this cause is as

great as supposed, especially if we de-

duct the damage done to trees, which are

in a weakened condition from fungous and
insect injuries by lack of proper care.

Here again lack of education is shown,
as it is generally the man who thinks that

he is taking good (;are of his orchard by
stimulating the growth with farm man-
ure, a highly nitrogenous fertilizer, thus

causing a soft, rank growth, who loses

G.'P.JMarsh, Clarksburg, Ontario'

his trees by winter frost. This loss can
be charged against lack of knowledge on
the part of the farmer which leads him
to feed his trees an unbalanced plant food
ration. It indicates also a lack of

familiarity with the hardiness of the

different varieties of trees and their suita-

bility for this location.

We know, of course, that it is impos-
sible to buy trees with a guarantee worth
the paper it is written on that they are

true to name. It has happened not in-

Pickisg a Ben Davit Apple Tree, TilltoDbarg, Ont.

Paoking Gang of J. C. llairis, IngersoU.

frequently that a man, after spending
time to learn the most suitable varieties

for his locality and buying from a sup-
posedly reliable nursery firm, has found
after he has cared for them for years,

that they are not only worthless varie-

ties, but that they are tender as well.

By the time these trees commence to bear,

they are so injured by frost they are not

worth grafting. Under such conditions

a man may well lose heart in the apple

business. I have an example of this un-

scrupulous substitution in our own or-

chard, where, after buying what we
thought were standard varieties, we
found that we had all the varieties of size

and color known, and also a large num-
ber of unknown varieties. A solution of

227

this source of injury to the industry is

still needed.

THE UNSCEUPUI.OUS BUYER
The third reason given by Prof. Crow

for the decline is the unscrupulous buyer.
Quite true, but why has not the Ontario
government gone after the unscrupulous
buyer? If it had expended a small part
of the energy in this direction that the
Dominion Government has spent looking
for the little apples put in the middle of
the barrel by the farmer, developing mar-
kets and providing apple quotations, the
apple industry might tell a different talc.

Owing to the perishable value of the
crop and their inability to make sales, far-

mers have to take what they can get at

the time for their apples. They cannot
hold them for higher prices as they can
wheat or oats. The work, therefore, of
assisting them to form more cooperative
associations should be pressed more
vigorously.

Reliable buyers sometimes have a way
of apportioning off certain territory

among themselves. One will not bid

higher than another. If an outside buyer
comes in, he is either paid sutlicient to

lead him to get his apples elsewhere or
for some other reason he makes up his

mind to leave the territory, turning his

apples over to the local dealer. Is it any
wonder that with these lessons the far-

mer decides that it will pay him better

in the end to produce staples, such as
wheat, oats or butter? Why is it that

the government has not stepped in and
v/hen the dealers refused to pay proper
prices, arranged to have the apples taken
off the farmer's hands and dispo.sed of

in some such way as the New York Cen-
tral Railway has commenced to do? The
farmer delivers the fruit to the car and
the railway attends to the rest and sees

that the apples reach the proper market
and that the proceeds are remitted. Why
has not the government made it its busi-

ness to see that the man with a small

quantity of fruit is assisted to dispo.se

of his good apples to advantage either

through cooperation or by vigorous

search for and prosecution of dishonest

buyers?

These are questions that should

be answered, and I trust that the

readers of Tmk Canadian Horti-
cii.TiRisT will see that they are

answered by pressing for action which
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will revive the apple industry. The
article in question contains the most
important admission of the failure of an
important industry ever made by a per-

son connected with a government. Now
in the name of common sense, either put

the business on a paying basis and stop

the decline or stop all promotion of the

industry, for if it is a legitimate decline,

there is no use throwing good money
after bad. If, on the other hand, the

business is worth saving, there is no
use letting things drift. Instead, we
should all work together to revive it, and

in this effort the government should lead.

A liAEGB REVENUE
There are estimated to be .seven mil-

lion bearing trees in Ontario. A good
authority, Mr. E. D. Smith, puts the

yield at a half a barrel a tree, which at

two dollars a barrel would be just seven

million dollars.

In New York State they estimate the

net returns of a bearing tree at $5 to

$10.00 a year. If we take a middle course

and say $7.50 we would have the enor-

mous sum of $52,500,000—$45,500,000

more than the present return. Surely the

possibility of a yearly increase of

$45,500,000 or half that should lead us

to strive to renovate our orchards, and

be a safe business investment for the ex-

penditure of public money.

WHAT MIGHT BE DONE
The Ontario Government, if it sin-

cerely desires to bring about an improve-

ment in existing conditions, should find

it a simple matter to devise methods of

doing so.- Among others I might sug-

gest the following : First, increase the

number of demonstration orchards.

The present system of giving practical

demonstrations of pruning, spraying and

cultivation as it has been conducted this

year in the Georgian Bay District is

good, but there is not a sufficient number

of the.se orchards. One or two will not

do for a fruit county. There should be

one in every township in the main apple

growing districts.

The system of supervised orchards, as

conducted in Pennsylvania, might be in-

troduced under which the department

would send a man free of cost to any

farmer who made application, to show
him how to spray, prune and cultivate.

The same man could call again at the

orchard two or three times or oftener

during the season. This is a thoroughly

practical method of aiding the fruit

grower, and as the expense is light, there

is no limit to the number of orchards that

might then be assisted. Owners of

neighboring orchards, would receive an
indirect benefit from the object lessons

afforded by the supervised orchards.

This has been the case in Pennsylvania.

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS
We could follow the example of Cor-

nell University and the New York De-

partment of Agrii'ulture and have a num-
ber of men, not only at the leading ex-

hibitions but al.so at small local fairs

with a full exhibit of .specimens of in-

jurious insects, fungous disea.ses, samples

of spray materials and sprayed and un-

sprayed fruit which would show the pro-

fit to be derived from this work. These

men should be able to give advice on all

questions in fruit growing, both practi-

cal and technical.

OBCHARD SUaVBYS

There should be a .soil and orchard

survey made so that we would know just

which varieties are adapted to certain

soils, and where these soils are situated.

Records of temperature and loss from

frost for periods of years should be start-

ed and maintained. Thus a man wishing

to plant an orchard would have definite

information of great value and thus

would not have to go into the business

blindly as at present.

We cannot do anything to change the

climate and to prevent winter injury; but

on occasion we might do as they have

in the west, where fires and smudge pots

have been used very satisfactorily to pre-

vent loss from early frosts.

EDUCATION NEEDED

Much could be done by proper educa-

tion to show the danger of stimulating

a rank growth of wood by stable manure
or other nitrogenous fertilizers without

balancing it up with mineral matter to

ripen the wood. The value of cover

crops could be shown. Had the peach

growers in Essex and Kent had a pro-

per understanding of this point they could

have prevented the disastrous losses cf

a few years ago.

.MI tree salesmen might be compelled

to show that they were working for a

reliable firm and if necessary be licensed.

One of the chief causes of discourage-

ment among fruit growers has been the

travelling agent, who picked his st<K;k

up wherever he could get it the cheapest,

and then labeled the trees with the names
of standard hardy varieties and sold them
to the confiding public. Instead of leav-

ing each farmer to take action in such

cases the government might well accept

the responsibility. Were salesmen li-

censed this would be a comparatively

simple matter.

AID THE ASSOCIATIONS

The departmerst should increase (its

aid to cooperative fruit shipping asso-

ciations. It could keep the fruit growers
informed as to the prices of fruit. At

fairs, conventions and fruit meetings

practical demonstrations in packing and
grading fruit might be given.

The department should compel apple

dealers to put up a reasonable guarantee

that the apples purchased would be paid

for..

The duty of the fruit department has

not been fulfilled until it can no longer

be said that the grower with a small

quantity of good fruit finds it impossible

to market his fruit to advantage.

Some may contend that the plans out-

lined would take an enormous amount of

money. Well, what if they would?
Would not the produce of seven million

bearing apple trees and seven million

more which would soon be bearing,

A Portioa of the Ontario Fruit Exhibit at the Caa.di^u Natioui:! Eihibition, Toronto, Oat.
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justify the expense? There is no reason

wliy our declining apple industry can-

not be made a great source of revenue to

tiic province.

Fall Treatment of Grape Vines
W. M. RobsoD, Liodiaj, Ont.

In our locality, which is outside the

zone of commercial grape growing for

profit, we have to resort to the best con-

ceivable appliances to achieve any de-

sirable results. As our average winter

here is both long and severe, we have

to lay down our vines, stems and bran-

ches and cover them carefully over with

earth, as a protection from intense frost.

This work is done during the early part

of November.
.After the fruit has been gathered, and

the wood sufficiently ripened, the vines

are carefully and skilfully pruned. In

this work the care and judgment of the

vine dresser will reflect itself in the size

and quality of the fruit the following

season. Probably this is the most im-

portant art to master in grape culture.

Often it is done very indifferently, re-

gardless of method or system. To com-
mand any degree of success in this or

any other work, you must have the in-

spiration of a Dean Holt, with love for

it, and an admiration for the product.

The vines being securely covered for the
winter they remain so till about the first

of May, when we commence to uncover
them.

The Cider Industry*
Prof. L. Menaicr, Paris, Fraoce

Only .sound apples are saleable. For
that reason one-third of the crop and
sometimes one-half remains every year
in the orchard unpurchased. Canadian
growers in this way lose millions of bar-

rels.

It is possible to utilize them in the
following manner: First, as feed for cat-

tle, second for drying, third for canning,
and fourth, for cider making. Let us
examine and compare the methods.

If they are used as feed for cattle,

sixty pounds of apples are needed to

make one pound of flesh. If you esti-

mate it at twelve cents a pound, ten
pounds of fruit give two cents.

More than ten pounds of green fruit

are required to make two pounds of eva-
porated apples for which one can obtain
five cents a pound. The cost of the eva-
poration is (for a farmer's industry) five

cents for ten pounds of green fruit.

Consequently, in this way, these ten

pounds give about five cents.

Well preserved apples in cans may be
sold at two and a half cents a pound.
At this rate, all being paid, we can make
very little more profit than a cent a pound

•A summary of an address ^iven at the meeting
of the Pomologlcal and Fruit Growing Society
of the Province of Quebec at Sherbrooke, August
31st.

Frnit Packing ia a Wealthy Orchird,

of green fruit. Unfortunately, that ap-

plies only to manufacturing on a large

scale, and it cannot turn to good account,

worm-eaten, scabby, or slightly rotten

fruit.

OIDBR MAKING

Apples of any description suit for cider

making. With ten pounds of fruit one
can make one gallon of pure cider, the

price of which being eighteen cents at

least, and the cost about six cents, it

gives twelve cents a gallon, that is seven

and a half cents for ten pounds of green

fruit. And the pressed apples can fatten

nearly as many hogs as the apples them-
selves ; the greatest part of the nitrogen

remaining in the pomace (pressed ap-

ples). Thus cider making gives at least

eight and a half cents for ten pounds of

green fruit.

Ajricaltaral laititote. Oka, Qne.

Therefore ten pounds of fruit make,
by : Feeding cattle two cents, drying five

cents, canning ten cents, cider making
eight cents.

More cider would certainly be made in

Canada if it were generally known how
simple the process is. One needs only

a cider mill to crush the apples, a cider

press to extract the juice, and casks in

which to pour it, and also some know-
ledge of the rules of fermentation.

CONCLUSIONS
Can only your sound apples which are

too ripe for shipping. With the remain-

der make cider. From these apples as

good (some claim better) cider can be

made as that from perfectly sound ap-

ples. Fatten hogs with the pomace.
Thus doing you will increase your re-

turns by one-half and often more.

Benefits of Spraying Demonstrated

IN
view of the great damage being in-

flicted on the fruit industry in Ontario

by insect pests, particularly the Cod-
ling Moth, information brought out at a

meeting held recently in the orchard of

Mr. M. C. Smith, at Burlington, Ont.,

is of special interest. About one hundred
growers from the district were present as

well as leading authorities on fruit grow-
ing from all parts of the province.

Mr. Smith has had charge of the or-

chard for five years. During that period

as a result of systematic pruning antl

spraying, the orchard has given excep-

tional results. While the output of the

Canadian apple markets contains a total

of about only 20 per cent, of the first

grade of a()ples, the authorities at Mr.

Smith's farm estimated that it would

yield 80 per cent, of No. i apples. Mr.

.Smith attributed his success to the sprav-

ing he has done since he obtained the

orchard. The orchard comprises about

eight acres. The guests succeeded in

finding only one wormy apple.

A SPLENDID CROP
Prof. J. W. Crow, of the O. A. C,

fiuelph, said that the crop in the orchard
was the best he had seen during the year.

The fruit growers of Ontario did not get

the quantity and quality of fruit that they

should. He had found out that thinning

apples brought out a great deal more first-

class fruit. Ry taking off a fair propor-

tion of the apples on a tree in July, and
making them normally and uniformly

thin tlie (juality was greatly improved,

and strange as it might .seem, the quan-
tity also was equal to, if not greater than

the yield from an unthinned orchard. The
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trouljle was the growers did not rcali/.c

what was possible yet hy thinning.

THK QUK8T10N OF KKI{'1'II<IZK11S

It would take systematic efforts to

prove which fertilizer was the best. Mr.
Smith's orchard had received unusual
treatment in the way of fertilizer, having
received potash five years ago and fertili-

zer and manure alternately since then,

and it has yielded phenomenally. Al-

though Mr. Smith had used more ferti-

lizer than many other dealers, he had a

greater crop than any of them. Proof
seemed conclusive that these two things
went together. The orchard they had
just been through was over fifty years

old, and had had only one big crop in the

memory of men who had known it for

years. That was in i8c)6, when the crops
n\\ over Canada were very large, but for

fifteen years it had had no crop to speak
of.

Regular pruning was necessary and ad-

visable, such as had been done in Mr.
Smith's orchard. A feature he had not-

iced was that Mr. Smith had not cut off

any suckers, but had let them grow to fill

in the lower part of the trees, and the re-

sult was that the suckers were all bearing
fruit. The natural conclusion, based on
the results in the Burlington orchard and
others, was that the growers were not
pruning, fertilizing and cultivating as
they might. He estimated that the or-

chard contained eighty per cent, of No.
one apples, and few had ever seen better

than that.

BIG PEIOES
Prof. Crow said that he knew of a case

this year where a prominent dealer had
paid $3.50 and $4 a barrel for No. one
apples, and this dealer told him fifty per

cent, of that w-as the direct result oi the

fruit having- been sprayed. On the North-
west markets Ontario dealers were get-

ting $2.50 to $2.75 for Duchess apples,

per bushel. That figured up to $7 or $8
a barrel, a price not dreamed of by nsany

dealers, yet it was obtainable for the right

quality of fruit. He believed in boxing
all first class fruit instead of putting it

up in barrels, and also wrapping the best

of it.

THE DEMONSTRATION ORCHARDS
The work that has been done this year

in the demonstration orchards in the

Georgian Bay district by the Ontario Gov-
ernment, was described by W. F. Kydd,
of Simcoe, Ont. Mr. Kydd stated that

they had selected the six worst orchards
in Simcoe, which was the worst district

for apples this year in the province. The
trees were so high and thick in the or-

chards that he and his assistants had to

prune their way into them. The trees

had been treated with the regular lime

and sulphur spray. The yield was sev-

enty-five per cent, number one apples, and
for years it had been nearer one per cent.

From one small orchard twenty barrels

of number one apples had been picked,

Packing Mnik MeloDt on the Farm
Mr. Hilborn grows six to ten acres of musk
styles of packages and has found that the slatted

two barrels of number two, and one barrel

of culls.

THE CODLING MOTH
Mr. A. W. Peart, of Burlington, said

that in Burlington and the lake valley,

the codling moth was about as bad as any
place else, and, of late years, it has been
increasingly prevalent. That Mr. Smith
had banished it from his orchard spoke
volumes for his methods. Spraying was
one of the most important factors in ap-
ple production. Mr. Smith had sprayed
his orchard at a cost of sixty cents a tree.

He had given four sprayings, the trees

being mostly large, fifty years old, and
bearing a crop of, perhaps, five or six

barrels each. That was within the reach
of all.

WHEN TO SPRAY
Mr. L. Cae-sar, of the O. A. C, Guelph,

said that just before the buds opened in

the spring was when the first spraying
should be done. The second spraying
should be applied just before the blossoms
burst, and the third just after they fell. A
fourth could be given later, but it was not

as necessary as the others. He had found
that the lime and sulohur mixture was
the best and, mixed with arsenate of lead,

in the proper proportions, it was efficient

for all purposes. Pears and crabappic
trees were liable to suffer burning form
that mixture, but it would not harm the

apple trees in the least.

THE SPRAY USED
Upon request, Mr. M. C. Smith, the

owner of the orchard, described his spray-

ing operations. He had sprayed with Ni-

agara Lime-Sulphur and .Arsenate of

Lead, and had used from five to fifteen

gallons of material to a tree, and it had
cost him about sixty cents a tree for the

spraying. .As an indication of the value

of proper spraying and caring for an or-

chard, he stated that there was one just

of J. L. Hilborn, Lcamin|tM, Ont.

melons each year. He has tried many different
crate, 12 x 12 x 20 inches, gives the best results.

across the road from his place which had
not been sprayed. The trees were young-
er and better than his, yet he would defy
anybody to get an apple there that was
without a worm or a spot of some disease.

He used a coarse spray and strong pres-
sure, about one hundred and eighty
pounds, and sprayed at the rate of 1,500
gallons a day.

THE SPEAKERS
Other speakers were Fruit Inspector

Carey, P. VV. Hodgetts, Toronto; Frank
Dempsey, of Prince Fdward County ; VV.
H. Bunting, St. Catharines ; R. McKen-
nev, E.ssex, and C. Mitchell, of Georgian
Bay.

Pointers on Thin\blcbcrry
Culture

John Wilton, Jr., OakYille, Ont.

A light, dry, warm soil and plenty of

manure are the essentials to success with
a crop of thimble berries. On a cold
soil, the berries grow small and do not
give the yields. A limited district only
of the country is adaptable to the cul-

ture of thimble berries. .And only a

limited area of any one farm ordinarily
will produce them to advantage, hence
there is always a very fair market for

them once the crop is ready to be picked.

A fair yield is 3,500 quarts to the acre.

Oftentimes the yield is higher.

Since the lightest, sandiest soil seems
to suit the berries best, it follows that

this .soil must be liberally supplied with
manure . The plantation should be man-
ured about every year, at least every
other year. I would prefer to give a

light application every year if the manure
was available.

As soon as the canes are through bear-

ing for the year, even before, if the mar-
ket has gone bad, we go through the
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plantation and take out all old wood.
This allows all strength and growth to

go into the new wood for the crop of the

following year. The soil is kept culti-

vated throughout the summer and the

rows plowed up too during the fall.

The Kittatinny and the Snyder are

favorite varieties. They are the best

shippers. The Kittatinny is a little ten-

der and is inclined to winter-kill. The
Snyder is very hardy. It is a good shipper

and may be sent anywhere. The Erie

is a magnificent berry, both for flavor

and size. It is a softer berry, however,
and is very tender, killing out badly in

winter and hence only cropping about
every other year. I much prefer the

Snyder. It beats the other varieties

with us almost every year. We are try-

ing the Mercereau. It is of good quality

and size but is going to be a very shy

bearer.

The Packing of Ontario Fruit
By " Weary Worm," Winona

THE marketing end of the fruit busi-

ness is a very live and burning
question to-day in Ontario gener-

ally, and in the Niagara District in par-

ticular. As far as apples are concerned,
much has been done throughout On-
tario in the way of improvement by the

various cooperative associations that

have been formed of late years, even al-

though some of them are far from per-

fect yet. Dominion Inspector Carey
states that a great improvement in the

packing of apples has taken place dur-

ing the last few years, and that a large

proportion of the packers are now en-

deavoring to do good work.
BOX PACKING MORE POPULAR

Box packing of fancy fruiti—especi-

all)' for long distance shipments—is

growing in favor with the consuming
public, even although the dealers in cer-

tain markets still prefer the barrel. As re-

gards our tender fruits, such as peaches,
plums, etc., some improvement has also

taken place, but a great deal yet remains

to be done. Some of the large dealers,

and the large private growers, are doing
something along this line, but the most
is being done by cooperative associa-

tions.

The founder of the box .system of pack-
ing apples in Ontario was, I believe, Mr.
George E. Fisher, of Burlington, and
the Burlington Association, of which he
is a member, has done good work in box
packing successfully, the tender fruits as

well as apples. Mr. Biggs, of Burling-

ton, is also doing good work in this

matter. Recently some very good work
in this direction has been done by such
organizations as the St. Catharines Cold
Storage Company, and the Ontario and
Western Cooperative Company.
As far as the Western market is con-

cerned, Ontario shippers must do better

grading of their fruit if they wish to com-
pete successfully against British Colum-
bia and American competition, and to

keep for their own that large share of

the western fruit trade to which thev

An Exhibit of British Columbia Fruit at tba Canadian National Exhibition, which wai Much Admired

ought to be justly entitled. In the mat-
ter of our tender fruits the St. Catharines
Cold Storage Company has been packing
peaches, plums, etc., for some time in

boxes, and have some very well trained
packers on their staff.

The Ontario and Western Company
made a wise move this summer when
they obtained three expert packers—one
from Michigan, one from Georgia, and
one from Virginia—to give scientific and
practical advice and instruction to the
company's packers, and to put them up
to all the latest wrinkles employed in

other peach growing districts. Thev
have had these packers at work for some
time now, and one of the chief officers

of the company informs me that good re-

sults have followed, and that he expects
even better results next season from the

instructions received from these experts.

A large number of this company are hav-
ing their apples packed in boxes this

season.

Some of the shippers inform me that

in sending tender fruits to the West,
fancy packages are still somewhat hard
to sell, the people there objecting to pay
the extra price for fruit put up in such a

way. When shipping cars of fruit on
order plenty of orders are received for

baskets, and comparatively few for cases

or other fancy packages. Be that as it

may, it seems to me that the public there,

as they grow in wealth, will more and
more demand the better class of fruit,

and that the prejudice of the dealers and
retailers against the change will gradu-

ally disappear.

THE PEACHES FOE ENGLAND

I have recently had the privilege of

inspecting the packing, at the St. Cath-
arines Cold Storage Company's packing
house, of one of the shipments of peaches
for England. Mr. Dobson, of Hamilton,
who has an extensive orchard at Jordan
Harbor, and the St. Catharines Cold
Storage Co., are sending several con-

siderable shipments of peaches to Eng-
land, under the superintendence of the

Dominion and Ontario Governments.
The shippers are guaranteed a certain

price for this fruit by the Government.
Mr. Dobson 's first shipment of tearly

Crawfords, made on the loth of Septem-
ber has arrived in London in good con-
dition, and has excited f.avorable com-
ment there. The box adopted is similar

tf the South African box, and is 18 nches
long, II wide, and 3 '4 deep. Wood
wool made from the aspen willow is used
for packing niateri.il, and a good layer

of this is placed at the bottom, top and
sides of the box. Every peach is first

wrapped in paper, then in wool, and
carefully fitted to its place ; the boxes
then are nailed up, and every three boxes
are placed on top of one another and
nailed top and bottom together, thus

making a xcry handy crate weighing
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about 25 pounds. ['"ach of the boxes
weighs slightly under nine pounds. Cirls

are employed to do the packing. They
pack from 60 to 100 boxes in a day in

this manner.

Each box contains from 20 to 25
peaches, the number contained being
stainped on the outside of the box. The
ends have an ;ittractive label pasted on,

entitled "Canadian Grown Peaches."
The paper in which the peaches are wrap-
ped is also stamped "St. Catharines Cold
Storage Co., Ontario, Canada."

LOADING THE OAES
Great care is taken in preparing and

loading the cars. The bottom and sides

of each car are slatted, and the crated

boxes are placed in tiers seven high and
six wide, and a space of about three

inches left between each tier, and over
every tier narrow strips are run across

the car to keep them from moving. All

these precautions are taken to ensure

good ventilation between the packages.
A car will hold almost 1,200 of these

boxes, or 400 crates ; but the shipment I

am describing only contained 700.

The car is iced 12 hours before the

fruit is placed in it, and the fruit itself

is also pre-cooled. On the previous ship-

ment to Montreal the temperature of the

car never rose above 45°. A thermo-
graph is also used on board ship, and
the temperature is kept well down till

within a day or two of landing, when it

is allowed to gradually rise to the tem-
perature of the outer air to avoid the

condensation of moisture upon the fruit.

In shipping fruit long distances by car

from California and elsewhere, pre-cool-

ing of the fruit and the pre-icing of cars

have been found to be of vital importance

The St. Catharines Company is wisely

adopting similar methods.

This package would seem to me to be

a very good one for the western trade.

The St. Catharines Cold Storage Co.
are, however, using a larger box for

their trade, holding about 60 peaches,

and weighing about 26 pounds. These
boxes are in my opinion far superior to

the Georgia carrier crate.

Mr. Dobson, the St. Catharines Cold
Storage Company, and the Government
officials already mentioned, are to be
highly commended for the thorough and
efficient way in which they are handling
these shipments of fruit. The peaches
are very carefully picked and handled
previous to being packed in the boxes,
the baskets in which they are picked
being lined with excelsior. They are of

the Elberta variety and are shipped as
soon as they are slightly colort^.

If fruit trees are kept well pruned they
make stronger growth, distribute the
fruit more evenly over the trees, the trees

are more shapely, and less fruit is likely

to be knocked off by the wind and the

fruit is more easily picked. ^

Familiar Autumn Flowers*
Major H. J. Snelgrove, M.A., Ph. D., Toronto

THE Golden Rod family, with its

thirty-odd members, "all well de-

fined," gild field and glen, on hill-

side and unfrequented wayside. By an
expression of the choice of the people of
the United States not many years ago,
the (iolden Rod was selected by an over-
whelming majority as the representative
American wild flower.

The botanical name of the cultivated
aster, is from two Cireek words, meaning
beautiful crown. This popular flower
comes to us from China and Japan. The
Victoria is an old favorite, whose flow-
ers in a great variety of colors, are soft-
rayed and have a reflex curve. Truffaut's
aster is incurved, and has a large range
of colors. There is a quilled aster of Ger-
man fame which has distinct needles.
The Triumph is a variety with brilliant

red flowers. One of the most beauti-
ful newer varieties is the Comet. This
is a flower with reflex curling rays of a
singularly translucent quality of color.
The white ones are particularly delicate
and altogether lovely. There are many
new varieties advertised in the florists'

catalogues, but it will be found that they
do not diverge greatly from the types
above mentioned.

The garden Petunia gets its name from
"petun," the aboriginal name for tobac-
co. It belongs to the night shade fami-
ly, and is a near relative of common to-

bacco. The finest of all the petunias are
called Giants of California. They are
hybrids raised by a lady whose health de-
manded outdoor exercise in a warm,
sunny climate. These flowers measure
four or five inches across and possess ex-
ceedingly brilliant hues.

The Larkspur (Delphinium) comes var-
iously from Europe, Siberia and China.
It has a lovely spear of deep blue or
purple or light ultramarine color, which
gracefully waves to and fro in every
passing zephyr.

The old fashioned hollyhock still holds
its place in the modern garden, but the
old single variety is being displaced by
a double one which is as full as a Paul
Neyron rose and quite as beautiful.

The Gladiolus has been much improved
by hybridization so that the old red and
pink varieties have been supplanted by
an infinite number of brilliant-hued flow-

ers, the finest of which have been pro-

duced by Mr. H. H. Groff, the eminent
Canadian horticulturist of Simcoe, Ont.

Everyone who has seen them can testify

to their matchless beauty.

Phlox is the Greek name for fire, and,

although all the phloxes are not fiery

hued, there are many of them red enough
to deserve the name. They are North
American plants. The annual variety,

'OoDtinued from last issue.

Phlox Drummondi, comes from Texas
originally. The range of color in the
prummond phlox is extraordinary.
There are cream, white, pale yellow,
pale salmon pink, deep pink, crim.son
pink, magenta, purple, lilac, pure red
and crimson . They begin to flower in

June and about the last of October Jack
Frost snatches the last lingering blos-
som. Phlox decussata, the perennial
variety, is not quite as brilliant in color-
ing, but it is refined and delicate and
has the advantage of permanency. The
best hues are crimson, magenta and
pink, with variations. The nurseries are
offering long lists of named varieties,
but the nomenclature will be found un-
reliable. The root of the perennial var-
iety should be divided every second or
third year.

The beautiful fringed gentian must
ever remain associated with the poet
Bryant, who has written such charming
lines about it. To him it was the flower
of hope which comes

" When shortening days portend
The aged year is near his end"

and with calm eye 1 ook through its

fringes heavenward ; and he thought it

was as blue as the sky. But the blue
of the flower is not as true as its ex-
pression of hopeful dependence. There
is, indeed, a heavenly peace expressed
by every one of its lines. The flower
cups are opened and closed according
to the brightness or dullness of the day.
If a burst of sunshine occurs on a dull

day the flower expands in a few minutes.
It always closes at night, and it will not
open the next day if the sun does not
shine.

Nicotiana affinis is a sweet-scented,
white-flowered tobacco which blooms in

late summer. The peculiarity of this

charming flower is that it opens about
sunset, emits a faint perfume, and then,

when broad daylight returns, looks limp.

A LATE BLOOMER
Cosmos is a beautiful white (or pale

pink) annual which closely resembles
coreopsis or the single dahlia in form
and blooms in autumn. This dainty
flower comes to us from Mexico and
grows wild there as well as in Texas.

The variety called Pearl is extensively

cultivated by professional florists and
is seen in great luxuriant clusters in their

shop windows in the large cities. The
Texan ladies who come north wonder
why we value a flower which is a com-
mon weed in their native state. For us

it is the last flower of autumn, excepting

the chrysanthemum.
CHRTSANTHEMUMS

The chrysanthemum is an Oriental

flower for which we are indebted to China

and Japan. Indirectly some of the
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The Famons Floral Clock at Teignmooth,

smaller varieties come from England

and France. But the florists have taken

such complete possession of this popu-

lar flower—their hothouse blooms being

perfectly huge as well as gorgeous in

color—that our garden varieties suffer

by comparison.

The chrysanthemum family is im-

mense, numbering over four hundred

distinct varieties. This number is being

constantly added to by newer hybrids.

The chrysanthemum is indeed the last

and most beautiful autumn flower of all

Flora's train. Whatever we may say in

England. Read Adjoining Article.

praise of the rose, we must acknowledge;

the lovely Oolden F"lower another Queen
—the Queen of Autumn.

When the summer flowers are dead

and the birds have flown southward

;

when the Borean blasts blow down from

the icy regions of the North—then comes
our Autumn Queen with a wealth of

bloom the like of which we never saw in

June.

" The £elds are stripped, the groves are

dumb,
The frost-flowers greet the icy moon

—

Then blooms the bright chrysanthemum."

The Flower Gardens of England
Mrs. Allen Baines, Toronto

I

MV husband and I are on a visit to

my native land, and it has occur-

red to me, as a true and loyal

member of the Toronto Horticultural So-

ciety that a floral letter from England
might be welcome to readers of Thf. Cana-
dian HoRTici LTi'HisT. The flowers have

been glorious this year despite—might we
not say, in many instances, because—of

the cool and showery weather that pre-

vails.

These flowers in this old land seem to

grow for their own pleasure. They re-

joice to live, to flourish, to give lavishly

of their very best in color and bloom.

N'o village street seems too dusty, no

cottage garden too small to be chosen

for their habitation. And the hearts of

their owners respond and give them love

for love, and the laborer, the river lock-

keeper, the villa resident and the coun-

\ry squireen—all alike find pleasure in

their cultivation.

I spent a fortnight in my own county,

Devonshire. I drove constantly through

the little thatched villages in which every

cottage wall is a bower of Jasmin, climb-

ing roses and even of scarlet geranium
and myrtle, both of which are perennials

there, and grow to an enormous size.

Beneath the walls and in the tiny gardens

white lilies stand in stately masses

against a background of blue larkspurs

and among standard bushes of hybrid

perpetual and tea roses that fill one with

delight, and perhaps a little envy, when
thoughts present themselves of many
hard (and successful) struggles for the

life of the former of these at home. Stan-

dard roses will, I fancy, always remain

an impossibility for us in Ontario.

WE WOULD LIKE TO GO

I would like to take all the readers of

The Canadian Horticulturist with me
through the little lanes where honey-

suckle and wild roses in three or four

shades intertwine among the fern-banked

hedges—and, still more, I would like to

tell them, as they pass the cottages and

cosy farms, that many an owner of the

humblest of these successfully competes

with the high and the rich at country

flower shows, because, loving them with

all his heart, he has found that '"where

there is a will there is a way" to grow
them.

Of course, in the towns and seaside

resorts and beautiful country seats, the

work of the skilled professional is evi-

dent. One thing particularly strikes you
concerning the gardener here. In his

own line, he is generally a well educated
and reading man. He does not scorn

reading or laugh at chemical fertilizers,

or shrug his shoulders in conceited con-

tempt over the scientific treatment of

flowers and vegetables. He studies, he

makes trials of new things, he notes

down failures, and through failures

reaches to success, and thus can tell you

the reason of .his success.

This was particularly exemplified at

Teignmouth, a sea resort in Devonshire.

The manager of the public gardens there

is a working gardener called Symes. Once
he was a private gardener. Now he has

been chosen to this office and has work-

ed wonders in the gardens and irv the

show conservatories which are filled with

tuberous begonias, fringed, double and

single, Schizanthus in every shade, form-

ing compact masses of bloom, Crassula

Coccinea and Achimenes.

I am enclosing with this a rather poor

photograph of the "Clock bed," designed

and kept in order by Mr. Symes him-

self.

Finding that I was interested, Mr.

Symes kindly gave me a good bit of

his time and the following description of

the clock bed. First, you must know its

purpose, which is to indicate the times of

high tide. The figures are perfectly clear,

the whole bed being a marvel of smooth

surface. In the centre there are balanced

two large white clock hands which are

moved to the hour.

The Marquit After

ThoHc iiHlcrH wou three lirst prizoa at the Cana-
dian National Exhlliition. Toronto. They were
lavender pink in color, and were shown by F. H.
Hammett, of Toronto.
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The following is ;i plan of the flowers

:

The small centre is Mescmhyanthemum
Cordifolium and the first ring is Alter-

nantheria Parenchoides Magnifica. Next
come eight sharp triangles, forming the

eight points of the star, the two opposed
triangles being of the same plant.

The following four plants compose
them: Alternantheria Amoniae, Alternan-

theria Aurea, Crassula Borig, Sedum
(ilaucum.

The numerals and letters are of Alter-

nantheria Schmidtii.

On a groundwork of Alternantheria

Amoniae, the sixty minutes are marked
out in Klenia, and the small outer border

is Cerastrum Tomontosum. Altogether il

forms a remarkable, and is a marvellous-

ly well kept bed, constantly "groomed"
and perfectly flat.

Mr..Symes has brought his Schizanthus

to a pitch of absolute perfection in habit,

compactness and size of flower. I have
taken two groups of these and, if the film

is successful, I hope to send them to you
later, with particulars concerning his

cultivation of them. Many horticulturists

assail him with questions about them. He
does not always answer. I was favored,

because, first, he found by a pertinent

question of mine, that I understood some-
thing about them ; second, because I was
a Devonshire woman ; third, because Can-
ada is my home. To "come from Can-
ada" generally opens English hearts.

One word must be added concerning
our steamer trip on the Thames from Ox-
ford. I will not try to paint the natural

beauty, nor can I hope that any descrip-

tion of mine will convey the wonder of

those gardens that reach to the waters
of the old river.

Great magnificent "seats," old and
new, hidden among the trees, peeping out
from wondrous leafage, little bungalows
and thatch-roofed summer cottages all

standing amid green velvet of lawns,

amid huge beds of standard hybrid per-

petual and tea roses in full bloom, and of

every form and color, all festooned

;

everywhere with arch upon arch and bow-
er and pergola over which crimson ramb-
lers, Dorothy Perkins, Lady Gay and
white climbing roses flung their flower-

laden sprays in an abandonment of de-

lightful growth, breaking down beneath
their own weight and wealth of bloom,

while beneath their feet are masses of

campanula, linum coccineum and pink

and white lavatera which, by the way,
grown in masses, are a charming sight. I

hope to follow this by a letter on new
hybrid geraniums, schizanthus, and other

plants.

Hints About House Plants
Wm. Hunt, O.A,

Water pot plants only when they need

it, then water them thoroughly. When
the soil begins to get dry and powdery
on the surface, or when the pot is tapped

with the fingers it emits a ringing sound

—the plant requires water. Then give

sufficient water so that it runs through

the bottom of the pot, then withhold

water until needed again. Giving a

little water every day or at any

To secure success with bulbs it is

necessary to begin aright by getting

sound bulbs of good size. I would warn
intending purchasers against buying

cheap, under-siz d bulbs.—Thomas Jack-

son, Winnipeg.

stated interval is not the way. to water
plants. Use tepid rain water or water

that has been exposed to air and sun ;f

possible for a day or two. The water
should be just lukewarm about 50 to 60
degrees. Never use ice cold spring

water for pot plants in winter.

VENTILATION

Give air from the top of the window or

from an adjoining room. Avoid cold

draughts of air on plants. Ventilate only

on mild, still days. In late fall, early

winter, or in spring plants may some-

times be stood out for an hour or two,

but the temperature should be at least

65 degrees outside.

MOIST ATMOSPHERE

A moist atmosphere is one of the main

essentials to achieve success with plants.

Place pans or saucers of water on the

heaters or registers. As this evapor-

ates it causes a moisture very beneficial

to plants. Saucers of water placed under

the plants are beneficial or a steaming

kettle or pot on the stove is a great help.

SPRAYING PLANTS

Glaucous or glossy-leaved plants, such

as palms, rubber plants, Boston ferns,

calla, lilies, etc., should have the leaves

sponged with clean water once every

week, with an occasional spraying at

C, Guelph, Ont.

the sink. This should be done on fine

warm days if possible. Hirsute or rough-
leaved plants, such as the rex begonia,
gloxinias, etc., should not be sprinkled
over the foliage.

FERTILIZERS
When the pots become full of roots

and the soil worn out or exhausted, a

little fertilizer can be given. Th^ soil

.should be moist, not dry or very wet,

when fertilizer is applied. There arc

.several good plant foods sold at larpc

seed stores. .Sterlingworth Plant Tab-
lets or Bonor.a are both good. The first

costs 10 cents for a small box sufficient

for a good collection of plants for the

whole winter. Bonora is 25 cents a small

tin. This is the best fertilizer for plants

that I have tried for amateur work.
Half an ounce of nitrate of soda dis-

solved in one gallon of water makes a

good fertilizer for pot plants. About half

a teacupful every two weeks for a plant

in a six inch pot will be sufficient. Be-

gonias and coleus must not be given too

much fertilizer. Geraniums and chry-

santhemums will bear a larger quantity.

INSECT PESTS

The spraying with water will help

keep down insect pests, especially if the

water is applied to the under side of the

leaves. Insect pests increase and thrive

best in a dry, warm atmosphere. They
do not like moisture. For aphis or green

lice, red spider and thrip sulpho-Tobacco

.Soap is a good remedy. This costs 10

cents a packet at seed stores. Soapy
water or a solution of whale oil soap and

tobacco water is beneficial.

Smoking the plants is also beneficial.

Care must be taken not to burn the

plants. Smoking or fumigating with to-

White Roman H^aciollis
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bacco is risky and unpleasant in a dwell-

ing house. Much can be done to help

keep down aphis with the smoke from a

pipe or cigar if care is taken not to burn

the plant. For scale insects wash well

with soapy water, using a small brush

to remove the scale if necessary. Wash
with clear water shortly after using soap

solution. Apply the solution to the un-

der side of the leaves.

PLANTS FOR THE WINDOW
The following are lists of good house

and window plants

:

Geraniums—Single and double flower-

ing ; single flowering varieties best for

winter.

Geraniums—Ivy-leaved, silver, bronze,

and fragrant-leaved varieties are especi-

allv effective as window plants.

Begonias—B. argentea guttata, B.

manicata aurea, B. Otto Hacker, B.

Thurstonii, B. rubra, B. Paul Bruant,

and other varieties.

Primulas—P. sinensis (Chinese prim-

ula), P. obconica.

Fuschias—Single and double.

Calla (Calla Lily)—Richardia Ethio-

pica.

Chrysanthemums — Pompon and Ja-

panese types.

Impatiens Sultani (Bloom for ever).

Lilium Harrisii (Easter lily)—Lilium

auratuni, Lilium speciosum rubrum, etc.

Epiphyllum (Lobster or Christmas

cactus).

Tuberous - rooted Begonias— Single

and double.

Pelargonium (Lady Washington ger-

anium).

l<"resia rcfracta alba (bulbs with sweet

scented flowers).

Valotta purpurea (Scarborough lily),

bulb.

Amaryllis in variety (bulbs).

Otaheite Orange (Flowers, fruit and

foliage are attractive).

Winter flowering bulbs—Roman and

Dutch hyacinths. Narcissi (Daffodil), in

variety. Tulips, single and double, early

flowering.

FOLIAGE HOUSE PLANTS
The following foliage house plants are

suitable for the window as well

:

Anthericum vittatum variegatum

;

Anthericum pict^uratum ; Araucaria ex-

celsa (.Norfolk Island Pine) ; Asparagus
plumosus ; Asparagus sprengeri ; Aspi-

distra lurida variegata ; Dracena indivisa

or Dracen;i australis (Cordyline) ; Farfu-

gium grande (Leopard plant).

Ferns — Nephrolepsis Bostonien.sijS

(Boston fern); Nephrolepsis Whitman!;
Nephrolepsis Scotti and other varieties.

Ficus elastica (Rubber plant).

Palms—Kentia Belmoreana ; Kentia

Forsteriani ; Phoenix rupicola ; Phoenix

reclinata; Phoenix dactylifcra (Date

palm); Latania Borbonica (Fan palm);

Cocos Weddeliana ; Pandanus Veitchii

;

Sansevieria Zeylanica (Bow-string hemp
plant).

Wintering Flowering Bulbs
Wm. Hnnt, O.A.C., Gutlpb, Ont.

Winter flowering bulbs give good re-

sults in winter with very little care.

White Roman Hyacinths, Dutch Hya-

cinth, Narcissi or Daffodils give best

results. Purchase the bulbs in October

and pot them at once. Put three Roman
Hyacinths or Narcissi in a five inch pot

(or two Narcissi if bulbs are large), or

more bulbs can be placed in a larger pot,

pan or shallow box. The box should be

about four inches deep and have some

half-inch holes bored through the bot-

sand in the cellar until the top growth is

about t\\() inches in height. They should

be taken out of the sand when the top

growth is about the height mentioned.

They can be left in a light place in the

cellar a little longer if desirable. Intro-

duce the bulbs into light and sunlight

by degrees. Keep the bulbs well watered.

Bulbs should never be allowed to be-

come dry after they are once potted un-

til through flowering.

The bulbs, especially the Narcissi and
Dutch Hyacinth, can be dried off gradu-

ally, kept warm until summer, and then

planted out in the garden where they

may in a year or two flower again. They
are seldom of any use to flower indoors

the second year. It is best to purcha.se

new bulbs every year. Roman Hya-
cinths and Paper White Narcissi potted

in October can be had in flower by

Christmas and New Year. Single Dutch
Hyacinths are best for pot culture and

can be had in white, red, pink, and blue

colors. Good varieties of Narcissi are

Von Sion (double), Trumpet Major,

Princeps, and Bicolor Empress. The
Polyanth Narcissi are also good.

Madonna Liljr

Lilium Candidum, or Hardy Garden Lily.

torn six inches apart for drainage pur-

poses. Put one Dutch Hyacinth in a

four inch pot or more in a larger pot.

Use a little drainage material.

The top of the bulb should be just be-

low the surface of the soil when potted,

and the surface of the soil half an inch

below the top of the pot to allow room
for watering them. Water the bulbs

well directly after potting so as to moist-

en all the soil. Then place the pots

away in a cool, dark cellar or room.

The cellar is the best place. The tem-

perature should be about 40 or 45 de-

grees.

Bury the pots an inch deep in sand,

light soil, or Coal ashes. Sand is the

best. Pack the sand around the pots

so as to leave no spaces. Water this

covering well if dry. Leave the pots

covered in this way for four or five weeks

or longer until a good root system has

developed. ITsually the roots can be

seen growing through the aperture in

the bottom of the pot.

One of the main points in growing

these bulbs well is to secure a good root

system before the top growth com-

mences. The pots can then be brought

into the window or can be left in the

Cultivation of Hyacinths and
Tulips

Hyacinths may be planted outside dur-

ing .September and October. To grow
them successfully a i^unny, open spot

should be selected, not in the shade of

trees or high walls ; a place where the

water is stagnant in winter should be

carefully avoided and the soil made as

porous as possible. If the soil be light

or medium, it simply requires to be

worked ; if heavy, besides deep digging

and well-working, the bulbs should be

surrounded with some sharp silver sand.

When manure is added, on stiff, heavy
soils, horse manure is preferable to cow
dung , which may be used on sandy light

spots. The m.inure should be worked
a few inches into the soil, thus prevent-

ing the bulb itself from coming into

contact with it. The beds, thus prepar-

ed, are ready for being planted with the

bulbs ; the soil is taken out to a depth

of say three to four inches and the sur-

face made quite level with a rake. The
bulbs are then put into the beds four

to five inches apart according to their

size and gently pressed down ; care-

fully, without overturning the bulbs, the

removed .soil must then be brought over

the bulbs ag.iin :mil after this, planting

is finished.
TULIPS

Tulips content themselves with a less

rich soil than hyacinths, though a poor

one must be avoided. A spot where there

is no stagnant water in winter should

be selected and the beds so arranged

that they get the fullest amount of sun-

shine in spring. The preparing of the

beds is the same as with the hyacinths.



Vegetable Problems Discussed by Practical Groovers
THE sixth annual convention of the

Ontario Vegetable Growers' Asso-
ciation was held in London, Ont.,

September 14th. Mr. Thomas Delworth,
of Weston, the president, occupied the

chair. In his opening remarks
Mr. Delworth stated that during
the past year the association had
taken up two lines of new work.
One was the issuing of a monthly
crop report which had given general sat-

isfaction. Printed forms were sent out

and the members were particularly re-

quested to make their report in accord-

ance with the form. The other particular

line of work was the sending of .seed to

the Government's Experimental Farm at

Monteith, New Ontario. The result

had been exceedingly satisfactory. The
potatoes grown in that district were of

a particularly good size, smooth and very

good looking, and he thought that in the

future Ontario would derive great bene-

fit not only from the fact that the grow-
ers in older parts of Ontario would be
able to secure a supply of northern grown
potatoes, but that as new Ontario be-

came settled its growers would be able

to supply the larger cities of Old On-
tario with all the potatoes they required

and cut out the potatoes that are now
being shipped in from New Brunswick.

Mr. Delworth thought that a further

amendment should be made to the Seed
Control Act making .seed merchants re-

sponsible for the variety of seed that

they sell. He said that it was very hard
on market gardeners to plant a supply of

onion seed and find after they had ma-
tured that they were not true to the

variety.

The matter of irrigation was a burn-
ing question with the vegetable growers
of Ontario and he thought that the On-
tario Government should put in a plant

at the Jordan Experimental Station to

demonstrate the practicability of the

overhead system for market gardeners.

He also thought that the Dominion
Government should amend the statute

fixing the weight of certain vegetables.

He instanced a case where a gardener
near Toronto had sold parsnips at so
much per bushel and on delivery the
purchaser insisted on sixty pounds to

the bushel, making a loss to the gardener
of fourteen pounds of parsnips to each
measured bushel. He thought that the
new standards should be as follows

:

Parsnips, forty-five pounds ; carrots, fifty

pounds ; beets, fifty pounds ; artichokes,
fifty-six pounds per bushel. The present
rate is sixty pounds a bushel in each in-

stance.

The President's address was ably dis-

cussed by C. W. Baker, of London, Ont.
He thought that every member of the

Association should put his shoulder to

the wheel and back up the president and
other officers in their efforts to keep vege-

table growing to the front. The conven-
tion approved of the president's recom-
mendations, and the executive committee
was instructed to bring the question of

standard weights to the attention of the

government. It was also decided to ask
that seventy-five pounds be the lawful

weight for a bag of potatoes, so that

sugar sacks may be used.

Mr. Kerr, of Ottawa, spoke of the

benefits of irrigation. He told of a gar-

dener near Ottawa who had a celery

patch on a hill and during the dry wea-
ther he irrigated it with water pumped
by a wind mill, and the plants that were
so watered on the hillside were much
better than those in the valley where they
did not receive irrigation.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Mr. J. Lockie Wilson, Secretary, in

his annual report, announced that there

had been gains in membership and a
healthy condition. The St. Thomas
branch showed the greatest percentage
of gain in membership, 396 per cent, and
Tecumseh second with an increase of

100 per cent. Woodstock showed
twenty-five per cent, and Toronto twelve
per cent. Mr. \\'ils()n had something
to say about New Ontario and the potato
growing at Monteith and about his trip

to the Old Country and the wonderful
work that was being done by the far-

mers in England, France and Belgium.
While in England he had seen one hun-
dred acres of strawberries and one thou-

sand acres of potatoes on one farm. It

was his opinion that Ontario grown to-

matoes could be shipped to English mar-
kets with profit and he was going to

induce the Ontario Government to make
a shipment during the present season.

From one of the small Canary Islands

there have for years been shipped into

England, packed in sawdust and peat,

over $1,000,000 worth of tomatoes an-

nually.

Mr. F. F. Reeves, of Humber Bay,

gave a very interesting address on Early

Potato Growing, which will be publish-

ed later.

SMALL FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Professor Crow, O.A.C. , Guelph,

dealt with the subject of Small Fruits

in Connection with Vegetable Growing.
He thought market gardeners could grow
small fruits to great advantage, particu-

larly strawberries. Their land being well

fertilized, they could secure a heavy
yield of berries. He had his doubts as

to whether any land could be too rich for

strawberries and he thought it would
pay to irrigate a strawberry patch dur-

ing the hot days of the summer months.

They had worked no feet of strawber-

ries with the Skinner System and it had

236

given splendid results. He did not think

5,000 boxes of strawberries to the acre
would pay, from one acre at the Experi-
mental Farm they had picked 14,000
boxes.

His practice of mulching was to apply
a fair covering of manure in the fall.

Just put enough to prevent the tops from
freezing and to prevent the heaving of

the ground. He would apply the balance
of the mulch in the spring after the
ground was thawed out; then he would
put it on good and thick. He preferred

something finer than long straw, straw
two or three inches long and about two
or three inches thick put on between the
rows and in the rows as well. The
coarse part of the mulch should be raked
off in the spring into the spaces between
the rows. If the soil was light he would
not run the scuffler through in the spring
but if the soil was packed it would be
well to run the scuffler through, but not
too deep.

Ht advocated the matted row system,
the rows being three and a half to four
feet. The plants should be started two
and a half or three feet apart in the row
and put out as early in the spring as
possible. A great many growers culti-

vate both ways for a considerable time
before allowing any runners to start

;

they then allow the runners to fill up one
way and discontinue cultivating one way
and in this manner they soon secure a

matted row. The runners are not allow-

ed to form until July. If labor could
be secured at a reasonable price it would
pay to send a man over the patch to

space the runners. Strawberry plants

should not stand clo.ser together than
four inches. If the soil is very rich the
rows might be 15 or 18 inches wide.

For strictly fancy trade he would re-

commend the Glen Mary, Sample, Beltz

and Uncle Jim. The Williams was most
generally grown for market purposes and
the Wilson for shipping purposes. Par-
sons Beauty had given good results at

the Experimental Farm.
He made a strong plea for the cultiva-

tion of gooseberries. The canning fac-

tories were paying big prices and they
were easily grown.

JORDAN STATION REPORT
There was a very interesting report

from the Jordan Experimental Station,

at Monteith. They tried the experiment
of growing certain strains of tomatoes
under glass cultivation, but they did not

succeed except with one variety called

the Ferguson O. K., and that yielded

over eight pounds of fruit per vine.

.'\bout thirty varieties of musk melon
were started in the greenhouse, and they

succeeded very well with the experinicnt.

Fifty-nine varieties of peas were tested

for yield. They found that growing the
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A Ginseng Seed Bed

peas in rows about six inches broad gave

better results than when sown closer to-

tjether.

It was suggested that they should ex-

periment at Jordan Station along the

line of raising early vegetables by the

use of frames and pit houses, the very

intense system of French .Suburban gar-

dening especially suited to large cities

and the relative \alue of commercial fer-

tilizers and manure under certain con-

ditions or during certain seasons of the

year.

An address on "Irrigation of Garden
and (ireenhouse" was given by W. H.
Coles, of Troy, Ohio, explaining fully the

Skinner System of Irrigation.

MELON CULTURE
Melon Culture was discussed by F. G.

Fuller, of Hopedale. He said that his

first thought would be the variety. Some
markets demand a small melon, while

others demand a larger melon. A grower
should be particular to get a melon suit-

able to his market and one that will com-
mand a good price. He should .select a

melon of good type and flavor ; saving
the seed of a good sample in flavor. A
melon without flavor would not be a

satisfactory one to grow. The hot bed
should be prepared about the 25th of

.\pril, and should have about ten inches
of straw manure well tramped.

The earth should be tramped before

the seed is planted. Four or five inches
of good earth would be sufficient. It

should then be marked off with six inch

marks both ways and in each crease a

depression should be made with a tea

cup or some similar object and then in

the hole thus made four or five seeds

should be planted on the outside edge
and then covered with fine earth and
packed down with a spade and then

watered. Care should be taken to watch
the patch closely to see that it gets air

and plenty of water.

at Brantford, Ont.

In planting out a stone boat or low
wagon was found satisfactory. Part of

the manure should be cut out with the

soil to keep it together. A southerly

slope is best and if possible it should be
of rich sandy loam. It cannot be too

rich. The land should be well worked
after the plants are set out. About a week
after the plants are set out they should
be given an application of nitrate of soda.

Put a couple of teaspoonfuls around each
plant. Two or three applications about
ten days apart are sufficient. The melon
should not be set out unless the weather
is warm, a cold day will give them quite

a check.

An address on "Experiments with Cab-
bage, Tomatoes and Asparagus," by
Prof. Myers, State College, Pa., was il-

lustrated with lantern slides, and demon-
strated clearly that there are strains in

varieties of vegetables, as well as in

breeds of animals, some cabbages going
mostly to bunches of leaves, while others,

almost without exception, had beauti-

fully-formed, solid heads.

"Insects Injurious to Vegetable Grow-
ing" were discussed by Mr. L. Caesar,

O.A.C. , Guelph, an extract from which
will be published later. A banquet

given the evening before the convention

by the members of the London Branch

to the visiting delegates proved most en-

joyable.

The Ginseng Seed Bed
E. A. RaHcll, Brantford, Ont.

'J"he least expensive metiiod of making

a ginseng garden is to buy the seed from

a reliable dealer and grow all one's

plants. Time will be saved, however,

if a few one-year-old and two-year-old

root.s are planted at the same time, as

these win pro\ide all the seeds needed

ill the following year.

The seed of the ginseng plant will not

germinate until nineteen months after it

ripens and is usually packed between lay-

ers of moist sand for this period. The
seeds thus kept are the "stratified seeds"
which dealers sell for planting. This
method saves garden space and weeding
for one year and is most satisfactory,

but if economy of land is no object the

new seeds may be planted and left in

the ground for the nineteen months re-

quired for germination. In either case
the best time for planting is in late Sep-
tember or October.

The seed bed should be composed of

sandy loam soil which has been under
cultivation for a year. It is usually made
four feet wide with sides of one-inch

rough boards six inches in width. The
sides protect the plants and enable one
to build up a bed of rich material more
easily. Rotted manure should be ap-
plied in the proportion of two wheel-
barrow loads to forty square feet of

ground and be well mixed with the soil,

which must be free from stones and
lumps. If this can be done in July or
August it will be all the better, as the

manure will then combine with the
earth more completely. The addition

of leaf mold or black earth from the

woods will be beneficial but is not neces-

sary.

Plant the seeds in rows three inches

apart and at intervals of one inch apart
in the row and one inch in depth. This
can be done most expeditiously and so
as to produce a pleasing regularity of

appearance in the growing plants by
using a dibber or marker, which anyone
can make in a short time. P'rom a

board three inches wide and one inch

thick, cut a piece four feet long or just

as long as the width of the bed. Bore
half-inch holes an inch apart the full

length of the board and in each hole

insert a peg made so as to project one
inch. Nail a narrow strip of wood for

a handle along the side opposite to the

projecting pegs. With this tool a row
of holes can be made across the bed in

a moment all at the proper distance and
depth.

Having planted the seeds, the only

thing requiring to be done is to cover

the bed with a mulch for protection

against alternate freezing and thawing
and also more especially to preserve

moisture for the plants during the follow-

ing summer. Most growers advocate

the use of leaves or rotted manure for

mulching but the experience of the writ-

er shows that for seedlings the best ma-
terial is sawdust. Several different

methods were tested during the past

year. In the bed on which about a

half-inch of sawdust was used practically

every seed produced a plant which thriv-

ed all summer.

Crushed bone is a cheap and valuable

fertilizer.—Rev. P. C. L. Harris,

Guelph, Ont.
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DECLINE OF THE APPLE INDUSTRY
When Mr. J. W. Flavelle, cf Toronto,

one of the most influential Conservatives in

Ontario, recently addressed his open letter

to the Minister of Agrici: Itiire, in which he
claimed that there has been a serious falling

ofl: of late years in the production of agri-

cultural products in the province and asked
the Hon. Mr. Duff what he was doing to

bring about an improvement, he little knew
liow soon his contentions, as far as the ap-
jile crop is concerned, woijd be substantiat-

ed hy an official cf the Department of Agri-

culture. The statement by Prof. J. W.
Crow, of the Guelph College, that for fifteen

years the production of apples in Ontario
has been declining and that it is still de-

clining, is of too serious a nature to bo
passed ever lightly. Prof. Crow has stated

what he believes to be the reasons for the

decline. The question remains, how can the

.situation be dealt with most effectively?

It sometimes happens that blame is im-

posed on the Department of Agriculti re for

the existence of conditicns for which it is

not properly chargeable. In this case, how-
ever, we feel free to say, without attempt-

ing to fix the responsi.bility for what has

happened in the past, that if the Minister

of Agriculture dees not take immediate
steps to arrest the present decline and bring

about a decided improvement in conditions

he will leave himself open to the most severe

criticism. Half-way measures will not be

sufficient. A thorough, systematic and
comprehensive campaign must be inaugur-

ated that can be counted en to ensure de-

finite results.

Where cooperative fruit growers' associa-

tions exist conditions are the best. More
of these associations n«?ed to be formed. The
late Hen. John Dryden, was instrumental

in organizing, through his assistants, most

of these associations. The work thus start-

ed should have been pressed vigorously. It

needs to be now. Hundreds of apjjle grow-

ers in Ontario are making a great success

of their orchards. In some sections there are

men who are obtaining large financial re-

turns through leasing neglected orchards

and making them produce good crops of

fruit by means of proper cultivation, prun-

ing aiid spraying. The responsibility of

demonstrating the success of these methods

to the average farmer in our best fruit dis-

tricts rests mainly with the Department of

Agicultnre.

PEACH SHIPMENTS
It is satisfactory to know that the trial

shipments of peaches made recently to Eng-
land by the Dominion and Ontario Depart-

ments of Agriculture have turned out satis-

factorily. Critics have claimed that these

shipments will be cf little value and have

based their claims on the ground that im-

mense quantities would have to be shipped,

and for a period of years, to make any
impression on the British market. It has

been contended, also, that the peaches

grown in Ontario are net the kind the

British market demands for the high class

trade.

While there is a large measure of truth

in both of these contentions, the shipments
that have been made should, in fact they

have alread.v produced tangible results. Be-
fore we can hope to build up an export
trade in peaches—and tomatoes as well

—

with the mother country it is necessary that

»" shall experiment to ascertain the styles
of packages to use and the conditions of
shipn)ent necessary to obtain the best re-
sults. Former experiments in this direction
proved failures for the most part. There
are indications now that the new methods
that are being tested will prove more suc-
cessful. In connection with these tests ex-
periments can be tried with the object of
ascertaining the varieties of peaches and
tomatoes that will give the best results. If

necessary, new varieties can be planted and
in due time tested.

Preliminary wcrk of this nature is ne-
cessar.y before an.y serious attempt to gain
a foothold in the British market is made.
This work cannot be started too soon. For
this reason we feel that both deoartments
of agriculture are to be commended for what
they are attempting.

WESTERN ARITHMETIC
Literature issued by the management r)f

the Canadian National Apple Show, to be
held in Vancouver in November, states that
"a grand total of 9,000 apples" will be
comprised in the plate display. It is added
that these apples will average three
inches in diameter and that if placed in

a single row touching one another they
would extend five and one-ninth miles.

Isn't that wonderful.' Just think! 9,000,
multiplied by three represents 27,000 inches,

which is equal to five and one-ninth miles.

Er! what? There are 5.280 feet in a mile
or 63.360 inches. That seems funny.

Next, however, we are informed that the
secretary estimates that "there will be a

grand total cf 12,600 boxes of apples on
display. A box of apples is approximately
20 inches long. If all of these boxes of

apples were placed end to end and a little

boy told that he could have the last box
in the row, if he would go after it. he
would have to walk 47 and three-fourth

miles to get it." Gracious! Wouldn't he

be tired? But, let us see. If we multiply i

12.600 by 20 we will have a total of 252.000

inches. There are 63,360 inches in a mile.

Thus, 2-52,000 inches is a fraction less than
four miles. Oh dear ! Oh dear

!

But, it never rains but it pours! Here
is another. After being told that there

will be 'a total of 1,638.000 apples in the

entire show" we are further informed that

"these apples will average about two and
one-quarter inches in diameter and if they

were placed in a single row it would be

698 miles long." Isn't it wonderful—to

think that 1,638.000 multiplied by two and
a quarter equals 3.276,000 inches, which on

a basis of 63,360 inches to the mile equals

.58 and a fraction miles, net 698. We hate

to say anything that may detract from the

magnitude of this great show, but these

figures take our breath away. They as-

tonish us. We are overcome. Do you
wonder that British Columbia is sendjng

to Ontario for school teachers? AVe hope
that oir teachers will show them the differ-

ence between feet and inches and help to

make the show a credit to Canada. But
really, this is too good to let go by with-

out comment.

While our Canadian fruit growers were

unable to take advantage of the invitation

of the National Fruitgrowers Federation of

Great Britain to pay a visit to the Old
Country this year we hope that the mem-
bers of the Federation i nderstand that

their invitation is deeply appreciated on

this side of the water. Cojiditions. not a

lack of desire on the part of our fruit

growers, made the taking of the trij) im-

practicable. There is a general desire that

such a trip ma.v prove possible some time
during the next few years.
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It is to be hoped that the Dominion Gov-
ernment will give careful consideration to
the proposals that will be laid before it by
the members of the Ontario Vegetable
Growers' Association in refiard to standards
of weight for vegetables. The Ontario' As-
sociation should endeavor to enlist the sup-
port of the members of the Quebec Veg-
etable Growers' Association.

The directors of the Ontario Porticultural
Association have acted wisely in arranging
to secure prominent speakers from the Unit-
ed States for their annual convention in
Toronto next month. Such speakers add
interest to the proceedings and give an
inspiration that cannot be obtained in the
same wa.v by any other m.ethod.

Again our supply of copies of The Can-
adian Horticulturist, this time for the
month of July, has become exhausted. If
any of our readers will let us have their
copies of the July issue their kindness will
confer a favor.

Ontario Apple Prices
P. W. Hodgetts, Sec. Fruit Growcri Asiociation.Torcnto

The apple crop in Ontario is one of the
poorest for many years. Hundreds of or-
chards have no crop whatever, especially
in the western parts of the province. Others
have enough to supply a local demand.
Where orchards have been properly looked
after and thoroughly sprayed, the quantity
is greater and the quality excellent. Or-
chards that have a crop but were not spray-
ed are showing plainly the effects of scab
and codling moth.
Those cooperative associations having any

sized crop have sold most of their apples.
Prices have ranged from $2.25 to $2.60 for
fall apples in quantity, up to $3.75 for the
better varieties of winter apples. One as-
sociation sold their entire crop for $3.00
for Nos, I's and 2's, 75 per cent, to be No,
1. Another reports having sold for $3.00
No. I's and $2.75 for No. 2's. The de-
monstration orchards sprayed by the De-
partment of Agriculture in Nottawasaga
township. Simcoe County, will likely grade
80 per cent. No. 1. and the apples have
been sold at $3.00 for No. 1 fall, and No.
1 and 2 winters. Early apples which have
been going west have brought much larger
returns than usual.

Mr. W. H. Bunting of St. Catharines,
Ont., has been asked to act as an as.sociate
.judge at the Canadian Apple Show in Van-
couver next November and has accepted the
appointment. Mr. Bunting is an experienc-
ed exhibitor and judge and should give
satisfaction.

Fruit Display at Canadian National Exhibition
The fruit exhibit at the Canadian Na-

tional Exhibition this year was good, there
being a considerable improvement over pre-
vious years. As a general rule, owing to
the early date of the exhibition, grapes are
not far enough advanced for a good show-
ing, but this year, although a few green
bunches were in evidence, this part of the
exhibit as a whole was excellent.

A decided improvement was noted in the
general arrangement of the various dis-
plays, due partly to the fact that more
space was devoted to this department than
formerly. The space, however, could have
been utilized to much better advantage,
both from the standpoint of judging and
to give spectators a better chance to com-
pare the various exhibits of each variety of
fruit. No regular system seems to have
been followed in the arranging of the dif-
ferent classes. Exhibits of plums were
noted in three different places in the hall,
grapes in four places, and peaches and pears
in at least three places. If the different
classes in each variety were arranged in
order, it would give a more pleasing ef-
fect, and enable spectators to readily find
all the exhibits in the varieties in which
they are particularly interested.
The display of fruit in commercial pack-

ages was splendidlv located, but much better
use could have been made of the space al-

lotted to this portion of the fruit exhibit.
Fruit, excellent in quality and well packed
was there, brt the general arrangement of
the packages was anything but good. In
fact, it almost appeared as if no attempt
had been made at arranging the exhibit
in an attractive form, and nv merous re-

marks by passers by voiced this opinion.
A verv little effort on the part of those in

charge of the arranging of the fruit exhibits

could have made a great improvement in

this department. The package display is

a great source of education to fruit grow-
ers, and it should be arranged so as to
attract the eye, and also enable the passer-
bv to readily see and examine the different

methods of packing. It may be noted that
one row of boxes was set upright at the
ton of the exhibit, where none but a very
tall per.son could even see what kind of

fruit was in the boxes.
In the plate displays, the competition

was keen, and the quality of the exhibits
excellent. The apples were good, both as
regards quantity and quality. Peaches,
plums and pears were good. The competi-
tion in all of these varieties was keen.
Granes were also good, and of a much better
quality than is usi al at this time of the
year. As usual most of the prizes went to

the St. Catharines growers, but Marshall
Bros., of Hamilton and R. H. Dewar of
Fruitland captured a large number of
prizes in the plums and grapes.

T.4BLE COLLECTIONS
A new feature was the table collections,

which attracted much attention and added
{"."?" to the attractiveness of the whole ex-
hibit. Displays of peaches, plums and
grapes were shown. Two tables each of
plims and peaches were entered, and three
of grapes. L. C. Gray, of St. Catharines,
captured the first prize in both the plums
and peaches and R. Cameron second In
the grapes, J. H. Smith, of St. Catharines,
won fir.st prize; F. G. Stewart, Homer, se-
cond; and W. Selby, Homer, third. The
second prize table had the best collection of
varieties, and if anything, the better qual-
ity, but the judge found objections to the
use of foreign material in decorating the
table. The prize list called for simply a
display of grapes, nothing else.

GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT

A very attractive display was put up by
the Ontario Government. It was poorly
located, however, being away off in a corn-
er and at a considerable distance from the
main fruit exhibit. Some very fine fruit was
shown, there being an excellent display of
commercial packages. The space was used
to excellent advantage in displaying the
fruit, which was placed so that it could be
easily seen and examined by pas.sers by. A
prominent feature of this exhibit was a
large pyramid of apples extending almost
to the roof. The fruit in this exhibit was
a good advertisement of the fruit growing
possibilities of Ontario.

BRITISH COLUMBI,\ DISPL.AT

The British Columbia exhibit attracted
much attention, and demonstrated the pos-
sibilities of British Columbia as a fruit
growing province. Fruit of all kinds was
shown, the early varieties being preserved
in glass jars. The whole exhibit was dis-

played in a rustic booth of attractive de-
sign, which showed off the exhibit to per-
fection. The fruit in this exhibit was not
packed especially for exhibition, but was
exhibited as packed by the growers for

ordinary commercial purposes.
Crab apples, peaches, plums, pears, ap-

ples and other varieties of fruit were shewn
in commercial packages, and judging by the
display in the other sections of the hall,

Ontario growers can well learn a few les-

sons from British Columbia growers con-
cerning the art of packing fruit. The
fruit was selected from all parts of the pro-

OUR NORTHERN GROWN STOCK HAS PROVED ITS MERITS

Manor Richelieu, Murray Bay, Que.
Our Selected Northern Grown Stock, which was used to ornament the grounds in the above illustration, has succeeded splendidly, even in this extreme climate. Our stock

is used by those who demand the best. Give us a trial order. We will satisfy you. Our Catalogue free for the asking.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO.. Ltd.. 10 Phillips Place. Montreal, Que. Nurseries- Pointe Claiic. Que.
A Few Reliable Salesmen Wanted
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APPLES
Bought, Sold and Handled on Con-

signment for

England, Gcrnvany and
Western Canada

I REPKKSKNT THK OLD P'IRMS OF

Ph. Astheimer & Son, Hamburg, Ger.

Thomson & Mafhieson, Glasgow

North of England Fruit Brokers,

Manchester

W. Dennis & Sons, London

D. Crossley & Sons, Liverpool

ALSO FIRMS IN

Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saska-

toon and Edmonton.

For information call or write

A. S. CHAPIN
APPLE BROKER

75 Yonge St., TORONTO
Phones Main 3547, College 3307

vince. and considering the fact that it had
travelled across the continent, both the
cxindition of tho packaKos and the quality
of tho fruit was excellent.

A feature of tho flower exhibits was a

display of gladioli by Campbell Bros., of
Simcce and Wm. Colvin of Gait, the prizes
being awarded in the order named. The
exhibits were located near the centre of the
hall and were much admired. An excellent

disjjlay of asters was also shown by T. H.
P. Hammett, of East Toronto.

OntarioHorticultural Exhibition
There promises to be a splendid showing

of fruit from the individual counties at
the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition in

Toronto, November 15-19. Norfolk county
will be to the fore again with a beautiful
exhibit, but will have strong competition
from Northumberland and Durham, who
are sending in 290 barrels of apples for

their display alone. Ontario county has
promised to put up something very fine

and Mr. H. Jones reports that Leeds and
Grenville will this year expend their grant
in exhibiting a unique collection of Mcin-
tosh, Snow and Scarlett Pippin and other

apples of that type for which these two
eastern counties are noted. The individual
exhibits will be very strong.

There will be no changes in the pri/.e list

in the honey and vegetable sections, with
the exception that the special section call-

ing for canned vegetables will be cut out.

The frv.it list has been revised, a number
of extra varieties have been added to the

package classes as well as additional sec-

tions under the plate classes. It has been
decided to cut off the three classes which
were specially devoted to the northern
counties. Two other varieties, the Snow
and Wolf River have been added in the

class calling for specimen apples with prizes
of $10.00 and $6.00 for the best single
fruit.

The ])res<!rved fruit class will, this year,
be under the management of the Women's
Institute Branch of this Department, and
it is expected that there will be a big
competition for the prizes. In addition,
.special prizes wil) l)o awarded for displays
to be put up by individual institutes. Al-
ready a number of these have signified their
intention to enter. The floral prize list
is practically the same as in 1909. Only two
slight changes have been made which cut
out the section calling for double violets
and hamper arrangements in floral designs.

Ottawa Vegetable Growers
Mernbers of the Ottawa Branch of the

Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association
recentK visited the gardens of M. P. Cars-
tesen. Bailie Bros., and W. Hidl at Billing's
Bridge. The large native plum orchard of
P. Carst-esen, and his celery store house
drew much attention. Mr. Carstesen stored
15,000 celery and a lot of cauliflower in it

last year. He has used th" house for three
years and has never had any loss in it. The
house is in perfect condition. It is chea))lv

made. All the work was done by himself.
The walls are of concrete. One wall forms
the north wall of his greenhouse.
Another interesting sight was a field of

10,000 late cauliflower at Bailie Bros., which
considering the dry summer, was a won-
derful crop. Practically all the plants on
the whole promised a good head. A ycung
orchard at Mr. Hull's had a very fine crop.

Two rows of Wealthy and .some Mcintosh
Red apples were extremely well laden. Re-
freshments were served the visitors by the
hosts.

FRUIT

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

APPLE BOXES A SPECIALTY

Up - to - Date Fruit Packers

Use Our Goods

MADE UP AND IN SHOCKS

WRITE US

The Firstbrook Box Company
TORONTO

Limited

HERBERT RASPBERRIES
READ WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT THEM

"W. J. Kerr, Esq.,
"Proprietor The Ottawa Nurseries,

"Woodrcffe, Ont.
"Dear Sir:—Let me express the pleasure I had in my visit
to your large block of Herbert Raspberries. I have seen these
fruiting now for a number of years, and have sampled the
fruit in every form, and believe that the Herbert is the com-
ing commercial berry in earliness, size and quality. This will
certainly be the case where the hardiness of the cane is of im-
portance. I have such faith in its merits that I propose to
supply the capital to a tenant of mine to make a plantation
of five acres of the Herbert this fall.

"Eeally too much cannot be said for the Herbert on account
of its hardiness. The quality of the berry is, in my opinion,
rather better than Cuthbert. especially when canned, and it
also has the advantage in size. I do not know when I gave a
recommend with heartier good-will.

"A. McNeill,
"Chief Fruit Division."

"Johnson, Nebraska, May, 13, 1910
"W. J. Kerr, Esq.,

"Woodroffe. Ont., Canada,
"Dear Sir:—The Herbert Raspberry plants came to hand O.

K., and were planted the same day, and seem to not feel bad
for changing their nationality, as they are starting to grow
nicely, and they certainly look as if they were built for busi-
ness. Tours respectfully,

"Q. 8. CHRISTY."
The above letters are evidence of the genuineness and quality

of our Herbert plants. The Herbert has no equal as a heavy
yielder of strictly high class berries. We are the only nursery-
men who have ever secured plants from the originator.

The originator, with Mr. W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticultur-
ist, Alexander McNeil, Chief of the Fruit Division of the Dominion
Department of Agriculture, and a staff representative of The Can-
adian Horticulturist, inspected and approved our large stock of
plants, this past summer, so we are not ashamed of them.

Write for descriptive circular and price list.

THE OTTAWA NDRSERIES, Woodroffe, Ont., Canada
Growers at Ottawa, of hardy trees, shrubs, vines, small fruit

plants, etc. We offer a large stock of strong rhubarb roots for
winter forcing. We have also a large stock of the new Hydrangea
Arborescens, or "Hills of Snow," and other hardy shrubbery, ever-
greens ,etc.
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The Niagara District Horticultural Exhibition
The Ningara J)istriot Hcirticultuial Ex-

hibition, that was held in i?t. Catharines
September 14 and 16, was a credit to the
great fri,it centre in which it took place.
There were fine displays of fruit, flowers
and vegetables, the exhibit of flowers being
particularly fine. The exhibit of fruit in

commercial packages was not as large as in

former years. This was duo largely to the
fact that the St. Catharines Cold Storage
Company was unable tc make an exhibit be-
cause of the .shipment of peaches it was
making to the Old Country. Aside from
this the exhibition, in other respects, was
considerably ahead of all previous efforts.

Two very fine displays of fruit were made,
one by S. D. Furminger and the other bv
W. H. Bunting in conijietition for the prize
given by M. F. Rittenhouse, of Chicago.
While more taste was displayed by Mr.
Bunting in his exhibit, Mr. Furminger's
collection was the larger of the two and
won the first prize, Mr. Biinting's exhibit
taking second.
A very fine display of plants and flowers,

as well as semi-tropical trees, including
acacia, bay and fig, was made by the Nia-
gara Falls Park Commission undesr the
direction of Mr. Moore, the new head
gardener. Seven employees of the park
were required to group this display.

An exhibit that attracted much atten-

tion was one of preserved fruits in glass

jars by the Dominion Department of Agri-

culture. It is intended that this exhibit

sliall be displayed in foreign countries. The
jars contained not only the fruit but the
foliage and branches as well. AH were in

])erfect condition. The display attracted

much attention.
SOCIETY EXHIBIT

The fine silver trcphy offered by the St.

Catharines Horticultural Society to the

horticultural society in the province mak-
ing the best exhibit of flowers such as
hydrangeas, Phlox Drumraondi, asters,

geraniums and so fortlr brought out en-
tries from Toronto and Gait societies that
did both societies credit. The Toronto
society won the cup, but will have to win
it again before it will become its perma-
nent property.
The contest for the Lest decorated tables

had seven entries. The prizes were won by
Mrs. Edward Gander, Mrs. James A. Wiley,
Mrs. A. E. Malcolmson and Mrs. E. Sni-
der. On Mrs. Gander's table there was a
delicate arrangement of pink asters and
maiden ferns in a basket and a tray with
white trailing clematis at the corners.
The prizes offered for the best collection

of vegetables were won by S. D. Furminger
and F. F. Reeves. As this exliibiticn does
not receive a direct government grant its

officers are deserving of hearty commenda-
tion on the great success it has achieved.

Ontario Peaches in England
The Ontario Government agent in Lon-

don, England, N. B. Colcock, has cabled
the Dei)Uty Minister of Agriculture for

Ontario, Mr. C. C. James, that the first

shipment of Ontario peaches to England
arrived in excellent condition. When
placed for sale on Covent Garden it was
eagerly sampled by the dealers. This
fruit was grown near the Experimental
Station at Jordan, Ontario, and was pack-
ed by P. W. Hodgetts, Director of the
Fruit Division of the Department of Agri-
culture.

It is reported that this fruit brought
the highest prices of any of the same class

sold at the same time. A despatch by the
Canadian Associated Press reported that

SPITALFIELDS

MARKET

LONDON

Bulbs for FallPlanting
Wehavea magnificent stock of
Bulbs of exccedinKly fine quality
to offer this fall at most reason-
al)le prices. Excellent values in

Dutch Hyacinths,

Lilium Harrisii,

Freesia,

Roman Hyacinths,

Paper White Narcissus,

Forcing and BtddingTulipS,

Spiraeas, Oxalis,

Crocus, Amaryllis,

Etc.

Palms and House
Plants

Send for our beautiful Illustrat-

ed CataloKue; mailed free on
request.

Steele Briggs Seed Co.

HAMILTON

Limited

TORONTO WINNIPEG

Bruce^s Regal Flowering Bulbs

-~^i^ PLANT NOW
^-Ali^^ Mti^^ FREE—Write for our 28 page

i^a^^^><?-]f^^l Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs,

^^SZ'^S^^i'^^ J@^ Plants.Seeds, Sundries, Poultry

Each. Doz. 100

Crocus, in 4 colors 02 .10 .60

Freezia, Refraota Alba Giant 04 .30 1.60

Lilic-a, Oalla, white, large 20 220

Lilies Chinese Sacred, large 10 1.00

Hyacinths, Roman, 4 colors 05 -50 3.75

Hyacinths, Dutch, 4 colors 07 .60 4.00

Narcissus, Paper White Grandiflora 04 .35 2.50

Narcissus, Single, 6 varieties 03 .25 1.50

Narcissus, double, 4 varieties 04 .30 2.00

Scilla, Siberica 03 .26 1.50

Snowt'rops. Single 02 .15 luu

Tulips, single, named, 6 colors 04 .30 lib

Tulips, single, best mixed 03 .25 1.25

Tulips, double, named, 6 colors 0< .35 2.00

Tulips double, best mixed 0" .30 1.50

JOHN A. BRUCE & CO., rr."
LIMITED
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PERSONAL
Re Gladiolus 'Empire'

Will the gentleman who discussed
this novelty with our Mr. John Camp-
bell at the Toronto National Exhibi-
tion, 1910, please write us, as we would
like to secure his testimonial.

CAMPBELL BROS.
SIMCOE, ONT.

it Wi'S MlllllT.siooll tllilt Sir .JilMII'K WIlltlK'.V,

Premier dI Ontario, wlie was in London at
the time sent King George a box of these
l>eaches and received a letter from the
King's Secretary acknowledging their re-

ceipt.

WANTED

APPLES
AND

PEARS
GEO. VIPOND & CO.

606-608 St Paul Street

MONTREAL, QUE.

BRANCHES : WINNIPEG, MAN., REGINA, SASK.

Quebec Pomological Society
The annual summer mcHjting of the Pomo-

logical and Fri it Grcwing Society of the
province of Quebec was held at Sherbrooke,
(Juc., at the time of the Sherbrooke Ex-
hibition, Aug. 30 to Sept. 1 . The pro-
gram included an illustrated lecture by
Prof. John Craig, of Cornell University,
an address b.v R. 13. Whyte, if Ottawa, on
"Perennials," and an address by Prof.
Louis Meunier, of the Deijartment of Agri-
culture, Paris, France, on the "Cider In-
dustry," an outline of which is published
elsewhere in this issue. The attendance
uas small the counter attractions of the
exhibition militating against the interest

taken in the meetings. Demonstrations in

orchard work and fruit packing were given
en the grounds of the exhibition, under
the direction of an expert from Macdonald
College.

Hon. Sydney Fisher expressed the hope
that the Society would send an exhibit of

its chcice fruits to the Canadian National
Apple Show in British Columbia. Hon. Mr.
Caron urged the dissemination of knowledge
pertaining to fruit growing throughout the
province in crder that a greater interest

might be aroused in the growing of fruit.

Mr. Maxwell Smith, of British Columbia,
Manager of the Canadian National Apple
Show, asked for the cooperaticn of the So-

ciety in making the show a success. A reso-

lution of condolence was passed with the

famil.v of the late Mr. Robinscn of Montreal
who for many years rendered valuable ser-

Cold Storage Fruit
Warehouse

FiniKt Apple Rooms in the liorniniun for

EXPORT AND LOCAL TRADE
Special Kooiiie for all kinds of Perlabsble

The Canada Cold Storage Co.
I.IMITKI)

53 WILLIAM 8T., .. MONTREAL

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
Capital Authorized. $10,000,000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5,450,000.00

Reserve Fund . 5.450,000.00

D. R. WILKIK, President
HON. K. JAFFRAT, Tlce-Pre«ldent

Branches and AKenciea throuarhout
the Dominion of Canada

DrafU, Moner Orders and Letter* of Cre<lit

issued available in any part of the world

Special attention siTen to coUectiona

SaTinsB Department—Interest allowed on de-
posits Irom date of deposit.

IMPORTANT
TO EXPORTERS OF APPLES

We are in a position to receive, handle and sell Can-

adian Apples to the bcst possible advantage.
Shippers would do well to consign their apples to our

care.

Highest MarRct Prices Guaranteed

Prompt Returns and Settlements

A Trial Solicited, for further information please

apply to

R. FLEWITT 8L CO.
Smithfield Market, Manchester

and 21 VICTORIA STREET, LIVERPOOL.

CABLE ADDRESS: Flewitt, Liverpool Hauchester.

CABLE CODES: |
^'"'"*!,^''°'*'

(^
A, B, C, Foi

Part II.,

Fourth Edition.

CANADIAN REFERENCE—Dixon Bros., 66 King Street Eait, Hamil-
ton, Ont.

ENGLISH REFERENCES—Willlanis Deacon's Bank, Limited

jj>vVB^Hah
SHIPPERS

CONSIGN YOUR FRUIT
DIRECT TO

s

Andrew Chalmers
GLASGOW

ESTABLISHED 1849

No Agents. Private Sale.

Highest Returns.

BANKERS:

Bank of Toronto, Colbome
Commercial Bank, Bazaar, Glasgow

Cables : Bananas, Glasgow. Codes : A.B.C 5th ed.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Room 521, Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO
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ASPARAGUS ROOTS
Strons, Two-Year Old

Early Giant Argentcuil
Per ICO, $1.00; per 1000, $7.00

Argenteuil is the Earliest and Largest
now on the Market.

DUPUY & FERGUSON
38 Jacques Cartier Square, MONTREAL

vices to the society. Prof. S. Blair. Mac-
donald College, the President of the Society,
presided at the meeting.

AGENTS WANTED FOR
LYTLE'S

""''' ARSENATE
OF LEAD

In 10, 50, and 100 lb. Kegs

WEED-KILLERS
INSECTICIDES
SHEEP-DIPS, Etc.

Full Particulars on Application

eOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
Cranmcr St., LIVEBPOOL, ENG.

Items of Interest
The annual convention of the Ontario

Horticultural Association will be held in
Toronto Nov. 17 and 18 at the time of the
Ontario Horticultural Exhibition. A meet-
ing of the executive committee of the As-
sociation was held in Toronto on Sep-
tember 6th, with President R. B. Whyte
in the chair, at which arrangements were
made for an interesting program. Two
well known speakers from the United
States, Messrs. Horace McFarlane, Harris-
burg, Pa., an enthusiast on civic improve-
ment, and Harland P. Kelsey, a distin-
guished authority on native flora in the
United States, will address the convention

The Corn Reporter, issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture, reports
that on the first of September the average
condition of apples throughout the United
States was 46.8 as aginst 44.5 on Sep-
tember 1, 1909, and a ten year average on
the same date of 54.7. The average con-
dition of white potatoes was 70.5 as against
a ten year average of 79.8. Peaches showed
an average condition of 64.0 as against
a ten year average of 56.6. Grapes were
77.2 against a ten year average of
83.8. Pears showed an average condition
of 63.9 as against 53.6 on the same date
last year. Tomatoes averaged 78.6 against
81. 3 a year ago. Onions 83.8 against 86.1
a year ago and cabbages 85.8 against 78.2
last year.

An informal meeting of officers of a

number of the leading cooperative apple
growers' associations in Ontario was held
in Toronto at the time of the Canadian

PEDIGREED FRUIT TREES
PRODUCE

"QUALITY FRUITS"
With the exception of poaches, we believe in fall

planting for best results. Let us quote onr prices.

Auburn Nurseries, Queenston, Ont.

Its merits have been conclusively

proven through publicdemonstrations.

Aphine will not injure the ten-

derest flower or foliage— in fact it

invigorates plant life.

It possesses excellent cleansing

qualities.

For Sale by

DUPUY & FERGUSON
38 Jacques Carlier Square, Montreal

THOS. A. IVEY & SON
Port Dover, Ont.

MANUFACTURED BY

APHINE MFG. CO., Madiion, N.J., U.S.A.

Fruit! Flowers! Vegetables! Honey!
CANADA'S GREATEST HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL

Ontario Horticultural Exhibition

ST. LAWRENCE ARENA, TORONTO, ONT.
November 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1910

$4,000.00 OFFERED IN PRIZES

Many New Features have been added to the Prize List that should draw out some splendid

exhibits. Write to the Secretary for full particulars and a copy of the Prize List.

Entries Close November 9th, 1910

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS FROM ALL POINTS IN ONTARIO

President : H. R. FRANKLAND
Ask your local railway agent for particulars

Secretary : P. W. HODGETTS, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, ONT.
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HARDY TREES
and SHRUBS
We have for sale an extensive as-

sortment of ornamental trees,

plants, shrubs and general nursery

stock. Our stock is carefully grown,

a greater part of it having been sev-

eral times transplanted. As our

nursery is situated on the Island of

Montreal, the stock is hardy and

gives satisfaction wherever grown.

If you are thinking of planting

this fall, you would do well to write

us, letting us know your needs.

October is the month when fall

planting can be done with the best

results. Make your selections early

while our stock is complete.

WRITE TO-DAY

The Pointc Claire Nursery
GEO. MILNE, Manager

P.O. Box 165, MONTREAL, QUE.

NURSERIES-POINTE CLAIRE, QUE.

National Exhibition. It was reported that

fr)iit in tinsprayod orchards was of poorer

quality this ypar than usual. Robert
Thompson, of St. Catharines, stat<fd that

they had sold early apples in the west for

as hiRh as $2.75 per forty pound box. Mr.
Mitchell, of Thornbury, reported that

buyers in the Georgian Bay District were

offering $1.25 to $1.40 for fall and winter

apples on the trees. Mo.st of the associa-

tions have sold their crops.

At a luncheon of the directors of the

Central Canada Exhibition held at Ottawa
last month, one of the judges, Mr. R. B.

AVhyte, cf Ottawa, who is the president of

the Ontario Horticultural .Association,

criticised th(5 management of the exhibi-

tion for not having given more attention

to the horticultural exhibits. Complaint

was made that the building was old and

poorly located en the grounds, that fakirs

were allowed in the building and that the

prizes were not large enough . It was

stated that the exhibit of fruit was most

creditable to the Ottawa district, and that

much larger exhibits would be made were

an effort pi.t forth to encourage them.

The difficulty which many people ex-

perience at this time of the year in select-

ing the right kind of shrubs and trees as

well as plants to grow, has led Mr. E. D.

Smith, the well known nurseryman, of

Winona, Ontario, to issue a little booklet

entitled, "What Shall I Plant and Where
Shall I Plant It?" The information it

contains is most helpful. It gives lists of

shrubs for shady places, wet or moist

places, dry and shallow soils and for sea-

shore planting. Lists are given of trees for

street and avenue planting, for country or

suburbs, of hedge plants, screens to hide
objectionable views, wind breaks, ever-

greens for bed planting, rapid growing trees

and vines, lists of flowering shrubs with the
months in which they flower and other
similar information. The booklet is well

worth sending for.

Mr. Maxwell Smith, Manager of the First

Canadian National Apple Show, which
will be held in Vancouver from Oct. 31

to Nov. 5, has been in the east recently
soliciting exhibits of fruit for that ex-

hibition. Before leaving for the West he
rej>orted that Nova .Scotia had arranged
to send an exhibit, although it will not
be as largo as would have been the case

had the crop of Gravenstein apples in Nova
Scotia this year been larger. The Pomo-
logical Society of the province of Quebec,

he stated, intends to send a full carload

of Snow apples. Mr. Smith promised that

if eastern growers would exhibit at the

show in British Columbia this year, the

British Coli.mbia growers would return the

((impliment.

Daisy Apple

Press
Used l)y all leading

apple packers in Can-
ada, United States and
England.

Write for prices and
complete information
to

J. J. ROBLIN & SON
Manufacturers

Brighton, Ont.

Canada

SIMMERS' BULBS For IMMEDIATE
PLANTING

WF. WANT every reader of The Canadian Horticulturist

to have a copy of our AUTUMN CATALOGUE, in which

is offered the most complete and comprehensive list of bulbs to be

found in Canada. It's free for the asking. To keep up-to-date

floriculturally your name should be on our mailing list, and our

various Catalogues will be sent as issued.

BULBS—Thousands of people overlook the planting of Spring

Flowering Bulbs in the Fall, and have many regrets when they

see them blooming in the gardens of their neighbors in the spring.

Send for our Catalogue now, make your selection and plant your

Bulbs out before hard frost comes, or selection of sorts may be left

to us.

HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS—No better time to set these

out than now. They quickly take hold and invariably make finer

and stronger plants than when planting is done in the Spring.

J. A. SIMMERS, Limited, ^^Txnts'"'' TORONTO, Ont.
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Patterns worth $1.20 Free
IN ORDER TO BRING OUR SUBSCRIPTION LIST TO 40,000 FOR OUR

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION, WE MAKE THIS
EXTRAORDINARY OFFER JUST ONCE

Twelve May Manton Patterns . . $1.20
Canadian Home Journal, one year 1.00

$2.20

ALL FOR $1.00
If Ordered by November 1st, 1910

jrrowing, Growing, Growing, for five years. Quali-

ty wins every time. Canadian Home Journal now

celebrates its Fifth Anniversary by greatly increasing

its size.

No progressive woman questions the value to her of

a good Home Magazine. She wants to dress herself

and her children well, yet as economically as possible

;

to provide her table not only well but attractively ; to

learn all suggestions about house arranging and dec-

oration, the care of linen and silver and china. She

wants to know other women's experiences about the

house, with the children, household expenses, nursing,

every womanly interest.

Nowhere can she find these more complete than in

Canadian Home Journal. It tells of helpful pleas-

ures, music, books, gardening, embroidery, and has a

"children's page" edited by one of the cleverest writers

in Canada.

Every woman knows the M.XY MANTON patterns,

for many years the accuracy and up-to-dateness 'f

their styles have been tested and not failed. Thousands

of Canadian women say these patterns are easier to

use, and more in keeping with their ideas, than any

others.

Absolutely, you cannot buy one of these patterns for

less than lo cents. You have your choice of 12 of

those shown in the pages of The Canadian Home
Journal. Coupons are sent you, each good for a pat-

tern each month when sent to this office.

There are suits, gowns, waists, kimonas, girls' dress-

es, boys' suits, embroidery—a wid6 selection to choose

from.

Order now, and start the season right, with the

Special FALL FASHION number, October HOUSE-
HOLD number, FIFTH ANNIVERSARY number,

splendid CHRISTMAS number.

OFT THIS OUT

SHORT STORIES Each Month that are Inter-

esting, Enticing, Thought Inspiring.

A Great
Serial Jeanne of the Marshes

One of E. P, Oppenlieim's best Novels

The Best Magazine Value in Canada is Given

by the JOURNAL at $1.00 a year

CANADIAN HONE JOURNAL

CANADIAN HOME JOURNAL,
59 John Street, Toronto.

Enclosed find $i.oo for one year s sub-

scription and the twelve couponsJor free pat-

terns.

NAME

ADDRESS
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Peerless Lawn Fence
I» Ktronff and Attractive! All the wires are
uniformly crimped, lart;e saUKe, steel spring wire,
heavily Kaivuiiizcd and coated witli wliite enamel
paint. Nuver says, never rusts. Improve your prop-
erty with 11 Tcericss Fence. Cheap as wood and
more handsome and durable. Also iiiU line of farm
and poultry fence and t:ates. Write for Information.

THE BAI^WELL HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO.. LU.
Dept. Hamilton, Ont., Winnipeg, Man.

iiiiiiiiiiil

iiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiil;

iiiiiiiiiiili

iiiiiiiiiiilii»
^"'"^""~"''"""'

« iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|

iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiif

" CARY "

FIRE PROOF SAFES AND VAULT DOORS

ALL SIZES

Ford & Peatherstone Hamilton, Ont.

W. J. SHERWOOD, Representative

Landscape Architecture
Plans and Estimates Furnished for the Laying Out of Public and

Private Grounds,

Parks, Cemeteries, Hospital Grounds, School

Grounds, Large Estates, Etc.

Let us show you how much better your Residence will look when Grounds
are properly planted. Send rough drawing, showing location of buildings,

trees, etc., with measurements. We will be glad to make suggestions,

whether you are intending to spend $10.00 or $1000.00. We can save you
money in two ways.

Send for our Free Booklet,

"BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES QUICKLY PRODUCED"

Order Your Stock for Pall Shipment at Once
We will send on stock promptly upon receipt of order. October is the

month to plant with the best results. Complete assortment of Fruit Trees

and Plants, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Perennials, Bulbs, etc. You
should have a copy of our new Illustrated Catalogue. Complete Description

of all the new and leading varieties.

Plant a Bed of the Old Fashioned Flo^vers

This Fall
Send

me free'

copy of

We have chem all—Asters, Bleeding- Heart, Canterbury Bell,

Candytuff, Day Lily, Fox Glove, Hollyhocks, Golden Glow, Ger-
man and Japan Iris, Larkspur, Phlox, Oriental Poppy, 28 select

(Mark X Before Book
Wanted)

I
i

Illottrated Catalogue

'

' Beaotifnl Landscapes

Quickl; Prodaced
"

Name

and distinct varieties c^f PAEONI.'^S.

BROWN BROS. COMPANY
Nurserymen, Ltd.

Address
To BROWN BROS. CO., NURSERYMEN Ltd'"

Browns' Nurseries, WeUand Co., Ont.

BROWNS' NURSERIES
Wdland Co., Ont.

Death of W. E. Wellington
Death ciiine suddenly recently to .Mr. W.

K. WcllinKtoii, of the firm of .Stone & Well-
ington, nurserymen of Toronto and Font-
liill. Few men were as well known in hor-
ticultural circles throughout Canada as was
the lato Mr. Wellington. The ininiens«
Imsiness conducted by the Fonthill nur-
series in all the provinces of Canada re-
sulted in Mr. Wellington building rp a

The Late W. E. WeUinftoB

large acquaintance among the horticultural
authorities and others interested in fruit
growing in the different provinces.
From 1897 to 1899 Mr. Wellington was

President of the Ontario Fruit Growers'
Association. He was a life member and
at one time First Vice President of the
Canadian National Exhibition, of which
he was a director for many years. The
late Mr. Wellington was sixtv-one vears old.

Under this heading, notices of forthcominc
exhibitions and meetings of horticultural im-
portance will be published. Send the infor-
mation as longr in advance as possible.

Vancouver ,B.C., Canadian National Apple
Show Oct. 31-NoT. 6

Ontario Horticultural Association Conven-
tion, Toronto Nov. 17-18

Ontario Horticultural Exhibition, Toronto,
Nov. l.^-19

Nat'lAppleShow,Spokane,Wash.,Nov. 14-19

Nat'l Apple Show, Chicago, Nov. 2.5-Dec. 4

VAPORITE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF

MILLIPEDES, GRUBS,
Leather Jackets, Eelworms, Julus-

worms, Wireworms, Centipedes,

Beetles. Ants, Woodlice, Slugs,

and all Similar Insects of the Soil

Send for Circular Giving Full Particulars

DUPUY 81 FERGUSON
SEEDSMEN

38 Jacques Caii:icr Square, Montreal
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! NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES f

Eastern Annapolis Valley
Eanice Watts, A. R. H. S.

During the history of apple grcwing in

.Nova Scotia, there has never been snch a

shortage of fruit as this year ; however as

the apples begin to show themselves larger,

those orohardists who at first thought that
tliey would only have fifty barrels new
{stimate the crop to be a hundred and even
more, so that the outlook is a trifle better

than was expected, br.t it is going to be a

very hard year for those who have onlv ap-

ples tc count upon. Onlv the best hands
will be put on in the packing houses which
will make it hard for the laborer as well as

the grower. In the western part of the

valley several people have not sufficient

fruit for their own use.

In the low lying district of Ayksford a

severe fro.st during the latter part of Aug-
ust destrcyed cranberries, beans, corn and
"ines, while in the east of the county the

pans and corn are still fresh at the time
writing, September 14th.

Fruit trees look a dark rich green and
promise in the future to make good their

vcar of rest. The trees in the nursery rows
Iinve made luxuriant growth and orders fcr

1911 and 1912 are ccming in very fast.

The bidding of annle and plum trees

finished about the ir'ddle of September.
Apple speculators hove been verv quiet.

Kings have been .sold for $4.50 a bbl., $3.00

I8S

been offered for Grnvensteins, Duchess
2.50, and Crimson Beauty $4.00.

nu

I

British Columbia
"The provincial government will make ex-

ibits of provincial fruit at the leading

centres throughout the United Kingdom
during the coming season, on similar lines

as in previous years. A carload will go

forward aboiit October 9 in charge of Mr.
I!. Bullock-Webster, provincial exhibition

I (immissioner. It is also intended to for-

ward a second car later in order to reach

r.ondon in time for the Royal Horticultural

society show at Vincent Snuare. By this

means we will be enabled to stage a bet-

r exhibit than in previous years, owing
the fact that the fruit can bo picked

ter and will hav(! a better color.

J'ho weekly reports of British Columbia's

uit Commi.ssicner, Mr. J. C. Metcalfe,

who continues to visit the different mar-
kets for fruit in the prairie provinces, ar«^

being followed closely by our growers and
shippers. It is believed that his work
among the frrit dealers in the different

cities is leading them to take a greater

interest in British Columbia fruit. His
descriptions of the methods of packing fol-

Plant Ginseng Now
Ginseng should be planted not later

than October for best results, hut may
be planted safely until the grernd
freezes. You should have a ])lot of

this profitable plant. Write at once
for our free booklet and commence
thi'i f.ill.

E. A. fiussell & Co.
Box 102, BRANTFORD, Ont.

Trees, Shrubs, Vines and Hedge
Right Up-to-date. Get busy and send for our Price List. We
ship direct from Nurseries to Planters. Thirty years and
something new. May we have your order while the assortment
is complete. Dependable Stock at the Central Nurseries.

NEW CATALOGUE FOR JANUARY 1st, 1911

A. G. HULL & SON - St. Catharines, Ont.

NOTICE
MY FALL CATALOGUE OF

BULBS AND PLANTS
Of Proven Quality, is Now Ready

I want every Interested Person in Canada to send for one

ROBT. T. PINKERTON 709 Eastern Townships Bank Bldg.

MONTREAL, QUE.

No matter how pleasing the tone of a

piano may be, unless that tone endures,

there cannot be real satisfaction. This tone

durability in

A^^imm
is secured through an expert knowledge of

what to use, how and where to use it, and

a vigilant supervision over every smallest

detail during construction.

We publish a booklet on piano con-

struction that every prospective p/ano
buyer should read. Write for it.

GODRLAY, WINTER & LEEMING
188 Yonge St., Toronto
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Buying A Piano
Made Easy

Perhaps you are deterred

from enjoying the delights of

a New Scale Williams Piano

in your home, by the thought

of laying out several hundred
dollars in a lump sum.

This is unnecessary.

By our unique plan, you
gain the piano of your choice

by easy payments.

dL
iil -^

New Scale Williams

HANOS

*r if
Another great advantage

to those living at a distance

from the large cities. Is that

we ship pianos on approval,

guaranteeing the instruments

to please or they are returnable

at our expense.

Write us for details of

these two selling plans

—

and our beautifully illus-

trated catalogues of New
Scale Williams Pianos and
Player Pianos.

THE WILLIAMS PIANO CO. LiaitMl

OSHAWA. OUT.

BUNCH omCES:
Winnipeg. Han.. S2S Pwtage. Ave

•nta-ul. Qne.. 731 St Catkcrlne St W.
Lon4ra, Ont, 2(1 Dnndas St

109A

ONTARIO (Trafalgar Castle)

I A nirC WHITBY, ONT.
LALIlEiO CANADA.

COLLEGE
PERFECT SURROUNDINGS

FULL COUBSES IN

Literature Elocution
Music Fine Arts

Household Science, etc.

Splendid organization. Rates moderate.

WaiTB TUB PRINCIPAL FOR CALENDAR

EEV. J. J. HARE, Ph.D.
Wliithy, Ont.

lowed by the United State.s growers wlio

ship fruit to the same markets and his

sUKpestions for improvements in our mo-
tiiods aro proving helpful.

Niagara District, Ont.

By Wtar; Worm, Wioona

Since the second week of Toronto Fair,

when the weather was hot »nd mupgy, wo
have had ideal weather condition.s for nick-

itiK, parking and shipping fruit. There

has been a keen demand for fruit on the

part of the public and prices have been

fairly gco;! for the grower.

The nacking and distribution of fruit is

gradually improving althoi gh much remains

to be done, notably in the matter of ship-

ping green fruit. The plum market was
injured to a considerable extent by this

practice and the grape market is also suf-

fering. Plums are about over now and
numbers of orders for them are coming in-

to the dealers, which they cannot fill.

Somewhat of a glut of peaches took place

during the second week of the Toronto Fair,

and Early Crawfords sold rather low fcr a

few days, but since then the market has
improved and peaches are selling now better

than ever, with a keen demand on the part

of the public. A great deal cf fruit and
tomatoes has been shipped to the West this

year, both from the Winona-Grimsby end,

and from St. Catharines.
Partlett pears have been a cajiital crop

and an exceedingly good sample, they are

just about ever now, and are being succeed-

ed in the markets by Anjous, Sheldons.

Seckels, etc. Duchess are a light crop, and
TCeiffers, medium.
Early Crawford peaches are just about

over and EU.ertas are coming unon the mar-
ket now. They are not as heavy a crop as

usual, but are an extra good sample.
Grapes are coming in freely and are sell-

ing at fair prices. Concords and Niagaras
are now coming on the market, some of

these would have been better held back for

another week or so.

Fruit and tomatoes are on the tpward
trend of late. An tintisual feature has been
small lots of strawberries and raspberries,
)vhicb have sold well.

Campbell Bros., of Simcoe, wish to com-
municate with the gentleman who discussed
the Gladiolus "Empire" with Mr. John
Campbell at the Toronto Exhibition re-

cently.

The Aphine Manufacturing Company re-

])ort that considerable interest is develop-
ing in Canada toward their insecticide

Aphine and that their business on this side

of the line is increasing, now that their

liroduct is becoming known. It is handled
in Canada by Thos. A. Ivey, of Port Dover,
and Dupuy & Fergrson, of Montreal.

Send your consignments of APPLES to the

Home Country to

RIDLEY HOULDING & CO.
COVENT GARDEN

LONDON, ENGLAND
who specialize in APPL£S and PEIARS dur-

ing*the j'Season. Personal ^'attention, prompt

account sales and remittance.

Correspondence invited.

BLACK
KNIGHT
STOVE POLISH

Has the "Black Knight"
coine to your home ?

Let him show you the
quick aud easy way to shine
the stoves.

"Black Knight" takes
all the hard work and dirty

work out of stove polishing.

It's a paste—so there is

no watery mixture to be
prepared.

Just a few rubs with cloth or
brush brings a mirror-like shine
that "you can see your face in".
And the shine lasts !

Most dealers handle and recom-
mend "Black Knight" Store Polish.
If your dealer cannot supply it, send
IOC. for a big can—sent postpaid.

THE F. F. DALLEY CO. LIMITED,
HamUton. Ont. 1

8

Maktrt of the jamoum '21m f Sko. FolhJl.

WtnderfDl

Washer

Momentum Balance, Wheel
wuiking on ball bearmg, keeps the
"Champion" Washing going with
ery little effort.

A new idea in washing Machines.
** Favwrilc " Cbara meaas easy

dMUvimf. 8 Kiresi.

It yvar dealer does aot baadlc tbelK,
write us for t>ook)ets and aamc mt dealer
ear yon who does. 77

•AFIS Kimu I two n Mun. Mt
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Mount
Birds and Anlmalsl
HportsnK'nl Fluhermenl Hunterst
Naturalists antl otbert setikliig to
b«tter tlii'tnHulveH oy Ifarnlii? a
greut prof t'dwlon. Tht^wo.iderfulart
of Taxidermy, eo loiiR k(!pt secret,

can ni'w eu^ily be lenrnod right in
your home diirlnKyourHpareboura.
No need to give up your bun Uiess. ^^-
WC TEACH BY MAIL how to monni

birds, animals, enirio noafU tan skins,

nirike riiBS and Siount all trojihifB. A 'io-

liehti'ul. entrancing and ni'Hiey-niakini:

^ ^/^ profession £"T men and women. Decorate^ **V your holno\*')th rarespecinmnsof thohnnt
OtcbAS Easily n&dquirkly learned. Succcaa guaranteed
or no tuition. Endorsed by tlioujandaof dolithtful graduates.

Gpsaf AocArFAE'Cf Oorbeautifnl.lllnitraiedlxioli.

iiow to Learn to Mount itirdsand Animals.*' and our hand-

iome Taxidermy Matrazino absolutely free to all wlio write.

Stop depending 00 a job. iiave a profession. Write today,

N«W.8clioolof TaTldenny, . l.'i Hlwood BIdy., Oroalia. Welfc

Eastern Fruit may not be
Shown

The Secretary of the Ontario Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Mr. P. W. Hcdgetts,
writes The Canadian Horticulturist that
it is not likely that any Ontario ajiple

growers will exhibit at the National Apple
Show at Vancouver next November, not-
withstanding the tempting prizes being
offered. The distance is so great and the
opportunities for damage tc the exhibits en
route so many that eastern men are slow
to take hold.

To do the matter justice they feel that
it would be necessary to send a man along
not only to care for the fruit on the way
out, but also to supervise the placing of

the exhibits at the other end, thug entail-
ing a large expense. As Ontario has nn
market for fruit in British Columbia tin-

Ontario government is not disposed to make
an exhibit.

It will be unfortunate, if at least some
eastern fruit is not shown at the big show
which every grower in Canada hopes will

be a great success. Even should east<>rn

fruit not be shown the event is certain to

be the largest exhibition cf apples ever
shown in Canada.

A sample of a Northern .Spy apple, grown
last year in Elgin county, Ontario, which
had been kept in the cold storage at Lon-
don, Ont., since a few days after it was

—And The Feature That Made Them Famous
The discovery of FUSED JOINTS made possible the perfect system of

warm air heating.

When we first began to build furnaces, some thirty years ago, the various

parts of the radiators were bolted and cemented together. No matter how tightly

the iron and steel were fastened, the difference

in the expansion and contraction of the two

metals eventually pulled the bolts loose,

ground out the cement and left openings

through which gas, dust and smoke escaped

into the house.

About 20 years ago, we discovered and
patented FUSED JOINTS.

Instead of bolting and cementing steel

and iron together, wc fused the materials

at a white heat.

The joints thus formed are permanent
and indestructible.

Twenty years iise has proved the value

of Fused Joints. They will not leak—they

are absolutely gas, smoke and dust tight

—

and will alwa3'S remain so as long as the furnace is in use.

Fused Joints insure "Hecla" heated homes being always supplied with an
abundance of fresh, warmed air, untainted by gas or dust.

"Hecla" Furnace is the only furnace with Fused Joints,

Fused Joints are only one of the patented features of "Hecla" Furnace that

mean so much to every man who is going to put in a new furnace this season.

Our furnace book describes and illustrates them all. Write for free copy.

Send us rough diagram of your home, and we will plan the heating arrange-

ment and give estimate of the cost of installing the right "Hecla" Furnace—free.

Qare Bros. & Co. Lbnited, Preston, Ont.

tmt
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picked from the tree, and which was re-

moved from cold storage on August 11, was
sent to The Canadian Horticulturist re-

cently by J. A. Ruddick, Dairy and Cold
Storage Commissioner. It was in practi-
cally a perfect state of preaervaticn, the
color and flavor both being of the best.

Mr. P. W. Hodgetta, the Director of the
Horticultural Branch of the Ontario De-
partment of Agriculture, while speaking at

a meeting of the Lincoln Farmers' Insti-

tute at Vineland recently stated that there
are now 875,000 peach trees in the Niagara
district, as compared with 684,000 in 1901.

Of these 500,000 are new, and 375,000 old

ones; and the increase is but beginning.
The eastern area can produce five and ten
times the present amount of fruit. Peaches

are new being introduced into Norfolk,
Kent and Essex, and even in Lambton
counties. The western claim for the re-

duction of duty on fruit compels growers
to be on the alert for new markets.

We are in receipt, from the Helderleigh
Fruit Farms and Nurseries at Winona, of

E. D. Smith, of sample leaves taken from
ycung trees growing in the nursery. The
leaves include those of the Golden Dog-
wood, Ampelopsis heterophywlla variegata,
the Variegated Ampelopsis and the Japan-
ese Maple. The variegated coloring of the
leaves is most unique. The fact that these
trees are being grown successfully in the
Helderleigh nurseries is of considerable
interest.

The Third National Apple Show of the

United States will be held in Spokane,
Nov. 14 to 19, and will be followed by an
exhibition at Chicago, Nov. 28 to Dec. 4th.
The first show in 1908 cost $41,000. Last
year's show cost even mere. The people of
Spokane have been contributing about
$25,000 a year to the show. 'The citizens
of Toronto contribute about $1,000 to the
Ontario Horticultural Exhibition.

A local paper in Nova Scotia reports that
Londcn, England, capitalists are conduct-
ing negotiations for the purchase of con-
siderable areas of fruit land for the pur-
pose cf growing fruit. It is expected that
upwards of $500,000 may be invested in
this way. The work is to be conducted en
a cooperative basis. It is intended to

market the fruit in London, England.

Here IS our
New

Fall ScWin-t&r ^^^f Delivery
JCharges to

^^^^any Destinai
"^ '^^ inCanadc

I

Free Delivery of Goods Throughout the Dominion
The aim of this store has been to reach a point in its development where it can serve on equal

terms all the citizens of this great Dominion, and offer to every resident of Canada the advan-
tage of Simpson Quality, Simpson Variety and Simpson Economy, right at your own door
without extra cost and without trouble or risk.

The enormous increase of our Mail Order Business now enables us to respond to your good will

by being the first store in Canada to extend FREE DELIVERY TO ALL CUSTOMERS.
You need no longer figure out postage, express or freight rates, because the prices quoted in our

catalogue are what the goods will cost you at your nearest station, except heavy or bulky goods, as

stated in the catalogiu.

OUR PART
The Simpson Store—the best constructed and

best equipped mercantile building in the Dominion
—is now practically your nearest store.

Its immense stocks bought direct from the manu-
facturers for cash mean economy to yon.

The worthy, honest goods, made for service, and
the prompt response to your request for return or
exchange, mean comfort and satisfaction to you.

The latest, most stylish and up-to-date merchan-
dise in every department means pleasure to you.

YOUR PART
If your name is not already on our mailing list

send post-card at once for catalogue.

Our new free delivery system makes it profitable

for you to order your entire needs from this store.

You can order any single article at any price,

large or small, and we will send it cheerfully and
promptly; but we suggest that you try to make
each order as large as possible.

Follow carefully the instructions printed in the

Catalogue.

N. B.—To get our New Fall and
Winter Catalogfue promptly send
Post Card addressed to Dept. No. 3

¥Ih(B

MffilbxBirft )IIMPS©M 2SLT TOnoTO

Wherever There's
a Post Office.an Express
Office or a Railroad

SIMPSONS
Will. deliver yoxyr
Purchases FREE
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FOR SAI«£ AND WANTED
Advertisements In this department In-

serted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, eacli figure, sign or single letter
to count as one word, minimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

PURE CANADIAN OINSENO seeds and roots, also
Golden Seal and Senega, for sale: water tested
seeds, and selected roots ; careful supervision.
Write for booklet and prices. Huronla Ginseng
Garden, BIyth, Ont. Box 341.

PIPE FOR SALE.—All sizes for steam, hot water
heating, posts, green house construction work,
etc., very cheap. Send for price list, stating
.Tour needs.—Imperial Waste and Uetal Co.,
7 Queen Street, Montreal.

PERSONS having wa.ste space in cellars, out-
houses or stables, can make tl5 to $30 per
wesk growing mushrooms for us during Fall
and \\'inter months. Now is the best lime to
plant. For full particulars and Illustrated
booklet, write Montreal Supply Company, Mon
treal.

THE CANADIAN APPLE GROWERS' GUIDE (just
published). A thoroughly up-to-date treatise,
covering every phase of apple culture, from the
planting of the tree to the packing and sale of
the fruit, by Linus Woolverton, M.A., Grimsby,
Ont. Published by Wm. Briggs, Toronto, price
$2.25, postpaid.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.—Charles Ernest Wool
verton, Grimsby, Ontario, is prepared to make
plans for the improvement of country estates,
city parks or private grounds, giving lists of
suitable trees, plants and shrubs for planting.
He has no personal interest in the sale of any of
these, but can direct clients for purchasing
them at lowest wholesale prices. He will super-
intend the work of the gardeners in carrying
out his plans where such service is needed.

FRUIT LANDS

Ontario's Apple Supply
The following is a partial list of the Co-

operative Fruit Growers' Associations of

Ontario, together with a statement of the
quantities they are prepared to ship this

S6&S011 '

Chatham 1,000 to 3,000 barrels
Alvinston 3 cars
Wyoming 19 cars
Watford 1,500 barrels

Grimsby 6 cars
Ingersoll 4,500 barrels

Trenton 7,000 barrels
Thornbury 12,000 barrels

New Durham 2,000 barrels
Jordan 20 cars
Oshawa 8,000 barrels

Wicklow 3,500 barrels

Sparta 3,000 to 5,000 boxes
St. Catharines, 6,000 boxes and 5,000 barrels
Norfolk 30,000 barrels

'Turns the soil

better'

Becau.vc of their

shape. plates
of " Bissel 1"

Orchard Harrows turn over soil cleaner,

better than you've been accustomed to

have it done. Attach wingsand Harrow
extends out 12 ft. or more to cultivate
under limhs of trees—closes up narrow
enough to cultivate between grape vines.
Combination Harrow too—reversible
from "Out Throw" to "In Throw."
Low seat, well-braced frame. Ahk your
dealer for information or write Oept. i

T. E. BisMll Co. Ltd., Elora, Oat. <

ALL KINDS of Farms for sale. Fruit Farms a
specialty.—W. B. Oalder, Grimsby.

FRUIT FARMS sold and exchanged. List with
us for quick sale. See us if you are thinking
of buying a fruit farm.—F. J. Wateon 4. Co., 1275
Queen Street W., Toronto, Ont.

NIAGARA DISTRICT FRUIT FARMS.-Before
buying, it will pay you to consult me. 1 make
a specialty of fruit and grain farms.—Melvin
Gayman, St. Catharines

BRITISH COLUMBIA fruit growing. Send one
dollar for two hundred page beautifully illus-
trated cloth bound book, entitled "Fruit Eanch-
ing in British Columbia," written by T. J.
Bealby, a competent and well known authority
on the subject. British Columbia Fruit, Mol-
son's Bank Bldgs., Suite 1, Vancouver, B.C.

SELF-SUPPORTING HOMES in the glorious Fruit
District Southern British Columbia for $10
cash and $10 monthly, without interest. An-
nual profits, $500 to $1,000 per acre. Orchard,
garden, poultry, scenery, hunting, fishing,
boating; delightful warm climate; church,
school, post ofBoe, store; big saw mill; daily
trains ; close to market ; unlimited demand for
products. Write quick for maps, photos, free
Information.—West-Kootenay Fruit Lands Com-
pany, Dept. S., Drawer 1087, Nelson, B. C.

SALMON ARM, Shuswap Lake, B. 0., has the
finest frnit and dairy land in B. 0. No irriga-
tion necessary, mild winters, moderate sum-
mers; no blizzards, or high winds; delightfal
climate; enormous yields of fruit, vegetables
and hay; good fishing; fine boating amidst the
most beautiful scenery, and the Salmon Arm
frnit has realized 25 cents per box more than
other fruit In B. 0. Prices of land moderate,
and terms to suit. Apply to F. 0. Haydock,
Salmon Arm, B. 0.

GROW APPLES AND GROW RICH — 10 acres In
British Columbia's finest fruit growing district
will support a family in comfort. Prize fruit,
enormon«' crops, high prices, big profits—$200 to
$600 per acre. Established settlement, no Iso-
lation, plenty good neighbors, best transporta-
tion, good markets, grand scenery, hunting,
office, hotel; daily trains. Splendid climate;
fine summers, mild winters; high winds and
low temperatures unknown. Prices right. Easy
terms. Proofs, plans, particulars.—Pruitvale
Limited, Land Dept., Nelson. B. 0.

Growth of Rural Telephon s.—The call of

the telephone bell is no uncommon sound in

the farmhouse to-day. Men are callod for

special work, prices are learned, buying and
selling is done, orders go to the butcher and
the grocer and friendly gossip and chat are
among the many things that keep the busy
rural lines buzzing. The farmer or fruit-

grower with a telephone is no morp isolated

than his brother in the city—indeed, often
far less so—for the city man, as a rule,

does not know his next door neighbor. Be-
sides, the telephone is a real money-maker,
as it keeps the farmer so closely in touch
with market prices and conditions. The
initial cost is low, and the line when instal-

led belongs to the farmers, so that there is

only running expenses to pay. This, coupled
with the fact that the organization of .a

company and installing the line is made
easy bv the co-operation and expert advice
of the different large telephone supply-
houses, which is given free of cost, has been
a large factor in the increasing popularity

of rural telephones.

WILD LANDS in blocks of 80 to 6,000 acres, in
West Kootenay, British Columbia. Price de-
pends on accessibility, value of timber and per-
centage of good land. State what is wanted,
and terms preferred. If maps wanted, send
$1.00. Enquiries wanted from prospective pur-
chasers, not agents J. D. Anderson, Govern-
ment Surveyor, Trail, B. C.

KENDAICS,

SPAVI

CURE
Kills Bone Spavin

Rich VaUcy, AlU, May 20th. 1909

'*I have UBcd your Spavin Ctirc for a
\on% time aad would aot be without it.

Have killed a Bone Spavin by its use.**

OI,E CARXrSON.
That tclU the whole story. And

iiuadreds of thousands have had the

mme experience in the past 40 ycax*.

For Spavin, Rinnboae, Curb,

Splint, Swellings and

aU LameBess,

Kendalls Spavin Cure cures the

trouble—makes the horse sound and
w 11—and saves money for the owner
because it removes tlic caus* of the

trouble.

Keep a bottle always at hand- $lor6
for $5. Good for man and beast. Ask
your dealer for free copy of our book
'W Treatise On The Horse" or wrttettt.

M
DB B. J. KENBAXJ.CO. EsMkmrf raQi.Vt

^i^^^imimiii

Tree Protected by Wooden Veneer
and banked up with earth to prevent
entrance of pests at bottom.

PROTECT YOUR TREES
Against Rabbits, Mice and other Vermin

Many young orchards are greatly

injured each year by these pests.

Wrap the trunks with

Wooden Vcnccrs
and damage will be prevented.

These veneers w^ill protect also

against sun-scald.

SEND AT ONCE TO

THE OAKVILLE BASKET CO.
OAKVILLE, ONT.
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California versus Ontario Fruit in Montreal
T. G. Bunting, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa

I

IN
the September issue of The Cana-

dian Horticulturist the following

lines appeared in a brief article entit-

led, "Peaches for England": "Our cus-

tomers in Great Britain who ordered

peaches from us last year were delighted

with the fruit we sent and with its con-

dition on arrival." Recently a brief press

notice appeared in an Ottawa paper with

the heading, "5,000 Baskets Canadian

Peaches for England."
It seems that the Ontario fruit grower

is becoming ambitious to extend his mar-

ket for fruit abroad, while the California

grower is quietly yet surely extending his

markets in Canadian cities. In proof of

this statement, let me give the prices re-

ceived and quantities of both California

and Ontario deciduous fruits sold in

Montreal on September 19th, igio,

which were furnished to me by one of

Montreal's leading wholesale dealers:

Californian prices—Peaches, $1.00 to

1.25 per 19 lb. box; grapes, $2.00 to

$2.25 per 25 lb. box
;
plums, 90c to $1.00

per 20 lb. box; pears, $4.50 per 50 lb.

Ontario prices—Peaches, fancy, 40c to

60c per n qt. basket; medium, 30c to

40c; grapes, 22j^c to 25c per 6 qt. bas-

ket; reds, 30c to 40c; plums, fancy, 50c

to 60C ; medium, 40c to 50c per 11 qt.

basket
;
pears, Bartlett, 60c to 75c for

fancy, and 40c to 6oc for mediums. Oth-
er pears, 30c to 50c per 1 1 qt. basket.

i

These prices were remarkable in them-
selves, but when we look into the quanti-

ties sold, it is ev..n more remarkable, for

on that day there were five carloads of de-
ciduous fruits and only three carloads of
Ontario fruits sold, plus smaller quanti-
ties that had come in locally, ->r apples
that had come Tn by boat. Further, the
price received for an average carload of
mixed Canadian fruits would not any
more than pay the freight and duty on a

carload of California fruit. A reliable es-

timate of the amount of deciduous fruits

coming from California is 200 carloads
for the season, extending from June to

October, and being at its height in Aug-
ust and Scptemljer. This is exclusive of
all citrus fruits and bananas, which are
sold in large quantities.

FANCY PRICES EXPLAINED
The fancy retail fruit stores in Montre-

al handle the bulk of the California
ruits. It is here that the fancy prices are
ealized, the fruit being sold by the doz-
n, pound or box. The fruit is all of the

highest grade, »'. e., No. i, or fancy. No
No. 2 fruit is found. Small quantities of

Ontario fruits find their way to these

stores, but it is usually No. i apples or a

few grapes.

These stores have the California fruits

displayed in a very attractive manner.
The boxes, and it all comes in boxes, have
the tops removed. Consequently, a large

surface of high grade, properly packed
and attractive fruit is d'splayed in the
window. This fruit not only attracts the

preserving or table use. This fruit is oc-

casionally packed, generally "put," in the
six quart or eleven quart basket, and has
the ordinary flat cover fastened on. The
baskets are generally piled ten or twelve
in a pile and very little attempt is made
to display it in an attractive manner for

the principal reason that it is not as at-

tractive or in as attractive a package as

the California fruit.

The chief disadvantage of the basket
is that it does not allow of the fruit

The'Packing Home of the Lawrencetowo, Nora Scotia, Cooperative Fruit Growtrt' Aiinciation

Cooperation is spreading among the fruit growers of Nova Scotia. The structure here shown
is a frobl-proof frame building upon a spacious brick collar. It has a capacity of 10,000 barrels.
The t^rop this year in Nova Scotia has been lightest in many years.

eye of the consuming public, but appeals

to its purse, hence the big consumption
of it. It all has a fine appearance, and
long keeping quality, but does not com-
pare with the Ontario fruit in its eating

quality, except in the case of grapes,

which are very different from our own.
THE ONTARIO FRUIT

The Canadian fruit, and by this I mean
the Ontario fruit, finds its way into the

grocery stores and .second rate fruit

stores. The display is hardly ever invit-

ing or attractive. It seldom brings fancy

or even good prices, as the Ontario grow-
er too well knows, but it fills a demand
for a moderate or low priced fruit for
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being displayed to as good advantage as
I he fruit put in the box package, even 'f

the cover is taken off, which is too seldom
the case. The cover of the basket ob-
it is only a partially closed package this

structs the view of the contents, and as
cover is left on whereas in the case of the

box, which is an entirely closed package,
it is absolutely necessary to remove the
top or cover in order to display the fruit.

The basket, also, is too often found bad-
ly damaged, broken or dirty, and the

fruit likewise in a damaged condition on
account of careless handling. A good
price could not be expected for the fruit

in many of these packages.
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The Californian fruit is very uniformly

graded as to degree of maturity, size and
color, consequently it ripens uniformly in

the package. The Ontario fruit is not so

carefully graded, if at all, as to degree of

maturity, color or size, hence its ripening

in the package is not so unform, and con-

sequently it does not appear to advan-
tage beside the better graded Califor-

nian fruit. Too often over-ripe fruit, in

the case of plums, peaches and pears, is

found in the same basket with quite im-
mature fruit. This causes damage to the
ripe or over-ripe fruit.

One advantage claimed, and rightly

claimed for the Californian fruit, is its

long keeping qualities, which allows it

to reach Montreal after a ten days' trip,

and then "stand up" from a week to two
weeks in a retail store. It is generally

supposed the Ontario fruits, especially

the peach and plum, will not "stand up"
or keep nearly so long as the Californian
fruits

;
yet the Niagara peach growers

are shipping 5,000 baskets of their best

peaches through Montreal and three
thousand miles beyond, and then expect
them to "stand up' 'on their arrival in

England. These same growers will tell

you that Montreal will not take their best
peaches, and pay a fancy price for them,
that they have tried it and failed. The
reason for this is that their fruit has not
created the best impression in the past
and a small shipment of no matter how
good quality will not make much im-
pression on the market. It will be neces-
sary to teach the Montrealer that the best

peaches come from Ontario and this can-
not be done in a day or even in a year.

The Montrealers are all "from Missouri"
in this respect.

ONTARIO FRUIT CROWDED OUT
There were thousands of cases of Cali-

fornian peaches sold in Montreal through-
out the latter part of August, through
-September, and into October, at from
30C to 60c per dozen retail, of very in-

ferior quality compared with Ontario's
best peaches, and every one of these
peaches took the place of an Ontario
peach. How long will the Ontario peach
grower allow this state of affairs to con-
tinue, these high prices to be paid to a
foreign grower, when they have the mar-
ket so close at hand, and can grow the
fruit to supply that market?

It is true that Ontario fruit will not
keep or stand up ?o long as Californian

fruit of the same kind ; but if it is as uni-

formly graded and put up as carefully

comparatively it will stand up long
enough on the Montreal market, or any
other Canadian market, to afford ample
time for its disposal in the ordinary
course of trade, while it is still in good
condition. Recently I kept a case of El-

berta peaches in a warm living room,
and it was on the tenth day after arrival,

or twelfth day after shipping, that the

last peach was u.sed, and not a single

peach showed signs of decay until after

the seventh day after arrival.

THE CAUSES
In looking over the Montreal market

the trouble seems to be due to a number
of causes.

1. A wrong impression in regard to the

keeping quality of the Ontario fruits, es-

pecially peaches and plums, due to im-
proper degree of maturity of many speci-

mens, improper grading and packing,
and careless handling in many cases.

2. The basket does not lend itself to as

attractive a display of the fruit as does the

box.

3. The Ontario fruit does not come up
to the high standard of perfection found
in the Californian fruit.

4. A wrong impression among Ontario
fruit growers that Montreal will not take

the best grades of fruits (peaches and
plums) and pay a high price for them.

At the base of all this is the fact, and
it is the fact, that the great majority of

fruit growers in Ontario are producing
too high a percentage of poor fruit. That
they can produce a much higher percent-
age of No. I fruit is easily demonstrated
by the comparatively few orchards scat-

tered throughout Ontario that are produc-
ing from 75 per cent, to 90 per cent, of
No. I fruit. These orchards are on a
par with Californian orchards ,and their

proprietors are on a par with California
orchard proprietors, but the profits are
larger in Ontario, because there are no
duties and not such high freight rates
to be deducted from the income.

Here is a market in Montreal for a
large quantity of high grade, high quali-

ty fruit which in justice to Ontario, with
her climate and fertile soil, should be
produced within her borders. The mar-
ket is hers, if she will only reach out and
take it.

The Apple Situation in Ontario
The statements by Prof. J. W. Crow,

of the O. A. C, Guelph, Ont., that have

been published in The Canadian Horti-

culturist lately, to the effect that the ap-

ple industry in Ontario has been on the

decline for the past fifteen years, and that

it is still declining, led The Canadian
Horticulturist to consult some of the

leading apple growers and buyers of the

province to find what steps they believe

should be taken to bring about an im-

provement. A number of interesting re-

plies have been received. With the ex-

ception only of Mr. E. D. Smith, of

Winona, Ont., those who have been

heard from are prepared to admit the de-

cline. Mr. Smith doubts that the quality

of the apples produced on the whole, has

deteriorated, and believes the quantity

produced has increased.

PROF. CROWS STATEMENTS

Prof. Crow's contentions, put briefly

are as follows.

First, That the

percentage of

number one
fruit in Ontario

has decreased

in the last fif-

teen years.

Second, That
the percentage

of wormy, scab-

by, and other-

w i s e defective

apples has in-

creased.

Third, That
there is a small-

er actual num-
ber of barrels of

strictly number
one apples pack-

ed in Ontario to-

day than there was fifteen years ago.
This in spite of the fact that the actual

acreage of orchard has increased.

AGREES WITH PROF. CROW.
Mr. D. Johnson, Forest, Ont., an

officer of the Forest Fruit Growers' As-
sociation and of the Ontario Cooperative
.'\pple Growers' Association, agrees with
Prof. Crow's contentions. Mr. Johnson
writes as follows

:

"I have not the figures of Ontario's
apple production by me, but from per-
sonal observation I am forced to con-
clude that Prof. Crow is not far from
the truth. By far the greater part of
the apple orchards are in a state of de-

cay. It is something unusual to see an
orchard that is receiving any care.

"The possibilities of apple growing
are unsurpassed by any state of the

Union or any province of the Dominion,
and yet we find our people going to

Washington, British Columbia, and

interior •( Packinf Houe of The Chatliani, Ont., Cooperative Frnit Growers' AuocUtion

This is oue of the most successful associations of the kind in Ontario. The
members are required to spray and prune their trees.
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Aa' ll-Year-Old^AppU Tree at Gordon Head, Near! Victoria, B. C.
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Oregon, paying $300 to $400 an acre for

land that will not give any better returns

than land here that can be bought for

$50 an acre. The Westerner knows how
to boom the fruit industry, keeping it

constantly before the public. The people

become enthused, develop every oppor-
tunity, and are receiving the results of

intelligent care.

"Cooperation has done much for the

fruit growing industry. Wherever a

cooperative fruit growing association

exists great strides are being made in

apple growing. In fact these associa-

tions may be compared to the oasis in

the desert. They are like fruitful spots

in the desolation of Ontario apple grow-
ing districts.

"In my opinion the Ontario Govern-
ment should boom the fruit industry of

the province and encourage in every pos-

sible way the cooperative fruit growing
associations."

CLOSER INSPECTION ADVOCATED
In a letter received from Mr. J. G.

Mitchell, of Thornbury, the general

manager of The Georgian Bay Fruit

Growers, Limited, Mr. Mitchell says:

"Prof. Crow is right when he de-

scribes the apple industry as having been
steadily on the decline for the last fifteen

years. While in conversation with some
of the largest receivers, they asked me
why it is they cannot get Canadian
apples like they could fifteen years ago.

They complain of the amount of rubbish
going forward and state that generally

speaking no reliance can be placed in

the pack. The reliable brands can be
counted on the fingers of one hand.

"Why is this? The reason is not hard

to find nor hard to understand. The ease
with which growers are able to sell all

their fruit, lump orchard, and tree run
(that is take everything) is largely re-

sponsible for the deterioration in the
quality of fruit. Under this system,
growers, generally speaking, take little

care of their orchards. The great ma-
jority of orchards have had no pruning,
cultivation, spraying or a pound of fer-

tilizer during all these years. The won-
der is that the apples are even as good
as they are.

HEAVY LOSSES
"The Old Country receivers, and in-

dependent shippers here, have paid dur-
ing the last few years $850,000 more for

Ontario apples than their market value.
This was caused largely by the Old
Country money being placed in the
hands of unscrupulous men, who bought
without judgment or perhaps with the
object, as many of them said, of putting
the cooperative associations out of busi-

ness. We do not blame the Old Coun-
try people. They sent their money here
in good faith, and for two reasons : To
help the apple industry and secure suffi-

cient supplies for their own distribution.

It was a matter of misplaced confidence.

The loss of $850,000 is a lesson they will

not forget, and in future they will be
more careful to place their money with
responsible parties.

INFBKIOR STOCK PACKED
"Even this year, in this district, there

are hundreds of orchards being bought
up and barrelled where the stock is only

fit for the evaporator. These apples find

their way to the markets, to the further

depreciation of the good name of On-

tario. I can state as a positive fact that
there are no good apples in the counties
of Bruce, Grey and Simcoe, except the
SIX demonstration orchards near Col-
Imgwood in the county of Simcoe, taken
care of by the Department of Agricul-
ture, which I personally inspected, and
a number of orchards owned by mem-
bers of the Georgian Bay Fruit Growers-
Association here. In all these orchards
we have splendid crops of beautiful
apples, as good and in some cases bet-
ter than we have had in many years
these orchards, being scattered, as thev
are, over considerable territory, show
that the reason that they are good this
year is not because of their location or
soil. The same sun shines on them all
alike. Where the fruit is not good it is
simply the growers themselves who are
to blame. Had all the growers of this
district given the same attention to their
orchards as those referred to, there
would have been added at least $300,000
more to the assets of this locality this

Mr Marsh, in his article in the
October issue of The Canadian Horti-
culturist, censures the Department of
Agriculture. I hardly think Mr. Marsh
can understand the situation. Both the
Ontario and Dominion Governments are
doing all they can to assist the industry
Without finding fault with Mr. Marsh
regarding dealers apportioning off of
territory, I would state that that applied
to conditions ten ye,ars ago, but has
nothing to do with present conditions,
as cooperative associations have been
the means of advancing the prices to
growers so much, that it is impossible
for buyers to allot themselves territory.

MORE DEMONSTRATION ORCHARDS
"There is nothing more the Depart-

ment can do, unless open up a few more
demonstration orchards. We have had
a great many institute fruit meetings
here, and have always found the depart-
ment ready and willing to assist in every
way possible. We have held three de-
monstration meetings in connection with
our association, assisted by speakers
sent out by the institute, this year, and
we sent out hundreds of personal letters

not only to our members, but to all those
who should be interested, requesting
them to be present, and explaining the
advantages of attending. It was notice-

able that we found the same forty or
fifty growers at each meeting. There
should have been three to four hundred.
It is also noticeable that these thirty or
forty growers are the only ones who have
apples worth considering this year, and
they have them just according to how
well they practised what they were told

and saw at the meetings.

"The rest of the growers seem to be

a hopeless proposition. About the only
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Fruit Grooving in Norfolk County
By " Weary Worm," Winona

THIS is generally supposed to be a

light apple year, but there are beau-

tiful crops in many of the apple or-

chards of Norfolk County, that are affili-

ated with the Norfolk Fruit Growers'
Association. I have just returned from
a visit to these famous orchards, and
some account of what I saw should be

of interest to readers of The Canadian
Horticulturist.

The orchard of Mr. Joseph Gilbertson,

situated about three miles west of Sim-
coe, has a nice crop of about 800 barrels

of beautiful apples. The trees have been
carefully pruned, sprayed, cultival^ed

and trimmed, and the crop will run from
85 to 90 per cent. No. i. This is the

pioneer orchard of the Association. It

formerly belonged to Mr. Jas. E. John-
son, the manager of the Norfolk Fruit

Growers' Association. The Greenings
were nearly finished, but the Spys,
Kings, Baldwins, Talman Sweets, etc.,

were there in all their glory. Picking,

sorting and barrelling was in full swing,

and a number of men were at work.

PACKING THE FEUIT
The apples are picked into baskets

and emptied on to the sorting tables,

where they are separated into ones and

twos for barrelling and the culls thrown

out in a pile. The packer places two

papers at the bottom of each barrel—to

be the face—and then lays the apples in

rows beginning at the outside, and work-
ing towards the centre. Those for the

face are all stemmed first, then the rest

of the apples are carefully emptied from
the baskets, and after each basket is put
in, the barrel is well shaken. The apples

at the top of the barrel are then placed
evenly by hand, almost as carefully as

those at the bottom. The false head is

placed on the barrel, which is well rock-

ed, and pressed gently down with a

screw press.

The two hoops are then nailed on, also

the head lines, and the barrel is reversed

and stencilled with the name of the As-

sociation, the variety, the number of the

orchard, and the name of the packer.

GROWEES ARE NUMBERED
Each member of the Association has

a number. The apples are liable to in-

spection in the orchard at any time, as

the Association has a number of inspec-

tors on the road all the time, travelling

from orchard to orchard, examining the

quality of the pack, and exhorting the

men to put nothing in the barrels but the

"right stuff." The Association spares

no pains to ensure a good pack by its

members, and the sorters and packers

are warned not to work too fast, that

they may be sure of doing a good job.

By this means the Norfolk County Fruit
Growers' Association is building up an
excellent reputation.

The Association this year sold 30,000
barrels to Mr. J. G. Anderson, of Luck-
now, at $2.75 per barrel f.o.b. for ones
and twos. 5,000 or 6,000 barrels are
also going to Rockford, Illinois. The
total crop will run well on to 40,000
barrels.

The peelers have been sold to the can-
ning factory at sixty cents per hundred
or about thirty cents per bushel, and the
ciders at thirty cents per hundred, so
that every apple counts for something.

A CELEBRATED ORCHARD
The celebrated Olds orchard, situated

about two miles east of Simcoe, has a
somewhat light crop this year, not much
more than 400 barrels from almost six

acres. This orchard has a record as
follows: 1906, $150 per acre; 1907, $450
per acre; 1908, $100 per acre; 1909,
$300 per acre; 1910, $130 (estimated)

per acre—thus in five years giving an
average of $226 per acre.

Some other orchards are doing very
well, such as the Blaney Bros.' orchard
of five acres, containing one hundred
and ninety-five trees, running over five

barrels to the tree, and yielding almost

one thousand barrels. In this orchard,

out of two hundred and forty-five barrels

of greenings picked from the trees, there

Ai. Ten-Acre Piach Oiclitid the Nitftia Dittiicl, Owacd by J W. Smith & Seat *f Winou, Ont.

This orchard containg 225 trees to the acre. It produced about five baskets to the tree which early in the season Mr. Smith eetimatcd would net him
about fifty cents a basket. This is considered only a (air crop. A heavy crop is expected next year. The tree* are mostly early Orawfords.
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were only five barrels of number twos,

the rest being number ones.

THE CODLING MOTH
The Stewart and Culver orchards,

rented by Mr. Johnson, also are turning

out extraordinarily well, both as to

quality and quantity. A late brood of

Codling Moth penetrating the side of the

apple to only a slight depth has been a

source of trouble in some of the orchards

especially of Greenings.

This worm is not much more than half

the size of the mature Codling Worm,
and has a black head instead of a red

one ; but I am of opinion that it is simply

an immature Codling Worm, and not

a new insect, as some of the growers

seem to think. In Blaney Bros.' orchard,

which had been sprayed with a gasoline

power sprayer at high pressure, practi-

cally no side worms were found.

The same trouble has appeared in the

orchards of the Niagara District, and it

is considered that a spraying with ar-

senate of lead, in the middle of July,

at high pressure is what is needed.

LARGE SHIPMENTS
Ten thousand barrels had already been

shipped out by the Association at the

time of my visit, October 17th to 20th.

This Association was organized in 1906

with a membership of seventeen and an

output of about four thousand barrels,

and now in 1910 has a membership of

over three hundred, and an output of

forty thousand barrels. Great progress

truly, especially when one considers the

quality of the product.

OTHER FRUITS GROWN
Nor are apples the only fruit produced

to advantage by the Norfolk County

growers. Strawberries, cherries, pears

and peaches are also being largely

planted, as well as thousands of apple

trees. Mr. George Heath, for instance,

has about two thousand peach trees,

which have given him good crops for five

successive years, and nearly one thou-

sand cherry tr es, both sweet and sour,

also producing well.

Messrs. Johnson and Olds have two
fine young peach orchards, and the for-

mer has a great strawberry patch of

nearly twenty acres. This part of the

country also produces great vegetables,

as witness the cauliflower crop of Mc-

Inally Brothers ; seventeen acres produc-

ing one hundred and twenty-five tons,

sold at thirty dollars per ton, and also

fifty acres of cucumbers producing
nearly one hundred tons at forty-five

dollars per ton. Potato growing has

also become a feature.

ENGLISH SETTLERS
Attracted by the fame of the district,

a number of English well-to-do people

are coming in and purchasing small

farms and going into fruit. The land

has doubled, and in some cases trebled,

in value during the last five years.

Credit must be given to Mr. Jas. E.

Johnson, the manager, and the other

members of the Association for the great

work he and they have accomplished.

It is a great object lesson of what co-

operation, entered into in the right

spirit, can do to raise the value of land

and enrich the pockets of the farmers.

There are many other portions of On-
tario that would do well to ponder this

lesson over and take its teachings to
heart. • There aie many other portions
of Ontario where a .somewhat similar
success could be obtained were similar
methods adopted.

Winter Protection o! Plants and Shrubs
Wm. Hunt, O. A. C. Guelph, Ont.

IT
is not too late to plant bulbs for

spring flowering if the work was not

done in October, although about the

middle of October is, as a rule, the best

time. Almost all of the spring flowering

bulbs will do fairly well if planted in

November, the one exception, perhaps,

being Dutch hyacinths. Even these

latter I have known to give as good re-

sults planted in November if the wea-
ther is fine late in the season.

Give late planted bulbs some protec-

tive material to prevent the bulbs from
lifting or heaving from their positions

during very severe weather. This pro-

tection should not be put on until moder-

ately severe weather sets in, after the

ground has been slightly frozen or after

the first snowfall. About the end of

November or early in December is a

good time, before the heavy snowfalls

commence.
COVERING MATERIAL

A mulch of long, strawy manure,

straw, or long grass, about three or four

inches in depth, can be used for a cover-

ing. Green pine boughs can be placed

over the mulch to avoid the unsightly

appearance of the mulch. The pine

boughs of themselves, or coarse garden

trimmings, such as old raspberry canes,

etc., with a few leaves sprinkled among
them, makes a good winter protection

for bulbs or plants of any kind. Leaves

of themselves settle down too closely

oftentimes or are blown away altoge-

ther, and are more difficult to remove

in spring without injury to the bulbs.

PROTECTINCi ROSES

Climbing and rambler roses in any

section of Ontario outside of the Niagara
district are of questionable hardiness,
and are safest if protected slightly dur-
ing winter and early spring. The best
and easiest method, as a rule, is to take
the growth down from the trellis and
lay it down below the snow line and as
close to the ground as possible without
injuring the growth. It may be neces-
sary to tie the growth together to keep
it in place.

This work should be done about the
first or second week in November. About
the end of November or early in Decem-
ber, two or three inches of straw or
strawy manure, sufficient to cover the
growth, can be placed over them. Pine
boughs can be used also for covering,
with perhaps a few leaves strewed
among them.

DANGER FROM MICE
Do not use corn stalks for covering

roses or plants of any kind in winter, as
they are too great an attraction for mice,
the mice oftentimes being more destruc-
tive to the roses than the severe weather.
By not putting on the covering until

quite late, perhaps after the first snow-
fail in December, there is less danger of

a visit from mice as they are usually

settled in their winter quarters before

that time.

BUSH ROSES
The hybrid perpetual roses, especially

those budded on manetti or briar stocks,

should be banked around the bottom of

the growth with soil. This banking
with earth covers a weak part of the

budded or worked rose bush, viz., the

junction between the root stock and the

A Climbini Rote Both Laid Down Ready for it» Wiuter CoTcriaf
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should be well rooted.

Examine them all and pick out those

that are most forward, say those which

have an inch of top growth. Place them
in a window in a subdued light for a few

days, and after that in all the light avail-

able, in a temperature anywhere between

fifty and sixty degrees. The remainder

should be watered if necessary and
covered irp as before. These, of course,

should be looked over occasionally, and

the forward ones taken out. By doing

this you will be able to have bulbs in

flower for a much longer period than

you otherwi.se would.

Prepare for Sweet Peas
J. Edwards, Winnipfg, Man.

To obtain the best results with sweet

peas the ground should be prepared in

the fall. A good plan is, to dig a trench

a foot deep, and place in the bottom three

inches of well-decayed manure. On the

top of this put four inches of soil and
thoroughly mix. The remainder of the

soil should then be placed on top and
levelled.

On new ground and in places where
the soil is very rich, it is advisable to

eliminate the manure for a year or two.

If the soil is too strong, the buds will

have a tendency to drop off.

The Cultivation of Tulips
When preparing the beds for tulips

first the soil should be well dug and
worked, then taken out to a depth of

three or four inches and the surface made
quite level with a fine rake ; then the

bulbs are planted and afterwards the re-

moved soil is carefully brought over them
again.

To have a brilliant effect, the bulbs

must be planted rather thick so as to

be four or five inches apart, according

to their size ; they only require a thin

covering of fir boughs ; on sandy, light

soils this protecting material will pre-

vent the soil from being blown away in

winter or in spring when dry winds are

prevalent ; as a matter of course this

management will be less necessary on

heavy, stifT soils. On no account should

tulips be planted two years in succes-

sion en the same spot ; they yearly want
fresh .soil and it is absolutely necessary to

dig out the soil and refill the beds with
fresh soil from a different part of the

garden if the same beds or borders are

again planted with them.

An Easily Constructed Private Greenhouse
Chester Forstcr, Gait, Ont.

Many a person has a back veranda lo

his house, which, with but little effort,

can be converted into a private green-

house. Often it is used as a wood-shed
or storeroom. A very good greenhouse

can be constructed from such a veranda

and without much expense, when one

may grow flowers of all kinds and enjoy

the pleasures of a sunbath at any time

of the year.

The accompanying illustration indi-

cates what can be done in this line. Three

years ago this spring there was nothing

but a veranda with a rackety old floor,

and heaps of rubbish. Now, I have a

nice little greenhouse, twenty feet by
eight feet in which I can grow almost

anything.

HOW IT IS BUILT

The foundation is of concrete, mixed
in the proportion of seven parts of coarse

gravel to one of cement. The wall is

of hollow concrete blocks, eight inches

by ten inches by twenty inches. It is

two feet high above the foundation. On
top of this wall is a concrete sill pro-

jecting an inch and a half on the outside.

We made a mould to make the sill in,

and held it in place against the wall by
means of stakes driven into the ground.

The proportion of three parts of sharp

sand to one of cement is right for the sill.

A narrow board was placed on the sill,

and the uprights, which are four feet

apart and two and a half feet high, were
nailed to the board.

The plate, which is four inches wide,
was nailed on top of these uprights, and
was bevelled on the inside to carry off

any water than might run down the in-

side of the glass.

The rafters, four feet long—the roof

of the verandah covers the rest—are

about an inch and a half by two inches,

with grooves for the glass. They should

be so placed that, when the glass is put
in, it may project over the edge of the

plate without leaving a big crack.

When putting in the glass, we used
plenty of glazier's points and drove one
inch staples obliquely into the rafters

near the plate to prevent the glass from
slipping out. The roof-glass projects no
more than three-sixteenths of an inch

;

any more and the glass would be broken

by the first icicles. We used putty for

appearance sake, but mastica is more
serviceable.

The roof has a rise of eight inches to

the foot. This is plenty for a short

rafter. A longer rafter would require

more pitch.

The sides consist of sash, which are

hinged at the top and swing outwards.

A small hinge is fastened to the centre of

the bottom rail of each sash, and to a

hardwood strip about three feet long.

By pushing out on these strips, the win-

dows are opened. These swinging win-

dows together with the doors opening in-

to the house and the back shed, provide

sufficient ventilation.

Creaceat Road, _Ro<edale, Tortnto, .whcrt tk« Lawoa ud Gardcaa Form one_«f.lh« Sifhta of tbe City.
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four inches deep, large about six inches,

that is, with that many inches of solid

earth above them.

Tastes differ as to the most etifective

method of planting. Some prefer elab-

orate patterns, but these usually seem to

me stiff, and do not always give the sat-

isfaction expected. Better results are

produced by planting in rows of contrast-

ins: colors, or when bulbs of the same

color are grouped together. Often a

bed of mixed colors gives as much satis-

faction as the most elaborate arrange-

ment. However you may decide to ar-

range the bulbs, plant thickly, as a small,

well-filled bed is much more effective than

a larger bed with scattered bloom.

SDCOE88ION OF BLOOM
To make the most of your bed you will

wish to secure a succession of flowers.

To effect this you must plant three kinds

which bloom at different times. For earl-

iest, get the lovely white Snowdrops,
which literally force their way through

the snow. These are closely followed by

the blue Scillas and Chronodoxas, after

which come crocuses, hyacinths, and early

tulips in various colors. The late tulips

and narcissus of different kinds bring up
the rear, and continue the blooming per-

iod until it is time to plant the annuals

and tender budding plants.

November Work in the Flower Garden
Wm. Hunt, O. A.

Clear off all rubbish from the flower

beds and borders and burn it, except

from the perennial border. Leave the

last-named just as the season and Nature

leaves it, except perhaps to cut the tops

off from a few of the very tall perennials

such as Larkspur, Helenium, Sunflower

and Hollyhocks. The tops of these make
ideal protective material for laying over

any tender biennials or perennials, such

as young Hollyhocks, Canterbury Bells,

or tender rose bushes or shrubs. These

trimmings help to hold and conserve the

snow for protective purposes splendidly.

Do not dig the perennial border in the

autumn.
Dig up and manure all vacant flower

beds and borders. If the ground is at

all heavy or clayey throw the soil into

A Cuina ia Owen Sound Garden

The caniia here shown is ten feet tour inches
high. It was grown in the garden of Dr. J.

WycUffe Marshall, a metober of the Owen Sound
Horticultural Society This canna was started

in the window in March. The first flowers open-

ed July 3rd. It bloomed profusely until frost

cut it down.

C, Guelph, Ont.

ridges. All ground should be thrown
up roughly when diggfng for winter.

Dig it so that all surface water can drain

away readily.

LEAF MOULD
Gather a lot of clean maple or oak

leaves for making leaf mould for pot-

ting. Put about a foot in depth of the

damp leaves packed firmly into an old

packing case, or in a pile, then put some
good garden soil two or three inches

deep all over the layer of leaves. The
soil is to prevent too much heating or

fermentation. Put in another layer of

leaves and so on until sufficient has been

obtained, leaving a layer of soil for a

top layer. The mixture should be well

watered if leaves are dry. If this com-
post is turned over a few times and kept

moist, next season it will make a splen-

did leaf compost for mixing with pot-

ting soil for ferns, begonias, coleus, and

similar plants.

Get a supply of potting soil into the

cellar or under cover where it is avail-

nble for winter and early spring work.

1^'eep all potting soils, sand, and com-
posts covered up securely from animals

at all times.

GLADIOLI OORMS

The corms or bulbs of gladioli should

be partially dried before storing for

winter. Spread them out in boxes three

or four inches only in depth and put

them in a fairl}' dry, cool cellar or room
at a temperature of about 40 dec'rees

during winter. If the cellar is very

damp, place them on shelves or put them

in baskets and hang them up to the

joists. Cover the young small corms up

in dry sand in boxes.

Dry dahlia roots slightly in a shed

away from frost for a week or so before

storing for winter. A rather moist,

cool cellar, temperature from 35 degrees

to 40 degrees, will suit dahlia roots for

the winter. Avoid getting the roots

frosted in the slightest degree.

Canna roots should be stored in a

warm, not too moist and not too dry a

A Cement Urn for ibc Garden

This inexpensive, easily constructed cement urn
was made out of four wheel barrow loads of

sand with some stone fillers, and two sacks of

cement. The form was made out of discarded
sidewalk plank, and required five hours to make.
It is four feet high and, as can be seen, contains
the oldest known species of natural climber: the
son of Mr. Joseph A, Brown, the president of the
Durham, Ont., Horticultural Society.

place during winter in a temperature of

from 45 degrees to 50 degrees, as they

are of a more tropical nature than dah-

lias and gladioli. It may be necessary

to give them a sprinkle of water every

few weeks during winter if the place they

are in is very dry. It is best to leave a

little soil attached to the roots when dig-

ging them. Florists usually keep these

roots under the greenhouse benches, so

that somewhat similar conditions in the

cellar should be given so far as tempera-

ture and moisture are concerned.

Plants of geraniums that have been

growing in flower beds or borders all

summer and the stems not yet frozen can

be dug up without injuring the roots and

will make nice plants if treated right.

Cut the top growth well back to where

the growth is of medium texture not too

soft and sappy or too woody and hard.

Cut off any leaves left on the stems.

Shorten the roots about one half.

Pot the plants in sharp, clean sand or

sandy soil, singly in small pots—3/4 or

4 inch pots or plant them thickly in a

shallow, well-drained box four inches

deep, in sand or snndy soil. A box 10

•nrhes bv 12 inches will hold a dozen or

more medium-sized plants. Water the

plants well once to moisten all the sand

or soil. Place the box in the window and

keep the sand moist, not wet.

In a few weeks, when new roots have

developed, the plants can be potted in-

to small pots in better soil and erown

on. These will make nice plants by

spring. Or the plants can be placed in

the cellar in the sand until spring in a

temperature of about 45 degrees to 50

degrees. If placed in the cellar the sand

should be kept barely moist, not wet.
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Fall Planting of Bulbs
C. Mortimer Bezzo, Berlin
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IF"
we desire to have our gardens bright

in the spring with spring flowering

bulbs the bulbs must be planted in the

fall. During the long winter months they

will be preparing for the gorgeous dis-

play in the spring.

Hardy bulbs as a rule give best re-

sults in a good sandy loam but will give

good results in any soil that is well drain-

ed. They require an abundant supply of

water which is usually forthcoming dur-

ing the early spring ; but good drainage
is absolutely necessary, for if the water
is allowed to collect around them they

will rot. If the ground is low or heavy
raise the bed to allow the water to drain

away. When the soil is heavy, if sand
can be obtained, it would be a good plan

to add about one-third to make it more
friable. Bulbs have a better opportunity

to multiply and grow to a better size

when not held in the iron grip that is

characteristic of heavy clay soil, especi-

ally when it is dry. For those who live

near the woods where wood dirt can be

obtained, a liberal quantity of this mixed
thoroughly through the soil will be of

great benefit.

Bulbs as a rule do not require a very

A fink and White AmarjIlit-BclUdoana Lily

Qrown by Walter T. Ross, Secretary, Pioton, Ont..
HorticQltural Society.

rich soil, although a soil fairly well sup-
plied with plant food is an advantage,
and will result in the production of lar-

ger flowers. Fertilizer should never be
applied in the form of fresh manure. If

manure is used it should be so well rotted

that it is indistinguishable from earth.

But where fresh barnyard fertilizer is

used it should be dug in the ground in

the spring so that it may have plenty of

time to rot before bulb planting time.

Soil that has been fertilized for some
years previous will be in ideal condition
for this class of flowers. But if the soil

is poor and must be fertilized, use bone-
meal. If this is not obtainable and man-
ure is the only fertilizer on hand, plant

the bulbs in Jhe usual way and spread
the manure over the top of the ground.
This will serve the double purpose of

winter protection and fertilizer, the rains

of fall and melting snow of early spring
will wash the nutriment down into the

soil.

WINTER PROTECTION

Early spring flowering bulbs as a rule

are quite hardy but there is a decided ad-

vantage in giving them winter protect-

ion. This protection is more necessary
during a mild winter than during a se-

vere one. If the ground freezes early

in the winter and remains in the grip of

snow and frost until released by the sun-
shine of March or April the bulbs will

come through without any damage. But
where the winters are variable the con-
tinual expanding and contracting of the

bulb caused by the alternate freezing and
thawing will burst the cells of the bulb
and break the roots and in many cases

heave the bulb out of the ground unless

planted very deep. A covering of three

or four inches of straw, manure, or other

coarse litter will prevent this, not by
keeping the frost out of the ground, but
by keeping it in, when once it enters

until spring. Late planted bulbs should
be covered as soon as set out in order

to allow root formation to take place as

much as possible before the frost reaches

them. This is important from the stand-

point of earliness of bloom as well as

the proper development of the flower.

WHAT TO BUY
One of the most difficult things for

the new beginner to decide is just what
kind of bulbs to get. Sometimes the

pocket book is limited or the space for

planting is small ; in either case it is

difficult to know what to buy in order to

obtain the best results from the money
expended and the space of ground at the

disposal of the planter. It is also diffi-

cult to advise the planter without know-
ing all the circumstances. Some who
have a dollar to spend would like to buy

everything. They look through the cata-

La Reine Tnlips Cloting op for tlie Night

logue at the great variety of good things
offered and become confused and finally

end by buying a dozen or fifteen different

varieties with their dollar.

This is a great mistake. A person who
has only one dollar to spend ought to
buy a very few varieties, but as many
of each variety as possible. When
bought by the dozen an average of about
fifteen can be bought for the above sum
of money, whereas if single bulbs are
purchased the average number would be
only 25 or 30 for the same amount. One
tulip in the garden will attract attention,
but only because it contrasts with the
other objects around it; and looks too
much like a lone sentinel to be effective.

One dozen will attract attention because
of their own exquisite beauty, while one
hundred will make a man wake up and
take notice unless he is immune from
the grander sights of earth.

Hyacinths in Water
Tbomu Jackson, M.A.C., Wionipeg

Some of the single hyacinths may be
grown very satisfactorily in water.

Special glasses for this purpose .may be
bought from the seedsmen. They should
be filled with pure water, preferably rain

water, which is the best, and the bulbs

so place.d that the base of the bulb barely

touches the water. They are then stored

in a dark, cool closet or cellar, until the

roots are developed, when they may be
brought into the light.

A subdued light is the best for a few
days, when they may be given all the

light possible. Change the water about
once a month or oftener if necessary,

providing it looks cloudy or smells badly.

Charcoal may be used with advantage,

as it helps to keep the water sweet and

absorbs all impurities. It is not neces-

sary, however, if the water is fresh and
pure. An airy, sunny situation and a

temperature of about 60 degrees regu-

larly maintained will insure the best re-

sults.



Insects that Attack Vegetables'

As there are more than loo insects

that from time to time are found
doing considerable damage to

vegetables it is impossible to discuss

these all in one paper. I shall, there-

fore, devote my attention only to a few
of the most troublesome, viz., cutworms,
flea-beetles, asparagus beetles, the strip-

ed cucumber beetle, root maggots, cab-

bage worm, wire worms, and aphids. A
good account of most of these and of

many other insects is to be found 'n

"Inserts Injurious to Vegetables," pub-

lished by Orange Judd Co., and costing

$1.50. (This may be purchased through

The Canadian Horticulturist—Editor.)

Every vegetable grower should have this

book, and also Bulletin No. 52 from the

Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, and
Bulletin No. 171 from the Department
of .'Vgriculture, Toronto. The latter bul-

letin contains also an up-to-date account

of the diseases of vegetables with means
of prevention.

There are certain farm practices that

are employed by many but not by all

vegetable growers, and that are import-

ant in keeping not only insects but what
is also equally as important, plant dis-

eases, in check.

DESTRUCTION OF RUBBISH
(i) Destroy all remnants of crops and

all rubbish so far as possible each fall.

This should be done by gathering and
burning, and not by ploughing down as

the latter method would not destroy fun-
gus or other diseases. By burning the
vines, leaves and other remnants of
plants, we not only destroy any insects,

like* borers and miners that may be con-

cealed inside the leaves, stems or roots,

and the eggs that are laid by plant lice

and other insects on the plants, but we
also remove the natural hiding. places for

large numbers. Keeping fence corners
mowed and clean, and having as little

brush as possible on or around the field

or garden will also assist in the same
way.

FALL PLOUGHING

(2) The turning over of the soil in au-
tumn buries deeply numerous insects that

pass the winter in the egg or pupal stage
on or near the surface of the ground.
Many of these will be unable to escape.
Again many other insects, such as wire-
worms and white grubs, are by this

means turned up to the sun, rain and
frost, and these, along with the stirring

of the soil, destroy countless numbers.
Furthermore, thorough working of the

ground in spring supplements this fall

ploughing and destroys its quota.

(3) It is but natural that most species

•An extract from an address delivered at the
recent convention in London, Ont., of the On-
tario Vegetable Growers' Association.

L. Caesar, B.S.A., O.A.C., Guelph, Ont.

of insects should pass the winter at or

near the place where they found abund-

ance of food the previous year, and that

they should search for it in the same
place the next season. Some insects, in

fact, are without wings and can only

move from place to place slowly.

Keeping these things in mind, it fol-

lows that we should not plant the same
kind of crop, or another crop that is

attacked by the same kind of insects,

two years in succession in the same
place, but should replace it by a crop of

a totally different kind. This is also

better for the soil and so for the crop

itself, quite apart from insects and plant

diseases ; because one kind of plant takes

one substance out of the soil, while ano-

ther takes another ; again one crop is a

deep feeder, sending its roots far down,
while another feeds near the surface. By
rotating crops we do much to prevent

the rapid exhaustion of the food supply.

There may, of course, be an occasional

exception to this rule, but such excep-

tions are rare.

(4) The richer the soil is kept and the

better cultivated to preserve moisture,

the more thrifty the plants will be and

the better able to withstand insect

attacks.

THE IN8EOT8

Just as with anything else, the more
we know about insects the more intelli-

gently and economically we shall be able

to deal with them. From this standpoint

the teaching of Nature Study in our high

and public schools should give the rising

generation an advantage over the

present.

There are, however, a few very impor-

tant points about insects that we can all

readily learn. The first and most im-

portant of these is that insects are divid-

ed into two great classes—biting insects

and sucking insects. The easiest and

simplest way for most people to deter-

mine to which class any species belongs

is to observe whether in feeding the in-

sect removes the tissues leaving holes or

ragged edges. If so, it is a biting insect.

If on the other hand none of the tissues

are removed and the feeding causes the

leaves or plants to become discolored and

sickly the insect is a sucking one.

It stands to reason that if the part of

the plant that a biting insect feeds on is

covered with a deadly poison, like arsen-

ate of lead or Paris green, the insect will

devour this and be killed. On the con-

trary sucking insects cannot be killed

by any poison of this kind because they

insert their sharp beaks through the skin

of the plant and suck the juice from

within, thus never having any reason

for absorbing the poison. Sucking in-
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sects accordingly must be destroyed by
being actually hit by some substance that

will kill them by coming in contact with

fheir body. The best known of such sub-

stances in the case of insects attacking

vegetables are kerosene emulsion, whale
oil soap, tobacco decoctions, pyrethrum
powder and common soap suds. To get

good results with these mixtures on some
kinds of insects it is necessary to apply

them with considerable force while the

insects are still young and their bodies

soft and unprotected by wings or wing
covers. insect stages

Insects during the course of their life

history pass through several quite differ-

ent stages. In most cases there is the

egg, which hatches into the tiny grub
or caterpillar or maggot. When this is

full grown it in turn changes into the

pupa, usually a smooth, brownish cigar-

shaped creature ; and after a time from
this there comes forth the winged adult

which will lay eggs and thus start the

same round again. Of these stages, it is,

as a rule, only in the second or cater-

pillar stage that injury is done. Hence
when we see a large green tomato
worm disappear, or a horde of cutworms
suddenly vanish, we may expect that they

have merely entered the ground to pu-

pate and that there will be no more
damage from them that season.

A number of biting insects, like grass-

hoppers, and many sucking insects, such

as leaf-hoppers and leaf bugs, pass

thrdugh only three stages : The egg,

nymph and adult ; the nymph differing

from the adult chiefly by its smaller size

and the absence of wings. Such insects

feed in both the later stages. With
these remarks which, though common-
place to many, may yet be new to a num-
ber, and therefore useful to them, we
shall pass to a consideration of the very

destructive insects mentioned in the

introductory paragraph.
{To he continued)

The Cabbage Worm
Prof. H. A. Surficc.

It will not render cabbage unfit for

use to apply paris green to it. If you

use one-half pound of paris green in fifty

gallons of water sprayed on cabbage,

. no evil results can possibly ensue. It

would be better to apply some soap with

it to make it stick. Also, )'ou can use

two pounds of arsenate of lead in place

of the paris green. This will stick

better, and I much prefer it.

Practically all truck growers now use

arsenical poison on cabbage and are

satisfied with the results, as it kills the

worms, although, of course, it does not

kill plant lice, and is not recommended
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Some uf the Track Farmi in the Bow River Valley, Alberta, brought into Cnltivation and then sold to British Settlers bjr the Canadian Pacific Railway

A departure in colonization methods that has attracted wide attention is the ready made farms scheme placed before the British farmer last year
by Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, president of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The proposition was this: "On an irrigated farm of 80 to 160 acres we will
break and sow a crop of 50 acres, we will build a three roomed house and a barn, fence your farm and drill a well for you before you leave the Old
Country." When the flr.st thirty farms were put on the market in England 1,100 British farmers sent in their applications. On many of these
farms vegetables form the principal crop. The scheme is proving a success.

for this. For aphids or plant lice, use

one pound of Whale Oil Soap in five

gallons of water.

"Cabbage heads grow from within out-

ward ; thus they are constantly throw-

ing out or spreading the leaves to which
the poison has been applied. If it headed
by throwing the outer leaves inward,
there would be greater danger of

poisoning."

Grow^ing Early Potatoes
p. p. Reeves, Humber Bay, Ont.

IN
growing a crop of early potatoes I

prefer a sandy loam facing south or

south east and sheltered as much as

possible from north winds. As the

majority of gardeners use green manure
it is best to plow in a good coat the pre-

vious fall, as the manure will then be

well rotted and incorporated in the soil

by spring. If the manure is plowed in

the spring it has two bad faults ; first, it

has a tendency to cause the potatoes to

.scab, and second, if we have a dry, hot

summer, it causes the land to be too

loose and consequently dry out far sooner

than it would were the land more solid.

The variety that is the most popular

in the vicinity of Toronto is the Ohio.

The reasons for this are generally

known. It combines two features that

commend themselves to the grower.

One is its extreme earliness and another

that when you start to dig, the tubers

are practically all marketable. Some
growers are using the Eureka. It is a

few days later, but when it comes in it

is a heavier cropper.

•A paper read at the recent convention in Lon-
don. Ont., of the Ontario Vegetable Growers' As-
sooiatlon

Many growers start part of their early

potatoes in a spent fra,me or greenhouse.
We usually start ours the first or second
week in March. In forcing for earliness

it is well to remember that a whole po-

tato will crop earlier and heavier than a

cut one. I prefer them the size of a hen's

egg. The potatoes should be cut to the

size wanted before placing for sprouting.

We usually lay boards on the bench

or frame where we want to sprout the

potatoes, sprinkle about an inch of soil

on the boards, plane the potatoes (cut

down) on the boards as close as they

will lie, and cover them nicely with soil.

The boards are used to prevent the roots

taking too deep a hold on the soil. If

allowed to do this they receive a check

when taken up. Care must be taken in

planting to see that the roots and sprouts

are not broken.

SPR1N(} CULTIVATIO.V

As soon as the ground is fit to get on

in the spring it should be well disced and

harrowed. .Shallow furrows, thirty

inches to three feet apart, should then

be run out if the furrows are left open

for a few days, This is a great advan-

tage as it enables the sun to warm the

soil.

The date of planting varies in differ-

ent sections of Ontario. It should be

done as early as one can get on the land

without packing it. If this is not done

the sets that happen to fall-sprout have

the advantage of fully a week over the

others and, to a large extent, this is the

cause of the crop coming up irregularly.

CAREFUL CULTIVATION .

When the sets are in, go along the rows

with a hoe or rake and pull sufficient soil

over them to cover them nicely. In

about two weeks the weeds will be show-

ing. It will be wise then to start the

scuffler going. The scuffling should be

done every week until the tops are large

enough for moulding. After moulding

it will only be necessary to pull out the

large weeds. Great care should be taken

in scuffling not to go deep close to the

rows. If the potato roots are disturbed

it means a great loss in the crop.

In growing potatoes, as is the case

with all other garden crops, insect pests

and blights have to be taken into careful

consideration. One has to get after them

early and stay right with them. As far

as the ordinary potato bug is concerned

the liberal use of paris green will keep

them in check. Many growers use the

pure paris green put on dry with a paris

green gun. Others use a" solution of

one ounce paris green to three gallons

water put on with a watering pot or

spray machine.
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OUR PROTECTIVE POLICY.

We want the readers of The Canadian Horti-

culturist to feel that they can deal with our
advertisers with our assurance of the advertis-

ers' reliability. We try to admit to our columns
only the most reliable advertisers. Should any
subscriber, therefore, have good cause to be
dissatisfied with the treatment he receives from
any of our advertisers, we will look into the

matter and Investigate the circumstances fully.

Should we find reason, even in the slightest

degree, we will discontinue immediately the pub-
lication of their advertisements in The Horti-

culturist. Should the circumstances warrant,
we will expose them through the columns of

the paper. Thus we will not only prelect our
readers, but our reputable advertisers as well.

Ail that is necessary to entitle you to the bene-
fit of this Protective Policy is that you Include
in all your letters to advertisers the words.
"I saw your ad. In The Canadian Horticultur-
ist." Complaints should be made to us as soon
as possible after reason (or dissatisfaction has
been found.

Oemmnnioatlons should be addressed :

THB OAHAPIAN HOBTIOtrLTtmiST.

PETBSBOaO. ONTAEIO

EDITORIAL

ONTARIO'S APPLE INDUSTRY
The remarkable feature about the apple

industry in Ontario is that instead of be-

ing on the decline it should bo on the in-

crease. Ontario is destined to grew more
and more apples. This province cannot
compete with the we.st in the growing of

grain or the production of feeding cattle.

It can grow apples to perfection and pro-

fitably.

Every person who has had any experi-

ence admits that when the average apple
orchard is given proper care it can be

made to yield large returns. One of the

demonstration orchards in Simcoe county

this year, which for years, in its neglected

state, had not produced over fifty dollars

worth of fruit in a season, netted returns

of $300 for one acre. A similar orchard

in Dundas county produced $400 worth of

fruit. Scores of private fruit growers in

Ontario, who have discovered the immense
possibilities of their orchards, are increas-

ing their orchard areas and dropping other

less profitable branches of farm work.

The decline is due to but one reason : On-
tario farmers do not realize how profit-

able their orchards may be made. They
need to be shown . The Ontario Depart-

ment of Agriculture has done good work

cf an educational nature as far as it has

gone. It has not gone far enough. British

Columbia has voted $10,000 for the estab-

lishment of demonstration orchards in all

the principal fruit growing sections of that

province. Ontario should make an even

larger appropriation for similar work. We
should not repeat the mistake of spending

one dollar where five dollars is required.

The decline in our apple industry is due

to the fact that we have been content to

put forth but feeble efforts to effect im-

provement. Within five years the whole

situation can be changed if the Ontario

Department of Agriculture, Lacked up by

the fruit growers organizations, will but

put forth the necessary effort. Hon. Mr.
Duff can make a name for himself if he

will but grasp this opportunity.

FRUIT PILFERING
The intimation made by one of the chief

officials of an express company, to the re-

presentative of the fruit growers who re-

cently drew his attention to some par-

ticularly bad cases of fruit pilfering on the

part of the employees of the companies,

that the quantity stolen was so small as

to be almost beneath notice and blaming

the fruit growers for poor packing, indi-

cates that the heads of the companies are

even more responsible than the employees

for the prevailing unsatisfactory conditions.

As long as the heads of the companies make
light of such charges laxity on the part

of the employees may be expected.

It is fortunate that the express companies

have been placed under the jurisdiction of

the Railway Commission. The fruit grow-

ers now have a better chance to press such

matters as this to a finish. It should be

possible for them to obtain rulings from

the Railway Commission that will make
the heads of the express companies realize

that this matter cannot be trifled with. A
f«w prosecutions in police courts of em-
ployees caught stealing fruit will bring

about an improvement among the em-
ployee*. The express companies would be

doing only their duty were they to under-

take ih« prosecution of those of their em-

ployees who are found gnilty cf these
practices.

THE UNSIGHTLY BILL BOARD
Although the efforts of the Ontario

Horticultural Association to induce the
Ontario Legislature to grant municipali-
ties the power to control bill boards and
bill board advertising within their limits

did net prove successful, this is no reason
why the matter should be allowed to drop.
Even if the members of the Legislature
may be personally opposed to legislation

of this nature tnev cannot safely with-
hold from municipalities the power tc deal
with questions that properly lie within
their jurisdiction.

In the United States the American Civic
Association has prepared a model bill

dealing with this matter. The regulation
of bill boards is a common practice in

many of the large cities in Europe. Ar-
rangements should be made this month by

the members of the Ontario Horticultural
Association, at the time of their annual
convention in Toronto for a continuation
of their efforts in this direction.

The uncertainty of life has been brought
home to us very clearly, during the past

year, by the passing away of so many who
have been prominent in horticultural

affairs in Canada. It is only about a year

since we lost Mr. John S. Pearce, Super-

intendent of Parks, London, Ontario, and
a director of the Ontario Horticultural

Association. Later there passed into the

great beyond Mr. Murray Pettit, of Win-
ona, Ontario, one of the foremost fruit

growers of the Dominion. More recently

we have lost Mr. R. C. Steele, of the Steel

Briggs Seed Co., of Toronto; Mr. H. H.

Peart, the Director of the Horticultural

Experiment Station at Jordan Harbor,

Ontario; and Mr. W. E. Wellington, of

the firm of Stone & Wellington, nursery-

men, and a past president of the Ontario

Fruit Growers' Association, whose death

was announced in our last issue. This

month we record the death of Mr. A. M.
Smith, of St. Catharines, the only sur-

viving charter member of the Ontario

Fruit Growers' Association. Such a suc-

cession of deaths may well lead each of us

to ask ourselves in all earnestness if we
are prepared to meet the Great Judge

of us all.

An effort should be made at the ap-

proaching convention in Toronto of the

Ontario Horticultural Association to se-

cure a report of the work undertaken this

year by the Toronto Horticultural Society

in the matter of civic improvement. Dur-

ing the past season this society adopted

the block or square system of improve-

ment that has proved so successful in por-

tions of the United States. Prizes were

offered for the best lawns and gardens in

specified blocks in the city. It is under-

stood that the work has met with a gratify-

ing degree of success. If this is the case

other societies in the province should be

able to introduce this system or modifica-

tions cf it in their respective localities.

The approaching convention will offer a

splendid opportunity for the consideration

of this question.

Evidence of hew far paternalism in

municipal matters can be carried has been

afforded recently by the discovery that in

the citv of Toronto the civic by-laws re-

lating to the construction of modern green-

houses are so far out cf date that it li

impossible for a florist to erect the modem
type of light greenhouse construction that

is being almost universally followed

throu^out Canada and the United States.
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Were the florists compelled to construct
the type of greenhouse called for by the
civic regulations they would have to go
back many years and adopt forms of con-
struction that have long been discarded.
Well meant restrictions often prove ridicu-
lous when their enforcement is left in the
hands of incompetent oflBcials. This is a
case in point. Toronto will continue to
look ridiculous until this by-law has been
amended.

The fruit growers of British Columbia,
Ontario, and New Brunswick should put
forth special efforts this month to make
the fruit exhibitions that will be held in
each of these provinces, a great success.

These exhibitions not only set new stan-
dards in quality and methods of packing,
but serve to arouse a greater interest in

fruit growing and to stimulate a general
improvement. Their success depends upon
the support given by the individual grow-
ers. Let the growers of each province,
therefore, do their part this month by at-

tending their nearby exhibitions.

Eastern fruit growers spend considerable
time discussing the wonderful strides that
have been made by the fruit growers of
British Columbia and the Pacific coast
states. When we realize that as soon as
we show the same spirit of enterprise, push
and confidence we can accomplish even
greater results we will begin to bestir our-
selves more than we have.

PUBLISHER'S DESK

What Some Societies Might Do
During November the various Horticul-

tural Societies of Ontario will hold their
annual meetings. To those which have
been in the habit of subscribing to The
Canadian Horticulturist foo- all of their
members we desire to express our hearty
thanks. Were it not for these societies we
would have been unable to have enlarged
and improved The Canadian Horticul-
turist as we have. T'hey furnish over one
half of our circulation.
There are a few societies that send to

the States for horticultural publications in-
stead of taking The Canadian Horticul-
turist. In doing so they are perfectly
within their rights. We would like to
point out, however, that The Canadian
Horticulturist is the only paper which
has continuously and persistently worked
in the interests of the horticultural socie-
ties of Ontario : That it is the only publi-
cation that gives publicity to "matters
aft'ecting the interests of our horticultural
societies

: That it is the onlv medium

through which the ofiicers and members of

our societies are kept in touch with the
work that is being done in this country
and assisted in such matters as securing
increased government grants, modifications
in the legislation affecting societies and
furnished with reliable information con-
cerning Canadian conditions.

Some societies contend that they cannot
afi^ord to give The Canadian Horticul-
turist as a premium to their members.
How is it then that fully two-thirds of

the societies in the province are able to

afford such an expenditure and are pleased
with the results they obtain? Every hor-

ticultural society has two duties to per-
form. One pertains directly to its local

affairs. The other comprises its relations

to the larger questions of provincial and
national horticultural interest.

We venture to say that there is not a

horticultural society in Ontario that would
not feel that it would he a public calamity
were there no such paper in Canada as
The Canadian Horticulturist. Yet there
are a number of societies that do nothing
to assist The Canadian Horticulturist.
As already stated all that enables us to

publish The Canadian Horticulturist in

its present form is the support we are re-

ceiving from the majority of the horticul-

tural societies of Ontario. Did the other
societies support us to the same degree we
would be able to greatly enlarge and im-
prove The CAN\niAN Horticulturist and
thereby still further assist all of our socie-

ties. We feel that if more of our societies

would look at the question in this light

they would fall in line and thereby assist

us in our efforts to improve and advance
the horticultural interests of the Dominion.
We are planning to make The Canadian

Horticulturist during the coming year of

still greater value to all of our societies.

We foel that those societies that subscribe
for The Canadian Horticulturist for all

of their members will receive splendid value
for their money and that their member.s
will greatly benefit by receiving reliable

information concerning our Canadian con-
ditions as furnished by our own Canadian
authorities.

We have decided to discontinue the prac-
tice of publishing free readers for advertis-
ers. In a monthly publication like The
Canadian Horticulturist our space is so

restricted it means that every reading no-
tice that is published crowds out some im-
portant piece of general information. As all

our advertisers are to bo treated alike in

this respect we- do not expect that any of

them will take an exception to our .stand

in this matter. It means that our reading
columns will be made more interesting and
that all our advertisers will thus be bene-
fitted.

Death of Pioneer Fruit Grower
The death took place on October 19th

of Mr. A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines,
who was the only surviving charter mem-
ber of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Asso-
ciation, formed fifty years ago. Mr. Smith
was 78 years old, having been born on
September 24, 1832.

The Late A. M. Smith

At the fiftieth anniversary of the On-
tario Fruit Growers' Association held in

Toronto last November, Mr. Smith was
presented with a purse of $175 and with
an illuminated address. The address was
read on behalf of the association by Mr.
Murray Pettit, of Winona, a prominent
fruit grower and officer of the association,

who also has since passed away.

As a pioneer fruit grower and nursery-
man, the late Mr. Smith was largely in-

strumental in the planting of many of the
splendid orchards now found throughout
Ontario. Ho was generally popular and
respected everywhere for his integrity and
singleness of purpose.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company
has granted a one way first class faro to

the Canadian National Apple Show in

Vancouver from all points in the Domin-
ion of Canada. In addition it has granted
selling dates in advance of the regular

.selling dates to the public for the benefit

of the oxhibitors.

OUR NORTHERN GROWN STOCK HAS PROVED ITS MERITS

Manor Richelieu, Murray Bay. Que.
Our Selected Northern Grown Stock, which waa useti to ornament the grounds in ihc above illustration, has succeeded Bptendidly, even in this extreme climate, Our stock

is used by those who demand the best. Give us a trial order. We will satisfy you. Our CataloKue free tor the asking.

THE CANADIAN NURSERY CO., Ltd.. 10 Phillips Place. Montreal. Que. Nurseriesr-Pointe Claire, Que.
A Few Reliable Salesmen wanted
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ers. The peach shipments to Great Britain
will be fully discussed by Messrs. Dobson
of Hamilton, Onslow, cf Niagara, R.
Thompson, of St. Catharines, and W. W.
Moore, of the Cold Storage Branch, Ot-
tawa.
Harold Jones of Maitland, will speak on

standards for the judginp; of fruits at ex-

hibitions. Mr. W. H. Bunting, of St.

Catharines, will give some attention to the
pilfering of packages by the express mess-
engers. This subject has been a burning
one with the growers, especially in the Niag-
ara District, the present season.

Cooperation, while successful in some
places, is not spreading as it should. A num-
ber of men will touch on this siibject. Re-
ports will be given by some of the larger
associations as well as by some of the smaller
but equally successful associations. Mr. Le
Drew, of the Guelph College, will explain
some of the reasons for failure. He has
been investigating this subject for two or
three years.
One session of the Conventicn will be de-

voted to a discussion of the box and barrel
packing exhibition at the show with demon-
strations as to the proper methods to be
employed. Mr. A. McNeill, cf Ottawa, and
Prof. Crow of Guelph, will bo in charge
and will be assisted by experts who will do
the actual packing. Demonstrations will be
given at the same session of the operation
of power and hand sprayers. A number of

the former will be on exhibition. This ses-

sion will be held at the exhibition arena.

I enjoy reading The Canadian Horti-
CTTLTUR'ST very much.—Chas. L. Honeyman,
Toronto, Ont.

Items of Interest
The Pomological and Fruit Growing

Society of the Province of Quebec has
issued a premium list for the fruit ex-

hibition, open to the province, that will

be held in connection with the annual
meeting at St. Hyacinthe, December 6 and
7. Capies may be obtained from the secre-

tary, Peter Reid, Chateauguay Basin,

Que.
Mr. W. Miles, of Peterboro, brought in-

to the office of The Canadian Hortioul-
TtTRiST recentl.v a specimen of a Glen Mary
strawberry partly ripe and of fair size,

which had been grown from seed this year.

Mr. Miles picked a number cf these ber-

ries between October 6 and 11.

Indications are that the third National
Apple Show, which will be held in Spo-
kane, Wash., November 14th to 19th, will

exceed its predecessors. An apple pack-
ing contest will be held to decide the
championship of the world. The first prize

will be $100 in cash. An apple packing
school will be conducted free throughout
the show. Girls will give demonstrations
in the cocking of apples. One thousand
dollars will be given for the best carload
of fruit.

The Crop Reporter, issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture, for the
month of October placed the percentage of

the apple crop for the whole of the United
States for this year as 46.4, compared with
43.9 for last year, and with a ten year
average of 53.8. Grapes were placed at

72.7 per cent, compared with 86.5 per cent,

for last year and a six year average of

84.1 per cent. Pears were given as 64.7

per cent, and cranberries as 74.7.

1,000,000 Perennials
One of the most complete collections in the
world, suitable for all soils and climates.

CATALOGUES FRKE
PERRY'S HARDY PLANT FARM

ENFIELD, England

APPLES
REPRESENTING

J. and H. Goodwin
Manchester, Liverpool and Hull

Thos. Russell
GLASGOW

E. H. Lewis & Son
LONDON

Will be pleased to keep you advised
regarding the condition of the Euro-
pean Markets. If you have any Apples
for export, call or write

Fred Barker
25 Church St., Toronto, Can.

WHEHK THE FOUR COUNEHS OF THE EARTH MEET TO DRINK TEA

A good many thousand people during the
recent Toronto Exhibition visited this booth
and sat long enough to drink a cup of de-

licious Red Rose Tea and pas.sod on rested

and refreshed to a fuller enjoyment of the
great fair. Next to the quality of the tea,

what most appealed to the visitors, was the
dainty way in which the tea was served.

The plan of charging So and giving it back
again in the form of a ticket good for 5o
anywhere when buying a package of Red
Rose Tea was approved by everyone. During
tlio fair, hundreds of grocers and their

trionds visited the booth and were made
very welcome by the traveller in charge.
They were all enthusiastic in their praises

of the tea. Indeed, everyone who came

went away praising: the tea and they came
from every province in Canada, every state

in the American union, and almost every
part of the empire. The delicate fragrance,

delicious flavor and smooth satisfying

strength of Red Rose Tea were to all a

real enjoyment and to many a revelation

in tea goodness and quality, convincing
everyone that Red Rose Tea "is good tea."
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! NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
f

British Columbia
"Ceratut, " Ktlowna, B. C.

The Kelowna exhibition held by the Ag-
ricultural and Traders Association of Okan-
agan Mission, representing what is now
known as the Kelowna district, was held
on Sept. 20th and 21st. With the exception
perhaps of vegetables, all the classes com-
pared favorably with former years. Fruit
however, for which a new wing had been
added to the hall, quite jammed the allot-

ed space. The exhibits were necessarily
staged so close that much of their educa-
tional value was lost. In color, size and
freedom from blemish the fruit was all that
could be desired.
In several instances discriminaticns were

made in judging against very large apples.
The plate exhibits of Mcintosh, one of the
very foremost varieties in the Okanagan
were conspicuous in this respect. This seem-
ed right as irrigated districts are particu-
larly apt to produce oversized fruit and
largo size is usually at the expense of
quality.
For the five heaviest apples Alexandra

won, the five specimens weighing 6 lbs. IS;',

ounces, beating some nice exhibits of AVolf
River, which generally wins out for greatest
weight. Yellow Newtown Pippin was grand
in ijoth plate and box classes. This apple,
so particular about soil and locality in

the east, seems tc find things to its liking
around Kelowna. On well drained "bench"
land, on partly sub-irrigated bottom land,
on sandy land and clay, though I know of
no mature trees, the young ones are bear-
ing well, and in good health.

British Columbia Notes
The great fruit fair reprc..senting the

Kootenay district held in Nelscn the last
few days of September was a great succesj.
There were over 800 entries Five differ-
ent digtrict« sent excellent exhibits of
apple.5 to compete for the district prize.
Grand Forks won and was awarded the
John.ston cup and $100.00. West Arm was
second. The vegetable and floral exhibits
were cf excellent quality.

Dr. Gussow. Dominion Botanist, and In-
spector Wilson recently completed a thret-
weeks' inspection of Vancouver island and
Okanagan orchards. While some fungrid
disea.ses were found, both agreed that
British Columbia was fairlv .free from in-
jurious insect pests.

It is estimated tbnt over five hundred
carloads of fruit will this season be shipped
from the districts surrounding Okanagan
Lake, in British Columbia. A great number
rf the fruit ranches Inst season sowed cover
crops as root protection, and its beneficial
results have been demonstrated in the in-
creased yield of the orchards that were
so treated.

Hon. James Duff, Mini.ster of Agricul-
ture for Ontario, paid a visit to this pro-
vince recently. Speaking aboi.t the fruit
industry Mr. Duff claimed that at present
3.5 per cent, of the d'^mand for fruit in

Canada is supplied by Ontario, 15 per cent,
bv British Columbia, and -50 per cent, by
the United States. He did not believe
that there was any danger cf there being
any serious glut in the Canadian fruit
markets through increased production.
Ontario, he claimed, produced 75 per cent.

of the fruit grown in Canada, 70 per cent.
of the apples, 90 per cent, of the mixed
fruits and 99 per cent, of the grapes and
peaches.

SPECIAL GLASS
FOR GREENHOUSES

Conserratories of The Dale Elstate. Brampton. Ont.

Glass supplied by our Toronto Branch

GOOD QUALITY. FLAT, EVEN
THICKNESS. AND WELL CUT

We make a specialty of supplying

Gl£iss for vegetable forcing houses

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver

AGENTS WANTED
=TO SELL

PEACH TREES
\\"e have an exceptionally heavy sto'-k of the fir est

trees wo have ever .seen. Our Peaches have made an

exceptionally fine growth, and every tree is a beauty.

.Assortment is complete.

All Peach growers should plant some of the Niagara

Peach—has the flavor of the Crawford with the ship-

ping qualities of the KIberta. Is a great favorite in

New V'ork -State.

Our assortment of fruit trees and plants, ornamental

trees and shrubs, is complete. Stock all guaranteed

strictly first grade, and true to name.

We want agents at once to canvass territory where

we are not already represented. Lil)eral terms ;
outfit

free. Special salesmen wanted for the Peach districts.

"Canada's Oldest Nurseries"

Thos. W. Bowman Sk Son
COMr.VNV. LI.MITEI)

RIDGEVILLE, ONT.
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Niagara District, Ont.
Wear; Worm, WiDoua

The exceedingly lavoialjle weatlier we
have liad this tall has enabled fruit growers
to get far ahead with their work and con-

sequently by this time (October 24th) all

the fruit is pretty well picked, except a

few late grapes, Kielfer pears and Winter
apples.
The grape crop has turned out larger

than expected, and has been of most excel-

lent quality. Extraordinary fine bunches of

Campbell's Early, Niagara, Ked and Black
lUgers, and Brighton, have been produced.
That portion of the crop that was allowed

to get ripe before being picked gave excel-

lent satisfaction to consumers. Unfortune-
ately only half the crop was handled in

that way. The other half was picked before

it was mere than half ripe, and indeed, in

some cases before it was ht for even a hog
to eat.

Consequently, in the early portion of the

season numerous complaints were received

from consumers in Torcnto and other places

that grapes were very poor in quality this

season. Of late, however, the leports have
said how fine in quality they are. The
moral is obvious, but no substantial im-

provement will be made till either the Dis-

trict is more united in its mode of distri-

bution of the crop, or till a special penal
clause Le added to the Ffuit Marks' Act,

covering the green grape qiiesi-n^ii, and thus
enabling the inspectors tc seize such ship-

ments, which at present they are unable to

do.

The price for the bulk of the grape crop,

whilst much better than last year, has not
been what it should have been. Growers
have received less for their grapes than
the situation warranted. A more united
system of distribution would remedy this

evil also. It is coming.

Mr. Dcbson, of Jordan Harbor, sent a

shipment of Early Crawford peaches—1,000

cases—to Covent Garden Market, London,
England which arrived in capital condi-

tion. This shipment was packed and
shipped under the superintendence of Mr.
P. W. Hodgetts of the Department of Agri-

culture, Toronto. Another shipment left

St. Catharines on Tuesday, the 13th Sep-

tember for Bristol, put up by the St. Cath-
arines Cold Storage Co., under the super-

intendence of Messrs. W. W. Moore, Ot-

tawa, and Dominion Inspector Carey. One
left a little later for London, Liverpool

and Glasgow and another went forward
the next week, all from the St. Catharines
Cold Storage Co.
The various shipments were well and

carefully packed, and arrived in England
in capital condition—and, according to re-

ports, sold at fairly good prices. A com-
plete financial statement as to expenses

and receipts attending these shipments
will be awaited with great interest by the

peach growers of the district.

The cooperative companies and a good

n any of the growers are boxing all their

ones and twos this year, and only barrel-

linii the thirds. Apples are selling at from
$1.25 to $1.75 per box f.o.b.

Grapes at Winona are bringing 11 to

16 cents per small basket. Pears are worth

20 to 45 cents per basket. Keiffer pears are

bringing one cent per pound at the canning
factory. Apples are selling at $2.50 to

$4.50 f.c.b. the cars. Peaches are almost

over but choice ones are worth 65 to 70

cents- per basket.

The annual convention of the Ontario

Horticultural Association will be held in

Toronto Nov. 17 and 18 at the time of the

Ontario Horticultural Exhibition. Two
well known speakers from the United
States will address the convention.

EASTFLAKE
Shingles

WRITE. FOP PRICES
METALLIC ROOFING C?
TORONTO , CANAD^X.

The Biggest Little Cousin of the
Kodaks

—

NO. 3A FOLDINGBROWNIE
Takes the full size post card pictures, 3'/-

X 5% inches. Equipped with meniscus
achromatic lens, F. P. K. automatic shut-
ter with bulb release, automatic focusing
lock and reversible finder. Has all the
Kodak advantages of daylight loading and
unloading, and is made and tested by
Kodak workmen.
Price with meniscus achromatic lens, $10;

with Rapid Rectilinear lens, $12; other
Brownie Cameras, $1 to $11.

CANADIAN KODAK Co., Ltd., Toronto, C«b.

Catalogue of Kodaks and Hrvjvntes free at the
dealers or by mail

SHIPPERS
CONSIGN YOUR FRUIT

DIRECT TO

Andrew Chalmers
GLASGOW

ESTABLISHED 1849

No Agents. Private Sale.

Highest Returns.

BANKERS:

Bank of Toronto, Colborne

Commercial Bank, Bazaar, Glasgow

Cables : Bananas, Glasgow. Codes : A.B.C. 5th ed.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

fioom 521, Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

IMPORTANT
TO EXPORTERS OF APPLES

We are in a position to receive, handle and .-sell Can-

adian Apples to the bcst possible advantage.
Shippers would do well to consign their apples to our

Highest Market Prices Guaranteed

Prompt Returns and Settlements

A Trial Solicited, for further information please

apply to

R. FLEWITT 81 CO.
Stnithfield Market, Manchester

and 21 VICTORIA STREET, LIVERPOOL.

CABLE ADDBESS: Flewitt, Liverpool Mauchester.

CABLE CODES
{Scatters

A, B, C,

Soattergood, Part II.,

Fourth Edition.

CANADIAN REFERENCE—Dixon Bros., 66 King Street East, Hamil-
ton, Ont.

ENGLISH REFERENCES—Willlnms Deacons Bank, Limited
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BLACK
KNIGHT
3T0VE POLISH
saves the tired house-
keeper work and worry.

It is a convenient paste

in a large can. A gentle

rub with brush or cloth

brings a beautiful,
mirror-like shine that

is not affected by the

heat. For stoves, pipes,

grates and ironwork.
If your dealer does not carry

"Black Knight" Stove Polish in

stock, send us his name and loc,

and we will send a full size tin

by return mail.

THE F. F. DALLEY CO., LIMITED
UMILTON, ONT. 30

Uaken tfflhtfamous "a in /" Shoe Polish.

Most people already use

—and always will tise

—

Windsor Salt. They know

—from years of experience

—that Windsor Salt won't

get damp or lumpy. There

is never even a suspicion of

grittiness about it.

Its clean taste—its crystal

purity and recognized econ-

omy—make Windsor Salt

the prime favorite in every

home where it is used.

Don't pay fancy prices for

imported salt, when Windsor
Salt costs so little, and is so

higti in quality.

AHNDSOIR
I TABI£ I

14 SALT -0

New Brunswick
On October 31st, November 1st, 2nd and

3rd over 400 boxes, 150 barrels and 1,000
plates cf New Brunswick apples will bo
on exhibit in St. John. Over $700 are
offered in prizes, and indications ppint to
a largo number of entries and keen com-
jjetitiou. In addition to the competitive
exhibit the Provincial Department cf Ag-
riculture is making a large display of

boxed and barrelled apples.

A three days' convention is being held
on the same dates by the Fruit Growers'
Association. Business of great import-
ance to the future of fruit growing in the
province will be transacted and a series

cf instructive addresses and demonstra-
tions given by Mr. W. T. Macoun, Prof.

J. W. Crow, and Mr. H. O. Treherne,
of Ontario, and by Prof. Shaw, Mr. R. S.

Starr and Mr. G. H. Vroom, of Xvova
Scotia. It is expected that the show will

awaken a much greater interest in fruit

growing in New Brunswick and will be

followed by a considerable development of

the industry.

Eastern Annapolis Valley, N.S.
Enoice Watts, A. R. H. S.

The first few flakes of snow fell in the
Valley on October 11th, since then the
weather has been quite cold, but we are
hoping for Indian summer before the

ground freezes.

On September 23rd an exhibition cf

vegetables and flowers was held in Ber-
wick school house, the products of the
school gardens belonging to the sections of

Berwick, Waterville and Somerset. This
is the first time that the children have
tried school gardening, but as it has re-

sulted in such a creditable exhibition it

will probably be continued.
The Kings, Hants and Annapolis First

Show this year took place at Windsor,
where the display was excellent. The
vegetables were particularly fine. Fruits
have been somewhat late in ripening,
though outdoor grapes are said never to

have been better.

In the nursery rows bands have been
cut from the stocks which were budded
early in the fall.

Prince Edward Island
J. A. Moore. Haxtlbrook, P. E. I.

There is but a poor crop of apples on
Prince Edward Island this year. We had a
heavy frost on June 6tli, that killed the
bloom in many orchards. In our uivn, tne
leaves as well as the blooms were killed and
the orchard looked as if a fire had run
through it.

Early apples sold at from 60 cents to 80
cents per bushel, according to variety.

Winter varieties will likely comnmna a good
price as stocks are small and prices are nigh
in both Nova Scotia and Ontario. Plums
were a good crop and sold at from 5 to 8
cents per quart. I noticed brown rot on
plums in one orchard. We have not been
troubled much with this here ; but if steps

are not taken to control it, it will spread
rapidly and menace our whole crop. .-Vll

diseased fruit should be removed and the

trees and ground under them thoroughly
sprayed. In the orchard spoken of, over

half the crop was ruined.

One of the finest of new apples we have
now is the Dudley or North Star which
is about the same season as the Wealthy
and a larger apple. It is a beautiful apple,

highly colored and of good quality. It might
well be largely planted as those who have
had it for years speak highly of it.

Fruit growers should begin now to pick
out samples for the winter fruit show and
try and make it the beat we hare ever had.

You Can Do the Weekly
Washing in Six Minutes
The 1900 GRAVITY WASHER cuts out

labur nod saves money. Does a big family
washing

—

and wrin^in^ too—in short order.
The Gravity washes a tubful spotlessly clean
la six minutes. Prove it at our expense.

Any WoBuui
Caa Have «

1900
GRAVITY
WASHER
On 30 Days'

Free Trial

Don't send one
cent. Try it first

at our expense

—

if you are respon-
sible. Well pay
tlie freight. See
tlie wonders it

performs. Thou-
sands are in use
and every user

delighted. We are constantly receiving let-

ters from hosts of satisfied customers. The
1900 Gravity is sold on small payments. Send
for our fascinating FREE ftnok lo-Hnv. ^^'rite

me personally— H. 0. BAOH. Mana-
ger, The 1900 Washer Co., 357 Tonge St..

Toronto, Ontario.
This oifer ia not good in Toronto, Mon-

treal Winnipeg or Vancouver, and eub
urbs, as we have branch offices in these
places. Special ararngements are made
in the.^e districts.

Skilled florists claim that one thor-

ough spraying- with APHINE will rid

the house of an insect pest for a longer
period than any other known insecti-

cide.

APHINE may appear more expensive
than some other remedies, but it is

provin,ar itself to be the cheapest.

It destroys Green, Black and Whita
Fly, Red Spider, Thrips, Mealy Bug,
Brown and White Scale.

For Sale By

Dupuy 81 Ferguson
38 Jacques -Cartier Square, MONTREAL

Thos. A. Ivcy 81 Son
PORT DOVER, ONT.

The Bissell
With wings attached Bissell Orchard Disc

Harrow extends over 12 feet wide. Detached

it is compact, regular-size Harrow. You

can regulate gangs to follow any slope of

ground. You can tl'row weight on outer

ends of gangs 80 that they will run even

and cut tou?h sod away from trees or

vines. It's reversible—Out-Throw to In

Throw. Write Dept. N for Catalog, or con

suit local dealer.

T. E. BISSELL CO.
Limited

ELORA, ONT.
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R.\ibber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS, Etc.

ALI. KINDS—ALT. PURPOSES

W. E. IRONS 113 BAY ST. TORCNTO

A. G. HULL & SON
-J GHoWEHJSof reliable Fruil ami

Ornainonlal Tree". EverKroens.
ShrubH. Roses, Viiifs. Hedge. Small
FniiU. etc. We ship from nursery.
No Agents.

Send for 30th ysar Cataloc and
Price* to

CENTRAL NURSERIES ST. CATHARINES, ONT,

" CARY "

FIRE PROOF SAFES AND VAULT DOORS

ALL SIZES

Ford & Fcatherstonc - Hamilton, Ont.

W. J. SHERWOOD, Representative

Landscape Architecture
Plans and Estimates Furnished for the Laying Out of Public and

Private Grounds,

Parks, Cemeteries, Hospital Grounds, School

Grounds, Large Estates, Etc.

Let us show you how much better your Residence will look when Grounds

are properly planted. Send rough drawing, showing location of buildings,

trees, etc., with measurements. We will be glad to make suggestions,

whether you are intending to spend $10.00 or $1000.00. We can save you

money in two ways.

Send for our Free Booklet,

"BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES QUICKLY PRODUCED"

Order Your Stock for Fall Shipment at Once

We will send on stock promptly upon receipt of order. October is the

month to plant with the best results. Complete assortment of Fruit Trees

and Plants, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Perennials, Bulbs, etc. You

should have a copy of our new Illustrated Catalogue. Complete Description

of all the new and leading varieties.

Plant a Bed of the Old Fashioned Flowers
This Fall

Send N. ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ all—Asters, Bleeding Heart, Canterbury Bell,
me free N.

CandytufF, Day Lily, Fox Glove, Hollyhocks, Golden Glow, Ger-
copy of N. man and Japan Iris, Larkspur, Phlox, Oriental Poppy, 28 select

(Mark X Before BookS. *°d distinct varieties of PAEONIAS.
Waated) \

BROWN BROS. COMPANY
Nurserymen, Ltd.

BROWNS' NURSERIES
Wclland Co., Ont.

^_j Illnstrated Catalogue

r" " Beaatifol Landacapes
I—

I

Qnicklr Prodnced
"

Name

Address
To BROWN BROS. CO., NURSERYMEN Ltd

Brontis' Nurseries, Welland Co., Ont.

judge. Professor H. E. Van Deman, of

Washington, D.C.. is known throughout
America as an expert pomologist. Tho
associate judges are: W. H. Bunting, St.

Cathiirines, Ont.; Martin Burrell, MP.,
Grand Forks, B.C.; Prof. F. C. Sears,

Pomologist, Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege, Amherst, Mass. ; Prof. Wilbur K.
Newell, President State Board of Horti-
culture, Gastcn, Ore. ; and Prof. John
Craig, Secretary American Poraological

Society, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

The Horticultural Exhibition
Arrangements already completed indicate

that the Ontario Horticulural Fxhibition,

which will le held in Toronto, November
14-i<J w'ill be larger and better than ever.

The exhibition itself premises to De ot un-

usual interest as there will be some addi-

tional district displays, notably those froni

Northumberland and Durham and Leed.-)

and Grenville counties. Ontario and JS'or-

folk counties will also be on hand with a

possibility that Prince Edward will also put
up a small, but attractive display. In ad-

dition there will be educax.iuuai exmoits,

with particular reference to spraying, from
the Jordan Horticultural Experiment Sta-

tion and the demonstration orchards of Not-
tawasaga Township, Simcoe county.
Changes have been made in the prize list

so as to call for additional varieties of speci-

men apples. Two sections have been added
for skill in packing, giving 75 per cent, of

the points for that part cf the work A class

has also been added for five box displays of

Spy and Baldwin, also a class calling for

ten plates each of Baldwin, Greening, King
and Spy. These new sections should add
greatly to the value of the exhibition from
an educational standpoint.
The Womens' Institutes are holding their

big convention on Nov. 17 and 18, and the

exhibit of preserved fruits, jams and jellies

will be under their control. There is a possi-

bility that Mr. James E. Johnson, for the

Norfolk Fruit Growers' .associaHon, win
put up a car load cf boxed apples. This

vrill be something entirely unique and a new
feature at this exhibition.

Pilfering by Express Employes
Mr. W. H. Bunting, of St. Catharines,

who has represented the fruit growers of

Ontario before the railway commission on
several occasions most successfully, is col-

lecting evidence in regard to the exces-

sive amount of" fruit stolen from packages
by employees of the express companies
while the fruit is in transit. Mr. Bunting
recently laid evidence of twelve cases be-

fore one cf the heads of a leading ex-

press company, without receiving practi-

cally any satisfaction.

The representative of the company
claimed that the fruit growers frequently

pack their fruit very poorly and blame re-

sultant losses on the express companies, and
intimated that the amount of fruit stolen

was comparatively insignificant in quan-
tity. The matter will not be allowed to

stand in this position.

The cargo inspector for the Canadian
Department of Agriculture at Glasgow, Mr.
James A. Findlay, reports that the four
firms. Messrs. Simons, Jacobs & Co., Jas.

Lindsay & Sons, L. and H. Williams & Co.,

and Mr. Thomas Russell, who handle large

quantities of Canadian fruit, have estab-

lished one of the finest salerooms in the

United Kingdom. It accommodates the

bulk of the apple buyers, whereas under for-

mer conditions, when individual sales pre-

vailed, the buyers were scattered and the

purchasing power of the market was limited

to a certain extent.
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Paeonies in 19101
John Carert, Oakvill*, Oat.

The pseony season of 1910 was remarkable
for its brevity. The season uas late all over
the continent, but it was an excellent one to
show amateurs the great possibilities in the
paeony. The long season of growth begin-
ning here in the middle of March with an
abundance cf moisture and a low tempera-
ture, seldom however, so low as the freez-
ing point, gave the hardy pseony an unusual
opportunity to develop large, strong
blooming buds. The large-flowering vari-
eties such as Festiva Maxima, Marie Le-
moine, Madame Cabot, Duchesse de Ne-
mours, Mathilde de Roseneck, Mons Jules
Elie, and others, responded magnificently.
While the season was favorable to the pse-

ony amateur it was unprofitable to the com-
mercial grower of blooms. During the
moist, cool weather of May and early June
tne buds were slowly developing but would
not open. Sc fully formed were the buds
before warm weather came that it required
only two or three hot days to expand these
buds into fully opened blooms and there was
little difference in the time of blooming be-
tween early and mid-season varieties. The
cutting season was about one-fifth of the
usual length. The season of 1910 will no
doubt give an impetus to the planting by
amateurs of the finer varieties of pseonies.

A Quebec Nursery
A representative of The Canadian Hor-

ticulturist recently paid a visit to the
Canadian Nursery situated at Point Claire,
a few miles west of Montreal. A general
line of fruit and ornamentals is grown here.
The location and soil seem to be splendidly
suited for the purpose. Stock which is

grown in this locality is possessed of great
hardiness and gives gcod results in a severe
climate. This is evidenced by the fact that
large quantities of stock that have been
shipped annually to Manitoba and the
North West, have given excellent results.
A large block of Norway Maples and Caro-
lina Poplar, which are favorites in the West,
was seen ready for transplanting.

All ornamental trees grown on the nursery
are now budded instead cf allowing the
seedlings to grow up. This makes consid-
erable extra work, but results in producing
straight, uniform trees, superior to those
gown direct from seed.

All stock grown on the nursery is grown
from their own cuttings, as trouble has been
experienced in securing stock true to name
or that would give satisfactory results in
this climate. All fruit trees are cut back at
the end of the first year, as recommended by
.Mr. W. T. Maccun, for the production of
uniform and vigorous stock. A few three
year old apple trees were seen which had
not been so treated, and which were very
little ahead of two year old trees which had
been cut back. Several fine blocks of three
year old apple trees were seen which had
attained a height of about eight feet, and
which will be dispcsed of this coming season.

It might be thought that pears would not
thrive in the vicinity of Montreal, but the
vigorous appearance of a block of two and
three year old pear trees of the standard
varieties indicated the contrary. Currants,
gooseberries and other small fruit looked
exceedingly well.

Ilecent publications tc reach us include the
fortieth annual report of the Entomological
Society of Ontario, the fifth annua! report
of the Ontario Vegetable Growers' Associa-
tion for 1909 and Bulletin No. 100 of the
Experimental Station, dealing with the Fer-
tilization of apple oroharda.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS
f Gaoieberries, Josselyn, Red Jacket, Downing, Pearl, Houghton.— Cnrr«iit»,
Perfection, Ruby. Cherry, White Grape, Lee's Prolific. Champion, Black
Naples, Victoria.— Raspberriei, Herbert. Cuthbert, Marlboro, Brinckle's
Orange, Golden Queen, Strawberry.Raspberry.—GardeD Roott, Asparagus,
Rhubarb, Perennial Celery,

WM. FLEMING, Nurseryman, Box 54, Owen Sound, Ontario

Cold Storage Fruit
Warehouse

Finest Apple Rooms in the Dominion for

EXPORT AND LOCAL TRADE
Special Rooms (or all kinds of Perishable

Goods

The Canada Cold Storage Co.
LIMITKD

S3 WILLIAM ST., -- MONTREAL

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST OH THE MARKET

WE MANUFACTURE
STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKETS
SAUCERS AND
STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

Manufacturers

Th« FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

'**E BEST MAOt

I'OSTER'S
j

STANDARD
,

POT

Medicinal and Toilet Preparations

Guaranteed
by the largest
Wholesale
Drug Firm in
America

—

the National Drug
and Chemical
Company of
Canada, Limited.

Because They are

N A,-DHU-CO.

£?i! ^9^ <^f

ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS
TRAoe MARK

2. Made of Purest Ingre*
dients
every ounce of which has passed
rigid tests for strength and purity..

3. Compounded by Expert
Chemists
legally qualified to dispense
prescriptions.

4. Made according to
Proven Formulae
tested for years tor safety and
efficiency.

5. Not "Cure-Alls"
but specific prescriptions for par-

ticular ailments.

>. Non-Secret
We will furnish to

any physician or
druggist, on re-

quest, a list of the
ingredients in any
Na-Dru-Coprepar-
ation. Ask your
druggist.

7. A Complete
Trade-marked Line
Including practically every
Toilet or Medicinal preparation
you ever need.

8. Made in Canada
by Canadians^for Canadians'
benefit.

9. On Sale Throughout
Canada
If your druggist hasn't the
particular Na-Dru-Co article

you need, he can get it within
2 days.

"^Money Back' Pro-10. A
posilion
If any Na-Dru-Co prepaiation
is unsatisfactory we will gladly
refund your money.

Na-Dru-Co Headache Wafers
Stop a headache in 30 minutes
Contain no harmful drug.

Na-Dru-Co Dyspepsia Tablets
Curesourstomach—heartburn—flatulence
—indigestion—chronic dyspepsia.

Na-Dru-Co Laxatives
Act without any discomfort.
Increased doses not needed.

Na-Dru-Co Baby TableU
Relieve Baby's ills. Especially
valuable during teething.

National Drug and Chemical Company of Canada, Limited

Wholesale Branches at t

Halifax—St. John—Montreal—Ottawa -KinKiton—Toronto—Hamilton
LondoB—Winnipec—Raffina- -Calcury—Neijon Vancouver—Victoria. 41
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('aTfte eledrkally-welded, solid-piece

frame gives sfrengfli and stiffness to

Peerless Farm and
Ornamental Gates
V/c build Peerless Gates to last a life-

time— handy, convenient and attractive.

They remain staunch and rigid through
all kinds of rough usage. The frame is

THE BANWELL HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO., LM.,Box 0, Hamilton, Ont., Winnipeg, Man.

made of heavy steel tubing electrically

welded into one solid piece. The Peerless

Gate, like the Peerless Fence, saves expense
because it never needs repairs. >We also

make poultry, lawn and farm fences of exccp.

tional strength. Write for free book.

Clean Your Seed
Separate and grade ALL kinds of seeds—eliminate ALL weed seed, shrunken grains,

broken particles and dust. You can do it easily, quickly, thoroughly with the

Chatham Finning Mill and insure

Better, Surer Crops Highest Market Prices
Don't grow weeds or plant weak seeds. Let us ship you a Chatham immediately, freight

prepaid, so you can use it right away. You pay nothing unless you are fully satisfied that

CHATHAM
Fanning Mill

actually does all we
claim for it. Then you
can take 2 years to pay
for it. if you want to.

Anyway

TRY IT
30 Days

FREE
and see how it saves
you work and increases
your profits.

The only machine that will rid your
clover of that "Plantain" weed
which is almost mininor nearly every Ontario farmer's clover this year.
Maybe you don't know that your clover is full of this weed, bat you will when
you try to sell it. or when you plant it next year This pest has been bother-
iHK Ohio and Illinois farmers until the Chatham conquered it for them, as
hundreds of farmers testify. It the Chatham doesn't do the work for you
just send it back and it hasn't coat you a cent. My free book tells all.

Write for it at once and for my liberal free trial offer. Address Manson
Campbell, President.

The Manton Campbell Company, Ltd., Chatham, Ont.

" ^-V

Menson Campbell
201

Tr«e Protected by Wooden Veneer
and banked up with earth to prevent
entrance of pests at bottom.

PROTECT YOURMES
Against Rabbits, Mice and other Vermin

Many young orchards are greatly

injured each year by these pests.

Wrap the trunks with

Wooden Vcnccrs
and damage will be prevented.

These veneers w^ill protect also

against sun-scald. ^

SEND AT ONCE TO

THE OAKVILLE BASKET CO.
OAKVILLE, ONT.

Landscape Work
In developing lawns and estates great care

and judgment is required in the locating of

walks and drives, the selecting of suitable

varieties of trees and shrubs to be planted

and the arranging of them artistically.

Many homes lose their charm for lack of

knowledge and experience in developing the

grounds.
This difficulty is overcome by our Land-

scape Department, which is in charge of ex-

perienced men qualified to develop grounds
of city or country homes, large estates,

school and public grounds, parks, cemeter-

ies or factory lands. Now is the time to

discuss fall or spring work. Correspondence

solicited.—Brown Bros. Co., Brown's Nur-

series, Welland Co., Ont.

The Dominion Orchard
Convpany

I'ro/. W. S. Blair, Macdonald CoUege, Que.

About 30 miles from Montreal, on the

sunny slopes of Rougemont, the Dominion
Orchard Company is developing a property

of about 300 acres, devoting the entire area

to fruits and vegetables. The company is

composed principally of Montrealers who
have confidence in the cajjabilities of the

province for producing certain fruits and
vegetables to supply its own market, and in

this they will not be disappointed.

The slopes of Rougemont, Abbotsford and
St. Hilaire have long* been known as ideal

spots for the production of all classes of_

fruit of the highest quality, especially ap-

ples of the Fameuse type. Capt. R. W.
Shepherd, one of the veteran fruit growers

and a shipper of high class fruit to a spe-

cial English trader, says that fruit from
these sections cannot be excelled.

At the base of Rougemont are various

plateaus of different elevations sheltered by

mountain ridges. These are made up of soil

well watered by streams from a lake situat-

ed on the top of the mountain. The soil is

ideal in texture, being at fault in some cases

only in excessive richness. On the slopes

vegetation is rapid, and the intention is to

supply early truck crops to the Montreal
market in abundance. Some 50 acres of this

land is already planted to small fruits, prin-

cipally raspberries and strawberries, all of

which are making good growth.

At the foot of the mountain is excellent

vegetable land. On this, celery of the finest

quality can be developed. It is the inten-

tion to grow 10 acres of this crop this year
and ultimately to supply the Montreal mar-
ket during the winter, doing away with the
necessity of the large importations of this

crop from California and elsewhere.

The greenhouses are of King construction

and occupy one acre. In these, lettuce, rad-
ish, tomatoes, rhubaib and other vegeta-
ble crops are grown. They are located in

a valley getting full benefit of the sun but
well sheltered by surrounding hills. The re-

turns from the houses last winter were so

satisfactory that additional houses were
erected this year and no doubt the present
plant will be increased as the business de-
velops.

Large orchards of Fameuse and Mcintosh
Red, with cherries and plums in fillers, are
being planted and considerable areas are
now growing these fruits.

Knight Bros., of Mission City, B.C.,
shipped a crate of 12 baskets of strawber-
ries to Vancouver, September 13th. These
berries sold for $6 for the half crate. This
price was paid because the fruit was a
curiosity. It cannot be supposed that a
quantity would sell sc well. If they did,

then fall bearing strawberries might be
made profitable. , .
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Cover Crops in the Orchard

COVER crops and their value in or-

chard practice is one of many im-

portant operations in orchard

management which should receive more
attention if we hope to produce Iruit

economically. The three methods of cul-

ture usually recommended are : First

—

The cover crop method ; Second—The
clean culture method ; Third'—The sod
mulch method. There are some who ad-
vocate growing trees in sod but this is

an unwise method. It is adaptable only
to very exceptional conditions, and should
not be recommended.
The cover crop method briefly is to

cultivate the ground from early spring
until the first of July, sufficient to keep
a fine earth mulch on the surface, and at

the time of the last cultivation seed to a
cover crop which will produce a ^ood
mat of vegetation to work under either in

the late fall or the following spring. The
clean culture method is similar to the
above except that no cover crop is grown
and the ground is left bare, or to be oc-
cupied by an occasional weed after the
last cultivation early in July.

The sod mulch method is to mulch, us-
ually with manure, the area occupies by
the tree sufficient to prevent great evapor-
ation from the soil, and to keep all grass
or weeds cut, not allowing them to grow
taller than six inches and letting this ma-
terial also remain as a mulch. This prac-
tice is advisable if conscientiously follow-
ed especially on hilly, rocky or very open
gravelly soil, but what some growers

Prof. S. Blair, Macdonald College, Que.

practise and call the sod mulch method I

would call the large hay crop method.
If the clean culture method is followed

some means must be adopted to get hum-
us into the soil. Without humus our soils

become unproductive. Humus not only

The Challenge of the Wesl
British Columbia has challenged

the provinces in Eastern Canada
to hold a "National" Apple Show.
What is the East going to do about

it? Our Eastern growers claim to

have more extensive areas of land

adapted to growing apples of high

quality than can be found in Brit-

ish Columbia. They profess to

grow apples of better quality. Brit-

ish Columbia growers now say,

"Prove it."

The challenge falls properly at

the feet of Ontario fruit growers.
Granted that we have the fruit dis-

tricts and the fruit, have we got the

men who can "prove it"? The ap-

ple producing and consuming dis-

tricts of the world await the an-
swer.

•Extract from a paper read at the annual con-
vention in Toronto last month of the Ontario
fruit Growers' Asaooiation

aids in conserving moisture but give.- ^s

well a better mechanical texture to the
soil. It lightens up heavy soils and maizes
an open soil more compact. Humus in

the soil assures an ever present supply of
nitrogen, and prevents the leaching from
soils of potash and phosphoric acid. Bac-
terial life in the soil is largely dependent
upon humus and we must not forget that

ihese lowly forms of life are large factors
in rendering a soil productive.

Commercial fertilizers do not add hu-
mus to the soil. They can be used most
economically only on a soil not deficient
in humus for otherwise a continuous sup-
ply of available food material is not with-
in reach of the plant. I do not mean to
say anything against the use of commer-
cial fertilizers for they can be used to ad-
vantage by the orchardist. But what I

want to impress upon you is that humus
in some form is essential, and if the clean
culture method is followed, stable manure
or litter of some sort, must be used to
furnish it. Manure is not available for
many growers and, besides, if cover
crops can be grown in the orchard to sup-
ply the humus, and not be a detriment but
rather an advantage to the growing tree
or ripening fruit, why not miake use
of it?

Many orchards are located on hillsides

and if cultivated a serious washing may
occur during the fall or early spring rains
if not prevented by means of a cover crop
of some sort.

Nitrogen, one of our most costly ele-

ments of fertility, may be largely supplied
through a leguminous cover crop and the
purchase of fertilizers confined to the pot-
ash and phosphate manures. If clean cul-

tivation is followed this free nitrogen can-
not be secured. The above reasons are, I

think, sufficient to warrant one in advo-
cating the cover crop method of orchard
cultivation.

RIPENING THE WOOD
Another phase of the subject, is the

proper ripening of the wood for winter.

^^''^^'^^C«l
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1.

An Eridence of wbal New Brutwick cm do in tke Prodnctioa of High Grade Apploi. A portion of the DiipUy at Ihe Recent Exhibition at St. John, N. B,
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The Prize Wiuiag Half Car Load of 3ox«ii Apples Shawa at the receat Oatario Horticultural Exhibitioa by the Norfolk Fruit Growers' Associatioa

Winter injuries may result from improper

ripening of the wood or it may be due to

improper nourishment. Instances ol tne

latter are found in cases where there nas

been heavy fruitage which drains the iiee

of its vitality unless there is sufficient food

available to supply the growing tissue as

well as the fruit. Nature directs all her

effort first to the development of seeu to

perpetuate the species, and the tissues of

the plant are supplied only after this want
has been met. Were we to place within

the reach of our trees food as required

I think we should hear less about the win-

ter killing of our bearing trees. The im-

proper ripening of the tissues of a tree

may be due to an excessive food supply,

or excessive moisture conditions in the

soil, or to a continued high temperature.

The temperature and food supply are

largely influenced by the moisture condi-

tions, although a combination of these

factors is responsible for late growth.

The moisture conditions are in a meas-
ure within our control by the use of cover

crops. In irrigated districts the grower
has absolute control of this factor and can

ripen off his trees when he wishes by the

withholding of water. We have no such
absolute control in the use of cover crops,

for excessive rains at a certain period

may largely counteract any drying effect

wc wished to produce through the use of

a cover crop that tends to drv out the soil.

EFFECTS OF COVER CROPS
The following table will give some idea

of the relative drying effect of various

cover crops. These experiments were
conducted in our young orchard and show
the percentage of moisture in the son in

the middle of September: Millet, 7.24
Oats, 10. ; Rape, 10. i ; Winter Rye, 11.6

Crimson Clover, 11.8; Buckwheat, ii.8

Red Clover, 12.3; Vetch, 12.8; No Cover
Crop, 14.9.

It will be noticed that the strong grow-
ing cereal crops and rape will run down
the moisture contents of the soil very rap-

idly, and for this reason they may be ad-

visable in some cases. The oat crop had
four per cent, less moisture than the

check plot growing no cover crop. Crops

that form a dense math prevent evapora-

tion from the soil and this is one reason

probably why the clovers and vetch do
not so materially reduce the moisture

contents. It was found also that the

quick growing cereal crops reduced the

moisture of the soil earlier in the season

than the clovers, especially than the Red
Clover, which requires a longer period

to form much leaf area.

An Over Production of Apples Improbable "^

G. H. Vroom, Middleton, N. S.

A LARGE majority of those present ing a period of thirty years. Yet all this

have heard the statement made, is no evidence that our neighbors across

possibly some of you have the border are less active or producing

made it yourselves, that the time less apples than they did in the year

was near when there would be so 1880. Just the opposite is the case,

many apples grown that no mar- More and better apples are produced

ket for them could be found and that the than formerly, but the demand is far

orchards, which cost large sums of greater in their own country,

money and much time and hard labor Perhaps it would not be an exagger-

to bring to a bearing age, would be hewn ated statement to make if I should say

down and cast into the fire. If this doc- that not more than ten per cent, of all

trine of over-production has not reached the apples grown in the United States

New Brunswick you are fortunate. find their way into any export market,

It might be possible to produce more and I think it would not be going too

apples than could be profitably market- far afield to say that judging from the

ed, but judging from the history of apple increase in the population for the last

production and consumption in the past " ten years that at the end of the next

it is not likely to transpire. ten our neighbors will be importing ap-

Let us look back over the past thirty pies to be consumed by their own people,

years and see what has taken place. In Now let us look at the condition of

the year 1880-1881, the United States things in Canada,

exported apples as follows: CANADIAN CONDITIONS

From New York 600,000 barrels I" the year 1880-1 the number of bar-

From Boston 510,000 barrels rels of apples exported from Montreal

From Portland 40,000 barrels was 145.276- I" the year 1903 the ex-

From Philadelphia 10,000 barrels Port had gone up to 732,000 barrels.

But since 1903 it has dropped to 353,000

Total from American barrels. Is this because the fruit grow-

ports 1,160,00 barrels ers of the great provinces of Ontario

In 1908-1909 the figures are as fol- an^ Quebec are giving less attention to

]Q.^^,g. the growing of apples? Not by any

From New York ...... .363,000 barrels means; more apples of higher quality

From Boston 189,000 barrels are produced, but the demand is so

From Portland 89,000 barrels steadily and rapidly increasing in Wes-
tern Canada, where thousands upon

Total 641 ,000 barrels thousands of settlers are taking up

„ ^, c c J *u ^ tu farms and where larger towns and even
By these figures v/e find that the ex- . . •

1 * •„ „ a„„
: c y c ^u IT -i J c* * .- cities are springing up almost in a day,

port of apples from the United States
, , ^- ^ c s- ^ *. u„^ tu^

r ,

*^*^
, -u \ A that the time is not far distant when the

has decreased over :;oo,ooo barrels dur-
, , . r /-> -. • a c\ „k«.^ ,Tr;ii

• ' old provinces of Ontario and Quebec will

•A paper read at the annual convention in No- be exporting few, if any, apples.

^l^tTon.' a^'sfJo^rN^B.^'""
"""""'' ""'"

I" '^e year 1880-1 there was exported
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from St. John, N.B., and Halifax, N.S.,

combined 24,250 barrels. In the year

1909-10 the export from these ports had

grown to 670,000 barrels, an increase

in thirty years of 645,750 barrels. This

increase is due to the increase in pro-

duction without a corresponding increase

in local consumption.

With the United States consuming

the entire product of their own country,

and the great north west requiring the

crop from Ontario and Quebec, after

their own local markets have been sup-

plied, and with the export to the Old

Country from Australia and Tasmania
coming in during the months of April,

May, June, and July, when North Ame-
rica has no apples to ship, it is not a

very great stretch of imagination to be-

lieve that the Maritime Provinces of

Canada must supply to a large extent

the apples consumed in the large cities

on the other side of the Atlantic.

THE WE8TEEN MARKET

It is less than ten years since tne Oo-
minion Department of Agriculture sent

an experimental car load of apples to

Winnipeg and sent a man all the way
from St. Catharines in Ontario to look

after the car. It was considered a risky

thing to do, to send a car load of fruit

all the way to the city of Winnipeg.

What is the condition of things there

I

I

to-day? One firm in Winnipeg handled

over one hundred cars of fruit from St.

Catharines alone up to the 22nd day of

October, and up to that date nearly

three hundred cars of fruit had been sold

at auction in that city. This does not

include fruit sent in from the American
side of the line. In the face of all this

Ontario Spys are selling to-day in the

city of Winnipeg for from $5.50 to $6.00

per barrel. The Winnif>eg Fruit Auc-
tion Company, which has only been in

operation four months, reported through
their manager, Mr. Sinclair, that they
had handled sixty-five cars of fruit from
Ontario and ten cars from British Col-
umbia up to October 20th.

About six years ago a trial shipment
of apples was made to South Africa

from Nova Scotia. It was found that

there was a market for a limited amount
of apples at a good price. These ship-

ments have increased until this season
apples will find a market in South Africa.

This trade is destined to increase more
and more. And further permit me to

remind you that our local markets are

expanding and our population is increas-

ing. Consequently, more apples are con-

sumed by our own people.

Less inferior fruit is being packed
every year. Our people will eventually

be educated to the point where they will

pack only the good apples in barrels for

market and send the poor ones to the

canning factory and the vinegar mill.

The apple industry of Canada is yet in

its infancy. The outlook was never

brighter than at present. The up-to-date

orchardist has no reason to worry about

an over-production of apples.

Profits from Apple Orchards*
R. R. Sloan, Porter'i Hill, Ont.

What profits may reasonably be ex-

pected from an apple orchard? In 1907

we harvested 700 barrels of apples at

$1.65 per barrel on the ground from ten

acres of orchard, containing 350 trees.

This brought in $132.00 per acre. The
varieties consisted of Ben Davis, Kings,

Greenings, Spies and Baldwins.

In 1908 the crop was very light. We
got only 250 barrels from the same area,

or $45.60 per acre at $1.50 per barrel.

In 1909 we had a heavy crop, upwards
of 2,000 barrels being harvested from

our whole orchard. The 350 trees re-

ferred to produced 750 barrels at $2.25

per barrel, or $192.80 per acre.

This year the apple crop in general

was almost a complete failure. Never-

theless, 100 barrels were picked from the

above mentioned trees at $3.75 per bar-

rel, or $43.00 an acre, giving a total of

$413.40. Thus for the four years our

returns from this

ten acres of or-

chard have been

$103.35 per acre

on the average
from trees seven-

teen to twenty

years of age.

The cost of pro-

ducing these apples

was as follows : It

cost $2.35 per acre

for plowing, $1.05
for cultivating

three times, $».75
per acre for prun-

ing, and $8.30 for

spraying using bor-

deaux mixture at

an average cose of

one and one-third

cents per gallon

for three sprayings.

The past year we
used lime sulphur

and arsenate of

lead, and it cost a

little more for the

first spraying. Fer-

tilizing, at the rate

of five loads of

A View of > Porlioo oJ tht Fruit aid Floral Exkibiti at the Recent Ontario HarticDltural Exhibition held in Toronto

'Extract from a
paper read at the re-

cent convention in Tor-
onto of the Ontario
Fruit Growers' Asgocla
tion.
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manure, cost at 50 cents per load, $2.50.

The whole benefit of this was not return-

ed in the one year, but was spread over

a number of years. The cost of pulling

at 10 cents per barrel, in round numbers,
was $9.00 per acre.

To sum up we find that the cost was
practically $27.00 an acre. This, de-

ducted from $103.35, leaves $76.35 profit

per acre for trees from seventeen to

twenty years of age, or $763.50 for ten

acres.
BETTEE RETURNS

We have sections of orchard much
older that give considerably heavier re-

turns. One old plantation of an acre in

extent, containing thirty-five trees, most-

ly Spies, has given as high as $18.00 a

tree even at the low price of $1.50 a bar-

rel, or $530.00 for less than an acre.

Protect the Trees
J. A. Moore, Prince Edward Island

Building paper cut in strips and tied

around the trunks of fruit trees will pre-

vent mice from gnawing the bark. You
should attend to your trees now, as the

deep snow will give the mice a fine chance

to girdle the trees. If you tramp down
the snow hard around the trunks it will

stop the mice from getting at them.

By manuring the young trees in ihe

fall you serve a double purpose—you fer-

tilize the tree and by banking some

around the trunks protect them from the

ravages of mice.

Lime Sulphur vs. Bordeaux*
R. R. Waddell, Simcoe Co., Ont.

We have had a year's further experi-

ence with the lime sulphur and bordeaux
mixtures for spraying. As far as the

first spraying in concerned it is generally

admitted that on account of the Blister

Mite we should all use lime sulphur,

which will control this pest if it is used

at the proper time. If, however, this

spraying is neglected until the leaves

peep out a quarter of an inch it will fail

to control.

This year I went through several or-

chards in three counties and found no
proof that three sprayings of lime sul-

phur for the fungus was any better than

one of lime sulphur and two of bordeaux.
In a close examination of some of the or-

chards sprayed three times with lime

sulphur I would find one to be barreling

ninety per cent, free from fungus while

adjoining orchards, which received the

same formula, had fungus on 30 pc
cent, of the fruit.

In examining orchards sprayed with

bordeaux I found them differ in the same
way. Whether this was due to a lack

of preparing the formula it was hard to

explain.

•A paper read at the recent convention in Tor-
onto of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association.

The Winning Car Load of Applet Shewn by the Kclowna District of B. C. at the Canadian National Apple Show
(Note that the exhibits are ten boxes high. See report Page 285.)

We can figure that lime sulphur has
two points of advantage for the last two
sprayings : First, it does not cause the
fruit to rust ; second, we can use the
home boiled concentrated, which is a
little cheaper than the bordeaux. These
however count for very little in compari-

son to controlling the fungus. The
only condition upon which I would pass
any opinion as to which is the best for

the fungus is to see two like machines
in an orchard in the same hour spraying
with the two formulae and then note
the results.

Floral Hints for Amateurs for December
Frank Wise,

EVERYTHING in the way of clean-

ing up your garden and grounds
should have been accomplished by

the beginning of this month. If it has
not been, and the weather should con-
tinue favorable, it is a good plan to open
all drains to carry off surplus water in

the spring and to dig any ground that

has not already been dug. Use a spade
and leave the surface as rough as pos-
sible.

The pruning of shade trees can be
done to advantage this month. Take
out branches that are too low, cross
limbs, and dead ones. Do not forget to

cut out or remove every other one of the

young trees which you planted a few
years ago, as they grow up and touch
each other. You will be surprised how
quickly the ones that are left will fill up
the vacant spaces.

A good way to remove young trees is

to dig a trench around them about eigh-

teen inches to three feet from the trunk,

nccording to the size of the tree, letting

the earth freeze on the ball that is left.

Later pry up the ball and at the same
time pull over the top. When you can
place a stoneboat or truck underneath
the ball the tree can be easily removed
to any place where you may wish to re-

plant it.

CARE OF HOUSE PLANTS
Your house plants during the winter

months require careful watering. This
must be done only when the plant be-

comes dry.

When potting your house plants be

Peterboro, Ont.

careful to put an inch or two of broken
pottery in the bottom of the pot for

drainage purposes. It is often owing to

neglect in this respect that your plants
turn yellow and sickly and do not bloom.
Some of the bulbs which have been

planted and put in a dark moist place

to root will be ready to bring up to the
light. Do not expose them at first to

the bright sun, but gradually move tiiem

A Protection for the Flower Bed

there as they become accustomed to the

light. They will require copious water-

ing to keep them growing ajid to pro-

duce good flowers.

Mulch your bulb beds with rotten

manure, which can be left on in the

spring, when it will serve the double

purpose of fertilizing and retaining the

moisture in the soil. Frequent cultiva-

tion of your bulbs in the spring is neces-

sary for success.

Cover pansy beds with cedar or spruce
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boughs to hold the snow and prevent
freezing and thawing in the spring. It

will also protect them from the early

March sun, as it often is due to the sun
that your plants kill out and not to the

hard winter as is sometimes thoughi.

Climbing plants, such as roses, cle-

matis, ampelopsis, and others, that you
do not wish to take off your walls and
fences during the winter will be bene-
fited by a covering of spruce or cedar
boughs, matting, or coarse canvas for

protection against the March sun. A
few forkfuls of long, strawy manure or

leaves placed around the roots and a

spadeful or two of earth, to keep them
in position, will be of benefit.

Tender border plants, such as holly-

hocks, Shasta Daisy, pinks, Canterbury
Bells, and others, can be given a cover-

ing of brush, which will be better than
manure or any other solid covering, as

the latter is liable to freeze and form ice

around your plant, excluding the air.

This eventually would cause it to rot

and die. Bush roses and slender shrubs
should be treated to the brush covering
if it can be obtained and for the same
reason.

Strawberries that have not been mulch-
ed should be given a covering at once.

Use good, clean rye straw if possible.

It will be well during December to

look over your vegetable stores. Much

loss can often be prevented by remov-
ing any rot that may have co.Timenced.

Onions that have not been properly

ripened will have a tendency to grow.
This is hard to prevent. Such onions
can be used to good advantage by plac-

ing them in soil, growing them on and
using them as green onions.

CARE OF THE LAWN
This is the time to mulch your lawn.

Oive it a covering of good, rotten stable

manure, or better still, manure and soil

mixed. This covering must not be left

on after the growth begins in the spring

without raking. This should be done
two or three times as the weather per-

mits. This treatment will allow you to

leave most of it on the ground, taking
off only the stones, sticks or long straw
that may be in it.

Prepare for spring by cleaning, sharp-

ening and repairing all garden tools,

overhauling your lawn mowers, and
giving them all an application of oil to

prevent rusting. Make out a list of tools

required and see that they are all in their

place so that in the spring you will not

be delayed in your work. Having this

done now will often ensure a better and
earlier start in the spring as a great

deal of time is taken up looking for, re-

pairing and replacing tools, which could

be otherwise given to the cultivation of

your garden..

Rose Growing a Delightful Occupation*
W. G. MacKendrick, President Toronto Horticultural Society, Toronto, Ont.

TH R rose, the national flower or Eng-
land, has thousands of named var-

ieties in commerce. Roses of vari-

ous kinds are found the world over.

Many of the choice varieties grown come
from far away India and Japan, and one
can see various wild roses in our own
favored land, from Vancouver in the
west to Halifax in the east, and from
Edmonton in the north to the most
southern point in Ontario.

Where roses grow in their wild state,

cultivated ro.ses will also grow, and I

am optimist enough to believe that per-

haps in my lifetime, dozens of our cities,

towns and villages will be as fragrant
with the sweet perfume of the Queen of

Flowers as are the towns and villages in

England each June, and throughout the
summer.

HOW TO DO IT

The rose fever is as catching as the

measles, the mumps or some of the other
ailments which flourish in Ontario, and
I would that I had the power to inocu-

late each of you with a touch of it, be-
cau.se once caught, like the old-fashioned
ague, it is hard to shake off. If each of

you in your gardens had a bed of a few
dozen hybrid tea roses, which would

•An extract from a paper read at the annual
convention of the Ontario Horticultural ABBOcia
tion held in Toronto. Ont.. November 17, 18, 1910.

bloom from June until November, you
would inoculate your circle of friends and
neighbors with the laudable desire to

do likewise, and the ball once started

would, like the endless chain, continue
forever.

USES FOR THE ROSE

Roses can be used for general garden
cultivation and should be placed in beds

(about forty inches wide) by themselves,
and not mixed with herbaceous plants,

shrubs or trees. Some of the dwarf
polyanthus make ideal bedding roses as
a border in front of the higher varieties.

They can be used as tall six feet weeping
standards, though in Ontario these have
to be bound in earth to come through our
severe winters.

Different varieties of the climbers can
be grown on north, south, east and west
walls or fences. They can be grown as
dwarf or tall pillars. They can be grown
for covering pergolas. The Wichuri-
anas make an ideal covering for unsight-
ly banks. They can be grown pegged
down or bent over in semi-circles. Many
of the varieties will make a splendid
dwarf or tall hedge. Many roses make
handsome bushes when grown on a lawn
separately. They can also be grown m
pots or in greenhouses for buttonholes
or table decoration. In short, one can
hardly desire to grow a flower in a posi-
tion where a suitable rose cannot be used
or found for it.

WHAT TO GROW
At our summer home on Toronto Is-

land where the soil in our rose beds is

quite unsuitable to get the best results

in rose culture, we are experimenting
with about seven hundred roses; sixsy-

five named climbing roses; about two
hundred named Hybrid Teas ; thirty

Hybrid Remontant, and about thirty

odds and ends such as Rugosa, Polya.i-

thus Teas, Chinas, Sweet Briars, and
others.

HYBRID RHEMONTANT
The name Hybrid Remontant r-ieans

that they bloom a second time 'or once
more). This class is usually termed Hy-
brid Perpetual, but they are not perpet-

ual bloomers like the Hybrid Teas, Teas
and Polyanthus, and the term is mislead-

ing and I think should not be used by
growers. This is the class of rose usu-
ally grown in Ontario because it is

Tkc Flowtr Bed ami Lawn oi a Pre>colt Coiml; (Ont.) Farmer, G. 0. Mode, Prctident Vauklcck Hill Hort. Societj

This Hower bed contaiu8 over 100 choice rose busheu of several differ'.3nt varieties.
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known to be hardy. They give an abund-

ance of bloom at the end of June .ir^d tlie

beginning of July and about half of them

bloom again in September.

If asked to suggest the best dozen

suitable for gardens, perhaps Frau Karl

Druschki and Margaret Dickson for

whites ; Mrs. John I.ang, Mrs. Sharman
Crawford, Mrs. Cocker for light pinks

,

Alfred Colomb and Magna Charta for

dark pinks; Captain Hayward, Ulrich

Brunner and General Jacqueminot for

light reds; Prince Camille de Rohan and

Victor Hugo for dark reds, would be a

fair selection.

HYBRID TEAS

These roses are a cross between the

tender ever-blooming and the hardy Hy-
brid Remontant and other roses. They
were first introduced in 1868 with that

favorite La France, still one ot the

sweetest roses grown. They are prac-

tically continuously in bloom throughout
the summer and they will stand our On-
tario climate, as I have grown them for

three or four years with few losses. Last

year I only lost two per cent, of my
stock and each plant lost was a ufak-
ling to start with.

The blooms are more delicate and re-

fined in form, many of them having the

high pointed centre, as distinjju'shed

from the cabbage effect of most ot ti.e

Remontants. The colors range from the

most delicate shades of peach, pinK, soft

yellow, to the deepest reds, oranges, and
so forth. Most of this class have the

sweet subtile fragrance of the tea roses.

I look to this class of rose to be the rose

of the future for Ontario, and I would like

to see our Canadian nurserymen grow
many of the new varieties of this class

so that we could get Canadian grown
stock in Toronto as well as in Britain or
on the Continent. Most growers in Brit-

ain and the Continent now Catalogue
from two to five times as many Hybrid
Teas as Hybrid Remontants. If you
cannot get the varieties you want locally

Alex. Dickson & Son, Newtovvnards, Ire-

land, are reliable people to purchase
from.

THE BEST HYBRID TEAS
If asked to select the best twelve roses

of this everblooming class, I would be
at a loss just which to choose, because
like a bevy of beautiful women, each has
a special charm of her own, and like the
gentler sex they possess as many moods
and charms as there are hours in the day,
and who is the man who can say that

Caroline Testout is more handsome than
Hon. Ina Bingham or Mrs. Peter Blair,

and did he judge them in the early morn-
ing with the dew glistening on them, or
when the sun was high in the heavens,
or during that witching hour when the

sun was just going down, when many
things in our gardens look their best.

I have gone into the rose garden in

the early morning when the dew was on

Portion of a Rbtibc in Rear of tbe Reiideice of Mr. G. A. Olire, Brantiord, Ont. , in procett of Rcclmitioa. No. 1

each petal, leal and tree ; when the

rising sun had awakened the birds to

singing their lusty jubilant songs in June,
and what a glorious sight meets the eye

!

A thousand blooms of roses of every color

in the rainbow besides many that the

rainbow does not possess, indescribable

in their beauty, with a fragrance which
baffles description.

Is there any sight on this round earth

more beautiful, more joyful and more up-
lifting when it meets the eye, than a rose

garden on such a morning. I have walk-

ed down the paths carefully noting each
of the seven hundred bushes, picking the

choicest bloom here and there and com-
paring them one with the other, and I

have declared that Betty is the sweetest,

daintiest thing that ever grew and have
wondered how I could have thought yes-

terday that Mildred Grant surpassed her.

Entering the garden at high noon
Betty's complexion does not look so

ruddy. Mildred Grant has a dozen freck-

les on her glorious face of yestermorn,

while Hon. Ina Bingham, a blushing

beauty deeply veined on her thick velvety

pink petals is the beauty of the hour. At

evening a walk along the same paths will

show Helen Keller or Susanne Marie
Rodocanachi or some other charmer
which surpasses the Hon. Ina Bingham.

This is, I think, one of the principal

charms of a rose garden
;
you can walk

through it morning, noon and evening,

month after month, and never see it just

as it looked on any other day, so you can

see how hard it is for a man who loves

them all to specify the best twelve. I can
however say that .Antoine Revoire, Caro-
line Testout, Dean Hole, Grand Due A le

Luxembourg, Gruss an Teplitz, La
France, Madame Ravary, Marie Able
Chatenay, Etoile de France, Vicountess
Folkestone, Thursa and Killarney, will

give splendid results in your garden.

CLIMBING E0SE8
Climbing roses are as easily grown as

tomatoes, potatoes or cauliflower. This
is the class of roses which everyone should
grow wherever there is a bare piece of

fence, a stone pile, an old stump, a dead
tree, a pergola, a veranda, the sioe oi a

house, a sloping bank or an ovei Hang-
ing wall that would look better covered

with their rich shining green leaves, and
during their flowering season with their

masses of gorgeous flowers.

When you consider that for twenty-five

cents one can get a good hardy climbing
rose that our winters cannot kill, that

will bloom the first year, and in three

vears will cover a wall or fence ten feet

high and fifteen feet long, one wonders
why there are so many bare and unsight-

ly spots even on the premises of members
of the horticultural societies, and all over
Ontario.

Cannot each of you picture in your
mind right now such a spot in your gar-

den? Unless I am mistaken, we all can.

Let me now suggest that the best work
you can do for your horticultural society

is to cover that spot with a climbing rose

of any of the following varieties and the

next year you can give half a dozen cut-

tings to half a dozen neighbors and they

will emulate your example, because these

climbing roses are grown on their own
roots and the cuttings root readily in

sandy soil. I have cuttings stuck in the

ground SeptemSer 22nd, 1909, which I

dug up October, 1910, and which had

three shoots six feet long, and they never

got any attention during the year except

a watering once in a while.

.As there are only a couple of hundred
different climbing roses in commerce, it

is easier to choose a good twelve than

among the hybrid teas. I would place

Tausendchon at the head of the list, then

Crimson Rambler or F'lower of Fairfield

which is colored like Crimson Rambler
but it blooms on new wood, and flowers

two or three times during the season

;

then Dorothy Perkins or Lady Gay which

is a deeper pink and more fragrant; then

Debutante which to me has the sweetest

fragrance of any of the climbers I have

grown. Reine Olga de Wurtenuurj,, a

H. T. Climber, a brilliant .scarlet with

flowers of the size and shape of Tausend-
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^^^bion, is a gem. Climbing Mrs. W. J.

^^^Erant (H. T.) will give several crops of

^^Hbloom during the summer. Helene, a

^^Hsingle flowered climber with a lavender

tinge through it. Hiawatha, a brilliant

red with white eye and large yellow sta-

mens, is one of the most showy. White

Dorothy, a sport from Dorothy Perkins

and Gardenia, the best yellow Wicburi-

ana, will make a dozen, that will fill your

waistcoat with pride every time you look

at them during the summer.
One of the finest sights I saw in Toron-

to last summer was on West Roxborough
Street, where half a dozen houses had

Tausendchon, Dorothy Perkins and Crim-

son Rambler in bloom on their front ver-

andas. Just imagine what a beautiful

spot Toronto would be if every house had

its climbing rose over the door or veran-

da. If you cannot get what you want lo-

cally, try Mr. H. Walsh Woods, Hole,

Mass., who has a dozen or two of the

best climbers on the market.

HOW TO MAKE A BED
Dig the ground 18 inches deep and put

in one-third well rotted cow manure if

you can get it. If the soil is very heavy

clay dig in one-third sand and turn it

twice. Plant H. T. Roses fifteen inches

apart ; H. R. Roses 24 inches in rwo rows

with a 24 inch grass walk between the

beds. The rose is a gross feeder and

will make away with large portions ol

well rotted manure, bone meal or liquid

manure.
Rose growing is the most delightful

and beneficial of exercises. It chases the

cobwebs out of the brain of the tired city

worker ; it helps keep the heart young,

and once started it holds one's interest

to the end. It's a game you can play

at whether you are twenty-five or acventy-

five years of age, and you can enjoy it so

long as you have eyes to see or a nose

to smell with.

"If you love your city, town or village

;

if you want to be helpful to yourself, your

fellow citizen and to posterity, there is no
better way of expressing it than to plant

roses that will gladden the eye. brighten

the lives and warm the hearts of your

families, your friends and your fellow

citizens, and those who will take our

places as the years roll round."

Paeonies not Blooming
What is the matter with my paeonies.

They never bloom. I have taken them up
and divided them. They grow luxuriantly,
but do not blcom?—W. E. J.

The data you give is not sufficient to

make a positive explanation possible.

The only known diseases of the paeony

are "leaf-drying fungus," "root-gall,"

and "urmiitodes. " These three diseases

are rare, especially the first and second.

The effect of urmatodes, which are

indicated by the growth of small nodules

on the tuber, is to stunt the growth of the

plant and cause it to be unthrifty and

unproductive of bloom. Plants so

affected usually recover a healthy con-

dition by a division of the tubers and re-

planting in fresh soil. It does not seem

likely that your plants have any of these

diseases.

There is good ground for believing that

some plants are degenerate. There are

degenerate specimens in the animal king-

dom, in both the human and the brute

divisions. Doubtless there are "No
Good" specimens in the plant kingdom

also. In the writer's paeony plot there

is one variety of some hundreds of plants

which show some half a dozen speciniens

that are "no good." These will be con-
signed to the rubbish-dump.

There are few plants so free from
disease and from the ravages of insect

enemies as the paeony. You may rely

on this, that given a division of from
three to five strong, well-developed eyes
of a healthy tuber, planted in September
in soil that would yield a good crop of

corn or potatoes, and mulched with
manure to prevent heaving by frost you
will have some bloom in the following

June. In the second year you will have
better bloom than in the first year after

planting, and in the third year you will

have an abundance of normal bloom of
the variety. Such a plant, if given an
annual dressing of manure, will continue
to flourish and increase in the number of
stems and blooms for eight to ten years,
after which it should be divided and re-

planted.—John Cavers, Oakville, Ont.

The Gardens of England*
Mrs. Allen Bainet, Toronto, Ont.

In the October issue of The Canadian
Horticulturist I stated that I would
endeavor to forward a photograph of the
schizanthus mentioned in my letter. The
one I am sending is not clear, but will

show the size and the wonderful mass
of bloom, though the delicate and dainty
tints of mauve and gold and pink and
white must be left to the imagination.

Mr. Symes has been so successful in

growing them that his method is worth
noting. His main object is to avoid all

unnecessary disturbance of root during
growth. He therefore sows three or
four seeds in three inch pots filled with
a compost of three parts loam to two
parts leaf mould, enriched with bone
flour in the proportion of a six inch pot
full to a barrow full of soil.

When some real leaves have been
made, he thins these plants out to the

strongest in each pot, and leaves these

untouched until their roots have filled

the pot. He then shifts them into six

inch flowering pots and keeps them in a

temperature of 55 degrees Fahr.

One corner of his greenhouse was
filled with a fine group of hybrid single

geraniums in shades of deep rose, blush

pink, carmine and many soft warm tints

of red. In each of these the truss was
full and the individual flowers were of a

size approaching that of the fancy pelar-

gonium. In all of them the centre of the

corolla and the ba.se of each petal was
white, which radiated and melted into

the color of the flower.

Here are some of the names of these

:

Lady Curzon, Lady Chesterfield, Phyllis,

• Continued from October isHiie.
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Schizanthos of Unuinal Size and Wonderful Bloom

(See article "The Gardens of England," page 281.)

Madame John Laing, Oliver, A. K. Wil-

liams, Winston Churchill.

Before quitting the genial company

of this Devonshire worker among the

flowers, I must give you his recipe for a

very fine plant food :

One bushel of soot soft coal, one half

pound sulphate of ammonia, two pounds

Thompson's plant manure; mix these to-

gether and put into a thirty gallon cask
in the proportion of half a pint of the mix-

ture to three gallons of water.

This recipe reminds us of the value of

soot as a fertilizer. It has been used for

years in England, where soft coal is

burnt in every house. The difficulty here
has been the scarcity of soft coal soot, and
now that drawback is a thing of the past.

The growth of commerce and the yearly

increase of factories with their forests of

tall chimneys mean a huge accumulation
of soot which will doubtless be welcomed
hv the cultivator as a valuable medium
of nitrates and also of sulphate of am-
monia, which while beneficial to the land,

especially where cereals are to be grown,
is destructi\e to harmlul insects. I am
glad to hear that Messrs. Simmers, of

Toronto, intend to keep a stock of it.

Insects that Attack Vegetables^
L. Ccasar, B.S.A., O. A. C, Guclph, Ont.

Every vegetable grower knows to his

sorrow the stout, smooth, dull-colored

caterpillars that at night cut off his plants

at the roots, or climb up them and de-

stroy the buds or other parts. In the

daytime they conceal themselves in the

earth at the base of the plant or lie curled

up under a board or any protection near

by.

There are many kinds of cutworms

;

some do most damage to plants soon after

they are set out in spring, others not

until June or July and a few in August
or even September. The adults of cut-

worms are moths—those dull, brown
moths with about one inch of expanse
of wings that fly around at night and
come into the hou.9es to the lights.

Most of the moths we .see are cutworm
moths. These lay their eggs, as a rule,

where they think there will be plenty of

food for their young when they hatch.

Hence the part of our fields where weeds
arc allowed to grow wild is the place

where the cutworms are most likely to

trouble us the next year.

•An extract from an address delivered at the
recent convention in London, Ont., of tbe Oot^rip
Vejetal?ls Orowers' Association.

The eggs are in most cases, but not in

all, laid in the fall and the young cater-

pillars which hatch from them feed for

a while before winter and then remain
hidden in the soil till next spring. As
soon as vegetation begins they greedily

search for food and, being already a con-

siderable size, are very destructive.

MEANS OF CONTROL

We should try to keep our fields as

free of weeds as possible throughout the

season so that the moths will tend to go
elsewhere to lay eggs. The destruction

of rubbish as early as possible in the

autumn, followed by ploughing, will help

to destroy many of the eggs or young
caterpillars. When the cutworms are

present in the soil and causing destruc-

tion to plants they can in almost every

case be held in check by the use of poi-

soned bran. I have myself used this on

different occasions with excellent results,

and I presume some of y6u have had
similar good results with it. It is being

used all over North .'\merica to-day as

the standard remedy for cutworms of

fill kinds.

The formula is: Fifty pounds bran, ong

[)ound Paris green, about one patent p;iil

of water sweetened with a few pounds
of sugar or a little molas.ses. Put the

bran into a box of the necessary size,

moisten it with the sweetened water
until it is just wet enough to fall through
the fingers easily without being sticky,

then dust some of the Paris green over
it and mix well; repeat until all the Paris
green is thoroughly mixed in and can be
seen on every particle of the bran. This
can then be carried out to the field and
applied about sundown so as to be fresh

and attractive when the caterpillars be-

gin to feed.

I apply it by taking a pailful on one
arm and by walking down the row and
dropping about a spoonful with my hand
by the base of each plant. The cutworms
evidently prefer this substance to the

plants themselves, and thus are readily

poisoned. If one suspects in spring that

his plants will be attacked by cutworms
he should scatter a little of the poisoned
bran over the ground an evening or two
before planting. Care should be taken
not to let poultry get at this bran.

FLEA-BEETLES

Flea-beetles are tiny little beetles,

usually not more than one-tenth of an
inch long. Most of them are black, but
some are a dusky green, and others are

marked with yellow, red and other colors.

They get their name from their habit of

leaping away when disturbed. Probably
the most troublesome of all is the striped

turnip flea-beetle (Phyllotreta vittata).

This insect is black with a wavy band
of pale yellow running down each wing-
cover. It attacks almost all kinds of

plants belonging to the order Cruciferae,

such as turnips, radishes, cabbage and
cauliflower, and I have seen it this vear

A Big Bonch of Tomatoes

There were 53 formed tomatoes in this bunch,
on one stalk. It is the Sunrise variety, the seed
from which was secured in England. Grown by
huiUB V. Masters, Sardis, 3.0.
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Cocomber Vines in one of the Greenhoatea of R. H. Ellis, Leamington, Ont.

In two houses, 60 by 100 feet In floor space, Mr. Ellis last spring produced 1,306 baskets of cucum-
bers that sold for a littleover $1,200. The plants were started about March 1st, transplanted In the
ground without benches about April 15. Picking started May 13. and continued until the last of
July. Some of the vines were sixteen feet long.

very abundant on some kinds of wild

mustard.

The potato flea-beetle (Epitrix cucu-
meris) is another troublesome flea-beetle.

It attacks potatoes, tomatoes and .'some-

times cucumbers. The insect is very
small and black and eats tiny holes in the
leaves, sometimes affecting them so se-

verely that they die. Blight gets a chance
to enter through the injured parts. There
are several other kinds besides those
mentioned that attack various kinds of
vegetables.

Most of the damage from flea-beetles

is done early in the spring just after the
plants have been set out or the seed has
appeared above the ground. In such
ca.ses it requires very prompt measures
to prevent the destruction of the whole
crop if the beetles are numerous.

(i) Late planting. From what has
been said, one might hope that the beetles
would soon slacken off, lay their eggs,
and either disappear or not attack so
voraciously plants that were sown late

in the spring. This is usually the case,
and in most seasons turnips can be sown
with comparative safety after June 2oth
as can also many other plants.

(2) Poisoned Bordeaux mixture. In

many cases the beetles can either be de-
stroyed or driven away by spraying the
plants as .soon as they appear with Bor-
deaux mixture, to every barrel of which
three or four pounds of arsenate of lead

has been added. This will have to be
repeated about every third day until the
plants get well started, when it can be
discontinued.

On account of the smooth surface of

cabbage and some other plants it is well
to add a sticker to the Bordeaux. This
is made as follows : Boil together two
pounds resin .ind one pound sal soda in

one gallon of water in an iron pot in the

open until a clear brown liquid is formed.
This will usually take from one to one
and a half hours. Add the above amount
to every forty gallon barrel of the poi-

soned Bordeaux. Many other remedies
have been advocated for the destruction

of flea-beetles, but poisoned Bordeaux
has given the most satisfactory results.

Selling Vegetables in Hampers
By selling vegetables neatly packed in

hampers to special customers in the large

cities, enterprising growers in the United
States have worked up, in some cases,

large and profitable businesses. Efforts

of this kind have been undertaken in a
small way already in a few localities in

Canada. There are opportunities for a

great development of this line of work.
.Mr. Fullcrton, of Long Island, is one

of the United States growers who has
made a distinct success of this line of

work. "From Farm to Family Fresh,"
was the slogan Mr. Fullerton adopted
when he sent out the first Home Hamper,
an evolution of years of study of a means
to place fresh vegetables in the consum-
ers' hand with as little loss of time from
field to table as possible. The six-basket

hampers he has used have been proved a

success, not only by Mr. Fullerton but
also by other growers who have tried

them. If you have to ship your vege-
tables to large city markets it may pay
you to try this Home Hamper plan. It

will cost something to get it introduced

and to educate your future customers,
but let one basket go into a high class

city home and the prospects are that you
will get another order.

A grower who has the capital and can
afford to adopt this plan, could devise

no better advertising plan than to secure

a list of well-to-do householders in his

market, send them a trial hamper of

choice vegetables, and enclose a neat cir-

cular stating where the hamper can be
secured regularly and at what price. Mr.
Fullerton has sold the hampers regularly

at $1.50 each.

Every box or basket of vegetables is

wrapped in parafline paper. This pro-

tects the vegetables from dust and frost

and retains the moisture, so that there

is no wilting during shipment. How dif-

ferent from getting lettuce and other

vegetables from the grocer's stand that

are often wilted and anything but tempt-

ing.

The plan calls for the growing of a

variety of vegetables. But this is no
disadvantage. There is, perhaps, too

much of a tendency of the grower to

narrow to a few crops. A variety of

crops makes it possible to rotate from

growing a good many crops rather than

a few.

^\X#
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WELL DONE, BRITISH COLUMBIA
We must take ofl our hats to the fruit

growers of British Columbia. They have
made good their claims to have one of if

net finest apple producing districts in the
world by holding the greatest apple show
on record and capturing the principal
awards with their own fruit. They deserve
their success. The obstacles they over-
came seemed, to weaker men, unsurmount-
able. They have proved that in addition
to growing fine fruit they have a strong
courageous people. Thev are Canadians,
and Canadians in the East are proud of

their success. We have heard so much
about the apnles produced in Oregon and
Washington that we rejoice te know that
our brother fruit growers in British Col-
umbia have proved their ability to more
than hold their own with the best that
can be produced in those famous districts.

British Columbia growers accomplished
what thev did practically alone and un-
aided. Their success is the mere remark-
able. As we predicted would be the case,

eastern growers did not show at Vancoti-
ver. This was not because of lack of in-

terest or to any inclination not to help.

It was due solely to the fact that there is

no market for eastern fruit en the Pacific

Coast nor is there much possibility that
there ever will be. Eastern growers real-

ized that the expense of exhibiting would
be enormous and that the resultant bene-
fits, even should they prove successful,
would be practically nil. For these rea-
sons, and these reasons only, they did not
take part. Nor is there much prospect
that these conditions will change for many
years to come. Until they do, British
Columbia growers need not expect to see

much eastern fruit exhibited at their

shows. As far, therefore, as the repre-

sentative nature cf the exhibits was con-
cerned our contention that the show would
be more British Columbian than national
in character has been borne out.

In another light, however, the show was
national in every sense of the word. It

has quickened the pulse of fruit growers
from one end of Canada to the other, it

has given them a new pride in their vo-
cation, renewed confidence in their future
and a desire to see their provinces do as

well as has British Columbia. For this

reason we are deeply indebted to the fruit

growers cf British Columbia, and especi-

ally to the promoter of the recent great
show, Mr. Maxwell Smith. Now let the
East fall into line and do its part to help
on the groat cause of fruit growing in

Canada.

ONTARIO'S OPPORTUNITY
The directors of the Ontario Fruit

Growers' Association have been requested
to consider the advisability of holding a

national apple show in Ontario during the

fall of 1911- The opportunity is a great
one and should be utilized.

What Ontario needs more than any-
thing el.se is leadership. We have the re-

sources, the people, the markets and the

opportunities. What we require is a few
men of courage, faith and resource who
will undertake to demonstrate these facts

to the world. Our people are ready, nay,
more ! they are impatient to fall in be-

hind such leaders and to support them to

the limit. We must find these men. The
opportunity should develop them.

The armouries in Toronto is the ideal
location for the holding of this show. Red
tape should not be allowed to prevent
its use for such a purpose. It is not
only of national but of international im-
portance. If necessary, every member of
Parliament in Ontario, and even those
from other provinces as well, should be
pledged to pupport the holding cf the
show in these buildings. Local conventions
of fruit growers should be held in every
leading apple producing section of Ontario
and arrangements made for the exhibiting
of large displa.vs, in fact car load lots, from
each section at the proposed national
show. Arrangements will need to be made
for careful pruning and spraying of or-

chards in each district, but with the as-
sistance of the local branches of the de-
partment of agriculture, this should be
possible, and gc much greater will be the
resultant benefit from the show.
As British Columbia finds a market for

much of its fruit in the east it could be
expected to make a large display, in fact
it has already offered to do so. Quebec
should have a full crop next year, and
could be expected tc make an extensive
exhibit of very fine fruit. The Maritime
provinces also would be likely to play an
important part.
The Ontario government should put up

at least $15,000 and the city of Toronto
$10,000 towards the expenses. The little

city of Vancouver gave some $7,000 to-

wards its recent ehow. The Dominion
government might well contribute also.

Better still, it could arrange to bring over
from Great Britain parties of people likely

to be interested in what could be seen at
such a show. Thousands of dollars could
be raised also by private subscriptions.
These are merely suggestions as to a few
things that might be done. By holding a
greater apple show than has been On-
tario can demonstrate at one stroke that
it is the peer of any apple producing section
in the world; it can increase the value of
every acre of orchard land in the pro-
vince ; it can set new standards for fruit
growing and packing; it can attract the
best class of immigration ; and it can
prove that the fruit growers of the pro-
vince are able to hold their own with the
best fruit growers anywhere.

UNSATISFACTORY ARRANGEMENT
The announcement that hereafter the ex-

periment station at Jordan Harbour, Ont.,
is to be in charge of a farm superintendent
acting under the direction of the director
of the fruit branch, whose office is located
in Toronto, is thoroughly unsatisfactory.
Fruit growers, particularly tnose in the
Niagara District, should protest against it

vigorously. In making, or in consenting
to this appointment, for it is stated that
Hon. Mr. Whitnev had a sa.v in it, Hon.
Mr. Duff has given fruit growers strong
reason to believe that he does not appre-
ciate either the importance or the needs of

the fruit interests of Ontario.
The new farm superintendent, Mr. A. D.

Harkness, is a fine man personally and an
experienood farmer and apple grower. He
lacks the training that only a complete and
thorough agrioiltural college course can
supply, and that he requires to enable him
to handle thoroughly and accurately such
dolicate work as is involved in the scien-

tific breeding and hybridizing of all classes

of fruit particularly the tender varieties.

He has had practically no experience in

the growing of such tender fruits as peaches
and many varieties of grapes and pears, and
yet he is to be largely in charge of a sta-

tion where the growing of such fruits must
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necessarily be made a specialty. These ob-

jections, however, would not be sc serious

were Mr. Harkness to be in constant touch
with a specialist and recognized authority

in these matters. He is not to have that

advantage. The chief of the station, Mr.
P. W. Hodgetts, is to be located in Toronto
sixty miles away.
The appointment also is not fair to Mr.

Hodgetts. As director of the fruit branch
of the Department of Agriculture, secret-

ary of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Associa-

ticn, secretary of the Ontario Horticultural
Exhibition, and secretary of the Ontario

Bee Keepers' Association, as well as being
responsible for numerous other duties, Mr.
Hodgetts has done excellent work but al-

ready he has as much work as one man
can perform and do it properly. If here-

after he is to be held responsible for the

performance of the exacting duties invol-

ved in the management of an experiment
station, such as that at Jordan Harbour,
it can only mean that the work he is now
doing must suffer, and that at a time when
there is urgent necessity that it shall be

greatly extended if the fruit interests of

the whole province are to receive the at-

tention they require.

If the Jordan Harbour Experiment Sta-

tion is to be made a success it must be

placed under the control of the most ex-

perienced horticultural authority and ex-

perimentalist that can be found, and this

man should be free to give his full time and
attention to the work. It is somewhat re-

markable that the government should have
made this new and important rearrange-

ment in the system of management without
having consulted the prominent fruit grow-

ers and others who form the board of con-

trol of the station

.

B. C. National Apple Sho^v a Huge Success
By the British Columbian Representative of The Canadian Horticulturist

The announcement that the Dominion
Department of Agriculture is arranging for

another Dominion fruit conference next fall

is welcome. It comes none too soon. In

fact, it should have been held before this.

There is no standard box for pears, cherries

or peaches nor any standard package for

peaches. There are problems arising in

connection with the jam factories, cold

storage, the ex])ress companies and trans-

portation that require attention. In the
event of Ontario deciding to hold a national

apple show next fall, how would it do to

have the Dominion fruit conference held

in connection tBerewith or immediately
thereafter P

The great success of the annual conven-

tion of the Ontario Horticultural Associa-

tion last month in Toronto only serves to

show what splendid work that organiza-

tion is performing on behalf of the horti-

cultural societies of Ontario. Every so-

ciety in the province should affiliate with

it if only for the selfish reason that by so

doing it will best advance its own in-

terests.

This year Mr. E. C. Beaman of Newcastle,
Ont., and his son, W. E. Beaman, obtain-

ed 132 barrels of Wilmott pears off half

an acre of ground. Some of these pears

sold for as high as $7.00 a barrel. They
avoragod about $5.50 to the barrel, or

$726 tc the half acre. How is that for

fruit lands in Ontario? We have thou-
sands of acres of land in Ontario that
could do as well. It is time that we be-

gan in some systematic way, to make
these facts known to the world.

BRITISH Columbia has done it. It

has held the greatest apple show in

the history of the world. In its first

, attempt it has surpassed the Na-
tional apple shows held in the great
fruit districts in the Unitod States. It

has excelled, to an extent that almost
makes a comparison to its great show a
slight, the greatest shows of the kind ever
attempted in eastern Canada. It has set

the people of Vancouver and of British
Columbia wild with enthusiasm over the
groat fruit resources of the province and
incidentallv it has advertised to the world,
as nothing else could have done, the tremen-
dous possibilities for fruit production in
this province.
From start to finish the show, which was

held in Vancouver, and lasted from Octo-
ber 31 to November 5. surpassed the most
sanguine expectations of even the most
optimistic people of this province. It will

go down in history as having been a won-
derful achievement for those who were be-

hind it. The fact that it was all put

Mayor Taylor, of Vancouver, and other
notables took part in the opening pro-
ceedings.

Those wlio had visited the Big Show in
Spokane in the fall of 1909, were unani-
mous in declaring that both for the num-
ber of exhibits and the qualit.v, appear-
ance and color of the fruit shown, the
Vancouver display excelled that made in
the United States city a .vear ago. Prof.
Van Deman, the United States expert on
apples, declared that he was unable to find

language with which to express his ad-
miration of the superb beauty and quality
of the winning carload of Jonathan apples
shown by the Kelowna Farmers' Exchange.

EXTENT OF THE EXHIBITS
Some idea of the extent of the exhibits

may be gained from the fact that there
were 1,300,000 apples shown. There were
10,000 boxes of 194 different varieties of
fruit. There were 3,424 distinct exhibits.

Of these there were twelve car load entries.

There were 79 entries in the ten box class,

and 724 single box entries. The plate ex-

K PirH«a «f tlie Exiiibit •( B>xeil Frait Shawl in the]A«nex at the^Cmnadiai National Apple Sbow at Vanconver

(Note that the exhibits are ten boxes hisrh on both sides.)

I enjoy reading The Canadian Hortioul-
TTTRisT very much. Am sure it cannot be
anything but a great help to anybody in-

terested in hnrticuIture.--J. F, Weber,
Kent Co., Ont.

through in less than one year's efforts adds
to the wonder.
So great was the attendance at the open-

ing ceremonies many were unable to gain
admittance. A large procession, compris-

ing bands, the invited guests, mounted
police, automobiles, members of the city

council, and others lined up and marched
through the city to attend the opening pro-

ceedings on the first day. Previous to

this a crowd had alread.y gathered in the

building. By the time the procession

reached the hall, the entrance became
blocked, and large numbers were unable
to gain admission until some of those who
attended the formal part of the opening
had retired. It is estimated that during
the week over 30,000 people attended the

show. The gate receipts amounted to over

$10,000.00.
THE 0EIEATE8T EVER

"The Greatest Anple Show in the Great-

est City, of the Greate.st Province in the

Greatest Dominion in the Greatest Em-
pire in the history of the World" were the

words of Manager Maxwell Smith in a

rousing speech on the opening day, and
every one in attendance was ready to

agree with him. The Premier of the pro-

vince, Hon. Mr. McBride, Hon. J. W.
Bowser, Bishop De Pencier. Lieut. -Gover-

nor Patterson, Martin Burrell, M.P.,

hibits totalled 1.944 entries. There were
eight district displays. B.v-products, and
other industries in touch with apple grow-
ing, were represented by 119 entries. There
were exhibits from the neighboring states

of Washington and Oregon, and from Tas-

mania, as well as some from Eastern Can-
ada, shown by the Dominion Department
of Agriculttire, so that the show was not
only national but international in char-

acter.

the outstanding feattjrb

The centre of attraction was the oar of

Jonathans packed bv the Kelowna Far-
mers' Exchange, bearing the blue ribbon

as best car of Jorathans, and the decorated
blue ribbon for fir.st in the carload sweep-
stakes. Like all the oar lots this contained
600 boxes. So even was the grading that

a uniform pack was maintained—120 ap-

ples to a box, no more, no less, 72.000

apples to the car. So uniform and firm

was the pack, so perfect the alignment and
so correct the bulge that the judges de-

clared it perfection by giving it full points

in everything but rating, or 990 out of

1,000 points. Snitzenberg and a couple

of other varieti<\s are rated at 10 (highest

quality) bv the .\Mi<>rio\n Po'i'ologicpl So-

cietv, '.vhile Jonathan is rated 8.9. Those
in a position to know unhesitatingly de-

p)»^^(^ it the most perfect P»r of apples
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ever turned out anywhere. The packing
was done under the supervision of Mr.
James Gibb, head packer at the Exchange,
who will be a judge at the Third
National at Spokane, Wash.
The Dominion Department of Agricul-

ture, Ottawa, staged an exhibit at the far

end of the annex, which drew an interest-

ed crowd at all times. In the boxed fruit

of standard kinds from the different pro-

vinces the more elongated form of British

Columbia apples was plainly seen by con-

trast. Samples of the best hybrids that

have so far been produced between the

iron-clad crab species from Siberia (Pyrus
Baccata) and the hardiest cultivated var-

ieties, were intensely interesting. This

systematic breeding of pedigreed hardy
apples being perseveringly carried out at

the Central Experimental Farm is hoped
to result in a race hardy enough for the
prairies. Viewing the results and know-
ing that many of these productions have
already borne fruit in Manitoba and Sas-

katchewan, one could scarcely help think-

ing greater men than Burbank are among
us. We see and hear too little of the
patient, untiring, far-reaching work of our
Canadian Experimental Farms and of our
Dominion Horticulturist, W. T. Macoun,
Ottawa.

THE CONCESSIONS

The concessions were located mainly on
a long, well-arranged lane in a wing of the

main building. Nursery firms, spray
manufacturers, lunch counters, fruit publi-

cations, the local press, orchard imple-

ments, cider manufacturers, and the ever

present land agent of the west, were all

represented. Makers of spraying machinery
and the eastern nurserymen, somehow,
missed their opportunity. In bringing the
famous 48th Highlanders military band

from Toronto to Vancouver, the manage-
ment made no mistake. The public gave
the bandsmen a wildly enthusiastic re-

ception.
PRINCIP.II, PRIZE WINNERS

Chief interest centred in the placing of

the awards for the carload exhibits.

Twelve carloads of 600 boxes each were en-
tered. The prize winners were as follows

:

Northern Spy.—1, Coldstream Estate,
Vernon, B.C., $500.

Spitzenherq.—1, Sawyer Land Co., Sun-
nyside ,Wa8h., $500.
Yellow Newtown..—1, Medford Commer-

cial Club. Medford, Ore., $500; 2, C.
Starcher, North Yakima, Wash., $250.
Grimes Golden.—1, Sawyer Land Co.,

Sunnyside. Wash., $500.
King of Tomkins.—1, Victoria Fruit

Growers' Exchange, Victoria, B.C., $500.
Jonathan.—1, Board of Trade, Kelowna,

B.C., $500.
Mixed—1. Summerland Agricultural So-

ciety, Suiiimerland, B.C., $500; 2, Board
of Trade, Vernon, B.C., $250; 3, M.
Horan, Wenatchee, Wash., $100.
A mixed carload from Grand Forks,

B.C., was unique in arrangement. Boxes
of green apples were so set among boxes
of red that the words British Columbia
stood out plainly.

For the best carload in the show the first

prize consisted of Central Okanagan Lands
Ltd., $500, the management $500, and a
$100 gold medal—total, $1,100; second,
A. J. Smith, Okanagan Falls, five acres
land $750. or cash $500 and $50 gold medal
from the management ; third, $25 silver
medal. The awards were :

1, Kelowna Board of Trade, car Jona-
than.

2, Summerland Agricultural Society,
mixed car.

3, Medford Commercial Club, Ore., car
yellow Newtown.

DISTRICT DI8PL.4T8

For the best decoration on 12 by 21

feet floor space. There were several en-
tries, and some beautiful decorations.

1 (cash $500, gold medal $100), Kelowna.
2 ($250 cash, $50 silver medal). Grand

Forks.
3 ($100 cash, $25 silver medal), Vernon.
4 ($50, $10 bronze medal), Keremeos.
5 ($25 cash and diploma), Salmon Arm.
A cheque for $.500. handed to Mr. Smith

by a Vancouver firm, to be awarded in

whatever class he pleased, but not allotted
till opening day, was made a special prize
for the winner in this class. The first

premium was. therefore, $1,100 in all.

Limited displays, consisting of two
boxes, two barrels, two baskets, two jars,

two plates, limited to 6 by 12 feet space

:

1, Salmon Arm, with an irresistible dis-

play all in red. The fruit was mainly
Jonathans, the barrels were Spies, and it

is safe to say more perfect specimens were
never exhibited—$250.

2, Kelowna—$125.
3, West Kootenay—$50.
4, Kermeos—$25.

TEN BOX CLASS

Northern Spy.—l. F. R. E. DeHart, Ke-
lowna, $100; 2, Coldstream Estate Co.,
Vernon, $50; 3, R. H. Fortune, Salmon
Arm, $25.

Gravenstein.—1, Doyle & McDowell, Wil-
low Point, $100; 2, Van Sant & Whipple,
Olg.'i Wash, $50; 3, R. Owen, Mt. Leham,
B.C., $25.

Fameuse.—1, Peter Reid, Chatequay Bas-
in, Que., $100.
Spitzenherg.—1, C. L. Green, Wenat-

cliee. Wash., $100; 2, C. J. Thomson, Sum-

Don't Wait Till Spring.
Buy NoAv.

We are already receiving large numbers of orders

for spring delivery of our Selected Northern Grown
Nursery Stock. Now is the time to send your order
while the assortment is complete. Orders received now
are filed in rotation as received and will be filled

accordingly.

Our stock has been used to plant some of the finest

grounds in Canada. It is chosen by those who demand
the best. It is hardy and will give satisfaction in all

localities.

Remember, you do not have to pay for the stock till

it is delivered. Send today for our large illustrated

catalogue and make your selections now.

Are you interested In improving the ap-

pearance of your home grounds? Our
Landscape Architect Department is pre-

pared to offer suggestions and to draw
up pliins free of charge. Write for our

illustrated booklet "More Beautiful
Hornet and How to Get Them."

The Canadian Nursery Co., Limited
10 Phillips Place, MONTREAL, QUE.

Nurseries at Pointe Claire, Que.
A FEW REUABLE SALESMEN WANTED

Christmas Decorations
HIGHEST QUALITY

Holly
WELL BERRIED AND
FOLIAGE PERFECT

Mistletoe

SELECTED SPECIALLY FOR
OUR TRADE

Moss and Paper 'Vreathing, Bells Etc

Choice Palms
RUBBER PLANTS AND ARAUCARIAS

IN VARIOUS SIZES AT REASONABLE
PRICES

ORDER NOW FROM

Steele Briggs Seed Co.
Limited

137-139 King Street, East TORONTO
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merland $oO; 3, P. R. E. DeHart, $26.
Yellow Newtown.—1, C. L. Green, Wenat-

cheo, $112.50; 2, F. R. E. DeHart, Ke-
lowna, $50; 3, C. Starcher, North Yakima,
AVash., $25.

Grimes Golden.—1, P. R. E. DeHart,
Kelowna, $100 ; 2, Robert Lawson, Grand
Porks, $50; 3 Mrs. John Smith, Spence's
Bridge, $25.

. .King of Tompkins.—1, T. G. Earle, Lyt-
ton, $100; 2, R. H. Portune, Salmon Arm,
$50; 3, J. Spiers, West Kootenay, $25.

Mcintosh.—1. F. R. E. DeHart, Kel-
owna $100; 2, C. L. Green, Wenatchee,
Wash, $50; 3, R. H. Fortune, Salmon
Arm, $25.
Jonathan.—1, John Conlin, Kelowna,

$110; 2, T. J. Black Wenatchee, Wash.,
$50; 3, P. R. E. DeHart. jcvelowna, $25.

Cox's Orange.—1, F.R. E. DeHart, Ke-
lowna, $100; 2, A. Scott, West Kootenay
Fruit Exchange. $50.
Winesap.—1, Tedford Bros., Wenatchee,

Wash, $100; 2, H. L. Tedford, Wenatchee,
Wash, $50; 3. Yakima Co. Horticultural
Union, North Yakima. Wash., $25.
There was a long list of awards in the

five box, single box and plate classes. In
the shipping pack J. W. Cookie, Kaslo,
(Kootenay district) carried off the coveted
$25 medal with a box of wrapped Stark.
Among the twenty odd competing entries
were some from the leading packing houses
in British Columbia and Washington. In
this class the boxes were put on exhibition
nailed ready for shipment and not opened
and judged until the last day of the show.
The success of the show was due mainly

to the author and moving spirit of the en-
terprize, Mr. Maxwell Smith. He had
helpers, among whom were secretary L.
G. Monroe, but his tireless energy, his
boundless belief in things British Columbian

and Canadian was the mainspring of the
whole great undertaking.
That !i Canadian province and that about

the youngest among apple growing pro-
vinces, has with little backing from other
parts of Canada held such an amazing ex-
hibition should impress Canadians deeply
with the importance of our dominion in the
vvorld's apple supply. The Canadian Na-
tional Apple Show was organized as a
movable event. Which province is to claim
the next one? Will Ontario or Quebec

with their immense apple growing possibili-

ties go to it and by spraving and careful
orcharding grow a crop that will make a
Second National? Or will some prairie city
providing neutral ground for the orchard
districts of the east and west, take it up
and afford the dwellers of the great wheat
country a glimpse of our apple resources?
Wherever it is held, let those behind it see
that it sets still higher standards of which
Canadians all over the Dominion may well
feel proud.

Greatest Horticultural Exhibitiotv in America
THERE was held in the arena, To-

ronto, from November 14 to 19, the
seventh annual Ontario Horticul-
tural Exhibition. This is freely ad-

mitted to be the largest exhibition of the
kind held annually on the continent and
one of the largest horticultural exhibitions

held in the world. Seven years ago. when
the first exhibition was held, many doubted
if sufficient interest would be shown to en-

able it to be made • an annual affair . The
display of fruit shown in commercial pack-
ages included only eleven boxes and seven-

teen barrels of apples. The packing was
so poorly done that the late Hon. John
Dryden, then Minister of Agriculture for

Ontario, expressed chagrin and an inten-

tion to bring in experts from the States to

show Ontario growers how to pack their

fruit.

Last month there were shown 1,136 boxes
and 194 barrels of apples. There was hardly
a poorly packed box in the let. Most of

the fruit was packed perfectly. In addi-
tion there were shown 49 boxes of pears,

627 plates, 74 cones and 71 single speci-

mens of apples besides a few plates of pears,
grapes and peaches as well as 386 jars of

canned fruit. The total number of exhibits
was 2.741 . This was an increase of 405 over
last year.
More hexed fruit was shown than ever

before. The number of exhibits of apples
in boxes was more than double those of a
year ago. There was not as many entries
of apples on plates but this was due to a
change in the prize list which removed the
incentive for counties, in the county com-
petition, to make such exhibits.

THB GENERAL ARRANGBMBNT
The impression as one entered the hall

was most pleasing. The display of flow-
ers, including groups of orchids and chrys-
anthemums as well as cut chrysanthemums,
carnations and roses and seven tables de-
corated with flowers, was very attractive.
Leading away from the main dcor was an
aisle lined by cedar posts and festooned
with moss and smilax. To the left could
be seen the large display of boxed fruit
made by the Norfolk Fruit Growers' Asso-
ciation. At the extreme end of the hall

to the front a house made of apples and
shown by the fruit growers of Northumber-
land and Durham caught the eye. In be-
tween were rows of tables containing the

A Short Course In Fruit Growing
At the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Canada

January

24th

—to-

Fcbruary

4th

1911
A Fruit Packing Demonstration Avill be one of the features of the Course

Special

Railway
Rates
Delegates

should be care-

ful to secure
the

STANDARD
CONVENTION
CERTIFICATE
when purchas-
ing their one-
way Ticket

OUR ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR IS NOW READY.
Send for a Copy TO-DAY.

G. C. CREELMAN
PRESIDENT
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SPITALFIELDS

MARKET

LONDON

oxhibits of plato fruit, vpgptables and
flowers. In practically every way the stan-
dard of the exhibition was ahead of pre-
vions years.

GREAT EDUCATIONAL VALUE
The outstandinc feature of the exhibition

was its great educational value. Fruit
Krowers from all parts of the province and
beyond were gathered there to gain the lat-

est information i)prtaining to the industry.
This year's attendance surpassed all form-
er records. A feature of the exhibition
was the large number of new exhibitors,
principally young men. which showed that
an important new element was niakjng it-

self felt in the exhibition and therefore
throughout the country.

8PECL\L EXHIBITS
The largest exhibits were found in the

apple classes. Tn addition to those made
bv private individuals there were educa-
tional exhibits bv the Dominion Experi-
mental Farm at Ott:iwa, the Ontario Gov-
ernment's Experimental Station at Jordan
Harbor, by the Branch of the Department of

Agriculture in Simcoe Countv, as well as
exhibits made by several counties notably.

Northumberland and Durham, Leeds and
Grenville. and Ontario.
The largest di.splav was made by the Nor-

folk Fruit Growers' Association. It com-
prised 32.5 boxes 6.5 boxes long by five high.
Such a Iirge exhibition was never made
before in eastern Canada. It showed the
increase that is taking place in box pack-
ing in Ontario.

A NOVEL DISPLAY
A house of apples erected by the united

counties of Northumberland and Durham
proved a splendid advertisement of the fruit

possibilities of those counties. In this ex-

hibit there were 250 boxes and 70 barrels
of apples. The sides, pillars and roof of

the apple house were composed of number

one fruit. Five barrels of apples were used
on the roof alone. The entire exhibit was
sold to be shown at the London exposition
in 1911 where it should do Canada credit.
Ontario Countv had a neat display of 17

boxes and 30 barrels of apples. A feature
of this exhibit was cards naming the fruit
best adapted for growth in the county.
Some of the other exhibits also contained
cards giving similar information.
The counties of Leeds and Grenville

made an exhibit which attracted general
attention. At each end of the long table
there were displaved 44 boxes of apples.
In between were shown pyramids of richly
crlored fruit from the St. Lawrence Ex-
perimental Station at Maitland, as well as
plates of apples of very high quality. This
exhibit was a splendid advertisement for

these counties.
COMMERCIAL PACKAGES

In the collections of fruit in commercial
packages the St. Catharines Cold Storage
and PVrwarding Company got first as usual,
with F. G. Stewart, of Homer, second.
In the display of apples not in commer-
cial packages the placing was the same. The
St, Catharines Cold Storage Co., also had
an excellent exhibit of pears, peaches and
grapes shown in boxes and baskets as well
as on plates

.

A feture of the exhibit made by the
Dominion Experimental Farm was a very
fine display of 100 seedling apples of good
quality originated at the farm under the
'irection of Canada's noted experimentalist,
W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist.
The work being done in this way at Ot-
tawa is destined to prove of untold value
to the Dominion. There was also shown
six boxes of apples from Nova Scotia, one
from Quebec, six from Ontario and eight
from British Columbia for comparison pur-
poses. Three boxes of peaches that had

BASKETS
We are Headquarters for

all kinds of Splint Baskets

Veneer supplied for the protection of treei from mice

during winter

FRUIT PACKAGES A SPECIALITY

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The Oakville Basket Co.. Oakville, Ont.

Mentioo The Oanadian Horticnltarint when writing

GOOD CROPS
ARE OBTAINED BY USING

THE BEST MANURE

AS SUPPLIED TO

NURSERIES, FRUIT GROWERS AND

GARDENERS

SURE GROWTH COMPOST
makes poor land fertile, and keeps fer-

tile land most productive. Supplied by

S. W. MARCHMENT
133 VICTORIA ST.. TORONTO

Telephones: Main 2841 Residence Park 951

MeDtlon Th« 0»nad!(in FnrticnUnHst when writing.
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been withheld from the Experimental ship-

ments to Great Britain were also on dis-

play. The apples from New Brunswick that
were shown were richly colored and well

packed. They were the best exhibited from
any outside province.

MONEY IN OLD ORCHARDS
An exhibit which showed clearly that it

pays to give old orchards good care was
that made by the branch of the Department
of Agriculture in Simcoe county. The fruit
which was equal in qualitv to the best had
all been taken from the demonstration or-

chards conducted by Mr. I. F. Metcalf.
For somo vears, until this year, these or-

chards had produced little but number two
apples and culls. In the centre of the ex-
hibit were photographs showing the con-
dition of the orchards before and after
treatment this year.
Canned fruit formed a prominent part

of the exhibit from Prince Edward County.
Baked apples were given away to demon-
.strate the superior cooking quality of
Prince Edward Tolman Sweets. The Jor-
dan Experiment Station included in its ex-
hibit apples from sprayed and unsprayed
trees which demonstrated that it pays to
spray.

Criticisms of the packing of the fruit

were given by Prof. J. W. Crow, Guelph.
According to Prof. Crow the packing this
year showed a decided improvement. In
most cases the boxes were just full enough
and with the proper bilge. Criticisms of
the barrel classes were made by P. J.
Carey, Dominion Fruit Inspector.

Several concerns made displays of spray-
ing machinery. An exhibit made by The
Niagara Brand Co., attracted particular
attention. A picture of a tree, natural
size, was sprayed and the simplicity of the
operation was evident to all.

Altogether this exhibition was the most
successful ever held by the growers' associ-
ation. "It's great. I don't knew what
you brought me over here for," said Mr.
B. J. Case, President of the New York
State Fruit Growers' Association, who had
come over at the request of the association.
"The possibilities of Ontario as evidenced
by the fruit on exhibition at this fair, are
enormous." Similar expressions were heard
from other visitors. The success of the
exhibition was sc great that on all sides
the view was freely expressed that a Na-
tional Apple Show should be held in On-
tario next year. A move in this direction
has already been made. Ontario could make
a great success of such a show.

Ontario Horticultural Association Convention
THE Fifth Annual Convention of the

Ontario Horticultural Association,
held in Toronto, Ont., Nov. 17, 18,

showed that excellent work had been
accomplished by the horticiiltural societies

of the province during the past year. The
president, Mr. R,. B. Whyte, of Ottawa,
pointed out that the ideal of the associa-

tion should be to have an assembly of dele-

gates to represent the whole province to

devise the best means cf advancing the
interests of all the societies. He showed
that the persistent efforts of the association
had secured from the government an in-
crease of twenty-flve per cent, in the
government grant to the local societies
The association shot:ld also receive credit
for the excellent reports issued during the
last four years. The societies which are
doing the best work are those which aflBli-

"The Aphine bos been severely tested,
having passed expectations. Used it upon
mealy bug, scale, fly and spider without
injury to the foliage whatsoever. For red
.spider used it one part to 15 parts water
with the best possible, results. I consider
Aphine is far ahead of any insecticides I

have used in England, having had good ex-

perience with same there."

"The above is the report of my green-
house foreman, and from my own observa-
tions the results are eminently satisfac-

tory in every respect. Yon have at last

put on the market an insecticide that does
all claimed for it and more."

(Signed) Joseph Bobinson, Snpt. to Col-

gate Hoyt, Oyster Bay, Long Island.

For sale by

Dupuy SI Ferguson
38 JACQUES-CARTIER SQUARE, MONTREAL

Thos. A. Ivey SISons
PORT DOVER, ONT.

Mauufactured by

Alpine Manufacturing Co.,
Madison, N. J., U.S.A.

SPECIAL GLASS
FOR GREENHOUSES

Conserratoriet of The Dale El*tate. Brampton. Ont.

Glass supplied by our Toronto Branch

GOOD QUALITY. FLAT, EVEN
THICKNESS. AND WELL CUT

We make a specialty of supplying

Glass for vegetable forcing houses

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver
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CHERRIES
vs.

WHEAT
2 acres of sour Cherries have netted us $450.00

per acre each Season for the last five years. 20

acres of wheat nearby this year brought but

$350.00 for the 20 acres. Why grow wheat when
Cherries bring such good returns?

Our Cherry trees have made an exceptionally

fine growth this year. Every tree strictly first

grade with good tops and well rooted. The Early

Rich, and Large .Montmorency are the money

makers. Why nol plant some in the spring?

Let us hear from you as to stock you will want.

Get our special prices. Ask for Catalogue. Take

an agency.

Thos. W. Bowman Si Son
COMI'ANV. MMITKn

RIDGEVILLE, OIST.
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R.\ibber Stamps
BRASS STENCILS, Etc.

ALL KINDS—ALL PCRFOHES

W. E. IRONS 113 BAY ST. TORONTO

Lands for

Fruit
Growers

The largest profits
are to be made by men
who know how to grow
apples and other fruit,
and who will locate in
the Apple Growing
Districts of Virginia,
North and South Caro-
lina. Oeorgii). Tennes-

great Southern
Apples have

successfully in
have only come

see and Alabama — the
Appalachian Fruit Region,
long been grown most
this region, but its people
to realize what splendid crops of fruit they can
make, people in other sections are just learning
of and appreciating the wonderful nnportunities
offered there for the fruit grower. There is nat-
ural irrigation, the well-nigh perfect air drain-
age, climate and soil to produce the l.Trgest, most
beaiitiftjl and finely flavored frtiit. The location
is delightful for residence, is at the door of the
greatest constiming population of the continent,
and but a few hours from the world-shipping
ports of the Atlantic seaboard. A 20-acre orchard
in Virgina last year produced $18,000 worth of
fruit, the yield of a single Pippin tree brought
$124, that of a Winesap tree $80. a 12-year-old
Georgia tree bore 57 bushels, a 7-year-old Wine-
sap tree in North Carolina 15 bushels.
Fruit gro.ving lands which will do everything

that the most valuable lands in the Ontario or
Western New York apple districts will do, can
be bought at $20 to $50 an acre, and will produce
good farm crops while the orchard is coming
to maturity. The Southern Appalachian Apple
Region will become the most famous and the most
profitable in America. An investigation will con-
vince you of the great opportunities there, es-

pecially for the practical, energetic young man
Write me for copies of The Southern Field and
other publications telling about fruit growing
and other lands in the Southeastern States.

M. V. RICHARDS,
Land and Industrial Agent, Southern Rnilway

Room 4, 1320 Pennsylvania Ave,, Washington, D,C.

ate with the ansociation. He would have
it compulsory on every society to join this

association before they get thsir grant,
and also thought that the Oovernment
should pav the railroad expenses of one
delegate from each societv to the conven-
tion.

The report of the treasurer, H. B.
Cowan, Peterboro showed a balance on
hand of $96.18.

STTPKRrNTENDBNT'B REPORT
The report of Superintendent J. Lockie

Wilson indicated increasing interest in

horticultural matters throughout Ontario.
It showed how in Oreat Britain and on
the continent the subject of school gardens
had occupied the attention of the govern-
ment and county councils for some years.

Even in Rus.sia every school receiving
public funds h.n.s to maintain a school
garden, a plot of forest trees and an
api.ary. In the county of Surrey, Eng-
land 8,300 pupils are being taught gar-
dening and evening classes are held for

those who cannot attend in the day. In
the United States much also is being done.
Lawn and garden competitions had been
held by several Ontario societies during
1910. Even in New Ontario splendid work
T-as boinp- done by societies. The increase
in membership this vear amounted to over
800 and in expenditure by the societies

to $600. There are sixty-four societies.

The Toronto Society had shown the lar-

gest increase in membership, it being from
297 to 820. Thirty-seven societies had
affiliated with the provincial organization.

FRXJIT GROWING IN CITIES

Mr. Alex. McNeill, Ottawa, spoke on
"Fruits for Citv Gardens," dealing with
its aesthetic side and also shewing how
they call their owners back to nature.
Quality rather than quantity should he

sought. Care should be taken to have the
city lot dry and to dig it deep. Trench it

as deep as three feet and fertilize well.

Sunlight and air are absolutely necessary.

Orow everything possible and keep only
quality in view. IJge dwarf stock in small
gardens.

Prof. S. Blair, Macdonald College, Que.,
said that the soil conditions should be
right. The soil in many yards is heavy
clay from excavations and has to be work-
ed up to get fertility. To get sunlight

shade trees must sometimes be sacrificed.

A hand wheel hoe is most nsful for culti-

vation and keeping down the weeds.
Strawberries, gooseberries, currants, red.

white and black
;

grapes, raspberries and
dwarf apples can all be successfully raised

in a back garden. Several members de-

scribed the wonderful qnintities of fruit

thev had raised en a email plot of ground.

Miss Blncklork Toronto, gave an inter-

esting account of some of the gardens she

had visited during her trip in England
last summer. This paper will be published
in The C*n.4dian HoRTicri,TURiBT.

Mr. Watrous, Secretary of the Ameri-
can Civic Association, Washington, D.C.,
gave a short address extending the greet-

ings from his association, which represent-

ed many hundred thousand members, em-
bracing Canada and Mexico, as well. He
hoped that representatives would be sent
to his association convention on December
17th.

Hon. J. C. Duff, Minister of Agricul-

ture, congratulated the association on the
success of the convention, which was the
largest in the history of the organisation.

Hon. Col. Matheson, provincial treas-

urer, spoke with special reference to the
fruit industry, of the value of which the
exhibition at the St. Lawrence Arena was

OKANAGAN VALLEY FRUIT LANDS
BRITISH COLUMBIA

First Quality Valley and bench land under the largest and best Irrigation System in British Columbia

Soil is of the kind that produces fruit in abundance and

of the highest quality. See what the fruit from this valley

won at the Vancouver Apple Show. Average returns this

season from $300.00 to $800.00 per acre from apples-,

other fruits are grown as successfully and profitably.

Beautiful and healthy climate; no long periods of damp
or rainy weather to injure the growing fruit, BUT abundant

sunshine to make the apple blush.

Our lands surround the City of Vernon where there is

a ready market for all garden produce. The Canadian
Pacific Railway runs through our property, affording quick

transportation facilities to outside markets.

Lots contain from 5 to 15 acres each, and the price

depends upon the location and distance from Vernon.

The surface is absolutely clear of timber and brush and

ready for cultivation.

Price is $250.00 per acre, one sixth cash and balance

in five equal annual payments with 6 per cent, interest.

This price may seem high to some people but the returns

are correspondingly high. There are many cases each year

where a 10-acre orchard produced a return of $1,000.00
per acre when the best care has been given to the orchard.

At Vernon we have an office and a manager who is cap-

able of giving very valuable assistance to anyone desiring

such in making a selection of a fruit lot. If purchasers de-

sire, the company will contract to plant and care for the

young orchard for four or five years until they are ready to

undertake the management themselves.

If you arc interested in B. C. Fruit Lands, we will be glad to give you further information.

LAND AND AGRICULTURAL COMPANY OF CANADA
Room 300-A, Nanton Building, WINNIPEG, MAN. or VERNON, B. C.
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healthy sign. He was glad to see that
the horticultural societies were increasing
in membership. Where it was feasible,

he advocated the doing away with fences
in front of houses so that passers-by could
enjoy the beauties of the garden as well

as the owners. The love of flowers human-
izes and makes the home attractive.

CIVIC IMPROVEMENT
Mr. W. S. S. Armstrong, a representa-

tive of the Toronto Civic Giiild, referred
to some of the work which had been done
by the Guild working in co-operation with
the Civio Improvement committee appoint-
ed by the city council. Work on similar
lines conld be taken up by any town or
city. School gardens in cities, he said,

would make an opening for inducing many
boys who now live in cities to go out to

the cruntry. These would be successful on
farm and garden instead of being merely
tr.e:liocre men in town. Last year 50,000
iiackages of seed were given to children in

Toronto to pl.-int at home. There are school
gardens at the King Edward and Park
.Schools, Toronto. The main influence for

extension of horticultural knowledge, hovr-

evo-. lay with the individual.
Principal Scott, Normal School, Toronto,

said that teachers in public and rural
schools can do much more than they are
now doing to increase the knowledge of
horticulture. Nothing interests one so

much as an investigation into flowers.
Ob.servati<in of common things around us
furnishes us with information. Garden-
ers furnish the smallest number of crimi-
nals in the professions.

WORK IN THE UNITED STATES
Mr. Richard D. Watrous, Secretary of

the American Civic Association, D.C.,
j^ave some insiu-ht into Civic Imnrovement
as carried out in some of the cities in the
United States, illustrating the same by a

series of limelight views. One idea is to

make tho capitals of the various states

models for tho other cities and towns in

these states. He was pleased that Toronto
was formulating a plan of civic improve-
ment and was heartily in favor of any-
thing that wovild help to draw the boys
from tho citv to the farm. The first view
showed a street which can be found in

many cities and town.s all littered up with
debris, insanitary and not tending to

morality. Many scenes showing transforma-
tions from uninteresting features to quite
beautiful surroundings were displayed.
Examples of "Tree Butchery" by telephone
and telegraph emplovees, where the trees

were ruined in shape and vitality, were
given. The bill board nuisance also re-

ceived the attention of the speaker.
OFFICERS ELECTED

The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows : President—R. B. Whyte, Ottawa;
1st vice-pres., Rev. A. H. Scott, Perth;
2nd vice-pres., J. P. Jaffray, Gait; trea-

surer, H. n. Cowan, Peterboro ; secretary

and editor, J. Lockie Wilson, Toronto.
Directors—F. B. Bcwden, Vankleek Hill

;

W. Jeffers Diamond. Belleville; J. H. Ben-
nett, Barrie ; J. C. McCulloch, Hamilton;
Thos. Cottle, Clinton; G. W, Tebbs Hes-
pelor ; W. W. Gammage, London. Audi-
tors— A. O. Jeffrey and Colonel Kent.

Rot. A. H. Scott Und J. Lockie Wilson
were appointed delegates to the American
Civic Association, Washington, D.C.
Maior Snolgrove was elected as represen-
tative to the Canadian National Exhibi-
tion.

DISTRICT RBPORTB
Reports of the districts were read by

the directors representing each district,

and was universally of a very favorable
character. The distribution of seeds to

s?hool children even of quite tender years

Get Better Crops With Half the Work
Vuu need a Planet Jr. ra.rm or Garden Imple-

ment New i-italogue free. Write to-day.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box 1106 0, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1,000,000 Perennials
One of the mo8t complete collections in the

world, suitable for all soils and climates.

CATALOGUES FREE
PERRY'S HARDY PLANT FARM

ENFIELD, England

METALLIDCEILINIi
WRITE FOR PRICES ^

METALLIC RDOFINBC?
- LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

DONT

A Red

SEND

CENT
Just send iis your name and address and we
will mail you, pottoaid, our complete Booklet of
seasonable and interesting "Live Wire Special-

ties." It's a winner, so don't miss it. If you
want to have a "barrel of fun" and learn tnc
meaning of the lines and markings of the Human
Hand, enclose 10 cents (coin or stamps), and we
will include a copy of Prof. K. Effendi's Wonder-
ful Scientific Hand Reading Chart, full size 10x17.
Regular price Si.00. BE QUICK. Address

COLONIAL ART CO., Desk X 3, TORONTO. OHL

SHADE TREES
WE OFFER HIGH GRADE TREES OF :^ -^ ^^

ELMS, MAPLES, CAROLINA POPLARS, LINDENS, CATALPAS, ETC.

FOR

PARKS. CEMETERIES, BOULEVARDS, GROUNDS OF COLLEGES,
SCHOOLS, PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS AND PRIVATE ESTATES

Extra Fine Stock for Spring Delivery, 1911

Trees Open for Inspec5tion at our Nurseries or Sample Submitted

on Application

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS ON CAR LOTS

THE FONTHILL NURSERIES
( ESTABLISHED 1837 )

STONE & WELLINGTON, TORONTO. ONT.
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Mount
Birds and Anlmalst
Sportsmenl Flthermeat Huntonl
Natur«Ut*l8 and others eetklii? to
better thernHfived by U-arninff a
Krfat protcBslon. The wondt:rfulart
o( Taxiderm/, bo loii« kept secret,

can now easily be learned rleht In
roorbome during your spare nours,
foneed to give up your business.SB

WB TEACH BY MAIL how to moaat
birds, animals, erxnid hatKU, tan skioB,
niaks ruca and nuuat all trupbl4>g. A do*
liglitfut. entranciaf and DK'tiaj-makinK

k^Mfc/'a^^j profession i^e men and wnnipn. Decorate
^r-'L^. •». your hoitio^ ilh rare tpeciiiinis of tlio hunt

orduM- Easnyand quickly learned. Success guarantesd
Ornotultlon. Endorsed b; thousands of delightful craduatea.

flreJlfSOOlrFAE'f/ Our beautifnl.lMuBtrated book,

^ow to Learn to Mount Birds and Aninials,**and our hand-
tome Taxidermy UsKazioe absolutely free to all ^vho write

Btop dependiDK on a job. "-'•1 a profession. Write today*

.W. School of TaxMermy 5159 KIwood Bldg., Omaha. Neb.

Imperial Bank
OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
Capital Authorized. $10,000,000.00

Capital Subscribed 5.905.000.00

Capital Paid-up. . 5.575.000.00

Reserve Fund . 5.575.000.00

D. R. WILKIE. President

HON. B. JAFI'BAY. Vlce-PreeWent

Bntncha* and Agencies throughout
tha Dominion of Canada

Drafts. Money Orders and Letters ef Credit

issued available ia anjr part of the world

Special attention civen to collections

SaTinffs Department—Interest allowed on da-

poBits from date of deposit.

had been very beneficial and very great

interest had been shown in the rompeti-

tions for the flowers raised from these

seeds. The report of the Toronto society

was an excellent one. Toronto now has
the lar^'est memtership in the Province,
820 in all.

W. G. MacKendrick, Toronto, the presi-

dent of the Toronto Horticultural Society,

whose beautiful garden on Toronto Island

is visited each year by large numbers of

people, snoke on "Outdoor Roses for On-
tario." This paper is published elsewhere
in this issue.

The subject. "A Modern (?ladiolus,"

was ablv treated by H. FT. GrofF, Simcoe.
the world's most famous hybridist of this

variety of flower, who gave a description

of the variotis species as existing to-day.

Species of the best quality seldom show the
best vitality. He was making considerable
progress in the production of a pure yel-

low in the species "Primuliuns." He pre-
ferred plants of upright growth. The de-

velopment of one characteristic is gener-
ally injurious to the other characteristics.

The speaker showed some ears of corn
showing improvement effected by "hybrid-
ization," with an increase m production
of 150 bushels per acre.

The reports of the committees on Nomen-
clature and Novelties were read by Mr.
John Cavers of Oakville, Ont. ; and by
Prof. W. T. Macoun, of Ottawa. They
showed that work that will be very valu-
able to those interested in flowers and
plants had been accomplished.

VISITORS FR0]£ THE BT.^TIS

Mr. C. C. James, Deputy Minister of
Agriculture, introduced a number of
superintendents of education from the
Southern States who were in Canada in
quest of information. In the course of his

speech he said that in spito of many dis-

couragements there were signs of improve-
ment in agrictiltural and horticultural
matters, and he congratulated the associa-

tion on the incri'asintr interest being taken
in the work of the horticultural societies.

Supt. Joiner of North Carolina, and
Supt. Egglestone, of Virginia, spoke
briefly, and said that the South was greats
Iv interested in what is being done in
Canada.

President G. C. Creelman, of Guelph.
emphasized the importance of demonstrat-
ing to the people the value of the work
being done by the horticultural societies.

Make the work of the societies attractive
and the people will take hold.

VINK9 AND SHRUnS
Prof. H. L. Hutt, of tne Ontario Agri-

cultural College. Gnelph. gave an address
on "Vines and Shrubs for the Small
Garden." He emphasized the importance
of making a careful plan before starting
to lay out a garden. Follow the plan of a

landscape artist, if pos.sible, bearing in

mind what it will look like when grown
UP. Plant fairly thicklv and thin out
afterwards. Plant against walls and
buildings in nooks and corners, and
screen the fences with shrubs.
The four honorary directors—Prof. H.

L. Hutt. Guelph; Mr. W. T. Macoun,
Ottawa; W. B. Burgoyne, St. Catharines:
and Major H. J. Snelgrove, Toronto-
were re-elected.

Mr. Wm. Hunt, O.A.C., Guelph, de-
scribed the science and practice of plant
propagation, illustrating his talk by speci-

mens mounted on card board. He showed
that it was bv no means so hard to pro-
pagate plants as was generally supposed,
proTiding that the environment and local-

itv were considered.
0. W. Nash. Toronto, spoke on insect

Wherever Fruit Excels

Niagara Spray is Used
Our Slogan, expressing a plain and .irkiiowledged truth. It does not

follow that the mere using of NIAGARA SPRAY produces good fruit,

for thoroughness and proper application are important, so also are other

essentials in good orcharding, but we do say that wherever, on the Amer-
ican continent, a good and clean fruit is produced— there Niagara Spray

IS used—because NIAGARA IS MADE RIGHT AND STAYS RIGHT.

Results in Ontario, Nova Scotia and New York, as well as elsewhere

this season, demonstrate the superiority of NIAGARA LIME-SULPHUR
over Bordeaux for ,'\pple Scab.

DO NOT NEGLECT THE FIRST DORMANT SPRAY IN SPRING.
—This is the most important spray and controls San Jose Scale, Oyster

Shell Bark Louse, Blister Mite, Aphis and all insects wintering on trees.

It also lays the foundation for later sprays for Apple Scab.

In districts affected by San Jose Scale, Spray NOW, and AGAIN in

TRADE MARK HEQI8TERED Spring.

BEAN PUMPS are proving their worth. Over one hundred satisfied customers in Ontario. .\sk us for their letters of testi-

monials. High Pressure gives results.

Write for book on "Sprays and How to Use Them"

NIAGARA BRAND FACTORIES:
Niagara Sprayer Co., Middleport, N. Y. Bean Spray Pump Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Hood River Spray Mfg. Co., Hood River, Ore. Oregon Sprsy Co., Portland, Ore.

Niagara Spray Co., of N. S., Ltd., Kentville, N. S. Medford Spray Co., Medford, Ore.

NIAGARA BfiAND SPRAY Co., Ltd, BURLINGTON, ONT.
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and bird enemies of the garden. He show-

ed how the eggs of the moth of the

Stalk Borer are deposited ou weeds, etc.,

in October, althovigh the borers do not

enter the Btulk until later. One remedy is

to burn all stalks and weeds in the fall.

Wire worms, white grubs, cutworms, etc.,

are too prevalent, due ic the slaughter of

insect eating birds. They flourish where
land has been long in sod. When the in-

sects get into their cell and are not dis-

turbed they die quickly. Plowing the

land up late in the fall is one way of get-

ting rid of them. Insects are divided in-

to those that masticate and those which
suck the sap. Against these latter poi-

sons are no use. The proper way to des-

troy them is to apply an irritant or some-
thing that will choke the pores of the in-

sects. English soft soap is excellent for

this. Caustic potash, two pounds, to one
gallon linseed oil makes soft soap. Ar-
senate of lead, two or three pounds, to

forty gallons water is the best spray for

insects which masticate. If more tree

planting was practised birds would in-

crease, and there would be a decrease in

injurious insects. Toads are an important
factor in destroying insects. The pro-

ceedings of the convention should result

in much benefit to the work of the horti-

cultural societies of Ontario.

Ontario Fruit Groivcrs' Important Discussion

Send your consignments of APPLES to the

Home Country to

RIDLEY HOULDING & CO.
COVENT GARDEN

LONDON, ENGLAND
who specialize in APPLES and PEIARS dur-

ing the Season. Personal attention, prompt

account sales and remittance.

Correspond'ence invilited.

MATTERS of tmusual importance to

the fruit growers of Ontario were
discussed at the annual convention
of the Ontario Fruit Growers' As-

sociation held in Toronto, November 16

and 17. The directors of the association

were instructed to consider the advisability

of holding a National Apple Show in On-
tario next fall. There is a strong proba-

bility that such action will be decided
upon. Resolutions were passed dealing

with the pilfering of fruit by express com-
panies, advocating the ajipointment of

special inspectors to deal with the diseases

Little Peach and Peach Yellows, advising
that no reduction be made in the tariff

on fruit without the Fruit Growers' Asso-

ciation being consulted and aavocating the

giving of lectures in public schools deal-

ing with insects and fungous pests. The
announcement was made that a Dominion
fruit conference will be held in Ottawa
next fall and delegates were appointed.
The following directors were appointed :

Wm. Alford. Ottawa; Harold Jones, Mait-
land; W. H. Dempsey, Trenton; Wm.
Stanton, Oshawa; W. H. Gibson, New-
castle ; L. A. Hamilton, Lome Park ; J. W.
Smith, Winona; A. Onslow, XNiagara-on-
the-Lake; Jos. Gilbertson, Simcoe; D. John-
son, Forest; R. R. Sloan, Porter's Hill;
F. M. Lewis, Burford ; Adam Brown, Ow«n
Sound ; and Prof. J. W. Crow, of the On-
tario Agricultural College, Guelph.

BDUOATIONAL FEATURES
The demonstrations in spraying and in

fruit packing given at the Ontario Horti-
cultural Exhibition, proved an interesting
educational feature. The practical talks
on box and barrel packing by Mr. Alex.
McNeill, Chief of the Fruit Division, Ot-
tawa; Mr. P. J. Carey, Dominion Fruit
Inspector, Toronto ; and Prof. J. W. Crow,
O.A.O., Guelph, were of special value.
These experts showed by example how to
pack properly, and explained the varioBs
steps in detaiL
Most of the subjects discusaed were of

A. 6. HULL & SON
GROWERS of reliable Fruit and

Ornameptal Treen. Kvergreens,
Shrubs. Roses, Vines, Hedge, Small
Fruits, etc. We ship from nursery.
No Agents.

Send for 30th year Catalos and
Prices to

CENTRAL NURSERIES • ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

Tree Surgeons
Attention !

Get ready for you must soon
get bui-y—trees need you. In
these days speed is what
counts. Slow working imple-
mentn like slow moving vehicles
are being discarded. If you
possess Automatic Kansas
Pruning^ Knife Improved,
the knife without a band lever,
you are up-to-date and going
some.
Made in Guelph. Sold all over

Canada. If you dou't flsd it

write us for name of agent or
agency. We want live agents
where we hare none.

INTERNATIONAL TOOL CO.

49-51 Porter St., Detroit, Mich.

POTASH MEANS PROFIT
Experiments on Potatoes in 1909 Conducted by H. J. Dunn^ Victoria, B. C>

To the Progressive Market
Gardener and Orchardist
Decide now to test the truth of this statement

next season by using a fertilizer containing Nitro-

gen, Phosphoric Acid and Potash.

J£Potash improves the quality of pro-
duce and promotes maturity, thus en-
suring a higher market value and can be

obtained from all leading fertilizer dealers and

seedsmen in the highly concentrated forms of

Sulphate of Potash
Muriate of Potash

Write us on any matter pertaining to the culti-

vation of the soil and get our free bulletins in-

cluding-:

—

"Farmers Companion. '

'

'
'Artificial

Fertilizer?." "Records of Fertilizer
Experiments" Etc.

Dominion Agricultural Offices of the Potash Syndicate
1102-1103 TEMPLE BUILDING - - TORONTO. ONT.

Unfertilized. (oniplele
103 Bus. fertilizer. 252 Bus.

This experiment shows an increase of 91 bushels directly due to the application of POTASH

Fertilizer without
Potash. l«(l Hub.
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You can cultivate be-
tween berry buahes when
the Uisspll Garden Disc
Harrow is closed up, or
under fruit trees with
wingH added. Adjustable

—

for singrle horse, or light two horae har-
row. TjOW or high seat. Koversihle— In-
Throw to Oui-Throw. Kemember. no har-
row is genuine without Biasell name stamp-
ed on it. Ask local dealers about the Bis-
sell or write Dept. N. for catalog.

T. E. Bisscll Co. Ltd., Elora, Ont.

The Bissell
GARDEN HARROW

USE FOSTER'S POTS
THEY ARE THE BEST OH THE MARKET

WE MANUFACTURE
STANDARD POTS
PERN PANS
AZALEA POTS

Hanging BASKETS
SAUCERS AND
STRAIGHT PANS
Canada's Leading Pot

Manufacturers

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton. Ont.

'**t BEST MAOt

,
FOSTER'S

J

STANDARD
,

POT

BIG FUR SCARF
and LOVELY WATCH
FR EE

Just send us your name
and address, and we will
mail you. postpaid. 30
packets of our quick sell-
ing Picture Post Cards,
to sell at 6 for 10c. Our
assortment consists of
Seaton's Creetinga,
Floral Cards in Nature's
own coloring. Views,
and provokingly funny
Hish-Grade Comics.
Each set is done up in
a valuable coupon «n-
velope, which will make

it easy to sell the whole lot in an hour. Send
us the money you g;t for these and we will send
you, by Return Mail, this beautiful, warm Fur
Scarf, over 50 inches long, made from selected
skins of fine, soft, fluffy fur, with 6 full length
tails, and a secure chain fastener at neck.
This dainty Lady's Watch has warranted Swiss
Works, is stem wind, and stem set. has solid silver
nickel case, fancy dial and gold hands. The case
is beautifully enamelled with roses, buds and
leaves, in natural colors, and we will give it to
you for selling only 36 packets of our beautiful
cards. Takeyourchoice and writoto-day. Address

COLONIAL ART CO., Office X 2, TORONTO, ONT-

This Model C. Spramotor was
awarded four Gold Medals, two at
National Horticultural Congress,
one at Dominion Exhibition, St.

John, and one at Provincial Exhibi-
tion, Halifax, N.S.. 1909-1910. "There
are reasons."

Mr. J. C. Harris, of Ingersoll, who
is using 4 Power Spramotors for
eight years, writes about the latest
Model C.

"I have used your Model C. Spra-
motor, 1910, Gasoline Power Sprayer
almost every hour of fine weather
during the past four weeks, with
the exception of four days.

"We have had no break-downs, prac-
tically no delays. It works perfectly,
and so far has given the very best
satisfaction in use in every way. It
is all you claim it to be."

We have been manufacturing
Spramotors for 15 years for spray-
ing purposes only. "That is the rea-
son." Particulars free.

AGENTS WANTED

HEARD SPRAMOTOR CO.
1386 King Street

LONDON, - ONTARIO

fiC CARY "

FIRE PROOF SAFES AND VAULT DOORS
ALL SIZES

Ford & Featherstone - Hamilton, Onts

W. J. SHERWOOD, Representative

a most practical nature. One of the great-
est annoyances with which fruit growers
have to contend is the pilfering of fruit
from packages when in the hands of ex-
press companies. Mr. W. H. Bunting, of
!st. Catharines, chairman of the transpor-
tation committee, stated that no satisfac-
tion regarding this matter could be ob-
tained from the railway commission. In-
dividual cases might be tried at any of the
divisional courts, but in his opinion the
matter should bo thrashed out between the
fruit growers as a body and the express
companies. He suggested, and his sug-
gesHon was adopted, that the association
send a strong resolution to the express
companies calling en them to put an end
to this nuisance. The matter is of such
importance that it will be followed up
energetically.

PEACH DISEASES

"The present mode of inspection of dis-

eases of fruit trees is inettective in deal-
ing with 'little peach' and peacn yellows,' "

said Mr. W, F. Robinson, of Hatchley.
Few inspectors appointed as they are at
present can deal with these two diseases,
which are completely destroying peach or-
chards in some sections. The association
passed a resolution recommending that
the Ontario Department of Agriculture ap-
point special inspectors to look after these
two diseases alone.

That no reduction should be made in
the tariit of fruit coming into this coun-
try without first consulting the tarifp com-
mittee of the fruit growers' association was
the subject of a resolution which elicited

some keen discussion. That reciprocity of

fruit would be an advantage to the Cana-
dian fruit growers was generally acknow-
ledged, but no reduction should be made
while the tariff against our fruit going
into the United States is as high as it is

at present. Kesolutions were passed com-
mending the Ontario Department of Agri-
culture on placing district representatives
throughout the province and favoring the
rapid extension of this work, and suggest-
ing that lectures be given in public schools
particularly in fruit districts, on insects

and fungus pests.

The Board of Directors were appointed
a committee to look into the advisability

of holding a Isational Apple Show in On-
tario next year. It was pointed out by
the various speakers that untario has a
climate which can produce apples unex-
celled in quality. If British Columbia can
give the greatest apple show yet held in

the world, Ontario can do as well and
better.

Mr. James E. Johnson, or Simcoe,
President of the Association, said that the
decline in the apple industry in Ontario
was due to the ravages of insects and fun-
gus pests due to lack of care of the or-

chard, to the api)le buyers being willing

to take fruit from neglected orchards and
to poor inspection of fruit under the Fruit
Sales Act, due to lack of funds to carry on
the work properly. He suggested that the
Ontario Department of Agriculture co-

operate with the Dominion Department in
the more rigid inspection of fruit.

PRACTICAI, ADVICE

A most interesting address was delivered

by Mr, B. J. Case. President of the New
York State fruit growers' association.

"The greatest weakness in farming," said

Mr. Case, "is the lack of some good sys-

tem of keeping accounts." Severe trim-
ming to keep the heads back, the use of

low-headed trees, the use of Mammoth
Clover as a cover crop, cultivation, fertili-

zation, and thinning of the fruit are es-

sential if we are to get the best results.
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You are trying to decide even now which Piano to buy. Little

wonder you are confused, for the be^ of claims can so easily be

made for the wor^ of instruments — the English language is

free to all.

The guide which has for more than a generation led buyers

who have been puzzled like yourself has been the reputation of the

GERHARD HEINTZMAN
CANADAS (JBEATEST PIAHO
A reputation that has been earned, not purchased.

That definite, persi^ent impression back in your mind, behind
all your indecision, that the Gerhard Heintzman is really the beil

of the good pianos, is right.

If you will call or write u« before makinsr your decision
we will be very glad to talk the problem over with you.

Our reputation is your protection and our knowledge and
experience are at your service.

GERHARD HEINTZMAN
LIMITED

New Salesrooms:

41-43 Queen St., West, Opposite City Hall

TORONTO

Hamilton Salesrooms: 127 King St., East
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AN INVITATION
18 extended to you to come and examine our display of

Gourlay Pianos. Even if you are not yet ready to pur-

cliase> come now and spend an Kour in seeing and hear-

ing these superb instruments.

latuKs

•re all of one quality—the best- The lowest priced style

is as well made as the highest. The ambition of th"

makers of Gourlay Pianos is not to make the greatest

number of instruments, but to make each one so rich in

tone, so responsive in action, so artistic in design and so

durable in every way that it will bring prestige and added

reputation.

If you cannot come in write for Catalogue and prices.

GOURLAY, WINTER & LEEMING

4.%'•/%/%. %^%^%.

188 Yonge Street, Toronto
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Only thorough work with the best machinery will

accomplish the best paying results from spraying.

You must spray if you would have perfect fruit, and it

doesn't pay to bother with a cheap outfit. It means no

end of trouble and it's too risky—you have too much
at stake.

Goulds Sprayers have proved their su-

periority by years of service. We make
the sprayer best suited to your condi-

tions. It will last for years because all

working parts are made of bronze to

resist the action of chemicals. "You
can depend on a Goulds" to work when
ever and as long as you require.

Send for Our Booklet:

How to Spray—When to Spray—What Sprayer* to U»e"

It discusses the matter thoroushly. It giTes valuable

spraying formulas and tells how and when to use them.

THE GOULDS MFG. CO., 17 W. F.ll St., SeMa FJU. N.T

VVc Make both Hand and Power Pumps for Every Service

Mr. Case belieTed in severe pruning to
bring young trees rapidly to a bearing
age. In his own orchard Northern Spies
have yielded good crops seven years from
the time of setting. Valuing apple or-
chards at $1,000 an acre, bearing orchards
should return ten per cent, on the invest-
ment.

OVEK FRODUOTION IlIPBOBABLE

The danger cf over production was dealt
with by such representative fruit men as
RoLt. Thompson, Harold Jones, A. E.
Sherrington, G. H. Mitchell, and James A.
Johnson. In the opinion of these fruit
growers no one need be deterred from im-
proving their old orchards or from setting
out young orchards by the fear of over pro-
duction. There is no such thing as over
production of good fruit.

"Profits from My Apple Orchard" was
the subject dealt with by R. R. Sloan
Porter's Hill, and J. G. MitcheU, Clarks-
burg. In this season of small crops, by
proper care Mr. Mitchell harvested $560
worth of fruit from an orchard which had
previously yielded only forty barrels. The
expense including rent amounted to $365,
leaving a profit cf $195. Mr. Sloan stated
that he bad old orchards which had given
returns as high as $18 a tree, or $530 an
acre.

"The greatest weakness in co-operative
enterprises in the past," said Mr. S. E.
Todd, of Petrolia, "has been the lack of
some central organization to assist and
guide local co-operative concerns. The
various associations throughout the pro-
vince have had no uniformity in their
constitutions and have not worked toge-
ther as they might do to advantage. Cen-
tralization of societies explains the success
of co-operation in European countries.
Very few farmers appreciate the business
ability and the expense required to suc-
cessfully run a co-operative association.
The most successful associations are those
which pay their managers the highest
salaries. If a good manager was secured
and paid a good salary the association was
almost sure of success.

One of the most important ventures

You Can Do the Weekly
Washing in Six Minutes
The 1900 GRAVITY WASHER cuts out

labor and saves money. Does a bie family
washing

—

and wrin^^nff too—in short order.
The Gravity washes a tufaful spotlessly clean
in six minutes. Prove it at our expense.

Any Woman
Can Have a

1900
GRAVITY
WASHER
On 30 Day*'

Free Trial

Don't send one
cent. Try it first

at our expense

—

if you are respon-
sible. We'll pay
the freight. See
the wonders it

performs. Thou-
sands are in use
and every user

delighted. We are constantly receiving let-

ters from hosts of satisfied customers. The
1900 Gravity is sold on small payments. Send
for aur fascinatiat FRBB Book to-day. Write
me personally, O. 11. C. BAOil, Maua
ger. The 1900 Washer Co., 367 I'onge
street, Toronto, Ontario.
This offer is not good in Toronto,

Montreal, Winnipeg or Vancouver and
Buburbs, as we have braocb ofSces in
these places. Special trial arrange-
ments are made in these districts.
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made by the fruit growers this year was
the shipment of peaches to the British

market. This subject was thoroughly dis-

cussed by C. A. Dobson. Hamilton, Robt.

Thompson, St. Catharines, and W. W.
Moore, of the Market Division, Ottawa.

With the experience gained this year the

experiment will be carried on next year

with greater success. Naturally mistakes

were made this year, but the most of the

shipments arrived in Europe in good con-

dition and brought remunerative prices.

"Standards for the judging of our fruits

at Exhibitions" was discuss^a by Harold
Jones, of Maitland, and by W. T. Macoun,
of Ottawa. Score cards for the judging of

fruit at exhibitions were submitted, and

the association decided that these cards
should be printed and their use at fruit
fairs next year advocated.
The following men were elected to re-

Peerless Lawn Fence
Is Stromp and Attractive* All the wires are
uniformly crimped, large gauge, sfeei spring wire,
heavily galvanized and coated with white enamel
painc. Never sags, never rusts. Improve your prop-
erty with a Peerless Fence. Cheap as wood and
more handsome and durable. Also full line of farm
and poultry fence and pates. Write for information.

THE BANWELL HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO., Ltd.

Dept. Hamilton. Ont., Winnipeg, Man.
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Buy Your
Christmas

Presents
at

I

IMPSONS
We Pay Delivery Charges on Every Article in this Christmas Catalogue to any Destination in Canada

How far will my Christmas Money Go?
You Will Be Asking That Question Soon

It will go much further than you think—if you order your
gifts from this Special Christmas Catalogue—just issued.

Suppose you could take your time about your
Christmas buying—wouldn't your money go
twice as far as if spent in a few hurried,

crowded shopping hours?

Think o£ spending a whole day—a week—in

our great store—looking over our extensive

stocks, comparing prices and making out lists

o£ the presents you would like to buy.

That's just what you do whcK you buy through

Simpson s Special Christmas Catalogue.

We have a copy of the catalogue for you, just

waiting for your name and address. It's free

—send for it now.

WE PAY DELIVERY CHARGES on every

article shown in our Christmas Catalogue.

You buy just as cheaply as though you lived

right here in Toronto, and you ship the goods
hax.\iat our expensexi'^OM don't like them when
they arrive—a«^ get your money back. This
means, of course, that we are going to be very

careful about sending exactly what you order.

Our general mail order catalogue enables you
to buy—at Toronto prices—almost anything
shown In our great store. Wealsopay deliver)'

charges on all goods shown in our General
Catalogue with the exception of a very few
heavy, bulky articles.

Jtut write on a pott card: "Please send me Christmas Catalogue No, 3
We will send it by return mailp prepaid.

Th®

TOEOMT©
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At Home Avith the

KODAK
Make Kodak your family historian. Start

the history on Christmas day, the day of

home gathering, and let it keep for you an

intimate pictorial history of the home and
all who are in it. Make somebody happy
with a Kodak this year— the pictures will

serve to make many people happy in the

years that follow.

Unless you a,fe already familiar with
Kodakery, you will find the making of
home portraits much simpler than you
imagine—so simple, indeed, that the novice
often gets the credit of being an expert. To
make it still simpler we are issuing a
beautifully illustrated little book that talks
about home portraiture in an understand-
able way that will prove helpful to any
amateur. Whether you already have a
Kodak or not we would like you to have a
copy of this book.

Aek your dealer or write us for a free
copy of "At Home with the Kodak."

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited

TORONTO, ..... CANADA

ALL FOR $2.00

You may eeoure those four leading Can i

dian Agricultural and Home .Alagazineb
each for a year for only $2.00, or in differ-
ent combinations with The Canadian Horti-
culturist, as shown below. It taken singly
the coat would be $3.10 a year. Why not
save money?
I.—The Canadian Horticulturist and
The Canadian Poultry Review 90

2.—The Canadian Horticulturist and
Farm and Dairy $1.10

3.—The Canadian Horticulturist and
The Canadian Home Journal 1.20

4.—All four Magazines (88 numbers In
all) 2JM

Send Orders to

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
PETERBORO, - • ONTARIO

Clean Your Seed
Separate and grade ALL kinds of seeds—eliminate ALL weed seed, shrunken grains,
broken particles and dust. You can do it easily, quickly, thoroughly with the
Chatham Fanning Mill and insure

Better, Surer Crops i— Highest Market Prices
Don't crow weeds or plant weak seeds. Let us ship you a Chatham immediately, freight
prepaid, so you can use it right away. You pay nothing unless you are fully satisfied that

CHATHAM
ning Mill

actually does all we
claim tor it. Then you
can take 2 years to pay
for it, if you want to.
Anyway

TRY IT
30 Days

FREE
and see how it saves
you work and increases
your profits.

The only machine that will rid your
clover of that "Plantain" weed
which is almo-st ruining nearly every Ontario farmer's clover tliii veiir
Maybe you dnn t know that yonr clover is full of this weed, but you will when
jTou try to rell if or when you plant it next year. This pest has been bother-
ing Ohio and Illinois farmers until the Chatham conquered it foi them as
hundreds of farmera testify. If the Chatham doesn't do the work for you
just send it back and it hasn't cost voii a cent. Mv free book tells all
write for It at once and for my liberal free trial offer. Addrcis Manson
Campbell. President.

The Mansoo Campbell Company, Ltd., Chatham, Ont Manaon Campbell
201

present the association at the Dominion
Coufcreiice next fall: Messrs. H. Jones,
W. H. Dempsey, H. W. Grierson, James
E. Johnson, W. H. Bunting ilobt.
Thcinps<jii, A. W. Peart, D. Johnson, and
E. D. Smith.

Intere.sting and instructive addresses
were also given by K. R. Waddell, Sim-
coe; W. F. Kidd^ Collingwood; M. C.
Smith, Burlington; A. D. Campbell,
Clarksburg; and L. Ceasar, Guelph, on
Lime Sulphur vs. Bordeaux; on Orchard
Fertilizers by Professor Harcourt, Guelph

;

The Orchards of Prince Edward County by
M. D. Clark, Wellington; Fire Blight Suc-
cessfully Combated, by D. H. Jones,
Guelph ; Ccver Crops in the Orchard, by
Professor Saxby Blair, Macdonald College;
and The Cider Industry, by Louis Meu-
iiier, Paris, France. Reports of these ad-
dresses will be given in future issues of
Thb Can.\dian Horticulturist.

New Brunswick Apple Show
Climatic conditions in New Brunswick

are quite similar to those existing in this
portion ot Ontario lying north and east
of Kingston. lu the southern portions,
Spies and even Baldwins, Greenings and
Kings are grown to a certain extent, but
none of the^e varieties are recommended
for commercial planting in any part of the
province. The varieties chiefly in evidence
at the recent exhibition of the New Bruns-
wick Fruit Growers' Associaticn in St.
John, N.U., and which are particularly
recommended as the most suitable to the
climate of the province, were Duchess, New
Brunswicker, Alexander, Dudley's Winter,
Wealthy, Fameuse, Mclutcsh Red, Wolfe
Uiver, Milwaukee, and Bethel.

THE EXHIBITION
The exhibits were very tastefully ar-

ranged in the spacious St. Andrews Rink,
and the quantity of fruit on exhibit was a
decided surprise to these who, like most of
the visitors and spectators, had been in
the habit of belittling the fruit-growing
possibilities of New Brunswick. The pro-
vincial department of agriculture display-
ed four hundred excellently packed boxes
of various varieties. Besides these there
were entered for competition some eighty
boxes, sixty-one barrels, and eight hun-
dred and ninety-six plates.

In quality the exhibits were decidedly
good, although some scab was in evidence.
A most striking feature—and it is one
which never failed to be made particular
mention of—was the remarkably high
color of the fruit. If the fruit exhibited
at St. John is a fair sample of what New
Brunswick can grow, it is safe to say On-
tario ccnies in second in the matter of

color. Of course, it must be borne in mind
that the varieties principally grown in
New Brunswick are the highly colored
fruits, but even in these varieties New-
Brunswick fruit would compare very
favorably with anything produced in On-
tario.

A feature worthy of imitation was the
inclusion in the prize list of the scale of

points used in judging the various classes,

as well as explanations cf such terms as

"Freedom from blemish." "Uniformity,"
"Quality," and so forth.

The Canadian Horticulturist has on
hand a number of very interesting reports

of the annual meetings of the Horticultural
Societies in Ontario and covering their

work for the past year. The reports cf the
convention of the Ontario Hoticultural As-
sociation and of the fruit conventions and
exhibitions published in this issue make it

impossible for us to deal with these reports
in this number.
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